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Preface

The papers in this volume were presented at the 23rd International Conference on Principles of Distributed Systems (OPODIS 2019), held on December 17–19, 2019, in Neuchâtel, Switzerland. The conference was organized by the University of Neuchâtel and took place at the Faculty of Sciences.

OPODIS is an open forum for the exchange of state-of-the-art knowledge about distributed computing. With strong roots in the theory of distributed systems, OPODIS has expanded its scope to cover the whole range between the theoretical aspects and practical implementations of distributed systems, as well as experimentation and quantitative assessments. All aspects of distributed systems are within the scope of OPODIS: theory, specification, design, performance, and system building. Specifically, this year, the topics of interest at OPODIS included:

- Biological distributed algorithms
- Blockchain technology and theory
- Communication networks
- Cloud computing and data centers
- Dependable distributed algorithms and systems
- Design and analysis of concurrent and distributed data structures
- Design and analysis of distributed graph algorithms
- Distributed deployments of machine learning
- Distributed event processing
- Distributed operating systems, middleware, and distributed database systems
- Distributed storage and file systems, large-scale systems, and big data analytics
- Edge computing
- Embedded and energy-efficient distributed systems
- Game-theory and economical aspects of distributed computing
- High-performance, cluster, cloud and grid computing
- Impossibility results for distributed computing
- Internet of things and cyber-physical systems
- Mesh and ad-hoc networks networks
- Mobile agents, robots, and rendezvous
- Programming languages, formal methods, specification and verification
- Randomization in distributed computing
- Security and privacy, cryptographic protocols
- Self-stabilization, self-organization, autonomy
- Shared memory algorithms
- Social systems, peer-to-peer and overlay networks
- Specification and verification of distributed systems
- Synchronization
- Transactional memory

We received 87 submissions, each of which underwent a double-blind peer review by at least three members of the Program Committee with the help of external reviewers. Overall, the quality of the submissions was very high. From the 87 submissions, 32 papers were selected to be included in these proceedings.
The OPODIS proceedings appear in the Leibniz International Proceedings in Informatics (LIPIcs) series. LIPIcs proceedings are available online and free of charge to readers. The production costs are paid in part from the conference budget. The review process was done using EasyChair.

Two Best Paper Awards were given: one award was given to Nikita Koval, Dan Alistarh, and Alexander Federov for their paper titled “In Search of the Fastest Concurrent Union-Find Algorithm”, and the other award was given to Kfir Lev-Ari, Alexander Spiegelman, Idit Keidar, and Dahlia Malkhi for their paper titled “FairLedger: A Fair Blockchain Protocol for Financial Institutions”. The Best Student Paper Award was given to Yasamin Nazari for their paper titled “Massively Parallel Approximate Distance Sketches”, co-authored with Michael Dinitz.

This year OPODIS had three distinguished invited keynote speakers: Haris Pozidis (IBM Research), Keren Censor-Hillel (Technion), and Rachid Guerraoui (EPFL).

Thank you to all the authors that submitted their work to OPODIS. We are also grateful to the Program Committee members for their hard work reviewing papers and their active participation in the online discussions and the Program Committee meeting. We also thank the external reviewers for their help with the reviewing process.

Organizing this event would not have been possible without the time and the effort of the Organizing Committee, notably: Valerio Schiavoni, who was responsible for local arrangements and the website; Peter Kropf, who managed sponsorships; and Avery Miller, who managed the proceedings.

Finally, we thank the Steering Committee members for their valuable advice, as well as the sponsors and the University of Neuchâtel for their support.
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Demystifying Bitcoin

Rachid Guerraoui
School of Computer and Communication Sciences, EPFL, Switzerland
https://lpdwww.epfl.ch/rachid/
rachid.guerraoui@epfl.ch

Abstract

This talk will explain the bitcoin algorithm from the distributed computing perspective, precisely define the underlying double-payment problem, and present a much simpler alternative to solve the problem without relying on consensus and consuming so much energy.

Rachid Guerraoui is professor in Computer Science at EPFL where he leads the Distributed Computing Laboratory. He worked in the past with École des Mines de Paris, CEA Saclay, HP Labs in Palo Alto and MIT. He has been elected ACM Fellow and Professor of the College de France. He was awarded a Senior ERC Grant and a GoogleFocused Award.

2012 ACM Subject Classification Information systems → Electronic commerce; Computing methodologies → Distributed algorithms

Keywords and phrases Bitcoin, Payment systems
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Category Keynote Abstract
Distributed Optimization And Approximation: 
How Difficult Can It Be? 

Keren Censor-Hillel  
Technion, Haifa, Israel  
http://ckeren.net.technion.ac.il  
ckeren@cs.technion.ac.il

Abstract
We know that exact distributed algorithms for optimization problems cannot be fast. To overcome these barriers, very efficient approximation algorithms have been designed in various distributed settings. But for very small approximation factors, a mystery remains: Why do we not have fast distributed algorithms for very small approximations factors in bandwidth restricted settings?

This talk will overview the state-of-the-art of distributed optimization and approximation algorithms and discuss the major challenges in determining the complexity of small approximations.

2012 ACM Subject Classification  Theory of computation → Distributed algorithms; Mathematics of computing → Approximation algorithms

Keywords and phrases  Distributed graph algorithms, Optimization and approximations
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Snap ML – Accelerated Machine Learning for Big Data

Haris Pozidis
IBM Research Zurich, Switzerland

Abstract

Snap Machine Learning (Snap ML) is a new software library for training popular machine learning models, characterized by very high performance, scalability to TB-scale datasets and high resource efficiency. It continuously evolves and currently supports generalized linear models, decision trees, random forests and gradient boosting machines. Snap ML has been built to address the needs of business applications, which often have to deal with high-volume data, react fast to changing environments, and use resources efficiently to drive down cost. The high efficiency of Snap ML, in particular in dealing with big data, comes from innovations in distributed optimization, among other things. This talk will review the principles of the Snap ML library, explain how it achieves high speed and scalability, and present several cases of business workloads that demonstrate the benefits offered by Snap ML.

Haris Pozidis manages the Cloud Storage and Analytics group at IBM Research in Zurich, Switzerland. He was with Philips Research, Eindhoven, The Netherlands, before joining IBM. He has worked on read channel design for DVD and Blu-ray Disc at Philips, and played a key role in developing the first scanning probe-based data storage system at IBM, the “Millipede”. His current focus is on the development of Flash memory controllers for all-flash arrays, on phase change memory technology and system solutions, and on accelerated software libraries for machine learning. He holds over 120 US patents, has co-authored more than 120 publications, is an IBM Principal Research Scientist and Master Inventor, and a Senior Member of the IEEE.

2012 ACM Subject Classification Computing methodologies → Machine learning; Software and its engineering → Software libraries and repositories

Keywords and phrases Machine Learning, Big Data
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FairLedger: A Fair Blockchain Protocol for Financial Institutions

Kfir Lev-Ari
Technion IIT, Haifa, Israel

Alexander Spiegelman
VMware Research, Herzliya, Israel

Idit Keidar
Technion IIT, Haifa, Israel

Dahlia Malkhi
Calibra, Menlo Park, CA, USA

Abstract

Financial institutions nowadays are looking into technologies for permissioned blockchains. A major effort in this direction is Hyperledger, an open source project hosted by the Linux Foundation and backed by a consortium of over a hundred companies. A key component in permissioned blockchain protocols is a byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) consensus engine that orders transactions. However, currently available BFT solutions in Hyperledger (as well as in the literature at large) are inadequate for financial settings; they are not designed to ensure fairness or to tolerate the selfish behavior that inevitably arises when financial institutions strive to maximize their own profit.

We present FairLedger, a permissioned BFT blockchain protocol, which is fair, designed to deal with rational behavior, and, no less important, easy to understand and implement. Our secret sauce is a new communication abstraction called detectable all-to-all (DA2A), which allows us to detect players (byzantine or rational) that deviate from the protocol and punish them. We implement FairLedger in the Hyperledger open source project using the Iroha framework – one of the biggest projects therein. To evaluate FairLedger’s performance, we also implement it in the PBFT framework and compare the two protocols. Our results show that in failure-free scenarios in wide-area settings, FairLedger achieves better throughput than both Iroha’s implementation and PBFT.

2012 ACM Subject Classification Theory of computation → Distributed algorithms

Keywords and phrases Blockchain, Fairness, Byzantine fault tolerance, Rational players, Equilibrium
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1 Introduction

As of today, support for financial transactions between institutions is limited, slow, and costly. For example, an oversees money transfer between two banks might take several days and entail fees of tens of dollars. The source of this cost (in term of both time and money) is the need for a reliable clearing house; sometimes this even requires physical phone calls at the end of the day. At the same time, emerging decentralized cryptocurrencies like Bitcoin [42] complete transactions within less than hour, at a cost of microcents. It is therefore not surprising that financial institutions are looking into newer technologies to bring them up to speed and facilitate trading in today’s global economy.

The most prominent technology considered in this context is that of a blockchain, which implements a secure peer-to-peer ledger of financial transactions on top of a consensus engine.

1 Kfir Lev-Ari and Alexander Spiegelman contributed equally to this work.
A major effort in this direction is Hyperledger [28], an open-source project hosted by the Linux Foundation and backed by a consortium of more than a hundred companies. Unlike anonymous cryptocurrencies with open participation, in blockchains for financial institutions — also called permissioned blockchains — every participant is pre-known and certified, so that it has to be responsible for its actions in the real world. Permissioned blockchains [28, 40, 45] thus abandon the slow and energy-consuming proof-of-work paradigm of Bitcoin, and tend to go back to more traditional distributed consensus protocols. Because of the high stakes, malicious deviations from the protocol (due to bugs or attacks), rare as they might be, should never compromise the service. Such deviations are modeled as byzantine faults [34], and to deal with them, proposed solutions use byzantine fault tolerant (BFT) consensus protocols.

Yet we believe that dealing with byzantine failures is only a small part of what is required in permissioned blockchains. In fact, a break-in that causes a bank’s software to behave maliciously is so unusual that it is a top news story and is investigated by the FBI. On the other hand, financial institutions always try to maximize their own profit, and would never use a system that discriminates against them. Moreover, they can be expected to selfishly deviate from the protocol whenever they can benefit from doing so. In particular, financial entities typically receive a fee for every transaction they append to the shared ledger, and can thus be expected to attempt to game the system in a way that maximizes the rate of their own transactions in the ledger. Such rational behavior, if not carefully considered, not only can discriminate against some entities, but may also compromise safety.

Thus, in the FinTec context, one faces a number of important challenges that were not always emphasized in previous BFT work: (1) fairness in terms of the opportunities each participant gets to append transactions to the ledger; (2) expected rational behavior by all players; and (3) optimized failure-free performance in wide-area setting, given that financial institutions are usually very secure and inter-institutional platforms would be deployed over a secure WAN. In addition, it is important to stress (4) protocol simplicity, because complex protocols are inherently bug-prone and easier to attack. In this work we develop FairLedger, a new permissioned BFT blockchain protocol for the Hyperledger framework, which addresses all of these challenges. Our protocol is fair, designed for rational participants, optimized for the failure-free case, simple to understand, and easy to implement. Specifically, we show that following the protocol is an equilibrium, and that when rational participants do follow the protocol, they all get perfectly fair shares of the ledger.

Given that byzantine failures are rare, our philosophy is to optimize for the normal mode when they do not occur (as also emphasized in some previous works, e.g., Zyzzyva [32]). For this mode, we design a simple protocol that provides high performance when all players are rational but not byzantine. Under byzantine failures, the normal mode protocol remains safe and fair, but may lose progress. Upon detecting that a rogue participant is attempting to prevent progress, we switch to the alert mode. At this point, it is expected that real-world authorities (such as the FBI or Interpol) will step in to investigate the break-in. But such an investigation may take days to complete, and in the time being, the service remains operational — albeit slower — using the alert mode protocol.

An important lesson learned from the deployment of Paxos-like protocols in real systems such as ZooKeeper [31] and etcd [19] is that systems will only be used if they are easy to understand, implement, and maintain. Like these systems, we follow the Vertical Paxos [4, 33] approach of using a fixed set of participants (sometimes called quorum) for sequencing transactions and reconfiguring this set upon failures. Specifically, we designate a committee consisting of all the participants who are interested in issuing transactions and have them run a sequencing protocol to order their transactions. A complementary master service monitors
the committee’s progress and initiates reconfiguration when needed. Including all interested players in the committee is instrumental for fairness – this way, all committee members benefit from sequencing batches that include transactions by all of them.

We assume a loosely synchronous model, where a master can use a coarse time bound (e.g., one minute) to detect lack of progress. This bound is only used for failure recovery, and does not otherwise affect performance. A key feature of our alert mode is that whenever participants deviate from the protocol in a way that jeopardizes progress, they are accurately detected and so can be removed from the committee. Unlike in other Hyperledger protocols [45], FairLedger never indicts correct participants, allowing the system to heal itself following attacks.

The sequencing protocol uses all-to-all exchange of signed messages among committee members. Since the committee includes all participants and all messages are signed, the protocol can ensure safety despite byzantine failures of almost any minority. Specifically, for $f$ failures, our protocol is correct whenever the number of participants satisfies $n \geq 2f + 3$.

The flip side is that it is enough for one participant to withhold a single message in order to prevent progress. Such a deviation from the protocol is tricky to detect as one participant can claim that it had sent a message to another, while the recipient claims that the message has not arrived. To deal with such deviations, we define a new communication abstraction, which we call detectable all-to-all (DA2A). Besides the standard broadcast and deliver API, DA2A exposes a detect method that returns an accurate and complete set of deviating participants.

We implement FairLedger’s sequencing protocol in Iroha [45], which is part of the Hyperledger [28] open-source project, and compare its performance to their implementation. Specifically, since Iroha’s implementation is modular, we are able to replace their BFT consensus protocol, (which is based on [23]), with our sequencing protocol without changing other components (e.g., communication, cryptographic, and database libraries). Experiments over WAN emulation [48] show that FairLedger outperforms Iroha’s BFT protocol in the vast majority of the tested scenarios (both in normal mode and in alert mode).

Since the Iroha system consists of many components (e.g., GRPC [30] communication) that may induce overhead, we also implement FairLedger’s sequencing protocol in the PBFT [17] framework, which provides a clean environment to evaluate raw consensus performance. Our results show that FairLedger’s latency is better than PBFT’s in both the normal and alert modes. FairLedger’s throughput exceeds PBFT’s in normal mode but is inferior to it in the alert mode, although PBFT’s advantage diminishes as the system scale grows.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

1. We define a fair distributed ledger abstraction for rational participants.
2. We define a detectable all-to-all (DA2A) abstraction as a building block for such ledgers.
3. We design FairLedger, the first BFT blockchain protocol that ensures strong fairness when all participants are rational. FairLedger is safe under byzantine failures of almost any minority, and detects and punishes deviating (byzantine and rational) participants. It is also simple to understand and implement.
4. We substitute Iroha, which is one of the Hyperledger’s existing sequencing protocol, with FairLedger with improved performance. We also implement FairLedger’s sequencing protocol in the PBFT framework; FairLedger outperforms PBFT in the normal mode but achieves slightly lower throughput in the alert mode.
Problem Definition and System Model

We consider a set of players, each representing a real-world financial entity, jointly attempting to agree on a shared ledger of financial transactions. Every player has an unbounded stream of transactions that it wants to append to the ledger and we assume that the player benefits from doing so. A principal goal for our service is fairness, that is, providing all entities with equal opportunities for appending transactions.

2.1 Byzantine and rational behavior

Traditional distributed systems are managed by a single organization, where deviation from the protocol – referred to as byzantine behavior – is explained as a bug or by the deviating entity being hacked, and only a small subset of the players are byzantine. In this work, however, we seek a protocol that coordinates among many organizations that trade with financial assets. We thus have to take into account that every entity may behave rationally, and deviate from the protocol if doing so increases its benefit.

To reason about such rational behavior we assume that each entity can be either byzantine or rational [5,36,41]. A rational entity has a known utility function that it tries to maximize and deviates from the protocol only if this increases its utility, whereas a byzantine entity can deviate arbitrarily from the protocol (e.g., crash, withhold messages, or send incorrect protocol messages), i.e., its utility function is unknown.

Our system involves two types of entities – players and auditors. Players (e.g., banks) propose transactions to append to the ledger, while auditors oversee the system. The same physical entity may be both a player and an auditor, but other entities (e.g., government central banks) may also act as auditors. There are initially \( n \) players and any number of auditors. The number of byzantine players is bounded by a known parameter \( f \), where \( n \geq 2f + 3 \). At most a minority of the auditors can be byzantine.

In order to prove that a protocol is correct in our model, we need to show that following the protocol is an equilibrium for rational entities even in the presence of \( f \) byzantine faults.

2.2 Distributed fair ledger

A ledger is an abstract object that maintains a log (i.e., sequence) of transactions from some domain \( T \). It supports two operations with the following sequential specification: An append \( t \), \( t \in T \), changes the state of the log by appending \( t \) to its end. A read \( l \) operation returns the last \( l \) transactions in the log. The log is initially empty.

The utility function of a rational player is the ratio of transactions that it appends to the ledger, i.e., the number of transactions it appends to the ledger out of the total number of transactions in the ledger. Between two ledgers with the same ratio, the longer one is preferred. This models players who care about the overall system progress but care more about getting their fair share of it.

The utility function of an auditor is the committee size in case progress is being made, and 0 in case the system stalls. In other words, the auditors aim to ensure the system’s overall health. In case an entity acts as an auditor and as a player, the auditor’s utility is the dominating and the player’s utility breaks ties.

We require strict fairness. Intuitively, this means that for every player \( p_1 \) that follows the protocol, at any point when the log contains \( k \) transactions appended by \( p_1 \), the log does not contain more than \( k + 1 \) transactions appended by any other player. In the full paper [35] we formalize and extend this definition to allow differential quality of service, whereby different players are allocated different shares of the log and these shares may change over time.
2.3 System model

We assume that players have been certified by some trusted certification authority known to all players. In addition, we assume a PKI [44]: each player has a unique pair of public and private cryptographic keys, where the public keys are known to all players, and the adversary does not have enough computational power to unravel non-byzantine players’ private keys.

We assume reliable communication channels between pairs of players. As in previous works on permissioned blockchains [23,28,45], we assume that there is a known upper bound $\Delta$ on message latency. Nevertheless, our sequencing protocol is safe and fair even if the bound does not hold. We exploit this bound to detect failures when the protocol stalls because a rogue player deviates from the protocol by withholding messages. Thus, the bound can be set very conservatively (e.g., in the order of minutes) so as to avoid false detection.

3 Solution Components

Our goal is to design a ledger that financial institutions will be able to use. Such a protocol, besides being fair, secure against malicious attacks, and resilient to selfish behavior, must be simple to understand, implement, and maintain. Therefore, although we appreciate complex protocols with many corner cases and clever optimizations, we try here to keep the design as simple as possible. The simple design not only reduces vulnerabilities, it also makes it much easier to reason about selfish behavior.

Committee and master. We adopt the Vertical Paxos [4,33] paradigm, where a single committee (known to all) partakes in agreeing on all transactions. Initially, the committee consists of all players. By requiring all committee members to endorse transactions, we create an incentive for all of them to append to the log batches including transactions from all of them. To handle cases when committee members stop responding (e.g., due to a crash or an attack), a complementary master service performs reconfiguration: detecting such members and removing (or replacing) them. Thus, we logically implement two components: (1) a committee that runs the sequencing protocol and (2) a master responsible for progress. The master is implemented by auditors using a minority-resilient synchronous BFT protocol like [21]; its impact on overall system performance is small, and so we do not optimize its implementation. For the remainder of this paper, we abstract away this protocol and simply treat the master as a single trusted authority.

Detection of misbehavior. The master’s ability to evict deviating (byzantine or rational) players relies on its ability to detect deviations from the protocol. We divide the possible deviations into two categories: active and passive. An active deviation occurs when a player sends messages that do not coincide with the protocol. By signing all messages with private keys, we achieve non-repudiation, i.e., messages can be linked to their senders and provide evidence of misbehavior, which the master can use to detect deviation.

Passive deviation, which stalls the protocol by withholding messages, is much harder to detect. For example, if the protocol hangs waiting for $p_1$ to take an action following a message it expects from $p_2$, we cannot, in general, know if $p_2$ is the culprit (because it never sent a message to $p_1$) or $p_1$ is at fault.

To address this challenge we present our novel DA2A broadcast abstraction, which supports $\text{broadcast}(m)$ and $\text{deliver}(m)$ operations for the players and a $\text{detect()}$ operation for the master. Every player $p_i$ invokes $\text{broadcast}(m)$ for some message $m$ s.t. all the other
players should deliver(m). The detect() operation performed by the master returns a set S of players that deviate from the protocol together with corresponding proofs:

Definition 1 (Detectability). For every two players \( p_j, p_i \) s.t. \( p_i \) does not deliver a message from \( p_j \), \( S \) contains \( p_j \) (with a proof of \( p_j \)'s deviation) in case \( p_j \) did not perform broadcast(m) properly, and otherwise, it contains \( p_i \) (with a proof of \( p_i \)'s deviation). Moreover, \( S \) contains only deviating players.

Note that in case \( S \) is empty, all the players follow the protocol, meaning that all the players broadcast a message and deliver messages broadcast by all other players.

4 FairLedger Protocol

We present our detectable all-to-all building block in Section 4.1, then use it for our sequencing protocol in Section 4.2, and for the recovery protocol in Section 4.3. In Section 4.4, we informally argue that following the protocol is a Nash equilibrium. For space limitations, the full correctness proof (including game theoretical analysis) is deferred to the full paper [35].

4.1 Detectable all-to-all (DA2A)

Communication patterns. We start by discussing two ways to implement all-to-all communication over reliable links. The simplest way to do so is direct all-to-all, in which broadcast(m) sends message \( m \) to all other players (see Figure 1a). This implementation has the optimal cost of 1 hop and \( n(n-1) \) messages, but cannot reveal any information about passive deviations: In case \( p_i \) does not deliver a message from \( p_j \), the master has no way of knowing whether \( p_j \) did not send a message to \( p_i \), or \( p_i \) is lying about not receiving the message.

Another approach, which we call relayed all-to-all, designates a subset of the players as relays. A broadcast(m) sends \( m \) to all players, and when a relay receives a message for the first time, it forwards it to all players (see Figure 1b). With \( r \) relays, \( (r+1)n^2 \) messages are sent.

DA2A implementation. DA2A has two modes: normal and alert. Every instance of DA2A starts in the normal mode, in which a broadcast uses direct all-to-all and also informs the master of the broadcast. A detect() operation proceeds follows:

- Wait \( 2\Delta \) time for all players to inform it of their broadcasts.
- In case inform messages are missing from some subset of players \( P \subseteq \Pi \), detect() returns \( P \).
- Otherwise, the master waits $2\Delta$ time to make sure that all messages that had been sent have arrived, and then queries all players if they deliver messages from all players.
- If none of the players complains, $\text{detect}()$ returns $\{\}$. 
- Otherwise, the master picks a player $p_i$ that did not deliver a message from player $p_j$ and instructs all players to switch to the alert mode in which they re-broadcast their messages using relayed all-to-all with $2f + 1$ players different from $p_i$ and $p_j$ acting as relays. 
- After waiting $2\Delta$ time, the master again queries all players if they deliver messages from all players. For every two players $p_j$ and $p_i$ s.t. $p_i$ does not deliver a message from $p_j$, the master asks the relays whether they received a message from $p_j$. The relays' replies are signed and used as proof of a deviation. In case $f + 1$ relays say yes, the return set includes $p_i$. Otherwise, it includes $p_j$.

**Correctness.** We now prove the detectability property (Definition 1) of our DA2A broadcast.

**Theorem 2.** If no more than $f + 1$ players deviates from the protocol, then (1) $\text{detect}()$ never returns a player that does not deviate and (2) for every two players $p_i, p_j$ s.t. $p_i$ does not deliver a message from $p_j$, $\text{detect}()$ returns either $p_i$ or $p_j$.

**Proof.** Consider two players $p_i$ and $p_j$ s.t. $p_i$ does not deliver a message from $p_j$ in the alert mode. In case $f + 1$ relays tell the master that they received a message from $p_j$, then by the protocol $\text{detect}()$ includes $p_i$ in its return set, and otherwise it includes $p_j$. Since $p_i$ does not deliver a message from $p_j$, we get that either $p_i$ or $p_j$ deviated. Thus, since the master picks $2f + 1$ relays other than $p_i$ and $p_j$, we get that no more than $f$ relays deviate. Therefore, whenever $f + 1$ relays report that they received a message from $p_j$, at least one non-deviating relay forwarded the message from $p_j$ to $p_i$, meaning that $p_i$ deviated by not delivering it. In addition, since we have $2f + 1$ relays, at most $f$ of which deviate, we get at least $f + 1$ are not deviating. Therefore, in case fewer than $f + 1$ relays report that they received a message from $p_j$, we get that $p_j$ did not send its message to all relays, i.e., has deviated.

### 4.2 Sequencing protocol

The sequencing protocol works in *epochs*, where in each epoch every participating player gets an opportunity to append one transaction (or one fixed-size batch of transactions) to the log. To ensure fairness, we commit all the epoch’s transactions to the log atomically (all-or-nothing). Recall that we assume that players always have transactions to append.

An $\text{append}(t)$ operation locally buffers $t$ for inclusion in an ensuing epoch, and waits for it to be sequenced. Each epoch consists of three DA2A communication rounds among players participating in the current epoch (see Figure 2), proceeding as follows:

1. Broadcast a transaction from the local buffer; upon receiving transactions from all, order them by some deterministic rule and sign the hash $h$ of the sequence.
2. Broadcast $h$; receive from all and verify that all players signed the same hash.
3. Broadcast $\langle \text{commit}, \text{epoch}, h \rangle$ (signed), and append to local ledger (and return) when receive the same message $f + 1$ times.

If any messages are not received, the protocol hangs. The purpose of the first round is to broadcast all the transactions of the epoch. The second round ensures safety; at the end of this round each player validates that all other players signed the same hash of transactions, meaning that only this hash can be committed in the current epoch. The last round ensures recoverability during reconfiguration as we explain in Section 4.3 below. Note that we achieve fairness by waiting for all players; an epoch is committed only if all the players sign the same hash, and since each player signs a hash that contains its own transaction, we get that either all the players’ transactions appear in the epoch, or the epoch is not committed.
**Read operations.** Since all players make progress together, they all have up-to-date local copies of the ledger. A read(l) operation simply returns the last l committed transactions in the local ledger. To make sure byzantine players do not lie about committed transactions, a returned batch of transactions st for epoch k is associated with a proof, which is either (1) a newConfig message from the master that includes st (more details below), or (2) f + 1 epoch k round 3 messages, each of which contains a hash of st.

![Figure 2 Sequencing protocol.](image)

**Asynchronous broadcast.** The first round of our sequencing protocol exchanges transactions (data), the second round exchanges hashes of the transactions (meta-data), and the last round exchanges commit messages (meta-data). Hence, the first round consumes most of the bandwidth. In order to increase throughput, we decouple data from meta-data and asynchronously broadcast transactions (i.e., execute the first round) of every epoch as soon as possible. However, in order to be able to validate transactions, we perform rounds 2 and 3 sequentially.

In other words, we divide our communication into a data path and a meta-data path, where the data path is out-of-order and the meta-data path orders the data. This is a common approach, used, for example, in atomic broadcast algorithms that use reliable broadcast to exchange messages and a consensus engine to order them [13, 20].

### 4.3 Recovery

To detect deviations that prevent progress, we use the detect() operation exposed by DA2A. Recall that the sequencing protocol is an infinite sequence of DA2A instances. Therefore, the master sequentially invokes detect() operations in all DA2A instances. If it returns a non-empty set S, the master invokes reconfiguration.

During reconfiguration the master first stops the current configuration and learns its closing state by sending a reconfig message to the current committee. To prove to the players on the committee that a reconfiguration is indeed necessary, the master attaches to the reconfig message proof reconfiguration is warranted. This can be evidence of active deviation, or a proof of passive deviation returned from DA2A detect(). When a player receives a reconfig message, it validates the proof for the reconfiguration, sends its local state (ledger) to the master, and waits for a newConfig message from the master. When a player receives newConfig with a new configuration, it validates that every player removal is justified by a proof, and ignores requests that do not have a valid proof.

**State transfer.** Note that while a byzantine player cannot make the master believe that an uncommitted epoch has been committed (a committed epoch must be signed by all the epoch’s players), it can omit a committed epoch when asked (by the master) about its local
state. Such behavior, if not addressed, could potentially lead to a safety violation: suppose that some byzantine player \( p \) does not broadcast its last message in the third round in epoch \( k \), but delivers messages from all other players. In this case, \( p \) has proof that epoch \( k \) is committed, and may return these transactions in response to a read. However, no other player has proof that epoch \( k \) is committed and \( p \) withholds epoch \( k \)'s commit from the master. In this case, the new configuration will commit different transactions in epoch \( k \), which will lead to a safety violation when a read operation will be performed.

The third round of the epoch is used to overcome this potential problem. If the master observes that some player receives all messages in the second round of epoch \( k \), it concludes that some byzantine player may have committed this epoch. Therefore, in this case, the master includes epoch \( k \) in the closing state. Since the private keys of byzantine players are unavailable to the master, it signs the epoch with its own private key, and sends it to all players in the new configuration (committee) as the opening state. A player that sees an epoch with the master’s signature refers to it as if it is signed by all players. (Recall that the master is a trusted entity, emulated by a BFT protocol.)

4.4 Rationality – proof sketch

We now informally argue that following the protocol is an equilibrium for all rational committee players. The formal proof of appears in the full paper [35].

Since a round 2 message is required from all committee members in order for an epoch to be committed, and since no committee member will sign a hash on a sequence that excludes its transaction (otherwise its ratio in the ledger will decrease), we get that a player on the committee cannot be excluded from a committed epoch. Therefore, players cannot increase their ratio in the ledger by active deviation. Moreover, since the master may punish them for an active deviation by removing them from the committee, following the protocol dominates any active deviation.

As for passive deviations, a possible strategy for a rational player \( p_i \) is to try to “frame” another player \( p_j \) and get it removed by the master, in which case \( p_i \)'s ratio in the ledger will grow. It can try to do this by not sending messages to \( p_j \) or by lying about not delivering \( p_j \)'s messages. In order to prove Nash equilibrium we need to show that if all rational players but a player \( p_i \) follow the protocol, then even if all \( f \) byzantine players help \( p_i \) (and so \( f + 1 \) players deviate from the protocol), \( p_i \) still cannot frame another player and get it removed: This follows from Theorem 2.

Moreover, since we assume that among ledgers with the same ratio players prefer longer ones, sending protocol messages as fast as possible dominates slower sending.

5 FairLedger implementations

We implement FairLedger based on Iroha’s framework, written in C++. For better comparison we only change Iroha’s consensus algorithm (called Sumeragi [46]) with our sequencing protocol, while keeping other components almost untouched (e.g., cryptographic components, communication layer, and client API). This implementation is described in Section 5.1.

In order to evaluate the FairLedger protocol itself, independently of the Hyperledger framework, we implement another version of FairLedger’s sequencing protocol based on PBFT’s code structure, written in C++ as well, as described in Section 5.2.
5.1 Hyperledger implementation

The Hyperledger framework consists of two types of entities, players (committee members in our case) that run the protocol, and clients that generate transactions and send them to players for sequencing.

The FairLedger protocol at each player is orchestrated by a single thread, referred to as logic thread. The logic thread receives transactions from clients as well as messages from other players into a wait-free incoming event queue. The connections between clients and players are implemented as GRPC sessions [30] (internally using TCP) sending Protobuf messages [29]. The logic thread maintains a map of epoch numbers to epoch states. An epoch state consists of verified events of that epoch, one event slot per player.

Upon receiving a new message, the logic thread verifies it and decides based on the epoch state whether it needs to broadcast a message to other players. Whenever broadcast is required, the logic thread creates and signs the new message, determines the set of its destinations (based on the epoch state), and creates send-message tasks, one per destination. These tasks are handed over to a work-stealing thread pool, in which each thread communicates with its destination over a GRPC connection (See Figure 3).

Iroha is built in a modular fashion, which allows us to swap Sumeragi with FairLedger in a straightforward way. Our evaluation (in Section 6.2) shows that additional Iroha components beyond the consensus engine adversely affect performance. Yet, these components are essential for Hyperledger. For example, Iroha supports multiple operating systems (including Android and iOS) and can be activated from java script code (via a web interface). Such features are essentials for client-facing systems like Iroha, and using standard libraries such as GRPC enables simple and clean development, which is less prone to bugs.

5.2 Standalone implementation

To eliminate the effect of the overhead induced the Hyperledger framework, we further evaluate the FairLedger protocol by itself, independently of the additional components. To this end, we employ the PBFT code [17] as our baseline. PBFT uses UDP channels, and is almost entirely self-contained, it depends only on one external library, for cryptography.

In this implementation of FairLedger, the logic thread directly communicates with clients and players over UDP. As in our Hyperledger implementation, the logic thread uses a map of epoch numbers to epoch states, and follows the same logic for generating messages.

Using UDP requires us to handle packet loss. We use a dedicated timer thread that wakes up periodically, (after a delay determined according to the line latency), verifies the progress of the minimal unfinished epoch, and requests missing messages from the minimal epoch if needed.
6 Evaluation

We now evaluate our FairLedger protocol using the two prototypes. The Hyperledger prototype is comparable to Iroha, and the standalone prototype is comparable to PBFT.

6.1 Experiment setup

Configuration. We conduct our experiments on Emulab [48]. We allocate 32 servers: 16 Emulab D710 machines for protocol players, and 16 Emulab PC3000 machines for request-generating threads (clients). Each D710 is a standard machine with a 2.4 GHz 64-bit Quad Core Xeon E5530 Nehalem processor, and 12 GB 1066 MHz DDR2 RAM. Each PC3000 is a single 3GHz processor machine with 2GB of RAM.

Given that our system is intended for deployment over WAN among financial institutions, we configure the network latency among players to 20ms. In Emulab, the communication takes place over a shared 1Gb LAN, denoted S-LAN. Each client is connected to a single (local) player with a zero latency 1Gb LAN. In case clients need to communicate directly with remote players (as they do in Iroha’s design), they do so over S-LAN, i.e., with a latency penalty. We benchmark the system at its throughput saturation point.

In our Hyperledger prototype evaluation, we use version v0.75. Since in normal mode we assume no byzantine behavior, we configure Iroha with no faulty players, so it signs each transaction once. The request-generating threads create transactions formatted according to Iroha’s specification (given in Protobuf), which consists of a few hundreds of bytes of data. In our standalone prototype evaluation, we create packets of a similar size, namely 512B of data, as this is the transaction size in our expected use case.

Test scenarios. We compare Iroha and PBFT to FairLedger’s two operation modes – the failure-free normal mode and the alert mode activated in case of attacks.

We evaluate the alert mode both under attack of a single byzantine player, and without an attack. In the alert mode we assume that \( f = 1 \), and hence employ 3 relays. In the attack scenario the byzantine player remains undetectable by the master. Specifically, one of the relays withholds messages that it needs to send to one of the other relays.

6.2 Hyperledger

In order to deal with \( f \) failures, FairLedger needs \( 2f+3 \) players, and Iroha needs \( 3f+1 \). Therefore, we scale our evaluation from 5 to 9 players. Iroha’s clients perform asynchronous operations, and so the operation latency is always zero. Hence, we focus this comparison on throughput.

Figure 4 compares the two modes of FairLedger with Iroha. Results show that FairLedger’s normal mode has much higher throughput (up to 3.5x) than Iroha’s and the difference grows with the number of players. In both algorithms, due to the usage of GRPC, the bottleneck is the broadcast. FairLedger commits more transactions per broadcast, since each epoch consists of one message from every player, whereas Iroha pays the cost of broadcast for every client request. Therefore, Iroha suffers more as the broadcast cost increases (as we have more players to send messages to).

FairLedger’s alert modes incur a 44% reduction in throughput with 5 players, and even more as the number of players increases, because the relays worsen the bottleneck by issuing additional broadcast operations. Byzantine behavior slightly improves performance since withholding messages reduces the load on the relays. However, this effect is negligible.
6.3 Standalone prototype

We evaluate our FairLedger prototype that is based on PBFT’s code structure. We configure PBFT parameters in a way that maximizes PBFT’s throughput, enabling batching and enough outstanding client-requests to saturate the system. We indeed achieve similar results to those reported in recent work running PBFT over WAN [40]. Again, since in order to deal with $f$ failures PBFT requires $3f+1$ players and FairLedger $2f+3$, we run the evaluation with 7 to 16 players. Figure 5 shows the throughput and latency achieved by the protocols.

First, we observe that the absolute throughput is 5x higher than with Iroha. This is thanks to PBFT’s optimized bare-metal approach, which sacrifices modularity and maintainability for raw performance. We further see that FairLedger’s normal mode has higher throughput than PBFT. This is because PBFT’s clients are directed to a single player (referred to as primary or leader), while FairLedger’s clients address their nearest player, distributing the load evenly among them.

FairLedger’s alert mode with three relays reduces throughput by 30%-40% compared to the normal mode. Note that with 7 players, PBFT achieves about 16% higher throughput than FairLedger’s alert mode, but as the number of players increases, the gap closes, reaching 9% lower throughput than PBFT’s with 16 players.
We measure latency below the saturation point. The results for all configuration sizes are similar, and so we depict in Figure 7 only the results with 10 nodes. Error bars depict the standard deviation. The average latency of FairLedger clients in the normal mode is 64ms, which is close to the network latency of 3 rounds of 20ms. Indeed when communicating over WAN, the performance penalty of signing and verifying signatures is negligible. PBFT’s average latency is about 106ms, and consists of 3 PBFT rounds and 2 client-primary communication steps.

The average latency of FairLedger’s alert mode with a byzantine relay is 86ms, since it consists of 4 rounds of communication. The reason is that one player is always one round behind the rest due to missing the byzantine player’s message. Since in the third round he require messages from \( f+1 \) players (and not all of them), there is no need to wait for the lagging player’s round 3 message, and the epoch ends after 4 rounds. The latency of the alert modes without byzantine players is 64ms, similarly to the normal mode.

7 Related Work

Fairness and rationality. Our work is indebted to recent works that combine game theory and distributed systems [2, 3, 5, 9, 24, 25, 36, 41, 47] to implement different cooperative services. In particular, we adopt a BAR-like model [5, 36, 41]. As in previous works on BAR fault tolerance [5, 36], we assume non-colluding rational players, whereas colluding players are deemed byzantine. As in [41], we do not assume altruistic players – all non-byzantine players are rational in our model.

Practical byzantine fault tolerant consensus protocols [1, 6–8, 15, 16, 18, 23, 32, 37–40, 49] have been studied for more than two decades, but to the best of our knowledge, only three consider some notion of fairness [7, 9, 40], and only one of which deals with rational players [9].

One of the important insights in Prime [7] is that the freedom of the leader to propose transactions must be restricted and verified by other participants. To this end, Prime extends PBFT [16] with three additional all-to-all communication rounds at the beginning, in which participants distribute among them self transactions they wish to append to the ledger. The leader proposes in round 4 a batch of transactions that includes all sets of transactions it gets in round 3 from \( 2f+1 \) participants. Since each transaction proposed by some participant is passed to the leader by at least \( 2f+1 \) participants, its participant may expect its transaction to be proposed. In case a participant send a request and the leader does not propose it for some time \( T \), the participant votes to replace the leader. As a result, Prime guarantees that during synchronous periods every transaction is committed in a bounded time \( T \).

Similarly to FairLedger, Prime uses batching to commit transactions of different participants atomically together, and uses a PKI to ensure fairness and provide proofs that the batches are valid. However, their fairness guarantee is weaker than ours. Since the first three rounds are asynchronous (i.e., participants do not wait to hear from all, but rather echo messages as soon as they receive them), there is no bound on the ratio of transactions issued by different participants that are committed during \( T \). More importantly, Prime assumes that all non-byzantine participants follow the protocol, and we do not see a simple way to adjust to overcome rational behavior. For example, there is no incentive for participants to echo transactions issued by other participants in the first three rounds; to the contrary – the less they echo, the less transactions from other participants will be proposed by the leader.

Honeybadger [40] is a recent protocol for permissioned blockchains, which is built on top of an optimization of the atomic broadcast algorithm by Cachin et al. [13]. It works under fully asynchronous assumptions and provides probabilistic guarantees. Honeybadger assumes
a model with \( n \) servers and infinitely many clients. In brief, clients submit transactions to all the servers, and servers agree on their order in epochs. In each epoch, participants pick a batch of transactions (previously submitted to them by clients) and use an efficient variation of Bracha’s reliable broadcast [11] to disseminate the batches. Then, participants use a randomized binary consensus algorithm by Ben-Or et al. [10] for every batch to agree whether or not to include it in the epoch.

Similarly to FairLedger, they use epochs to batch transactions proposed by different players, and commit them atomically together. Their (probabilistic) fairness guarantee is stronger than the one in Prime: they bound the number of epochs (and accordingly the number of transactions) that can be committed before any transaction that is successfully submitted to \( n - f \) servers. However, if we adapt their protocol to our model where we do not consider clients and require fairness among players, we observe that their guarantee is weaker than ours: Since communication is asynchronous, it may take arbitrarily long for a transaction by player \( p_i \) to get (be submitted) to \( n - f \) players, and in the meantime, other players may commit an unbounded number of transactions. In addition, their protocol uses building blocks (e.g., Bracha’s broadcast [11] and Ben-Or et al. [10] randomized consensus) that are not designed to deal with rational behavior. Moreover, rational players that wish to increase their ratio in the ledger will not include transactions issued by other players in their batches.

The only practical work that deals with rational players we are aware of is Helix [9]. However, in contrast to our work, Helix provide only probabilistic fairness guarantees and relies on a randomness beacon.

Finally, it worth noting that Prime, Honeybadger, and Helix are much more complex than FairLedger. Prime’s and Helix’s description in [7] and [9], respectively, is spread over more than 6 double column pages, and the reader is referred to their full paper versions for more details. Honeybadger combines several building blocks (e.g., the atomic broadcast by Cachin et al. [13]), each of which is complex by itself.

**BFT protocols and assumptions.** The vast majority of the practical BFT protocols [6,8,23, 32,37–39,49], starting with PBFT [16] assume a model with \( n \) symmetric servers (participants) that communicate via reliable eventually synchronous channels. Therefore, they can tolerate at most \( f < n/3 \) byzantine failures [26], and cannot accurately detect participants’ passive deviations (withholding a message or lying about not receiving it); intuitively, it is impossible to distinguish whether a player maliciously withholds its message or the message is just slow. Since passively deviating participants cannot be accurately detected, they cannot be punished or removed, and thus byzantine participants can forever degrade performance [18], and rational behavior cannot be disincentivize.

We, in contrast, assume synchronous communication, which together with the use of a PKI allows FairLedger to be simple, tolerate almost any minority of byzantine failures, guarantee fairness, detect passive as well as active deviations, and penalize deviating players. FairLedger uses the synchrony bound only to detect and remove byzantine players that prevent progress, allowing it to be very long (even minutes) without hurting normal case performance. To reduce the cost of using a PKI, FairLedger signs only the hashes of the messages. Moreover, in WAN networks the cost of PKI is reduced due to longer channels delays.

As illustrated by works on Prime [7] and Aardvark [18] most BFT protocols are vulnerable to performance degradation caused by byzantine participants. To remedy this, Aardvark focuses on improving the worst case scenario. We, on the other hand, follow the approach
taken in Zyzzyva [32], and optimize the failure-free scenario. We take this approach because byzantine failures are rare in financial settings, and one can expect break-ins to be investigated remedied.

We implement FairLedger inside Iroha [45], which is part of the Hyperledger [28] project. Specifically, we substitute the ledger protocol in Iroha, which was originally based on the BFT protocol in BChain [23], with FairLedger. In brief, their protocol consists of a chain of $3f + 1$ participants, where the first $f + 1$ order transactions. To deal with a passively deviating participant that withholds messages in the chain, they transfer both the sender and the receiver (although only one of them deviates from the protocol) to the back of the chain, where they do not take part in ordering transactions. Similarly to FairLedger, they assume synchrony with coarse time bounds and use it to detect passive deviations. However, in contrast to FairLedger, they do no accurately detect byzantine players and punish correct ones as well. Moreover, since the head of the chain decides on the transaction order, Iroha does not guarantee fairness.

**Broadcast primitives.** In order to detect passive deviation we define DA2A, a new detectable all-to-all communication abstraction. Even though many practical byzantine broadcasts [12–14,20,22,27,43] were proposed in the past, DA2A is the first to extend its API with a detect() method, which accurately returns all misbehaving players.

## 8 Discussion

Blockchains are widely regarded as the trading technology of the future; industry leaders in finance, banking, manufacturing, technology, and more are dedicating significant efforts towards advancing this technology. The heart of a blockchain is a distributed shared ledger protocol. In this paper, we developed FairLedger, a novel shared ledger protocol for the blockchain setting. Our protocol features the first byzantine fault-tolerant consensus engine to ensure fairness when all players are rational. It is also simple to understand and implement. We integrated our protocol into Hyperledger, a leading industry blockchain for business framework, and showed that it achieves superior performance to existing protocols therein. We further compared FairLedger to PBFT in a WAN setting, achieving better results in failure-free scenarios.
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1 Introduction

Permissioned blockchains are becoming increasingly popular due to the low-energy consumption and hard guarantees they provide on when a transaction can be considered successfully committed. Such blockchains are often based on classical Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) consensus protocols, like PBFT [4]. In these protocols consensus is reached once a quorum of participants agrees on the same decision. Quorums can be defined as sets containing enough nodes in the system (e.g., \(2f + 1\) out of \(3f + 1\), assuming at most \(f\) failures) or by a more general structure of a Byzantine quorum system (BQS) [12]. Unfortunately, defining quorums in this way requires fixing the number of participants in the system, which prevents decentralisation.

Some of the recent blockchain proposals, such as Stellar [13] and Ripple [15], allow for open membership while using quorum-like structures typical for classical Byzantine consensus with closed membership. This is achieved by constructing quorums in a decentralised way: each protocol participant independently chooses whom to trust, and quorums arise from these individual decisions. In particular, in Stellar trust assumptions are specified using a federated Byzantine quorum system (FBQS), where each participant selects a set of quorum
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slices – sets of nodes each of which would convince the participant to accept the validity of a given statement (§2). Quorums are defined as sets of nodes \( U \) such that each node in \( U \) has some quorum slice fully within \( U \), so that the nodes in a quorum can potentially reach an agreement. Consensus is then implemented by a fairly intricate protocol whose key component is federated voting – a protocol similar to Bracha’s protocol for reliable Byzantine broadcast [1, 2]. Unfortunately, even though Stellar has been deployed as a functioning blockchain, the structure of the consensus protocol underlying it is poorly understood and its correctness has not been rigorously investigated. In this paper we aim to close this gap, rigorously defining and proving correct the Stellar Consensus Protocol (SCP). Apart from giving more confidence in the correctness of the protocol, our proof is structured in such a way as to give insights into its structure and its use of lower-level abstractions.

In more detail, the guarantees provided by SCP are nontrivial. When different participants in an FBQS choose different slices, only a subset of the participants may take part in a subsystem in which every two quorums intersect in a correct node – a property required for achieving consensus. The system may partition into such subsystems, and SCP will guarantee agreement within each of them. In blockchain terms, the blockchain may fork, but in this case each fork will be internally consistent, a property that is enough for business applications of the Stellar blockchain. The subsystems where agreement is guaranteed are characterised by Mazières et al. [14] through the notion of intact sets. Our proof of correctness establishes safety and liveness properties of SCP relative to such intact sets (§3).

As a stepping stone in the proof, we first propose an abstract version of SCP that uses as a black box Stellar’s federated voting primitive (analogous to reliable Byzantine broadcast) previously investigated by García-Pérez and Gotsman [7] (§5). This abstract formulation allows specifying the protocol concisely and highlights the modular structure present in it. This allows proving the protocol by reusing the previous results on federated voting [7] (reviewed in §4). However, the abstract protocol is unsuited for realistic implementations, since its processes maintain infinite state. We then prove a refinement between the abstract and concrete SCP, thereby carrying over the result about the correctness of former to the latter (§6).

A subtlety in SCP is that its participants receive information about quorum slices of other participants directly from them. Hence, Byzantine participants may lie to others about their choices of quorum slices, which may cause different participants to disagree on what constitutes a quorum. Our results also cover this realistic case (§7).

Overall, our results help establish the theoretical foundations of decentralised blockchains like Stellar and gain confidence in their correctness. Due to space constraints, proofs are deferred to an extended version of the paper [8].

2 Background: System Model and Federated Byzantine Quorum Systems

System model. We consider a system consisting of a finite universe of nodes \( V \) and assume a Byzantine failure model where faulty nodes can deviate arbitrarily from their specification. All other nodes are called correct. Nodes that are correct, or that only deviate from their specification by stopping execution, are called honest. Nodes that deviate from their specification in ways other than stopping are called malicious. We assume that any two nodes can communicate over an authenticated perfect link. We assume a partial synchronous network, which guarantees that messages arrive within bounded time after some unknown,
finite global stabilisation time (GST). Each node has a local timer and a timeout service that can be initialised with an arbitrary delay $\Delta$. We assume that after GST the clock skew of correct nodes is bounded, i.e., after GST two correct nodes can only disagree in the duration of a given delay $\Delta$ by a bounded margin.

**Federated Byzantine quorum systems.** Given a finite universe $V$ of nodes, a federated Byzantine quorum system (FBQS) [13, 7] is a function $\mathcal{S} : V \rightarrow 2^V \setminus \{\emptyset\}$ that specifies a non-empty set of quorum slices for each node, ranged over by $q$. We require that a node belongs to all of its own quorum slices: $\forall v \in V, \forall q \in \mathcal{S}(v), v \in q$. Quorum slices reflect the trust choices of each node. A non-empty set of nodes $U \subseteq V$ is a quorum in an FBQS $\mathcal{S}$ iff $U$ contains a slice for each member, i.e., $\forall v \in U, \exists q \in \mathcal{S}(v), q \subseteq U$.

For simplicity, for now we assume that faulty nodes do not equivocate about their quorum slices, so that all the nodes share the same FBQS. In §7 we consider the more realistic subjective FBQS [7], where malicious nodes may lie about their slices and different nodes have different views on the FBQS. There we also lift the results on the subsequent sections of the paper to subjective FBQSes.

**Example 1.** Consider a universe $V$ with $3f + 1$ nodes, and consider the FBQS $\mathcal{S}$ where for every node $v \in V$, the set of slices $\mathcal{S}(v)$ consists of every set of $2f + 1$ nodes that contains $v$ itself. $\mathcal{S}$ encodes the classical cardinality-based quorum system of $3f + 1$ nodes with failure threshold $f$, since every set of $2f + 1$ or more nodes is a quorum.

**Example 2.** Let the universe $V$ contain four nodes $v_1$ to $v_4$, and consider the FBQS $\mathcal{S}$ in the diagram below.

For each node, all the outgoing arrows with the same style determine one slice. Node $v_2$ has two slices, determined by the solid and dashed arrow styles respectively. The rest of the nodes have one slice. $\mathcal{S}$ has the following set of quorums $Q = \{\{v_1, v_2\}, \{v_2, v_3\}, \{v_3\}, \{v_4\}, \{v_1, v_2, v_3\}, \{v_3, v_4\}, \{v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4\}, \{v_2, v_3, v_4\}, \{v_1, v_2, v_3, v_4\}\}$. A consensus protocol that runs on top of an FBQS may not guarantee global agreement, because when nodes choose slices independently, only a subset of the nodes may take part in a subsystem in which every two quorums intersect in at least one correct node – a basic requirement of a Byzantine quorum system [12] to ensure agreement. To formalise which parts of the system may reach agreement internally, we borrow the notions of intertwined nodes and of intact set from [14]. Two nodes $v_1$ and $v_2$ are intertwined iff they are correct and every quorum containing $v_1$ intersects every quorum containing $v_2$ in at least one correct node. Consider an FBQS $\mathcal{S}$ and a set of nodes $I$. The projection $\mathcal{S}|_I$ of $\mathcal{S}$ to $I$ is the FBQS over universe $I$ given by $\mathcal{S}|_I(v) = \{ q \cap I \mid q \in \mathcal{S}(v) \}$. For a given set of faulty nodes, a set $I$ is an intact set iff $I$ is a quorum in $\mathcal{S}$ and every member of $I$ is intertwined with each other in the projected FBQS $\mathcal{S}|_I$. The intact sets characterise those sets of nodes that can reach consensus, which we later show using the following auxiliary result.
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Lemma 3. Let $S$ be an FBQS and assume some set of faulty nodes. Let $I$ be an intact set in $S$ and consider any two quorums $U_1$ and $U_2$ in $S$ such that $U_1 \cap I \neq \emptyset$ and $U_2 \cap I \neq \emptyset$. Then the intersection $U_1 \cap U_2$ contains some node in $I$.

The maximal intact sets are disjoint with each other:

Lemma 4. Let $S$ be an FBQS and assume some set of faulty nodes. Let $I_1$ and $I_2$ be two intact sets in $S$. If $I_1 \cap I_2 \neq \emptyset$ then $I_1 \cup I_2$ is an intact set in $S$.

In SCP the system may split into different partitions – i.e., the maximal intact sets – that may be inconsistent with each other, but which constitute independent systems each of which can reach consensus.

Consider the $S$ from Example 1, which encodes the cardinality-based quorum system of $3f + 1$ nodes, and let $f = 1$, so that the universe $\mathbf{V}$ contains four nodes $v_1$ to $v_4$. If we assume that node $v_3$ is faulty, then the set $I = \{v_1, v_2, v_4\}$ is the only maximal intact set: $I$ is a quorum in $S$, and $S|_I$ contains the quorums $\{(v_1, v_2), (v_2, v_4), (v_1, v_4), (v_1, v_2, v_4)\}$, which enjoy quorum intersection. This ensures that every two nodes in $I$ are intertwined in the projected system $S|_I$.

Now consider the $S$ from Example 2. If we assume that node $v_3$ is faulty, then the sets $I = \{v_1, v_2\}$ and $I' = \{v_4\}$ are the maximal intact sets: $I$ and $I'$ are quorums in $S$, and the projected systems $S|_I$ and $S|_{I'}$ enjoy quorum intersection – $S_I$ contains quorums $\{v_1, v_2\}$ and $\{v_2\}$, and $S_{I'}$ contains quorum $\{v_4\}$ – which ensures that every two nodes in either $I$ or $I'$ are intertwined in the projected systems $S|_I$ and $S|_{I'}$ respectively. It is easy to check that adding any set of correct nodes to either $I$ or $I'$ results in sets that are not quorums in $S$, or in projected systems that contain some pairs of nodes that are not intertwined.

3 Specifications

Assume a set $\text{Val}$ of consensus values. In the consensus protocols that we study in §5–6, each correct node proposes some $x \in \text{Val}$ through an invocation $\text{propose}(x)$, and each node may decide some $x' \in \text{Val}$ through an indication $\text{decide}(x')$. We consider a variant of the weak Byzantine consensus specification in [2] that we call non-blocking Byzantine consensus for intact sets, which is defined as follows. Given a maximal intact set $I$,

(Integrity) no correct node decides twice,

(Agreement for intact sets) no two nodes in $I$ decide differently,

(Weak validity for intact sets) if all nodes are honest and every node proposes $x$, then no node in $I$ decides a consensus value different from $x$; furthermore, if all nodes are honest and some node in $I$ decides $x$, then $x$ was proposed by some node, and

(Non-blocking for intact sets) if a node $v$ in $I$ has not yet decided in some run of the protocol, then for every continuation of that run in which all the malicious nodes stop, node $v$ eventually decides some consensus value.

The usual Weak validity property of consensus [2] ensures that if all nodes are correct and they propose the same consensus value, then no node can decide a consensus value different from the proposed one; and that if all nodes are correct, then a node can only decide a consensus value proposed by some node. Our Weak validity for intact sets above adapts this requirement to the nodes in a maximal intact set, and weakens its condition by assuming that all nodes are honest instead of correct. Notice that if every two quorums intersect our property entails the usual one because a correct node is also honest, and because if all nodes are correct then the maximal intact set is the universe. For instance, this condition holds in the cardinality-based quorum systems $(3f + 1)$. 

The consensus protocols we consider in this paper specify the behaviour of SCP’s ballot protocol [13, 14] with one of its suggested strategies for managing timeouts (Strategy 1 from [14]). As discussed in [14], in SCP malicious nodes with good network timing could permanently delay the termination of the nodes in an intact set, and thus the protocol does not provide the usual Termination guarantee that every correct node eventually decides some consensus value [2]. Instead, we consider the weaker liveness guarantee of Non-blocking for intact sets, which we have obtained by adapting the Non-blocking property in [16]. Non-blocking requires that some continuation of a given run exists in which every correct node terminates. Our Non-blocking for intact sets adapts this requirement to the nodes in a maximal intact set, and requires that they terminate in every continuation of the run in which malicious nodes are stopped. It is easy to check that if every correct node is in an intact set, then Non-blocking for intact sets entails Non-blocking in [16]. For instance, this condition holds in the cardinality-based quorum systems \((3f+1)\). Besides, if every correct node is honest, then Non-blocking for intact sets entails the usual Termination property that guarantees that every correct node eventually decides some consensus value.

The non-blocking Byzantine consensus for intact sets above entails the weak Byzantine consensus specification [2] in the cardinality-based quorum systems \((3f+1)\), which guarantees the Integrity property above, as well as the usual Agreement property that ensures that no two correct nodes decide differently, and the usual Weak validity and Termination properties that we have recalled in the paragraphs above.

One of the core components of the consensus protocol in §5 is federating voting \((FV)\) [13, 14]. Assume a set of voting values \(A\) that could be disjoint with the set \(\text{Val}\) of consensus values (we typically let \(A\) be the set of Booleans \(\text{Bool} \equiv \{\text{true}, \text{false}\}\)). \(FV\) allows each correct node to vote for some \(a \in A\) through an invocation \(\text{vote}(a)\), and each node may deliver some \(a' \in A\) through an indication \(\text{deliver}(a')\). The interface of \(FV\) is akin to that of consensus, where each node activates itself through the primitive \(\text{vote}(a)\). However, \(FV\) has weaker liveness guarantees than consensus, which are reminiscent to those of Byzantine reliable broadcast from [2] and weakly reliable Byzantine broadcast from [7]. Here, we consider a variant of the latter specification that we call reliable Byzantine voting for intact sets, which is defined as follows. Given a maximal intact set \(I\),

\((\text{No duplication})\) every correct node delivers at most one voting value,
\((\text{Totality for intact sets})\) if a node in \(I\) delivers a voting value, then every node in \(I\) eventually delivers a voting value,
\((\text{Consistency for intertwined nodes})\) if two intertwined nodes \(v\) and \(v'\) deliver \(a\) and \(a'\) respectively, then \(a = a'\), and
\((\text{Validity for intact sets})\) if all nodes in \(I\) vote for \(a\), then all nodes in \(I\) eventually deliver \(a\).

The ability of each node to activate itself independently in the specification above simulates a malicious sender that may send different voting values to each node in the specification of weakly reliable Byzantine broadcast from [7].

4 Federated Voting

In this section we recall federated voting \((FV)\) from [13], which also corresponds to the Stellar broadcast considered in [7]. We prove that \(FV\) implements the specification of reliable Byzantine voting for intact sets, thereby generalising the results of [7] to the case of multiple intact sets within the system. The consensus protocol that we study in the next section uses multiple instances of \(FV\) independent from each other. This is done by letting each node run a distinct process for each instance of \(FV\), which is identified by a tag \(t\) from some designated set \(\text{Tag}\) of tags.
Algorithm 1 below depicts FV over an FBQS $S$ with set of quorums $Q$. A node $v$ runs a process federated-voting$(v, t)$ for each tag $t$. The messages exchanged by such a process are also tagged with $t$, in order to distinguish them from the messages exchanged for instances of FV associated with tags different from $t$.

**Algorithm 1** Federated voting (FV) over an FBQS $S$ with set of quorums $Q$.

1. process federated-voting$(v \in V, t \in \text{Tag})$
2. voted, ready, delivered $\leftarrow$ false $\in$ Bool;
3. vote$(a)$
4. if not voted then
5. voted $\leftarrow$ true;
6. send VOTE$(t, a)$ to every $v' \in V$;
7. when received VOTE$(t, a)$ from every $u \in U$ for some $U \in Q$ such that $v \in U$ and not ready
8. ready $\leftarrow$ true;
9. send READY$(t, a)$ to every $v' \in V$;
10. when received READY$(t, a)$ from every $u \in B$ for some $v$-blocking $B$ and not ready
11. ready $\leftarrow$ true;
12. send READY$(t, a)$ to every $v' \in V$;
13. when received READY$(t, a)$ from every $u \in U$ for some $U \in Q$ such that $v \in U$ and not delivered
14. delivered $\leftarrow$ true;
15. trigger deliver$(a)$;

FV adapts Bracha’s protocol for reliable Byzantine broadcast [1], which works over the cardinality-based quorum systems of $3f + 1$ nodes, to the federated setting of the FBQSs. In FV nodes process each other’s messages in several stages, where for each tag $t$ progress is denoted by several Boolean flags (line 2 of Algorithm 1). When a node $v$ votes $a$ for tag $t$ for the first time, the node sends VOTE$(t, a)$ to every node (including itself, for uniformity; lines 3–6). When a node $v$ receives a VOTE$(t, a)$ message from a quorum to which $v$ itself belongs, it sends a READY$(t, a)$ message to every node, signalling its willingness to deliver the value $a$ for tag $t$ (lines 7–9). Note that, for each tag $t$, two nodes in the same intact set $I$ cannot send READY messages with two different voting values through the rule in lines 7–9. Indeed, this would require two quorums of VOTE messages, each with a node in $I$, with different voting values for the same tag. But by Lemma 3 these quorums would intersect in a node in $I$, which is by definition correct and cannot send contradictory VOTE messages for the same tag. When a node $v$ receives the message READY$(t, a)$ from a quorum to which $v$ itself belongs, it delivers $a$ for tag $t$ (lines 13–15).

The exchange of READY messages in the protocol is necessary to establish liveness guarantees. It ensures that, if a node in an intact set $I$ delivers a voting value for some tag, other nodes in $I$ have enough information to also deliver a voting value for the same tag. This relies on the rule in lines 10–12, which uses the notion of $v$-blocking set [13]. Given a node $v$, a set $B$ is $v$-blocking iff $B$ overlaps each of $v$’s slices, i.e., $\forall q \in S(v). \ q \cap B \neq \emptyset$. (To illustrate this notion, in Example 1 every set of $f + 1$ nodes is $v$-blocking for every $v$, and in
Example 2 the set \{v_1, v_3\} is v_2-blocking and the set \{v_2\} is v_1-blocking.) Lines 10–12 allow a node to send a READY(t, a) message even if it previously voted for a different voting value for tag t: this is done if v receives READY(t, a) from each member of a v-blocking set. If v is in an intact set I, the following lemma guarantees that in this case v has received at least one READY(t, a) message from some node in I.

\[\text{Theorem 6. Let } S \text{ be an FBQS and } t \in I. \text{ Then, no } v\text{-blocking set } B \text{ exists such that } B \cap I = \emptyset.\]

By Lemma 5, the first node in I to ever send a READY(t, a) message for a tag t has to do it through the rule in lines 7–9, and hence the value v has been cross-checked by a quorum.

If the condition \(v \in U\) in lines 7 and 13 of Algorithm 1 was dropped, this could violate Agreement for intact sets as follows. Take the S from Example 2 and consider a run of FV for some tag t where v_3 is malicious. Node v_3 could respectively send READY(t, a) and READY(t, a') with a \(\neq a'\) to correct nodes v_1 and v_2. Since \{v_3\} \(\in Q\), these nodes will respectively deliver a and a' by lines 13–15 of Algorithm 1 without condition \(v \in U\).

Our first contribution is to generalise the results of [7] to establish the correctness of FV within each of the maximal intact sets of an FBQS, as captured by Theorem 6 below.

\[\text{Theorem 6. Let } S \text{ be an FBQS and } t \text{ be a tag. The instance for } t \text{ of FV over } S \text{ satisfies the specification of reliable Byzantine voting for intact sets.}\]

FV also guarantees the property stated by the following lemma, which helps establish the liveness properties of the consensus protocol that we introduce in §5.

\[\text{Lemma 7. Let } S \text{ be an FBQS and } t \text{ be a tag. Consider an execution of the instance for } t \text{ of FV over } S. \text{ Let } I \text{ be an intact set in } S \text{ and assume that GST has expired. If a node } v \in I \text{ delivers a voting value then every node in } I \text{ will deliver a voting value within bounded time.}\]

We write \(\delta_t\) for the time that a node in I takes to deliver some voting value after GST and provided that some other node in I already delivered some voting value. The delay \(\delta_t\) – which is determined by S and I – is unknown, but Lemma 7 guarantees that it is finite.

\[\text{Example 8. Consider the } S \text{ from Example 1, which encodes the cardinality-based quorum system } 3f + 1, \text{ and let } f = 1 \text{ such that the universe } V \text{ contains four nodes } v_1 \text{ to } v_4. \text{ Every set of three or more nodes is a quorum, and every set of two or more nodes is v-blocking for every } v \in V. \text{ Let us fix a tag } t \text{ and consider an execution of the instance of FV for tag } t \text{ where we let the voting values be the Booleans. Assume that nodes } v_1, v_2 \text{ and } v_4 \text{ are correct, which constitute the maximal intact set. In the execution, nodes } v_1 \text{ and } v_2 \text{ vote } false, \text{ and node } v_4 \text{ votes } true. \text{ Malicious node } v_3 \text{ sends the message } VOTE(t, false) \text{ to every node (highlighted in red) thus helping the correct nodes to deliver } false.\]

Figure 1 depicts a possible execution of FV described above, from which a trace can be constructed as follows: all the events in each row may happen concurrently, and any two events in different rows happen in real time, where time increases downwards; in those cells that are
tagged with a message, the node sends the message to every node, and in a given cell a node has received all the messages from every node in the rows above it. (These conventions are only for presentational purposes, and should not be mistaken with the perfectly synchronised round-based model of [5], which we do not use.) The quorum \( \{v_1, v_2, v_3\} \) sends \( \text{VOTE}(t, \text{false}) \) to every node, which makes nodes \( v_1 \) and \( v_2 \) send \( \text{READY}(t, \text{false}) \) to every node through lines 7–9 of Algorithm 1. However, there exists not a quorum \( U \) such that \( v_4 \in U \) and every member of \( U \) sends a message \( \text{VOTE}(t, a) \) with the same Boolean \( a \), and thus node \( v_4 \) sends \( \text{READY}(t, \text{false}) \) through lines 10–12 of Algorithm 1, only after receiving corresponding ready messages from the \( v_4 \)-blocking set \( \{v_1, v_2\} \). Observe how node \( v_4 \) changes its original vote \( \text{true} \) and sends \( \text{false} \) in the \( \text{READY} \) message. After every correct node receives \( \text{READY}(t, \text{false}) \) from the quorum \( \{v_1, v_2, v_4\} \), they all deliver \( \text{false} \).

## 5 Abstract Stellar Consensus Protocol

In this section we introduce the abstract SCP (ASCP), which concisely specifies the mechanism of SCP [13, 14] and highlights the modular structure present in it\(^1\). Like Paxos [9], ASCP uses ballots – pairs \((n, x)\), where \( n \in \mathbb{N}^+ \) a natural positive round number and \( x \in \text{Val} \) a consensus value. We assume that \( \text{Val} \) is totally ordered, and we consider a special null ballot \((0, \bot)\) and let \( \text{Ballot} = (\mathbb{N}^+ \times \text{Val}) \cup \{(0, \bot)\} \) be the set of ballots. (We write \( b.n \) and \( b.x \) respectively for the round and consensus value of ballot \( b \).) The set \( \text{Ballot} \) is totally ordered, where we let \( b < b' \) if either \( b.n < b'.n \), or \( b.n = b'.n \) and \( b.x < b'.x \).

To better convey SCP’s mechanism, we let the abstract protocol use FV as a black box where nodes may hold a binary vote on each of the ballots: we let the set of voting values \( \text{V} \) be the set of Booleans and the set of tags \( \text{Tag} \) be the set of ballots, and let the protocol consider a separate instance of FV for each of the infinitely many ballots \( b \) that carries the consensus value \( b.x \) encodes the aim to either abort the ballot (when \( a = \text{false} \)) or to commit it (when \( a = \text{true} \)) thus deciding the consensus value \( b.x \). From now on we will unambiguously use “Booleans”, “ballots” and “values” instead of “voting values”, “tags” and “consensus values”, respectively.

We have dubbed ASCP “abstract” because, although it specifies the protocol concisely, it is unsuited for realistic implementations. On the one hand, each node \( v \) maintains infinite state, because it stores a process \( \text{federated-voting}(v, b) \) for each of the infinitely many ballots \( b \) in the array ballots (line 2 of Algorithm 2). On the other hand, each node \( v \) may need to send or receive an infinite number of messages in order to progress (lines 6, 8, 15 and 21 of Algorithm 2, which are explained in the detailed description of ASCP below). This is done by assuming a batched network semantics (BNS) in which the network exchanges batches, which are (possibly infinite) sequences of messages, instead of exchanging individual messages: the sequence of messages to be sent by a node when processing an event is batched per recipient, and each batch is sent at once after the atomic processing of the event; once a batch is received, the recipient node atomically processes all the messages in the batch in sequential order. By convention, we let the statement \text{forall} in lines 7 and 21 of Algorithm 2 consider the ballots \( b' \) in ascending ballot order. In §6 we introduce a “concrete” version of SCP that is amenable to implementation, since nodes in it maintain finite state and exchange a finite number of messages; however, this version does not use FV as a black box.

\(^1\) More precisely, in this paper we focus on Stellar’s core ballot protocol, which aims to achieve consensus. We abstract from Stellar’s nomination protocol – which tries to converge (best-effort) on a value to propose – by assuming arbitrary proposals to consensus.
Algorithm 2 Abstract SCP (ASCP) over an FBQS $S$ with set of quorums $Q$.

```plaintext
1 process abstract-consensus($v \in V$)
2     ballots ← [new process federated-voting($v, b$)]$_{b \in \text{Ballot}}$;
3     candidate, prepared ← $\langle 0, \bot \rangle \in \text{Ballot}$;
4     round ← $0 \in \mathbb{N}^+ \cup \{0\}$;
5     propose($x$)
6         candidate ← $\langle 1, x \rangle$;
7         for all $b' \preceq $ candidate do ballots[$b'$].vote(false);
8     when triggered ballots[$b'$].deliver(false) for every $b' \preceq b$ and prepared $< b$
9         prepared ← $b$;
10        if candidate $\leq$ prepared then
11           candidate ← prepared;
12           ballots[candidate].vote(true);
13     when triggered ballots[$b$].deliver(true)
14         trigger decide($b, x$);
15     when exists $U \in Q$ such that $v \in U$ and for each $u \in U$ exist
16        $M_u \in \{\text{VOTE, READY}\}$ and $b_u \in \text{Ballot}$ such that round $< b_u.n$ and either
17        received $M_u(b_u, \text{true})$ from $u$ or received $M_u(b', \text{false})$ from $u$ for every
18        $b' \in [z_u, b_u)$ with $z_u < b_u$
19         round ← $\min\{b_u.n \mid u \in U\}$;
20         start-timer($F$(round));
21     when triggered timeout
22         if prepared $= \langle 0, \bot \rangle$ then candidate ← $\langle \text{round} + 1, \text{candidate}, x \rangle$;
23         else candidate ← $\langle \text{round} + 1, \text{prepared}, x \rangle$;
24         for all $b' \preceq $ candidate do ballots[$b'$].vote(false);
```

ASCP uses the following below-and-incompatible-than relation on ballots. We say ballots $b$ and $b'$ are compatible (written $b \sim b'$) iff $b.x = b'.x$, and incompatible (written $b \not\sim b'$) otherwise, where we let $\bot \neq x$ for any $x \in \text{Val}$. We say ballot $b$ is below and incompatible than ballot $b'$ (written $b \preceq b'$) iff $b < b'$ and $b \not\sim b'$. In a nutshell, ASCP works as follows: each node uses FV to prepare a ballot $b$ which carries the candidate value $b.x$, this is, it aborts every ballot $b' \preceq b$, which prevents any attempt to decide a value different from $b.x$ at a round smaller than $b.n$; once $b$ is prepared, the node uses FV again to commit ballot $b$, thus deciding the candidate value $b.x$.

ASCP is depicted in Algorithm 2 above. We assume that each node $v$ creates a process federated-voting($v, b$) for each ballot $b$, which is stored in the infinite array ballots[$b$] (line 2). The node keeps fields candidate and prepared, which respectively contain the ballot that $v$ is trying to commit and the highest ballot prepared so far. Both candidate and prepared are initialised to the null ballot (line 3). The node also keeps a field round that contains the current round, initialised to 0 (line 4). Once $v$ proposes a value $x$, the node assigns the ballot $\langle 1, x \rangle$ to candidate and tries to prepare it by invoking FV’s primitive vote(false) for each ballot below and incompatible than candidate (lines 5–7). This may involve sending an infinite number of messages, which by BNS requires sending finitely many batches. Once $v$
prepares some ballot \( b \) by receiving FV’s indication \( \text{deliver}(false) \) for every ballot below and incompatible than \( b \), and if \( b \) exceeds \( \text{prepared} \), the node updates \( \text{prepared} \) to \( b \) (lines 8–9). The condition in line 8 may concern an infinite number of ballots, but it may hold after receiving a finite number of batches by BNS. If \( \text{prepared} \) reaches or exceeds \( \text{candidate} \), then the node updates \( \text{candidate} \) to \( \text{prepared} \), and tries to commit it by voting \( true \) for that ballot (lines 10–12). Once \( v \) commits some ballot \( b \) by receiving FV’s indication \( \text{deliver}(true) \) for ballot \( b \), the node decides the value \( b.x \) (lines 13–14) and stops execution.

If the candidate ballot of a node \( v \) can no longer be aborted nor committed, then \( v \) resorts to a timeout mechanism that we describe next. The primitive \( \text{start-timer}(\Delta) \) starts the node’s local timer, such that a \( \text{timeout} \) event will be triggered once the specified delay \( \Delta \) has expired. (Invoking \( \text{start-timer}(\Delta') \) while the timer is already running has the effect of restarting the timer with the new delay \( \Delta' \).) In order to start the timer, a node \( v \) needs to receive, from each member of a quorum that contains \( v \) itself, messages that endorse either committing or preparing ballots with rounds bigger than \( \text{round} \) (line 15 of Algorithm 2).

Since the domain of values can be infinite, the condition in line 15 requires that for each node \( u \) in some quorum \( U \) that contains \( v \) itself, there exists a ballot \( b_u \) with round \( b_u.n > \text{round} \), and either \( v \) receives from \( u \) a message endorsing to commit \( b_u \), or otherwise \( v \) receives from \( u \) messages endorsing to abort every ballot in some non-empty, right-open interval \( [z_u, b_u) \), whose upper bound is \( b_u \). This condition may require receiving an infinite number of ballots, but it may hold after receiving a finite number of batches by BNS. Once the condition in line 15 holds, the node updates \( \text{round} \) to the smallest \( n \) such that every member of the quorum endorses to either commit or prepare some ballot with round bigger or equal than \( n \), and (re-)starts the timer with delay \( F(\text{round}) \), where \( F \) is an unbound function that doubles its value with each increment of \( n \) (lines 16–17). If the candidate ballot can no longer be aborted or committed, then \( \text{timeout} \) will be eventually triggered (line 18) and the node considers a new candidate ballot with the current round increased by one, and with the value \( \text{candidate}.x \) if the node never prepared any ballot yet (line 19) or the value \( \text{prepared}.x \) otherwise (line 20). Then \( v \) tries to prepare the new candidate ballot by voting \( false \) for each ballot below and incompatible than it (line 21). This may involve sending an infinite number of messages, which by BNS requires sending finitely many batches.

The condition for starting the timer in line 15 does not strictly use FV as a black box. However, this use is warranted because line 15 only “reads” the state of the network. ASCP makes every other change to the network through FV’s primitives.

ASCP guarantees the safety properties of non-blocking Byzantine consensus in §3. Since a node stops execution after deciding some value, Integrity for intact sets holds trivially. The requirement in lines 8–12 of Algorithm 2 that a node prepares the candidate ballot before voting for committing it, enforces that if a voting for committing some ballot within the nodes of an intact set \( I \) succeeds, then some node in \( I \) previously prepared that ballot:

\[ \text{Lemma 9.} \text{ Let } S \text{ be an FBQS and consider an execution of ASCP over } S. \text{ Let } I \text{ be an intact set in } S. \text{ If a node } v_1 \in I \text{ commits a ballot } b, \text{ then some node } v_2 \in I \text{ prepared } b. \]

Aborting every ballot below and incompatible than the candidate one prevents that one node in an intact set \( I \) prepares a ballot \( b_1 \), and concurrently another node in \( I \) sends \( \text{READY}(b_2, true) \) with \( b_2 \) below and incompatible than \( b_1 \):

\[ \text{Lemma 10.} \text{ Let } S \text{ be an FBQS and consider an execution of ASCP over } S. \text{ Let } I \text{ be an intact set in } S. \text{ Let } v_1 \text{ and } v_2 \text{ be nodes in } I \text{ and } b_1 \text{ and } b_2 \text{ be ballots such that } b_2 \preceq b_1. \text{ The following two things cannot both happen: node } v_1 \text{ prepares } b_1 \text{ and node } v_2 \text{ sends } \text{READY}(b_2, true). \]
Agreement for intact sets holds as follows: assume towards a contradiction that two nodes in $I$ respectively commit ballots $b_1$ and $b_2$ with different values. A node in $I$ prepared the bigger of the two ballots by Lemma 9, which results in a contradiction by Lemma 10.

Lemma 11 below ensures that in line 20 it is safe to take as the new candidate value that of the largest prepared ballot, which helps to establish \textit{Weak validity for intact sets}.

Lemma 11. Let $S$ be an FBQS and consider an execution of ASCP over $S$. Let $b_1$ be the largest ballot prepared by some node $v_1$ at some moment in the execution. If all nodes are honest, then some node $v_2$ proposed $b_1.x$.

Now we examine the liveness properties of \textit{non-blocking Byzantine consensus} in §3, which ASCP also meets. Recall from §4 the bounded interval $\delta_I$ that a node in an intact set $I$ takes to deliver some Boolean for a given ballot, provided that some other node in $I$ has already delivered a Boolean for the same ballot. Let $v$ be a node in $I$ that prepares some ballot $b$ such that no other node in $I$ has ever prepared a ballot with round bigger or equal than $b.n$. We call the interval of duration $\delta_I$ after $v$ prepares $b$ the \textit{window for intact set $I$ of round $b.n$}. Lemma 12 below guarantees that after some moment in the execution, no two consecutive windows ever overlap.

Lemma 12. Let $S$ be an FBQS and consider an execution of ASCP over $S$. Let $I$ be an intact set in $S$ and assume that all faulty nodes eventually stop. There exists a round $n$ such that either every node in $I$ decides some value before reaching round $n$, or otherwise the windows for $I$ of all the rounds $m \geq n$ never overlap with each other, and in each window of round $m$ the nodes in $I$ that have not decided yet only prepare ballots with round $m$.

Lemma 12 helps to establish \textit{Non-blocking for intact sets} as follows. After the moment where no two consecutive windows overlap, either every node in $I$ has the same candidate ballot at the beginning of the window of some round, or otherwise the highest ballots prepared by each node in $I$ during that window coincide with each other. In either case all the nodes in $I$ will eventually have the same candidate ballot, and they will decide a value in bounded time.

Correctness of ASCP is captured by Theorem 13 below:

Theorem 13. Let $S$ be an FBQS. The ASCP protocol over $S$ satisfies the specification of \textit{non-blocking Byzantine consensus for intact sets}.

6 Concrete Stellar Consensus Protocol

In this section we introduce \textit{concrete SCP (CSCP)} which is amenable to implementation because each node $v$ maintains finite state and only needs to send and receive a finite number of messages in order to progress. CSCP relies on \textit{bunched voting (BV)} in Algorithm 3, which generalises FV and embodies all of FV’s instances for each of the ballots. CSCP considers a single instance of BV, and thus each node $v$ keeps a single process \textit{bunched-voting($v$)} (line 2 of Algorithm 4). In BV, nodes exchange messages that contain two kinds of statements: a \textit{prepare statement} $\text{prep} b$ encodes the aim to abort the possibly infinite range of ballots that are lower and incompatible than $b$; and a \textit{commit statement} $\text{cmt} b$ encodes the aim to commit ballot $b$.

Algorithm 3 depicts BV over an FBQS $S$ with set of quorums $Q$. A node $v$ stores the highest ballot for which $v$ has respectively voted, readied, or delivered a prepare statement in fields $\text{max-voted-prep}$, $\text{max-readied-prep}$, and $\text{max-delivered-prep}$ (line 2). It also stores the set of ballots for which $v$ has respectively voted, readied, or delivered a commit statement in fields $\text{ballots-voted-cmt}$, $\text{ballots-readied-cmt}$, and $\text{ballots-delivered-cmt}$ (line 3). All these
Algorithm 3  Bunched voting (BV) over an FBQS $S$ with set of quorums $Q$.

1. \textbf{process} bunched-voting($v \in V$)
2. \text{max-voted-prep, max-readied-prep, max-delivered-prep $\leftarrow (0, \bot) \in \text{Ballot}$;}
3. \text{ballots-voted-cmt, ballots-readied-cmt, ballots-delivered-cmt $\leftarrow \emptyset \in 2^{\text{Ballot}}$;}
4. \text{prepare($b$)}
5. \text{if} max-voted-prep < $b$ \text{then}
6. \text{max-voted-prep $\leftarrow b$;}
7. \text{send VOTE(PREP max-voted-prep) to every $v' \in V$;}
8. \text{when exists maximum $b$ such that max-voted-prep < $b$ and exists $U \in Q$ such that $v \in U$ and for every $u \in U$ received VOTE(PREP $b_u$) where $b'_v \preceq b_u$ for every $b'_v \preceq b$}
9. \text{max-readied-prep $\leftarrow b$;}
10. \text{send READY(PREP max-readied-prep) to every $v' \in V$;}
11. \text{when exists maximum $b$ such that max-readied-prep < $b$ and exists $v$-blocking $B$ such that for every $u \in B$ received READY(PREP $b_u$) where $b'_v \preceq b_u$ for every $b'_v \preceq b$}
12. \text{max-readied-prep $\leftarrow b$;}
13. \text{send READY(PREP max-readied-prep) to every $v' \in V$;}
14. \text{when exists maximum $b$ such that max-delivered-prep < $b$ and exists $U \in Q$ such that $v \in U$ and for every $u \in U$ received READY(PREP $b_u$) where $b'_v \preceq b_u$ for every $b'_v \preceq b$}
15. \text{max-delivered-prep $\leftarrow b$;}
16. \text{prepared(max-delivered-prep);}
17. \text{commit($b$)}
18. \text{if} b \notin \text{ballots-voted-cmt and max-voted-prep} = b \text{then}
19. \text{ballots-voted-cmt $\leftarrow$ ballots-voted-cmt $\cup$ \{b\};}
20. \text{send VOTE(CMT $b$) to every $v' \in V$;}\]
21. \text{when received VOTE(CMT $b$) from every $u \in U$ for some $U \in Q$ such that $v \in U$ and $b \notin$ ballots-readied-cmt}
22. \text{ballots-readied-cmt $\leftarrow$ ballots-readied-cmt $\cup$ \{b\};}
23. \text{send READY(CMT $b$) to every $v' \in V$;}
24. \text{when received READY(CMT $b$) from every $u \in B$ for some $v$-blocking $B$ and $b \notin$ ballots-readied-cmt}
25. \text{ballots-readied-cmt $\leftarrow$ ballots-readied-cmt $\cup$ \{b\};}
26. \text{send READY(CMT $b$) to every $v' \in V$;}
27. \text{when received READY(CMT $b$) from every $u \in U$ for some $U \in Q$ such that $v \in U$ and $b \notin$ ballots-delivered-cmt}
28. \text{ballots-delivered-cmt $\leftarrow$ ballots-delivered-cmt $\cup$ \{b\};}
29. \text{committed($b$);}
fields are finite and thus \( v \) maintains only finite state. When a node \( v \) invokes \( \text{prepare}(b) \), if \( b \) exceeds the highest ballot for which \( v \) has voted a prepare, then the node updates \( \text{max-voted-prep} \) to \( b \) and sends \( \text{VOTE} (\text{PREP} \ b) \) to every other node (lines 4–7). The protocol then proceeds with the usual stages of FV, with the caveat that at each stage of the protocol only the maximum ballot is considered for which the node can send a message — or deliver an indication — with a prepare statement. In particular, when there exists a ballot \( b \) that exceeds \( \text{max-readied-prep} \) and such that \( v \) received a message \( \text{VOTE}(\text{PREP} \ b_h) \) from each member \( u \) of some quorum to which \( v \) belongs, then the node proceeds as follows: it checks that each \( b' \) lower and incompatible than \( b_h \) is also lower and incompatible than \( b \) (line 8). If \( b \) is the maximum ballot passing the previous check for every member \( u \) of the quorum, then the node updates the field \( \text{max-readied-prep} \) to \( b \) and sends the message \( \text{READY}(\text{PREP} \ b) \) to every other node (lines 9–10). The node \( v \) checks similar conditions for the case when it receives messages \( \text{READY}(\text{PREP} \ b_u) \) from each member \( u \) of a \( v \)-blocking set, and proceeds similarly by updating \( \text{max-readied-prep} \) to \( b \) and sending \( \text{READY}(\text{PREP} \ b) \) to every other node (lines 11–13). The node will update \( \text{max-delivered-prep} \) and trigger the indication \( \text{prepared}(b) \) when the same conditions are met after receiving messages \( \text{READY}(\text{PREP} \ b_u) \) from each member \( u \) of a quorum to which \( v \) belongs (lines 14–16). When a node \( v \) invokes \( \text{commit}(b) \) then the protocol proceeds with the usual stages of FV with two minor differences (lines 17–29).

First, a node \( v \) only votes commit for the highest ballot for which \( v \) has voted a prepare statement (condition \( \text{max-voted-prep} = b \) in line 18). Second, the protocol uses the sets of ballots \( \text{ballots-voted-cmt} \), \( \text{ballots-readied-cmt} \) and \( \text{ballots-delivered-cmt} \) in order to keep track of the stage of the protocol for each ballot.

The structure of CSCP in Algorithm 4 directly relates to ASCP in Algorithm 2. A node proposes a value \( x \) in line 5. A node tries to prepare a ballot \( b \) by invoking \( \text{prepare}(b) \) in line 7, and receives the indication \( \text{prepared}(b) \) in line 8. A node tries to commit a ballot \( b \) by invoking \( \text{commit}(b) \) in line 12, and receives the indication \( \text{committed}(b) \) in line 13. A node decides a value \( x \) in line 14. Timeouts are set in lines 15–17 and triggered in line 18.

Next we establish a correspondence between CSCP in and ASCP in §5: the concrete protocol observationally refines the abstract one, which means that any externally observable behaviour of the former can also be produced by the latter [6]. Informally, the refinement shows that for an FBQS \( S \) and an intact set \( I \), for every execution of CSCP over \( S \) there exists an execution of ASCP over \( S \) (with some behaviour of faulty nodes) such that each node in \( I \) decides the same value in both of the executions. The refinement result allows us to carry over the correctness of ASCP established in §5 to CSCP.

We first define several notions required to formalise our refinement result. A \textit{history} is a sequence of the events \( v.\text{propose}(x) \) and \( v.\text{decide}(x) \), where \( v \) is a correct node and \( x \) a value. The specification of consensus assumes that \( v \) triggers an event \( v.\text{propose}(x) \), thus a history will have \( v.\text{propose}(x) \) for every correct node \( v \). A \textit{concrete trace} \( \tau \) is a sequence of events that subsumes histories, and contains events \( v.\text{prepare}(b) \), \( v.\text{commit}(b) \), \( v.\text{prepared}(b) \), \( v.\text{committed}(b) \), \( v.\text{start-timer}(n) \), \( v.\text{timeout} \), \( v.\text{send}(m,v') \), and \( v.\text{receive}(m,v') \), where \( v \) is a correct node and \( v' \) is any node, \( b \) a ballot, \( m \) a message in \{\text{VOTE}(s) \}, \text{READY}(s) \} with \( s \) a statement in \{\text{PREP} \ b, \text{CMT} \ b \}, \text{and} \( n \) is a round. An \textit{abstract trace} \( \tau \) is a sequence of events that subsumes histories, and contains events \( v.\text{start-timer}(n) \), \( v.\text{timeout} \), and batched events \( v.\text{vote-batch}([b_i],a) \), \( v.\text{deliver-batch}([b_i],a) \), \( v.\text{send-batch}([m_i],v') \), and \( v.\text{receive-batch}([m_i],v') \), where \( v \) is a correct node and \( v' \) is any node, \( n \) is a round, \([b_i]\) is a sequence of ballots, \( a \) is a Boolean, and \([m_i]\) is a sequence of messages in \{\text{VOTE}(b,a) \}, \text{READY}(b,a) \}. The sequences of ballots and messages above, which represent a possibly infinite number of “batched” events, ensure that the length of any abstract trace is bounded by \( \omega \). We may
Algorithm 4 Concrete SCP (CSCP) over an FBQS $S$ with set of quorums $Q$.

```
1 process concrete-consensus($v \in V$)
2   brs ← new process bunched-voting($v$);
3   candidate, prepared ← $\langle 0, \bot \rangle \in \text{Ballot}$;
4   round ← $0 \in \mathbb{N}^+ \cup \{0\}$;
5   propose($x$)
6     candidate ← $\langle 1, x \rangle$;
7     brs.prepare(candidate);
8   when triggered brs.prepared($b$) and prepared < $b$
9     prepared ← $b$;
10    if candidate ≤ prepared then
11       candidate ← prepared;
12       brs.commit(candidate);
13   when triggered brs.committed($b$)
14     trigger decide($b.x$);
15   when exists $U \in Q$ such that $v \in U$ and for each $u \in U$ exist
16     $M_u \in \{\text{VOTE, READY}\}$ and $b_u \in \text{Ballot}$ such that round < $b_u.n$ and received
17     $M_u(S_u b_u)$ from $u$ with $S_u \in \{\text{CMT, PREP}\}$
18     round ← min{$b_u.n$ | $u \in U$};
19     start-timer($F(\text{round})$);
20   when triggered timeout
21     if prepared = $\langle 0, \bot \rangle$ then candidate ← $\langle \text{round} + 1, \text{candidate}.x \rangle$;
22     else candidate ← $\langle \text{round} + 1, \text{prepared}.x \rangle$;
23     brs.prepare(candidate);
```

An execution of CSCP (respectively, ASCP) entails a concrete trace (respectively, abstract trace) $\tau$ iff for every invocation and indication as well as for every send or receive primitive in an execution of the protocol in Algorithm 4 (respectively, for every invocation, indication and primitive in an execution of the protocol in Algorithm 2, where the vote, deliver, send and receive events are batched together), $\tau$ contains corresponding events in the same order.

We are interested in traces that are relative to some intact set $I$. Given a trace $\tau$, the $I$-projected trace $\tau|_I$ is obtained by removing the events $v.ev \in \tau$ such that $v \notin I$.

Theorem 14. Let $S$ be an FBQS and $I$ be an intact set. For every execution of CSCP over $S$ with trace $\tau$, there exists an execution of ASCP over $S$ with trace $\rho$ and $H(\tau|_I) = H(\rho|_I)$.

Proof sketch. We define a simulation function $\sigma$ from concrete to abstract traces. Theorem 14 can be established by showing that, for every finite prefix $\tau$ of a trace entailed by CSCP, the simulation $\sigma(\tau)$ is a prefix of a trace entailed by ASCP.

Every execution of ASCP enjoys the properties of Integrity, Agreement for intact sets, Weak validity for intact sets and Non-blocking for intact sets, and so does every execution of CSCP by refinement.
Corollary 15. Let $S$ be an FBQS. The CSCP protocol over $S$ satisfies the specification of non-blocking Byzantine consensus for intact sets.

7 Lying about Quorum Slices

So far we have assumed the unrealistic setting where faulty nodes do not equivocate their quorum slices, so all nodes share the same FBQS $S$. We now lift this assumption. To this end, we use a generalisation of FBQS called subjective FBQS [7], which allows faulty nodes to lie about their quorum slices. Assuming that $V_{ok}$ is the set of correct nodes, the subjective FBQS $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ is an indexed family of FBQSes where the different FBQSes agree on the quorum slices of correct nodes, i.e., $\forall v_1, v_2, v \in V_{ok}, S_{ok}(v) = S_{ok}(v)$. For each correct node $v$, the FBQS $S_v$ is the view of node $v$, which reflects the choices of trust communicated to $v$. We can run either ASCP or CSCP over a subjective FBQS $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ by letting each correct node $v$ act according to its own view $S_v$.

We generalise the definition of intact set to subjective FBQSes, and we lift our results so far to the subjective FBQSes. Let $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ be a subjective FBQS. A set $I$ is an intact set iff for each $v \in V_{ok}$ the set $I$ is a quorum in $S_v$ that only contains correct nodes, and every member of $I$ is intertwined with each other in the projected FBQS $S_v$.\]

Lemma 16. Let $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ be a subjective FBQS. For any node $v \in V_{ok}$, a set $I$ is an intact set in $S_v$ iff $I$ is an intact set in $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$.

Since Lemma 16 above guarantees that every view has the same intact sets, which also coincide with the intact sets of the subjective FBQS, from now on we may say “an intact set $I$” and omit to which system (a particular view, or the subjective FBQS) $I$ belongs.

Using the fact that nodes agree on the slices of correct nodes, we can prove Lemma 17 below, which is the analogue to Lemma 3 and states sufficient safety conditions for the nodes in an intact set $I$ to reach agreement when each node acts according to its own view.

Lemma 17. Let $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ be a subjective FBQS and for each correct node $v$ let $Q_v$ be the set of quorums in the view $S_v$. Let $I$ be an intact set and consider two quorums $U_1$ and $U_2$ in $\bigcup_{v \in V_{ok}} Q_v$. If $U_1 \cap I \neq \emptyset$ and $U_2 \cap I \neq \emptyset$, then $U_1 \cap U_2 \cap I \neq \emptyset$.

Using arguments similar to those in the previous sections, we can establish the correctness of ASCP and CSCP over subjective FBQSes.

Theorem 18. Let $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ be a subjective FBQS. The ASCP protocol over $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ satisfies the specification of non-blocking Byzantine consensus for intact sets.

Theorem 19. Let $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ be a subjective FBQS and $I$ be an intact set. For every execution of CSCP over $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ with trace $\tau$, there exists an execution of ASCP over $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ with trace $\rho$ and $H(\tau|_I) = H(\rho|_I)$.

Corollary 20. Let $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ be a subjective FBQS. The CSCP protocol over $\{S_v\}_{v \in V_{ok}}$ satisfies the specification of non-blocking Byzantine consensus for intact sets.

8 Related Work

García-Pérez and Gotsman [7] have previously investigated Stellar’s federated voting and its relationship to Bracha’s broadcast over classical Byzantine quorum systems. They did not address the full Stellar consensus protocol. Our proof of SCP establishes the correctness of federated voting by adjusting the results in [7] to multiple intact sets within the system.
Losa et al. [10] have also investigated consensus over FBQSs. They propose a generalisation of Stellar’s quorums that does not prescribe constructing them from slices, yet allows different participants to disagree on what constitutes a quorum. They then propose a protocol solving consensus over intact sets in this setting that provides better liveness guarantees than SCP, but is impractical. Losa et al.’s work is orthogonal to ours: they consider a more general setting than Stellar’s and a theoretical protocol, whereas we investigate the practical protocol used by Stellar.

The advent of blockchain has given rise to a number of novel proposals of BFT protocols; see [3] for a survey. Out of these, the most similar one to Stellar is Ripple [15]. In particular, Ripple have recently proposed a protocol called Cobalt that allows for a federated setting similar to Stellar’s [11]. We hope that our work will pave the way to investigating the correctness of this and similar protocols.
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Abstract
Set-Constrained Delivery Broadcast (SCD-broadcast), recently introduced at ICDCN 2018, is a high-level communication abstraction that captures ordering properties not between individual messages but between sets of messages. More precisely, it allows processes to broadcast messages and deliver sets of messages, under the constraint that if a process delivers a set containing a message \( m \) before a set containing a message \( m' \), then no other process delivers first a set containing \( m' \) and later a set containing \( m \). It has been shown that SCD-broadcast and read/write registers are computationally equivalent, and an algorithm implementing SCD-broadcast is known in the context of asynchronous message passing systems prone to crash failures.

This paper introduces a Byzantine-tolerant SCD-broadcast algorithm, which we call BSCD-broadcast. Our proposed algorithm assumes an underlying basic Byzantine-tolerant reliable broadcast abstraction. We first introduce an intermediary communication primitive, Byzantine FIFO broadcast (BFIFO-broadcast), which we then use as a primitive in our final BSCD-broadcast algorithm. Unlike the original SCD-broadcast algorithm that is tolerant to up to \( t < n/2 \) crashing processes, and unlike the underlying Byzantine reliable broadcast primitive that is tolerant to up to \( t < n/3 \) Byzantine processes, our BSCD-broadcast algorithm is tolerant to up to \( t < n/4 \) Byzantine processes. As an illustration of the high abstraction power provided by the BSCD-broadcast primitive, we show that it can be used to implement a Byzantine-tolerant read/write snapshot object in an extremely simple way.
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messages to all processes in the presence of failures. More precisely, it guarantees that non-faulty processes deliver the same set of messages \( M \), including all the messages they broadcast, and a subset of the messages broadcast by faulty processes before they crashed. The fundamental property of the reliable broadcast abstraction asserts that no two non-faulty processes deliver different sets of messages, and a faulty process delivers a subset of the messages delivered by the non-faulty processes (two distinct faulty processes possibly delivering different sets of messages).

Reliable broadcast in the presence of Byzantine processes (BR-broadcast)

Reliable broadcast has been studied in the context of Byzantine failures since the eighties. A process commits a Byzantine failure if it behaves arbitrarily (i.e., its behavior is not the one described by the algorithm it is assumed to execute) \([10, 12]\). Such a failure can be intentional (also called malicious) or the result of a transient fault which altered its intended behavior in an unpredictable way. Bracha \([3]\) introduced an elegant signature-free Byzantine fault-tolerant algorithm for the reliable broadcast abstraction in \( n \)-process message-passing asynchronous systems, where up to \( t < n/3 \) processes may be Byzantine.

Set-Constrained Delivery broadcast in asynchronous crash-prone systems

Set-Constrained Delivery broadcast (SCD-broadcast) was introduced in \([8]\) in the context of crash failures. Rather than individual messages, a process delivers non-empty sets of messages, satisfying the following ordering property: if a non-faulty process delivers a set of message \( ms_1 \) containing a message \( m \) and later delivers a set of message \( ms_1' \) containing a message \( m' \), no non-faulty process delivers first a set of message \( ms_2 \) containing \( m' \) and later a set of message \( ms_2' \) containing \( m \). This communication abstraction is particularly efficient to build read/write implementable objects, such as the ones described in \([14]\). It is shown in \([8]\) that, in asynchronous message-passing systems with up to \( t \) crashed processes, (a) \( t < n/2 \) is necessary and sufficient to build SCD-broadcast, and (b) atomic R/W registers and SCD-broadcast have the same computability power.

Content of the paper

In this paper, we introduce a new communication abstraction, which we call BSCD-broadcast, that provides similar guarantees to SCD broadcast in the context of Byzantine failures. The specification and implementation of such a high-level abstraction has a direct practical interest when realizing many replicated objects. As an example, we show how a Byzantine-tolerant single-writer/multi-reader snapshot object \([1]\) can be easily built on top of BSCD-broadcast. More generally, we believe a better understanding of how high-level broadcast abstractions can be implemented in a Byzantine context can help developers design novel and richer zero-trust applications, extending their use and applicability beyond the highly-publicized examples of cryptocurrencies \([5, 11]\) and smart contract platforms \([4]\).

We begin by defining a first abstraction (Section 3.2), BFIFO-broadcast, that guarantees that non-faulty processes deliver messages from each process in their sending order. Since such a sending order cannot be defined for Byzantine processes, the only guarantee provided in that case is that all non-faulty processes deliver the messages from a given Byzantine process in the same order. Depending on the BR-broadcast algorithm used (e.g., \([3, 9]\)), we obtain for BFIFO-broadcast either an algorithm which requires (i) \( t < n/3 \) and three sequential communication steps, or (ii) \( t < n/5 \) and two sequential communication steps.

This simple abstraction is then used to build a BSCD-broadcast algorithm (Section 3) under the assumption \( t < n/4 \). The design of our algorithm differs significantly from the
SCD-broadcast algorithm described in [8], due to the fact that in the crash-failure model, a process behaves correctly until it possibly crashes, whereas a Byzantine process can exhibit an arbitrary behavior at any time. Precise definitions of both of these communication abstractions are provided in the paper. Our BSCD-broadcast algorithm requires two sequential BFIFO-broadcast steps for each BSCD-broadcast message. These two algorithms are built upon a signature-free Byzantine reliable broadcast primitive and are equally signature-free.

Finally, we build a Byzantine-tolerant snapshot object as an example application of BSCD-broadcast (Section 4). Let us notice that it has recently been shown that the snapshot object is instrumental in the implementation of cryptocurrencies [5]. It follows that the simple implementation (presented below) of such an object in message-passing systems where processes can exhibit Byzantine failures can benefit to cryptocurrencies and some other blockchain-based applications.

## 2 Computation Model

### 2.1 On the process side

**Asynchronous processes**

The system is made up of a finite set \( \Pi \) of \( n > 1 \) asynchronous sequential processes, namely \( \Pi = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \). *Asynchronous* means that each process proceeds at its own speed, which can vary arbitrarily with time, and always remains unknown to the other processes.

**Process failures**

Up to \( t \) processes can exhibit a *Byzantine* behavior. A Byzantine process is a process that behaves arbitrarily: it can crash, fail to send or receive messages, send arbitrary messages, start in an arbitrary state, perform arbitrary state transitions, etc. As a simple example, a Byzantine process, which is assumed to broadcast a message \( m \) to all the processes, can send a message \( m_1 \) to some processes, a different message \( m_2 \) to another subset of processes, and no message at all to the remaining processes. Moreover, Byzantine processes can collude to foil non-Byzantine processes. It is however assumed that a Byzantine process cannot send an infinite number of messages in a finite time, a necessary hypothesis in our proof of termination. A process that exhibits a Byzantine behavior is also called *faulty*. Otherwise, it is *correct* or *non-faulty*.

### 2.2 On the communication side

**The basic Byzantine reliable broadcast communication abstraction**

This abstraction, denoted BR-broadcast, is a one-shot communication abstraction that provides two operations, \( \text{br\_broadcast()} \) and \( \text{br\_deliver()} \). “One-shot” means that a process executes \( \text{br\_broadcast()} \) at most once, and \( \text{br\_deliver()} \) at most \( n \) times (one per possible sender). As in [6, 13], we use the following terminology: when a process invokes \( \text{br\_broadcast()} \), we say that it “br-broadcasts a message”, and when it executes \( \text{br\_deliver()} \), we say that it “br-delivers a message”. BR-broadcast is defined by the following properties:

- **BR-Validity.** If a correct process br-delivers a message \( m \) from a correct process \( p_i \), then \( p_i \) br-broadcast \( m \).
- **BR-Integrity.** A correct process br-delivers at most one message \( m \) from a process \( p_i \).
- **BR-Termination-1.** If a correct process br-broadcasts a message, it br-delivers it.
- **BR-Termination-2.** If a correct process br-delivers a message \( m \) from \( p_i \) (possibly faulty) then all correct processes eventually br-deliver \( m \) from \( p_i \).
On the safety side, BR-validity relates the outputs (messages br-delivered) to the inputs (messages br-broadcast), while BR-integrity states that there is no duplication.

On the liveness side, BR-Termination-2 gives its name to reliable broadcast: be the sender correct or not, every message br-delivered by a correct process is br-delivered by all correct processes. Coupled together, the two termination properties further imply that a message br-broadcast by a correct process is br-delivered by all correct processes. It follows from these properties that all correct processes br-deliver the same set of messages, and this set contains at least all the messages br-broadcast by correct processes.

As indicated in the introduction, there are signature-free distributed algorithms, which build BR-broadcast on top of asynchronous message-passing systems in which processes may be Byzantine [3, 9].

Terminology
When studying the BR-broadcast abstraction, a message \( m \) br-broadcast by a process is called an application message. Differently, a message generated by the algorithm implementing the abstraction is called a protocol message. Similarly in the rest of this paper when studying other broadcast abstractions, messages handled by that abstraction are referred to as application messages, and messages generated by the algorithm implementing the abstraction (possibly through a lower-level abstraction) are referred to as protocol messages.

2.3 Multi-shot Byzantine reliable broadcast
As already stated, BR-broadcast is a one-shot communication abstraction. But BR-broadcast allows several processes to invoke the operation \( \text{br\_broadcast}() \), each giving rise to distinct BR-broadcast instances. Two BR-broadcast instances can be easily distinguished by associating with each of them the identity of the process that created it.

It follows that a multi-shot BR-broadcast abstraction, which we call MBR-broadcast, can be very easily obtained by adding a sequence number \( sn \) to each BR-broadcast instance. A MBR-broadcast instance is then identified by a pair \( \langle i, sn \rangle \), but only \( sn \) needs to be provided in an invocation, namely \( p_i \) must invoke \( \text{br\_broadcast}(sn_i, m) \), where \( sn_i \) is the local integer variable (initialized to 0) used by \( p_i \) to generate its sequence numbers. Conversely, when a message is MBR-delivered by a process \( p_i \), the information provided to the upper layer is a triple \( \langle j, sn, m \rangle \) and we say that \( p_i \) mbr-delivered the message \( m \) from \( p_j \) with sequence number \( sn \).

The BR-Validity and BR-Integrity properties for this new multi-shot abstraction become:

- MBR-Validity. If a correct process mbr-delivers a message \( m \) from a correct process \( p_i \) with sequence number \( sn \), then \( p_i \) mbr-broadcast \( m \) with sequence number \( sn \).
- MBR-Integrity. Given a sequence number \( sn \), a correct process mbr-delivers at most one message \( m \) associated with \( sn \) from a process \( p_i \).

The other properties MBR-Termination-1 and MBR-Termination-2 remain the same as for BR-broadcast. Multi-shot extensions of the single-shot signature-free BR-broadcast algorithms introduced in [3, 9] are presented in Appendix A.

3 Byzantine Set-Constrained Delivery Broadcast
3.1 Definition
Set-Constrained Delivery broadcast (SCD-broadcast) was introduced in [8], in the context of asynchronous systems prone to process crashes (in which it can be built if and only if \( t < n/2 \)).
We consider here its extension to Byzantine process failures, denoted BSCD-broadcast. This communication abstraction provides two operations, \texttt{bscd\_broadcast()} and \texttt{bscd\_deliver()}. (We say that a process bscd-broadcasts messages and bscd-delivers messages.) The operation \texttt{bscd\_broadcast()} allows the invoking process to broadcast an application message, while the operation \texttt{bscd\_deliver()} returns a non-empty set of messages to the invoking process. BSCD-broadcast is defined by the following properties.

- **BSCD-Validity.** If a correct process bscd-delivers a set of messages containing a message \(m\) from a process \(p\), if \(p\) is correct, it bscd-broadcast \(m\).
- **BSCD-Integrity.** A message is bscd-delivered at most once by each correct process.
- **BSCD-Order.** Let \(p\) be a correct process that first bscd-delivers a set of messages \(ms\) and later bscd-delivers a set of messages \(ms'\). For any pair of messages \(m \in ms\) and \(m' \in ms'\), no correct process bscd-delivers first a set containing \(m'\) and later bscd-delivers a set containing \(m\).
- **BSCD-Termination-1.** If a correct process bscd-broadcasts a message \(m\), it bscd-delivers a message set containing \(m\).
- **BSCD-Termination-2.** If a correct process bscd-delivers a message set containing \(m\), every correct process bscd-delivers a message set containing \(m\).

As a simple example, let \(m_1, m_2, m_3, m_4, m_5, m_6, m_7\) and \(m_8\) be messages that have been bscd-broadcast by different processes. The following message set bscd-deliveries by \(p_1\), \(p_2\) and \(p_3\) respect the definition of BSCD-broadcast:

- at \(p_1\): \(\{m_1, m_2\}, \{m_3, m_4, m_5\}, \{m_6\}, \{m_7, m_8\}\).
- at \(p_2\): \(\{m_1\}, \{m_3, m_2\}, \{m_6, m_4, m_5\}, \{m_7\}, \{m_8\}\).
- at \(p_3\): \(\{m_3, m_1, m_2\}, \{m_6, m_4, m_5\}, \{m_7\}, \{m_8\}\).

Differently, due to the deliveries of the message sets including \(m_2\) and \(m_3\), the following message set deliveries by \(p_1\) and \(p_2\) do not satisfy the BSCD-Order property.

- at \(p_1\): \(\{m_1, m_2\}, \{m_3, m_4, m_5\}, \ldots\)
- at \(p_2\): \(\{m_1, m_3\}, \{m_2\}, \ldots\)

### 3.2 A simple sub-protocol to ease presentation: BFIFO Broadcast

In order to simplify the presentation of our BSCD-broadcast algorithm, we first introduce a straightforward multi-shot first-in-first-out Byzantine broadcast primitive (BFIFO-broadcast), that is implemented on top of MBR-broadcast (Section 2.3) by Algorithm 1. Basing our algorithm on this abstraction allows us to assume that all correct processes agree on the order of relevant messages for any possible sender, even a Byzantine one. While ordering messages from each possible sender is an important first step, the crucial property of introducing order between messages of different processes is achieved later, in Algorithm 2.

BFIFO-broadcast is defined by the four MBR-broadcast properties (renamed BFIFO-Validity, BFIFO-Integrity, BFIFO-Termination-1, and BFIFO-Termination-2), to which we add a FIFO delivery guarantee, defined as follows:

- **BFIFO-Order.** If a correct process \(p\) bfifo-delivers two messages \(m\) and \(m'\) from the same process \(p_k\) in the order first \(m\) and then \(m'\), no correct process b fifo-delivers \(m'\) before \(m\) (BFIFO-Order-1). Moreover, if \(p_k\) is correct, it b fifo-broadcast \(m\) before \(m'\) (BFIFO-Order-2).

In practice, each invocation of \texttt{bfifo\_broadcast()} by a process \(p\) is identified by the pair \((i, sn)\), where \(sn\) is the corresponding sequence number. The b fifo-delivery order at correct processes corresponds to the order of increasing sequence numbers.

The proof that Algorithm 1 implements BFIFO-broadcast is provided in Appendix B.1.
Algorithm 1 BFIFO-broadcast on top of MBR-broadcast (code for \( p_i \)).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{init} & \quad s_{n_i} \leftarrow 0; \ f_{fifo\_del_i} \leftarrow [0, \ldots, 0]. \\
\text{operation} & \quad \text{bfifo\_broadcast}(m) \text{ at } p_i \text{ is} \\
(1) & \quad s_{n_i} \leftarrow s_{n_i} + 1; \\
(2) & \quad \text{br\_broadcast}(s_{n_i}, m). \\
\text{when} & \quad \langle j, s_{n_i}, m \rangle \text{ is br\_delivered at } p_i \text{ do} \\
(3) & \quad \text{wait}(s_n = f_{fifo\_del_i}[j] + 1); \\
(4) & \quad \text{bfifo\_deliver}(j, s_{n_i}, m); \\
(5) & \quad f_{fifo\_del_i}[j] \leftarrow f_{fifo\_del_i}[j] + 1.
\end{align*}
\]

Algorithm 2 implements BSCD-broadcast on top of BFIFO-broadcast, with the assumption \( t < n/4 \). This assumption is required in our proof of correctness (see proof of Lemma 17).

An open question remains as to whether \( t < n/4 \) is a tight bound for BSCD-broadcast.

This algorithm is used in Section 4 to build a Byzantine-tolerant snapshot object.

Overall intuition and challenges

At its core, Algorithm 2 must prevent any potential disruption caused by Byzantine processes, as these cannot be assumed to respect any given behaviour. This need for containment of unpredictable behaviour leads to a design that departs fundamentally from the crash-tolerant SCD-broadcast algorithm proposed in [8].

Whereas the crash-tolerant version SCD-broadcast was able to inject order into the system by enforcing a waiting period between successive broadcasts from the same source, this strategy no longer works in a Byzantine setting. This is because nothing prevents Byzantine processes from issuing overlapping broadcasts, in order to confuse correct processes and foil the protocol. This apparently subtle limitation renders the protocol considerably more complex, as correct processes must now cooperate to enforce an order on the broadcasts initiated by a possibly Byzantine source, while pruning inconsistent control information produced by Byzantine processes.

More concretely, Algorithm 2 exploits an echo mechanism (the \texttt{READY} messages \texttt{bfifo-broadcast} at lines 5 and 23, illustrated in Figure 1) to construct temporal barriers that witness a message’s distribution among participants. The construction of these barriers is however constrained by preventing correct processes from contributing to the barrier of a bsdc-broadcast from a source \( p_i \), if an earlier bsdc-broadcast by the same \( p_i \) (earlier in the sense of the \texttt{bfifo-broadcast}) has not yet been bsdc-delivered. This sequencing introduces some order into the set of bsdc-broadcast messages unfolding concurrently, and eventually
Application messages, each corresponding to an invocation of \texttt{if} (20) for each \texttt{if} (23) bscd \texttt{ms} (18) \texttt{if} (17) end while (16) (25) (24) (27) (26) (28) \texttt{ms} \texttt{bd fifo-broadcast protocol messages of other types (namely, \texttt{ready} messages), therefore many sequence numbers of \texttt{fifo-broadcast messages do not correspond to a bscd-broadcast message. As a consequence, these application messages do not have strictly sequential numbers.}

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{BSCD-broadcast on top of BFIFO-broadcast ($t < n/4$, code for $p_i$).}
\label{alg:bscd-broadcast}
\begin{algorithmic}
\STATE \textbf{init} $\texttt{pending}_i \leftarrow \emptyset, \ldots, \emptyset$;
\FOR {each $j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, \texttt{snj} $\geq 1$}
\DO $\texttt{data}_i[j, \texttt{snj}] \leftarrow \perp$; $\texttt{witness}_i[j, \texttt{snj}] \leftarrow [\pm \infty, \ldots, \pm \infty]$
\ENDFOR.
\ENDFOR.
\STATE \textbf{operation} $\texttt{bscd\_broadcast}(m)$ at $p_i$ is
\begin{enumerate}
\ITEM \texttt{bfifo\_broadcast} $\texttt{init}(m)$.
\ITEM \textbf{when} $(j, \texttt{snj}, \texttt{init}(m))$ is $\texttt{bfifo\_delivered}$ at $p_i$ then
\ITEM $\%$ \texttt{snj} is the sequence number carried by $\texttt{init}(m)$; namely: $\texttt{fifo\_del}_i[j] = \texttt{snj}$ (cf. Alg. 1)
\ITEM $\texttt{data}_i[j, \texttt{snj}] \leftarrow \texttt{ms}$; $\%$ we then have $\texttt{id}(m) = (j, \texttt{snj})$
\ITEM $\texttt{pending}[j] \leftarrow \texttt{pending}[j] \cup \{\texttt{snj}\}$;
\ITEM \textbf{if} $\texttt{snj} = \min(\texttt{pending}[j])$ \textbf{then} $\texttt{bfifo\_broadcast} \texttt{ready}((j, \texttt{snj}))$ \textbf{end if};
\ITEM \textbf{try\_deliver}();
\ITEM \textbf{when} $(k, \texttt{snk}, \texttt{ready}((j, \texttt{snj})))$ is $\texttt{bfifo\_delivered}$ at $p_i$ then
\ITEM $\%$ \texttt{snk} is the sequence number carried by $\texttt{ready}((j, \texttt{snj}))$; namely: $\texttt{fifo\_del}_i[k] = \texttt{snk}$
\ITEM \textbf{if} $\texttt{witness}_i[j, \texttt{snj}][k] = \pm \infty$ \textbf{then} $\texttt{witness}_i[j, \texttt{snj}][k] \leftarrow \texttt{snk}$ \textbf{end if};
\ITEM $\%$ \texttt{snj} $> \texttt{fifo\_del}_i[j] \land \{(k' \texttt{such that} \texttt{witness}_i[j, \texttt{snj}][k'] < \pm \infty) \geq t + 1$
\ITEM \textbf{then} $\texttt{pending}[j] \leftarrow \texttt{pending}[j] \cup \{\texttt{snj}\}$ \textbf{end if};
\ITEM \textbf{try\_deliver}();
\end{enumerate}
\STATE \textbf{internal operation} $\texttt{try\_deliver}(\cdot)$ is
\begin{enumerate}
\ITEM $\texttt{candidates}_i \leftarrow \{(j, \texttt{snj}) \texttt{such that}$ \begin{align*}
\{\texttt{snj} \in \texttt{pending}[j] \} \land (\{\texttt{k such that} \texttt{witness}_i[j, \texttt{snj}][k] < \pm \infty\} \geq t + 1\}) \land \\
\{\texttt{data}_i[j, \texttt{snj}] \neq \perp\} \land (\{\texttt{k such that} \texttt{witness}_i[j, \texttt{snj}][k] < \pm \infty\} \geq n - t\})
\end{align*}
\ITEM $\texttt{todel}_i \leftarrow \{\texttt{snj} \in \texttt{candidates}_i \texttt{such that}$ \begin{align*}
\{\texttt{data}_i[j, \texttt{snj}] \neq \perp\} \land (\{\texttt{k such that} \texttt{witness}_i[j, \texttt{snj}][k] < \pm \infty\} \geq n - t\})
\end{align*}
\ITEM \textbf{while} $\exists (j, \texttt{snj}) \in \texttt{todel}_i \leftarrow \texttt{special}(j, \texttt{snj})$ \textbf{end while};
\ITEM $\%$ \textbf{if} $\texttt{todel}_i \neq \emptyset$ \textbf{then}
\ITEM $\texttt{ms} \leftarrow \{\{j, \texttt{snj}, \texttt{data}_i[j, \texttt{snj}]\} \texttt{such that} (j, \texttt{snj}) \in \texttt{todel}_i\}$;
\ITEM $\texttt{bscd\_deliver}(\texttt{ms})$;
\ITEM \textbf{for each} $(j, \texttt{snj}) \in \texttt{todel}_i \texttt{in increasing lexicographical order do}$
\ITEM $\texttt{pending}[j] \leftarrow \texttt{pending}[j] \ \setminus \ \{\texttt{snj}\}$;
\ITEM \textbf{if} $\texttt{pending}[j] \neq \emptyset \land (\texttt{data}_i[j, \min(\texttt{pending}[j])] \neq \perp)$ \textbf{then}
\ITEM $\texttt{bfifo\_broadcast} \texttt{ready}((j, \min(\texttt{pending}[j])))$ \textbf{end if}
\ITEM \textbf{end for}
\ITEM \textbf{end if}.
\end{enumerate}
\STATE \textbf{internal predicate} $\texttt{special}((j, \texttt{snj}, (j', \texttt{snj}')))$ is
\begin{enumerate}
\ITEM $\textbf{if} (j = j') \land \texttt{snj} < \texttt{snj}') \textbf{then return (true) end if}$;
\ITEM $\%$ \textbf{if} $\{\texttt{k such that} \texttt{witness}_i[j, \texttt{snj}][k] < \texttt{witness}_i[j', \texttt{snj}'][k]\} > \frac{t}{2}$ \textbf{then return (true) end if}$;
\ITEM $\texttt{return (false)}$.
\end{enumerate}
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

A note on sequence numbers and message identity

Application messages, each corresponding to an invocation of $\texttt{bscd\_broadcast}(\cdot)$, are identified by a pair $(j, \texttt{snj})$ made of a process identity $j$ and a sequence number $\texttt{snj}$. To simplify the presentation of the algorithm, and without loss of generality, the sequence numbers given to bscd-broadcast application messages correspond to the sequence number of an underlying bfifo-broadcast message noted $\texttt{init}(m)$ in the algorithm. However the BSCD-broadcast algorithm also bfifo-broadcasts protocol messages of other types (namely, $\texttt{ready}$ messages), therefore many sequence numbers of bfifo-broadcast messages do not correspond to a bscd-broadcast message. As a consequence, these application messages do not have strictly sequential numbers.
Local variables at a process

Each process \( p_i \) manages the following local variables:

- \( \text{pending}[1..n] \) is an array of sets, such that \( \text{pending}[j] \) contains the sequence numbers of the messages known by \( p_i \) as bscd-broadcast by \( p_j \) and not yet locally bscd-delivered.
- \( \text{data}[1..n, 1..+] \) is a two-dimensional array, whose entries are initially \( \bot \). \( \text{data}[j, snj] \) stores the content of message \( \langle j, snj \rangle \) (the message from \( p_j \) whose sequence number is \( snj \)).
- \( \text{witness}_i[1..n, 1..+] \) is another two-dimensional array that records the temporal barriers observed so far by \( p_i \). Each entry \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj] \) stores the barrier for message \( \langle j, snj \rangle \), an array of size \( n \) initialized to \([+\infty, \cdots, +\infty]\). As the algorithm progresses, \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj][k] \) is updated to contain the logical date \( snk \) (a sequence number of \( p_k \)) at which \( p_k \) witnessed message \( \langle j, snj \rangle \) by bfifo-broadcasting the protocol message \( \text{READY}(\langle j, snj \rangle) \).
- \( \text{candidates}_i \) and \( \text{todel}_i \) are sets containing the identities of messages which are potential candidates to belong to the next message set bscd-delivered by \( p_i \); \( \text{todel}_i \) is a refined subset of \( \text{candidates}_i \).

Behavior of a process \( p_i \)

A process triggers the bscd-broadcast of a message \( m \) by simply bfifo-broadcasting the protocol message \( \text{INIT}(m) \) (line 1, illustrated in Fig. 1).

When a process \( p_i \) bfifo-delivers a message \( \text{INIT}(m) \) from a process \( p_j \), this protocol message has been allocated a sequence number called \( snj \) (line 2) by the underlying BFIFO broadcast algorithm (Section 3.2), and consequently \( \langle j, snj \rangle \) becomes the identity of the application message \( m \). \( m \) is first stored in \( \text{data}[j, snj] \) (line 3), and its sequence number \( snj \) is then added to \( \text{pending}[j] \) (line 4), to record that \( p_i \) knows that \( p_i \) used an \( \text{INIT} \) message to trigger a bscd-broadcast for the message with sequence number \( snj \), and that \( p_i \) must bscd-deliver this message. Finally, if \( snj \) is the smallest sequence number in \( \text{pending}[j] \), \( p_i \) knows that all earlier messages from \( p_j \) have been bscd-delivered, and that \( \langle j, snj \rangle \) is the next message it will bscd-deliver from \( p_j \). It informs of it the other processes by bfifo-broadcasting the protocol message \( \text{READY}(\langle j, snj \rangle) \) (line 5, illustrated in Fig. 1) in order to witness the message \( \langle j, snj \rangle \). This \( \text{READY} \) message will contribute to the time barrier needed to order \( \langle j, snj \rangle \) with respect to other concurrent bscd-broadcast messages (more on this below). \( p_i \) then invokes \text{try\_deliver}() (line 6) to see if it can bscd-deliver a set of messages.

When a process \( p_i \) bfifo-delivers a witness message \( \text{READY}(\langle j, snj \rangle) \) from \( p_k \) regarding a message \( \langle j, snj \rangle \), \( p_i \) uses the sequence number of the \( \text{READY} \) message (called \( snk \), line 7) to update \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj] \), the time barrier of the message \( \langle j, snj \rangle \). Concretely, if \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj][k] = +\infty \), \( p_i \) learns that \( p_k \) has witnessed the message identified by \( \langle j, snj \rangle \) from \( p_j \), and \( p_i \) records the time point at which this happened by updating \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj][k] \) to \( snk \) (line 8). Then, if \( p_i \) has not yet bfifo-delivered the message \( \langle j, snj \rangle \) (first predicate of line 9) and at least \( t + 1 \) processes (i.e., at least one correct process) have witnessed this message (by bfifo-broadcasting a \( \text{READY}(\langle j, snj \rangle) \) message, second predicate of line 9), it knows that \( p_j \) bscd-broadcast a message identified by \( \langle j, snj \rangle \) and it adds \( snj \) to \( \text{pending}[j] \) (line 10). This early update of \( \text{pending}[j] \) (i.e. before \( p_i \) receives the corresponding \( \text{INIT} \) message from \( p_j \)) ensures \( \langle j, snj \rangle \) will be taken into account in the tests performed by \text{try\_deliver}() at lines 12-16 to decide which application messages can be safely bscd-delivered (we return to these tests just below). Finally, after these various updates, \( p_i \) invokes \text{try\_deliver}() (line 11) to attempt to bscd-deliver a set of messages.
Internal operation try\textunderscore deliver () and predicate safe ()

In this operation, \( p_i \) first computes the set \( \text{candidates}_i \) that contains the message identities \( (j, snj) \) that have been received but not yet delivered \( (snj \in \text{pending}[j]) \), and that have been witnessed by at least one correct process (first and second predicate of line 12). Then, to obtain the reduced set \( \text{todel}_i \) (line 13) of messages that can actually be delivered, \( p_i \) first purges from \( \text{candidates}_i \) the message identities whose payload has not been received yet or that have been witnessed by less than \( (n - t) \) processes (a process \( p_k \) witnesses an application message \( m \) by bfifo-broadcasting \( \text{ready}(j, snj) \) at line 5 or 23, whose reception entails the update of \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj] \) by \( p_i \) at line 8, see above).

Once this first purge is complete, \( p_i \) then removes from \( \text{todel}_i \) (line 15) all the message identities \( (j, snj) \) (line 14) that make it “unsafe” with respect to messages in \( \text{candidates}_i \) \( \setminus \text{todel}_i \) (the messages that have been “confirmed”, but cannot be delivered yet, line 14), where \( \text{unsafe} \) is defined as the negation of the predicate \( \text{safe}() \) defined at lines 26-28. Thus a process will only bscd-deliver a set of messages \( \text{todel}_i \), whose messages are all \( \text{safe} \) to bscd-deliver before those remaining in \( \text{candidates}_i \) \( \setminus \text{todel}_i \). More precisely a message \( m \) identified by \( (j, snj) \) is considered \( \text{safe} \) by \( p_i \) to bscd-deliver before a message \( m' \) identified by \( (j', snj') \) if (i) both have been bfifo-broadcast by the same process with \( snj < snj' \) (line 26) or (ii) \( p_i \) knows that a majority of processes witnessed \( m \) before \( m' \) (line 27). Thus a process may \textit{learn} that it is safe to deliver \( m \) before \( m' \) once it has received enough \text{ready} \ messages for \( m \) before \text{ready} \ messages from \( m' \) by the same senders. Note that this \textit{safety} relationship is not transitive, and can lead to complex entanglements. For instance, Figure 2 shows the time barriers of three messages, i.e. the times at which correct processes and possibly a subset of Byzantine processes have first bfifo-broadcast \( \text{ready}(m_{[A,B,C]}) \) messages. In this example, a process may \textit{learn} that \( m_A \) is safe to bscd-deliver before \( m_B \), and that \( m_B \) is safe to bscd-deliver before \( m_C \), but never that \( m_A \) is safe to bscd-deliver before \( m_C \). Thus correct processes must bscd-deliver \( m_A, m_B \) and \( m_C \) in the same set.

Finally, if \( \text{todel}_i \) is not empty (line 17), \( p_i \) computes from this set of message identities the triplets \( (j, snj, \text{data}[j, snj]) \) (line 18), which define the set of messages \( ms \) that it can bscd-deliver (line 19). Then, according to the messages it has just bscd-delivered, \( p_i \) updates the sets \( \text{pending}[j] \) (lines 20-21). Moreover, if such a set remains non-empty, and \( p_i \) bfifo-delivered the protocol message \( \text{init}(m) \) associated with \( \text{min}(\text{pending}[j]) \) (line 22), \( p_i \) bfifo-broadcasts the protocol message \( \text{ready}(j, \text{min}(\text{pending}[j])) \) to inform the other processes that this is the identity of the next message it intends to bscd-deliver from \( p_j \) (line 24).

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Theorem 1.} Algorithm 2 respects the properties of BSCD-Validity, BSCD-Integrity, BSCD-Ordering, BSCD-Termination-1, and BSCD-Termination-2.
\end{itemize}

The following section is devoted to proving this result.

### 3.4 Proof of Correctness

We start by several intermediate definitions and results before the final proof of Theorem 1. The most important results are shown in Theorem 18 (BSCD-Order) and Theorem 22 (BSCD-Termination).

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Definition 2.} We say a correct process \( p_i \) bscd-delivers a message \( m \) from \( p_j \) with sequence number \( snj \) if it bscd-delivers a message set \( ms \) that contains the tuple \( (j, snj, m) \).
  \item \textbf{Theorem 3.} If a correct process \( p_i \) bscd-delivers a message \( m \) from a correct process \( p_j \), then \( p_j \) bscd-broadcast \( m \).
\end{itemize}
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Proof. If a correct process \( p_i \) bscd-delivers a set containing a message \( m \) from \( p_j \), then \( m \) has been put in \( \text{data}_i[j, snj] \) for some \( snj \), meaning \( p_i \) bfifo-delivered \( \text{init}(m) \) from \( p_j \). By BFIFO-Validity, if \( p_j \) is correct then it bfifo-broadcast \( \text{init}(m) \), meaning it bscd-broadcast \( m \).

Definition 4. We say a message identity \((j, snj)\) is valid if all correct processes bfifo-deliver a message \( \text{init}(m) \) from \( p_j \) at sequence number \( snj \). Otherwise the message identity \((j, snj)\) is invalid.

Remark 5. If \( m \) is a message bscd-broadcast or bscd-delivered by a correct process, then we note \( \text{id}(m) = (j, snj) \) its identity which is by definition a valid identity. We will note \( \text{sender}(m) = j \) and \( sn(m) = snj \).

Lemma 6. If at some point \( snj \in \text{pending}_i[j] \) for a correct process \( p_i \), then \((j, snj)\) is a valid message identity, i.e. all correct processes will bfifo-deliver a message \( \text{init}(m) \) from \( p_j \) with sequence number \( snj \).

Proof. If \( snj \) is added to \( \text{pending}_i[j] \) at line 4 then \( p_i \) bfifo-delivered a message \( \text{init}(m) \) from \( p_j \) at \( snj \), so by BFIFO-Termination so will all other correct processes.

If \( snj \) is added to \( \text{pending}_i[j] \) at line 10 then \( p_i \) bfifo-delivered \( \text{ready}((j, snj)) \) from at least \( t + 1 \) processes, one of which at least is correct. Thus there is a correct process that bfifo-broadcast \( \text{ready}((j, snj)) \), meaning it bfifo-delivered \( \text{init}(m) \) from \( p_j \) at \( snj \), so by BFIFO-Termination, all other correct processes also will.

Theorem 7. No correct process bscd-delivers several (identical or different) messages for a given message identity \((j, snj)\).

Proof. A message that is bscd-delivered by a correct process \( p_i \) has a unique identity \((j, snj)\) guaranteed by the bfifo-broadcast of the corresponding \( \text{init}(m) \) message at \( p_j \). At a correct process \( p_i \), BFIFO-Integrity guarantees that \( \text{init}(m) \) will be delivered only once with sequence number \( snj \) from \( p_j \). \( snj \) will be added in \( \text{pending}_i[j] \) at that time or before but cannot be added again later, and will be removed from \( \text{pending}_i[j] \) only after \( \text{init}(m) \) has been bfifo-delivered, therefore \( snj \) can only be removed from \( \text{pending}_i[j] \) once meaning that \( m \) can be bscd-delivered only once.

Lemma 8. If at any correct processes \( p_i \) at any time of its execution, and for any \( p_j, snj, pk \) we have \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj][k] = snk \neq \infty \) then \( snk \) is the sequence number of the first \( \text{ready}((j, snj)) \) message bf-delivered by \( p_i \) from \( pk \), which is the same at every correct process, even if \( pk \) is Byzantine.

Proof. If \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj][k] \) is set to other than \( \infty \) it is when \( p_i \) bfifo-delivers \( \text{ready}((j, snj)) \) from \( pk \). If \( p_i \) bfifo-delivers \( \text{ready}((j, snj)) \) from \( pk \) several times, the first time will lead to the execution of \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj][k] \leftarrow \text{snk} \) and the second one won’t because we now have \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj][k] \neq \infty \) (line 8). Correct processes all bfifo-deliver the same messages from \( pk \) in the same order and with the same sequence numbers, therefore they will eventually all update their \( \text{witness}_i[j, snj][k] \) variable to the same value.

Convention 9. Since only the first \( \text{ready}((j, snj)) \) bfifo-delivered by a correct process \( p_i \) from \( pk \) can lead to a change in \( \text{witness}_i[j, p_j][k] \), we will say that \( p_i \) “received” \( \text{ready}((j, snj)) \) from \( pk \) to refer only to the first such ready bfifo-delivered. This is important if the sender of the ready, \( pk \), is Byzantine since in that case it may bfifo-broadcast several times the same ready message. We will say that \( p_i \) received \( \text{ready}((j, snj)) \) before \( \text{ready}((j', snj')) \) from \( pk \).
if \( p_k \) b fifo-delivers for the first time \( \text{READY}(j, snj) \) from \( p_k \) before b fifo-delivering for the first time \( \text{READY}(j', snj') \) from \( p_k \). We will also say that a correct process receives \( \text{READY}(j, snj) \) before \( \text{READY}(j', snj') \) from \( p_k \) if it b fifo-delivers at least once \( \text{READY}(j, snj) \) from \( p_k \) and never b fifo-delivers \( \text{READY}(j', snj') \) from \( p_k \).

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Remark 10.} & \text{ If a correct process receives } \text{READY}(j, snj) \text{ before } \text{READY}(j', snj') \text{ from a process } p_k, \text{ then the same happens for all other correct processes: if } p_i \text{ only b fifo-delivers one or more } \text{READY}(j, snj) \text{ from } p_k \text{ and no } \text{READY}(j', snj') \text{ from } p_k \text{ then all other correct processes will also b fifo-delives it or them and they will not b fifo-deliver a } \text{READY}(j', snj') \text{ from } p_k. \text{ If } p_i \text{ both b fifo-delivers one or more } \text{READY}(j, snj) \text{ from } p_k \text{ and one or more } \text{READY}(j', snj') \text{ from } p_k, \text{ other correct processes will also b fifo-deliver them, in the same order and with the same sequence numbers.}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Lemma 11.} & \text{ If at any correct process } p_i, \text{ for any } p_j, snj, p_j', snj' \text{ and } p_k, \text{ we have } \text{witness}[j, snj][k] < \text{witness}[j', snj'][k] \text{ at any time of its execution, then that will always be the case at } p_i \text{ afterwards.}
\end{align*}\]

Proof. If \( \text{witness}[j, snj][k] < \text{witness}[j', snj'][k] \) then \( \text{witness}[j, snj][k] \) was set to a non-infinite value which is the sequence number with which \( p_i \) b fifo-delivers the first \( \text{READY}(j, snj) \) from \( p_k \). The content of \( \text{witness}[j, snj][k] \) will never be changed afterwards, and if \( \text{witness}[j', snj'][k] \) is changed afterwards it will be set to the sequence number with which \( p_i \) b fifo-delivers the first \( \text{READY}(j', snj') \) from \( p_k \) which is necessarily larger than the sequence number of the first \( \text{READY}(j, snj) \).

We now construct a relation \( \rightarrow \) on messages to capture the fact that a message \( m \) can be safely bscd-delivered before a message \( m' \): if \( m \rightarrow m' \), no correct process delivers \( m' \) before \( m \). The relation \( \rightarrow \) relies on the time barriers of \( m \) and \( m' \) arising from the witness messages \( \text{READY}. \) We construct \( \rightarrow \) incrementally, starting with a simpler preliminary relation \( \prec_k \).

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Definition 12.} & \text{ If correct processes receive } \text{READY}(j, snj) \text{ before } \text{READY}(j', snj') \text{ from } p_k, \text{ we write: } (j, snj) \prec_k (j', snj')
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Remark 13.} & \text{ If } p_i \text{ is a correct process, } \text{witness}[j, snj][k] < \text{witness}[j', snj'][k] \text{ can be interpreted as: } "p_i \text{ knows that } (j, snj) \prec_k (j', snj')" \text{ and implies } (j, snj) <_k (j', snj').
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Definition 14.} & \text{ Let us note } m \rightarrow m' \text{ if } (i) \text{ there is a majority } P \text{ of processes such that } \forall p_k \in P, m <_k m', \text{ or if } (ii) \text{ and } m' \text{ are sent by the same process and } sn(m) < sn(m'). \text{ Formally: } m \rightarrow m' \iff (\text{sender}(m) = \text{sender}(m') \land sn(m) < sn(m')) \lor (\{|k : m <_k m'\}| > \frac{2}{3}).
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Lemma 15.} & \text{ m} \rightarrow m' \text{ and m'} \rightarrow m \text{ are exclusive: } \forall m, m', \neg (m \rightarrow m' \land m' \rightarrow m).
\end{align*}\]

Proof. If \( \text{sender}(m) = \text{sender}(m') \), then suppose w.l.o.g. that \( sn(m) < sn(m') \). We directly have \( m \rightarrow m' \) following from the definition. Moreover, if correct processes b fifo-broadcast \( \text{READY}(id(m)) \), they will do it after they have already b fifo-broadcast \( \text{READY}(id(m)) \), thus \( |\{k : m' <_k m\}| \leq t, \text{ thus we have } \neg (m' \rightarrow m). \)

If \( m \) and \( m' \) are not from the same sender and \( m \rightarrow m' \) and \( m \rightarrow m' \) then we have \( |\{k : m <_k m'\}| > \frac{2}{3} \) and \( |\{k : m' <_k m\}| > \frac{2}{3} \). There is a process in the intersection of these two majorities for which we have a contradiction.

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Remark 16.} & \text{ } \rightarrow \text{ is not a partial order as it is not transitive.}
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Lemma 17.} & \text{ If a correct process } p_i \text{ bscd-delivers } m \text{ before bscd-delivering } m' \text{ or bscd-delivers } m \text{ and b fifo-delivers } \text{INIT}(m') \text{ but never b fifo-delivers } m' \text{ then } m \rightarrow m'.
\end{align*}\]
Proof. When \( m \) is bscd-delivered by \( p_i \), it has received \( \text{READY}(\text{id}(m)) \) from at least \( n-t \) processes. Two cases arise:

- Case 1: If \( p_i \) has already received an \( \text{READY}(\text{id}(m')) \) from no more than \( t \) processes, then there are at least \( n-2t \) processes for which \( p_i \) has received a \( \text{READY}(\text{id}(m)) \) and not yet a \( \text{READY}(\text{id}(m')) \), therefore \( |\{k : m \prec_k m'\}| > n-2t \). The hypothesis of our computing model is \( t < n/4 \), therefore \( n-2t > n/2 \). We thus have \( m \rightarrow m' \).

- Case 2: If \( p_i \) has already received an \( \text{READY}(\text{id}(m')) \) from \( t+1 \) or more processes when it bscd-delivered \( m \), then \( \text{sn}(m') \in \text{pending},[k] \) (because of line 9), thus \( \text{id}(m') \in \text{candidates} \setminus \text{todel}_i \), thus by the exit condition of the while loop, either \( \text{sender}(m) = \text{sender}(m') \land \text{sn}(m) < \text{sn}(m') \) or \( |\{k : \text{witness}_i[\text{id}(m)][k] < \text{witness}_i[\text{id}(m')][k]\}| > n/2 \), in both cases \( m \rightarrow m' \).

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Theorem 18.} & \text{ Let } p_i \text{ be a correct process that bscd-delivers a set } ms_i \text{ containing a message } m \text{ and later bscd-delivers a set } ms'_i \text{ containing a message } m'. \text{ No correct process } p_j \text{ bscd-delivers first a set } ms'_i \text{ containing } m' \text{ and later a message set } ms'_j \text{ containing } m. \\
\text{Proof.} & \text{ By Lemma 17, such a situation would imply } m \rightarrow m' \text{ and } m' \rightarrow m, \text{ which we have shown are exclusive (Lemma 15).} \\
\end{align*}\]

\[\begin{align*}
\text{Definition 19.} & \text{ We say that a correct process } p_i \text{ knows that } m \rightarrow m' \text{ if either } |\{k : \text{witness}_i[\text{id}(m)][k] < \text{witness}_i[\text{id}(m')][k]\}| > n/2 \text{ or } \text{sender}(m) = \text{sender}(m') \land \text{sn}(m) < \text{sn}(m'). \\
\text{Remark 20.} & \text{ If a correct process } p_i \text{ knows that } m \rightarrow m' \text{ then } m \rightarrow m'. \\
\text{Remark 21.} & \text{ In the while loop of } \text{try\_deliver()}, \text{ a correct process removes a message } m \text{ from } \text{todel}_i \text{ when there is a message } m' \text{ in } \text{candidates} \setminus \text{todel}_i \text{ for which it does not know that } m \rightarrow m'. \text{ For a correct process to bscd-deliver a set of messages } ms, \text{ it must know that } m \rightarrow m' \text{ for all } m \in ms \text{ and } m' \in \text{candidates} \setminus ms. \\
\text{Theorem 22.} & \text{ If a correct process } p_i \text{ bfifo-delivers } \text{INIT}(m) \text{ from } p_j, \text{ it eventually bscd-delivers } m \text{ from } p_j. \\
\end{align*}\]

\[\text{Figure 3} \text{ Message sets used in the proof of Theorem 22.}\]

Proof. Suppose by contradiction that there is a correct process that bfifo-delivers an \( \text{INIT}(m) \) but never bscd-delivers \( m \). Let \( M \) be the set of these unterminated messages, i.e. the set of messages \( m \) for which correct processes bfifo-deliver \( \text{INIT}(m) \) but there is at least one correct process that does not bscd-deliver \( m \).
Let $M_p = \{ m \in M : sender(m) = p_i \}$, the set of unterminated messages bscd-broadcast by $p_i$, and $S = \{ i : M_p \neq \emptyset \}$, the set of processes who bscd-broadcast at least one unterminated message. For $i \in S$, let $m_i$ be the message in $M_p$, with the lowest sequence number, and let $M_0 = \{ m_i : i \in S \}$. We use $M_0$ as a boundary to define four sets of messages that will lead us to a contradiction. Let $M_{-1} = \{ m : sender(m) \in S \land sn(m) < sn(m_i) \}$ the set of all messages by processes of $S$ that all correct processes bscd-deliver.

After some time, correct processes all bscd-deliver the messages of $M_{-1}$, thus all correct processes will bfifo-broadcast $\text{READY}(id(m_i))$ for all $i \in S$ after some time. Let $A$ be the set of messages witnessed (with a READY message) by at least one correct process before one of the unterminated messages in the “boundary” $M_0$. More formally $A$ is defined by: $m' \in A$ iff a correct process bfifo-broadcasts $\text{READY}(id(m_i))$ before bfifo-broadcasting $\text{READY}(id(m_i))$ for some $i \in S$. Because a process may only receive a finite number of messages in a finite amount of time, the set $A$ is finite. For all $m \notin A$ and $i \in S$ we have $m_i \rightarrow m$.

Let $A_S = \{ m \in A : sender(m) \in S \}$ and $A_{-S} = \{ m \in A : sender(m) \notin S \}$. Let $M_1 = A_S \setminus (M_{-1} \cup M_0)$. We have that $A = A_{-S} \cup M_{-1} \cup M_0 \cup M_1$. We have two cases:

- **Case 1:** no correct process ever bscd-delivers a message of $M_0$. In that case, no correct process will ever bfifo-broadcast a READY for a message of $M_1$, thus the messages of $M_1$ will never be considered in the candidates set of correct processes.

  Let $p_i$ be a correct process. After a certain time $p_i$ will have bscd-delivered all messages of $A_{-S}$ and of $M_{-1}$ and will have bfifo-delivered its last $\text{READY}(id(m))$ for a message $m \in M_0$, thus it will execute $\text{try\_deliver}()$ either strictly after all that happens or when bscd-delivering for the last time messages of $A_{-S} \cup M_{-1}$ and after having bfifo-delivered its last $\text{READY}(id(m))$ for a message $m \in M_0$. At that point candidates$_i$ will contain only messages of $M_0$ and messages not in $A$, and possibly some messages of $A_{-S} \cup M_{-1}$ which will be in todel$_i$ at the end of the while loop. Since $p_i$ never bscd-delivers messages of $M_0$, at some point in the while loop it will remove a message $m \in M_0$.

Let $m$ be the first message of $M_0$ $p_i$ removes from todel$_i$, it is removed because there is an $m' \in \text{candidates}_i \setminus M_0$ that violates the exit condition of the loop. We have $m' \notin M_0$ because $m$ is the first message of $M_0$ that $p_i$ removes from todel$_i$ and initially there is no message of $M_0$ in candidates$_i \setminus \text{todel}_i$, $m' \notin A_{-S} \cup M_{-1}$ because all messages of $A_{-S} \cup M_{-1}$ remaining at this step are in todel$_i$ at the end of the loop, and $m' \notin M_1$ because no message of $M_1$ is in candidates$_i$, thus $m' \notin A$. Since $m \in M_0$ and $m' \notin A$ we have $m \rightarrow m'$ and since $p_i$ has bfifo-delivered all messages $\text{READY}(id(m))$ then it knows that $m \rightarrow m'$, meaning that $\text{safe}(id(m),id(m')) = true$. Therefore $p_i$ cannot remove $m$ from todel$_i$ because of $m'$. We have a contradiction.

- **Case 2:** there is a correct process $p_i$ that bscd-delivers a message $m \in M_0$. In that case, $p_i$ delivered a certain message set $ms$ that contains $m$. Let us note $U$ the set of all messages $p_i$ bscd-delivered before and including $ms$. For any message $m'$ for which correct processes deliver $\text{INIT}(m')$ and such that $m' \notin U$, by Lemma 17 we have $\forall m'' \in U, m'' \rightarrow m'$.

Let $p_j$ be a correct process that does not bscd-deliver $m$. After a certain time, it will receive its last $\text{READY}$ for a message of $U$ (in particular, it will have bfifo-delivered $\text{READY}(id(m))$ from all correct processes), at which time it executes $\text{try\_deliver}()$ and removes at least one message of $U$ from todel$_j$ (it removes at least $m$). Moreover no messages of $U$ are in candidates$_i \setminus \text{todel}_i$ at the beginning of the loop since $p_i$ was able to bscd-deliver all messages of $U$ and all READY messages for messages of $U$ have been bfifo-delivered by $p_j$. Let $m_0$ be the first message of $U$ that $p_j$ removes from todel$_j$. The message $m_0$ is removed because of some message $m_1 \notin U$ that violated the condition. Since $p_i$ bscd-delivered $m_0$ before bscd-delivering $m_1$ we have $m_0 \rightarrow m_1$. Since $p_j$ has...
already bfifo-delivered its last messages \( \text{READY}(\text{id}(m_0)) \) then it knows that \( m_0 \rightarrow m_1, \) meaning that \( \text{safe}(\text{id}(m), \text{id}(m')) = \text{true}. \) Therefore \( p_j \) cannot remove \( m \) from \( \text{todel}_i \) because of \( m'. \) We have a contradiction.

Final proof of Theorem 1

**Proof.** BSCD-Validity, BSCD-Integrity and BSCD-Ordering are shown respectively in Theorem 3, Theorem 7 and Theorem 18. BSCD-Termination-1: if a correct process bscd-broadcasts a message \( m \), then it will bf-broadcast \( \text{INIT}(m) \). By BFIFO-Termination it will thus bf-deliver \( \text{INIT}(m) \), thus by Theorem 22 it will bscd-deliver \( m. \) BSCD-Termination-2: If a correct process bscd-delivers \( m \) then it has previously bf-delivered \( \text{INIT}(m) \). By BFIFO-Termination all correct processes bf-deliver \( \text{INIT}(m) \). By Theorem 22, all correct processes will bscd-deliver \( m. \)

**4 BSCD-broadcast in action: a Byzantine-tolerant snapshot object**

The snapshot object was introduced in [1, 2]. A snapshot object can be seen as an array \( \text{REG}[1..n] \) of single-writer/multi-reader atomic registers which provides processes with two operations, denoted \( \text{write}(v) \) and \( \text{snapshot}() \). The invocation of \( \text{write}(v) \) by a process \( p_i \) assigns atomically \( v \) to \( \text{REG}[i] \). The invocation of \( \text{snapshot}() \) returns the value of \( \text{REG}[1..n] \) as if it was executed instantaneously. Hence, in any execution of a snapshot object, its operations \( \text{write}(v) \) and \( \text{snapshot}() \) are linearizable [7]. As mentioned in the introduction, the snapshot object has recently been shown to be instrumental in the design of cryptocurrency systems [5].

**Byzantine Snapshot object on top of BSCD-broadcast**

Let us recall that nothing can prevent Byzantine processes from writing fake values in their register of the snapshot object. The important property is that the registers associated with correct processes cannot be corrupted by Byzantine processes.

Our algorithm is similar in structure to the multi-writer/multi-reader snapshot object built on SCD-broadcast that was introduced in [8] in the context of process crash failures. However a multi-writer snapshot object is intrinsically unsuited to a system with Byzantine processes as such processes would then be able to prevent all effective communication between correct ones by overwriting correct processes’ values as soon as they are written, which is why we focus on a single-writer/multi-reader snapshot object instead. As a consequence, the analysis of our algorithm shares little in common with that of [8].

**Local data structures at a process \( p_i \)**

Let \( \text{REG} \) be the snapshot object. At a process \( p_i \), it uses three local data structures:

- \( \text{done}_i \) is a Boolean variable.
- \( \text{reg}_{i}[1..n] \) is the value of \( \text{REG}[1..n] \) as currently known by \( p_i \).
- \( \text{wsn}_{i}[1..n] \) is such that \( \text{wsn}_{i}[j] \) is the sequence number of the last write by \( p_j \) in \( \text{REG}[j] \), as known by \( p_i \). Such a sequence number is systematically associated (at line 18 of Algorithm 2) with each invocation of \( \text{bscd\_broadcast\_write}(v) \) (line 3 of Algorithm 3).

**Operation snapshot()**

When a process invokes \( \text{snapshot}() \), it simply invokes \( \text{bscd\_broadcast\_sync}(v) \), where \( \text{sync} \) is a synchronization tag, and (with the help of the Boolean \( \text{done}_i \), lines 1 and 7) waits until this message has been locally processed. Then, \( p_i \) returns the value of the local array \( \text{reg}_{i}. \)
\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Construction of a snapshot object on top of BSCD-broadcast (code for $p_i$).}
\begin{tabular}{l}
\textbf{init} $\text{reg}_i \leftarrow [\bot, \ldots, \bot]$; $\text{wsn}_i \leftarrow [0, \ldots, 0]$. \\
\textbf{operation} $\text{snapshot}()$ is \\
(1) $\text{done}_i \leftarrow \text{false}$; $\text{bscd}\_\text{broadcast~SYNC}()$; \text{wait}(\text{done}_i); \\
(2) return($\text{reg}_i[1..n]$).
\textbf{operation} $\text{write}(v)$ is \\
(3) $\text{done}_i \leftarrow \text{false}$; $\text{bscd}\_\text{broadcast WRITE}(v)$; \text{wait}(\text{done}_i).
\end{tabular}
\begin{itemize}
\item when the message set \{ $\langle j_1, s_{n_1}, \text{WRITE}(v_1) \rangle, \ldots, \langle j_x, s_{n_x}, \text{WRITE}(v_x) \rangle$, \\
$\langle j_{x+1}, s_{n_{x+1}}, \text{SYNC}() \rangle, \ldots, \langle j_y, s_{n_y}, \text{SYNC}() \rangle \}$ is bscd-delivered do \\
(4) for each message $\langle j, s_{n_j}, \text{WRITE}(v) \rangle \in \text{bscd-delivered message set}$ do \\
(5) if ($\text{wsn}_i[j] < s_{n_j}$) then $\text{reg}_i[j] \leftarrow v$; $\text{wsn}_i[j] \leftarrow s_{n_j}$ end if \\
(6) end for; \\
(7) if $\exists \ell : j_{\ell} = i$ then $\text{done}_i \leftarrow \text{true}$ end if.
\end{itemize}
\end{algorithm}

The aim of the message \text{SYNC} is to stop the progress of $p_i$ so that, once unblocked, it will have a consistent value of $\text{REG}$ it can return (“consistent” refers here to the atomicity of the snapshot object).

\textbf{Operation write()}

The code of this operation is similar in structure to the synchronization of operation $\text{snapshot}()$, however instead of reading the registers and returning their values, the process sends a value to be written but does not return anything. When a process invokes $\text{write}(v)$, it simply invokes $\text{bscd}\_\text{broadcast WRITE}(v)$, where \text{WRITE} is an operation tag, and, with the help of the Boolean $\text{done}_i$, waits until this message has been locally processed (lines 3 and 7, this synchronization pattern is sometimes called “read your writes”).

\textbf{Processing of a set of messages}

This procedure consists in two steps:

\begin{itemize}
\item Process $p_i$ first considers the messages WRITE() that appear in the message set $ms$ it is bscd-delivering. Each element of $ms$ is actually a triplet $\langle j, s_{n_j}, v \rangle$, such that $\langle j, s_{n_j} \rangle$ is the identity of the value $v$, namely the $s_{n_j}$-th value written by $p_j$ in $\text{REG}[j]$. $p_i$ writes $v$ into $\text{reg}_i[j]$, if this value has not been overwritten by a more recent value (lines 4-6).
\item After the previous updates, $p_i$ sets the Boolean $\text{done}_i$ to the value true if the message set contains a message it bscd-broadcast (line 7).
\end{itemize}

\begin{theorem}
Algorithm \ref{alg:construction} builds a linearizable snapshot object in an $n$-process asynchronous message-passing system where up to $t < n/4$ processes may commit Byzantine failures.
\end{theorem}

The proof of this theorem can be found in Appendix B.2.

\section{Conclusion}

This paper addressed the design of a Set-Constrained Delivery broadcast abstraction in the context of $n$-process asynchronous message-passing systems where up to $t$ processes may commit Byzantine failures. A first primitive, BFIFO-broadcast, ensures that, for any sender, all correct processes deliver its messages in the same order (which is their sending order if the sender is correct). BSCD-broadcast, which is built over BFIFO-broadcast, ensures that correct processes deliver sets of messages such that, if a correct process $p$ delivers a
set of messages containing a message \( m \) and later delivers a set of messages containing a message \( m' \), no correct process delivers first a set of messages containing \( m' \) and later a set of messages containing \( m \). As an illustration of BSCD-broadcast, it has been shown how it facilitates the construction of a Byzantine-tolerant read/write snapshot object.
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A Two Multi-shot Signature-free BR-broadcast Algorithms

In order to make the paper as self-contained as possible, this section presents multi-shot extensions of the one-shot signature-free BR-broadcast algorithms introduced by G. Bracha [3] and D. Imbs and M. Raynal [9]. The presentation follows pages 64-71 of [13], where the reader can also find proofs of these algorithms. In the text of these two extensions, $sn$ denotes the sequence number of the corresponding BR-broadcast instance, hence a process invokes $\text{br\_broadcast}(sn, m)$.

A.1 Underlying Basic Communication System

In both algorithms described below, the processes communicate by exchanging messages through an asynchronous reliable point-to-point network. “Asynchronous” means that a message that has been sent is eventually received by its destination process, i.e., there is no bound on message transfer delays. “Reliable” means that the network does not loose, duplicate, modify, or create messages. “Point-to-point” means that there is a bi-directional communication channel between each pair of processes. As a consequence, a process can identify the sender of each message it receives and no Byzantine process can impersonate another process. In practice, this means that Byzantine processes cannot control the underlying communication layer.

A process $p_i$ sends a message to a process $p_j$ by invoking the primitive “$\text{send}\_\text{tag}(m)$ to $p_j$”, where $\text{tag}$ is the type of the message and $m$ its content. To simplify the presentation, it is assumed that a process can send messages to itself. A process receives a message by executing the primitive “$\text{receive}()$”. The macro-operation “$\text{broadcast}\_\text{tag}(m)$” is a shortcut for “for $j \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$ do send $\text{tag}(m)$ to $p_j$ end for”.

A.2 Multi-shot Version of Bracha’s BR-broadcast Algorithm

Algorithm 4 is a multi-shot version of Bracha’s BR-broadcast algorithm. This algorithm assumes $t < n/3$. When, on its client side, a process $p_i$ invokes $\text{br\_broadcast}(sn, m)$, it invoke the macro-operation $\text{broadcast}()$ with the protocol message $\text{init}(sn, m)$ (line 1).

\begin{verbatim}
operation br\_broadcast(sn, m) is
(1) broadcast init(sn, m).
when a message init(sn, m) is received from p_j do
(2) discard the message if it is not the first message init(sn, m) received from p_j;
(3) broadcast echo(j, sn, m).
when a message echo(j, sn, m) is received from any process do
(4) if (echo(j, sn, m) received from strictly more than $\frac{n-t}{2}$ different processes)\n    \& (ready(j, sn, m) not yet broadcast)\nthen broadcast ready((j, sn, m))
(6) end if.
when a message ready((j, sn, m)) is received from any process do
(7) if (ready((j, sn, m) received from at least $(t+1)$ different processes)\n    \& (ready((j, sn, m) not yet broadcast)\nthen broadcast ready((j, sn, m))
(8) end if;
(9) end if;
(10) if (ready((j, sn, m) received from at least $(2t+1)$ different processes)\n    \& (j, sn, m) not yet br\_delivered)\nthen br\_deliver (j, sn, m)
(11) end if;
(12) end if.
\end{verbatim}
On it server side a process \( p_i \) may receive three different types of protocol messages: \textsc{init}(), \textsc{echo}(), and \textsc{ready}(). A message \textsc{init} carries an application message, while the messages \textsc{echo}() and \textsc{ready}() carry a process identity and an application message\(^1\).

- When \( p_i \) receives \textsc{init}(\( sn, m \)) for the first time from a process \( p_j \) (line 2), it broadcasts the protocol message \textsc{echo}(\( j, sn, m \)) (line 3). If this message is not the first message \textsc{init}(\( sn, - \)) from \( p_j, p_i \) discards it (in this case, \( p_j \) is Byzantine).
- When \( p_i \) receives the protocol \textsc{echo}(\( j, sn, m \)) from any process, it broadcasts the protocol message \textsc{ready}(\( j, sn, m \)) (line 5) if it received \textsc{echo}(\( j, sn, m \)) from enough different processes (where “enough” means here more than \( \frac{n-t}{2} \)), and \textsc{ready}(\( j, sn, m \)) has not yet been broadcast (line 4). This message exchanges ensure that no two correct processes will \textsc{br-deliver} different message from \( p_j \) with the sequence number \( sn \), but it is still possible that a correct process \textsc{br-delivers} \( m \) from \( p_j \) while another correct process does not \textsc{br-deliver} a message from \( p_j \). The role of the message \textsc{ready}(\( j, sn, m \)) is to prevent a correct process from blocking on the \textsc{br-delivery} of \( m \).
- When \( p_i \) receives \textsc{ready}(\( j, sn, m \)) for any process, it does the following.
  - Process \( p_i \) first broadcasts \textsc{ready}(\( j, sn, m \)) (line 8) if (i) not already done and (ii) it received \textsc{ready}(\( j, sn, m \)) for “enough” processes (where “enough” means here \( t+1 \) processes, which means from at least on correct process, line 7). As previously indicated, this allows other correct processes not to deadlock.
  - Then, if \( p_i \) received \textsc{ready}(\( j, sn, m \)) from “enough” processes (where “enough” means here \( 2t+1 \), which means from at least \( t+1 \) correct processes), it locally \textsc{br-delivers} the pair \( (sn, m) \) (from \( p_j \), if not yet already done (lines 10-11).

This algorithm is optimal with respect to \( t \)-resilience (namely \( t < n/3 \)). It requires three consecutive communication steps, and \( (n-1) + 2n(n-1) = 2n^2 - n - 1 \) protocol messages. The proof of this algorithm relies on the following properties, which assume \( n > 3t \) (see [13] for their proofs):

- \( n - t > \frac{n+2t}{2} \).
- Any set containing more than \( \frac{n+t}{2} \) different processes, contains at least \( t+1 \) non-faulty processes.
- Any two sets of processes \( Q_1 \) and \( Q_2 \) of size at least \( \lfloor \frac{n+2t}{2} \rfloor + 1 \) have at least one correct process in their intersection.

### A.3 Multi-shot Version of Imbs-Raynal’s BR-broadcast Algorithm

Algorithm 5 is a multi-shot version of Imbs-Raynal’s BR-broadcast algorithm. This algorithm assumes \( t < n/5 \). The code of \texttt{br广播\( (sn, m) \)} is the same as in the previous algorithm.

On its server side a process \( p_i \) may receive two different types of protocol messages: \textsc{init}() and \textsc{witness}(). The processing of \textsc{init}(\( sn, m \)) is similar to the one of Algorithm 4. Process \( p_i \) simply broadcasts the message \textsc{witness}(\( (j, sn, m) \)) if it is the first time it received from \( p_j \) a message \textsc{init}(\( sn, - \)) (line 3). Then, when it receives a message \textsc{witness}(\( (j, sn, m) \)) \( p_i \) does the following.

- If it received the same message \textsc{witness}(\( (j, sn, m) \)) from “enough” processes (where “enough” means here \( n - 2t \)), and it has not yet broadcast this message (line 4), it does it (line 5).

---

\(^1\) The fact that the \textsc{echo}() and \textsc{ready}() messages carry a process identity makes redundant the use of an identity in the pair \( (\cdot, sn) \) that appear in the messages that are \textsc{br-broadcast} (see the paragraph “Invocation pattern” at the end of Section 2.3).
Algorithm 5 Multi-shot version of Imbs-Raynal’s BR-broadcast algorithm ($t < n/5$, code for $p_i$).

operation $\texttt{br\_broadcast}(s_n, m)$ is
(1) $\texttt{broadcast INIT}(s_n, m)$.

when $\texttt{INIT}(s_n, m)$ is received from $p_j$ do
(2) discard the message if it is not the first message $\texttt{INIT}(s_n, -)$ received from $p_j$;
(3) $\texttt{broadcast WITNESS}(i, s_n, m)$.

when $\texttt{WITNESS}(j, s_n, m)$ is received from any process do
(4) if $(\texttt{WITNESS}(j, s_n, m) \text{ received from at least } (n - 2t) \text{ different processes})$
\hspace{1em} $\land$ $(\texttt{WITNESS}(i, s_n, m) \text{ not yet broadcast})$
(5) then $\texttt{broadcast WITNESS}(j, s_n, m)$
(6) end if;
(7) if $(\texttt{WITNESS}(j, s_n, m) \text{ received from at least } (n - t) \text{ different processes})$
\hspace{1em} $\land$ $(\texttt{(j, s_n, m) not yet br\_delivered})$
(8) then $\texttt{br\_deliver (j, s_n, m)}$
(9) end if.

If it received $\texttt{WITNESS}(j, s_n, m)$ from “more” processes (where “more” means here $n - t$), and it has not yet $\texttt{br\_delivered}$ the pair $(s_n, m)$ from $p_j$ (line 7), it $\texttt{br\_delivers}$ it ((line 8).

Let us notice that, as $t < n/5$, we have $n - 2t > 3t$, which means that, in this case, $\texttt{WITNESS}(j, m)$ was broadcast by at least $n - 3t \geq 2t + 1$ correct processes. Then, if it received $\texttt{WITNESS}(j, m)$ from more different processes, where “more” means” $(n - t)$, $p_i$ locally $\texttt{br\_delivers}$ $m$ from $p_j$.

As we can easily see, this algorithm requires two communication steps and $n^2 - 1$ protocol messages. This better efficiency with respect to Bracha’s algorithm is obtained at the price of a weaker $t$-resilience, namely $t < n/5$.

B Proofs of Algorithms

This appendix contains the complete proofs for the theorems that were not proved in the paper.

B.1 BFIFO-broadcast on top of MBR-broadcast

BFIFO-Validity follows directly from MBR-Validity. BFIFO-Integrity (resp. BFIFO-Termination) follows directly from MBR-Integrity (resp. MBR-Termination), the delivery condition (line 3), and the increase of $\texttt{fifo\_del}_i[j]$ (line 5). The formalization of these proofs are left to the reader. The next (easy) theorem concerns the BFIFO-Order property.

Theorem 24. Algorithm 1 satisfies the BFIFO-Order property.

Proof. Suppose a correct process $p_i$ $\texttt{bfifo\_delivers}$ first a message $m$, then a message $m'$, both from the same sender $p_j$. These messages were $\texttt{br\_delivered}$ to $p_i$ with some sequence numbers, $s_n$ and $s_n'$. As $p_i$ $\texttt{bfifo\_delivers}$ message from any process in the order defined by their sequence numbers, we have $s_n < s_n'$. It follows then from MBR-Termination-2 that all correct processes $\texttt{br\_delivers}$ $m$ and $m'$ with sequence numbers $s_n$ and $s_n'$, respectively. It follows that any correct process $\texttt{bfifo\_delivers}$ $m$ before $m'$.

If the sender $p_j$ of $m$ and $m'$ is correct, it associated the sequence number $s_n$ with $m$ and the sequence number $s_n' > s_n$ with $m'$. It follows that $p_j$ $\texttt{bfifo\_broadcast}$ $m$ before $m'$. ▶

The computability and messages/time complexities of this algorithm are the ones of the underlying Byzantine reliable broadcast algorithm.
B.2 BSCD-broadcast in action: a Byzantine-tolerant snapshot object

We start by several intermediate definitions and results before the final proof of Theorem 23.

Lemma 25. If a correct process invokes an operation, it returns from its invocation.

Proof. Let \( p_i \) be a correct process that invokes a read or write operation. By the BSCD-Termination-1 property of BSCD-broadcast, it eventually receives a message set containing the message \( \langle i, sni, x \rangle \) which it sent at line 1 or 3 of Algorithm 3. As all the statements associated with the bscd-delivery of a message set terminate, it follows that the synchronization boolean \( done_i \) is eventually set to \textit{true}. Consequently, \( p_i \) returns from the invocation of its operation.

Definition 26. A sequence number array \( sna \) is an array \( sna = [sna[1], \ldots, sna[n]] \) of \( n \) sequence numbers, one per process.

Remark 27. In Algorithm 3, \( wsn_i \) is a sequence number array that is used to keep track of \( p_i \)'s vision of the operations performed so far.

Definition 28. Let \( \leq_{sna} \) be the product order defined on sequence number arrays as:

\[
\forall k \in 1..n, \ sna_1[k] \leq sna_2[k].
\]

Let \( \triangleleft_{sna} \) be the relation defined as:

\[
\forall k \in 1..n, \ sna_1[k] \leq sna_2[k], \ sna_1 \neq sna_2.
\]

Definition 29. If \( p_i \) is a correct process, let \( WSN_i \) be the set of the array values taken by \( wsn_i \) at line 7 during an execution, after the processing of message sets by process \( p_i \). Let \( WSN = \bigcup_{p_i \text{ correct}} WSN_i \).

Lemma 30. The order \( \triangleleft_{sna} \) is total and well founded on \( WSN \).

Proof. Let us first observe that, for any correct process \( p_i \), all values in \( WSN_i \) are totally ordered: this comes from \( wsn_i \) whose entries can only increase (line 5). Hence, let \( sna_1 \) be an array value of \( WSN_i \) and \( sna_2 \) be an array value of \( WSN_j \) with \( i \neq j \) and where both \( p_i \) and \( p_j \) are correct processes.

Let us assume, by contradiction, that \( \neg(sna_1 \leq_{sna} sna_2) \) and \( \neg(sna_2 \leq_{sna} sna_1) \). Thus there is a \( k \) such that \( sna_1[k] > sna_2[k] \) and a \( k' \) such that \( sna_1[k'] < sna_2[k'] \). According to lines 4 and 5, there is a message \( \langle k, sna_1[k], \text{WRITE}(v) \rangle \) that has been received by \( p_i \) when \( wsn_i = sna_1 \) and not by \( p_j \) when \( wsn_j = sna_2 \). Similarly, there is a message \( \langle k', sna_2[k'], \text{WRITE}(v') \rangle \) that has been received by \( p_j \) when \( wsn_j = sna_2 \) and not by \( p_i \) when \( wsn_i = sna_1 \). This situation directly contradicts the BSCD-Order property, from which we conclude that either \( sna_1 \leq_{sna} sna_2 \) or \( sna_2 \leq_{sna} sna_1 \). Therefore \( \triangleleft_{sna} \) is a total order.

Since all elements of \( WSN \) are vectors of elements of \( \mathbb{N} \), they all have a finite number of strictly smaller elements, therefore \( \triangleleft_{sna} \) is well founded on \( WSN \).

Definition 31. Let \( C \) be the set of triples \( \langle i, sni, x \rangle \) bscd-broadcast by correct processes when invoking an operation (line 1 or 3), where \( i \) and \( sni \) is the control information provided by the BSCD-broadcast abstraction and \( x \) is the value sent, either \textit{SYNC()} or \textit{WRITE(v)}.

Since each operation invoked by a correct process corresponds to the BSCD-broadcast of a unique message, we will identify the corresponding message triple with the invoked operation.

For any \( \langle i, sni, x \rangle, \langle j, snj, y \rangle \in C \), we write \( \langle i, sni, x \rangle \prec \langle j, snj, y \rangle \) if \( p_i \) returned from its operation that bscd-broadcast \( \langle i, sni, x \rangle \) before \( p_j \) started its operation that bscd-broadcast \( \langle j, snj, y \rangle \).
Theorem 38. Let $W$ be the set of triples $⟨i, sna, WRITE(v)⟩$ bscd-delivered by correct processes. This set may contain write operations by Byzantine processes.

Definition 38. Let $O = W \cup C$ be the set of read (or sync) and write operations invoked by correct processes and of write operations received by correct processes from Byzantine processes.

Remark 34. As a direct consequence of BSCD-broadcast properties, the set $O$ contains at most one triplet of the form $⟨i, sni, −⟩$ for given $i$ and $sni$.

Lemma 38. $⟨i, sni, WRITE(v)⟩ < ⟨i, sni', WRITE(v')⟩ \implies sni < sni'$.

Proof. $<$ only applies to operations by correct processes, therefore $pi$ is a correct process. If a correct process terminates $WRITE(v)$ before starting $WRITE(v')$, then it bscd-broadcast $WRITE(v)$ before $WRITE(v')$, therefore $sni < sni'$.

Definition 39. If $sna$ is a sequence number array, let $W(sna) = \{⟨i, sna, WRITE(v)⟩ \in W : sna \leq sna[i]⟩\}$ be the set of write operations included in the time barrier defined by $sna$.

Definition 37. If $τ$ is a time at which a correct process $pi$ executes line 7, then:
- let $wsn_i(τ)$ be the value of $wsn_i$ when $pi$ executes line 7 at time $τ$
- let $U_i(τ)$ be the union of all the message sets bscd-delivered by $pi$ until $τ$

Lemma 38. $U_i(τ) \cap W = W(wsn_i(τ))$. As a consequence:

$U_i(τ) \cap W \subseteq U_j(τ') \cap W \iff wsn_i(τ) \leq_sna wsn_j(τ')$,

$U_i(τ) \cap W \subseteq U_j(τ') \cap W \iff wsn_i(τ) <_sna wsn_j(τ')$.

Proof. Let $⟨j, snj, WRITE(v)⟩$ be a message of $W$. If $⟨j, snj, WRITE(v)⟩ \in U_i(τ)$, then when $pi$ executes line 7 at time $τ$, it has already bscd-delivered and processed $⟨j, snj, WRITE(v)⟩$, therefore $wsn_i(τ)[j] \geq snj$, therefore $⟨j, snj, WRITE(v)⟩ \in W(wsn_i(τ))$. Conversely, if $⟨j, snj, WRITE(v)⟩ \in W(wsn_i(τ))$, then at time $τ$ $pi$ has already bscd-delivered and process a message $⟨j, snj', WRITE(v')⟩$ with $snj' \geq snj$. Since BSCD-broadcast preserves sequence number ordering, $pi$ has already bscd-delivered $⟨j, snj, WRITE(v)⟩$, therefore $⟨j, snj, WRITE(v)⟩ \in U_i(τ)$.

The two equivalency relations follow directly from replacing $U_i(τ) \cap W$ and $U_j(τ') \cap W$ respectively by $W(wsn_i(τ))$ and $W(wsn_j(τ'))$ and applying the definitions.

Definition 39. If $op = ⟨i, sni, x⟩ \in O$ then let $sna(op)$, witness$(op)$ and $τ(op)$ be defined as follows:

- if $x=SYNC()$, then by definition of $O$, $pi$ is a correct process. Let:
  - $sna(op)$ be the value of $wsn_i$ when $pi$ returns $reg_i[1..n]$ (line 2),
  - witness$(op)$ = $pi$,
  - $τ(op)$ be the time at which $pi$ executes line 7 for the last time before returning at line 2.

- if $x=WRITE(v)$ then let:
  - $sna(op)$ be the smallest sequence number array observed by a correct process and that has registered the write operation $op$, which exists because $<_sna$ is a well-founded total order on $WSN$ (by Lemma 30):
    $sna(op) = \min\{sna \in WSN : sna[i] \geq sni\}$,
Let \( \tau(\text{op}) \) be the smallest time at which a correct process \( p_j \) executed line 7 with \( \text{wsn}_j = \text{sna}(\text{op}) \),

- witness(\( \text{op} \)) = \( p_j \) be the correct process that executed line 7 with \( \text{wsn}_j = \text{sna}(\text{op}) \) at \( \tau(\text{op}) \).

In both cases, the following relations hold:

\[
\text{sna}(\text{op}) = \text{wsn}_{\text{witness}(\text{op})}(\tau(\text{op})),
\]

\[
\text{op} \in U_{\text{witness}(\text{op})}(\tau(\text{op})).
\]

And if \( p_i \) is a correct process that invoked \( \text{op} \) at \( \tau_{\text{invoke}}(\text{op}) \) and returned at \( \tau_{\text{return}}(\text{op}) \) then:

\[
\tau_{\text{invoke}}(\text{op}) < \tau(\text{op}) < \tau_{\text{return}}(\text{op}).
\]

**Definition 41.** Let \( \text{op} \) and \( \text{op}' \) be two distinct operations such that \( \text{op} < \text{op}' \). We have \( \text{sna}(\text{op}) \leq \text{sna}(\text{op}') \). Moreover, if \( \text{op}' \in W \) then \( \text{sna}(\text{op}) \leq \text{sna}(\text{op}') \).

**Proof.** \( \text{op} \) and \( \text{op}' \) are invoked by correct processes. We have \( \tau(\text{op}) < \tau_{\text{return}}(\text{op}) < \tau_{\text{invoke}}(\text{op}') \leq \tau(\text{op}') \).

By BSCD-order, we have:

\[
U_{\text{witness}(\text{op})}(\tau(\text{op})) \subseteq U_{\text{witness}(\text{op}')}(\tau(\text{op}')) \lor U_{\text{witness}(\text{op}')}(\tau(\text{op}')) \subseteq U_{\text{witness}(\text{op})}(\tau(\text{op})).
\]

However \( \text{op}' \) was bscd-broadcast after \( \tau(\text{op}) \) therefore witness(\( \text{op} \)) cannot have bscd-delivered \( \text{op}' \) at time \( \tau(\text{op}) \). Therefore: \( \text{op}' \in U_{\text{witness}(\text{op}')}(\tau(\text{op}')) \setminus U_{\text{witness}(\text{op})}(\tau(\text{op})). \)

Therefore we are in the case: \( U_{\text{witness}(\text{op})}(\tau(\text{op})) \subseteq U_{\text{witness}(\text{op}')}(\tau(\text{op}')) \), from which we deduce:

\[
U_{\text{witness}(\text{op})}(\tau(\text{op})) \cap W \subseteq U_{\text{witness}(\text{op}')}(\tau(\text{op}')) \cap W,
\]

\[
\text{wsn}_{\text{witness}(\text{op})}(\tau(\text{op})) \subseteq \text{wsn}_{\text{witness}(\text{op}')}(\tau(\text{op}')) ,
\]

\[
\text{sna}(\text{op}) \leq \text{sna}(\text{op}').
\]

Moreover, if \( \text{op}' \in W \) then the inclusion and inequalities become strict and we have the desired results.

**Lemma 42.** \( \rightarrow^* \) is a partial order on \( C \).

**Proof.** \( \rightarrow^* \) is reflexive transitive by construction. Let us prove antisymmetry:

Suppose we have \( \text{op} \neq \text{op}' \) such that \( \text{op} \rightarrow^* \text{op}' \) and \( \text{op}' \rightarrow^* \text{op} \). By definition of \( \rightarrow^* \) this means there are \( \text{op}_0, \text{op}_1, \text{op}_2, \ldots, \text{op}_m \) for an \( m > 1 \) such that \( \text{op}_0 = \text{op}_m = \text{op}, \text{op}_k = \text{op}' \) for some \( k \in [1, m-1] \), and \( \text{op}_i \rightarrow \text{op}_{i+1} \) for all \( i < m \).

By the definition and Lemma 40, we have that \( \forall i < m, \text{sna}(\text{op}_i) \leq \text{sna}(\text{op}_{i+1}) \).

Moreover \( \text{sna}(\text{op}_0) = \text{sna}(\text{op}_m) \), and \( \leq \) on sequence number arrays is antisymmetric, thus we have: \( \forall i < m, \text{sna}(\text{op}_i) = \text{sna}(\text{op}_0) \), which eliminates case (B) for all \( i \).

We have two cases:
If for any \( i < m \), \( op_i \notin W \), then we are necessarily in case (A): \( op_i \prec op_{i+1} \). Since \( \text{sna}(op_i) = \text{sna}(op_{i+1}) \), by the contrapositive of Lemma 40, we have \( op_{i+1} \notin W \).

By applying this same reasoning recursively, we have that \( \forall i < m, op_i \prec op_{i+1} \). As \( \prec \) is included in the total order of time, it is a partial order, therefore antisymmetric. We have a contradiction.

Otherwise, \( \forall i < m, op_i \in W \), which eliminates case (C). By the contrapositive of Lemma 40, since \( \text{sna}(op_i) = \text{sna}(op_{i+1}) \), we have \( \forall i, op_i \notin op_{i+1} \). All three cases for \( op_i \rightarrow op_{i+1} \) are impossible, we have a contradiction.

In both cases we have shown a contradiction, therefore \( \rightarrow^* \) is antisymmetric. ▶

Final proof of Theorem 23

Proof. Let \( \rightarrow_{op} \) be a topological sort of \( \rightarrow^* \). \( \rightarrow_{op} \) is a total order that extends \( \rightarrow^* \). \( \rightarrow_{op} \) includes the process order \( \prec \) therefore it is real-time compliant.

Let us consider a snapshot operation \( op = (i, sni, \text{SYNC}()) \) by a correct process \( p_i \), and let us show that the value read by \( p_i \) in each register is the last value written to that register before \( op \) according to \( \rightarrow_{op} \).

Let us consider a register \( k \) and let \( snk = \text{sna}(op)[k] \). According to line 3, the value returned by \( op \) for register \( k \) is a value \( v \) such that \( op_k = (k, snk, \text{WRITE}(v)) \) is the last write operation on \( k \) known by \( p_i \) when the snapshot operation returns. By definition of \( \text{sna}(op) \) we have \( \text{sna}(op_k) < \text{sna}(op) \), moreover \( op_k \) is a write and \( op \) is a read, therefore \( op_k \rightarrow_{op} op \). Moreover, for any different write operation \( op'_k = (k, snk', \text{WRITE}(v')) \) on register \( k \), we have \( snk \neq snk' \). If \( snk' < snk \) then \( op'_k \rightarrow_{op} op_k \). Otherwise \( snk' > snk \), in which case \( \text{sna}(op'_k) > \text{sna}(op) \), therefore \( op \rightarrow_{op} op'_k \). In both cases, \( v \) is the last value written on register \( k \) before the snapshot operation \( op \) according to \( \rightarrow_{op} \).

We have thus shown that Algorithm 3 builds a linearizable single-writer multi-reader Byzantine tolerant snapshot object. ▶
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Abstract

Quorum systems are a key abstraction in distributed fault-tolerant computing for capturing trust assumptions. They can be found at the core of many algorithms for implementing reliable broadcasts, shared memory, consensus and other problems. This paper introduces asymmetric Byzantine quorum systems that model subjective trust. Every process is free to choose which combinations of other processes it trusts and which ones it considers faulty. Asymmetric quorum systems strictly generalize standard Byzantine quorum systems, which have only one global trust assumption for all processes. This work also presents protocols that implement abstractions of shared memory and broadcast primitives with processes prone to Byzantine faults and asymmetric trust. The model and protocols pave the way for realizing more elaborate algorithms with asymmetric trust.
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1 Introduction

Byzantine quorum systems [21] are a fundamental primitive for building resilient distributed systems from untrusted components. Given a set of nodes, a quorum system captures a trust assumption on the nodes in terms of potentially malicious protocol participants and colluding groups of nodes. Based on quorum systems, many well-known algorithms for reliable broadcast, shared memory, consensus and more have been implemented; these are the main abstractions to synchronize the correct nodes with each other and to achieve consistency despite the actions of the faulty, so-called Byzantine nodes.

Traditionally, trust in a Byzantine quorum system for a set of processes $\mathcal{P}$ has been symmetric. In other words, a global assumption specifies which processes may fail, such as the simple and prominent threshold quorum assumption, in which any subset of $\mathcal{P}$ of a given maximum size may collude and act against the protocol. The most basic threshold Byzantine quorum system, for example, allows all subsets of up to $f < n/3$ processes to fail. Some classic works also model arbitrary, non-threshold symmetric quorum systems [21, 15], but these have not actually been used in practice.
However, trust is inherently subjective. *De gustibus non est disputandum.*

Estimating which processes will function correctly and which ones will misbehave may depend on personal taste. A myriad of local choices influences one process’ trust in others, especially because there are so many forms of “malicious” behavior. Some processes might not even be aware of all others, yet a process should not depend on unknown third parties in a distributed collaboration. How can one model asymmetric trust in distributed protocols? Can traditional Byzantine quorum systems be extended to subjective failure assumptions? How do the standard protocols generalize to this model?

In this paper, we answer these questions and introduce models and protocols for asymmetric distributed trust. We formalize asymmetric quorum systems for asynchronous protocols, in which every process can make its own assumptions about Byzantine faults of others. We introduce several protocols with asymmetric trust that strictly generalize the existing algorithms, which require common trust.

Our formalization takes up earlier work by Damgård et al. [10] and starts out with the notion of a fail-prone system that forms the basis of a symmetric Byzantine quorum system. A global fail-prone system for a process set \( P \) contains all maximal subsets of \( P \) that might jointly fail during an execution. In an asymmetric quorum system, every process specifies its own fail-prone system and a corresponding set of local quorums. These local quorum systems satisfy a consistency condition that ranges across all processes and a local availability condition, and generalize symmetric Byzantine quorum system according to Malkhi and Reiter [21].

Interest in consensus protocols based on Byzantine quorum systems has surged recently because of their application to permissioned blockchain networks [6, 1]. Typically run by a consortium, such distributed ledgers often use Byzantine-fault tolerant (BFT) protocols like PBFT [7] for consensus that rely on symmetric threshold quorum systems. The Bitcoin blockchain and many other cryptocurrencies, which triggered this development, started from different assumptions and use so-called permissionless protocols, in which everyone may participate. Those algorithms capture the relative influence of the participants on consensus decisions by an external factor, such as “proof-of-work” or “proof-of-stake.”

A middle ground between permissionless blockchains and BFT-based ones has been introduced by the blockchain networks of Ripple ([https://ripple.com](https://ripple.com)) and Stellar ([https://stellar.org](https://stellar.org)). Their stated model for achieving network-level consensus uses subjective trust in the sense that each process declares a local list of processes that it “trusts” in the protocol.

Consensus in the Ripple blockchain (and for the XRP cryptocurrency on the XRP Ledger) is executed by its validator nodes. Each validator declares a Unique Node List (UNL), which are nodes that a given participant trusts. Questions have been raised about the kind of decentralization offered by the Ripple protocol. Stellar was created as an evolution of Ripple that shares much of the same design philosophy. The Stellar consensus protocol [22] powers the Stellar Lumen (XLM) cryptocurrency and introduces federated Byzantine quorum systems (FBQS); these bear superficial resemblance with our asymmetric quorum systems but differ technically. However, standard Byzantine quorum systems and FBQS are not comparable because (1) an FBQS when instantiated with the same trust assumption for all processes does not reduce to a symmetric quorum system and (2) existing protocols do not generalize to FBQS.

---

1 There is no disputing about taste.
Understanding how such ideas of subjective trust, as manifested in the Ripple and Stellar blockchains, relate to traditional quorum systems is the main motivation for this work. Our protocols for asymmetric trust generalize the well-known, classic algorithms in the literature and therefore look superficially similar. This should be seen as a feature, actually, because simplicity and modularity are important guiding principles in science.

Our contributions are as follows:

- We introduce asymmetric Byzantine quorum systems formally in Section 4 as an extension of standard Byzantine quorum systems and discuss some of their properties.
- In Section 5, we show two implementations of a shared register, with single-writer, multi-reader regular semantics, using asymmetric Byzantine quorum systems.
- We examine broadcast primitives in the Byzantine model with asymmetric trust in Section 6. In particular, we define and implement Byzantine consistent and reliable broadcast protocols. The latter primitive is related to a “federated voting” protocol used by Stellar consensus [22].

The long version of the paper contains more details and all proofs [5].

2 Related work

Damgård et al. [10] introduce some basics of asymmetric trust in the context of synchronous protocols for secure distributed computation by modeling process-specific fail-prone systems. They state the consistency property of asymmetric Byzantine quorums but do not prove that the \(B^3\) property is required.

The Ripple consensus protocol is run by an open set of validator nodes. The protocol uses votes, similar to standard consensus protocols, whereby each validator only communicates with the validators in its UNL. Each validator chooses its own UNL, which makes it possible for anyone to participate, in principle, similar to proof-of-work blockchains. Early investigations suggested that the intersection of the UNLs of every two validators should be at least 20% of each list [25], assuming that also less than one fifth of the validators in the UNL of every node might be faulty. An independent analysis by Armknecht et al. [2] later argued that this bound must be more than 40%. A recent technical report of Chase and MacBrough [9, Thm. 8] concludes, under the same assumption of \(f < n/5\) faulty nodes in every UNL of size \(n\), that the UNL overlap should actually be at least 90%.

The Stellar consensus protocol (SCP) also features open membership and lets every node express its own set of trusted nodes [22]. Generalizing from Ripple’s flat lists of unique nodes, every node declares a collection of trusted sets called quorum slices, whereby a slice is “the subset of a quorum convincing one particular node of agreement.” A quorum in Stellar is a set of nodes “sufficient to reach agreement,” defined as a set of nodes that contains one slice for each member node. The quorum choices of all nodes together yield a federated Byzantine quorum systems (FBQS). The Stellar white paper states properties of FBQS and protocols that build on them. A recent paper of García-Pérez and Gotsman [12] elaborates on FBQS. Recent papers further describe Stellar’s FBQS [18] and a closely related notion called personal Byzantine quorum systems [19].

However, these concepts and protocols do not map to known primitives in distributed computing. The FBQS notion is at odds with the usual notion of a Byzantine quorum system in the sense that it does not reduce to a symmetric quorum system for symmetric trust choices.

In contrast to Ripple’s and Stellar’s attempts to formalize subjective trust, our asymmetric quorum formulation extends the well-established quorum systems that underlie classic
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Byzantine consensus. We also introduce several protocols with asymmetric trust that strictly
generalize existing standard algorithms, which have so far required common trust and
knowledge of all nodes.

3 System model

We consider a system of \( n \) processes \( \mathcal{P} = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \) that communicate with each other.
The processes interact asynchronously with each other through exchanging messages. The
system itself is asynchronous, i.e., the delivery of messages among processes may be delayed
arbitrarily and the processes have no synchronized clocks. Every process is identified by
a name, but such identifiers are not made explicit. We use standard notions of protocols,
events, functionalities, and fair executions from the literature [20, 4]. All processes are linked
by reliable and authenticated point-to-point FIFO channels [14, 4].

A process that follows its protocol during an execution is called correct. On the other
hand, a faulty process may crash or even deviate arbitrarily from its specification, e.g.,
when corrupted by an adversary; such processes are also called Byzantine. We consider only
Byzantine faults here and assume for simplicity that the faulty processes fail right at the
start of an execution.

Some protocols use digital signatures, for which we adopt an idealized implementation
with two operations, \( \text{sign}_i \) and \( \text{verify}_i \). It follows the standard semantics; details appear in
the long version [5].

4 Asymmetric Byzantine quorum systems

4.1 Symmetric trust

Quorum systems are well-known in settings with symmetric trust. As demonstrated by
many applications to distributed systems, ordinary quorum systems [23] and Byzantine
quorum systems [21] play a crucial role in formulating resilient protocols that tolerate faults
through replication [8]. A quorum system typically ensures a consistency property among
the processes in an execution, despite the presence of some faulty processes.

For the model with Byzantine faults, Byzantine quorum systems have been introduced by
Malkhi and Reiter [21]. This notion is defined with respect to a fail-prone system \( \mathcal{F} \subseteq 2^\mathcal{P} \), a
collection of subsets of \( \mathcal{P} \), none of which is contained in another, such that some \( F \in \mathcal{F} \) with
\( F \subseteq \mathcal{P} \) is called a fail-prone set and contains all processes that may at most fail together in
some execution [21]. A fail-prone system is the same as the basis of an adversary structure,
which was introduced independently by Hirt and Maurer [15].

A fail-prone system captures an assumption on the possible failure patterns that may
occur. It specifies all maximal sets of faulty processes that a protocol should tolerate in an
execution; this means that a protocol designed for \( \mathcal{F} \) achieves its properties as long as the
set \( F \) of actually faulty processes satisfies \( F \in \mathcal{F}^* \). Here and from now on, the notation \( \mathcal{A}^* \)
for a system \( \mathcal{A} \subseteq 2^\mathcal{P} \), denotes the collection of all subsets of the sets in \( \mathcal{A} \), that is,

\[ \mathcal{A}^* = \{\mathcal{A} \subseteq 2^\mathcal{P} : \mathcal{A} \subseteq \mathcal{A} \} \]

Definition 1 (Byzantine quorum system [21]). A Byzantine quorum system for \( \mathcal{F} \) is a
collection of sets of processes \( \mathcal{Q} \subseteq 2^\mathcal{P} \), where each \( Q \in \mathcal{Q} \) is called a quorum, such that the
following properties hold:

Consistency: The intersection of any two quorums contains at least one process that is not
faulty, i.e.,

\[ \forall Q_1, Q_2 \in \mathcal{Q}, \forall F \in \mathcal{F} : Q_1 \cap Q_2 \subseteq F. \]
Availability: For any set of processes that may fail together, there exists a disjoint quorum in $Q$, i.e.,
$$\forall F \in \mathcal{F} : \exists Q \in Q : F \cap Q = \emptyset.$$ 
The above notion is also known as a Byzantine dissemination quorum system [21] and allows a protocol to be designed despite arbitrary behavior of the potentially faulty processes. The notion generalizes the usual threshold failure assumption for Byzantine faults [24], which considers that any set of $f$ processes are equally likely to fail.

We say that a set system $\mathcal{T}$ dominates another set system $\mathcal{S}$ if for each $S \in \mathcal{S}$ there is some $T \in \mathcal{T}$ such that $S \subseteq T$ [11]. In this sense, a quorum system for $\mathcal{F}$ is minimal whenever it does not dominate any other quorum system for $\mathcal{F}$.

Similarly to the threshold case, where $n > 3f$ processes overall are needed to tolerate $f$ faulty ones in many Byzantine protocols, Byzantine quorum systems can only exist if not “too many” processes fail.

- **Definition 2 (Q$^3$-condition [21, 15]):** A fail-prone system $\mathcal{F}$ satisfies the Q$^3$-condition, abbreviated as $Q^3(\mathcal{F})$, whenever it holds
  $$\forall F_1, F_2, F_3 \in \mathcal{F} : P \not\subseteq F_1 \cup F_2 \cup F_3.$$

In other words, $Q^3(\mathcal{F})$ means that no three fail-prone sets together cover the whole system of processes. A $Q^3$-condition can be defined like this for any $k \geq 2$ [15].

The following lemma considers the bijective complement of a process set $S \subseteq 2^P$, which is defined as $\mathcal{S} = \{P \setminus S | S \in \mathcal{S}\}$, and turns $\mathcal{F}$ into a Byzantine quorum system.

- **Lemma 3 ([21, Theorem 5.4]):** Given a fail-prone system $\mathcal{F}$, a Byzantine quorum system for $\mathcal{F}$ exists if and only if $Q^3(\mathcal{F})$. In particular, if $Q^3(\mathcal{F})$ holds, then $\mathcal{F}$, the bijective complement of $\mathcal{F}$, is a Byzantine quorum system.

The quorum system $Q = \mathcal{F}$ is called the canonical quorum system of $\mathcal{F}$. According to the duality between $Q$ and $\mathcal{F}$, properties of $\mathcal{F}$ are often ascribed to $Q$ as well; for instance, we say $Q^3(Q)$ holds if and only if $Q^3(\mathcal{F})$. However, note that the canonical quorum system is not always minimal. For instance, if $\mathcal{F}$ consists of all sets of $f \ll n/3$ processes, then each quorum in the canonical quorum system has $n - f$ members, but also the family of all subsets of $P$ with $\lceil \frac{n + f + 1}{2} \rceil < n - f$ processes forms a quorum system.

Core sets. A core set $C$ for $\mathcal{F}$ is a minimal set of processes that contains at least one correct process in every execution. More precisely, $C \subseteq P$ is a core set whenever (1) for all $F \in \mathcal{F}$, it holds $P \setminus F \cap C \neq \emptyset$ (and, equivalently, $C \not\subseteq F$) and (2) for all $C' \subseteq C$, there exists $F \in \mathcal{F}$ such that $P \setminus F \cap C' = \emptyset$ (and, equivalently, $C' \not\subseteq F$). With the threshold failure assumption, every set of $f + 1$ processes is a core set. A core set system $C$ is the minimal collection of all core sets, in the sense that no set in $C$ is contained in another. Core sets can be complemented by survivor sets, as shown by Junqueira et al. [16]. This yields a dual characterization of resilient distributed protocols, which parallels ours using fail-prone sets and quorums.

### 4.2 Asymmetric trust

In our model with asymmetric trust, every process is free to make its own trust assumption and to express this with a fail-prone system. Hence, an asymmetric fail-prone system $\mathcal{F} = [\mathcal{F}_1, \ldots, \mathcal{F}_n]$ consists of an array of fail-prone systems, where $\mathcal{F}_i$ denotes the trust assumption of $p_i$. One often assumes $p_i \not\in \mathcal{F}_i$ for practical reasons, but this is not necessary. This notion has earlier been formalized by Damgård et al. [10].
Definition 4 (Asymmetric Byzantine quorum system). An asymmetric Byzantine quorum system for \( \mathbb{F} \) is an array of collections of sets \( Q = [Q_1, \ldots, Q_n] \), where \( Q_i \subseteq 2^P \) for \( i \in [1, n] \). The set \( Q_i \subseteq 2^P \) is called the quorum system of \( p_i \) and any set \( Q_i \in Q_i \) is called a quorum (set) for \( p_i \). It satisfies:

- **Consistency**: The intersection of two quorums for any two processes contains at least one process for which either process assumes that it is not faulty, i.e.,
  \[
  \forall i, j \in [1, n], \forall Q_i \in Q_i, \forall Q_j \in Q_j, \forall F_{ij} \in F^+_i \cap F^+_j : Q_i \cap Q_j \not\subseteq F_{ij}.
  \]

- **Availability**: For any process \( p_i \) and any set of processes that may fail together according to \( p_i \), there exists a disjoint quorum for \( p_i \) in \( Q_i \), i.e.,
  \[
  \forall i \in [1, n], \forall F_i \in F_i : \exists Q_i \in Q_i : F_i \cap Q_i = \emptyset.
  \]

The existence of asymmetric quorum systems can be characterized with a property that generalizes the \( Q^3 \)-condition for the underlying asymmetric fail-prone systems as follows.

Definition 5 (\( B^3 \)-condition). An asymmetric fail-prone system \( \mathbb{F} \) satisfies the \( B^3 \)-condition, abbreviated as \( B^3(\mathbb{F}) \), whenever it holds that

\[
\forall i, j \in [1, n], \forall F_i \in F_i, \forall F_j \in F_j, \forall F_{ij} \in F^+_i \cap F^+_j : \mathcal{P} \not\subseteq F_i \cup F_j \cup F_{ij}.
\]

The following result is the generalization of Lemma 3 for asymmetric quorum systems; it was stated by Damgård et al. [10] without proof. As for symmetric quorum systems, we use this result and say that \( B^3(Q) \) holds whenever the asymmetric \( Q \) consists of the canonical quorum systems for \( \mathbb{F} \) and \( B^3(\mathbb{F}) \) holds. A proof of the following result appears in the long version [5].

Theorem 6. An asymmetric fail-prone system \( \mathbb{F} \) satisfies \( B^3(\mathbb{F}) \) if and only if there exists an asymmetric quorum system for \( \mathbb{F} \).

Kernels. Given a symmetric Byzantine quorum system \( Q \), we define a kernel \( K \) as a set of processes that overlaps with every quorum and that is minimal in this respect. Formally, \( K \subseteq \mathcal{P} \) is a kernel of \( Q \) if and only if

\[
\forall Q \in Q : K \cap Q \neq \emptyset
\]

and

\[
\forall K' \subseteq K : \exists Q \in Q : K \cap Q = \emptyset.
\]

The kernel system \( \mathcal{K} \) of \( Q \) is the set of all kernels of \( Q \).

For example, under a threshold failure assumption where any \( f \) processes may fail and the quorums are all sets of \( \left\lceil \frac{n+f}{2} \right\rceil \) processes, every set of \( \left\lceil \frac{n-f}{2} \right\rceil \) processes is a kernel.

The definition of a kernel is related to that of a core set in the following sense. For a given maximal fail-prone system \( F \), consider its canonical quorum system \( Q = \mathcal{F} \); if \( Q \) is minimal, then the kernel system of \( Q \) is the same as the core-set system for \( F \).

Asymmetric core sets and kernels. Let \( \mathbb{F} = [F_1, \ldots, F_n] \) be an asymmetric fail-prone system. An asymmetric core set system \( \mathcal{C} \) is an array of collections of sets \( [C_1, \ldots, C_n] \) such that each \( C_i \) is a core set system for the fail-prone system \( F_i \). We call a set \( C_i \in C_i \) a core set for \( p_i \).

Given an asymmetric quorum system \( Q \) for \( \mathbb{F} \), an asymmetric kernel system for \( Q \) is defined analogously as the array \( \mathcal{K} = [K_1, \ldots, K_n] \) that consists of the kernel systems for all processes in \( \mathcal{P} \) with respect to \( Q \); a set \( K_i \in \mathcal{K}_i \) is called a kernel for \( p_i \).
Naïve and wise processes. The faults or corruptions occurring in a protocol execution with an underlying quorum system imply a set $F$ of actually faulty processes. However, no process knows $F$ and this information is only available to an observer outside the system. With a traditional quorum system $Q$ designed for a fail-prone set $F$, the guarantees of a protocol usually hold as long as $F \in F$. Recall that such protocol properties apply to correct processes only but not to faulty ones.

With asymmetric quorums, we further distinguish between two kinds of correct processes, depending on whether they considered $F$ in their trust assumption or not. Given a protocol execution, the processes are therefore partitioned into three types:

- **Faulty:** A process $p_i \in F$ is faulty.
- **Naïve:** A correct process $p_i$ for which $F \not\in F_i^*$ is called naïve.
- **Wise:** A correct process $p_i$ for which $F \in F_i^*$ is called wise.

The naïve processes are new for the asymmetric case, as all processes are wise under a symmetric trust assumption. Protocols for asymmetric quorums cannot guarantee the same properties for naïve processes as for wise ones, since the naïve processes may have the “wrong friends.”

Guilds. If too many processes are naïve or even fail during a protocol run with asymmetric quorums, then protocol properties cannot be ensured. A guild is a set of wise processes that contains at least one quorum for each member; by definition this quorum consists only of wise processes. A guild ensures liveness and consistency for typical protocols. This generalizes from protocols for symmetric quorum systems, where the correct processes in every execution form a quorum by definition. (A guild represents a group of influential and well-connected wise processes, like in the real world.)

**Definition 7 (Guild).** Given a fail-prone system $F$, an asymmetric quorum system $Q$ for $F$, and a protocol execution with faulty processes $F$, a guild $G$ for $F$ satisfies two properties:

- **Wisdom:** $G$ is a set of wise processes:
  $$\forall p_i \in G : F \in F_i^*.$$

- **Closure:** $G$ contains a quorum for each of its members:
  $$\forall p_i \in G : \exists Q_i \in Q_i : Q_i \subseteq G.$$

Superficially a guild seems similar to a “quorum” in the Stellar consensus protocol [22], but the two notions actually differ because a guild contains only wise processes and Stellar’s quorums do not distinguish between naïve and wise processes.

Observe that for a specific execution, the union of two guilds is again a guild, since the union consists only of wise processes and contains again a quorum for each member. Hence, every execution with a guild contains a unique maximal guild $G_{\text{max}}$.

**Example.** We define an example asymmetric fail-prone system $F_A$ on $\mathcal{P} = \{p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5\}$. The notation $\Theta^n_k(\mathcal{S})$ for a set $\mathcal{S}$ with $n$ elements denotes the “threshold” combination operator and enumerates all subsets of $\mathcal{S}$ of cardinality $k$. W.l.o.g. every process trusts itself. The diagram below shows fail-prone sets as shaded areas and the notation $\Theta^n_k$ in front of a fail-prone set stands for $k$ out of the $n$ processes in the set.
The operator $\ast$ for two sets satisfies $A \ast B = \{ A \cup B | A \in A, B \in B \}$. As one can verify in a straightforward way, $B^1(F_A)$ holds. Let $Q_A$ be the canonical asymmetric quorum system for $F_A$. Note that since $F_A$ contains the fail-prone systems of $p_3$ and $p_5$ that permit two faulty processes each, this fail-prone system cannot be obtained as a special case of $\Theta^1_5(\{p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5\})$. When $F = \{p_2, p_4\}$, for example, then processes $p_3$ and $p_5$ are wise and $p_1$ is naïve.

## 5 Shared memory

This section illustrates a first application of asymmetric quorum systems: how to emulate shared memory, represented by a register. Maintaining a shared register reliably in a distributed system subject to faults is perhaps the most fundamental task for which ordinary, symmetric quorum systems have been introduced, in the models with crashes [13] and with Byzantine faults [21]. We present definitions and one protocol for implementing a register with asymmetric quorums in this section.

The long version [5] also presents a second protocol without digital signatures and explains why federated Byzantine quorum systems according to Stellar [22] fail to directly emulate shared memory. This protocol also illustrates the role of an asymmetric core set system that generalizes the notion of an $(f + 1)$-process subset in the threshold model.

### 5.1 Definitions

We use the standard notions for operations and their precedence to formalize a register as a shared object. More precisely, a register with domain $X$ provides two operations: $\text{write}(x)$, which is parameterized by a value $x \in X$ and outputs a token $\text{ack}$ when it completes; and $\text{read}$, which takes no parameter for invocation but outputs a value $x \in X$ upon completion.

We consider a single-writer (or SW) register, where only a designated process $p_w$ may invoke write, and permit multiple readers (or MR), that is, every process may execute a read operation. The register is initialized with a special value $x_0$, which is written by an imaginary write operation that occurs before any process invokes operations. We consider regular semantics under concurrent access [17]; the extension to other forms of concurrent memory, including an atomic register, proceeds analogously.

It is customary in the literature to assume that the writer and reader processes are correct; with asymmetric quorums we assume explicitly that readers and writers are wise. We illustrate below why one cannot extend the guarantees of the register to naïve processes.

▶ **Definition 8** (Asymmetric Byzantine SWMR regular register). A protocol emulating an asymmetric SWMR regular register satisfies:

**Liveness:** If a wise process $p$ invokes an operation on the register, $p$ eventually completes the operation.
Safety: Every read operation of a wise process that is not concurrent with a write returns the value written by the most recent, preceding write of a wise process; furthermore, a read operation of a wise process concurrent with a write of a wise process may also return the value that is written concurrently.

5.2 Protocol with authenticated data

In Algorithm 1, we describe a protocol for emulating a regular SWMR register with an asymmetric Byzantine quorum system, for a designated writer \( p_w \) and a reader \( p_r \in P \). The protocol uses data authentication implemented with digital signatures. This protocol is the same as the classic one of Malkhi and Reiter [21] that uses a Byzantine dissemination quorum system and where processes send messages to each other over point-to-point links. The difference lies in the individual choices of quorums by the processes and that it ensures safety and liveness for wise processes.

In the register emulation, the writer \( p_w \) obtains Ack messages from all processes in a quorum \( Q_w \in Q_w \); likewise, the reader \( p_r \) waits for a value message carrying a value/timestamp pair from every process in a quorum \( Q_r \in Q_r \) of the reader.

\[ \text{Algorithm 1} \quad \text{Emulation of an asymmetric SWMR regular register (process } p_i \text{).} \]

State
- \( wts \): sequence number of write operations, stored only by writer \( p_w \)
- \( rid \): identifier of read operations, used only by reader
- \( ts, v, \sigma \): current state stored by \( p_i \): timestamp, value, signature

Upon invocation \( \text{write}(v) \) do
- \( wts \leftarrow wts + 1 \)
- \( \sigma \leftarrow \text{sign}_w(\text{write}∥w∥wts∥v) \)
- send message \( \text{[write, wts, v, } \sigma] \) to all \( p_j \in P \)
- \( \text{wait for receiving a message [ack] from all processes in some quorum } Q_w \in Q_w \)

Upon invocation \( \text{read} \) do
- \( rid \leftarrow rid + 1 \)
- send message \( \text{[read, rid]} \) to all \( p_j \in P \)
- \( \text{wait for receiving messages [value, r, ts, v, } \sigma] \) from all processes in some \( Q_r \in Q_r \) such that \( r_j = rid \) and \( \text{verify}_w(\sigma, \text{write}∥w∥ts∥v) \)
- return \( \text{highestval}(\{(ts, v) | j \in Q_r \}) \)

Upon receiving a message \( \text{[write, ts', v', } \sigma'] \) from \( p_w \) do
- if \( ts' > ts \) then
  - \( (ts, v, \sigma) \leftarrow (ts', v', \sigma') \)
  - send message \( \text{[ack]} \) to \( p_w \)

Upon receiving a message \( \text{[read, r]} \) from \( p_r \) do
- \( \text{send message [value, r, ts, v, } \sigma] \) to \( p_r \)

The function \( \text{highestval}(S) \) takes a set of timestamp/value pairs \( S \) as input and outputs the value in the pair with the largest timestamp, i.e., \( v \) such that \( (ts, v) \in S \) and \( \forall (ts', v') \in S : ts' < ts \lor (ts', v') = (ts, v) \). Note that this \( v \) is unique in Algorithm 1 because \( p_w \) is correct. The protocol uses digital signatures, modeled by operations \( \text{sign}_i \) and \( \text{verify}_i \), as introduced earlier.

\[ \text{Theorem 9. Algorithm 1 emulates an asymmetric Byzantine SWMR regular register.} \]
Example. We show why the guarantees of this protocol with asymmetric quorums hold only for wise readers and writers. Consider $Q_A$ from the last section and an execution in which $p_2$ and $p_4$ are faulty, and therefore $p_1$ is naïve and $p_3$ and $p_5$ are wise. A quorum for $p_1$ consists of $p_1$ and three processes in $\{p_2, \ldots, p_5\}$; moreover, every process set that contains $p_3$, one of $\{p_1, p_2\}$ and one of $\{p_4, p_5\}$ is a quorum for $p_3$.

We illustrate that if naïve $p_1$ writes, then a wise reader $p_3$ may violate safety. Suppose that all correct processes, especially $p_3$, store timestamp/value/signature triples from an operation that has terminated and that wrote $x$. When $p_1$ invokes write($u$), it obtains $[\text{ack}]$ messages from all processes except $p_3$. This is a quorum for $p_1$. Then $p_3$ runs a read operation and receives the outdated values representing $x$ from itself ($p_3$ is correct but has not been involved in writing $u$) and also from the faulty $p_2$ and $p_4$. Hence, $p_3$ outputs $x$ instead of $u$.

Analogously, with the same setup of every process initially storing a representation of $x$ but with wise $p_3$ as writer, suppose $p_3$ executes write($u$). It obtains $[\text{ack}]$ messages from $p_2$, $p_3$, and $p_4$ and terminates. When $p_1$ subsequently invokes read and receives values representing $x$, from correct $p_1$ and $p_5$ and from faulty $p_2$ and $p_4$, then $p_1$ outputs $x$ instead of $y$ and violates safety as a naïve reader.

Since the sample operations are not concurrent, the implication actually holds also for registers with only safe semantics.

6 Broadcast

This section shows how to implement two broadcast primitives tolerating Byzantine faults with asymmetric quorums. Recall from the standard literature [14, 8, 4] that reliable broadcasts offer basic forms of reliable message delivery and consistency, but they do not impose a total order on delivered messages (as this is equivalent to consensus). The Byzantine broadcast primitives described here, consistent broadcast and reliable broadcast, are prominent building blocks for many more advanced protocols.

With both primitives, the sender process may broadcast a message $m$ by invoking broadcast($m$); the broadcast abstraction outputs $m$ to the local application on the process through a deliver($m$) event. Moreover, the notions of broadcast considered in this section are intended to deliver only one message per instance. Every instance has a distinct (implicit) label and a designated sender $p_s$. With standard multiplexing techniques one can extend this to a protocol in which all processes may broadcast messages repeatedly [4].

Byzantine consistent broadcast. The simplest such primitive, which has been called (Byzantine) consistent broadcast [4], ensures only that those correct processes which deliver a message agree on the content of the message, but they may not agree on termination. In other words, the primitive does not enforce “reliability” such that a correct process outputs a message if and only if all other correct processes produce an output. The events in its interface are denoted by c-broadcast and c-deliver.

The change of the definition towards asymmetric quorums affects most of its guarantees, which hold only for wise processes but not for all correct ones. This is similar to the definition of a register in Section 5.

Definition 11 (Asymmetric Byzantine consistent broadcast). A protocol for asymmetric (Byzantine) consistent broadcast satisfies:

Validity: If a correct process $p_s$ c-broadcasts a message $m$, then all wise processes eventually c-deliver $m$. 

Algorithm 2 Asymmetric Byzantine consistent broadcast protocol with sender \( p_\ast \) (process \( p_\ast \)).

State

\( \text{sentecho} \leftarrow \text{FALSE} \): indicates whether \( p_\ast \) has sent \( \text{ECHO} \)

\( \text{echos} \leftarrow [\bot]^{N} \): collects the received \( \text{ECHO} \) messages from other processes

\( \text{delivered} \leftarrow \text{FALSE} \): indicates whether \( p_\ast \) has delivered a message

upon invocation \( c\text{-broadcast}(m) \) do

send message \([\text{SEND}, m]\) to all \( p_j \in \mathcal{P} \)

upon receiving a message \([\text{SEND}, m]\) from \( p_\ast \) such that \( \neg \text{sentecho} \)

send message \([\text{ECHO}, m]\) to all \( p_j \in \mathcal{P} \)

upon receiving a message \([\text{ECHO}, m]\) from \( p_j \) do

if \( \text{echos}[j] = \bot \) then

\( \text{echos}[j] \leftarrow m \)

upon exists \( m \neq \bot \) such that \( \{ p_j \in \mathcal{P} | \text{echos}[j] = m \} \in \mathcal{Q} \) and \( \neg \text{delivered} \)

\( \text{delivered} \leftarrow \text{TRUE} \)

output \( c\text{-deliver}(m) \)

Consistency: If some wise process \( c\text{-delivers} \) \( m \) and another wise process \( c\text{-delivers} \) \( m' \), then \( m = m' \).

Integrity: For any message \( m \), every correct process \( c\text{-delivers} \) \( m \) at most once. Moreover, if the sender \( p_\ast \) is correct and the receiver is wise, then \( m \) was previously \( c\text{-broadcast} \) by \( p_\ast \).

The following protocol is an extension of “authenticated echo broadcast” [4], which goes back to Srikanth and Toueg [26]. It is a building block found in many Byzantine fault-tolerant protocols with greater complexity. The adaptation for asymmetric quorums is straightforward: Every process considers its own quorums before \( c\text{-delivering} \) the message.

Theorem 12. Algorithm 2 implements asymmetric Byzantine consistent broadcast.

Example. We illustrate the broadcast protocols using a six-process asymmetric quorum system \( \mathcal{Q}_B \), defined through its fail-prone system \( \mathcal{F}_B \). In \( \mathcal{F}_B \), as shown below, for \( p_1 \), \( p_2 \), and \( p_3 \), each process always trusts itself, some other process of \( \{ p_1, p_2, p_3 \} \) and one further process in \( \{ p_1, \ldots, p_5 \} \). Process \( p_4 \) and \( p_5 \) each assumes that at most one other process of \( \{ p_1, \ldots, p_5 \} \) may fail (excluding itself). Moreover, none of the processes \( p_1, \ldots, p_5 \) ever trusts \( p_6 \). For \( p_6 \) itself, the fail-prone set is \( \{ p_1, p_3 \} \), i.e., it trusts \( p_2, p_4 \), and \( p_5 \) unconditionally.
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One can verify that $B^3(F_B)$ holds; hence, let $Q_B$ be the canonical quorum system of $F_B$. Again, there is no reliable process that could be trusted by all and $Q_B$ is not a special case of a symmetric threshold Byzantine quorum system. With $F = \{p_1, p_5\}$, for instance, process $p_3$ is wise, $p_2$, $p_4$, and $p_6$ are naïve, and there is no guild.

Consider now an execution of Algorithm 2 with sender $p_4^*$ and $F = \{p_4^*, p_5^*\}$ (we write $p_4^*$ and $p_5^*$ to denote that they are faulty). This means processes $p_1, p_2, p_3$ are wise and form a guild because $\{p_1, p_2, p_3\}$ is a quorum for all three; furthermore, $p_6$ is naïve. The protocol execution proceeds as follows.

\[
\begin{align*}
p_1: & \ [\text{echo}, x] \rightarrow \mathcal{P} & p_1: & \ c-\text{deliver}(x) \\
p_2: & \ [\text{echo}, u] \rightarrow \mathcal{P} & p_2: & \ \text{no quorum of } [\text{echo}] \text{ in } Q_2 \\
p_3: & \ [\text{echo}, x] \rightarrow \mathcal{P} & p_3: & \ \text{no quorum of } [\text{echo}] \text{ in } Q_3 \\
p_4^*: & \ \begin{cases} [\text{send}, x] \rightarrow p_1, p_3 \\ [\text{send}, u] \rightarrow p_2, p_6 \end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

Hence, $p_1$ receives $[\text{echo}, x]$ from, say, $\{p_1, p_3, p_4^*\} \in Q_1$ and $c$-delivers $x$, but the other wise processes do not terminate. The naïve $p_6$ gets $[\text{echo}, u]$ from $\{p_2, p_3, p_5^*, p_6\} \in Q_6$ and $c$-delivers $u \neq x$.

**Byzantine reliable broadcast.** In the symmetric setting, consistent broadcast has been extended to (Byzantine) reliable broadcast in a well-known way to address the disagreement about termination among the correct processes [4]. This primitive has the same interface as consistent broadcast, except that its events are called $r$-broadcast and $r$-deliver instead of $c$-broadcast and $c$-deliver, respectively.

A reliable broadcast protocol also has all properties of consistent broadcast, but satisfies the additional totality property stated next. Taken together, consistency and totality imply a notion of agreement, similar to what is also ensured by many crash-tolerant broadcast primitives. Analogously to the earlier primitives with asymmetric trust, our notion of an asymmetric reliable broadcast, defined next, ensures agreement on termination only for the wise processes, and moreover only for executions with a guild. Also the validity of Definition 11 is extended by the assumption of a guild. Intuitively, one needs a guild because the wise processes that make up the guild are self-sufficient, in the sense that the guild contains a quorum of wise processes for each of its members; without that, there may not be enough wise processes.

**Definition 13 (Asymmetric Byzantine reliable broadcast).** A protocol for asymmetric (Byzantine) reliable broadcast is a protocol for asymmetric Byzantine consistent broadcast with the revised validity condition and the additional totality condition stated next:

- **Validity:** In all executions with a guild, if a correct process $p_s$ $c$-broadcasts a message $m$, then all processes in the maximal guild eventually $c$-deliver $m$.
- **Totality:** In all executions with a guild, if a wise process $r$-delivers some message, then all processes in the maximal guild eventually $r$-deliver a message.

The protocol of Bracha [3] implements reliable broadcast subject to Byzantine faults with symmetric trust. It augments the authenticated echo broadcast from Algorithm 2 with a second all-to-all exchange, where each process is supposed to send READY with the
payload message that will be *r-delivered*. When a process receives the same $m$ in $2f + 1$ READY messages, in the symmetric model with a threshold Byzantine quorum system, then it *r-delivers* $m$. Also, a process that receives $\{\text{READY}, m\}$ from $f + 1$ distinct processes and that has not yet sent a READY chimes in and also sends $\{\text{READY}, m\}$. These two steps ensure totality.

For asymmetric quorums, the conditions of a process $p_i$ receiving $f + 1$ and $2f + 1$ equal READY messages, respectively, generalize to receiving the same message from a kernel for $p_i$ and from a quorum for $p_i$. Intuitively, the change in the first condition ensures that when a wise process $p_i$ receives the same $\{\text{READY}, m\}$ message from a kernel for itself, then this kernel intersects with some quorum of wise processes. Therefore, at least one wise process has sent $\{\text{READY}, m\}$ and $p_i$ can safely adopt $m$. Furthermore, the change in the second condition relies on the properties of asymmetric quorums to guarantee that whenever some wise process has *r-delivered* $m$, then enough correct processes have sent a $\{\text{READY}, m\}$ message such that all wise processes eventually receive a kernel of $\{\text{READY}, m\}$ messages and also send $\{\text{READY}, m\}$.

Applying these changes to Bracha’s protocol results in the asymmetric reliable broadcast protocol shown in Algorithm 3. Note that it strictly extends Algorithm 2 by the additional round of READY messages, in the same way as for symmetric trust. For instance, when instantiated with the symmetric threshold quorum system of $n = 3f + 1$ processes, of which $f$ may fail, then every set of $f + 1$ processes is a kernel.

In Algorithm 3, there are two conditions that let a correct $p_i$ send $\{\text{READY}, m\}$: either receiving a quorum of $\{\text{ECHO}, m\}$ messages for itself or obtaining a kernel for itself of $\{\text{READY}, m\}$ messages. For the first case, we say $p_i$ sends READY after ECHO; for the second case, we say $p_i$ sends READY after READY.

▶ **Lemma 14.** In any execution with a guild, there exists a unique $m$ such that whenever a wise process sends a READY message, it contains $m$.

This lemma follows from the fact that Algorithm 3 extends Algorithm 2 for consistent broadcast, combined with the consistency property in Definition 11. This shows why the lemma holds for READY messages sent by wise processes after ECHO. For READY messages sent after READY, a new argument is needed, which relies on the properties of kernels and appears in the long version [5].

▶ **Theorem 15.** Algorithm 3 implements asymmetric Byzantine reliable broadcast.

**Example.** Consider again the protocol execution with $Q_B$ introduced earlier for illustrating asymmetric consistent broadcast. Recall that $F = \{p_4^*, p_5^*\}$, the set $\{p_1, p_2, p_3\}$ is a guild, and $p_6$ is naïve. The start of the execution is the same as shown previously and omitted. Instead of $c$-delivering $x$ and $u$, respectively, $p_1$ and $p_6$ send $\{\text{READY}, x\}$ and $\{\text{READY}, u\}$ to all processes:

... $p_1 : \{\text{READY}, x\} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}$ \hspace{1cm} $p_1 : r$-deliver($x$)
... $p_2 : \text{no quorum}$ \hspace{1cm} $p_2 : \{\text{READY}, x\} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}$ \hspace{1cm} $p_2 : r$-deliver($x$)
... $p_3 : \text{no quorum}$ $p_3 : \{\text{READY}, x\} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}$ \hspace{1cm} $p_3 : r$-deliver($x$)
... $p_4 : -$ \hspace{1cm} $p_3 : \{\text{READY}, x\} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}$ $p_3 : r$-deliver($x$)
... $p_5 : -$ $p_6 : \{\text{READY}, u\} \rightarrow \mathcal{P}$ $p_6 : \text{no quorum}$
Algorithm 3 Asymmetric Byzantine reliable broadcast protocol with sender $p_s$ (process $p_i$).

State

- $\text{sentecho} \leftarrow \text{FALSE}$: indicates whether $p_i$ has sent ECHO
- $\text{echos} \leftarrow [\bot]^N$: collects the received ECHO messages from other processes
- $\text{sentready} \leftarrow \text{FALSE}$: indicates whether $p_i$ has sent READY
- $\text{readys} \leftarrow [\bot]^N$: collects the received READY messages from other processes
- $\text{delivered} \leftarrow \text{FALSE}$: indicates whether $p_i$ has delivered a message

upon invocation $r$-broadcast$(m)$ do

- send message $[\text{SEND}, m]$ to all $p_j \in P$

upon receiving a message $[\text{SEND}, m]$ from $p_s$ such that $\neg \text{sentecho}$ do

- $\text{sentecho} \leftarrow \text{TRUE}$
- send message $[\text{ECHO}, m]$ to all $p_j \in P$

upon receiving a message $[\text{ECHO}, m]$ from $p_j$ do

- if $\text{echos}[j] = \bot$ then
  - $\text{echos}[j] \leftarrow m$

upon exists $m \neq \bot$ such that $\{p_j \in P | \text{echos}[j] = m\} \in Q$, and $\neg \text{sentready}$ do

  // a quorum for $p_i$
  - $\text{sentready} \leftarrow \text{TRUE}$
  - send message $[\text{READY}, m]$ to all $p_j \in P$

upon exists $m \neq \bot$ such that $\{p_j \in P | \text{readys}[j] = m\} \in K$, and $\neg \text{sentready}$ do

  // a kernel for $p_i$
  - $\text{sentready} \leftarrow \text{TRUE}$
  - send message $[\text{READY}, m]$ to all $p_j \in P$

upon receiving a message $[\text{READY}, m]$ from $p_j$ do

- if $\text{readys}[j] = \bot$ then
  - $\text{readys}[j] \leftarrow m$

upon exists $m \neq \bot$ such that $\{p_j \in P | \text{readys}[j] = m\} \in Q$, and $\neg \text{delivered}$ do

- $\text{delivered} \leftarrow \text{TRUE}$
- output $r$-deliver$(m)$

Note that the kernel systems of processes $p_1$, $p_2$, and $p_3$ are, respectively, $K_1 = \{\{p_1\}, \{p_3\}\}$, $K_2 = \{\{p_1\}, \{p_2\}\}$, and $K_3 = \{\{p_2\}, \{p_3\}\}$. Hence, when $p_2$ receives $[\text{READY}, x]$ from $p_1$, it sends $[\text{READY}, x]$ in turn because $\{p_1\}$ is a kernel for $p_2$, and when $p_3$ receives this message, then it sends $[\text{READY}, x]$ because $\{p_2\}$ is a kernel for $p_3$.

Furthermore, since $\{p_1, p_2, p_3\}$ is the maximal guild and contains a quorum for each of its members, all three wise processes $r$-deliver $x$ as implied by consistency and totality. The naïve $p_0$ does not $r$-deliver anything, however.

Remarks. Asymmetric reliable broadcast (Definition 13) ensures validity and totality only for processes in the maximal guild. On the other hand, an asymmetric consistent broadcast (Definition 11) ensures validity also for all wise processes. We leave it as an open problem to determine whether these guarantees can also be extended to wise processes for asymmetric reliable broadcast and the Bracha protocol. This question is equivalent to determining whether there exist any wise processes outside the maximal guild.
Another open problem concerns the conditions for reacting to \texttt{READY} messages in the asymmetric reliable broadcast protocol. Already in Bracha’s protocol for the threshold model \cite{bracha-asynchronous-1987}, a process (1) sends its own \texttt{READY} message upon receiving \(f + 1\) \texttt{READY} messages and (2) \texttt{r-delivers} an output upon receiving \(2f + 1\) \texttt{READY} messages. These conditions generalize for arbitrary, non-threshold quorum systems to receiving messages (1) from any set that is guaranteed to contain at least one correct process and (2) from any set that still contains at least one process even when any two fail-prone process sets are subtracted. In Algorithm 3, in contrast, a process delivers the payload only after receiving \texttt{READY} messages from one of its quorums. But such a quorum (e.g., \(\lceil \frac{n + f + 1}{2} \rceil\) processes) may be larger than a set in the second case (e.g., \(2f + 1\) processes). It remains interesting to find out whether this discrepancy is necessary.
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Abstract
We focus on a uniform partition problem in a population protocol model. The uniform partition problem aims to divide a population into \( k \) groups of the same size, where \( k \) is a given positive integer. In the case of \( k = 2 \) (called uniform bipartition), a previous work clarified space complexity under various assumptions: 1) an initialized base station (BS) or no BS, 2) weak or global fairness, 3) designated or arbitrary initial states of agents, and 4) symmetric or asymmetric protocols, except for the setting that agents execute a protocol from arbitrary initial states under weak fairness in the model with an initialized base station. In this paper, we clarify the space complexity for this remaining setting. In this setting, we prove that \( P \) states are necessary and sufficient to realize asymmetric protocols, and that \( P + 1 \) states are necessary and sufficient to realize symmetric protocols, where \( P \) is the known upper bound of the number of agents. From these results and the previous work, we have clarified the solvability of the uniform bipartition for each combination of assumptions. Additionally, we newly consider an assumption on a model of a non-initialized BS and clarify solvability and space complexity in the assumption. Moreover, the results in this paper can be applied to the case that \( k \) is an arbitrary integer (called uniform \( k \)-partition).

1 Introduction

1.1 The Background

A population protocol model [6, 9] is an abstract model for devices with heavily limited computation and communication capability. The devices are represented as passively moving agents, and a set of agents is called a population. In this model, if two agents approach, an interaction happens between them. At the time of the interaction, the two agents update their states. By repeating such interactions, agents proceed with computation. The population protocol model has many application examples such as sensor networks and molecular robot networks. For example, one may construct a network to investigate the ecosystem by attaching sensors to a flock of wild small animals such as birds. In this system,
Table 1 The minimum number of states to solve the uniform bipartition problem under global fairness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BS</th>
<th>initial states of agents</th>
<th>symmetry</th>
<th>upper bound</th>
<th>lower bound</th>
<th>paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>initialized BS</td>
<td>designated</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arbitrary</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-initialized BS</td>
<td>designated</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arbitrary</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>this paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no BS</td>
<td>designated</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arbitrary</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 The minimum number of states to solve the uniform bipartition problem under weak fairness.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BS</th>
<th>initial states of agents</th>
<th>symmetry</th>
<th>upper bound</th>
<th>lower bound</th>
<th>paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>initialized BS</td>
<td>designated</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>[32]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arbitrary</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>$P + 1$</td>
<td>$P + 1$</td>
<td>this paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>$P + 1$</td>
<td>$P + 1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>non-initialized BS</td>
<td>designated</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arbitrary</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>this paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no BS</td>
<td>designated</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>this paper</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>arbitrary</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td>unsolvable</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this paper, we study a uniform $k$-partition problem, which divides a population into $k$ groups of the same size, where $k$ is a given positive integer. The uniform $k$-partition problem has some applications. For example, we can save the battery by switching on only some groups. Another example is to execute multiple tasks by assigning different tasks to each group simultaneously. Protocols for the uniform $k$-partition problem can be used to attain fault-tolerance [18].

As a previous work, Yasumi et al. [32, 33] studied space complexity of uniform partition when the number of partitions is two (called uniform bipartition). In the paper, they considered four types of assumptions: 1) an initialized base station (BS) or no BS, 2) designated or arbitrary initial states of agents, 3) asymmetric or symmetric protocols, and 4)
Table 3 The minimum number of states to solve the uniform $k$-partition problem.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>fairness</th>
<th>BS</th>
<th>initial states of agents</th>
<th>symmetry</th>
<th>upper bound</th>
<th>lower bound</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>weak fairness</td>
<td>single</td>
<td>arbitrary</td>
<td>asymmetric</td>
<td>$P$</td>
<td>$P$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>$P + 1$</td>
<td>$P + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>global fairness</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>designated</td>
<td>symmetric</td>
<td>$3k - 2$ [30]</td>
<td>$k$ (truism)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

global or weak fairness. A BS is a special agent that is distinguishable from other agents and has powerful capability. An initialized BS means that the BS has a designated initial state in the initial configuration. The BS enables us to construct efficient protocols, though it is sometimes difficult to implement. The assumption of initial states bear on the requirement of initialization and the fault-tolerant property. If a protocol requires designated initial states, it is necessary to initialize all agents to execute the protocol. Alternatively, if a protocol solves the problem with arbitrary initial states, we do not need to initialize agents other than the BS. This implies that, when agents transit to arbitrary states by transient faults, the protocol can reach the desired configuration by initializing the BS. Symmetry of protocols is related to the power of symmetry breaking in the population. Asymmetric protocols may include asymmetric transitions that make agents with the same states transit to different states. This needs a mechanism to break symmetry among agents and its implementation is not easy with heavily limited devices. Symmetric protocols do not include such asymmetric transitions. Fairness is an assumption of interaction patterns. Though weak fairness guarantees only that every pair of agents interact infinitely often, global fairness makes a stronger assumption on the order of interactions.

For most combinations of assumptions, Yasumi et al. [32] clarified the solvability of the uniform bipartition problem and the minimum number of states to solve the problem. Tables 1 and 2 show the solvability of the uniform bipartition. These tables show the number of states to solve the uniform bipartition problem under various assumptions, where $P$ is the known upper bound of the number of agents. The remaining case for an initialized BS and no BS is a protocol with an initialized BS and arbitrary initial states under weak fairness. For this case, they proved only that $P - 2$ states are necessary. In this paper, we will give tight lower and upper bounds of the number of states for this case. In addition, recently Burman et al. [16] have considered the case with a non-initialized BS, which is distinguished from other agents but has an arbitrary initial state, for a naming problem. Because Yasumi et al. [32] did not consider the case, we also consider the case in this paper.

For the general case of an arbitrary number of partitions, Yasumi et al. [32] proposed a symmetric protocol with no BS and designated initial states under global fairness. The protocol uses $3k - 2$ states for an agent to construct $k$ groups of the same size. However, no protocol has been proposed for other combinations of assumptions.

1.2 Our Contributions

Our main contribution is to clarify the solvability of the uniform bipartition problem with arbitrary initial states under weak fairness in the model with an initialized BS. A previous work [32] proved only that $P - 2$ states are necessary for each agent, where $P$ is the known upper bound of the number of agents. In this paper, we improve the lower bound from $P - 2$ states to $P$ states for asymmetric protocols and from $P - 2$ states to $P + 1$ states for symmetric protocols. Additionally, we propose an asymmetric protocol with $P$ states, and obtain a symmetric protocol with $P + 1$ states by a scheme proposed in [12].
Another contribution is to clarify the solvability in case of a non-initialized BS for the uniform bipartition problem. For designated initial states, the protocol with an initialized BS, which is proposed in [32] can still work even if the BS is non-initialized. In this paper, we prove the impossibility with arbitrary initial states in case of non-initialized BS.

By combining these results with the previous work [32], we have clarified the tight upper and lower bounds on the number of states for an agent to solve the uniform bipartition problem for all combinations of assumptions (see Tables 1 and 2).

For the case of an initialized BS, arbitrary initial states, and weak fairness, it is interesting to compare these results with those of naming protocols [16]. A naming protocol aims to assign different states to all agents, and hence it can be regarded as a uniform $P$-partition protocol (the size of each group is zero or one). Burman et al. [16] prove that, to realize naming protocols in the same setting, $P$ states are necessary and sufficient for asymmetric protocols and $P + 1$ states are necessary and sufficient for symmetric protocols. That is, naming protocols have the same space complexity as uniform $k$-partition protocols. Clearly naming protocols (or uniform $P$-partition protocols) require $P$ states to assign different states to $P$ agents. Interestingly uniform bipartition protocols still require $P$ states in this setting. On the other hand, the number of states is reduced to three or four when we assume designated initial states or global fairness.

Protocols proposed in this paper are available for the uniform $k$-partition problem, where $k$ is a given integer. That is, $P$ states and $P + 1$ states are sufficient to realize asymmetric and symmetric protocols, respectively, to solve the uniform $k$-partition problem from arbitrary initial states under weak fairness in the model with an initialized BS. Since the uniform bipartition is a special case of the uniform $k$-partition, the lower bound for the uniform bipartition problem can be applied to the uniform $k$-partition problem. That is, $P$ states and $P + 1$ states are necessary to realize asymmetric and symmetric protocols, respectively, under the assumption. Therefore, we have clarified the tight upper and lower bounds of the number of states for the uniform $k$-partition problem under the assumption (see Table 3).

Due to space constraints, we have omitted some proofs. See [31] for the full version of this paper.

1.3 Related Works

The population protocol model was first introduced in [6, 8]. In those papers, the class of computable predicates in this model was studied. After that, many fundamental tasks have been studied such as leader election, counting, and majority. Those problems have been studied under various assumptions such as existence of a base station, fairness, symmetry of protocols, and initial states of agents. Many researchers have considered the leader election problem for both designated and arbitrary initial states. For designated initial states, leader election protocols have been studied intensively to minimize the time and space complexity [1, 3, 14, 15, 19, 21, 22, 27]. Alistarh et al. [3] proposed an algorithm that solves the problem in polylogarithmic stabilization time with polylogarithmic states. In [19], it was clarified that $\Omega(n)$ parallel time is necessary (i.e., $\Omega(n^2)$ interactions are necessary) to solve the problem with probability 1. After that, many researchers focused on solving the problem with high probability and shrink the time and space complexity [14, 15, 21, 22, 27]. On the other hand, for arbitrary initial states, self-stabilizing and loosely-stabilizing protocols are proposed [9, 17, 23, 28]. The counting problem, which aims to count the number of agents in the population, was introduced by [13]. After that, some researchers have studied the protocol to minimize the space complexity of the counting protocols [12, 24]. In [10], a time and space optimal protocol was proposed. The majority problem is also a fundamental problem that
A population is a collection of pairwise interacting agents, denoted by \( C \). Transition \( \delta \) is clear from the context, we simply denote \( \delta \) when \( \delta \) is symmetric or \( \delta \) holds. We omit null transitions in descriptions of algorithms. Transition \( (p, q) \rightarrow (p', q') \) is asymmetric if both \( p = q \) and \( p' \neq q' \) hold; otherwise, the transition is symmetric. Protocol \( P(Q, \delta) \) is symmetric if every transition in \( \delta \) is symmetric or asymmetric. Protocol \( P(Q, \delta) \) is deterministic if, for any pair of states \( (p, q) \in Q \times Q \), exactly one transition \( (p, q) \rightarrow (p', q') \) exists in \( \delta \). We consider only deterministic protocols in this paper. A global state of a population is called a configuration, defined as a vector of (local) states of all agents. A state of agent \( a \) in configuration \( C \), is denoted by \( s(a, C) \). Moreover, when \( C \) is clear from the context, we simply denote \( s(a) \). Transition of configurations is described in the form \( C \rightarrow C' \), which means that configuration \( C' \) is obtained from \( C \) by a single transition of a pair of agents. For configurations \( C \) and \( C' \), if there exists a sequence of configurations \( C = C_0, C_1, \ldots, C_m = C' \) such that \( C_i \rightarrow C_{i+1} \) holds for any \( i \) \( (0 \leq i < m) \), we say \( C' \) is reachable from \( C \), denoted by \( C \xrightarrow{} C' \). An infinite sequence of configurations \( E = C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots \) is an execution of a protocol if \( C_i \rightarrow C_{i+1} \) holds for any \( i \) \( (i \geq 0) \). An execution \( E \) is weakly-fair if every pair of agents \( a \) and \( a' \) interacts infinitely often. An execution segment is a subsequence of an execution.

In this paper, we assume that a single BS exists in \( A \). The BS is distinguishable from other non-BS agents, although non-BS agents cannot be distinguished. That is, state set \( Q \) is divided into state set \( Q_b \) of a BS and state set \( Q_p \) of non-BS agents. The BS has unlimited resources, in contrast with resource-limited non-BS agents. That is, we focus on the number of states \( |Q_p| \) for non-BS agents and do not care the number of states \( |Q_b| \) for the BS. For this reason, we say a protocol uses \( x \) states if \( |Q_p| = x \) holds. Throughout the paper, we

## 2 Definitions

### 2.1 Population Protocol Model

A population is a collection of pairwise interacting agents, denoted by \( A \). A protocol \( P(Q, \delta) \) consists of \( Q \) and \( \delta \), where \( Q \) is a set of possible states of agents and \( \delta \) is a set of transitions on \( Q \). Each transition in \( \delta \) is denoted by \( (p, q) \rightarrow (p', q') \), which means that, when an agent with state \( p \) and an agent with state \( q \) interact, they transit their states to \( p' \) and \( q' \), respectively. Transition \( (p, q) \rightarrow (p', q') \) is null if both \( p = p' \) and \( q = q' \) hold. We omit null transitions in descriptions of algorithms. Transition \( (p, q) \rightarrow (p', q') \) is asymmetric if both \( p = q \) and \( p' \neq q' \) hold; otherwise, the transition is symmetric. Protocol \( P(Q, \delta) \) is symmetric if every transition in \( \delta \) is symmetric or asymmetric. Protocol \( P(Q, \delta) \) is deterministic if, for any pair of states \( (p, q) \in Q \times Q \), exactly one transition \( (p, q) \rightarrow (p', q') \) exists in \( \delta \). We consider only deterministic protocols in this paper. A global state of a population is called a configuration, defined as a vector of (local) states of all agents. A state of agent \( a \) in configuration \( C \), is denoted by \( s(a, C) \). Moreover, when \( C \) is clear from the context, we simply denote \( s(a) \). Transition of configurations is described in the form \( C \rightarrow C' \), which means that configuration \( C' \) is obtained from \( C \) by a single transition of a pair of agents. For configurations \( C \) and \( C' \), if there exists a sequence of configurations \( C = C_0, C_1, \ldots, C_m = C' \) such that \( C_i \rightarrow C_{i+1} \) holds for any \( i \) \( (0 \leq i < m) \), we say \( C' \) is reachable from \( C \), denoted by \( C \xrightarrow{} C' \). An infinite sequence of configurations \( E = C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots \) is an execution of a protocol if \( C_i \rightarrow C_{i+1} \) holds for any \( i \) \( (i \geq 0) \). An execution \( E \) is weakly-fair if every pair of agents \( a \) and \( a' \) interacts infinitely often. An execution segment is a subsequence of an execution.
assume that non-BS agents have arbitrary initial states. On the other hand, as for the BS, we consider two cases, an initialized BS and a non-initialized BS. When we assume an initialized BS, the BS has a designated initial state while all non-BS agents have arbitrary initial states. When we assume a non-initialized BS, the BS also has an arbitrary initial state. For simplicity, we use agents only to refer to non-BS agents in the following sections. To refer to the BS, we always use the BS (not an agent). In the initial configuration, the BS and non-BS agents do not know the number of agents, but they know the upper bound \( P \) of the number of agents.

### 2.2 Uniform k-Partition Problem

Let \( A_p \) be a set of all non-BS agents. Let \( f : Q_p \to \{\text{color}_1, \text{color}_2, \ldots, \text{color}_k\} \) be a function that maps a state of a non-BS agent to \( \text{color}_i (1 \leq i \leq k) \). We define a color of \( a \in A_p \) as \( f(s(a)) \). We say agent \( a \in A_p \) belongs to the \( i \)-th group if \( f(s(a)) = \text{color}_i \) holds.

Configuration \( C \) is stable if there is a partition \( \{G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_k\} \) of \( A_p \) that satisfies the following condition:

1. \( ||G_i| - |G_j|| \leq 1 \) for any \( i \) and \( j \), and
2. For all \( C^* \) such that \( C \xrightarrow{\mathcal{E}} C^* \), each agent in \( G_i \) belongs to the \( i \)-th group at \( C^* \) (i.e., at \( C^* \), any agent \( a \) in \( G_i \) satisfies \( f(s(a)) = \text{color}_i \)).

An execution \( E = C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots \) solves the uniform k-partition problem if \( E \) includes a stable configuration \( C_1 \). If every weakly-fair execution \( E \) of protocol \( P \) solves the uniform k-partition problem, we say protocol \( P \) solves the uniform k-partition problem under weak fairness.

### 3 Impossibility Results for Initialized BS and Weak Fairness

In this section, we give impossibility results of asymmetric and symmetric protocols for the uniform bipartition problem (i.e., \( k = 2 \)). Clearly these impossibility results can be applied to the uniform k-partition problem for \( k > 2 \). Recall that, for an initialized BS, we assume weak fairness and arbitrary initial states.

Since we consider the case of \( k = 2 \), function \( f \) is defined as \( f : Q_p \to \{\text{color}_1, \text{color}_2\} \). In this section, we assign colors \( \text{red} \) and \( \text{blue} \) to \( \text{color}_1 \) and \( \text{color}_2 \), respectively, and we define \( f \) as function \( f : Q_p \to \{\text{red}, \text{blue}\} \) that maps a state of a non-BS agent to \( \text{red} \) or \( \text{blue} \). We say agent \( a \in A_p \) is \( \text{red} \) (resp., \( \text{blue} \)) if \( f(s(a)) = \text{red} \) (resp., \( f(s(a)) = \text{blue} \)) holds. We say \( s \) is a \( c \)-state if \( f(s) = c \) holds. For \( c \in \{\text{red}, \text{blue}\} \), we define \( c \)-agent as an agent that has a \( c \)-state. We define \( \overline{\text{red}} = \text{blue} \) and \( \overline{\text{blue}} = \text{red} \).

### 3.1 Common Properties of Asymmetric and Symmetric Protocols

First, we show basic properties that hold for both asymmetric and symmetric protocols. Let \( Alg \) be a protocol that solves the uniform bipartition. Recall that \( P \) is the known upper bound of the number of agents. Hence, \( Alg \) must solve the uniform bipartition when the actual number of agents is at most \( P \). In the remainder of this subsection, we consider the case that the actual number of agents is \( P - 2 \).

Lemma 1 shows that, in any execution for \( P - 2 \) agents, eventually all agents continue to keep different states.
Lemma 1. In any weakly-fair execution $E = C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots$ of Alg with $P - 2$ agents and an initialized BS, there exists a configuration $C_h$ such that 1) $C_h$ is a stable configuration, and, 2) all agents have different states at $C_h$, for any $h' \geq h$.

Proof. (Sketch) For contradiction, we assume that there exist two agents with the same state $s$ in a stable configuration of some execution $E$ with $P - 2$ agents. Next, consider an execution with $P$ agents such that two additional agents have $s$ as their initial states and other agents behave similarly to $E$. In the execution, two additional agents do not join the interactions until $P - 2$ agents converge to a stable configuration in $E$. At that time, two of the $P - 2$ agents have state $s$ and additional two agents also have state $s$. We can prove that, from this configuration, $P - 2$ agents cannot recognize the two additional agents and hence they make the same behavior as in $E$. In addition, the two additional agents can keep state $s$. Since the numbers of red and blue agents are balanced without the two additional agents and the two additional agents have the same state, the uniform bipartition problem cannot be solved. This is a contradiction.

In the next lemma, we prove that there exists a configuration $C$ such that, in any configuration reachable from $C$, all agents have different states. In addition, we also show that the system reaches $C$ in some execution.

Definition 2. Configuration $C$ is strongly-stable if 1) $C$ is stable, and, 2) for any configuration $C'$ with $C \rightarrow C'$, all agents have different states at $C'$.

Lemma 3. When the number of agents other than the BS is $P - 2$, there exists an execution of Alg that includes a strongly-stable configuration.

Proof. (Sketch) For contradiction, we assume that such execution does not exist. First, consider a weakly-fair execution $E$ of Alg. By Lemma 1, after some configuration $C_t$ in $E$, all agents have different states. From the assumption, $C_t$ is not strongly-stable. That is, there exists a configuration $C_u$ reachable from $C_t$ such that two agents have the same state. Hence, we can construct another weakly-fair execution $E'$ of Alg such that $E'$ is similar to $E$ until $C_t$ and $C_u$ occurs after that. By Lemma 1, after some configuration $C_t'$ in $E'$, all agents have different states. Observe that $C_t'$ occurs after $C_u$. From the assumption, there exists a configuration $C_{t'}$ reachable from $C_t'$ such that two agents have the same state. Hence, similarly to $E'$, we can construct another weakly-fair execution $E''$ of Alg such that $E''$ is similar to $E'$ until $C_{t'}$ and $C_{t'}$ occurs after that. By repeating this construction, we can construct a weakly-fair execution such that two agents have the same state infinitely often. From Lemma 1, this is a contradiction.

3.2 Impossibility of Asymmetric Protocols

Here we show the impossibility of asymmetric protocols with $P - 1$ states.

Theorem 4. In the model with an initialized BS, there is no asymmetric protocol that solves the uniform bipartition problem with $P - 1$ states from arbitrary initial states under weak fairness, if $P$ is an even integer.

To prove the theorem by contradiction, we assume that such protocol $\text{Alg}_{\text{asym}}$ exists. Let $Q_p = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_{P-1}\}$ be a state set of agents other than the BS. Let $Q_{\text{blue}} = \{s \in Q_p \mid f(s) = \text{blue}\}$ be a set of blue states and $Q_{\text{red}} = \{s \in Q_p \mid f(s) = \text{red}\}$ be a set of red states. Without loss of generality, we assume that $|Q_{\text{blue}}| < |Q_{\text{red}}|$ holds. Recall that Lemmas 1 and 3 can be applied to both symmetric and asymmetric algorithms. Hence, the properties of
the lemmas hold even in \( \text{Alg}_{\text{sym}} \). In this proof, based on the properties, we construct an execution of \( P \) agents such that the BS does not recognize the difference from the execution of \( P - 2 \) agents. We show contradiction by proving that this execution does not achieve uniform bipartition.

By Lemma 1, clearly \( \text{Alg}_{\text{sym}} \) requires \( P/2 - 1 \) blue states and \( P/2 - 1 \) red states. Consequently, we have the following two corollaries.

- **Corollary 5.** \( |Q_{\text{blue}}| = P/2 - 1 \) and \( |Q_{\text{red}}| = P/2 \) hold.

- **Corollary 6.** For any weakly-fair execution of \( \text{Alg}_{\text{sym}} \) with \( P - 2 \) agents and an initialized BS, any strongly-stable configuration includes all states in \( Q_{\text{blue}} \).

To prove the main theorem, we focus on the following weakly-fair execution of \( \text{Alg}_{\text{sym}} \) with \( P - 2 \) agents.

- **Definition 7.** Consider a population \( A = \{a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_{P-2}\} \) of \( P - 2 \) agents and an initialized BS, where \( a_0 \) is the BS. We define \( E_\alpha = C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots \) as a weakly-fair execution of \( \text{Alg}_{\text{sym}} \) for population \( A \) that satisfies the following conditions.
  - \( E_\alpha \) includes a strongly-stable configuration \( C_t \), and,
  - for any \( u \geq 0 \), agents that interact at \( C_{t+2u} \rightarrow C_{t+2u+1} \) also interact at \( C_{t+2u+1} \rightarrow C_{t+2(u+1)} \).

Note that, in \( E_\alpha \), the system reaches a strongly-stable configuration \( C_t \) (this is possible from Lemma 3), and after \( C_t \) agents always repeat the same interaction twice.

- **Definition 8.** We define \( Q_t \) as a set of states that appear after \( C_t \) in \( E_\alpha \).

Note that, since \( C_t \) is strongly-stable, \( Q_t \) includes at least \( P - 2 \) states. This implies that \( Q_t \) includes all states in \( Q_p \) or does not include one state in \( Q_p \). From Corollary 6, \( Q_{\text{blue}} \subseteq Q_t \) holds.

The following lemmas give key properties of \( \text{Alg}_{\text{sym}} \), to prove Theorem 4. We will present proofs of these lemmas later.

- **Lemma 9.** For any distinct states \( p \) and \( q \) (\( p \neq q \)) such that \( p \in Q_{\text{blue}} \) and \( q \in Q_t \), hold, transition rule \( (p, q) \rightarrow (q', q') \) satisfies the following conditions.
  - If \( q \in Q_{\text{red}} \) or \( q \in Q_b \) (i.e., \( q \) is a state of the BS) holds, \( q' = p \) holds.
  - If \( q \in Q_{\text{blue}} \) holds, either \((p', q') = (p, q)\) or \((q', q') = (q, p)\).

- **Lemma 10.** There is a non-empty state set \( Q^* \subseteq Q_{\text{blue}} \) that satisfies the following conditions.
  - For any state \( p \in Q^* \), transition rule \( (p, p) \rightarrow (q', q') \) satisfies \( q' \in Q^* \) and \( q' \in Q^* \).
  - Assume that, in a configuration \( C \), there exists a subset of agents \( A^* \) such that all agents in \( A^* \) have states in \( Q^* \) and \( |A^*| = |Q^*| + 1 \) holds. In this case, for any agent \( a_c \in A^* \) and any state \( q \in Q^* \), there exists an execution segment such that 1) the execution segment starts from \( C \), 2) \( a_c \) has state \( q \) at the last configuration, 3) only agents in \( A^* \) join interactions, and 4) all agents in \( A^* \) have states in \( Q^* \) at the last configuration.

Lemma 10 means that, if \(|Q^*| + 1 \) agents have states in \( Q^* \), we can make an arbitrary agent with a state in \( Q^* \) transit to an arbitrary state in \( Q^* \). Using these lemmas, we show the theorem by constructing a weakly-fair execution of \( \text{Alg}_{\text{sym}} \) with \( P \) agents that cannot be distinguished from execution \( E_\alpha \).
Proof of Theorem 4

Consider a population $A' = \{a'_0, \ldots, a'_p\}$ of $P$ agents and an initialized BS, where $a'_0$ is the BS. Let $C'_0$ be an initial configuration such that initial states of $a'_0, \ldots, a'_p$ are $s(a_0, C_0), \ldots, s(a_{p-2}, C_0), s^*, s^*$, where $s^*$ is a state in $Q^*$. For $A'$ we construct an execution $E_\beta = C'_0, C'_1, \ldots$ using execution $E_\alpha$ as follows.

1. For $0 \leq u \leq t - 1$, when $a_i$ and $a_j$ interact at $C_u \rightarrow C_{u+1}$ in $E_\alpha$, $a'_i$ and $a'_j$ interact at $C_u \rightarrow C'_u$ in $E_\beta$. Clearly, $s(a'_i, C'_1) = s(a_i, C_1)$ holds for any $i (0 \leq i \leq P - 2)$. Since $s(a'_{p-1}, C'_1) = s(a'_p, C'_1) = s^*$ holds, the difference in the numbers of red and blue agents remains two and consequently $C'_0$ is not a stable configuration.

To construct the remainder of $E_\beta$, first let us consider the characteristics of $C'_t$. Let $A_q \subseteq A$ be a set of agents that have states in $Q^*$ at $C_t$, and let $A_q = A - A_q$. Since all agents have different states and all states in $Q_{\text{blue}}$ appear in $C_t$ by Corollary 6, we have $|A_q| = |Q^*|$ from $Q^* \subseteq Q_{\text{blue}}$. Let $A'_q \subseteq A'$ be a set of agents that have states in $Q^*$ at $C'_t$, and let $A'_q = A' - A'_q$. Note that, for $i \leq P - 2$, $a_i \in A_q$ holds if and only if $a'_i \in A'_q$ holds. Since $a'_{p-1}$ and $a'_p$ are also in $A'_q$, we have $|A'_q| = |Q^*| + 2$. In the following, we construct the remainder of execution $E_\beta$ that includes infinitely many configurations similar to $E_\alpha$, we define similarities in configurations in $E_\beta$ and $E_\alpha$ as follows.

Definition 11. We say configuration $C'_u$ ($u \geq t$) in $E_\beta$ is similar to $C_u$ ($u \geq t$) in $E_\alpha$ if the following conditions hold:

- For any agent $a_i \in A_q$, $s(a_i, C_t) \in Q^*$ holds.
- For any agent $a'_i \in A'_q$, $s(a'_i, C'_t) \in Q^*$ holds.
- For any agent $a'_i \in A'_q$ (i.e., $a_i \in \bar{A}_q$), $s(a'_i, C'_u) = s(a_i, C_u)$ holds.

Let us focus on an execution segment $e = C_{t+2u}, C_{t+2u+1}, C_{t+2(u+1)}$ of $E_\alpha$ for any $u \geq 0$, and consider a configuration $C'_x$ of $A'$ such that $C'_x$ is similar to $C_{t+2u}$. From now, we explain the way to construct an execution segment $e' = C'_x, \ldots, C'_y$ of $E_\beta$ that guarantees that $C'_y$ is similar to $C_{t+2(u+1)}$. Since $C'_x$ is similar to $C_t$, we can repeatedly apply this construction and construct an infinite execution $E_\beta$. As a result, for any $u \geq 0$, $E_\beta$ includes a configuration $C'$ that is similar to $C_{t+2u}$. Since $C'$ includes $P - 1$ red agents and $P + 1$ blue agents, $E_\beta$ does not include a stable configuration. Note that $E_\beta$ is not necessarily weakly-fair, but later we explain the way to construct a weakly-fair execution from $E_\beta$.

Consider configuration $C'_x$ that is similar to $C_{t+2u}$. Assume that, in $E_\alpha$, agents $a_i$ and $a_j$ interact in $C_{t+2u} \rightarrow C_{t+2u+1}$. Recall that $a_i$ and $a_j$ also interact in $C_{t+2u+1} \rightarrow C_{t+2(u+1)}$. We construct execution segment $e'$ as follows:

1. Case that $a_i \in A_q \wedge a_j \in A_q$ holds. Since $s(a_i, C_{t+2u}) \in Q^* \subseteq Q_{\text{blue}}$ and $s(a_j, C_{t+2u}) \in Q^* \subseteq Q_{\text{blue}}$ hold, $s(a_i, C_{t+2(u+1)}) \in Q^*$ and $s(a_j, C_{t+2(u+1)}) \in Q^*$ also hold from Lemma 10 (the first condition) and Lemma 9. Since other agents do not change their states, $C'_x$ is similar to $C_{t+2(u+1)}$. Hence, in this case, we consider that the constructed execution segment $e'$ is empty.

2. Case that either $a_i \in A_q \wedge a_j \in \bar{A}_q$ or $a_i \in \bar{A}_q \wedge a_j \in A_q$ holds. Without loss of generality, we assume that $a_i \in A_q \wedge a_j \in \bar{A}_q$ holds. In this case, $s(a'_i, C'_x) \in Q^*$ is not necessarily equal to $\alpha = s(a_i, C_{t+2u}) \in Q^*$. Hence, in the execution segment $e'$, we first make some agent $a'_i \in A'_q$ enter state $\alpha$ by interactions among agents in $A'_q$. By Lemma 10 (the second condition) and $|A'_q| = |Q^*| + 2$, such interactions exist and all agents in $A'_q$ have states in $Q^*$ after the interactions. Let $C'_z$ be the resultant configuration.
Clearly $C^*_y$ is similar to $C_{t+2u}$ and $s(a'_i, C^*_y) = s(a_i, C_{t+2u}) \land s(a'_j, C^*_y) = s(a_j, C_{t+2u})$ holds. After that, $a'_i$ and $a'_j$ interact twice. We regard the resultant configuration as $C''_y$ (i.e., the last configuration of the constructed execution segment $e'$). Clearly both $s(a'_i, C''_y) = s(a_i, C_{t+2(u+1)})$ and $s(a'_j, C''_y) = s(a_j, C_{t+2(u+1)})$ hold. Since $C^*_y$ is similar to $C_{t+2u}$ and $s(a'_i, C^*_y) = s(a_i, C_{t+2(u+1)})$, it is sufficient to prove $s(a'_i, C''_y) \in Q^*$ to guarantee that $C''_y$ is similar to $C_{t+2(u+1)}$. Observe that $s(a_j, C_{t+2u}) \notin Q^*$. This is because, since $C_{t+2u}$ is strongly-stable, all agents have different states and agents in $A_q$ occupy all states in $Q^*$ (the first condition of Definition 11). Hence, $s(a'_i, C^*_y) = s(a_i, C_{t+2u}) \notin Q^*$ is not equal to $s(a'_i, C''_y) = s(a_i, C_{t+2u}) \notin Q^*$. Consequently, from $s(a'_i, C^*_y) \in Q^* \subseteq Q_{blue}$, $s(a'_i, C''_y) = s(a'_i, C'_y) \in Q^*$ holds by Lemma 9. Therefore, $C''_y$ is similar to $C_{t+2(u+1)}$.

Case that $a_i \in \tilde{A}_q \land a_j \in \tilde{A}_q$ holds. In this case, since $s(a'_i, C^*_y) = s(a_i, C_{t+2u})$ and $s(a'_j, C^*_y) = s(a_j, C_{t+2u})$ hold, $a'_i$ and $a'_j$ simply interact twice consecutively. We regard the resultant configuration as $C''_y$ (i.e., the last configuration of the constructed execution segment $e'$). Clearly, since $a'_i$ and $a'_j$ change their states similarly to $a_i$ and $a_j$, $C''_y$ is similar to $C_{t+2(u+1)}$.

Now we have constructed infinite execution $E_\gamma$, but $E_\beta$ is not necessarily weakly-fair. In the following, we construct a weakly-fair execution $E_\gamma$ of population $A'$ by slightly modifying $E_\beta$. To guarantee that $E_\gamma$ is weakly-fair, for any pair of agents $(a'_i, a'_j)$, $a'_i$ and $a'_j$ should interact infinite number of times in $E_\gamma$. For pair of agents $(a'_i, a'_j)$ with $a'_i \in A'_q$ and $a'_j \in A'_q$, $a'_i$ and $a'_j$ interact infinite number of times in $E_\beta$ because $E_\alpha$ is weakly-fair and $a'_i$ interacts with $a_j$ in $E_\beta$ when $a_i$ interacts with $a_j$ in $E_\alpha$. For pair of agents $(a'_i, a'_j)$ with $a'_i \in A'_q$ and $a'_j \in A'_q$, we can arbitrarily add interactions of them because, by Lemma 10 (the first condition) and Lemma 9 (the second condition), they keep their states in $Q^*$ and consequently do not influence similarity of configurations.

Hence, we consider the remaining pair $(a'_i, a'_j)$, that is, either $a'_i \in A'_q \land a'_j \in \tilde{A}_q$ or $a'_i \in \tilde{A}_q \land a'_j \in A'_q$ holds. Without loss of generality, we assume that $a'_i$ is in $A'_q$ and $a'_j$ is in $\tilde{A}_q$. Since $E_\alpha$ is weakly-fair, $a_j$ interacts with an agent in $\tilde{A}_q$ infinite number of times in $E_\alpha$. Recall that these interactions correspond to interactions of $a'_j$ and $a'_i$ in $E_\beta$, and $a'_i$ can be arbitrarily selected from $A'_q$. For this reason, we can choose $a'_i$ in a round-robin manner so that $a'_i$ interacts with any agent in $A'_q$ infinite number of times. For example, when $a_j$ and an agent in $\tilde{A}_q$ first interact (after $C_1$), we choose an agent in $A'_q$ as $a'_i$, and then in the next interaction of $a_j$ and an agent in $\tilde{A}_q$ we can choose another agent in $A'_q$ as $a'_i$. By this construction, $a'_i$ can interact with any agent in $A'_q$ infinite number of times.

From this way, we can construct a weakly-fair execution $E_\gamma$ similarly to $E_\beta$. However, for any $u \geq 0$, $E_\gamma$ includes a configuration $C''$ that is similar to $C_{t+2u}$. Since $C''$ includes $P-1$ red agents and $P+1$ blue agents, $E_\gamma$ does not include a stable configuration. This is a contradiction.

The Proof Sketch of Lemma 9

Consider the case that transition $(p, q) \rightarrow (p', q')$ occurs at a strongly-stable configuration with $P-2$ agents. By Corollary 6, since any strongly-stable configuration includes all states in $Q_{blue}$, $(p, q) \rightarrow (p', q')$ can occur at the configuration.

First, consider the case that $q \in Q_{red}$ or $q \in Q_b$ holds. For contradiction, assume that $p' \neq p$ holds. By Corollary 6, since an agent with $p'$ exists in the strongly-stable configuration, two agents with $p'$ exist after transition $(p, q) \rightarrow (p', q')$. By the definition of strongly-stable configuration, this is a contradiction.

Next, consider the case that $q \in Q_{blue}$ holds. For contradiction, assume that $(p', q') \neq (p, q)$ and $(p', q') \neq (q, p)$ hold. By the definition of stable configuration, $p'$ and $q'$ are blue.
Hence, by Corollary 6, since an agent with any state in $Q_{\text{blue}}$ exists in the strongly-stable configuration, two agents with the same state in $Q_{\text{blue}}$ exist after transition $(p,q) \rightarrow (p',q')$. By the definition of strongly-stable configuration, this is a contradiction.

**The Proof Sketch of Lemma 10**

First, to show the proof sketch, we give some definitions.

- **Definition 12.** For states $q$ and $q'$, we say $q \leadsto q'$ if there exists a sequence of states $q = q_0, q_1, \ldots, q_k = q'$ such that, for any $i(0 \leq i < k)$, transition rule $(q_i, q_i) \rightarrow (q_{i+1}, x_i)$ or $(q_i', q_i) \rightarrow (x_i, q_{i+1})$ exists for some $x_i$.

- **Definition 13.** For states $q$ and $q'$, we say $q \leadsto^* q'$ if $x \leadsto q'$ holds for any $x$ such that $q \leadsto x$ holds.

Note that, in these definitions, we consider only interactions of agents with the same state. We say two agents are homonyms if they have the same state. Intuitively, $q \rightarrow q'$ means that an agent with state $q$ can transit to $q'$ by only interactions with homonyms. Also, $q \leadsto^* q'$ means that, even if an agent with state $q$ transits to any state $x$ by interactions with homonyms, it can still transit from $x$ to $q'$ by interactions with homonyms.

Let $Q_{p*} = \{q \mid p^* \leadsto q\}$. In this proof, we show that $Q_{p*}$ satisfies the conditions of $Q^*$ of Lemma 10. Clearly, if homonyms with states in $Q_{p*}$ interact, they transit to states in $Q_{p*}$. This implies that $Q_{p*}$ satisfies the first condition of $Q^*$ of the lemma. To prove the second condition, we first show that, when $|Q_{p*}|$ agents have states in $Q_{p*}$ initially, for any $s \in Q_{p*}$, there exists an execution such that only homonyms in the $|Q_{p*}|$ agents interact and eventually some agent transits to state $s$. To show this, we define a potential function $\Phi(C, s)$ for configuration $C$ and state $s \in Q_{p*}$. Intuitively, $\Phi(C, s)$ represents how far configuration $C$ is from a configuration that includes an agent with state $s$. To define $\Phi(C, s)$, we define $DtQ(s_i, s)$ as follows.

- **Definition 14.** $DtQ(s_i, s)$ is a function that satisfies the following property.
  - If $s_i = s$ holds, $DtQ(s_i, s) = 0$ holds.
  - If $s_i \neq s$ and $s_i \in Q_{p*}$ holds, $DtQ(s_i, s) = \min\{DtQ(s_i^1, s), DtQ(s_i^2, s)\} + 1$ holds when transition rule $(s_i, s_i) \rightarrow (s_i^1, s_i^2)$ exists.
  - If $s_i \notin Q_{p*}$ holds, $DtQ(s_i, s) = \infty$ holds.

Intuitively, $DtQ(s_i, s)$ gives the minimum number of interactions to transit from state $s_i$ to state $s$ when allowing only interactions with homonyms. Note that, for any $s_i \in Q_{p*}$, $s_i$ can transit to $s$ because $s_i \leadsto p \leadsto s$ holds.

- **Definition 15.** Consider configuration $C$ such that $z = |Q_{p*}|$ agents $a_1, \ldots, a_z$ have states in $Q_{p*}$. In this case, we define potential function $\Phi(C, s)$ as a multi set $\{DtQ(s(a_1, C), s), DtQ(s(a_2, C), s), DtQ(s(a_3, C), s), \ldots, DtQ(s(a_z, C), s)\}$.

- **Definition 16.** For distinct $\Phi(C_1, s)$ and $\Phi(C_2, s)$, we define a comparative operator of them as follows: Let $i$ be the minimum integer such that the number of $i$-elements is different in $\Phi(C_1, s)$ and $\Phi(C_2, s)$. If the number of $i$-elements in $\Phi(C_1, s)$ is smaller than $\Phi(C_2, s)$, we say $\Phi(C_1, s) < \Phi(C_2, s)$.

From now, we show that there exists an execution such that some agent transits to $s$. Let $C$ be a configuration with $|Q_{p*}|$ agents such that all agents have states in $Q_{p*}$ and there does not exist an agent with $s$ in $C$. Since $|Q_{p*}|$ agents have states in $Q_{p*}$ in $C$ and there does not
exist an agent with \( s \) in \( C \), there exist homonyms in \( C \). When homonyms with a state in \( Q_{p^*} \)
interact, they transit to states in \( Q_{p^*} \). These imply that, when homonyms interact at \( C \rightarrow C' \),
either an agent with \( s \) or homonyms with a state in \( Q_{p^*} \) exist in \( C' \). Thus, for contradiction,
assume that there exists an infinite execution segment \( e = C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots \) with \(|Q_{p^*}| \) agents
such that only homonyms interact and any agent never has \( s \) in \( e \), where \( C_0 \) is a configuration
such that all agents have states in \( Q_{p^*} \). For \( e \), \( \Phi(C_0, s) > \Phi(C_1, s) > \Phi(C_2, s) > \cdots \) holds.
This is because, since any \( p \in Q_{p^*} \) satisfies \( p \rightarrow p^* \sim s \), \( DIQ(s(a, C_i), s) > DIQ(s(a, C_{i+1}), s) \)
holds for at least one agent \( a \) that interacts at \( C_i \rightarrow C_{i+1} \). Hence, eventually some agent has
\( s \) in \( e \). By the definition of \( e \), this is a contradiction.

From now, we prove the second condition of Lemma 10. Let \( A^* \) be a set of agents such
that \(|A^*| = |Q_{p^*}| + 1\), and assume that all agents in \( A^* \) have states in \( Q_{p^*} \). The existence
of the above execution implies that, for any agent \( a_r \in A^* \), we can make some agent in
\( A^* - \{a_r\} \) transits to \( s(a_r) \) by interactions among \( A^* - \{a_r\} \). Then, we can make an
interaction with homonyms between \( a_r \) and an agent with \( s(a_r) \). After that, since \( a_r \) has
a state in \( Q_{p^*} \), all agents in \( A^* \) keep states in \( Q_{p^*} \). Hence, in the same way, by making
interaction repeatedly between \( a_r \) and an agent with \( s(a_r) \), \( a_r \) can transit to any \( q \in Q_{p^*} \)
because any \( p \in Q_{p^*} \) satisfies \( p \sim p^* \sim q \). Therefore, \( Q_{p^*} \) satisfies the second condition and
thus the lemma holds.

3.3 Impossibility of Symmetric Protocols
In this subsection, we show the impossibility of symmetric protocols with \( P \) states. To prove
this impossibility, we use ideas of the impossibility proof for the naming protocol [16]. This
work shows that, in the model with an initialized BS, there is no symmetric naming protocol
with \( P \) states from arbitrary initial states under weak fairness. We apply the proof of [16]
to the uniform bipartition but, since the treated problem is different, we need to make a
non-trivial modification.

\[ \textbf{Theorem 17.} \quad \text{In the model with an initialized BS, there is no symmetric protocol that solves the uniform bipartition problem with } P \text{ states from arbitrary initial states under weak fairness, if } P \text{ is an even integer.} \]

In the case of naming protocols [16], the impossibility proof proves that a unique state
(called sink state) always exists. However, in the case of uniform bipartition protocols,
sometimes no sink state exists. To treat this situation, we additionally define a sink pair,
which is a pair of two states that has a similar property of a sink state. We show that either
a sink state or a sink pair exists, and, we prove that there is no symmetric protocol in both
cases.

4 Possibility Results for Initialized BS and Weak Fairness
In this section, we propose both asymmetric and symmetric protocols for the uniform \( k \)-
partition problem. The asymmetric protocol requires \( P \) states and the symmetric protocol
requires \( P + 1 \) states. By impossibility results, these protocols are space-optimal.

4.1 An Asymmetric Protocol
In this subsection, we show a \( P \)-state asymmetric protocol for the uniform \( k \)-partition
problem. The idea of the protocol is to assign states 0, 1, \ldots, \( n - 1 \) to \( n \) agents one by one
and then regard an agent with state \( s \) as a member of the \((s \mod k)\)-th group. One may
Algorithm 1: Asymmetric uniform $k$-partition protocol.

A variable at BS

$M$: The state that the BS assigns next, initialized to 0

A variable at a mobile agent $a$:

$S_a \in \{0, 1, 2, \ldots, P-1\}$: The agent state, initialized arbitrarily. Agent $a$ belongs to the $(S_a \mod k)$-th group.

1: while a mobile agent $a$ interacts with BS do
2: \hspace{1em} if $M \leq S_a$ then
3: \hspace{2em} $S_a = M$
4: \hspace{2em} $M = M + 1$
5: \hspace{1em} end if
6: end while

7: while two mobile agent $a$ and $b$ interact do
8: \hspace{1em} if $S_a = S_b$ and $S_a < P - 1$ then
9: \hspace{2em} $S_a = S_a + 1$
10: \hspace{1em} end if
11: end while

think that, to implement this idea, we can directly use a naming protocol [16], where the naming protocol assigns different states to agents by using $P$ states if $n \leq P$ holds. Actually, if $n = P$ holds, the naming protocol assigns states 0, 1, \ldots, $P-1$ to $P$ agents one by one and hence it achieves uniform $k$-partition. However, if $n < P$ holds, the naming protocol does not always achieve uniform $k$-partition. For example, in the case of $(n-1)k < P$, the naming protocol may assign states 0, $k$, 2$k$, \ldots, $(n-1)k$ to $n$ agents one by one, which implies that all agents are in the 0-th group.

Algorithm 1 shows a $P$-state asymmetric protocol for the uniform $k$-partition problem. In the protocol, the BS assigns states 0, 1, \ldots, $n-1$ to $n$ agents one by one. To do this, the BS maintains variable $M$, which represents the state the BS will assign next. The BS sets $M = 0$ initially, and increments $M$ whenever it assigns $M$ to an agent. Consider an interaction between the BS and an agent with state $x$. If $x$ is smaller than $M$, the BS judges that it has already assigned a state to the agent, and hence it does not update the state. If $x$ is $M$ or larger, the BS assigns state $M$ to the agent and increments $M$. When the BS assigns state $x$ to an agent, there may exist another agent with state $x$ because of arbitrary initial states. To treat this case, when two agents with the same state $x$ interact, one transits to state $x+1$ and the other keeps its state $x$. By repeating such interactions, eventually exactly one agent has state $x$. By this behavior, the BS eventually assigns states 0, 1, \ldots, $n-1$ to $n$ agents one by one, and hence the algorithm achieves uniform $k$-partition.

As a result, we obtain the following theorem.

\textbf{Theorem 18.} Algorithm 1 solves the uniform $k$-partition problem. This means that, in the model with an initialized BS, there exists an asymmetric protocol with $P$ states and arbitrary initial states that solves the uniform $k$-partition problem under weak fairness, where $P$ is the known upper bound of the number of agents.

\textbf{Remark 19.} Interestingly, when $P$ is odd, Algorithm 1 solves the uniform bipartition even if the number of agent states is $P-1$. Concretely, let $S_a \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots, P-1\}$ be a set of agent states, and initialize variable $M$ to 1. Then, Algorithm 1 converges to a configuration such that there exist two agents with state $P-1$ (and other states are held by exactly one agent). This is because, in the algorithm, the BS assigns $P-1$ agents to $P-1$ states one by
one, and, since the algorithm works under weak fairness, the remaining one agent shifts its state until state $P - 1$. In the configuration, the difference in the numbers of red and blue agents is one. Moreover, every agent does not change its own state after the configuration. Hence, the uniform bipartition is solved. ▷

4.2 A Symmetric Protocol

In this subsection, we propose a $(P + 1)$-state symmetric protocol for the uniform $k$-partition problem. We can easily obtain the protocol by a scheme proposed in [12]. In [12], a $P$-state symmetric protocol for the counting problem is proposed. The counting protocol assigns different states in $\{1, \ldots, n\}$ to $n$ agents and keeps the configuration if $n < P$ holds. Hence, by regarding $P + 1$ as the upper bound of the number of agents and allowing $P + 1$ states, the protocol assigns different states in $\{1, \ldots, n\}$ to $n$ agents for any $n \leq P$. This implies that, as in the previous subsection, the protocol can achieve the uniform $k$-partition by regarding an agent with $x$ as a member of the $(x \mod k)$-th group. ▷

Theorem 20. In the model with an initialized BS, there exists a symmetric protocol with $P + 1$ states and arbitrary initial states that solves the uniform $k$-partition problem under weak fairness, where $P$ is the known upper bound of the number of agents.

5 Results for Non-initialized BS

In this section, we show the impossibility with non-initialized BS. In the proof, we use ideas of the impossibility proof for the uniform bipartition protocol [32]. This work shows that, in the model with no BS, there is no protocol for uniform bipartition problem with arbitrary initial states under global fairness.

Theorem 21. In the model with non-initialized BS, no protocol with arbitrary initial states solves the uniform bipartition problem under global fairness.

Proof. For contradiction, we assume such a protocol $\text{Alg}$ exists. Moreover, we assume $n$ is even and at least 4. We consider the following two cases.

First, consider population $A = \{a_0, \ldots, a_n\}$ of $n$ agents and a non-initialized BS, where $a_0$ is the BS. For $A$, consider an execution $E = C_0, C_1, \cdots$ of $\text{Alg}$. From the definition of $\text{Alg}$, there exists a stable configuration $C_t$. Hence, both the number of red agents and the number of blue agents are $n/2$ at $C_t$. By the definition of a stale configuration, the color of agent $a_i$ (i.e., $f(s(a_i)))$ never changes for any $a_i$ ($1 \leq i \leq n$) after $C_t$ even if agents interact in any order.

Next, consider population $A' = \{a'_0\} \cup \{a'_i|f(s(a_i, C_t)) = \text{red}\}$, where $a'_0$ is the BS. For $A'$, consider an execution $E' = C'_0, C'_1, \cdots$ of $\text{Alg}$ from the initial configuration $C'_0$ such that $s(a'_i, C'_0) = s(a_i, C_t)$ holds for any $a'_i \in A'$. Note that, since we assume a non-initialized BS, even the BS can have $s(a_0, C_t)$ as its initial state. Since all agents are red at $C'_0$, some agents must change their colors to reach a stable configuration. This implies that, after $C_t$ in execution $E$, agents change their colors if they interact similarly to $E'$. This is a contradiction. ▷

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we clarify solvability of the uniform bipartition with arbitrary initial states under weak fairness in the model with an initialized BS. Concretely, for asymmetric protocols, we show that $P$ states are necessary and sufficient to solve the uniform $k$-partition problem.
under the assumption, where $P$ is the known upper bound of the number of agents. For symmetric protocols, we show that $P + 1$ states are necessary and sufficient under the assumption. Moreover, these upper and lower bounds can be applied to the $k$-partition problem under the assumption. There are some open problems as follows:

- Are there some relations between the uniform $k$-partition problem and other problems such as counting, leader election, and majority?
- What is the time complexity of the uniform $k$-partition problem?
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Abstract

Microservices architectures combine the use of fine-grained and independently-scalable services with lightweight communication protocols, such as REST calls over HTTP. Microservices bring flexibility to the development and deployment of application back-ends in the cloud.

Applications such as collaborative editing tools require frequent interactions between the front-end running on users' machines and a back-end formed of multiple microservices. User-perceived latencies depend on their connection to microservices, but also on the interaction patterns between these services and their databases. Placing services at the edge of the network, closer to the users, is necessary to reduce user-perceived latencies. It is however difficult to decide on the placement of complete stateful microservices at one specific core or edge location without trading between a latency reduction for some users and a latency increase for the others.

We present how to dynamically deploy microservices on a combination of core and edge resources to systematically reduce user-perceived latencies. Our approach enables the split of stateful microservices, and the placement of the resulting splits on appropriate core and edge sites. Koala, a decentralized and resource-driven service discovery middleware, enables REST calls to reach and use the appropriate split, with only minimal changes to a legacy microservices application. Locality awareness using network coordinates further enables to automatically migrate services split and follow the location of the users. We confirm the effectiveness of our approach with a full prototype and an application to ShareLatex, a microservices-based collaborative editing application.
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1 Introduction

Modern interactive applications combine a front-end running on client devices (e.g. in their web browser) with a back-end in the cloud. Collaborative editing applications, in which multiple users concurrently make changes to the same document, such as Google Docs, Microsoft Office 365, and ShareLatex, are good examples of such interactive applications. Quality of experience for users of such applications depends on low latencies between an action of one client and its visibility by other clients.
A solution to enable fast request-response latencies between the front-end and the back-end of a collaborative application is to deploy part of the back-end at the edge, i.e. on computing resources that are closer and accessible with low latencies from the front-end.

It is often challenging to adapt an application to make use of edge resources. Software monoliths typically require massive re-engineering to support a deployment on multiple sites, as they base the collaboration between their constituents on shared memory or common databases. Service-Oriented Architectures (SOAs) on the other hand present desirable features for this adaptation, by splitting the features of the application into independent services and decoupling service location and naming.

Microservices are a popular approach to SOAs [9, 35] adopted by many large-scale companies [15, 17]. Features of the back-end are handled by fine-grained services communicating through lightweight protocols, such as publish/subscribe or event stores [8]. The most common form of interaction between microservices is the use of point-to-point calls to Representational State Transfer (REST) APIs provided over HTTP.

We are interested in this work in the adaptation of microservices applications towards a joint deployment on core resources, e.g. in some cloud datacenter, and edge resources, e.g. at micro-clouds located in the same metropolitan-area network as the clients. Our objective is to reduce latencies between user actions and their visibility by other users.

We target collaborative editing applications based on microservices. We demonstrated in our previous work [25] that ShareLatex, an open source and microservices-based application for collaboratively editing LATEX documents, could benefit from reduced user-perceived latencies thanks to a static core/edge deployment of its microservices. This previous work considers however the placement of entire services onto different sites, which may lead to trading latency reduction for some users for latency increases for the others. It also does not consider the adaptation of this placement based on the actual location of the application users.

Contributions

We consider in this paper the dynamic placement and migration of microservices in core/edge deployments. We leverage the use in modern microservices applications of resource-centric REST APIs and NoSQL databases partitioned by a single primary key. This allows us to split microservices, and create independent instances responsible for a partition of the original service’s data. These splits, deployed at different edge locations, can then handle requests for specific partitions of the service data, accessed by close-by users. We demonstrate our ideas with ShareLatex (§2).

Our first contribution is the support for splitting and multi-site placement of microservices. We detail how the state of a microservice can be partitioned, and how the resulting splits can be dynamically deployed on different core and edge sites (§3).

Our second contribution is the middleware support for the decentralized and dynamic discovery of microservice splits. We build on Koala [26], a lightweight Distributed Hash Table (DHT) for decentralized cloud infrastructures. We enable the transparent redirection of calls based on resource identifiers present in HTTP Uniform Resource Identifiers (URIs), also supporting the relocation of microservices splits. This allows adapting compatible legacy microservices applications for hybrid core/edge deployments with minimal effort (§4).

Our third contribution is a locality-driven policy conducting the creation and migration of microservices splits between the core and the edge, and between edge sites themselves, allowing to seamlessly adapt to the location of the users. This policy estimates latencies using network coordinates [13], enabling the automatic selection of the most appropriate site
for the services splits used by a group of collaborative users, with the goal of achieving better response times (§5).

We demonstrate our ideas on the ShareLatex application, using a representative core-edge network topology and measuring the impact of latencies at the level of the application front-end. Our results indicate that Koala and redirection layers induce only minimal overheads, while the dynamic placement of microservices splits enables users in different regions to access the same application with greatly reduced latencies (§6).

Finally, we present related work (§7) and conclude (§8).

2 ShareLatex and its core/edge deployment

ShareLatex is a collaborative application allowing users (e.g. students, researchers or writers of technical documentation) to concurrently edit a \LaTeX\ project. It features a web-based editor with spellchecking and auto-completion, facilities for compiling and producing papers, and tools for the collaboration between writers, such as an address book and a chat service.

Responsiveness is a key element of the perceived quality of service in ShareLatex. For instance, a team of researchers could collaborate on the writing of algorithm pseudocode. Changes made by one researcher must be visible with no undue delay by the others, and changes must propagate as fast as possible to the reference document stored in the back-end to avoid concurrency hazards.

The ShareLatex back-end uses 12 microservices and a database, Redis, shared by four of them (Figure 1).\footnote{Note that using a shared database does not fully comply with the microservices architectural pattern, where all state should be encapsulated in services. Yet, such compromises with the norm are found in many microservices-based applications. We prefer taking them into account rather than heavily modifying the legacy application code.} The web provides the front-end to the client browser and acts as an API gateway to other services. User actions (cursor changes, new text, etc.) are propagated by web to the real-time service using WebSockets. The real-time service then sends them to document-updater which is responsible for maintaining a consistent order of modifications. This dynamic state of the project is stored in Redis, and periodic snapshots are pushed to the docstore (text files) and filestore (binary files). Figure 1 details the ShareLatex architecture and its services.

Core servers are typically hosted in a centralized data center, while edge servers are distributed and closer to the users. In our previous work [25], we demonstrated that ShareLatex can benefit from a static placement of its services on a combination of core and edge

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. docstore</td>
<td>CRUD ops on tex files</td>
<td>8. track-changes</td>
<td>History of changes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. filestore</td>
<td>CRUD ops on binary files</td>
<td>9. real-time</td>
<td>Websocket server</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. chi</td>
<td>Compile project</td>
<td>10. notifications</td>
<td>Notifications between users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. contacts</td>
<td>Manage contacts</td>
<td>11. document-updater</td>
<td>Maintain consistent document state</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. spelling</td>
<td>Spell checking</td>
<td>12. web</td>
<td>User interface and service hub</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. chat</td>
<td>Chat service</td>
<td>Redis (db)</td>
<td>DB (Pub/Sub) for dynamic data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. tags</td>
<td>Folders, tags</td>
<td>MongoDB (db)</td>
<td>DB for internal static data</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1 ShareLatex architecture (left) and list of constituents (right).
servers, closer to clients collaborating on a document. We build on our previous contribution, which requires only minimalistic modifications to the configuration and deployment scripts of ShareLatex, and no changes to the application code. The most significant modification performed in our previous work is the disassembly of the web service implementation from its database. This was necessary as web acts as an API gateway and must be deployed at the edge, but it also features a global database of information about users, which is queried infrequently. These queries can be done remotely to a database in the core, with minimal performance penalty.

The static core and edge placement of services of Figure 2 follows the recommendations argued in our previous work [25]: web, real-time, document-updater and Redis should be deployed on an edge site. Due to the coupling of track-changes with Redis, this service must be deployed alongside to avoid remote calls, even if it does not influence perceived latencies as much. The clsi, spelling and chat services can also be deployed at the edge, with a moderate but positive impact on perceived latencies. This placement resulted in lower latencies for operations impacting the most the user experience, at the cost of increasing latencies for operations that require interactions between services at the edge and services remaining in the core.

### 3 Splitting microservices

While some microservices may be stateless, most of them need to internally store and query data. A stateful microservice is typically implemented as a business-logic tier combined with a database. The choice of the appropriate database is specific to each microservice, leading to what is sometimes called a polyglot architecture. Figure 1 represents the presence of a database inside each service using a small black database symbol. In the unmodified ShareLatex, only real-time is a stateless service. All other services are stateful, including document-updater and track-changes which use the common Redis database. With the decoupling of web from its database (as depicted in Figure 2), this service is also stateless and uses remote calls to a MongoDB service.

A key property of SOA and therefore of microservices is the ability to independently scale in and out the business-logic tier and the database [17]. For the former, new instances may be created and deleted on the fly, e.g. using deployment middleware such as Kubernetes [7] and a scaling policy [28]. Elastic scaling is difficult to realize with relational databases, and microservices state may grow to large sizes requiring the ability to scale out storage to a large number of servers. NoSQL options with such horizontal scaling abilities are therefore a favored choice in many microservices applications.
NoSQL databases such as key/value stores or document stores, partition the data using a unique primary key. We observe that very often, accesses to the database by the business-logic tier for a query only read and write a limited and identifiable subset of keys. The identification of this subset typically depends on the characteristics of the query, and in particular on its object. It results that the state of the service, i.e. the content of the database, may be partitioned in such a way that keys that are accessed together for any future service requests belong to the same partition. This enables in turn the possibility to create multiple instances of the service, each equipped with one of the partitions. We call these services hosting independent partitions of the database service splits. A service that supports splitting is a splittable service.

Not all services are splittable. Some may require operations (e.g., Map/Reduce queries, scans, etc.) that operate on the entire content of the database. In some cases, it is not possible to identify a mapping between requests characteristics and partitions, e.g. when calls may use object keys generated at runtime or read from the database itself. These services are therefore only replicable: It is only possible to make complete copies of the service and its state. When these copies must be kept in sync for the well-functioning of the application, the service is sync-replicable. When operating on divergent copies does not impact, or impacts only marginally, the well-functioning of the application, provided that users systematically use the same copy, the service is no-sync-replicable.

The analysis of ShareLatex code results in the following categorization of services, also reflected in Figure 2. The notifications service is sync-replicable, while cls, handling the compilation, is no-sync-replicable: compilations across projects do not require consistent updates. The web service was initially sync-replicable, but the decoupling of its database makes it stateless. All other stateful services—a majority of them—are splittable. This means that their state (content of the services databases, but also the content of the shared Redis database) can be partitioned, and that partitions can be deterministically identified for any query. The object of the query, that allows identifying the partition of service state, and therefore the appropriate service split, is the specific writing project that the user is editing. In other words, the state of ShareLatex splittable services at the bottom of Figure 2 can be partitioned based on the project identifier, resulting in splits able to handle requests for a specific subset of projects. Such splits can then be deployed at the edge, and serve requests from close-by users accessing one of these projects.

The implementation of splitting requires support from the database embedded in splittable microservices, to be able to bulk load and store data partitions between an existing service and a newly created split. This support depends on the database API but does not pose implementation difficulties. For ShareLatex, we built minimalistic APIs enabling this for the Redis and MongoDB databases.

Our goal is to support the dynamic creation of service splits and their deployment over a combination of core and edge resources. This requires both appropriate middleware support mechanisms enabling the discovery and redirection of calls between microservices in a transparent manner, and appropriate adaptation policies to decide at runtime when and where to create splits, and when and where to migrate an existing split if its current location is not optimal. We cover these two aspects in the two following sections.

---

2 This identification of services classes and partitions was performed manually, but did not represent a particularly difficult task in the case of ShareLatex. Automated or semi-automated service class identification and partitioning are beyond the scope of this paper, but we intend to explore these directions in our future work.
4 Discovering and redirecting to microservice splits

We now present the mechanisms that support the dynamic deployment of service splits on multiple sites. Our focus in this section is on the proper functioning of the system during and after service splitting and migration operations. We present the policies triggering these operations in the next section.

Our support middleware serves two purposes: Firstly, it enables the discovery of services and splits, and the live modification of their placement (§4.1). Secondly, it enables the redirection of point-to-point calls between source and destination services, ensuring that the core service or its appropriate split is reached (§4.2).

4.1 Discovery of microservice splits with Koala

Each service is initially associated with one instance in the core (the core service), responsible for its full state. Split and migrate operations dynamically update the list of splits for each service. Service discovery, therefore, requires the maintenance of an index of existing services, together with their current lists of splits. Every such split is associated with a list of object identifiers, for which this split is the only one able to process queries. This index must remain strongly consistent: At any point in time, there must be a single core service or split that can answer a query for a given object, and it must be impossible for two clients of the service under the same object to use different splits concurrently.

Service registries based on replicated databases updated using consensus (e.g., using etcd [11] or ZooKeeper [18]) are adapted for datacenter deployments with low network latencies. In our target context of distributed sites, centralizing the index would result in unacceptable overheads. We favor instead a decentralized design, supporting the caching and lazy revocation of split-to-site associations. This service is distributed, with an instance running at the core and at each of the edge sites.

Service discovery requests contain the name of the service, and for splittable services, the identifier of the query object. For ShareLatex splittable services, this object is the project identifier, that allows identifying the appropriate service state partition. Service discovery requests can be addressed to any of the sites.

The service index is implemented as a Distributed Hash Table (DHT), in which each node stores a subset of the index, partitioned using consistent hashing. Index elements are accessed using a primary key. Each node is responsible for a range of these keys. An overlay enables requests to deterministically reach the responsible node using greedy routing (each node in the path selects amongst the nodes it knows the closest to the destination). Typical DHT designs actively maintain all overlay links through the exchange of explicit overlay construction messages. In this work, we rely on Koala [27], a DHT that creates overlay links in a lazy manner, by piggybacking overlay construction messages over existing application traffic. This design choice enables to create more overlay links for routes in the overlay that are more frequently used for index reading requests, and minimize maintenance costs for seldom-used links. This is beneficial for workloads that are highly local, which is expected from service requests in one single application and to a relatively limited number of services (e.g. up to a few hundred).

Indexing

We keep two global indexes in Koala, an index of Objects, and an index of Splits. Figure 3 shows an example of the local subset of these indexes maintained by one Koala node. A Koala node is responsible for maintaining the authoritative and strongly consistent entry for a
number of index items, falling in its key responsibility range. It also maintains local resources, objects and splits, that are hosted on the corresponding edge site. A Koala node may have local resources for which it is not responsible or be responsible for resources that are not local. This design enables the creation of resources on a different node than the one that the DHT assigns for the corresponding entry index, while maintaining a single node in charge of this index entry and allowing atomic modifications. Lookups follow multiple hops in the overlay, until the responsible node is found, leading to one last hop to the node where the entry is local (if different). Nodes hosting locally a resource access it without involving the responsible node.

### Discovery

A local split can only be reached by proxying through the local Koala instance. The discovery of the appropriate site for an incoming service request proceeds in two phases. First, the Objects table in the DHT is queried to establish whether there exists a split of at least one service under that object. This information is stored in the split group for that object. If there is no entry for the object, or if there is no entry for the specific service in the split group, the request must go to the core. Second, the Koala node responsible for the split is located using the Splits table, using both the service name and split number as the key. This requires reaching the Koala node that is responsible for that key and then reaching the Koala node where that split is local.

For instance, on the node whose local subset of the index is represented by Figure 3, a request to Service 2 for Object 1 will be immediately sent to Service 2’s Split 1 hosted locally. A request for Object 3 will be redirected in one hop to Koala node of identifier 5-2, to read its split group. A request for Object 4, not present in the local state, requires a multi-hop routing in the Koala overlay to request its service group.

### Caching

Looking up service discovery entries in the DHT for every service call is too expensive. We implement caching: results of index lookup are kept at the local Koala node and reused. Stale cache entries are discarded in a lazy fashion. We leverage the fact that all requests must go through the local Koala node, e.g. on the edge site where the split actually runs. After the migration to a new site, queries based on stale cached information will arrive at the Koala node at the previous local location of the split. This node simply informs the origin, which invalidates related cache entries and falls back to a regular lookup.

---

3 Allowing uncontrolled connections from outside of the edge site might not be possible due to network constraints, or not desirable for security reasons. The local Koala node acts, therefore, as an API gateway for all local service splits.
### 9.8 Split and Migrate

**Figure 4** Example of REST call redirections in ShareLatex.

#### Migration

The migration of an existing split, or the creation of a new split, follows four phases. Firstly, an instance of the service is bootstrapped if none already exists at the destination edge site, or it is selected among existing instances, but it does not hold state or service requests. Secondly, a new entry in the Splits table is created to announce the existence of the new split. It does not contain a location yet. The split group for all corresponding objects is updated to indicate the temporary unavailability of the split. Service requests will block at the lookup request stage, and back off for a random time duration. Thirdly, the new instance receives the partition of the data from the source service or split. Finally, the Koala entry for the split is updated to reflect the location of the new local site for that split, and the split groups for all corresponding objects are updated. This allows request services to resume, using the new split location.

#### 4.2 Transparent redirection of REST service calls

Modifying legacy microservices applications to directly make use of Koala APIs to discover and call services and splits would require an important effort. Instead, we leverage the fact that the objects of queries are accessible in the URIs of REST service calls. Indeed, REST being a resource-centric approach to designing interfaces, calls are made, typically over HTTP, to an explicit resource given in the request URI. We implement the transparent redirection of calls by extracting the object from this URI. Then, the local Koala node queries for the existence of a split for that object and the requested service. The request URI is transformed using rewriting rules to reach either the original core service, or the Koala node on the edge site where the split runs.

The implementation of the redirection is as follows. It is illustrated for a call in ShareLatex in Figure 4. We use the high-performance web server nginx as a reverse proxy for calls from, and to, local services. In ShareLatex, this includes the web service that serves as an API gateway for the user frontend. The reverse proxy translates the original request from the unmodified ShareLatex, to a request to the local Koala node. The discovery process detailed before establishes that there exists a split for that service that must serve the request. In the example of Figure 4, the web service on the Edge 1 site calls the chat service. The object “123”, the project identifier, is extracted from the call URI. Koala then determines that the service split is on the Edge 2 site. The request is redirected to chat service in that site, where the call is handled by Koala.
5 Splits creation and migration policy

The creation of service splits and their migration between sites obey an adaptation policy. This policy must determine what service to split, when these split decisions are made and where to (re)deploy the splits. Its goal is to ensure that user-perceived latencies in the application are minimized.

What service to split?

The first aspect of the policy is application-dependent and results from the analysis of the interactions between its microservices. A set of splittable services, and not necessarily all of them, must be tagged for a preferential deployment at the edge. This aspect of the ShareLatex policy builds upon our previous results [25] (§2). Microservices that lie in the bottom part of Figure 2 are tagged for edge deployment. All other services always remain in the core.

When should splits happen?

There are two situations where a split may be formed: When a new object is created, and when latencies to the core are too high. The first option is sufficient for the ShareLatex policy: The creation of a new project leads to the immediate creation of all corresponding splits.

Where should splits go?

This aspect of the policy is twofold: Firstly, we must ensure that splits are created on a site (core or edge) close to the first user of the corresponding object. Secondly, we must adapt this placement when the chosen site is no longer the most adequate for the current set of users of that object.

This requires the ability to evaluate network latencies. Active probing of latencies (e.g. using ICMP packets) is impractical and unscalable. We combine two mechanisms to enable probe-less estimations. Firstly, we enforce that users always connect to the geographically closest site. The location of a client is that of its connection site. Secondly, latencies between sites are estimated using Network Coordinates (NCs). We use Vivaldi [13] to compute NCs. Each site is represented by a d-dimensional point. These points positions evolve following a process similar to a spring-mass relaxation, based on observed latencies for actual message exchanges, and Euclidean distances eventually approximate latencies.

The ShareLatex policy enforces that the initial version of an object, and the corresponding splits, be hosted by the connection site of the first user. Each site collects for its local splits, a history of the NCs of the sites forwarding client calls. Periodically (every 5 minutes, or 100 requests, whichever comes first, in our implementation), the policy determines whether migration of the splits for each hosted object is necessary. Several users access a project, from different sites and with different frequencies. The ideal location of the splits for that project can be represented as a point in the NCs space. We define this point as the Center of Mass (CoM) for that object. It is the geometric average of the connection sites’ NCs, weighted by the number of accesses from their clients. If there exists a site whose NC is closer to the CoM, the policy triggers a migration of all splits for that object to this new site.

4 The list of core and edges sites IP is publicly known. Clients use an IP-to-location service (e.g. www.iplocation.net) and choose the geographically closest site.
6 Evaluation

We evaluate the split and migrate principles with a full prototype, combining Koala, nginx reverse proxies, Docker CE for bootstrapping containers on the core and edge sites, and ShareLatex as the application.

Our evaluation aims at answering the following research questions: (i) Is the approach able to reduce perceived latencies for users of the application? (ii) Can the policy successfully migrate splits between edge sites when users’ locations change? (iii) Is the overhead of using Koala and proxying acceptable?

We consider the three-layer (L1-L3) hierarchical topology shown in Figure 5. Its characteristics are derived from information obtained from an Internet Service Provider in the EU [23]. Layer L1 consists of the core site, L2 of regional sites (reg1) and L3 of edge sites (edge1, edge2 and edge3). We deploy each site on a node of the Grid'5000 [5] testbed. Each node features 2 Intel Xeon E5-2630 v3 CPUs and 128GB of RAM. We emulate latencies between sites using the tc (traffic control) tool. Note that reg1 is treated as an edge site, and that we ignore latencies between users and sites, and model their mobility by enforcing that they connect to a specific (closest) site. We use Network Coordinates (NCs) in $d = 2$ dimensions for ease of presentation, although a higher dimensionality (e.g. $d = 5$) would yield better estimations. Latencies are measured at the level of the instrumented ShareLatex frontend. We emulate the activity of users using the Locust [1] load testing tool, which allows describing programmatically the behavior of users as a list of actions and their respective occurrence frequencies.

6.1 Adaptation and split migrations for moving users

Our first experiment evaluates the ability of our approach to adapt the location of the splits for a single a ShareLatex project, and the impact this has on latencies. We consider a project $p$ shared by two equally active users, one stationary and one who changes her location continuously. Each user performs one operation every second, adding a new character to the text. The user-perceived latency is measured from the moment the text is updated by one user to the moment the update appears in the screen of the other user.

Figure 5 presents the experiment setup. Figure 6 presents the evolution of the average perceived latency for the two users, and Figure 7 presents the evolution of the CoM of the project. Circled numbers in all figures show the sequence of operations.

We follow three phases. In each phase, users are assigned to connection sites, and we observe the triggering and impact of the adaptation and resulting split migration decisions. Initially, both users are closer to edge1 and therefore connect to that site. The latency for updating the text (50 ms) is roughly the RTT between edge1 and core, plus the processing
time, of 40 ms and 10 ms respectively (③ in Figure 6). Given that all requests for project \( p \) originate from the Koala instance on \textit{edge1}, that location is also the CoM (③ in Figure 7), and therefore the policy decides to split and migrate all tagged services to this site (④). The latency drops to slightly over the processing time. In a second phase, we move one of the users to \textit{edge2} while the service splits for the project are still in \textit{edge1} (⑤). This results in an increase in latencies. When it next triggers, the adaptation policy decides to migrate the service splits to \textit{reg1} which is closer to the new CoM for the project (⑥). In the third phase, we move the user of \textit{edge2} and connect it to \textit{edge3} (⑦). The service splits are still in \textit{reg1}, which results in high latencies. Again, the adaptation policy triggers and orders the migration of splits to the closest site to the CoM (⑧). The \textit{core} happens to be the best compromise to serve the two users connected to \textit{edge1} and \textit{edge3}. This experiment shows that the policy is effective in splitting and migrating a single project according to its user locations, for a positive impact on perceived latencies.

### 6.2 Evolution of splits distributions

This second experiment shows how the split and migrate principles allow shifting the load from the core servers to edge servers while following the location of the most active users in a \textit{collection} of ShareLatex projects. All services are initially only in \textit{core}. We consider 10 users and 10 projects. Each project is edited by 1, 2 or 3 users. The two first lines of Table 1 show the mapping between users and projects. The third line indicates the (static) user locations for each project.

We model the activity of users to represent work sessions. During one hour and a half, every user randomly picks one of their assigned projects and edits it for a random duration of 2 to 10 minutes. The project CoM evolves to follow the location(s) of the currently active user(s). The fourth line of Table 1 indicates the possible ideal location(s) for the project splits, calculated offline.
We monitor the location of the service splits for the different projects, taking snapshots every 1,000 seconds. We run this experiment until the projects with a single ideal site placement reach this destination. Figure 8 presents these snapshots and the location of the service slices for the 10 projects. Projects whose ideal site is unique, such as \( p2-p5 \) and \( p10 \), have the corresponding service slices migrated to these sites correctly and immediately. Projects with multiple ideal sites see their slices periodically migrate between these sites, following the currently active user(s). For instance, splits for \( p7 \) move between \( \text{reg1} \) and \( \text{edge2} \), while splits for \( p8 \) and \( p9 \) move between \( \text{edge3} \) and \( \text{core} \). The final site is highlighted in boldface in Table 1. This experiment shows that the split and migrate mechanisms and the adaptation policy for ShareLatex allow dynamically moving microservices close to the users, based on the used resources (projects in ShareLatex).

6.3 Overheads of Koala and redirections

In this final experiment we evaluate the costs and overheads of the mechanisms enabling transparent call redirections. To isolate the overhead we compare a centralized setting where everything is deployed in the \( \text{core} \), corresponding to the original ShareLatex model, with a one-edge-site setting where requests are redirected from this edge site to the core by Koala. Figure 9 presents this setup. We use a 50 ms latency between edge and core sites.

In both settings, the service split that responds to the user request is in \( \text{core} \). In the centralized setting the request is first sent to the \( \text{web} \) \( \text{core} \) service and then forwarded to the right service directly, while in the second setting the request goes first through the local \( \text{web} \) split. This proxies the request to the Koala instance on \( \text{edge1} \), which in turn forwards it to the Koala instance in \( \text{core} \) who then calls the service.

We distinguish three kinds of requests, two HTTP-REST calls and one WebSocket request. For the REST calls, we consider a call to \text{tags}, for which splitting is disallowed (\( \text{Œ} \)), and a call to \text{chat}, which is splittable using the project identifier as the object (\( \text{} \)). The WebSocket request updates the text (writing) \( \text{Ž} \). It is also a project-specific request and must reach the corresponding split of the \text{document-updater} service.

We expect a slightly higher overhead for redirections to split services compared to non-split ones. For non-split services, a single interaction with Koala is required (follow \( \text{Œ} \)). For split services, two interactions are necessary: one to locate the object and one to redirect to the correct split (follow \( \text{} \) and \( \text{Ž} \)).

The operation latencies times of the three requests with and without the redirection are shown in Figure 10. We consider two cases for the redirection: without and with caching.
When the cache is disabled, lookups on the Koala DHT can require multiple hops between sites and incur a significant and unpredictable penalty. With caching, this penalty is only paid for the first access or after a migration invalidates the cached information. WebSocket requests occur on an established connection, therefore caching does not apply.

Figure 10 presents the distribution of latencies for the three operations and for 500 requests each. We observe a similar performance between the centralized setting and the setup using caching. The median overhead of proxying through the local edge site is ≈ 3 ms for the non-split service and ≈ 4 ms for the split one. For WebSockets operations this difference is smaller, ≈ 1 ms, which can be explained by the fact that this protocol is more lightweight than HTTP. Disabling caching leads to significant overheads as every operation leads to lookups in the DHT, bouncing between the core and edge Koala instances. This experiment shows that the latency impact of proxying through the edge is likely to be negligible compared to the gain of using locally-deployed services splits.

7 Related work

Previous research advocates to revisit the SOA paradigm for supporting service-based applications deployed in edge cloud platforms [19]: In light of the increase of the number of services at the edge able to answer a specific query, service registration must take into account spatial coverage, and service discovery must take locality into account. Our contributions are a step in that direction.
The placement of applications on fog platforms has been an active research topic in the recent years. One target domain is IoT applications where data collected from connected objects must be processed on nearby resources [24, 34]. Stream processing is another application that benefits from deployments on a combination of core and edge resources. It explicits its communication patterns (i.e., the directed acyclic graph linking stream processing operators), which can be leveraged for optimal placement on edge resources [12]. The Balanced RePartitioning (BRP) [4] algorithm targets generic distributed cloud applications and devises online algorithms which find a good trade-off between communication and migration costs.

Our work is linked with the concept of mobile edge clouds, where users move and connect to nearby resources dynamically [30]. When the mobility of users is modeled using Markov stochastic decision processes, analytical frameworks allow devising close-to-optimal algorithms for automating service placement [31]. Other approaches advocate the use of genetic algorithms to gradually refine an allocation of services to the edge [33].

We note that all of the aforementioned work considers the placement (and in some cases the migration) of full instances of services. We are not aware of solutions proposing to split stateful microservices and support resource-based discovery. State splitting is used, in a different context, for the elastic scaling of publish/subscribe middleware [6].

Research on collaborative edition has focused on enabling correctness and performance, including in the presence of network issues. The Jupiter protocol [21, 32] and the RGA protocol [22] implement a replicated list object abstraction and define how to propagate updates to achieve convergence [3]. Our work is complementary: The responsiveness of replicated list object algorithms (i.e. the time between an update and its visibility at the other clients) is sensitive to the latency between client nodes and a coordination server.

Service discovery middleware solutions for data centers typically rely on strongly consistent, fully replicated stores maintaining the complete index of services instances and of their locations. SmartStack [2], used for example by the Synapse [29] microservices platform, is based on Apache ZooKeeper [18]. Similarly to Koala, Synapse instances provide local proxies to services, but each maintains a full copy of the index while Koala relies on a DHT and caching for scalability. Kubernetes [10] leverages etcd [11] for service discovery. Recent work [14] suggests to add support for network coordinates [13] to route requests based on network locality. Yet, service selection decision remains a centralized process unlike with Koala where it can happen at the edge. Eureka [20] is also centralized but introduces the notion of read clusters that can serve requests closer to the clients. Unlike lazy cache management in Koala, read clusters must be explicitly synchronized when the service index changes. Write clusters can also be replicated, but are only eventually consistent, which makes them ill-suited for implementing consistent service migration. Finally, Consul [16] supports deployment to multiple data centers, and use network coordinates for location-aware selection. Consul only uses consensus-based synchronization within each individual data center. Updates propagate lazily between data centers using gossip, preventing consistent service relocation across data centers.

**Conclusion**

We presented how microservices could be dynamically deployed on a combination of core and edge resources. Our approach leverages the possibility to split microservices for which partitions of the data can be used to answer subsets of service requests independently. The Koala middleware enables to transparently redirect requests to the appropriate split based on object information available in REST calls URIs. Migration policies enable a dynamic placement of microservices splits on edge sites, and as our evaluation with the ShareLatex application shows, allow following the users and reduce perceived latencies.
This work opens interesting perspectives that we intend to consider in our future work. First, we wish to explore the automation of the identification of splittable microservices, and the use of static and dynamic analysis techniques to infer the relation between objects and state partitions. Second, we intend to extend support middleware to support redirections with other forms of communication, such as publish/subscribe or event sourcing [8]. Finally, we would like to build tools to automatize the identification of placement policies based on dynamic observations of communications between microservices.
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1 Introduction

Without reservation, in-memory transactions have experienced a significant growth in adoption during the last decade. Specifically, the advent of Hardware Transactional Memory (HTM) support in commodity processors [27, 7, 16, 30] has changed the way concurrent programs’ execution is handled, especially in terms of performance advantages. Whether a multi-threaded application implements atomic blocks using locks or transactions, HTM can be exploited in both cases (e.g., using Hardware Lock Elision [26] in the former case or Restricted Transactional Memory [27] in the latter case) to accelerate its performance.
Hardware transactions are significantly faster than their software counterpart because they rely on the hardware cache-coherence protocol to detect conflicts, while Software Transactional Memory (STM) [18] adds a significant overhead of instrumenting shared memory operations to accomplish the same goal [9]. Relying on the cache-coherence protocol also makes HTM appealing for mainstream adoption since it requires minimal changes in hardware. However, this inherent characteristic of HTM represents an obstacle towards defining contention management and scheduling policies for concurrent transactions, which are crucial for both progress and fairness of HTM execution in the presence of conflicting workloads. In fact, most TM implementations achieve high concurrency when the actual contention level is low (i.e., few transactions conflict with each other). At higher contention levels, without efficient scheduling, transactions abort each other more frequently, possibly with a domino effect that can easily lead to performance similar to, if not worse than, sequential execution [22, 21, 8].

A Contention Manager (CM) is the traditional, often encounter-time technique that helps in managing concurrency. When a transaction conflicts with another one, the CM is consulted to decide which of the two transactions can proceed. A CM collects statistics about each transaction (e.g., start time, read/write-sets, number of retries, user-defined parameters) and decides priorities among conflicting transactions according to the implemented policy. Schedulers are similar to CMs except that they may proactively defer the execution of some transactions to prevent conflicts rather than react to them. In both cases, performance is improved by decreasing abort rate and fairness is achieved by selecting the proper transaction to abort/defer [20, 31, 30].

The conflict resolution strategy of current off-the-shelf HTM implementations is provided entirely in hardware, and can be roughly summarized as follows:

- the L1 cache of each CPU-core is used as a buffer for transactional read and write operations;
- the granularity of conflict detection is the cache line; and
- if a cache line is evicted or invalidated, the transaction is aborted (reproducing the idea of read-set and write-set invalidation of STM [11]).

The above strategy thus implies a requester-wins contention management policy [6], which informally means that a transaction $T_1$ aborts another transaction $T_2$ if $T_2$ performed an operation on a memory location that is physically stored in the same cache line currently requested by $T_1$, excluding the case of two read operations, which never abort each other. Due to this simple policy, classical CM policies cannot be trivially ported for scheduling HTM transaction mainly because of two reasons. First, transactions are immediately aborted when one of the cache lines in their footprint is invalidated, which makes it too late for CM to avoid conflicts or manage them differently (e.g., by deciding which transaction is more convenient to abort). Second, it is hard to embed additional metadata to monitor transactions behavior, since all reads and writes executed within the boundaries of transactions are considered transactional, even if the accessed locations store metadata rather than actual data.

In this paper we introduce HaTS (Hardware-assisted Transaction Scheduler), a transaction scheduler that leverages the unique characteristics of HTM to accelerate scheduling in-memory transactions. To overcome the aforementioned limitations of HTM, HaTS neither aims at altering HTM’s conflict resolution policy nor adds metadata instrumentation inside hardware transactions, but instead relies on it to relax the need for the scheduler to define a non-

---

1 In some HTM implementation [27], reads can be logged on the L2 cache to increase capacity.
conflicting schedule. HaTS effectively arranges incoming transactions according to a set of metadata collected either at compilation time (leveraging developer’s annotations) or at run time (after transactions commit/abort). HTM is then used to execute transactions concurrently while maintaining atomicity, isolation, and performance.

In a nutshell, HaTS works as follows. It uses a software classifier to queue incoming transactions with the goal of allowing only those transactions that do not conflict with each other to execute concurrently. The fundamental innovation of HaTS, which makes it practical, is that it works with incomplete or even erroneous information associated with incoming transactions. This is because even if the classifier erroneously allows conflicting transactions to run concurrently, HTM will inherently prevent them from committing (at least one of the conflicting transactions will abort). Therefore, misclassifications cannot impact the correctness of the transactional execution.

More in detail, HaTS offers a set of scheduling queues to group conflicting transactions. Membership of a queue is determined based on a single metadata object associated with each transaction, called conflict indicator. A conflict indicator might be provided by the programmer (e.g., the address of a contended memory location accessed transactionally) or computed by the system (e.g., transaction abort rate).

A queued transaction waits until the scheduler signals it when it becomes top-standing in its respective queue. When the transaction actually executes, the built-in HTM takes care of possible conflicts with transactions dispatched from other queues due to misclassification, which also includes the case where no conflict indicator is provided.

Another key feature of HaTS is that it adapts the number of scheduling queues based on a set of global statistics, such as the overall number of commits and aborts. This adaptation significantly improves performance in two common, and apparently dual cases. On the one hand, since conflict indicators are mainly best effort indicators, a single per transactions conflict indicator will not suffice when the application workload is highly conflicting. For this reason, HaTS reduces the number of queues when the overall conflict level increases, enforcing transactions with different conflict indicators to be executed sequentially. On the other hand, if the overall conflict level significantly decreases, HaTS increases the number of queues in order to (re-)allow transactions with different conflict indicators to execute concurrently. Additionally, when conflict level remains low, it enables dispatching multiple transactions from the same queue simultaneously, allowing transactions with the same conflict indicator to execute in parallel. Our framework aims at adaptively converging on an effective configuration of scheduling queues for the actual application workload. By leveraging HTM and its built-in atomicity guarantees, transitions between different configurations do not entail stalling transaction executions.

We implemented HaTS in C++ and integrated it into the software framework of SEER [13]. We contrasted HaTS performance against Hardware Lock Elision (HLE) [26], Restricted Transactional Memory (RTM) [27], Software-assisted Conflict Management (SCM) [1], and SEER itself. We used the STAMP suite as our benchmark and we used a testbed of four-socket Intel platform with HTM implemented through TSX-NI. Results, including speedup over the sequential non-instrumented code and two abort rate metrics, show that HaTS outperforms competitors in both high contention and low contention scenarios. This stems from both leveraging conflict indicators and performing dynamic adjustment of scheduling queues, which leads to a notable performance improvement (e.g., 2x speedup in execution time for *Kmeans* and a 50% improvement for the *Vacation* benchmarks).

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. We review previous work in Section 2 and the limitations of the current HTM implementations in Section 3. The design and implementation details of HaTS are presented in Section 4. We compare the performance of HaTS against state-of-art competitors in Section 5, and we conclude our paper in Section 6.
TM schedulers can be classified based on whether they target STM systems [28, 15, 14, 5] or HTM systems [13, 25, 1, 4, 29, 31]. Although we deploy and test HaTS in an HTM-based environment, due to its performance advantages, HaTS can be deployed in STM systems as well.

Among the HTM-based schedulers, the closest one to HaTS is SEER [13]. SEER’s main idea is to infer the probability that two atomic blocks conflict, basing its observation on the commit/abort pattern witnessed in the past while the two were scheduled concurrently. Thus, HaTS and SEER are similar in their best-effort nature: both of them do not require precise information on the pair of conflicting transactions nor on the memory location(s) where they conflict, which is the key to coping with the limitations of current HTM implementations.

HaTS differs from SEER in two core points. First, SEER focuses only on managing HTM limitations, and thus it schedules transactions based on their commit/abort patterns. On the other hand, HaTS is a generic scheduler that uses HTM to preserve atomicity and consistency, and thus it defines a generic conflict indicator object that can embed both online and offline metadata. Second, SEER adopts a fine-grained (pairwise) locking approach to prevent transactions that are more likely to conflict from running concurrently. HaTS replaces this fine-grained locking scheme with a lightweight queueing scheme that controls the level of conflict by increasing/decreasing the number of scheduling queues. Our experimental results in Section 5 show that this lightweight scheme results in a lower overhead in different scenarios, as the case of Vacation where the percentage of committed transactions in HTM is comparable with SEER’s but overall application execution time is about 50% faster.

The work in [1] proposes a Software-assisted Conflict Management (SCM) extension to HTM-based lock elision (HLE) [26], where aborted transactions are serialized (using an auxiliary lock) and retried in HTM instead of falling back to a slow path with a single global lock. The main advantage of this approach is avoiding the lemming effect that causes new (non-conflicting) transactions to fall back to the slow path as well. As opposed to HaTS, SCM uses a conservative scheme where all aborted transactions are serialized without any further (even imprecise) conflict indicators, which limits concurrency. Moreover, SCM does not leverage the observed conflict pattern to proactively prevent conflicts in the future.

The idea of using scheduling queues to group conflicting transactions has been briefly discussed in [25], where authors introduced the concept of Octonauts. Octonauts uses statistics from transactions that committed in HTM to speculate over the characteristics of the associated transaction profile for future classification. HaTS is an evolution of Octonauts where a comprehensive software infrastructure, along with conflict indicators and a dynamic scheduling queuing techniques have been used to improve application performance.

A few other HTM-based schedulers were proposed prior to the release of Intel TSX extensions [27]. However, they either assume HTM implementations that are different from the currently deployed hardware [4, 29] or rely on a conservative single-lock-based serialization scheme similar to SCM [31].

STM-based schedulers rely on more precise information about transactions conflict. ProPS [28] uses a probabilistic approach similar to SEER but with a precise knowledge of the pair of conflicting transactions. Shrink [15] additionally uses the history of recently completed transactions’ read/write-sets to predict conflicts. CAR-STM [14] and SOA [5] use per-core queues such that an aborted transaction is placed in the queue of the transaction that causes it to abort. The necessity of precise information represents an obstacle towards adopting such techniques in HTM-based systems.
3 Background: Scheduling Best-effort Hardware Transactions

HTM provides a convenient concurrent programming abstraction because it guarantees safe and efficient accesses to shared memory. HTM executes atomic blocks of code optimistically, and during the execution all read and write operations to shared memory are recorded in a per-transaction log, which is maintained in a thread-local cache. Any two operations generated by two concurrent transactions accessing memory mapped to the same cache line trigger the abort of one of the transactions. HTM is known to have limited progress guarantees [3, 8, 24]. To guarantee progress, all HTM transactions are guaranteed to commit after a number of retries as HTM transactions by exploiting the traditional software lock-based fallback path [27]. To implement that, hardware transactions check if the fallback lock is acquired at the beginning of their execution. If so, the transactional execution is retried; otherwise the execution proceeds in hardware and mutual exclusion with the fallback path is implemented by leveraging the strong atomicity property of HTM, which aborts any hardware execution if the fallback lock is acquired at any moment. To reduce the well-known lemming effect [10] in HaTS, a transaction is not retried in HTM until the global lock is released.

For simplicity, in the rest of the paper we refer to HTM execution as the above process, which encompasses hardware trials followed by the fallback path, if needed. It is important to note that, since HaTS does not assume a specific methodology to provide HTM with progress, more optimized alternative solutions [22, 8, 12] can be integrated into our HTM execution to improve performance even further.

The off-the-shelf HTM implementation only provides limited information about reasons behind aborted transactions, which makes it very hard for programmer to introduce modifications that would increase the likelihood for that transaction to commit. As a result, in the presence of applications with contention, HTM might waste many CPU cycles until a transaction can succeed by either retrying multiple times, or by falling back to a single global lock where the protected HTM execution can be relaxed in favor of the mutual exclusion implemented by the lock itself.

Contention management for practical transaction processing systems is often formulated as an online problem where metadata, in the form of statistics (e.g., actual access pattern), can be collected by aborted and committed transactions in order to fine-tune scheduling activities. However, this methodology cannot be directly ported to HTM-protected concurrent executions since HTM cannot distinguish between a cache line that stores actual application data, or scheduling metadata. Because of that, conflicting accesses to shared metadata executed by two concurrent hardware transactions may cause at least one of them to abort, even if at the semantic level no conflict occurred.

The above issues motivated us to design a transaction scheduler where HTM is exploited as-is, instead of providing software innovations or hardware extensions aimed at influencing the HTM conflict resolution mechanism [2], which likely lead to degradation of HTM effectiveness.

4 Hardware Transaction Scheduler

In this section we overview the two core components of HaTS, namely the transaction conflict indicator (Section 4.1) and the dynamic scheduling queues (Section 4.2), along with a description of the complete transaction execution flow (Section 4.3) and the details of how threads execution passes through the scheduling queues (Section 4.4).
**Terminology.** HaTS has a set of $N$ concurrent queues, called *scheduling queues*. Each thread that is about to start a transaction (i.e., an atomic block) is mapped to one of those scheduling queues, and it starts executing only when HaTS dispatches it from that queue. Each scheduling queue has one (or more) *dispatcher thread(s)*. As we detail later, the mapping between each transaction and its corresponding scheduling queue is based on the transaction’s *conflict indicator* and the mapping is implemented using hashing. The overall transaction commit/abort statistics are collected by HaTS and recorded into a shared *knowledge base*. HaTS periodically consults the knowledge base to increase/decrease the number of scheduling queues or the number of dispatcher threads, dynamically.

### 4.1 Transaction Conflict Indicator

HaTS uses a so called *transaction conflict indicator*, provided as a parameter to `TM-BEGIN` in our experimental study, to represent in a compact way characteristics that affect the probability of aborting a hardware transaction due to conflict. Having this information is indeed powerful because it allows HaTS to group transactions that access the same system’s hot spot in the same conflict queue, which saves aborts and increases throughput.

The transaction conflict indicator is an abstraction that can be deployed in many different ways. A simple and effective example of conflict indicator is the address of the memory location associated with the accessed system hot spot. As a concrete example in a real application, let us consider a monetary application where transactions work on given bank accounts. A transaction would use the address of the accessed bank account, which uniquely identifies that object (or memory location) in the system, as its conflict indicator. This way, although transactions might still (occasionally) conflict on other shared memory elements, HaTS will be able to prevent conflicts between accesses to the same bank account, which is one of the most contended set of objects in the system. Because of its effectiveness, in our evaluation study we focused on system hot spots as the transaction conflict indicator.

Other examples of transaction conflict indicators include:

- *Abstract data types of accessed objects*: transactions accessing (possibly different) objects of the same abstract data type will have the same conflict indicator. This represents a more conservative approach than our adopted (per-object) conflict indicator, and it can work better in workloads with higher contention levels.

- *HLE fallback lock(s)*: if hardware transactions are used for lock elision (HLE) [26], the fallback paths of HTM transactions acquire the elided locks rather than a single global lock, as in RTM. Using this fallback lock as a conflict indicator, transactions that elide the same lock are grouped together.

- *Profile of aborted transactions*: HaTS’s knowledge base can record the profile identification of aborted transactions within a window of execution, and group incoming invocations of those transactions using a single conflict indicator. This can significantly reduce abort rate because those transactions are more prone to conflict in the future as well. To avoid unnecessary serialization, the knowledge base can record only transactions aborted due to conflict, and exclude transactions aborted for any other reason (i.e., capacity and explicit aborts).

- *Core ID*: transactions running on the same physical core are assigned the same conflict indicator. This can be beneficial because multiple hardware threads running on the same physical core share the same L1 cache, which means that transactions concurrently invoked by those threads are more prone to exceed cache capacity and abort.
The last two points reflect similar ideas already used in literature in different ways [13, 1, 28, 15, 14, 5]. Although we refer to Section 2 for a detailed comparison of these approaches with HaTS, it is worth to mention here that HaTS’s innovations relies on the fact that it deploys those ideas in an abstract way, using conflict indicators, which allows for a better scheduling management.

HaTS allows for the specification of a single conflict indicator per transaction. Although a single indicator might seem limited in terms of expressiveness, we adopt this approach because of the following reasons. First, there will always be a trade-off between the precision achieved by allowing multiple indicators and the additional cost needed to analyze them. Our decision is the consequence of an empirical study, that we excluded for space limitations, where we analyzed this trade-off. Second, the way HaTS adapts the number of scheduling queues (as detailed in the next section) is a dominant factor to manage contention that mitigates the effect of having imprecise, yet lightweight, conflict indicators. Finally, it is still possible to extend HaTS’s infrastructure to support multiple indicators. For example, Bloom Filters can be used to compact multiple indicators and bit-wise operations (using either conjunction or disjunction operators) can be used to hash each bloom filter to the corresponding queue. As a future work, we plan to study the trade-off mentioned above; however, our current evaluation shows that even with a single indicator, HaTS outperforms existing approaches.

4.2 Dynamic Distribution of Scheduling Queues

Mapping transaction conflict indicators to scheduling queues is critical for achieving the goal of HaTS because it guarantees that transactions with the same conflict indicators are grouped in the same queue. However, using a static number of scheduling queues in such a mapping might lead to issues such as unbalancing, unfair scheduling, and poor adaptivity to some application workloads. For this reason, HaTS deploys a dynamic number of scheduling queues to cope with application workloads and effectively provide an elastic degree of parallelism. As we detailed in Section 4.3, this number is decided at run time according to the overall commit/abort statistics calculated in HaTS’s knowledge base.

The following two examples clarify the need for having a dynamic set of scheduling queues. First, consider two incoming transactions with different conflict indicators. Since we have a finite number of scheduling queues, it is possible that those two transactions are mapped to the same queue. When the number \(N\) of queues is increased, the probability of mapping those transactions to the same queue decreases, and the level of parallelism increases. Second, consider a workload where transactions are highly conflicting so that the conflict indicator is not sufficient to capture all raised conflicts. In this case, decreasing the number of queues reduces parallelism and potentially reduces abort rate.

Adaptively changing the number of queues also covers more complex, yet not uncommon, cases. For example, it covers the case when transactions’ data access pattern is hard to predict; therefore having a single conflict indicator per transaction may not be sufficient (e.g., when each transaction accesses multiple system hot spots). Also, it covers the cases when no effective conflict indicator can be defined but the workload experiences high abort rates due to other reasons (e.g., aborts due to false sharing of the same cache lines). Finally, it allows schedulers to temporarily disable the usage of conflicting indicator as a medium for grouping transactions, in favor of a random policy, without hindering performance.

As will be clear in Section 4.3, dynamically changing the number of scheduling queues neither introduces blocking phases nor trades off correctness, thanks to the underlying HTM.
4.2.1 Multiple Dispatchers

An interesting example that is not covered by the aforementioned policy is when transactions with the same conflict indicator (and hence grouped in the same queue) are actually able to execute concurrently. Although it may appear as an infrequent case, we recall that conflict indicators are best-effort indicators that can be imprecise. Also, since conflicts are raised at runtime according to the transaction execution pattern, it may happen that two conflicting concurrent transactions succeed to commit even if they run concurrently (e.g., one of them commits before the other one reaches the conflicting part).

HaTS addresses this case by allowing multiple dispatcher threads for a single scheduling queue. Similar to the way we increase/decrease the number queues, we use abort rate as an indicator to increase/decrease the number of dispatchers per queue. For additional fine-tuning, we allow programmers to statically configure the number of scheduling queues. In that sense, transactions with the same conflict indicator are executed in parallel only if the overall contention level is low.

4.3 Transaction Execution Flow

Transactional operations are executed directly by application threads, without relying on designated worker threads managed by HaTS. In fact, HaTS’s role is to dispatch thread executions.

![Figure 1] HaTS software architecture and high-level threads execution flow.

HaTS restricts transactions mapped to the same scheduling queue to run sequentially, while offloading the concurrency control handling to the underlying HTM engine. Figure 1 shows the execution flow of a transaction $T$ executed by an application thread $T_r$. $T_r$ first hashes the conflict indicator of $T$ (using module $N$ hashing, where $N$ is the current number of scheduling queues) in order to find the matching scheduling queue $Q$ (Step 1). After that, $T_r$ effectively suspends its execution by enqueuing itself into $Q$ (Step 2) and waiting until a dispatcher thread resumes its execution (Step 3).

HaTS provides one (or more) dispatcher thread $T_Q$ per conflict queue $Q$. Each dispatcher thread resumes one waiting transaction execution at a time, in a closed-loop manner, meaning the next queued transaction execution is resumed only after the previous one is successfully committed. For the sake of fairness, each queue is implemented as a priority queue, where the priority of each transaction is proportional to the number of aborts its enclosing atomic block experienced in former executions (similar to the approach used in SEER [13] to infer the conflict pattern between atomic blocks.).
When a thread execution is resumed, the corresponding transaction starts to execute leveraging the HTM implementation (Step 4). During the hardware transaction execution, \( T_Q \) waits until \( T_r \) completes its transactional execution. After \( T_r \)'s commit, \( T_Q \) takes control (Step 5) and performs two operations: it updates the knowledge base with the needed information (namely the number and types of aborts before committing); and it dispatches the next thread execution waiting in \( Q \).

A special background thread, called updater, is used to dynamically change the number of scheduling queues depending upon the effectiveness of the parallelism achieved by the current scheduling queues configuration. To do so, the updater thread queries the knowledge base and decides, according to the transaction abort rate measured so far, whether the total number \( N \) of scheduling queues should be increased, decreased, or unchanged (Step 6). In our implementation, we adopt a simple hill-climbing approach similar to the one used in [17, 12]. Briefly, if the observed abort rate is greater (less) than the last observed rate, we decrease (increase) the number of queues by one. The maximum number of queues is set to the number of physical cores and the minimum is set to one. We also allow programmers to override this policy by setting a fixed number of scheduling queues in order to eliminate the overhead of this dynamic behavior, especially when the most effective configuration is known. Interestingly, as we show later in our experimental results, this simple approach pays off in most of the tested benchmarks. As a future work, we plan to investigate more complex approaches, such as collecting more detailed information (e.g., the types of aborts) an use reinforcement learning to reach better estimates.

Changing the scheduling queues configuration does not cause stalls of the transaction execution and does not affect execution correctness. This is a great advantage of leveraging HTM conflict detection. Let us consider two incoming transactions \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) that in the current scheduling queues configuration would map to the same scheduling queue \( Q_1 \). Let us assume that the scheduling queues configuration changes after \( T_1 \) is enqueued in \( Q_1 \) and before \( T_2 \) is enqueued. In this case, there is the possibility for \( T_2 \) to be mapped to another queue \( Q_2 \) in the new configuration, which ends up having \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) in two different queues (even though it might be the case they were both to be mapped to the same queue \( Q_2 \) in the new configurations). Although one can consider this scenario as an example of misclassification of incoming transactions due to ongoing change of \( N \), safety cannot be affected because of leveraging the HTM execution. Even if those transactions are conflicting, they will be correctly serialized by (likely) enforcing one of them to abort and fallback to HTM’s global locking phase.

### 4.4 Suspending/Resuming Executions with Scheduling Queues

As we mentioned in the previous section, a thread that wants to execute a transaction suspends and enqueues its execution until a dispatcher thread of the mapped queue resumes it. In order to synchronize this suspend/resume process, we use two synchronization flags\(^2\), one handled by the application thread and the other handled by the dispatcher thread.

Figure 2 pictures the synchronization scheme between an application thread \( T_r \) performing a transaction \( T \) and a dispatcher thread \( T_Q \) responsible for handling the scheduling queue \( Q \) that matches \( T \)’s conflict indicator. Numbers represent the sequence of operations completion.

When \( T_r \) wants to execute \( T \), it creates a flag object \( L_T^{T_r} \) initialized to 0 and (atomically) enqueues it in \( Q \), which effectively suspends its execution. After that, \( T_r \) spins until \( L_T^{T_r} \) is set to 1. When \( L_T^{T_r} \) becomes top standing in \( Q \), \( T_Q \) dequeues it. Then, \( T_Q \) sets a flag

\(^2\) Flags are implemented as volatile shared memory locations.
### Initialization

1. Generate \(L_Q\) for \(Q\)
2. \(L_Q = 0\)

### Execution of \(T\)

1. Create \(L^T_R\) for \(T\)
2. \(L^T_R = 0\)
3. \(L^T_R\) enqueued in \(Q\)
4. Wait until \(L^T_R = 1\)
5. \(L^T_R\) dequeued from \(Q\)
6. \(L_Q = 1\)
7. \(L^T_R = 1\)
8. Wait until \(L_Q = 0\)
9. HTM execution of \(T\)
10. \(L_Q = 0\)
11. Dispatch next transaction

---

#### Figure 2

Synchronization between application threads and dispatcher threads. For simplicity, the example accounts for a single dispatcher thread per scheduling queue.

associated with \(Q\), called \(L_Q\), and also sets \(L^T_R\) to 1 (in that order). By setting \(L^T_R\), \(T_r\) will be signaled to proceed with its HTM execution. By setting \(L_Q\), \(T_Q\) is suspended until the completion of \(T\) by \(T_r\). This suspension is implemented by spinning over the \(L_Q\) flag. When \(T\) is committed, \(T_r\) resets \(L_Q\) so that \(T_Q\) can dequeue the next thread execution waiting on \(Q\). Note that \(T_Q\) is not notified if \(T\) is aborted and restarted for another HTM trial or if \(T\)’s execution falls back to the software path. \(T_Q\) is resumed only after \(T\)’s successful completion.

In our implementation we use simple flags to synchronize two threads (i.e., application thread and dispatcher thread) because we deploy one dispatcher thread for each scheduling queue. As introduced earlier, HaTS allows for multiple dispatcher threads per queue in order to cope with the case where the mapping between conflict indicators and scheduling queues is unnecessarily unbalanced, meaning many transactions, possibly with different conflict indicators, are grouped on the same scheduling queue. In the case where multiple dispatcher threads are deployed per conflict queue, the same synchronization scheme illustrated before applies, with the following differences. First, \(L^T_R\) flags should be atomically set (e.g., using a Compare-And-Swap operation) to synchronize between dispatcher threads. Also, multiple \(L_Q\) flags, one per dispatcher thread, are needed to signal each dispatcher thread that it may proceed to schedule the next transaction.

Scheduling queues are implemented in a lock-free manner [19] in order to speed up the thread execution’s suspension step. Also, in the above description we simplified the presentation by saying that application threads and dispatcher threads spin over flags to suspend/resume their execution. In the actual implementation, threads yield their execution in order to let computing resources available so that the machine can be oversubscribed (if needed) to maximize CPU utilization.

### Evaluation

HaTS is implemented in C++ and integrated into the software framework of SEER [13]. An advantage of using a unique software architecture for all competitors is that independent optimization of low-level components does not bias performance towards some implementation. In other words, the performance differences reported in our plots are due to the algorithmic differences between competitors.

Our goal is to assess the practicality of HaTS in standard benchmarks for in-memory transactional execution. Hence, we used STAMP [23], a benchmark suite of eight concurrent applications that span several application domains with different execution patterns. Due to
space limitations, we present in detail the results of two applications, Kmeans and Vacation, since they cover two different and important cases in which the characteristics of HaTS are highlighted. Then, we summarize the results with the other applications.

We compare HaTS against the scheduling techniques provided in the SEER framework, which are (in addition to SEER itself): Hardware Lock Elision (HLE) [26], Restricted Transactional Memory (RTM) [27], and Software-assisted Conflict Management (SCM) [1].

Shortly, SEER is the state-of-the-art probability-based scheduling mechanism that uses fine-grained (pairwise) locks to prevent transactions that are likely to conflict from executing concurrently. HLE transforms atomic blocks protected by locks into hardware transactions and its software fallback path is protected by the original lock itself. In STAMP, a single lock for each atomic block is deployed. RTM supports a configurable number of retries before falling back to a single global lock shared among all hardware transactions. SCM implements a scheduling technique that serializes the aborted transactions to decrease the chance of further aborts. In all implementations, except HLE, transactions try at most five times in hardware before migrating to the software fallback path.

Experiments were conducted using a multi-processor platform equipped with 4 Intel Xeon Platinum 8160 processors (2.1GHz, 24 cores per CPU). The machine provides 96 physical cores and a total of 768 GB of memory divided into 4 NUMA zones. In our experiments we ran up to 64 application threads to leave resources for dispatcher threads (one per queue) and the updater thread. The maximum number of scheduling queues is statically set to 30 prior execution, and we used the default operating system policy to map application threads to cores.

In Figure 3, we report for each application three performance metrics: (left column) speedup over sequential non-instrumented execution; (middle column) percentage of transactions committed through HTM; (right column) among those committed in HTM, percentage of transactions retried more than one time. Generally, the last two metrics are indicators of the scheduling effectiveness in reducing abort rate. The speedup metric is an indicator of whether such a reduction in abort rate is reflected in overall performance improvement or the scheduling overhead nullifies performance benefits. Performance at one application thread represent the slowdown of the sequential instrumented execution. All results are the average of 10 repeated tests.

The first application is Kmeans, a clustering algorithm that groups points into K clusters. Transactions are used by the application to synchronize the concurrent updates to the same cluster’s center node. For this reason, we select the address of the center node updated by the transaction as its conflict indicator. We implemented that by passing the address of this center node as a parameter to STAMP’s TM-BEG function. Our main observation is that identifying this conflict indicator allows HaTS to significantly reduce abort rate, reaching up to 1.5x reduction with respect to the closest competitor, and improve performance, reaching up to 2x better speedup over the closest competitor. SEER’s probabilistic approach is the second best in terms of abort rate, which means that its approach is still able to capture conflicts, but not as effectively as using HaTS’s conflict indicator. Moreover, SEER’s speedup significantly decreases with higher number of threads, due to its locking overhead.

HLE does not perform well due to the lemming effect, which is visible as soon as few transactions fall back to locking. RTM is generally better than HLE due to its multiple retries in HTM before falling back to locking. SCM provides the worst performance. This is because the way SCM serializes conflicting transactions does not prevent new conflicts of incoming transactions, as opposed to the proactive scheduling approach, such as the one of HaTS and SEER. Also, the probability SCM executes non-conflicting transactions serially is higher than HaTS because it does not use any conflict indicators.
The difference between the high and low configuration of Kmeans is mainly in the maximum achieved speedup. However, the patterns of the compared algorithms remain the same, which shows the capability of HaTS to gain performance even in relatively low-contention workloads.

The second application is Vacation, which simulates an online reservation system. Unlike Kmeans, most transactions in Vacation apply operations on a set of randomly selected objects, therefore with this pattern it is hard to identify a single conflict indicator per transaction. For that reason, we adopt an approach where each transaction uses a unique conflict indicator, with the exception of transactions that access a single customer object, where we use the customer ID as a conflict indicator. Our rationale behind this decision is that even if transactions are conflicting, HaTS’s dynamic adjustment of scheduling queues reduces the level of parallelism and saves aborts. Indeed HaTS achieves an abort rate similar to SEER, and moreover it scales better than SEER.

Summarizing our results of the other STAMP benchmarks (Figure 4) Intruder and Yada give the same conclusions: the lightweight queuing approach in HaTS allows it to perform better than SEER, especially for high number of threads, due to the overhead of SEER’s locking mechanism. SSCA and Genome are low-contention benchmarks, and their abort rates are very low even without scheduling or contention management. Hence, none of the compared
algorithms had a significant improvement over the others. However, HaTS maintains its performance better than others when the number of threads (and thus contention level) increases. We excluded Bayes and Labyrinth because it is known they provide unstable, and thus unreliable, results [13].

6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented HaTS, a Hardware-assisted Transaction Scheduler. HaTS groups incoming transactions into scheduling queues depending upon the specified conflict indicators. HaTS exploits the HTM conflict resolution to cope with the possibility of having erroneous conflict indicators or when conflict indicators are complex to identify. Results using the STAMP benchmark show that HaTS provides improvements in both high contention and low contention workloads.
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Abstract

Testing large-scale distributed system software is still far from practical as the sheer scale needed and the inherent non-determinism make it very expensive to deploy and use realistically large environments, even with cloud computing and state-of-the-art automation. Moreover, observing global states without disturbing the system under test is itself difficult. This is particularly troubling as the gap between distributed algorithms and their implementations can easily introduce subtle bugs that are disclosed only with suitably large scale tests.

We address this challenge with Minha, a framework that virtualizes multiple JVM instances in a single JVM, thus simulating a distributed environment where each host runs on a separate machine, accessing dedicated network and CPU resources. The key contributions are the ability to run off-the-shelf concurrent and distributed JVM bytecode programs while at the same time scaling up to thousands of virtual nodes; and enabling global observation within standard software testing frameworks. Our experiments with two distributed systems show the usefulness of Minha in disclosing errors, evaluating global properties, and in scaling tests orders of magnitude with the same hardware resources.
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Formal validation and verification tools are increasingly practical and of paramount importance in developing distributed algorithms. However, they work over models rather than actual runnable code [21, 4] and with assumptions that do not hold in practice [10]. In addition to outright bugs introduced by the translation from algorithm to runnable code, such as race conditions, a major problem lies in aspects that are abstracted by models and are revealed only in large scale tests [19]. A common problem is a situation in which the complexity of an operation (e.g., searching) is not apparent in testing as some data structure (e.g., a buffer) is mostly empty unless there is a large number of participants or with congestion, that never happens with small scale testing.

For example, the correctness proof of the accrual failure detector employed by Cassandra [15] assumed a negligible processing time of heartbeat messages. However, in practice, Cassandra uses variable length messages during membership changes in the cluster that may consume significant transmission and computation time. This mismatch between protocol design and implementation caused constant flapping problems in 500+ node deployments, preventing the cluster from stabilizing and scaling [6]. Flapping is a cluster instability problem where the status of the nodes is continuously switching between up and down.

Unfortunately, testing and debugging such systems is extremely challenging, mainly due to the following reasons:

**Non-determinism and huge state space.** Distributed executions often entail thousands of non-deterministic, concurrent events (e.g., message arrivals, node crashes, and timeouts) that, depending on the order in which they occur, cause the system to behave differently. Although most event sequences are correct, some incorrect timings of events result in severe damage, such as data corruption or system downtime [23]. In particular, previous work has shown that real-world distributed applications are especially prone to bugs stemming from message races [23, 26]. For instance, bug 2212 in ZooKeeper’s issue repository reports a (rare) scenario in which a new node joining the cluster cannot become a leader due to a race condition between a message from the atomic broadcast protocol and one from the leader election protocol [7]. This bug causes a 3-node ZooKeeper cluster to stop working in the presence of a single failure, when in fact the existence of a majority of two nodes alive is sufficient for the system to operate.

**Lack of resources for testing at scale.** Distributed systems are typically developed to be deployed on a massive number of independent nodes (e.g., Cassandra [8], Hadoop [14], etc). Alas, as testing with close-to-production conditions can be prohibitively costly and time consuming, these applications are often debugged on small/medium-size deployments that prevent certain faulty behavior from manifesting [24]. Attempts to address scalability in testing environments include cloud computing and virtualization technologies [13, 38], but software validation is still the limiting factor in distributed software development [11].

**Difficulty in checking global properties at runtime.** In general, large-scale distributed protocols are designed in such a way that nodes make decisions based only on local information (or a partial view of the system). On the other hand, the correctness of these protocols often implies certain global properties or invariants to hold, which can be hard to verify without a globally-consistent snapshot of the system. For example, Pastry [33] is a distributed hash table whose routing algorithm requires each node to maintain a list with its physically closest
peers. Thus, to assess the correct execution of Pastry, one needs to first obtain the complete network overlay, then collect the neighbor lists from all nodes and, finally, compute the distances in both cases to check whether the references in the lists actually correspond to the closest peers.

Contribution. In this paper we propose Minha, a framework that combines virtualization and simulation techniques for making large-scale distributed systems testing practical by providing a unique trade-off between scale and observation completeness. In particular, Minha addresses the problems introduced in the translation from algorithm to runnable code and message races, such as experienced in Cassandra [6] and Zookeeper [7], with two contributions:

Scaling-up centralized simulation. The technique proposed in CESIUM [2] is scaled up to thousands of distributed nodes by reducing the processing and memory requirements for node isolation. Moreover, it is scaled to execute off-the-shelf distributed applications written in modern Java while simulating key environment components, reproducing the concurrency, distribution, and performance characteristics of real-world deployments.

Providing meta-interfaces for observation and automation. Minha provides a programming interface to orchestrate large-scale virtual deployments of complete programs or standalone middleware layers with application stubs, aimed at being used within standardized testing frameworks. The same interface eases the collection of consistent snapshots and traces from distributed executions, suitable for visualization or evaluating global properties.

We evaluated Minha on a peer sampling service protocol and a large-scale key-value store. The results show that Minha is not only able to assess properties over a coherent, global snapshot of the system without imposing runtime overhead while at the same time allowing tests with a large number of nodes to run in cost effective way.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines the state-of-the-art in simulation and emulation for testing distributed systems. Section 3 describes how the design and implementation of Minha provide a new trade-off between scale and observation completeness and scale. Sections 4 and 5 evaluate Minha. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 Related Work

The ideal approach to test distributed systems software for race conditions is the use of implementation-level model checkers. Model checkers, such as MaceMC [18], Demeter [12], MoDist [39], dBug [35] and SAMC [22], intercept non-deterministic events of local and distributed programs (e.g. message arrivals, node crashes, and timeouts), and permute their ordering in systematic runs. This approach is very effective in discovering concurrency bugs, as it virtually explores the whole system state space. However, for large-scale applications, distributed model checking becomes unpractical and starts suffering from scalability issues due to state space explosion [22].

The next best approach is to run tests and then evaluate system-wide properties by logging the local state of each node independently along the execution and, periodically, send those logs to a centralized machine to be combined into a globally-consistent snapshot.

1 Minha is available as open source at http://www.minha.pt.
of the system that allows checking the desired predicates. For deployed systems, D3S[27] proposes a simple language for writing distributed predicates that are checked on-the-fly at runtime. DCatch[26], in turn, aims to detect distributed concurrency bugs by resorting to a happens-before (HB) model. This work encodes the event causality into HB rules and builds a graph representing the timing relationships of several distributed concurrency and communication mechanisms. This approach has some drawbacks though. First, the execution details to be recorded at runtime must be defined a priori. Second, monitoring the nodes’ local state is intrusive and induces both performance and space overhead, and finding the sweet spot between overhead and the necessary amount of information to be traced is far from trivial[27]. Third, setting up and running large scale tests requires a corresponding large scale distributed infrastructure to be available.

An important class of bugs introduced in the translation from algorithms to implementations, for instance, caused by the complexity of library operations and data structures used, can often be disclosed by running the system at large scale. Distributed systems researchers have been building platforms to address this challenge. EmuLab[16] provided a set of dedicated computer nodes and networking hardware that could be reconfigured to mimic different large scale systems. PlanetLab[32] uses a decentralized approach, therefore enabling a much larger and realistic platform to run off-of-the-shelf code. Unfortunately, experiments in PlanetLab are cumbersome to configure, deploy, and run. Splay[25] aims at easing the task of configuring the environment and running large-scale experiments, but limits the development to a specific framework and the Lua language.

The use of virtual machines and containers in public clouds, together with state-of-the-art orchestration software[11] makes it much easier for any developer to set up and run large tests. However, virtual nodes compete over the same physical resources, hence impacting negatively the performance of the system being evaluated and the accuracy of the measurements[34], possibly hiding the problems. Moreover, even if possible, it is still expensive to conduct extensive testing in public clouds.

Given the cost of running large scale tests and the difficulties in obtaining reliable, reproducible results, a number of proposals have focused on exploiting simulation to test actual implementations. Simulation is used extensively for distributed systems research, allowing simplified models to be tested in a very large scale[31], but they don’t capture timeliness properties of implementation decisions and require code to be written in event-driven style, hence, with inversion of control. As an example, Neko[36] offers the ability to use simulation code as actual code, as long as its event-driven API is used in place of the standard Java classes.

An interesting trade-off is achieved by JiST[3] (Java in Simulation Time), a simulation kernel that allows event-driven simulation code to be written as Java threaded code, but avoids the overhead of a native thread for each simulated thread by using continuations. Unfortunately, this simulation kernel does not virtualize Java APIs and thus cannot be used to run most of the existing Java code. Moreover, it does not reflect the actual overhead of Java code in simulation time.

CESIUM[2] proposes the centralized simulation approach, in which the time effectively used to execute implementation code for each event is measured and reflected into simulation time. This is useful to detect issues such as the Cassandra failure detector bug[6], as it captures the timeliness properties of implementation code. This does not however address the general Java platform API and thus does not allow general code to be run. Moreover, by using Java class loaders for virtualization it imposes a large memory overhead and restricts simulations to a small number of nodes. UMLsim[1] is a similar proposal at the operating
system level, that virtualizes Linux while providing a simulated timeline and network. By requiring a full Linux installation for each node, it restricts attainable scale even more than CESIUM.

The ideal approach would thus have the ability to run unmodified implementation code, such as possible by using cloud computing, with the frugality and scalability of simulation, the ability to reproduce timeliness properties of CESIUM, and the ability to capture distributed snapshots of distributed debuggers. This the challenge addressed in this paper with MINHA.

3 Minha Framework

MINHA is a practical framework for testing large-scale distributed systems. MINHA virtualizes multiple JVM instances within a single JVM and simulates key environment components, thus allowing reproducing the concurrency, distribution, and performance characteristics of an actual distributed system at a much lower resource cost.

The usage of MINHA is shown at the top of Figure 1. From left to right, a test driver defines the execution scenario, such as the number of instances of the target application to be created and the global properties to be checked. The test driver is then executed, along with the target application and MINHA libraries, on an off-the-shelf JVM. Properties can be checked in runtime and logs stored for further off-line checking and visualization.

At runtime, MINHA acts as an interposition layer that takes control of the execution and steers it according to the testing scenario defined in the test driver. As show also in Figure 1, the main components of MINHA are: the simulation kernel, the virtualizer, the transformer, and the tracer. Briefly, the transformer converts application and middleware code into an event-driven simulation that interacts with models provided by the virtualizer. Both run on an event-driven simulation kernel. The tracer collects information for off-line use. The remainder of this section describes how the design and implementation of MINHA address the twin challenge of scale and observability of distributed systems software.
3.1 Achieving scale

Simulating multiple processes in the JVM requires isolating their code and preventing their executions from interfering with each other. Prior work typically addresses this issue by using a separate Java class loader for each process [2], that provides private copies of code and data for each virtual process. However, this approach severely limits attainable numerical scale, as each virtual process has to load, transform, compile, and store its own copy of each class.

A second aspect of scale is the size and complexity of the application and middleware that can be loaded. Current systems make use of large portions of the Java platform API in addition to the basic networking and time interfaces that have been intercepted in previous proposals [2]. Simply replacing all Java API with simulation models would lead to a very large development effort while impairing compatibility.

**Minha**’s transformer addresses these challenges by using single class loader for all virtual processes and converts the original platform libraries to use simulation models of external resources, as happens for user provided middleware. As process isolation still needs to be enforced and the JVM forbids class loaders from rewriting native classes, **Minha** uses the ASM Java bytecode manipulation and analysis framework [5] to perform the following bytecode modifications:

**Redirecting references to virtualized classes.** Direct references to classes that are replaced by simulation models (e.g., `java.net.Socket`) are rewritten. Simulation models need then to be written, with same same interfaces, and containing simulation logic to reproduce their behaviors. This can however be done incrementally: As new applications demand new platform interfaces that haven’t yet been modeled, they fail and report the problem. Experience shows that having implemented models for a moderate subset of the platform API supports many interesting distributed middleware components.

**Redirecting static instance variables.** This transformation moves static instance variables to regular instance variables in an auxiliary class. It then creates and uses static setter and getter methods for each of them. These methods use a map in the simulation model of each process to store and retrieve the correct instance, thus enforcing isolation.

**Redirecting references to renamed classes and methods.** Transformed platform classes are renamed to a separate package, thus circumventing the restriction to modifying them. Therefore, references to these classes and to classes that are replaced with simulated versions are re-directed to the new package by transforming their respective callers. Individual static methods in platform classes that do not need to be replaced as a whole (e.g., `System.currentTimeMillis()`) are simply redirected to simulated versions.

Moreover, a subset of classes, containing the simulation kernel and environment models, are kept global by delegating their load to the system’s class loader. In contrast to isolation provided by using multiple class loaders and the Java security manager, the isolation between virtualized nodes in **Minha** is not designed for containing any malicious code or attack. This is however not needed, as **Minha** is used only for testing and all nodes are inherently trusted. This has the advantage of providing a controlled channel for virtual JVMs to interact with each other, that can easily be exploited by the user-defined test driver.

Finally, the last challenge to scale is in the discrete event simulation kernel. It keeps a list of future events per simulated timeline, scheduled to execute at target simulation instants. To scale up to large simulations, **Minha**’s simulation kernel supports multiple timelines for parallel execution in multi-core systems. Timelines in a single simulation are
conservatively synchronized with a time window [28]: current time for events executing in parallel in different timelines differs by at most a constant $W$. This exploits the fact that Minha maps one or more simulated hosts to each timeline and that the network latency is at least $W$. Therefore, message delivery events scheduled on a different timeline are guaranteed to be properly ordered.

Parallel simulation in Minha is optimized to use one timeline for each available processor core. This is achieved by using a concurrent non-blocking data structure to store the event list and a non-blocking algorithm to keep track of the synchronization window. In detail, each thread tries to update the global lowest time of an event executing across all timelines, spinning until its next event handler can be safely executed. This approach works well in cases where events are evenly spread across all timelines, as typically happens when simulating large distributed systems in a few processor cores.

3.2 Achieving observability

Minha’s programming interface is targeted at automated tests and scripting and combines reflection, to represent entities in the simulation domain, with an interface to inject events and interact with those entities.

To set up and control the simulation, the test driver API provides the following entities that describe and manipulate the simulated system: World represents the system as a whole, keeping track of global simulated time and allowing hosts to be created and enumerated. A Host describes a simulated host with processing and storage resources and attached to the network with an address. It allows creating and enumerating simulated processes. A Process keeps a private address space with its own copy of static variables and allows invocation of methods. Both hosts and processes can be terminated, to simulate crash faults.

Execution in the context of a simulated process is started by creating an Entry proxy for some interface and scheduling an invocation. Each entry point corresponds to a thread in the simulated process. Using the interface, it can specify arbitrary delays or an absolute schedule and if it is executed synchronously, implicitly running the simulation until the invocation returns, or asynchronously, providing a future to wait for and retrieve the result whenever the simulation has advanced enough. The simulation can also be run for predetermined periods of time, easing periodic observation. The API also provides the ability to exit the simulation to execute code that performs global observation or logging. This is achieved with an Exit proxy that ensures that the simulation is stopped on invocation and restarted on return. An example using the API is shown in Figure 3 and further discussed in Section 4.

The main challenge addressed is ensuring that only consistent global states can be inspected, regardless of the simulation containing multiple threads in a number of virtual processes. First, all blocking operations, such as synchronization and calls to the platform, are replaced with calls to simulated synchronization primitives by modifying the compiled bytecode at load time. Second, the transformed code executes consistently with simulation time. This ensures that: i) the application thread advances only in the context of an simulation event; ii) the execution time observed is reflected in the usage of a simulated CPU core; and iii) the waiting time (e.g., when reading from disk) is computed by the simulation and not by actual contention.

Figure 2 shows in detail how this is achieved. From the bottom to the top, the Control Thread (CT) originates in the Simulation Kernel and executes discrete Event Handling procedures. In contrast to common discrete event simulation practice, these do not directly modify model variables. Instead, they allow an Application Thread (AT) that executes test driver and application code at User Level to advance. An AT thus progresses as follows:
(1) When started, the AT stopped using the `pause()` method to wait for its turn; when the corresponding event is scheduled by the Simulation Kernel, the CT signals the AT, that can then execute test driver code (2). When the test driver is done, (3) it starts accounting real time with `startTime()`. This pauses the AT and returns control to the Simulation Kernel, to wait for its turn (4). When simulation time has advanced, the AT is finally signaled to start executing application code (6). The time elapsed while executing application code is measured with the CPU cycle counter in `stopTime()` (7) and used to advance simulation time accordingly. This means that further events, either in application or test driver code (8) will be scheduled appropriately in simulation time.

This allows the passing of real time while executing code to influence simulation time, thus reproducing the performance characteristics as needed to disclose scaling bugs. However, since it is an event driven simulation, global state is consistent and can be observed by direct inspection while the simulation is stopped. Moreover, as logging is done in user-defined test driver code, outside the periods that measure real time, it has no impact in measured performance and does not disturb the system under test.

Note that the test driver thread could get blocked in synchronization primitives within the target application and middleware, leading to a deadlock. However, as synchronization primitives have been replaced by simulated counterparts, these will recognize that the invoking thread is the test driver and avoid blocking it. The developer writing the test driver has however to be careful to make sure that the code used for observation is not susceptible to inconsistent internal state.

In addition to directly checking properties, the tracer component allows logging events of interest at runtime for off-line processing. Currently, MINHA is configured to trace events regarding: thread synchronization (i.e. fork/join/start/end events), inter-node communication (i.e. socket send/receive events), and read/write accesses to variables indicated by the programmer, if any. Recall that capturing memory accesses requires instructing the transformer to dynamically instrument the target application’s bytecode with calls to the tracer, which may incur additional overhead during the execution. In contrast, all the remaining events are captured by MINHA at the simulator side (i.e., outside the application), hence they do not impose any slowdown, as opposed to what happens in a real deployment.

An additional feature of the traces produced by MINHA is that events are logged in a coherent global order, due to the framework’s centralized and virtualized nature. This is particularly useful for debugging. In fact, MINHA comes with a built-in diagram generator.
that provides a visual representation of the execution according to the information stored in the trace file. Section 4.2 illustrates the benefits of this feature using the Cyclon example of Section 4.

The event trace is produced in JSON format, which can later be consumed by external tools. Events are stored as JSON objects, containing fields regarding: the thread identifier, the type of event (as indicated in tracer’s description in Section 3), the timestamp, and, for inter-node communication events, a message unique identifier, and the source and destination node addresses. Minha’s built-in visualizer consists of a Javascript module that uses the SVG.js library to generate a graphical representation of the event trace as a space-time diagram [20]. An example is shown in Figure 4 and discussed in the next section.

4 Use Case: Peer Sampling Service

In this section, we show how Minha can be used to test the properties of the overlays generated by the peer sampling service (PSS) Cyclon [37, 29]. A PSS is a mechanism, widely used by gossip-based peer-to-peer systems, that provides each node of the system with a partial view of the network. The overlay network used by the gossip protocol to spread information is thus defined by the logical graph that emerges from the union of all nodes’ views at a given instant. Since the effectiveness and efficiency of the dissemination depends heavily on the properties of the overlay, the PSS refreshes each node’s view from time to time to account for peer joins and leaves.

4.1 Test application

For the purpose of this example, we will focus on a particular PSS named Cyclon [37]. In a nutshell, the Cyclon protocol consists in a series of shuffle rounds, where pairs of neighbor nodes exchange a subset of randomly sampled peers from their views. The shuffle procedure works as follows. Each node assigns an age value to the node references in its view. This value is incremented by one at the beginning of a new exchange round, every T units of time. Upon starting a new shuffle, nodes pick the neighbor with highest age and send to it a random subset of other peers in their view, replacing the oldest node’s reference with a self-reference of age 0. In turn, when a shuffle message is received, nodes first reply with a subset of peers randomly selected from their own view, and then update their views with the references received, replacing the entries previously sent. As a result of shuffle operations, nodes alive have their views refreshed and nodes that left the system are eventually removed from every view. This way, Cyclon is able to cope with dynamism.

The experimental results in Cyclon’s original paper [37] shown that this protocol is able to generate network overlays with properties similar to random graphs, even starting from non-random topologies. This ability is particularly relevant for peer-to-peer systems that have to handle high churn, as random overlays exhibit low diameter and are able to maintain connectivity even in the presence of massive node failures.

The results presented in the original paper were obtained solely from simulations though, so it remains unclear how would the protocol behave in an actual distributed system. In such a real-world setting, the Cyclon protocol can be implemented by means of two execution threads: an active thread that is responsible for initiating a new shuffle with a neighbor, and a passive thread that operates as a message handler, which receives and processes the messages sent by other nodes. The portions of Cyclon executed by the two threads are detailed in Algorithms 1 and 2, respectively.
Algorithm 1 – Cyclon Active Thread at Node $p$.

Init:
$V_{size} \leftarrow$ size of $p$’s partial view
$view \leftarrow p$’s view containing $V_{size}$ references to other peers
$S_{size} \leftarrow$ number of peers exchanged during a shuffling operation ($S_{size} \leq V_{size}$)

for every $T$ time units do
  // increase by one the age of all neighbors
  AGEGLOBAL(view)
  // pick node $q$ with highest age among all neighbors
  $q = \text{GETOldestPeer}(view)$
  // select a random subset of $S_{size}$ neighbors
  peers = SELECTPEERS($view, S_{size}$)
  // send list of peers to $q$, indicating that this message is a request for a shuffle
  send($q, \{\text{REQ}, p, \text{peers}\})$
end for

Algorithm 2 – Cyclon Passive Thread at Node $p$.

while true do
  // receive a list of peers sent by node $q$
  $\{t, q, \text{peersRcv}\} = \text{RECEIVE}()$
  if $t = \text{REQ}$ then
    // select a random subset of $S_{size}$ neighbors
    peersSnd = SELECTPEERS($view, S_{size}$)
    // send list of peers to $q$, indicating that this message is a reply to the shuffle
    send($q, \{\text{REP}, p, \text{peersSnd}\}$)
  end if
  // incorporate list of peers received into its own view
  UPDATEVIEW($view, \text{peersRcv}$)
end while

4.2 Test driver

To conduct the experiment in MINHA, one can use a test driver like the one presented in Figure 3. The test driver starts by creating a new simulation scenario with 500 hosts, each corresponding to a Cyclon node, using MINHA’s API (lines 2-3). Nodes are then prepared for execution by enqueuing the method run() in the simulator (lines 6-8). This method is responsible for spawning Cyclon’s passive and active threads, as well as initiating the node’s view with references to its 11 subsequent neighbors.

The test driver proceeds with an instruction to let the simulation run for one second, thus allowing the Cyclon nodes to bootstrap (line 11). The core of the test run consists of 100 simulation cycles, in which MINHA lets the application code of each instance execute for 5 seconds, before giving back the control to the test driver code (lines 15-21). At this point, the test driver consults the local state of each node, namely the composition of its view, and logs it into a trace file (lines 17-20). We highlight that these observations are performed transparently to the application and without incurring runtime overhead. Since all nodes are paused, the local views are obtained from a global snapshot of the system, thus allowing reenacting the actual overlay network at that exact moment.

4.3 Log analysis

Off-line log analysis is particularly well suited to discover message race conditions. As an example, we search logs obtained with MINHA for cases in which a node is involved in more than one concurrent shuffle operations. This fact is not contemplated in the original Cyclon algorithm, nor in the simulations presented in the original paper [37].
//create a new simulation with 500 Cyclon peers
World world = new Simulation();
Entry<ICyclon>[] peers = world.createEntries(500, ICyclon.class, CyclonImpl.class.
getName());

//start Cyclon peers
for (int i = 0; i < 500; i++){
    peers[i].queue().run();
}

//allow nodes to bootstrap
world.run(1,TimeUnit.SECONDS);

//let the application code execute for 5s
//and then observe the overlay
for(int i=0; i <= 100; i++) {
    world.run(5 , TimeUnit.SECONDS);
    for(ICyclon c : peers){
        //inspect node’s view and store it into log
        logView(c.getView());
    }
}

Figure 3 Test driver for running Cyclon on MINHA.

On the other hand, these atomicity violations can easily occur in real settings, and may
hamper the properties of the overlay generated, especially in highly dynamic environments.
Figure 4 illustrates a detail of a time-space diagram of the execution plotted from the event
trace captured during the simulation for our experiment with Cyclon. To improve readability,
we only depict the timelines of the two Cyclon threads (namely, the active thread and the
passive thread) for the first four nodes. From the diagram, it can be observed that the active
thread starts by spawning the passive thread and then proceeds to sending shuffle requests.
In turn, the passive thread is responsible for receiving incoming messages and reply back to
complete the view exchange, as defined by the protocol.

This time-space diagram confirms the interesting scenario: The atomicity of a shuffle
operation is not guaranteed in practice (see the dashed box in Figure 4). In fact, a node can
receive a new shuffle request from a third node in-between swapping views with a neighbor.
Since the view updates performed by the passive thread upon receiving shuffle requests and
replies are not commutative, it results in a view that is not anticipated in the algorithm.
A possible solution to address this issue is to store incoming requests in a queue until the
awaited reply arrives [17].

4.4 Scalability

This section evaluates how MINHA’s performance scales with the number of nodes simulated.
In particular, we measured the execution time of MINHA when varying both the number of
nodes and the number of cycles considered in the simulation within the range {10, 100, 1000}.
The experiments were performed on a machine with a 3.4 GHz Dual-Core Intel i3 Processor,
8 GB of RAM and a 7200 RPMs SATA disk. The results, averaged for three runs, are
depicted in Figure 5.

As expected, the figure shows that MINHA’s execution time grows proportionally to
the size of the simulation both in terms of number of Cyclon peers and number of cycles,
making it efficient and practical for in-house testing of large-scale distributed systems as a
simulation of the Cyclon protocol with 1000 nodes and 100 cycles (which suffice to assess most properties of the overlay, as shown in Section 4.2) takes only around 13 minutes with a minimal hardware configuration.

5 Use Case: Data Store

In this section, we provide a second example of Minha using the DataFlasks peer-to-peer database system. This is used to show that Minha copes with an unmodified larger application that makes use of more features of the Java platform and external libraries. Moreover, we compare the scalability and cost of tests with the common alternatives of setting up a real distributed system or using virtual machines.

5.1 Global Property Checking

The DataFlasks distributed data store was designed to ensure availability of data in the presence of varying levels of node churn [30]. To assess this property, we ran DataFlasks on Minha with different levels of churn and wrote a test driver to compute the number of data replicas stored in the system at a given instant. Churn is easily injected in using the test driver API by invoking close() on Host objects, to remove them from the system, or by creating new Host instances to bring them back. Computing the number of keys in the system requires inspecting the storage of each node to check the data it is holding and combining such information with that of the other nodes.

In the experiments, we instructed Minha to run the verification code and compute the average number of replicas that the system holds at execution intervals of 1 second. We plot the results of the experiments in Figure 6 for a simulation of 700 seconds. The results

---

2 We used the version of DataFlasks publicly available at github.com/fmaia/dataflasks
Figure 5 Minha’s execution time (in log scale) for simulations considering different configurations of Cyclon.

Figure 6 Minha’s dynamic property checking applied to the evaluation of DataFlasks’ replica maintenance properties.

show that, as expected, the average number of data replicas varies with churn (the higher the churn, the fewer replicas exist in the system), although DataFlasks is always able to eventually recover the keys lost. In fact, the system ends the experiment maintaining the expected mean number of data replicas. Checking the same property in a real-world deployment would require extensive logging and cumbersome synchronization mechanisms.

5.2 Performance and Resource Usage

For this experiment, we considered three different deployment configurations for DataFlasks:

Configuration 1 (Commodity). We considered a deployment built from a set of several commodity hosts. Each commodity host is randomly selected at startup time from a pool of resources equipped with either i) a 3.1 GHz Dual-Core Intel i3 Processor, 8 GB of RAM and a 7200 RPMs SATA disk, ii) a 3.4 GHz Dual-Core Intel i3 Processor, 8 GB of RAM and a 7200 RPMs SATA disk, or iii) a 3.7 GHz Dual-Core Intel i3 Processor, 8 GB of RAM and
a SSD disk. All hosts are interconnected through a switched Gigabit Ethernet. The total number of commodity hosts available at deployment time was limited to 36, which aims to represent a scenario where the available resources for testing are not comparable with the equivalent to those expected in a production deployment.

**Configuration 2 (Virtual Machines).** We considered a deployment built from a single server grade machine equipped with an 2.3 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2670 v3 Processor, 94GB of RAM and a 7200 RPMs SATA disk. This machine was configured to deploy a set of 32 virtual machines interconnected through a virtualized switched Ethernet.

**Configuration 3 (Minha).** We considered a single commodity host, extracted from the pool of resources described in the first scenario, on which we deployed Minha.

For each one of the previous configurations, we deployed DataFlasks with an increasing number of nodes within the range \{8, 16, 32, 64, 128, 256\}. We then performed the experiments by running a simple write workload on top of DataFlasks using YCSB [9], in a total of 5 independent runs for each configuration. For each experiment, we measured the time required to replicate data across all the necessary replicas and used it to compare the different configurations. Figure 7 depicts the experimental results.

Figure 7 shows that besides scaling to larger system sizes than a configuration with multiple virtual machines, Minha is able to do it on a single commodity host that represents 1/36 of the cost of a real deployment depicted in either the first or second configurations. These results support the claim that Minha is able to accurately simulate large-scale distributed systems with much less resources than traditional approaches.

### 6 Conclusions and Future Work

Distributed systems are notoriously hard to test, mainly due to their large state space and the difficulty in deploying large infrastructures. This paper addresses the challenges of scale and observability in Minha, a simulation framework aimed at easing the burden of testing large-scale distributed systems. Minha virtualizes multiple JVM instances within a single JVM, while simulating key environment components, thus reproducing the concurrency, distribution, and performance characteristics of an actual system. Minha also helps assessing the application’s correctness by allowing checking distributed properties on globally-consistent snapshots of the system. Moreover, due to time virtualization, these system-wide assertions can be performed transparently to the target application and without affecting its runtime performance.
Our experiments with a large-scale key-value store and a peer sampling service show that MINHA can accurately reproduce the characteristics of real-world deployments with fewer resources than traditional approaches, and is effective in assessing system-wide properties.

We believe that MINHA opens a number of interesting research opportunities in the field of distributed systems testing and debugging. For example, MINHA can be extended with model checking capabilities to systematically explore the execution space of distributed systems and discover new bugs. Furthermore, MINHA’s event traces, which are totally ordered and logged without any runtime overhead for the target application, can be combined with bug detection techniques to also detect problems automatically.
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Abstract
In this work, we propose FLECKS, an algorithm which implements atomic memory objects in a multi-writer multi-reader (MWMR) setting in asynchronous networks and server failures. FLECKS substantially reduces storage and communication costs over its replication-based counterparts by employing erasure-codes. FLECKS outperforms the previously proposed algorithms in terms of the metrics that deliver good performance such as storage cost per object, communication cost a high fault-tolerance of clients and servers, guaranteed liveness of operation, and a given number of communication rounds per operation, etc. We provide proofs for liveness and atomicity properties of FLECKS and derive worst-case latency bounds for the operations. We implemented and deployed FLECKS in cloud-based clusters and demonstrate that FLECKS has substantially lower storage and bandwidth costs, and significantly lower latency of operations than the replication-based mechanisms.
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1 Introduction
In the recent years, the demand for efficient and reliable large-scale distributed storage systems (DSSs) has grown at an unprecedented scale. DSSs that store massive data sets across several hundreds of servers are commonly used for both industrial and scientific applications, and numerous Internet-based applications. Many applications demand concurrent and consistent access to the stored data by multiple writers and readers. Therefore, some form of consistency must be guaranteed of the stored objects is essential for the application developer to reason about the correctness of the application. The consistency model we adopt is atomicity, also often referred to as strong consistency. Atomic consistency gives the users of the data service the impression that the various concurrent read and write operations happen sequentially. Therefore, strong consistency or linearizability is the most preferred form of consistency guarantee. However, providing strong consistency is a non-trivial task in most practical distributed storage systems due the asynchronous behavior of the communication and component failures endemic in any large network. Also, the ability to withstand failures and network delays are essential features of any robust DSS. The traditional solution for
emulating an atomic fault-tolerant shared storage system involves replication of data across
the servers. Perhaps, the earliest of replication-based algorithms atomic memory emulation
in asynchronous networks appear in the work by Attiya, Bar-Noy and Dolev [4] (we refer to
this as the ABD algorithm). Replication based strategies incur high storage costs; for example,
to store a value (an abstraction of a data file) of size 1 MB across a 5-server system, the ABD
algorithm replicates the value in all the 5 servers, which blows up the worst-case storage cost
to 5 MB. Additionally, every write or read operation has a worst-case communication cost of
5 MB. The communication cost, or simply the cost, associated with a read or write operation
is the amount of total data in bytes that gets transmitted in the various messages sent as part
of the operation. Since the focus in this paper is on large data objects, the storage and
communication costs include only the total sizes of stable storage and messages dedicated to
the data itself. Ephemeral storage and the cost of control communication is assumed to be
negligible. Under this assumption, we further normalize both the storage and communication
costs with respect to the size of the value, say $v$, that is written, i.e., we simply assume that
the size of $v$ is 1 unit (instead of 1 MB), and say that the worst-case storage or read or write
cost of the ABD algorithm is $n$ units, for a system consisting of $n$ servers.

Erasure codes provide an alternative way to emulate fault-tolerant shared atomic storage,
with the added benefit of reducing storage cost. In comparison with replication, algorithms
based on erasure codes significantly reduce both the storage and communication costs of the
implementation. An $[n,k]$ erasure code splits the value $v$ of size 1 unit into $k$ elements, each
of size $\frac{1}{k}$ units, creates $n$ coded elements, and stores one coded element per server. The size
of each coded element is also $\frac{1}{k}$ units, and thus the total storage cost across the $n$ servers is
$n\frac{k}{k}$ units. For example, if we use an $[n = 5, k = 3]$ MDS code, the storage cost is simply 1.67 per
unit of data, instead of 5 as in the case of replication-based algorithms, such as ABD. A class
of erasure codes known as Maximum Distance Separable (MDS) codes have the property
that value $v$ can be reconstructed from any $k$ out of these $n$ coded elements. In systems that
are centralized and synchronous, the parameter $k$ is simply chosen as $n - f$, where $f$ denotes
the number of server crash failures that need to be tolerated. In this case, the read cost,
write cost and total storage cost can all be simultaneously optimized. The usage of MDS
codes to emulate atomic shared storage in decentralized, asynchronous settings is way more
challenging, and often results in additional communication or storage costs for a given level
of fault tolerance, when compared to the synchronous setting. Even then, as has been shown
in the past [6,10], significant gains over replication-based strategies can still be achieved
while using erasure codes. The works in [6,10] contain algorithms based on MDS codes for
emulating fault-tolerant shared atomic storage, and offer different trade-offs between storage
and communication costs.

The performance of a DSS that stores millions of objects, and accessed concurrently by
hundreds of thousands of clients must excel in terms of several performance measures. While
designing FLECKS algorithm we focused on the following key performance metrics that are
often used by the systems researchers to evaluate the performance of such system. (i) Storage
cost is the total number of bytes stored across all servers, must be low, which essentially
increases the capacity of the storage system, and also reduces the cost of storing data for
the user. (ii) Maximum number of server failures the system can experience without service
interruption directly contributed to increases in data durability. (iii) Number of rounds per
operation reduces the latency of operations, thereby increasing the throughput of clients’
operations and also reduces overall messaging in the network. (iv) Read cost is the amount
of data transmitted in order to complete a read operation. In most practical systems reads
are several orders of magnitude more frequent than writes. Therefore, read cost, must be as
low as possible. (v) Write cost is the number of bytes transmitted during a write operation should be as low as possible, which would reduce latency of write and network bandwidth consumption.

**Our Contributions.** In this work, we present FLECKS, an erasure-code based, fault-tolerant algorithm for implementing MWMR atomic memory in asynchronous networks, with optimized storage and communication costs. When compared to other erasure-code based or replication-based atomic memory emulation algorithms, FLECKS achieves superior or comparable values for the performance metrics mentioned above. Moreover, FLECKS is the only such algorithm that scores reasonable values across all of the performance metrics (see Table 1), making it suitable for implementations in practical systems. Firstly, the storage cost of FLECKS is \((1 + \delta) \frac{n}{k}\), where \(\delta\) is the maximum number of writes concurrent with any read. In a typical DSS, the frequency of reads is 10,000+ fold more than that of writes [8]. Therefore, \(\delta\) is rarely larger than 1 as reported in [7]. FLECKS exploits this to provide one-round reads, but occasionally, in the presence of concurrent writes, carries out a second round. This results in lower latency for most reads and increases throughput of the system. Writes always take two rounds. We would like to emphasize that \(\delta\) is not explicitly hard-coded in FLECKS; therefore, is a run-time property. The underpinning idea behind FLECKS achieving lower storage cost is to use writes help garbage collect stale values, i.e., values introduced by previous writes. As a result, during the course of an execution, the additional storage cost due to the temporary increase of \(\delta\) for individual object is small and transient. In a system with several hundred or more stored objects, the fraction of reads that experiences concurrent writes would be tiny (see third plot in Fig. 1). Therefore, when considered system wide, FLECKS achieves storage cost very close to the optimal value \(\frac{n}{k}\) (discussed later in the context of Fig. 2 (a)). FLECKS can tolerate a maximum of \(n - k\) server crashes, which is the maximum number of erasures tolerated by and MDS \([n, k]\) code. The read and write-communication costs are very comparable to the synchronous EC-based scenarios (see Table 1). We provide analytical proofs of atomicity and liveness properties of FLECKS. We also derived bounds for the read and write latency based on maximum message delay of \(\Delta\) for any point-to-point message in the network. Finally, we implemented FLECKS, deployed our implementation, and ran experiments where our implementation can emulate a large number of atomic objects. We compare our results with an optimized replication-based algorithm adapted from ABD where we emulate a shared storage of up to 10,000 objects of various sizes. Our results corroborate our design goals and theoretical results on storage and communication cost bounds, and lower latency of reads and writes in FLECKS. For example, Fig. 1 shows that FLECKS (EC) has much lower latency, compared to the replication-based method (REP) for the read and write operations. Furthermore, it shows that most of the reads (get) comprise of a single-round.

1.1 Comparison with Other Algorithms, and Related Work

There is a rich history of erasure coding based shared memory emulation algorithms [5, 6, 10–12, 14, 18]. In Table 1, we provide a comparison between FLECKS and other atomic memory algorithms. We add ABD as a benchmark to compare the performance metrics of the erasure-coded algorithms with replication based schemes. In [6], the authors provide two algorithms - CAS and CASGC - based on \([n, k]\) MDS codes, and these are primarily motivated with a goal of reducing the communication costs. Both algorithms tolerate up to \(f = \frac{n - k}{2}\) server crashes, and incur a communication cost (per read or write) of \(\frac{n}{2f}\). The CAS algorithm is a precursor to CASGC, and its storage cost is not optimized. In CASGC,
Figure 1 READ (GET) and WRITE (PUT) latencies, and percentage of reads with 2 phases for the multi object experiment. For each operation, a client accesses a object chosen uniformly at random. We compare \([n = 5, k = 3]\) FLECKS (EC) against 5-way replication (REP), for objects of sizes 10KB, 100KB and 1MB.

Each server stores coded elements (of size \(\frac{1}{k}\)) for up to \(\delta + 1\) different versions of the value \(v\), where \(\delta\) is a hard-coded upper bound on the number of writes that are concurrent with a read. A garbage collection mechanism, which removes all the older versions, is used to reduce the storage cost. The worst-case total storage cost of CASGC is shown to be \(\frac{n}{n-2f}(\delta + 1)\).

Liveness and atomicity of CASGC are proved under the assumption that the number of writes concurrent with a read never exceeds \(\delta\). On the other hand, SODA [14] is designed to optimize the storage cost rather than communication cost, where a write cost is very high \((n^2)\). In SODA, the parameter \(\delta_w\), which indicates the number of writes concurrent with a read, to bound the read cost. However, neither liveness or atomicity of SODA depends on the knowledge of \(\delta_w\); the parameter appears only in the analysis and not in the algorithm. But the effect of the parameter \(\delta\) in CASGC is rather rigid. In CASGC, any time after \(\delta + 1\) successful writes occurs during an execution, the total storage cost remains fixed at \(\frac{n}{n-2f}(\delta + 1)\), irrespective of the actual number of concurrent writes during a read. For a given \([n, k]\) MDS code, CASGC tolerates only up to \(f = \frac{n-k}{2}\) failures, whereas SODA tolerates up to \(f = n - k\) failures.

In [10], the authors present the ORCAS-A and ORCAS-B algorithms for asynchronous crash-recovery models. In this model, a server is allowed to undergo a temporary failure such that when it returns to normal operation, contents of temporary storage (like memory) are lost while those of permanent storage are not. Only the contents of permanent storage count towards the total storage cost. Furthermore, they do not assume reliable point-to-point channels. The ORCAS-A algorithm offers better storage cost than ORCAS-B when the number of concurrent writers is small. Like SODA, in ORCAS-B coded elements corresponding to multiple versions are sent by a writer to reader, until the read completes. However, unlike in SODA, a failed reader might cause servers to keep sending coded elements indefinitely. RADON [15], an erasure-code based atomic memory algorithm which allows servers restarts, provides liveness guarantees under most practical network settings and allows efficient repair of crashed nodes. ARES [18] improves on the number of rounds compared to the previously known erasure-code based algorithms. From Table 1 is it evident that FLECKS strikes a balance among all the erasure-code based algorithms performs in all of the measures of performance.

1.2 Other related works

In [19], the authors consider algorithms that use erasure codes for emulating regular registers. Regularity [16] is a weaker consistency notion than atomicity. Applications of erasure codes to Byzantine fault tolerant DSS are discussed in [5, 12].
During the last few years several erasure-code-based DSS with strongly consistent distributed storage have become available. Cocytus [20] is an in-memory key-value store that guarantees strong consistency and reduces storage cost using erasure codes. The values are erasure coded and the coded elements are stored among a subset or group of servers, referred to as coding group, from the set of available servers.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>max failures</th>
<th>rounds/ write</th>
<th>rounds/ read</th>
<th>repl or EC</th>
<th>storage cost</th>
<th>read cost</th>
<th>write cost</th>
<th>explicit δ?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABD [4]</td>
<td>(\frac{n-1}{2})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Repl.</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>2(n)</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASGC [6]</td>
<td>(\frac{n-k}{2})</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODA [14]</td>
<td>(n-k)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORCASA-A [10]</td>
<td>(\frac{n-k}{2})</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>(\geq 2)</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>(n)</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ORCASA-B [10]</td>
<td>(\frac{n-k}{2})</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
<td>(\infty)</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADON, [15]</td>
<td>(\frac{n-k}{2})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARES [18]</td>
<td>(\frac{n-k}{2})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLECKS</td>
<td>(n-k)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(\leq 2)</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>No</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SYNCH EC</td>
<td>(n-k)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>EC</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>(1)</td>
<td>(\frac{n}{n})</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Giza [7] is a recently proposed strongly-consistent multi-version object store and heavily used in Microsoft’s OneDrive storage system. Giza is designed for cross-data center (cross-DC) object storage, which is deployed over 11 data-centers around the world. Giza uses FastPaxos [17] which, in the absence of concurrent writes, completes in one round trip, but in the case of concurrent updates, uses the more expensive consensus algorithm Paxos.

Recently, a large class of new erasure codes have been proposed and employed (see [9] for a survey) in DSS where the focus is on the efficient storage of immutable (like archival) data. Recovery of contents in failed servers is an important operation in such systems. These new codes offer the dual benefits of reduced storage cost as well as reduced repair cost during recovery from server failures. It remains to be seen whether the advantages of these codes carry over to systems that have consistency/concurrency requirements.

Document Structure. In Section 2, we provide the models and definitions. In Section 3 we describe FLECKS. Section 4 provides the proof for correctness and liveness guarantees for FLECKS along with bounds for storage and communication costs, and latency analysis of the operations. In Section 5, we discuss the implementation and experimental validation of FLECKS. Finally, in Section 6 we conclude our paper. Due to lack of space some of the proofs are omitted.

2 Model and Definitions

A shared atomic storage can be emulated by composing individual atomic objects. Therefore, we aim to implement a single atomic read/write memory object. Each data object takes a value from a set \(V\). We assume a system consisting of three distinct sets of processes: a set \(W\) of writers, a set \(R\) of readers and \(S\), a set of servers. Servers host data elements (replicas or encoded data fragments). Each writer is allowed to write the value of a shared object, and each reader is allowed to read the value of that object. Processes communicate via messages through asynchronous, reliable channels.
Executions. An execution of an algorithm $A$ is an alternating sequence of states and actions of $A$ starting with the initial state and ending in a state. An execution $\xi$ is well-formed if each client does not invoke a one operation until it completed the previously invoked operation and it is fair if enabled actions perform a step infinitely often. In the rest of the paper we consider executions that are fair and well-formed. When process $p$ crashes it stops executing any further step.

Write and Read Operations. An implementation of a read or a write operation contains an invocation action and a response action (such as a return from the procedure). An operation $\pi$ is complete in an execution, if it contains both the invocation and the matching response actions for $\pi$; otherwise $\pi$ is incomplete. We say that an operation $\pi$ precedes an operation $\pi'$ in an execution $\xi$, denoted by $\pi \rightarrow \pi'$, if the response step of $\pi$ appears before the invocation step of $\pi'$ in $\xi$. Two operations are concurrent if neither precedes the other.

Erasure Codes. Background on Erasure coding: In FLECKS, we use an $[n,k]$ linear MDS code [13] over a finite field $F_q$ to encode and store the value $v$ among the $n$ servers. An $[n,k]$ MDS code has the property that any $k$ out of the $n$ coded elements can be used to recover (decode) the value $v$. For encoding, $v$ is divided into $k$ elements $v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_k$ with each element having size $\frac{1}{k}$ (assuming size of $v$ is 1). The encoder $\Phi$ takes the $k$ elements as input and produces $n$ coded elements $c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_n$ as output, i.e., $[c_1, \ldots, c_n] = \Phi([v_1, \ldots, v_k])$. For ease of notation, we simply write $\Phi(v)$ to mean $[c_1, \ldots, c_n]$. The vector $[c_1, \ldots, c_n]$ is referred to as the codeword corresponding to the value $v$. Each coded element $c_i$ also has size $\frac{1}{k}$. In our scheme we store one coded element per server. Without loss of generality, we associate the coded element $c_i$ with server $i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$.

Liveness of operations. We require algorithms to satisfy certain liveness properties, specifically, in every fair execution that satisfies certain restrictions in terms of the number of failed nodes, we require every operation by a non-faulty client completes, irrespective of the behavior of other clients.

Storage and Communication Costs. We define the total storage cost as the size of the data stored across all servers, at any point during the execution of the algorithm. The communication cost associated with a read or write operation is the size of the total data that gets transmitted in the messages sent as part of the operation. We assume that metadata, such as version number, process ID, etc. used by various operations is of negligible size, and therefore, ignore this in the calculation of storage and communication cost. Further, we normalize both the costs with respect to the size of the value $v$; in other words, we compute the costs under the assumption that $v$ has size 1 unit.

3 The FLECKS algorithm

The FLECKS algorithm is presented in three parts in Pseudocodes. 1, 2 and 3, corresponding to a writer, reader and server, respectively. The erasure-code parameter $k$ is chosen as $k = n - f$, where $f$ is the desired server-fault tolerance. By assumption, $f < n/2$, and thus

---

2 In practice $v$ is a file, which is divided into many stripes based on the choice of the code, various stripes are individually encoded and stacked against each other. We omit details of representability of $v$ by a sequence of symbols of $F_q$, and the mechanism of data striping, since these are fairly standard in the coding theory literature.
Algorithm 1 Writer protocol in FLECKS: write(v) at writer w.

**Variables:**
- opnum, indicates the operation number for the writer. Initially 1.

2: **put-data:**
- Compute coded elements $c_1, \ldots, c_n$ from v.
- Send (opnum, $c_i$) to server $s_i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$.
- Wait for responses from k servers. Let the responses be $\{z_i, 1 \leq i \leq k\}$.

6: **put-tag:**
- Let $t = (w, z)$.
8: Send $(t, \text{opnum})$ to server $s_i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$.
opnum ++. Terminate after receiving k acknowledgments.

Algorithm 2 Reader protocol in FLECKS: read at reader r.

**get-tag-data:**
2: Request final tuple from all servers
- Wait for responses from k servers.
4: if all k responses have common tag then
6: decode the corresponding value
return the value.
8: else
- compute the maximum received tag and call it $t_{req}$
10: Let opnum$_{req}$ be the corresponding opnum.
- collect all coded elements corresponding to $t_{req}$ in list $D_L$

12: **get-data:**
14: Send $(t_{req}, \text{opnum}_{req})$ to all servers.
- Collect every response $(t, \text{opnum}, c)$ into $D_L$.
16: for received tuple $(t, \text{opnum}, c)$, do
18: decode the value $v$ for tag $t$
- send read-complete to all servers
20: return $v$
else
22: if $t > t_{req}$ then
- send commit-tag$(t, \text{opnum})$ to all servers,
else
24: Continue to wait for more tuples.

we get that $k > n/2$. The algorithm relies on the notion of quorums during both phases of the write operation, and the first phase of the read operation. The parameter $k$ denotes the size of quorum in these phases, and is at least a majority since $k > n/2$.

Tags are used for version control of key values. A tag $t$ is defined as a pair $(z, w)$, where $z$ is a positive integer and $w \in W$ denotes the writer ID. We use $T$ to denote the set of all possible tags. For any two tags $t_1, t_2 \in T$ we say $t_2 > t_1$ if (i) $t_2.z > t_1.z$ or (ii) $t_2.z = t_1.z$ and $t_2.w > t_1.w$. The relation $>$ imposes a total order on $T$.

Server-side Local Variables: Each server maintains the following local variables: a) a List $L \subset \text{Tags} \times \mathbb{N} \times \text{coded elements} \times \{\text{Pre, Fin}\}$, which forms a temporary storage for tag and coded-elements pairs during write operations. The second entry indicates the operation number (opnum) of the writer whose entry is stored. The last entry’s meaning will be described further in the text. b) A finalized tuple $(t_f, \text{opnum}_f, c_{i,f})$. We refer to $t_f$ as the finalized tag, $\text{opnum}_f$ as the final opnum, and $c_{i,f}$ as the finalized coded-element, c) Op($w$), $w \in W$, indicating the last opnum received from writer $w$, and d) the set $\mathcal{R}$ of outstanding read requests. An element of $\mathcal{R}$ is the form $(r, t_{req}, \text{opnum}_{req})$.

We now describe the write and read operations with the help of Pseudocode 1, 2 and 3, and a high-level schematic diagram for the read and write operations are given in Fig. 2.
Algorithm 3 Server response protocol in FLECKS: at server $s_i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$.

Variables:
- List $L \in \text{Tags} \times N \times \{\text{Pre, Fin}\}$
- Initially empty.
- Last Opnum received from each writer: $\text{Op}(w), w \in W$
- Final tuple $(t_f, \text{opnum}_f, c_{i,f})$, initially $(t_0, \text{opnum}_0, c_{i,0})$.

The set $R$ of outstanding READ requests.

1. Variables:
   - List $L \in \text{Tags} \times N \times \mathbb{F}_{256} \times \{\text{Pre, Fin}\}$
   - Initially empty.
   - Last Opnum received from each writer: $\text{Op}(w), w \in W$
   - Final tuple $(t_f, \text{opnum}_f, c_{i,f})$, initially $(t_0, \text{opnum}_0, c_{i,0})$.

The set $R$ of outstanding READ requests.

2. $\text{Op}(w) = \max(\text{Op}(w), \text{opnum})$

3. /*change from Fin to Pre for writing of algorithm*/

4. $\text{put-data-resp received (opnum, c_i) from w :}$

5. $\text{commit-tag}(w, \text{opnum})$

6. $\text{if } ((w, \tilde{z}), \text{opnum, } \bot, \text{Fin}) \in L \text{ then}$

7. $L \leftarrow L \cup \{(w, \tilde{z}), \text{opnum, Fin}\}$

8. $\text{else}$

9. Let $t_{in} = (w, t_f.z + 1)$.

10. $L \leftarrow L \cup \{(t_{in}, \text{opnum}, c_{i,Pre})\}$.

11. $\text{commit-tag}(w, \text{opnum})$

12. $\text{send } t_{in} \text{ to writer } w$.

13. $\text{Put-data-resp received (t, opnum) from w :}$

14. $\text{commit-tag}(t, \text{opnum})$

15. $\text{send ACK to writer } w$.

16. $\text{get-tag-data-resp request received from r :}$

17. $\text{send final tuple } (t_f, \text{opnum}_f, c_{i,f}) \text{ to reader } r$

18. $\text{get-data-resp received (treq, opnumreq) from r :}$

19. $\text{if } t_f \geq t_{req} \text{ then}$

20. $\text{send } (t_f, \text{opnum}_f, c_{i,f}) \text{ to reader } r$

21. $\text{Do commit-tag}(t_{req}, \text{opnumreq})$

22. $\text{read-complete-resp request received from r :}$

23. $\text{R} = \text{R} \setminus (r, *, *, *)$

24. $\text{commit-tag-resp(t, opnum)}$

25. $\text{Let } t = (w, \tilde{z})$

26. $\text{if } ((t.w, *), \text{opnum}, c_{i,Pre}) \in L \text{ then}$

27. $\text{Update final tuple:}$

28. $\text{if } t > t_f \text{ then}$

29. $(t_f, \text{opnum}_f, c_{i,f}) \leftarrow (t, \text{opnum}, c_{i})$

30. $\text{Relay: Send } (t, \text{opnum}, c_{i}) \text{ to every } r, (r, t_{req}, *, *) \in R \text{ s.t. } t \geq t_{req}$

31. $\text{Remove from list: } L \leftarrow L \setminus \{(w, \tilde{z}, \text{opnum}, c_{i,Fin})\}$

32. $\text{else if } \text{opnum > Op(t.w)}$

33. $\text{For Future: } L \leftarrow L \cup \{(t, \text{opnum}, \bot, \text{Fin})\}$

Figure 2 High Level schematic overview of the WRITE and READ protocols of FELCKS.
The write Operation. Assume that a writer \( w \) wishes to write (update to) value \( v \). The writer computes the \( n \) coded elements \([c_1, \ldots, c_n]\). The WRITE operation consists of two rounds. At a high level, the first round is the temporary storage phase, where the server adds the coded element into the list. Once the writer gathers that \( k \) servers have done so, it starts the second round where a commit command is issued whereby the server updates the finalized tuple using the entry in the list (if the entry is newer). A pictorial overview of the WRITE protocol appears in Pseudocode 1. We now explain the two rounds in detail.

In the first round put-data, the writer sends the pair \((opnum, c_i)\) to server \( s_i \), \(1 \leq i \leq n\), where \( opnum \) denote the writer’s operation number for the ongoing WRITE operation. The server responds via put-data-resp. Upon receiving the message, under normal circumstances (the \textbf{else} part of the \texttt{if} statement), the server computes a new tag for this WRITE operation. This is obtained as \( t_m = (w, t_f.z + 1) \), where \( t_f \) denotes the finalized tag stored by \( s_i \), and \( t_f.z \) denotes the integer part of the \( t_f \). The server adds the tuple \((t_m, opnum, c_i, Pre)\) to the temporary storage list \( L \), and responds to the writer by sending \( t_m \). The \textbf{if} part of the pseudo-code is to take care of the rare case, when the message from the writer arrives too slow at the server, where the server has already learned by other means that the WRITE operation has already been committed by a quorum of servers. In this case, server \( s_i \) directly commits the message \((opnum, c_i)\) in round 1. The commit step, under normal circumstances, is part of the second round response of the WRITE operation, and is explained below. The writer waits to hear tags from \( k \) servers, and computes maximum \( z \) of the integer parts of the received tags. This completes round 1.

In the second round put-tag, the writer \( w \) creates the new tag \( t = (w, z) \), and sends the pair \((t, opnum)\) to all servers. Upon receiving the message, a server performs, via put-tag-resp, the commit-tag step. Under normal circumstances (the \textbf{if} clause of \texttt{commit-tag-resp}), as part of the commit-tag-response, the server updates the finalized tuple with the entry in the list corresponding to \((t.w, opnum)\), if \( t > t_f \). The server also removes the entry from the list. This ensures that for any successful WRITE operation, every non-faulty server eventually automatically garbage-collects the temporary storage entry in the list. The \textbf{if} clause of the commit-tag-resp contains a Relay step that is used to server outstanding READ requests. This is explained as part of the READ operation below. The \textbf{else} part of \texttt{commit-tag-resp} step is executed during rare circumstances, when the server initiates the commit-tag step not as part of the round 2 of the corresponding WRITE operation, but learns from a reader that the WRITE operation has already begun the second round but this server has not even received the first round message form the writer yet. In the case, the server adds an indicator entry to the list \( L \) (using the forth Pre/Fin part of the entry), so that when the writer message arrives in future, the server can directly proceed to commit the coded-element. Finally, the writer terminates after receiving acknowledgments from \( k \) servers.

The read Operation. The reader during the first round contacts all the servers for the finalized tuples, and waits for responses from \( k \) servers. If all the responses have the same tag, clearly the reader can decode using the \( k \) responses, and the READ ends in the first round itself. Otherwise, the reader computes the maximum tag from among the tags received as part of the finalized tuples, and we call this the request tag \( t_{req} \). The corresponding

\[3\] It is possible that the local temporary tag for corresponding the entry in list is higher than the received tag \( t \). The reason is that the writer computes the tag by computing maximum among a quorum, and not all the servers. This local temporary tag is simply ignored, and the finalized tuple is saved using the tag received from the writer. The local temporary tag is used during the second round only to identify the correct entry in the list that must be committed.
opnum_{req} is called request opnum. The goal in the second round is to use the relay-technique to let the reader decode a value corresponding to a tag that is at least as high as \( t_{\text{req}} \). A pictorial overview of READ protocol appears in Pseudocode 2.

In the second round, the reader sends the pair \((t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}})\) to all servers. Any server that receives the message registers the read-request, as part of the \textit{get-data-resp} by adding the tuple \((r, t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}})\) to the set \( R \) of outstanding \textit{READ} requests. Further, if the finalized tag is at least as high as the request tag, the server sends finalized tuple to the reader. The goal of the reader registration is to enable \textit{relaying} to the reader until the reader gathers \( k \) coded elements corresponding to some common tag. The relaying (to outstanding \textit{READ} requests) happens whenever the server executes the \textit{commit-tag-resp} step for a pair \((t, \text{opnum})\) such that \( t \geq t_{\text{req}} \). Recall that \textit{commit-tag-resp} step is executed as part of the second round response of \textit{WRITE} operations. It may be noted that a server only sends those (tag, coded-element) pairs that are committed, and thus form potential candidates for the finalized tuple. In this regard, from the point of view of the reader, the temporary storage list \( L \) can be thought as elongating the channel from the writer to the server such that a (tag, coded-element) pair is ready for consumption by the server only after the writer executes the second round.

As part of the \textit{get-data-resp} step, the server also performs the \textit{commit-tag} step for the pair \((t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}})\). This is to handle the case where the writer crash fails half-way into the second round for the \textit{WRITE} operation corresponding to \((t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}})\). In this case, only a partial set of the servers would have performed \textit{commit-tag} step for the pair \((t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}})\), while the rest of the servers still hold the coded elements in the temporary storage list \( L \). The execution of the \textit{commit-tag} step as part of the \textit{READ} operation is in spirit analogous to the reader-write-back (read-repair) operation performed replication algorithms [4], and helps complete a partially completed \textit{WRITE} operation.

The reader collects (tag, coded-element) pairs until it receives \( k \) corresponding to a common tag, say \( t_r \), whose corresponding value is decoded. During this process, if the reader receives a coded-element for a tag \( t > t_{\text{req}} \), then (while waiting for further pairs), the reader sends out \textit{commit-tag}(\( t, \text{opnum} \)) message to the servers. The purpose of this commit tag is exactly the same as that of the \textit{commit-tag}(\( t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}} \)) described above. It may be noted that the utility of these messages only arise when the \textit{WRITE} corresponding to \((t, \text{opnum})\) failed half-way. Under normal circumstances, these messages are simply ignored by the server that has already seen the writer \textit{commit-tag} message. In fact, as we shall see in the experiments, even with read-write ratio of 1, the number of reads needing the second round is a tiny fraction.

Finally, once the reader decodes, it sends a \textit{READ} complete message so that the servers can stop relaying. Note that no responses are expected for these \textit{read-complete} messages.

**Handling Client Failures.** While we show that FLECKS ensures linearizable executions and wait-freedom availability corresponding to non-faulty client processes despite failure of a reader or and writer process, we note that a failed reader/writer process introduces the need for additional intervention for performance optimization. A failed reader can result in servers relaying to the reader indefinitely. While it is definitely possible to stop relaying algorithmically as in [14] via a gossip protocol among the servers, the protocol is redundant for successful reads, and thus contributes high burden on the system from a practical point of view. Alternate practical solutions include letting the server stop the relaying after a certain timeout duration or threshold number relay messages. In fact, if point-to-point channel latency is bounded by \( \Delta \), any \textit{READ} operation completes within \( 6\Delta \) (see Section 4),
independent of the number of concurrent writes. In the rare event when the relaying stops even before the READ completes (when the point-to-point latency bound is not respected), one can always timeout the reader, and restart the read.

Similarly, a WRITE that fails during the first round leaves entries in the temporary storage list \( L \) that is not garbage collected by the algorithm. In our implementation, each server additionally garbage collects any entry in the list that is older than a certain threshold time that is set sufficiently high from a practical viewpoint.

### 4 Liveness and Atomicity of FLECKS

**Liveness.** Now we state and prove the liveness property of FLECKS. We recall that the algorithm uses an \([n,k]\) MDS code. We assume if a client has already started an operation (say \( \pi \)), the (same) client will wait until \( \pi \) is completed before starting a new operation.

*Theorem 1.* (Liveness) Consider any well-formed execution of FLECKS in which at most \( f = n-k \) servers crash fail during the execution. Then, an operation corresponding to a non-faulty client completes irrespective of any past, ongoing or future successful or failed client operations.

**Proof.** Liveness of a WRITE operation is easily verified from an inspection of the algorithm. For a READ operation, there is nothing to prove if the READ completes in the first round itself. The non-trivial part is proving liveness of a READ operation that executes the second phase. Let \( \pi \) be such a READ operation corresponding to reader \( r \). As in the algorithm, let \( (t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}}) \) denote the message sent by the reader during the \( \text{get-data} \) phase. Without loss of generality, let \( s_1, \ldots, s_k \) denote the set of \( k \) servers that never fail during the execution. Let \( T_i \) denote the point of execution when \( s_i \) receives the \( \text{get-data} \) request from reader \( r \). Let \( T_{\text{max}} = \max_{1 \leq i \leq k} T_i \). Next, let \( t_i = s_i, t_f | T_{\text{max}} \), i.e., \( t_i \) denotes the finalized tag stored by server \( s_i \) at \( T_{\text{max}} \). Further, let \( t_{\text{max}} = \max_{1 \leq i \leq k} t_i \). The tags \( t_{\text{max}} \) and \( t_{\text{req}} \) are not necessarily ordered in any specific way. We now divide the discussion into the following cases:

- **Case a)** \( t_{\text{max}} \leq t_{\text{req}} \): In this case, we show that corresponding to every server \( s_i, 1 \leq i \leq k \), there exists a point of execution \( \hat{T}_i \) when \( s_i \) will send the message \( (t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}}, c_i) \) to reader \( r \), unless \( s_i \) received read-complete message before \( \hat{T}_i \). In this case, it is clear that the reader gets \( k \) coded elements corresponding to the tag \( t_{\text{req}} \) and thus, can definitely decode the value corresponding to \( t_{\text{req}} \), after receiving the \( k \)th coded-element, unless the READ is complete even before. We consider two sub cases here:

  - **Subcase i)** Sever \( s_i \) did not receive \( \text{put-data} \) request with message \( (t_{\text{req}}, w, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}}, c_i) \) until \( \hat{T}_i \): We know that the server \( s_i \) registers the READ request at \( T_i \) (by adding the corresponding entry to \( R \)). Further, by assumption the channel from every writer to every server is ordered, and thus if the server has not received the \( \text{put-data} \) request with message \( (t_{\text{req}}, w, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}}, c_i) \) until \( T_i \), this means that \( s_i, Op(w) | T_i < \text{opnum}_{\text{req}} \). In this case, the server adds the tuple \( (t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}}, \bot, \text{Fin}) \) to its list as part of the execution of \( \text{commit-tag} \) step of \( \text{get-data-resp} \). Let \( \hat{T}_i > T_i \) denote the point of execution when \( s_i \) receives \( \text{put-data} \) request with message \( (t_{\text{req}}, w, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}}, c_i) \). Such a point in the execution necessarily exists because the tag \( t_{\text{req}} \) is committed tag, and thus at least one server received the \( \text{put-tag} \) request with message \( (t_{\text{req}}, \text{opnum}_{\text{req}}) \) directly from writer \( t_{\text{req}}, w \). This means that the writer \( t_{\text{req}}, w \) necessarily completed the \( \text{put-data} \) phase in which messages were sent to all \( n \) servers (since it already executed at least a part of the second phase). We recall here our channel model assumption that once message is placed in the channel, it is eventually delivered to the destination process, as long as the destination is non-faulty. In the current
proof, the server \( s_i \) is non-faulty, and thus will eventually receive \((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req}, c_i)\). This completes our justification of the existence of the point of execution \( \hat{T}_i \).

To continue with the proof, we note that during the put-data-resp action corresponding to \((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req}, c_i)\), server \( s_i \) finds that the WRITE operation has an entry in the list with \( Fin \) in the last field, and consequently executes commit-tag for the same WRITE operation. In this case, if \( s_i \) did not receive read-complete message until \( \hat{T}_i \), it is clear that server will relay the tuple \((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req}, c_i)\) to reader \( r \), as part of the execution of commit-tag-resp\((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req})\). Note that in this case, we have \( \hat{T}_i = \hat{T}_r \).

Subcase ii) Server \( s_i \) received put-data request with message \((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req}, c_i)\) before \( \hat{T}_i \): In this case, we first note that \( s_i.t_f|_{\hat{T}_i} \leq s_i.t_f|_{T_{max}} \leq t_{max} \leq t_{req} \). If \( s_i.t_f|_{\hat{T}_i} = t_{req} \), then the server sends the tuple \((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req}, c_i)\) to reader \( r \) as part of execution Step 2 of get-data-resp corresponding to message \((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req})\). If \( s_i.t_f|_{\hat{T}_i} < t_{req} \), then it is clear that \( s_i \) never received commit-tag\((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req})\) request until \( \hat{T}_i \) and hence it must be true that the tuple \((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req}, c_i)\) is relayed to the reader \( r \) as part of the execution of Step 3, commit-tag-resp\((t_{req,w}, opnum_{req})\), of the get-data-resp action.

Case b) \( t_{max} > t_{req} \): In this case, we show that corresponding to every server \( s_i \), \( 1 \leq i \leq k \), there exists a point of execution \( \hat{T}_i \) when \( s_i \) will send the message \((t_{max}, opnum_{max}, c_i)\) to reader \( r \), unless \( s_i \) received read-complete message before \( \hat{T}_i \). In this case, it is clear that the reader gets \( k \) coded elements corresponding to the tag \( t_{max} \) and thus, can definitely decode the value corresponding to \( t_{max} \), after receiving the \( k \)th coded-element, unless the READ is complete even before.

To prove this, observe that there exists a server \( s_j \in \{s_1, \ldots, s_k\} \) such that \( s_j.t_f|_{T_{max}} = t_{max} \). We know that \( T_j \leq T_{max} \), and hence \( s_j.t_f|_{T_j} \leq s_j.t_f|_{T_{max}} \leq t_{max} \). If \( s_j.t_f|_{T_j} = t_{max} \) (trivially true if \( T_{max} = T_j \)), the server \( s_j \) sends the tuple \((t_{max}, opnum_{max}, c_i)\) to reader \( r \) as part of the execution Step 2 of get-data-resp. If \( s_j.t_f|_{T_j} < t_{max} \), it is clear that there exists a point of execution \( \hat{T}_j \), \( T_j < \hat{T}_j < T_{max} \), where server \( s_j \) executes commit-tag-resp\((t_{max}, opnum_{max})\) and changes the finalized tag to \( t_{max} \). Thus, the server \( s_j \) relays the tuple \((t_{max}, opnum_{max}, c_i)\) to reader \( r \) at \( \hat{T}_j \), if the server \( s_j \) has not yet received read-complete response. In summary, we have shown that there exists one server \( s_j \) among the set of non-faulty servers that will definitely send the tuple corresponding to \((t_{max}, opnum_{max})\) to the reader. Once the reader gets the first coded element corresponding to the pair \((t_{max}, opnum_{max})\), since \( t_{max} > t_{req} \), the reader sends the commit-tag\((t_{max}, opnum_{max})\) message to all the servers.

It remains to be shown that every other server \( s_i \in \{s_1, \ldots, s_k\}\setminus\{s_j\} \) also sends coded element corresponding to \((t_{max}, opnum_{max})\) to the reader. To show this, we once again observe that \( s_i.t_f|_{T_i} \leq s_i.t_f|_{T_{max}} \leq t_{max} \). If \( s_i.t_f|_{T_i} = t_{max} \), it is clear that the server \( s_i \) sends the tuple \((t_{max}, opnum_{max}, c_i)\) to reader \( r \) as part of the execution Step 2 of get-data-resp. Now consider the case \( s_i.t_f|_{T_i} < t_{max} \). The READ request is clearly registered. From the discussion so far, we note that the server \( s_i \) will eventually receive both the put-data request corresponding to message \((t_{max,w}, opnum_{max}, c_i)\), and also the commit-tag request corresponding to message \((t_{max,w}, opnum_{max})\). The put-data request is eventually received since the writer has definitely completed the Phase 1 of the WRITE operation, and we know from the channel assumption that once a message is placed in the channel, it eventually arrives at the destination. The commit-tag request is eventually received since as observed above the reader sends the commit-tag\((t_{max,opnum})\) message to all the servers (useful if the writer failed during the execution of Phase 2 of the corresponding WRITE operation).

Further, the algorithm is designed in such a way that the ordering of the arrivals of these two messages does not matter; arguments (using the Pre/Fin indicator) similar to those
used in Case $a$) can be used to show that the tuple $(t_{\text{max}}, opnum_{\text{max}}, c_i)$ is committed at the earliest point in the execution when both these messages are received. In this case, the server $s_i$ relays the tuple corresponding to $(t_{\text{max}}, opnum_{\text{max}})$ to the reader, if $s_i$ did not get read-complete message yet. This completes the proof of Case $b)$, and hence the proof of liveness of a READ operation corresponding to a non-faulty reader.

Atomicity. Below we state and prove the atomicity property of the FLECKS algorithm.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Theorem 2.} \textbf{(Atomicity)} Any well-formed execution of FLECKS is atomic.
\end{itemize}

Latency Analysis and Storage Cost. Although FLECKS is designed for asynchronous message passing settings, in the case of a reasonably well-behaved network we can bound the latency of an operation. Assume that any message sent on a point-to-point channel is delivered at the corresponding destination (if non-faulty) within a duration $\Delta > 0$, and local computations take negligible amount of time compared to $\Delta$. Thus, latency in any operation is dominated by the time taken for the delivery of all point-to-point messages involved. Under these assumptions, the latency bounds for successful WRITE and READ operations in FLECKS are as follows.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Theorem 3.} The duration of a WRITE or a READ in FLECKS is at most $4\Delta$ and $6\Delta$, respectively.
\end{itemize}

Recall that READ operations use the technique of relaying for completion, and a new relay to the reader potentially occurs due to every concurrent WRITE operation. While this may happen, the above result guarantees a bound on the READ completion time that is independent of the number of concurrent writes experienced by the read.

Storage Costs. We now provide bounds on the total storage cost incurred by FLECKS under the bounded latency model. The storage cost at any point in the execution is the total amount of data that is stored in the servers. The cost at any server arises due to the storage of finalized coded-element as well as the storage of temporary coded-elements in the list - we account for both of these in our calculation. Costs contributed by meta-data are ignored while ascertaining either storage costs.

Consider a system storing $N$ key-value pairs, where each pair is implemented via an instance of FLECKS. We assume using an $[n,k]$ MDS code for each of these instances. Further, every value is assumed to have the same size, and let us normalize it to 1 unit of space. Let $\rho$ denote the average number of writes per second experienced by the system, where each WRITE can happen on any of the $N$ objects allowing for concurrency. Further let $\theta$ denote the fraction of writes that fail (due to writer crashes). We know from the algorithm that the coded elements from such writes can potentially linger around in the temporary list until an external mechanism garbage collects them. Let $\tau$ denote the maximum duration for which any entry is retained in the list by a server - we assume that after $\tau$ seconds of adding an entry into the list, the server simply garbage collects the entry if it was not removed until then (automatically by the algorithm). The following theorem gives the average storage cost in the system in terms of the above parameters under the bounded latency model.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Theorem 4.} The average storage cost per key-value pair incurred by a system running FLECKS under the bounded latency model is given by $
\frac{n}{2} \left[ 1 + \frac{(4\Delta + \theta \tau)\rho}{N} \right].$
\end{itemize}
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Figure 3 (a) Average storage cost per object for ABD (5-way replication) and FLECKS using an \([n = 5, k = 3]\) erasure code is plotted as a function of number of writes per second with \(N = 10^4\) objects. Even for one write per object per second, FLECKS significantly saves storage over ABD, for similar fault tolerance. (b) The total bandwidth consumed by each reader after executing 50,000 reads. (c) The average latency to encode or decode a value. The plots are for runs with frequency of read and write is 1.

Proof. Cost at server \(s\) is given by \(C_s = C_{s,1} + C_{s,2}\), where \(C_{s,1}\) is the cost due to finalized entries, and \(C_{s,2}\) is due to the entries in the list. The total storage cost \(C\) is then given by

\[
C = \sum_s C_{s,1} + \sum_s C_{s,2} = N\frac{n}{k} + \sum_s C_{s,2},
\]

where \(Nn/k\) is the total cost in the system due to the finalized entries. Note that the total number of servers in the system does not appear anywhere in our analysis. To estimate the second term, we note that any point \(T\) in the execution, the average number of active writes retained by the system is given by \(4\Delta \rho\). This follows because we know the from Theorem 3 that a write completes within \(4\Delta\) seconds, and on average there are \(4\Delta \rho\) writes that started within the time interval \([4\Delta - T, T]\) that remain active at time \(T\). We also need to count the number of failed writes retained by the system at time \(T\). The average number of failed writes retained by system at time \(T\) is given by \(\tau \theta \rho\), and the argument is similar to the one for active writes. Thus, if \(\sum_s C_{s,2}\) denotes the average cost due to the entries in the list across all servers, then this is given by \(\sum_s C_{s,2} = \frac{(4\Delta \rho + \theta \tau \rho)n}{Nk}\). Now, the average cost per key-value pair in the system is given by \(C/N = \frac{n}{k} + \frac{(4\Delta \rho + \theta \tau \rho)n}{Nk} = \frac{n}{k} \left[1 + \frac{(4\Delta + \theta \tau)\rho}{N}\right]\). □

An illustration of the storage cost bound is provided in Fig. 3 (a). In this example, we assume an \([n = 5, k = 3]\) code for a system storing \(N = 10^4\) key-value pairs, where 0.01% of writes fail, i.e., \(\theta = 10^{-4}\). We fix \(\Delta = 100\) ms and \(\tau = 100\) s, and these two numbers are based on observations from our own experiments. The storage cost is plotted as a function of writes per second in the system. For comparison, we also plot the storage cost that would be incurred by a 5-way replicated system.

5 Implementation and Experimental Validation

Here we briefly describe our experimental evaluation of FLECKS against an optimized version of the ABD algorithm. The algorithms (FLECKS and ABD) are implemented in Golang.
version `go 1.6.3` with additional libraries for messaging (ZMQ [3]), erasure-coding (ISA-L [1]) and stats collection (libstatgrab [2]). The software is deployed via docker containers. For point to point communication among the processes, we use ZMQ 3.2.0 [3], which is a distributed (without a centralized broker) messaging library built on top of TCP/IP sockets. For the erasure-coding part of the implementation we use the open-source version of Intel’s ISA-L [1]. We use the Cauchy matrix based MDS codes. We chose Galois field of size 256, since $\text{GF}(256)$ is fairly standard in the storage industry.

**System Setting.** We deployed each server and client process on a separate virtual machine (VM) running Ubuntu Linux 16.04 LTS configured with 8 GB of RAM and a 4-core CPU. The VMs were part on an OpenStack cloud platform. The bisectional bandwidth of the platform is about 10 Gbps.

In our experiments we stored up to 10000 atomic objects, where each object is implemented via an independent instance of FLECKS. Each server runs as a single threaded process handling all the objects associated with that server. A client process can access any of the objects. All data is stored in memory. For simulating crash failure of server process, we simply kill the process.

**Latency of read and write operations.** In Fig. 1, we plot average latency for reads and writes while accessing multiple objects (1, 10, 100, 1000 and 10000 objects) in executions of FLECKS and ABD. For this scenario, we use 5 readers, 5 writers, and 5 servers. We compare 5-way replication ABD with FLECKS based on $[5, 3]$ erasure-code. We notice that FLECKS has substantially reduction in latency and this improvement is more prominent as the size of payload increases.

**Bandwidth cost for operations.** Fig. 3(b) shows the total incoming and outgoing network bandwidth (BW) consumed by a single reader client in FLECKS and ABD. With 50000 operations and 5-way replication ABD, we expect incoming BW to be about 250 GB when object size is 1000 kB. From Fig. 1, we see that about 27% of that reads have two phases in ABD, and thus outgoing BW, dominated by two phase reads, is around $0.27 \times 250 = 67$ GB. In FLECKS, the incoming BW is dominated by 1 phase reads, and is about $1/3 \times 250 = 83$ GB. Unlike replication, the 2 phase reads (roughly 3%) in FLECKS does not write-back actual data, and hence outgoing BW of FLECKS is negligible.

**Latency due to encoding and decoding.** Fig. 3(c) also shows the contribution of erasure code encoding and decoding time during a write or a read in FLECKS. Clearly, latency is minimally affected by the erasure-coding operations, consistent with other recent works in literature [20].

**Server failures.** To test the effect of server failures, we setup 1000 objects on 10 servers as in the experiment. After deployment, we kill two of the server processes (chosen at random). In agreement to our liveness guarantees the read and writes operations continue to complete. For a replicated system, increasing the number of replicas per object increases latency of operation.

**Effect of Increasing Number of Readers.** For a practical system, one expects to see a near-linear scaling of overall read throughput against the number of readers. While we see this behavior for both replication and FLECKS, we noted that FLECKS permits a significantly better throughput scaling. The advantage can be directly attributed to the lower read latency of FLECKS.

6 Conclusion

We investigated the feasibility of erasure-codes in atomic memory algorithms to reduce storage cost, bandwidth costs and latency. With that in mind we designed FLECKS for
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asynchronous networks, that reduces, storage cost for the stored object and bandwidth cost for the operation. FLECKS completes the read operations in just one round in the absence of concurrent writes. FLECKS design is based on practical settings. FLECKS guarantees liveness of operations in the present of any client crash failures and up to $n-k$ server crashes. We proved the atomicity and liveness properties of FLECKS. We implemented FLECKS according to our algorithmic specifications. We performed extensive experiments on an actual network environment. Future work will invoke extending FLECKS to allow repair of crashed servers.
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Abstract
We consider distributed computations between two parties carried out over a noisy channel that may erase messages. Following a noise model proposed by Dani et al. (2018), the noise level observed by the parties during the computation in our setting is arbitrary and a priori unknown to the parties.

We develop interactive coding schemes that adapt to the actual level of noise and correctly execute any two-party computation. Namely, in case the channel erases $T$ transmissions, the coding scheme will take $N + 2T$ transmissions using an alphabet of size 4 (alternatively, using $2N + 4T$ transmissions over a binary channel) to correctly simulate any binary protocol that takes $N$ transmissions assuming a noiseless channel. We can further reduce the communication to $N + T$ by relaxing the communication model and allowing parties to remain silent rather than forcing them to communicate in every round of the coding scheme.

Our coding schemes are efficient, deterministic, have linear overhead both in their communication and round complexity, and succeed (with probability 1) regardless of the number of erasures $T$.
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1 Introduction

Consider two remote parties that use a communication channel in order to perform some distributed computation. One main obstacle they may face is noise added by the communication channel, corrupting their messages and ruining the computation. In the early 90’s, Schulman [29, 30] initiated the field of interactive coding where the parties use coding techniques in order to complete their computation correctly despite possible communication noise.

Channels may introduce different types of noise. Among the common noise types are substitution noise, where the channel changes the content of messages (e.g., it flips communicated bits), insertions and deletions, where the channel may introduce a new message

1 Part of this work was done while at Bar-Ilan University and a student at Birla Institute of Technology and Science, Pilani, India.
or completely remove a transmission, and erasures where the channel erases transmissions, i.e., replacing them with an erasure mark. Throughout the last several years many interactive coding schemes were developed, allowing parties to perform computations over the various channels and noise types, e.g., [9, 12, 32], see related work below and [17] for a survey.

Naturally, some bounds on the noise must be given. As a trivial example, it is clear that if all the transmissions are corrupted, there is no hope to complete any distributed computation. Braverman and Rao [9] showed that for substitution noise, a noise fraction of $1/4$ is maximal. That is, as long as the noise is limited to corrupt less than $1/4$ of the communication, there are coding schemes that will succeed in producing the correct output. However, if the noise exceeds this level, any coding scheme for a general computation is bound to fail. Similarly, noise rate of $1/4$ is maximal (and achievable) for insertion and deletion noise [7, 32], and noise rate of $1/2$ is maximal (and achievable) for erasure noise [14, 12].

All the above schemes must know in advance the amount of noise they are required to withstand. For instance, the scheme of [9] is given some parameter $\rho < 1/4$, which stands for the (maximal) fraction of noise that instance will be able to handle. Given this parameter and the length of the (noiseless) computation to be performed $N$, the coding scheme determines how many transmissions it should take in order to perform the computation, say, $\tilde{N} = \tilde{N}(\rho, N)$ transmissions. It is then guaranteed that as long as the noise corrupts at most $\rho \tilde{N}$ transmissions, the computation succeeds.

In a recent work, Dani et al. [11] considered the case where the noise amount may be arbitrary and a priori unknown to the coding scheme. That is, the channel may corrupt up to $T$ transmissions, where $T \in \mathbb{N}$ is some fixed amount of noise which is independent of the other parameters of the scheme and the computation to be performed. The work of Dani et al. [11] considered substitution noise and showed a scheme that succeeds with high probability and, if the channel corrupts $T$ transmissions during the execution of the scheme, then the scheme will take $N + O(T + \sqrt{TN \log N})$ transmissions to conclude.

Again, some limitations must be placed on the noise. Indeed, assume that an uncorrupted computation on the input $(x, y)$ terminates in $\tilde{N}$ rounds, and assume $T > \tilde{N}$. Then, a substitution noise can always make Alice (wlog) believe that Bob holds $y$, by corrupting the messages Alice receives in the first $\tilde{N}$ rounds. Note that Alice then terminates with the wrong output, i.e., the output for $(x, y)$. Dani et al. [11] dealt with the above impossibility by assuming that the parties have access to some shared randomness and that the adversary is oblivious to that randomness. This allowed them to employ cryptographic tools in order to guarantee the authentication of communicated messages.

In this work we focus on erasure noise, where the channel either transmits the message as is, or erases the message and outputs a special $\perp$ symbol that indicates this event. Erasure noise naturally appears in many practical situations, e.g., when an Ethernet packet gets corrupted yet this corruption is detected by the CRC checksum mechanism [25]. In this case the packet is considered invalid and will be dropped. This situation is equivalent to an erasure of that transmission. We note that this type of noise is weaker than substitution noise. This allows us to obtain coding schemes without further assumptions, mainly, without the need for shared randomness and without requiring the adversary to be oblivious.

Our main result is an efficient and deterministic coding scheme that withstands an arbitrary and a priori unknown $T$ erasures with probability 1.

> **Theorem 1 (main, informal).** Given any two-party binary interactive protocol $\pi$ of length $N$, there exists an efficient and deterministic noise-resilient protocol $\Pi_4$ of length $N + 2T$ that simulates $\pi$ over a 4-ary channel in the presence of an arbitrary and a priori unknown number $T$ of erasures.
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13:2 Interactive Coding Resilient to an Unknown Number of Erasures
Alternatively, there exists an efficient, deterministic, binary noise-resilient protocol $\Pi_2$ of length $2N + 4T$ that simulates $\pi$ assuming an arbitrary and a priori unknown number $T$ of erasures. It holds that

$$CC(\Pi_4) = CC(\Pi_2) = 2N + 4T.$$ 

Since $T$, the amount of noise, is unknown to begin with, the length of the coding scheme must adapt to the actual noise that the parties observe. Such coding schemes are called adaptive [3]. Adaptivity raises several issues that must be dealt with appropriately. The main issue is termination. Since the coding scheme adapts its length to the observed noise, and since the different parties observe different noise patterns, their termination is not necessarily synchronized. As a matter of fact, obtaining synchronized termination is impossible.

Lemma 2. Let $\Pi$ be a protocol for exchanging messages between Alice and Bob, that is resilient to an unbounded amount $T$ of erasures. Then, there always exists a noise pattern for which Alice and Bob terminate in different rounds.

This can be seen as a variant of the famous “coordinated attack problem” [24], where reaching full synchronization between two parties is known to be impossible. See [18] for a proof and an elaborated discussion about unsynchronized termination.

Unsynchronized termination means that one party may terminate while the other party continues to send (and receive) transmissions as dictated by its protocol. In this case, the communication model should specify what happens in those rounds where only one party is active and the other has terminated. Specifically, it should specify what messages the active party receives in this case.

In our setting we define a special symbol we call silence (cf. [3]). We assume that silence is (implicitly) communicated by a terminated party. That is, the still-active party hears silence in every round it is set to listen and the other party has already terminated. We note that silence is corruptible – the channel may erase silent transmissions, and the active party will see an erasure mark instead. On the other hand, these implicit silent transmissions are not considered part of the communication of the protocol (i.e., we do not count them towards the communication complexity). Hearing a silence is a univocal indication that the other side has terminated, allowing the other party to terminate as well and bypassing the impossibility of synchronized termination.

In the setting of Theorem 1 we do not allow the parties to remain silent before termination – in each timestep a party is set to speak it must communicate a valid message. However, in today’s networks, especially in networks with multiple parties, it is very common that parties send messages only if they have information to send, and keep silent otherwise.

Our second result extends Theorem 1 to the setting where parties are allowed to either speak or remain silent at every timestep (called the AGS setting hereinafter, see [3]). In this case, termination becomes even more tricky. Recall that the coding scheme of Theorem 1 uses silence as an indicator for termination. We can do the same in the AGS setting and avoid using silence throughout the protocol, keeping it as an indicator towards termination only. However, this would effectively reduce the AGS setting to the one of Theorem 1, and lead to a suboptimal scheme.

Instead, we take a different approach that requires parties to remain silent during the protocol in certain cases. This has the effect of reducing the communication at the expense of not being able to identify termination at times. In particular, one of the parties may remain active indefinitely. However, that party will remain silent after the other party has terminated, and moreover, it will hold the correct output of the computation. We call this situation semi-termination.
Definition 3. We say that a protocol has semi-termination if there exists a round $t$ after which both the following conditions hold:
1. Both parties have computed the correct output, and
2. Both parties remain silent indefinitely (whether they terminate or not)

Our result for this setting is as follows.

Theorem 4 (AGS setting, informal). Given any binary two-party interactive protocol $\pi$ of length $N$, there exists an efficient and deterministic protocol $\Pi_4$ in the AGS setting with semi-termination, of length $N + 4T$ sending at most $N + T$ symbols from alphabet of size 4, that simulates $\pi$ assuming an arbitrary and a priori unknown number $T$ of erasures.

Alternatively, there exists an efficient and deterministic protocol $\Pi_1$ in the AGS setting with semi-termination, with length $4N + 16T$ that communicates at most $N + T$ unary (i.e., non-silent) symbols and simulates $\pi$ assuming an arbitrary and a priori unknown number $T$ of erasures.

In this setting, it is significant to bound the round complexity since silence is not counted towards the communication complexity, yet it can be used to transfer information. As stated in the above theorem, the round complexity of the resilient protocols $\Pi_4$ and $\Pi_1$ until the event of semi-termination, is linear in the round complexity of the noiseless protocol $\pi$, namely, $\text{RC}(\Pi_4) = O(N + T)$ and $\text{RC}(\Pi_1) = O(N + T)$.

Organization. In the next part we overview the techniques used to obtain Theorem 1 and Theorem 4. Section 2 formally defines the communication and noise model, and fixes some notations used throughout. In Section 3 we describe the noise resilient protocol of Theorem 1 and analyze its correctness. The coding scheme of Theorem 4 along with its correctness is deferred to the full version of this paper (see [18] for a preliminary version). Further, in [18] we discuss the issue of unsynchronized termination and prove that it is impossible to obtain synchronized termination when the noise is unbounded.

1.1 Coding Schemes Overview

Erasure noise has two attractive properties we utilize towards our scheme. The first is that, if there was a corruption, the receiver is aware of this event; the second property is that, if there was no corruption, the received message is the correct one. Our scheme follows a technique by Efremenko et al. [12], where the parties simulate the noiseless protocol $\pi$ bit by bit. As long as there is no noise, they can carry out the computation identically to $\pi$. However, in the case of an erasure, the receiver needs to signal the other side that it did not receive the last message and request a retransmission. The main problem is that this request message may get erased as well, making both sides confused regarding to what should be sent next.

In [12] this issue is solved by extending each message by two bits that indicate the round currently being simulated. It is proven that the parties may simulate different rounds, however, the discrepancy in the round number is bounded by 1. Hence, a round number modulus 3 is required in [12] to indicate whether Alice is ahead, Bob is ahead, or they are at the same round.

Our scheme combines the above technique with a challenge-response technique employed by Dani et al. in [11], in order to obtain resilience against an unbounded number of erasures. Our coding scheme is not symmetric, but rather Alice always begins a round by sending a “challenge” message, followed by Bob replying with a response. Alice then determines
whether the challenge-response round was successful: if both messages were not erased, Alice would see the correct response from Bob and would deduce that both messages were received correctly. If Alice received an erasure, or if she received the wrong response, she would deduce that an erasure has occurred during this round and the round should be re-simulated.

Bob, similarly but not identically, gets the challenge message from Alice and verifies that it belongs to a new round (that is, the challenge differs from the previous round). If this is the case, he replies with the next bit. Otherwise, i.e., if Alice’s challenge was erased, or if Bob receives the challenge of the previous round, he replies with the response of the previous round. Note that if Alice did send a new challenge and it was erased, she will now get the response of the previous round and realize there is a mismatch.

It is not too difficult to see that the “challenge” suffices to be a single bit – the current simulated round number in $\pi$, modulus 2 (which we call the parity from now on). Since the scheme is not symmetric, it can never happen that Alice has advanced to the next round while Bob has not. The other case, where Bob is ahead of Alice by a single round is still possible. Therefore, one bit of information suffices to distinguish between these two cases.

In more details, Alice begins a round by sending Bob the next bit of the simulation of $\pi$, along with the parity of the round number (in $\pi$) of that bit. If Bob receives this message and the parity matches the round number he expects, he records the bit sent by Alice and replies with the next bit of $\pi$ using the same parity. If this message reaches Alice correctly, she knows the round is over and advances to the next round. If Bob does not receive Alice’s message (i.e., it gets erased), or if the parity is incorrect, Bob replies with the bit of the previous round along with the parity of that round. Similarly, if Alice receives a message with a wrong parity or an erased message, she keeps re-simulating the same round, until she gets the proper reply from Bob.

Note that a single erasure delays the progress of the simulation by a single round (2 transmissions). However, once there is a round in which both messages are not erased, the simulation correctly continues, and the succeeding two bits of $\pi$ are correctly simulated. That is, as long as there is noise, the simulation just hangs, and when the noise ceases, the simulation continues from exactly the same place it stopped.

Once Alice completed simulating the last round of $\pi$, she quits. Recall that Bob is always ahead of Alice, thus if Alice completes the simulation, so does Bob. After Alice terminates, Bob receives silence unless erased by the channel. When Bob hears a silence, he learns that Alice has terminated and quits the scheme as well. The noise may delay Bob’s time of termination by corrupting the silence, however, once the noise is over, Bob will learn that the simulation has completed and will quit as well.

**Coding schemes for parties who may keep silent**

Our second scheme works in the communication model where parties are allowed to remain silent if they wish (the AGS setting). The main advantage in being able to remain silent is allowing the parties to communicate information in an optimized manner which reduces their communication complexity. Specifically, consider the above idea of challenge-response, where a party replies with the wrong response in order to indicate there was an error and that a round should be re-simulated. In the AGS setting we can instead keep silent in order to signal this retransmission request.

The idea is as follows. Similar to the scheme above Alice begins a round by sending her bit to Bob (along with the parity). If the transmission is received correctly, Bob replies with his next bit. If Bob receives an erasure instead, he remains silent. This signals Alice that an
error has happened and that she should re-simulate the last round. Similarly, if Alice sees
an erasure she keeps silent. In all other cases, i.e., receiving a silence or receiving a wrong
parity, the parties re-transmit their last message as before.

The effect of a party keeping silent for asking a retransmission is reducing the communi-
cation complexity. Note that each erasure causes the recipient to remain silent for one single
round, instead of sending a message that indicates an erasure. Then, the simulation continues
from the point it stopped. On the other hand, the analysis becomes slightly more difficult in
this case since silence may be erased as well, causing the other side to remain silent and signal
there was an erasure. This may cause the first party to repeat its message while the other
side should have actually resent its message in order to advance the simulation. Luckily, this
issue does not falsify the correctness of the simulation – as a result of sending the parity, the
extra retransmission is simply ignored. Furthermore, such a superfluous transmission does
not increase the communication overhead since it can only happen when multiple erasures
have occurred in the same round or in consecutive rounds.

When silence has a meaning of requesting a retransmission, we cannot use it anymore
to indicate termination. Note that whatever Alice sends Bob to inform him she is going to
terminate may get erased, so if Alice terminates Bob will not be aware of this fact and will
remain active. If Alice waits to hear a confirmation from Bob that he received the indication
and learned that Alice is about to terminate – this confirmation may get erased. Bob never
learns if Alice has received his acknowledgment or not; then, if Bob assumes that Alice has
terminated and terminates himself, it will be Alice who hangs in the protocol waiting for
Bob’s confirmation, and so on. Our approach to this conundrum is to allow the parties not
to terminate as long as there exists a point in time beyond which the parties remain silent
and both hold the correct output. In our scheme, Alice will actually terminate once she
learns that the simulation is done² (recall that if Alice completed the simulation then Bob
completed it as well, but the other direction does not necessarily hold). Bob’s actions in
the final part of the protocol are slightly different from his normal behaviour. Once Bob
completed simulating π, but he is unaware whether or not Alice completed simulating π, he
keeps silent unless he hears a message from Alice that re-simulates the final round. In this
case, he replies with his final bit. In all other cases he remains silent.

1.2 Related Work

The field of interactive coding was initiated by the seminal work of Schulman [29, 30]
focusing on two parties that communicate over a binary channel with either substitution
noise (random or adversarial) or with erasure noise. Followup work (for substitution noise)
developed coding schemes with optimal resilience [9, 6, 20] efficiency [31, 8, 19, 4, 20, 16], or
good rate [26, 22, 16]. Coding schemes for different channels and noise types were developed
in [28, 12, 15] for channels with feedback, in [7, 32, 23, 13] for insertions and deletions noise,
and in [5, 27] for quantum channels. Interactive coding over channels that introduce erasure
noise was explored in [30, 28, 14, 15, 12, 3]. In particular, Efremenko et al. [12] developed
efficient coding schemes for optimal erasure rates, and Gelles and Haeupler [15] developed
efficient coding schemes with optimal rate assuming a small fraction of erasures. Adaptive
models were considered in [3, 21, 20]. See [17] for a survey on the field of interactive coding.

² It is possible to let Alice send Bob a “termination message” right before she quits in order to signal Bob
she is about to terminate. In case this message is not erased, Bob will terminate as soon as he hears
this special message. Otherwise, he will keep running the scheme but remain silent. In either case, the
protocol satisfies the semi-termination requirements.
Closest to our work is the work of Dani et al. [11] who considered the case of an arbitrary noise amount that is unknown to the scheme. Their coding scheme assumes substitution noise which is oblivious to the randomness used by the parties as well as to the bits communicated through the channel. An AMD code [10] is used to fingerprint each transmitted message, allowing the other side to detect corruptions with high probability. Aggrawal et al. [2] use similar techniques to develop a robust protocol for message transfer, assuming bi-directional channel that suffers from an arbitrary (yet finite) and unknown amount of bit flips. Aggarwal et al. [1] extended this setting to the multiparty case, where \( n \) parties, rather than two, perform a computation over a noisy network with an arbitrary and unknown amount of noise.

2 Model Definition

**Standard notations.** For an integer \( i \in \mathbb{N} \) we denote by \([i]\) the set \( \{1, 2, \ldots, i\} \). All logarithms are taken to base 2. The concatenation of two strings \( x \) and \( y \) is denoted \( x \circ y \). We let \( \lambda \) denote the empty string.

**Interactive computation.** In our setting, two parties, Alice and Bob, possess private inputs \( x \in \{0, 1\}^n \) and \( y \in \{0, 1\}^n \), respectively, and wish to compute some predefined function \( f(x, y) \). The computation is performed by exchanging messages over a channel with fixed alphabet \( \Sigma \). The computation is specified by a synchronous interactive protocol \( \pi \). An interactive protocol \( \pi = (\pi_A, \pi_B) \) is a pair of algorithms that share a common clock, and specify, for each timestep and each one of the parties, the following details: (1) which party speaks and which party listens in this time-step; (2) if the party is set to speak, which symbol to communicate; (3) whether the party terminates in this timestep, and if so, what the output is.

Without loss of generality, we assume that the (noiseless) protocol \( \pi \) is alternating, i.e., Alice and Bob speak in an alternating manner, Alice speaks in odd rounds and Bob in even rounds. If this is not the case, it can be made so while increasing the communication by a factor of at most 2. We define a round of the noiseless protocol to be a sequence of two time steps in which two consecutive messages are sent: the first is sent by Alice and the second by Bob. For example, the first round consists of the first message sent by Alice and the subsequent message from Bob. In general for \( r \geq 1 \), after \( r - 1 \) rounds have elapsed, the \( r^{th} \) round consists of the \( r^{th} \) message sent by Alice and Bob’s subsequent message. For the sake of convenience, we assume that the last message of the protocol is sent by Bob; this can be ensured by padding the protocol by at most one bit. Since the protocol is alternating we can also think of rounds being associated with timesteps. More formally, in the \( r^{th} \) round, Alice and Bob send messages corresponding to the \( (2r - 1)^{th} \) and the \( 2r^{th} \) timestep respectively. We say that a protocol has length \( N \) if Alice and Bob exchange \( N \) messages in the protocol.

Given a specific input \((x, y)\) the transcript \( \pi(x, y) \) is the concatenation of all the messages received during the execution of \( \pi \) on \((x, y)\).

**Erasures.** The communication channel connecting Alice and Bob is subject to erasure noise. In each timestep, the channel accepts a symbol \( s \in \Sigma \) and outputs either \( s \) or a special erasure mark \( (\perp \not\in \Sigma) \). The noise is assumed to be worst-case (adversarial), where up to \( T \) symbols may be replaced with erasure marks. The value of \( T \) is unbounded and unknown to the parties – their protocol should be resilient to any possible \( T \in \mathbb{N} \). A noise pattern is a bit-string \( E \in \{0, 1\}^* \) that indicates erasures in a given execution instance of the protocol. Specifically, there is an erasure in the \( i \)-th timestep if and only if \( E_i = 1 \). Given a specific
instance where both parties terminate before its $s$-th transmission, the number of erasures that are induced by $E$ on that instance is the Hamming weight of $E_1, \ldots, E_s$, i.e., the number of 1’s in the bit-string. We sometime allow $E$ to be of infinite length, however our protocols will be resilient only against noise patterns with bounded amount of noise (i.e., if $E$ is infinite, then its suffix is required to be the all-zero string; we call such noise finite noise).

**Coding scheme: Order of speaking, silence and termination.** A coding scheme is a protocol $\Pi$ that takes as an input another protocol $\pi$ (that assumes noiseless channels) and simulates $\pi$ over a noisy channel. By saying that $\Pi$ simulates $\pi$ over an erasure channel with (unbounded) $T$ corruptions, we mean the following. For any pair of inputs $(x, y)$ given to Alice and Bob, after executing $\Pi$ in the presence of $T$ erasures, Alice and Bob will produce the transcript $\pi(x, y)$. The above should hold for any $T \in \mathbb{N}$, independent of $\pi, x, y$ and unknown to $\Pi$ (i.e., to the parties).

We assume that the protocol $\Pi$, at any given timestep, exactly one party can be the sender and the other party is the receiver. That is, it is never the case that both parties send a symbol or both listen during the same timestep. On the other hand we do not assume that the parties terminate together, and it is possible that one party terminates while the other does not. In this case, whenever the party that hasn’t yet terminated is set to listen, it hears some default symbol $\square$, which we call silence.

There are several ways to treat silence. One option, taken in [3], is to treat the silence similar to any other symbol of $\Sigma$. That is, as long a party has not terminated and is set to speak, it can either send a symbol or remain silent (“send $\square$”) at that round. A different approach would be to require the parties to speak a valid symbol from $\Sigma$ while they haven’t terminated. That is, a party cannot remain silent if it is set to speak; this prevents the parties from using silence as a means of communicating information during the protocol. Once a party terminates, and only then, silence is being heard by the other party. This mechanism makes it easier for the parties to coordinate their termination. In particular, the event of termination of one party transfers (limited) information to the other party. We take this approach in the scheme of Section 3.

Another subtlety stems from the fact that the length of the protocol is not predetermined. That is, the length of the protocol depends on the actual noise in the specific instance. Such protocols are called adaptive [3]. In this case it makes sense to measure properties of the protocol with respect to a specific instance. For instance, given a specific instance of the protocol $\Pi$ on inputs $(x, y)$ with some given noise pattern, the communication complexity $CC(\Pi(x, y))$ is the number of symbols sent by both parties in the specific instance. The communication is usually measured in bits by multiplying the number of symbols by $\log |\Sigma|$.

The noise in a given instance is defined to be the number of corrupted transmissions until both parties have terminated, including corruptions that occur after one party has terminated and the other party has not. Corruptions made after both parties have terminated cannot affect the protocol, and we can assume such corruptions never happen.

### 3 A coding scheme for an unbounded number of erasures

In this section we provide a coding scheme that takes as an input any noiseless protocol $\pi$ and simulates it over a channel that suffers from an unbounded and unknown number of erasures $T$. The coding scheme uses an alphabet $\Sigma$ of size 4; in this setting parties are not allowed to be silent (unless they quit the protocol) and in every round they must send a symbol from $\Sigma$.

---

3 We take this approach in the coding scheme designed to prove Theorem 4, see [18].
3.1 The Coding Scheme

The coding scheme for Alice and Bob, respectively, is depicted in Algorithms 1 and 2. Inspired by the simulation technique of [12], our simulation basically follows the behavior of the noiseless protocol \( \pi \) step by step, where Alice and Bob speak in alternating timesteps. In each timestep, the sending party tries to extend the simulated transcript by a single bit. To this end, the parties maintain partial transcripts \( T^A \) for Alice (and \( T^B \) for Bob) which is the concatenation of the information bits of \( \pi \) that the parties have simulated so far and are certain of. Then, if Alice is to send a message to Bob, she generates the next bit of \( \pi \) given her partial simulated transcript, i.e., \( \pi(x \mid T^A) \), and sends this information to Bob.

In addition to the information bit, Alice also sends a parity of the round number she is currently simulating. That is, Alice holds a variable \( r_A \) which indicates the round number she is simulating. Recall that each round contains two timesteps, where Alice communicates in the first timestep and Bob in the second. Alice sends Bob the next bit according to her \( T^A \) and waits for Bob’s reply to see if this round was successfully simulated. If Bob’s reply indicates the same parity (i.e., the same round), Alice knows her message arrived to Bob correctly and hence the round was correctly simulated. In this case Alice increases \( r_A \). Otherwise, she assumes there was a corruption and she keeps \( r_A \) as is; this causes the same round of \( \pi \) to be re-simulated in the next round of the simulation protocol.

Bob holds a variable \( r_B \) which again holds the (parity of) the latest round in \( \pi \) he has simulated. In a somewhat symmetric manner (but not identical to Alice!), he expects to receive from Alice the bit of the next round of \( \pi \), \( r_B + 1 \). If this is the case he responds with his bit of that same round, or otherwise he re-transmits his bit of round \( r_B \).

Our coding scheme assumes a channel with alphabet \( \Sigma = \{0,1\} \times \{0,1\} \), where every non-silent message can be interpreted as \( m = (\text{Info}, \text{Parity}) \), where \( \text{Info} \in \{0,1\} \) is the information bit (simulating \( \pi \)) and \( \text{Parity} \in \{0,1\} \) is the parity of the round of \( \pi \) simulated by the sender.

The above continues until Alice has simulated the entire transcript of \( \pi \), i.e., when \( r_A \) reaches the number of rounds in \( \pi \). At this point, Alice exits the protocol. Bob, however, cannot tell whether Alice has completed the simulation or not and waits until he sees a silence, which indicates that Alice has terminated, only then does he exit the protocol. As regards the correctness, we prove that in any round of the simulation, Bob has seen at least as much of the noiseless protocol that Alice herself has seen. In particular, when Alice exits, Bob must have seen the entire transcript of the noiseless protocol.

3.2 Analysis

Preliminaries. Recall that in our terminology a round consists of two timesteps, where at every timestep one party sends one symbol from \( \Sigma \). Alice sends symbols in odd timesteps and Bob in even ones. The above applies for both the noiseless protocol \( \pi \) (where the alphabet is binary) and for the coding scheme \( \Pi \) given by Algorithms 1 and 2 (where \( \Sigma = \{0,1\} \times \{0,1\} \)).

We think of the communication transcript as a string obtained by the concatenation of symbols sent during the course of the protocol run. Given a noiseless protocol \( \pi \) and inputs \( x, y \), we denote by \( m^A_\pi(i) \) (respectively, \( m^B_\pi(i) \)) the message sent by Alice (respectively, Bob) in the \( i \)-th round in the noiseless protocol \( \pi \). Let \( T^\pi(r) \) be the transcript of the players after \( r \) rounds in \( \pi \). The length of \( \pi \) is denoted \( N \) and without loss of generality we will assume that \( N \) is even.

We start our analysis by fixing a run of the coding scheme \( \Pi \), specified by fixing an erasure pattern and inputs \( (x, y) \). Let \( k \) be the number of timesteps in the given run, and note that \( k \) is always odd. We define rounds in the coding scheme \( \Pi \) in the same way as we...
We refer to the round in the coding scheme unless it is specified otherwise. For the sake of variable \( v \) the main technical claim of this part is Technical lemmas and proof of correctness. The main technical claim of this part is Lemma 7, which we will now prove. We begin with the simple observation that, in every round, the parties’ transcripts (and the respective round number the parties believe they simulate) either increase by exactly the messages exchanged during the last round, or they remain unchanged.

Lemma 5. For any \( i \in [t_B] \), the following holds.
1. \( r_A(i + 1) \in \{r_A(i), r_A(i) + 1\} \) and \( T^A(i + 1) \in \{T^A(i), T^A(i) \circ b_A(i) \circ b_B(i)\} \) and,
2. \( r_B(i + 1) \in \{r_B(i), r_B(i) + 1\} \) and \( T^B(i + 1) \in \{T^B(i), T^B(i) \circ b_A(i) \circ b_B(i)\} \).

Furthermore, \( r_A \) (\( r_B \)) changes if and only if \( T^A \) (\( T^B \)) changes.
Furthermore, in either case, $T$ and $T'$ are trivially the prefixes of $T^\pi$. Now assume that the conditions hold at (the beginning of)

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Simulation over Erasure Channel with Unbounded Noise (Bob).}
\begin{algorithmic}
\State \textbf{Data:} An alternating binary protocol $\pi$ of length $N$ and an input $y$.
\State \textbf{B.1} Initialize $T^B \leftarrow \lambda$, $r_B \leftarrow 0$, $err \leftarrow 0$, $m \leftarrow (0,0)$
\State \textbf{B.2} \textbf{while} $m' \neq \Box$ \textbf{do} \hfill \textbf{// while Silence isn’t heard}
\quad \State \textbf{B.3} \textbf{// Receive a Message (odd time-step)}
\quad \State \textbf{B.4} Obtain $m' = (b_{\text{rec}}, r_{\text{rec}})$
\quad \State \textbf{B.5} if $m' = \perp$ or $r = r_B \mod 2$ then \hfill \textbf{// error detected}
\quad \quad \State $err \leftarrow 1$
\quad \textbf{else}
\quad \State $err \leftarrow 0$
\textbf{end}
\State \textbf{B.6} \textbf{else}
\State $T^B \leftarrow T^B \circ b_{\text{rec}}$
\State \textbf{B.7} $err \leftarrow 0$
\textbf{end}
\State \textbf{B.8} \textbf{// Send a Message (even time-step)}
\State \textbf{if} $err = 0$ \textbf{then}
\State $b_{\text{send}} \leftarrow \pi(y \mid T^B)$
\State $T^B \leftarrow T^B \circ b_{\text{send}}$
\State $r_B \leftarrow r_B + 1$
\State $m \leftarrow (b_{\text{send}}, r_B \mod 2)$
\State \textbf{else} \hfill \textbf{// $err = 1$: keep $r_B$ and $m$ unchanged.}
\State $m \leftarrow (0,0)$
\textbf{end}
\State \textbf{B.16} Output $T^B$
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

\textbf{Proof.} Consider Algorithm 2. It is immediate that $r_B$ can increase by at most 1 in every round. In round $i$ Bob starts by either appending $b_{\text{rec}} = b_A(i)$ to $T^B(i)$ and setting $err = 0$; or keeping $T^B(i)$ unchanged and setting $err = 1$. In the former case, Bob appends $b_{\text{send}} = b_B(i)$ to $T^B(i) \circ b_A(i)$ and increases $r_B$. Otherwise, he keeps $T^B(i)$ unchanged, and $r_B$ remains the same as well.

In Algorithm 1 Alice may decrease her $r_A$, but note that she always begins round $i \leq t_A$ by increasing it (Line A.3) and appending $b_{\text{send}} = b_A(i)$ to $T^A(i)$ (Line A.5). She then either decreases $r_A$ back to what it was and in this case she erases $b_A(i)$ (see Lines A.12 and A.11), or she keeps it incremented and appends $b_{\text{rec}} = b_B(i)$ to $T^A(i) \circ b_A(i)$. For $i > t_A$, i.e., after Alice terminates, the above trivially holds.

\begin{corollary}
For any two rounds $i \leq j$, $T^A(i) = T^A(j)$ if and only if $r_A(i) = r_A(j)$. Similarly, $T^B(i) = T^B(j)$ if and only if $r_B(i) = r_B(j)$.
\end{corollary}

\textbf{Proof.} Note that $T^A, r_A$ are non-decreasing. Lemma 5 proves that these two variable increase simultaneously, which proves this corollary. The same holds for $T^B, r_B$.

\begin{lemma}
For $i \in [t_A + 1]$, one of the following conditions holds:
1. $r_B(i) = r_A(i)$ and $T^B(i) = T^A(i)$ or,
2. $r_B(i) = r_A(i) + 1$ and $T^B(i) = T^A(i) \circ b_A(i - 1) \circ b_B(i - 1)$.
Furthermore, in either case, $T^A$ and $T^B$ are prefixes of $T^\pi$.
\end{lemma}

\textbf{Proof.} We prove the lemma by induction on the round $i$. In the first round, $r_A(1) = r_B(1) = 0$ and $T^B(1) = T^A(1) = \lambda$ (see Lines A.1, B.1), thus Item 1 is satisfied. Note that $T^A$ and $T^B$ are trivially the prefixes of $T^\pi$. Now assume that the conditions hold at (the beginning
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of) round $i \leq t_A$ and consider what happens during this round. Note that both parties are active during round $i$.

Case 1: $r_A(i) = r_B(i)$. Suppose Alice receives an (uncorrupted) message from Bob that carries the parity $r_A(i) + 1$ (i.e., when Alice executes Line A.8 and not the else part of Lines A.11–A.12). This means that Bob sends a message with parity $r_A(i) + 1 = r_B(i) + 1$. Since $r_B(i) = r_A(i)$, this can only happen if Bob executed Lines B.13 and B.12, hence, $r_B(i + 1) = r_B(i) + 1$. If Alice receives a corrupted message, she decrements $r_A$ (that she had increased at the beginning of the round) and also deletes the last message from her transcript. Bob however may have received Alice’s message correctly and in that event, he will increment his value of $r_B$ and update his transcript.

Note that if $r_B(i + 1) = r_A(i + 1)$, then by the induction hypothesis and Lemma 5 both transcripts either remained the same in round $i$ (so they are still the same at the beginning of round $i + 1$), or both transcripts increased by appending $b_A(i) \circ b_B(i)$ to each, so they are still equal. Here, $b_A(i) = \pi(x \mid T^A(i))$ and $b_B(i) = \pi(y \mid T^B(i) \circ b_A(i))$.

Similarly, if $r_B(i + 1) = r_A(i + 1) + 1$, Lemma 5 establishes that $T^A(i)$ hasn’t changed in round $i$, while $T^B(i + 1) = T^B(i) \circ b_A(i) \circ b_B(i)$, which by the induction hypothesis gives Item 2. Since $b_A(i)$ and $b_B(i)$ are the correct continuations of $T^A(i)$ from $\pi$, the above discussion proves that $T^A(i + 1)$ and $T^B(i + 1)$ are prefixes of $T^\pi$.

Case 2: $r_B(i) = r_A(i) + 1$. In this case, whether Bob receives an erasure or an uncorrupted message, he sets $err = 1$. Indeed, if Alice’s message is not erased, then the parity Bob receives equals his saved parity (since Alice holds $r_A(i) = r_B(i) - 1$ and she increases it by one in Line A.3 before sending it to Bob). In both cases Bob does not change $r_B$, i.e., $r_B(i + 1) = r_B(i)$ and he sends the message $m_B(i) = (b_B, r_B \mod 2)$ (see Lines B.5 and B.15) from his memory. Consequently, Bob’s transcript doesn’t change in round $i$.

If Alice receives an erasure she sets $r_A(i + 1)$ to be same as $r_A(i)$ (see Line A.12) and sets $T^A(i + 1) = T^A(i)$. Since, $r_A(i + 1) = r_A(i)$ and $r_B(i + 1) = r_B(i)$ the claim holds. However, if Alice receives an uncorrupted message, she notices that $r_{rec} = (r_A(i) + 1)$ mod 2 (see Line A.8) and she does not decrement $r_A$. In this case, $r_A(i + 1) = r_A(i) + 1 = r_B(i) = r_B(i + 1)$ and $T^A(i + 1) = T^A(i) \circ b_A(i) \circ b_B(i)$. Now we prove that $b_A(i) = b_A(i + 1)$ and $b_B(i) = b_B(i - 1)$, thus in the former case, $T^B(i + 1) = T^A(i + 1) \circ b_A(i) \circ b_B(i)$ or $T^A(i + 1) = T^B(i + 1)$. In the latter. Since in round $i$, Bob sets $err = 1$ we have that $m_B(i) = m_B(i - 1)$ whence $b_B(i) = b_B(i - 1)$. To prove that the same holds for $b_A$ we will need the following simple claim.

\[ \triangleright \text{ Claim 8. } r_A(i) = r_A(i - 1). \]

Proof. Supposing round $i - 1$ satisfies Item 1, we must have that $r_A(i) = r_A(i - 1)$. If this were not true, then $r_B(i) = r_A(i) + 1 = (r_A(i - 1) + 1) + 1 = r_B(i - 1) + 2$ which is a contradiction of Lemma 5. On the other hand, if round $i - 1$ satisfies Item 2, then we know $r_B$ cannot increase in round $i - 1$, whence, $r_B(i) = r_B(i - 1)$. Using this we have, $r_A(i - 1) + 1 = r_B(i - 1) = r_B(i) = r_A(i) + 1$. $\triangleright$

Following the above claim, $r_A(i - 1) = r_A(i)$, and we get that $T^A(i - 1) = T^A(i)$ (Lemma 5). Therefore, $b_A(i - 1) = \pi(x \mid T^A(i - 1)) = \pi(x \mid T^A(i)) = b_A(i)$. From the induction hypothesis, $T^B(i + 1) = T^B(i)$ is a prefix of $T^\pi$. From the above discussion, we know that either $T^A(i + 1) = T^A(i) \circ b_A(i) \circ b_B(i) = T^B(i + 1)$ or $T^A(i + 1) = T^A(i)$.

In the former case, it is clear that $T^A(i + 1)$ is a prefix of $T^\pi$ whereas in the latter case, since $T^A(i)$ is a prefix of $T^\pi$ (by the induction hypothesis) so is $T^A(i + 1)$. $\triangleright$
The following lemma implies that after Alice terminates, no matter what erasures Bob sees, his values of $r_B$ and $T^B$ do not change.

**Lemma 9.** For $i$ such that $t_A < i \leq t_B$, round $i$ satisfies Item 1 of Lemma 7 and $r_A(i) = \frac{N}{2}$.

**Proof.** Recall that $t_A < t_B$. Since Alice exits in round $t_A$, it must hold that at the end of this round $r_A = \frac{N}{2}$, yet, $r_A(t_A) = \frac{N}{2} - 1$ for otherwise, Alice would have terminated in the end of round $t_A - 1$. Via Lemma 7 we know that $r_B(t_A) \in \{\frac{N}{2} - 1, \frac{N}{2}\}$. If $r_B(t_A) = \frac{N}{2} - 1$ we know from the proof of case 1 in Lemma 7 that since $r_A$ increases in round $t_A$, $r_B$ also increases. In the other case, namely, when $r_B(t_A) = \frac{N}{2}$, we know from the proof of Lemma 7 (case 2) that $r_B$ does not change, i.e., $r_B(t_A + 1) = r_B(t_A) = \frac{N}{2}$.

After Alice exits, Bob can either hear silence or an erasure and therefore for all rounds $i > t_A$, Bob sets $err = 1$ and consequently $r_B(i)$ is never incremented. It follows that for all $i > t_A$, $r_B(i) = \frac{N}{2}$. The second part of the claim follows from Corollary 6 and Lemma 7, since $\mathcal{T}^A(t_A + 1) = \mathcal{T}^B(t_A + 1)$ and since $r_A, r_B$ do not change anymore.

We are now ready to prove the main theorem and show that we can correctly simulate the noiseless protocol $\pi$ under the specifications of Theorem 1. We first state Lemma 10 which will be help us bound the communication and also show that Alice eventually terminates.

**Lemma 10.** In any round $i \in [t_A]$ where there are no erasures at all, $r_A(i + 1) = r_A(i) + 1$.

**Proof.** Note that both parties are still active in round $i$. Consider the two cases of Lemma 7. If $\mathcal{T}^A(i) = \mathcal{T}^B(i)$ and both messages of round $i$ are not erased, we showed that $r_A$ increases (case 1). Similarly, if $\mathcal{T}^B(i) = \mathcal{T}^A(i) \circ b_A(i - 1) \circ b_B(i - 1)$ and no erasures occur, Alice extends her transcript and $r_A$ increases again (case 2).

**Theorem 11.** Let $\pi$ be an alternating binary protocol and $T \in \mathbb{N}$ be an arbitrary integer. There exists a coding scheme $\Pi$ over a 4-ary alphabet such that for any instance of $\Pi$ that suffers at most $T$ erasures overall, Alice and Bob both output $\mathcal{T}^\pi$. The simulation $\Pi$ communicates at most $\text{CC}(\pi) + 2T$ symbols, and has $\text{CC}(\Pi) \leq 2\text{CC}(\pi) + 4T$.

**Proof.** Lemma 7 guarantees that at every given round, Alice and Bob hold a correct prefix of $\mathcal{T}^\pi$. Moreover, we know that by the time Alice terminates, her transcript (and hence Bob’s transcript) is of length at least $N$, which follows from Lemma 9 and Lemma 5, i.e., from the fact that $r_A = N/2$ at termination, and that every time $r_A$ increases by one, the length of $\mathcal{T}^A$ increases by two. Finally, note that if the number of erasures is bounded by $T$, then Alice will eventually reach termination because, after $T$ erasures, $r_A$ increases by one in every round (Lemma 10), until it reaches $N/2$ and Alice terminates.

Finally, we need to prove that the communication behaves as stated. Assume $T'$ erasures happen up to round $t_A$ and $T'' = T - T'$ erasures happen in rounds $[t_A + 1, t_B]$. Since every round without erasures advances $r_A$ by one (again from Lemma 10), and since when Alice terminates we have $r_A = N/2$ (Lemma 9), then $t_A \leq T' + N/2$. Furthermore, after Alice terminates it takes one unerased (odd) round to make Bob terminate as well. Hence, at every round after $t_A$ and until Bob terminates, Alice’s silence must be erased. It follows that $t_B - t_A \leq 1 + T''$. Thus, $t_B \leq 1 + T'' + t_A \leq 1 + T + N/2$.

Every round $i \in [t_A]$ consists of two transmissions, while every round $t_A < i < t_B$ contains only a single transmission—Bob’s transmission, excluding round $t_B$ where Bob hears silence and terminates without sending a message. The total number of transmissions is then,

$$t_A + t_B - 1 \leq N + 2T' + T'' \leq N + 2T.$$

Recall that $|\Sigma| = 4$, hence $\text{CC}(\Pi) \leq (N + 2T) \log 4 = 2(\text{CC}(\pi) + 2T)$.

\[\text{OPODIS 2019}\]
3.3 Noise Resilience and Code Rate

We can compare the above result to the case where the noise is bounded as a fraction of the symbols communicated in the protocol [30, 14, 12]. In our setting, the noise amount can be arbitrary. In order to compare it to the bounded-noise model, we ask the following question. Assume an instance of $\Pi$ with large amount of noise $T (T \gg N)$. Then, what fraction does the noise make out of the entire communication.

As a corollary of Theorem 11 it is easy to see that the fraction of noise is lower bounded by $\frac{T}{N+2T}$ whose limit, as $T$ tends to infinity, is $1/2$. Indeed, $1/2$ is an upper bound on the noise fraction in the bounded-noise setting [14]. Furthermore, if the noise is bounded to be a $\delta$-fraction of the total communication, for some $\delta < 1/2$ then, $T \leq \delta \cdot 2t_B \leq \delta (N + 2T)$ and so $T \leq \frac{\delta N}{1-2\delta}$. This implies a maximal asymptotic code rate of $1/2$. Indeed,

$$R = \frac{\text{CC}(\pi)}{\text{CC}(\Pi)} \geq \frac{1}{\log |\Sigma|} \cdot \frac{N}{N + 2T} \geq \frac{1}{2} \cdot \frac{N}{N + 2 \cdot \frac{\delta N}{1-2\delta}} \geq \frac{1}{2} (1 - 2\delta) = \frac{1}{2} - \delta.$$

As $T$ is unbounded relative to $\text{CC}(\pi)$ and we can potentially get a zero rate, a more interesting measure is the “waste” factor, i.e., how much the communication of $\Pi$ increases per single noise, for large $T$. In our scheme it is easy to see that each corruption delays the simulation by one round, that is, it wastes two symbols (4 bits). This implies a waste factor of 4 bits per corruption, $\omega = \lim_{T \to \infty} \frac{\text{CC}(\Pi)}{T} = \frac{2N+4}{T} = 4$.

Finally, we mention that our result extends to binary alphabet by naively encoding each symbol as two bits (this also proves the second part of Theorem 1). However, this results in a reduced tolerable noise rate of $\frac{1}{4}$. Similar to the scheme in [12], the noise resilience can be improved to $\frac{1}{3}$ by encoding each symbol via an error correcting code of cardinality 4 and distance $\frac{2}{3}$, e.g., {000,011,110,101}. In this case, two bits must be erased in order to invalidate a round. Each round (two timesteps) consists the transmission of six bits. Hence, the obtained resilience is $2/6 = 1/3$, similar to the best known resilience in the bounded-noise setting with binary alphabet [12].
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Abstract
CRDTs (Conflict-free Replicated Data Types) have properties desirable for large-scale distributed systems with variable network latency or transient partitions. With CRDT, data are always available for local updates and data states converge when the replicas have incorporated the same updates. Undo is useful for correcting human mistakes and for restoring system-wide invariant violated due to long delays or network partitions.

There is currently no generally applicable undo support for CRDTs. There are at least two reasons for this. First, there is currently no abstraction that we can practically use to capture the relations between undo and normal operations with respect to concurrency and causality. Second, using inverse operations as the existing partial solutions, the CRDT designer has to hard-code certain rules and design a new CRDT for almost every operation that needs undo support.

In this paper, we present an approach to generic support of undo for CRDTs. The approach consists of two major parts. We first work out an abstraction that captures the semantics of concurrent undo and redo operations through equivalence classes. The abstraction is a natural extension of undo and redo in sequential applications and is straightforward to implement in practice. By using this abstraction, we then devise a mechanism to augment existing CRDTs. The mechanism provides an “out of the box” support for undo without the involvement of the CRDT designers. We also present a practical application of the approach in collaborative editing.
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1 Introduction

The CAP theorem ([11, 14]) states that in a networked system, it is impossible to simultaneously ensure all three desirable properties, namely (C) consistency equivalent to a single up-to-date copy of data, (A) availability of that data for update and (P) tolerance to network partition. [7] revisited the theorem and clarified some common misunderstandings. Among these, the three properties are continuous rather than binary and partition is a function of
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latency. [7] also referred to two useful approaches to partition management that are highly relevant to the work we are presenting in this paper: (1) CRDT, with which replicated data provably converge after a partition (delay) and (2) compensation (undo), which can be used to fix violation of global invariant during partition.

CRDTs [23], or Conflict-free Replicated Data Types, have properties desirable for large-scale distributed applications. A site independently updates its local replica (i.e. a site is always available for update). The states of replicas converge when they have incorporated the same set of updates (referred to as strong convergence in [23]). Applications adopting CRDTs include distributed key-value stores [8] and collaborative editors ([17, 29, 20, 26, 28]). There has also been active research on CRDT-based transaction processing ([2, 15, 19]).

During a network partition or after long network delay, systems’ global invariant could be violated, such as overbooking of resources or pre-mature commit of sub-transactions [12]. For applications such as online shopping and collaborative editing, human users introduce additional delay and mistakes. Undo (or compensation [12]) is a generic tool to fix human mistakes or restore global invariant.

Currently, there is no generic support of undo for CRDTs. There are at least two reasons for this. First, there is currently no simple applicable abstraction that sufficiently captures the relations between undo and normal operations with respect to concurrency and causality. Second, using inverse operations as the existing partial solutions, the CRDT designer has to hard-code certain rules and design a new CRDT for almost every operation that needs undo support. We explain these issues in detail in later sections §5.1 and §4.3.

Our first contribution is an abstraction that defines the semantics of concurrent undo and redo operations through equivalence classes. The abstraction correctly captures concurrency and causality of undo and redo operations. It is a natural extension to undo and redo of sequential systems and hence is easy to understand and straightforward to implement in practice. The abstraction applies generally beyond the context of CRDTs.

Our second contribution is a generic approach to augmenting existing CRDTs with an “out of the box” support for undo. Unlike the current partial solutions where the CRDT designer has to design a new CRDT for nearly every inverse operation, with our approach, the CRDT designer does not have to get involved in the design of individual inverse operations.

The original CRDT paper [23] presented two families of CRDT approaches, namely state-based and operation-based. There have been improvement and refinement on both approaches, the most representative being [3] on state-based and [5] on operation-based. Our work focuses on state-based CRDTs and is based on [3].

The paper is organized as follows. §2 describes the model of the systems our work applies to and §3 presents the notations we use. §4 reviews the background of CRDTs. §5 presents our first main contribution, the abstraction for concurrent undo and redo operations. §6 describes our second main contribution, to generically support undo for existing CRDTs. §7 shows a practical application of our work in collaborative editing. §8 discusses related work. §9 concludes.

2 System Model

A distributed system consists of sites with globally unique identifiers. We use \( I \) for the set of site identifiers. Sites do not share memory. They maintain durable states. Sites may crash, but will eventually recover to the durable state at the time of the last crash.

A site can send messages to any other site in the system through an asynchronous and unreliable network. There is no upper bound on message delay. The network may discard,
reorder or duplicate messages, but it cannot corrupt messages. Through re-sending, messages will eventually be delivered. The implication is that there can be network partitions, but disconnected sites will eventually get connected.

3 Notations

$\mathbb{N}$ is the set of natural numbers. $\mathbb{B}$ is the set of Boolean values. $\mathbb{B} = \{\text{False}, \text{True}\}$. $\mathcal{P}(S)$ denotes the power set on $S$. Most sets in this paper are partially ordered and have a least element $\bot$ (also known as the bottom element).

Set comprehension is of the form $\{x \in S | \text{pred}(x)\}$ or $\{f(x)|x \in S\}$, where $f$ is a function and $\text{pred}$ is a predicate.

We use $m: K \rightarrow V$ to denote a partial function where $\text{dom}(m) \subseteq K$. A partial function can be represented as a set of pairs $\{(k,m(k))|k \in \text{dom}(m)\}$. When $k \in K \land k \notin \text{dom}(m)$ and $V$ has a bottom $\bot_V$, we use $m(k) = \bot_V$ for convenience. For example, given a partial function $p: \mathbb{N} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$ and $\text{dom}(p) = \emptyset$, we use $p(n) = 0$ for any $n \in \mathbb{N}$, because $\bot_{\mathbb{N}} = 0$. Due to this convenience, we do not need an initialization $p(n) = 0$ as in the case of a total function.

The notation $m\{k \mapsto v\}$ represents an update of the function $m$ for a new value $v$ associated with the key $k$.

The notation $f(x)$ is like a function or procedure in a conventional programming language. In this paper, it can be a query, a mutator (an operation) or a predicate. We may write $f_y(x)$ for $f(x,y)$ to make the signatures of functions look consistent in different contexts.

For example, $\text{inc}(x)$ increments a counter $x$, while $\text{inc}(x, A)$, or better $\text{inc}_A(x)$, increments a counter $x$ at site $A$.

4 CRDT Background

A CRDT is a data type specifically designed for data replicated at different sites. A site queries and updates its local replica independently (i.e. without coordination with other sites). The data is always available for update, but the data states at different sites may diverge. From time to time, the sites send their updates asynchronously to other sites with an anti-entropy protocol. To incorporate the updates made at the other sites, a site merges the received updates with its local replica. A CRDT has the property that when all sites have incorporated the same set of updates, the replicas converge.

There are two families of CRDT approaches, namely operation-based and state-based. For an operation-based CRDT [23], a message for an update is an encoding of the operation that made the corresponding update. A site that receives the message runs a special procedure to incorporate the update. To enforce convergence, the operations of an operation-based CRDT should commute, i.e. the executions of the same set of operations in different orders should have the same effect. A CRDT is purely operation-based if the encoding and incorporation of operations are trivial, in the sense that they are independent of the state at which the operation is performed [5]. Pure operation-based CRDTs require reliable causal delivery of messages.

For a state-based CRDT, as originally presented in [23], a message for updates is the data state of the replica in its entirety. The site that receives the message incorporates the updates by merging the received state and its local state. When the possible states of the data form a join-semilattice (see §4.1 below), the merge is the join of the two states. Convergence is implied by the join-semilattice.
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Two sites can concurrently perform the operations defined by the same mutator. We say that whereas \( m \) and \( s \) these two sites perform not specific to the sites that perform the operations and hence do not refer to site identifiers.

As our work focuses on state-based CRDTs, in the following subsections, we present the main theory underlying this family of CRDTs, including delta-state CRDTs [3], which improve the original state-based CRDTs. We also discuss a typical design of inverse operations in state-based CRDTs and why this is usually not sufficient as a mechanism of undo.

4.1 State-based CRDTs

A state-based CRDT is a tuple \( (\mathcal{S}, \sqsubseteq, s^0, \mathcal{Q}, \mathcal{M}, \sqcup) \), where \( \mathcal{S} \) is a poset of states under partial order \( \sqsubseteq \), \( s^0 \in \mathcal{S} \) is an initial state, \( \mathcal{Q} \) is a set of queries on the states, \( \mathcal{M} \) is a set of mutators for performing updates on the states, and \( \sqcup \) is a join operation on states. Furthermore, the state poset with \( \sqcup \) is a join-semilattice. In this paper, we use the term operation as a particular instance of state update defined by a mutator. For example, \( m \in \mathcal{M} \) is a mutator, whereas \( m(s) \) is a state update, hence an operation. Consequently, for two different states \( s_1 \) and \( s_2 \), \( m(s_1) \) and \( m(s_2) \) are two different operations.

For a poset \( P \) under the partial order \( \sqsubseteq \), a join operation \( x \sqcup y \) returns the least upper bound of elements \( x \) and \( y \) in \( P \). The join operation is idempotent, commutative and associative. The poset \( P \) is a join-semilattice if \( x \sqcup y \) exists for any \( x \) and \( y \) in \( P \) [13]. Some join-semilattices have a least element \( \bot \), also known as the bottom element. A power set, under the partial order of set inclusion \( \subseteq \) and with set union \( \cup \) as join, is a classic example of a join-semilattice that has a bottom element \( \bot = \emptyset \). For every CRDT discussed in this paper, we assume a bottom state \( \bot \).

For a state-based CRDT, every state update is an inflation. That is, for any mutator \( m \in \mathcal{M} \) and state \( s \in \mathcal{S} \), \( s \sqsubseteq m(s) \). When a local state \( s \) merges with a received remote state \( s' \), the new local state becomes \( s \sqcup s' \). Because local updates are inflations and merges are the results of joins, at each site, state updates are monotonic under \( \sqsubseteq \). In other words, every new state \( s_{n+1} \) subsumes a previous state \( s_n \), i.e. \( s_n \sqsubseteq s_{n+1} \) for any \( n \geq 0 \).

Figure 1 (left) shows \( \text{GSet} \), a state-based CRDT for grow-only sets, where \( \mathcal{S} \equiv \mathcal{P}(E) \) for a set \( E \) of possible elements, \( \sqsubseteq \equiv \subseteq \), \( s^0 \equiv \emptyset \), \( \mathcal{Q} \equiv \{ \text{in} \} \), \( \mathcal{M} \equiv \{ \text{add} \} \) and \( \sqcup \equiv \cup \). (The figure also shows a delta-mutator \( \text{add}^d \) that will be explained in §4.2.) Obviously, an update through \( \text{add}(e) \) is an inflation, because \( s \subseteq \{ e \} \cup s \). Figure 1 (right) shows the Hasse diagram of the states in a \( \text{GSet} \). A Hasse diagram shows only the “direct links” between states (known as the cover relation \( \sqsubseteq_c \) [13]).

\( \text{GSet} \) is an example of an anonymous CRDT. A CRDT is anonymous if its operations are not specific to the sites that perform the operations and hence do not refer to site identifiers. Two sites can concurrently perform the operations defined by the same mutator. We say that these two sites perform the same anonymous operations concurrently. For example, when site \( A \) performs operation \( \text{add}(a, s_1) \) and site \( B \) concurrently performs operation \( \text{add}(a, s_2) \), the sites perform the same anonymous operation \( \text{add}(a) \).
While we use the set of join-irreducible states of \( P \) thereby regard \( m \) incorporated into \( P \). An important property of join-irreducible elements is that every element in a finite poset \( P \) is join-irreducible if it cannot be expressed as a join of other elements in \( P \) \([13]\). Formally, \( x \) is join-irreducible in \( P \) if \( \forall y, z \in P : x = y \sqcup z \Rightarrow x = y \lor x = z \). We use \( \mathcal{J}(P) \) for the set of join-irreducible elements of \( P \).

For a finite join-semilattice, join-irreducible elements are those that have only one link below in the Hasse diagram \([13]\). In Figure 1 and Figure 2, the states in boxes are join-irreducible. The set of join-irreducible states of \( GSet, \mathcal{J}(\mathcal{P}(E)) \), consists of singleton sets. The set of join-irreducible states of \( GCounter, \mathcal{J}(\mathbb{1} \rightarrow \mathbb{N}) \) consists of singleton pair sets.

An important property of join-irreducible elements is that every element in a finite poset can be represented as a join of some join-irreducible elements. More precisely, given a finite poset \( P \), for any \( x \in P, x = \bigcup \{y \in \mathcal{J}(P) | y \subseteq x \} \).

A delta-state CRDT has a delta-mutator \( m^\delta \) for every mutator \( m \) of the corresponding state-based CRDT. Instead of returning the new updated state \( m(s) \), \( m^\delta \) returns a delta representation consisting only of join-irreducible states. The delta representation has the property \( m(s) = s \sqcup m^\delta(s) \). For example, in Figure 1, \( \text{add}^\delta \) is the delta counterpart of \( \text{add} \). While \( \text{add}(e, s) \) returns the whole new state \( \{e\} \sqcup s \), \( \text{add}^\delta(e, s) \) returns only a singleton set \( \{e\} \) (when \( e \) was not in \( s \) and the mutation is effectively executed).

Now, instead of sending the whole state \( m(s) \), a site only sends the delta representation \( m^\delta(s) \), which is typically much smaller in size than \( m(s) \). If a remote site has already incorporated \( s \), a merge with \( m^\delta(s) \) gives the same result as a merge with \( m(s) \). We can thereby regard \( m^\delta(s) \) as \( m(s) \) where redundancy in \( s \) is eliminated.

\[ GCounter \overset{\text{def}}{=} \mathbb{1} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \]

\[ \text{inc} \overset{\text{def}}{=} s \{i \mapsto s(i) + 1\} \]

\[ \text{inc}' \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{i, s(i) + 1\} \]

\[ s \sqcup s' \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{(i, \max\{s(i), s'(i)\}) | i \in \text{dom}(s) \cup \text{dom}(s')\} \]

\[ \text{value}(s) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \sum_{i \in \text{dom}(s)} s(i) \]

Figure 2 GCounter CRDT and Hasse diagram of states.

On the other hand, a CRDT is named if a site can only update the part of the state that is specific to that site. Different sites cannot perform the same operation concurrently. Figure 2 (left) shows \( GCounter \), a state-based CRDT for grow-only counters. It uses a partial function (or a key-value map) \( \mathbb{1} \rightarrow \mathbb{N} \) to simulate a globally replicated counter. The sites update the key-value map similar to a version vector \([18]\). When site \( i \) increments the counter using operation \( \text{inc}_i \), only the value mapped from the key \( i \) gets incremented. \( GCounter \) is named because operation \( \text{inc}_i \) is specific to site \( i \) and only site \( i \) can perform it. Figure 2 (right) shows the Hasse diagram of the states in a \( GCounter \). In the figure, \( 2_A \) denotes the pair \( \langle A, 2 \rangle \), to expose the meaning “value 2 at site \( A \).”

4.2 Delta-state CRDTs

Using state-based CRDTs, as originally presented, is costly in practice, because states in their entirety are sent as messages. Delta-state CRDTs address this issue \([3]\). They are based on the concept of join-irreducible states.
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$2P_B\text{Set}(E) \overset{\text{def}}{=} E \hookrightarrow \mathbb{B}$

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{add}(e, s) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{\langle e, \text{False} \rangle \} \sqcup s \\
\text{remove}(e, s) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{\langle e, \text{True} \rangle \} \sqcup s
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{add}^\delta(e, s) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} 
\{\langle e, \text{False} \rangle \} & \text{if } e \notin \text{dom}(s) \\
\bot & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} \\
\text{remove}^\delta(e, s) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} 
\{\langle e, \text{True} \rangle \} & \text{if } \langle e, \text{True} \rangle \notin s \\
\bot & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
s \sqcup s' & \overset{\text{def}}{=} \{\langle e, s(e) \lor s'(e) \rangle | e \in \text{dom}(s) \cup \text{dom}(s')\} \\
in(e, s) & \overset{\text{def}}{=} e \in \text{dom}(s) \land s(e) = \text{False}
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 3 $2P_B\text{Set}$ CRDT and Hasse diagram of states.

Because the delta representation is not an inflation, the anti-entropy protocol must do some extra work to achieve certain degree of causality [3]. Otherwise, the replicas will still eventually converge, but the sites may observe states out of causal order. In this paper, we focus on the design aspect of CRDTs and their undo support, and will not discuss the anti-entropy protocols.

4.3 Inverse operation as undo

Sometimes we may want to perform an inverse of an earlier update, for example, to remove an element that was earlier added into a set. Because updates in state-based CRDTs must be inflationary (§4.1), it is relatively easy to design CRDTs for those applications where the data grow in nature, such as grow-only set and grow-only counter. To support operations that make data shrink, such as the inverse operation of inflationary operations, we have to design new CRDTs using some special techniques. For example, we can keep the removed data as a kind of tombstones and let the queries achieve the shrinking effect. [23] and [3] presented different set CRDTs that have both add and remove operations.

Figure 3 (left) shows a set CRDT $2P_B\text{Set}$ (two-phase set using Boolean flags) that is a variation of u-set in [23] and two-phase set $2P\text{Set}$ in [3]. We associate every element added to the set with a Boolean flag indicating whether the element has been removed. More precisely, the states are a partial function $E \hookrightarrow \mathbb{B}$. We use pair $\langle e, \text{False} \rangle$ when element $e$ is added and $\langle e, \text{True} \rangle$ when element $e$ is removed. We adopt the conventional order of Boolean values False $\sqsubseteq$ True. Hence, when an element is added and removed, the removal wins. (Note in the definitions of remove and $\sqcup$, $s(e) = \text{False}$ when $e \notin \text{dom}(s)$.) Figure 3 (right) shows the Hasse diagram of the states in $2P_B\text{Set}$. For example, when state $\{\langle a, \text{True} \rangle\}$ (i.e. element $a$ has been removed) merges with state $\{\langle a, \text{False} \rangle, \langle b, \text{False} \rangle\}$ (i.e. both elements $a$ and $b$ are in the set), the new state is $\{\langle a, \text{True} \rangle, \langle b, \text{False} \rangle\}$ (i.e. only element $b$ is in the set).

Using operation remove as an inverse operation of add in $2P_B\text{Set}$ has a problem. The remove operation itself does not have an inverse operation. Once an element has been removed, it cannot be added back again. Actually, this problem is common among many CRDTs that provide some kind of inverse operations.

Causal CRDTs [3] such as OR-Set (observed-remove set [6], [16]) address this problem by associating state elements with causal contexts. A causal context is a set of event identifiers (typically a pair of a site identifier and a site-specific sequence number). Using causal contexts, we are able to tell explicitly which additions of an element have been later removed. Because
there is no upper bound on causal contexts, we can inverse any given (undo or redo) operation by inflation of associated causal contexts. However, maintaining causal contexts for every element can be costly, even though it is possible to compress causal contexts into vector states, especially under causal consistency. In our first contribution (§5), we work out an abstraction that allows us to use a single number as the smallest context without upper bound.

In general, inverse operations must be specially designed for the given operations and the design is normally not directly applicable to other operations or CRDTs. In our second contribution (§6), we present how to support undo in any state-based CRDT through a generic state transformation in the join semilattice space of the CRDT states.

5 Concurrent Undo and Redo Operations

This section presents our first main contribution. We formally characterize the concurrency and causality of undo and redo operations using equivalence classes. We can then represent the equivalence classes with single numbers called undo lengths. The abstraction presented in this section applies generally beyond the context of CRDTs.

5.1 Problem statement

The basic question is: when a site sees a set of undo and redo operations of an original normal operation \( op \), should the site undo or redo \( op \)?

▶ Example 1. Site \( S_1 \) inserts an element \( e \) into a set with operation \( \text{add}_1 \), undoes the addition with \( \text{undo}_1 \) and then redoes it with \( \text{redo}_1 \). Site \( S_2 \) receives \( \text{add}_1 \), undoes it with \( \text{undo}_2 \), and then receives and integrates \( \text{undo}_1 \) and \( \text{redo}_1 \). Is element \( e \) in the set at site \( S_2 \)?

The answer should be “yes”, because the concurrent \( \text{undo}_1 \) and \( \text{undo}_2 \) operations have the same intention, and \( \text{redo}_1 \), whose intention is to redo the effect of \( \text{add}_1 \), supersedes both.

In a sequential system, such as a single-user editor, undo and redo of the same normal operation happen in turn. We could simply count the length of the undo-redo chain. If the length is an odd number, the original operation is undone, otherwise, it is redone. In the example, site \( S_1 \) alone is like a sequential system. The length of the undo-redo chain at site \( S_1 \) is two and the addition of \( e \) should be redone.

Undo in concurrent applications has been an active research topic for decades, particularly in the area of collaborative editing ([1, 10, 29, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28]). However, most of the published work does not account for concurrent undo and redo operations correctly.

Some of the latest work also counted the number of undo and redo operations to decide whether an original operation is finally undone or redone, but the result is unsatisfactory.

The approach presented in [25] counts the number of times an operation has been undone or redone. If it is an odd number, the original operation is undone, otherwise, it is redone. In the example, the number is 3 at site \( S_2 \), so the addition operation \( \text{add}_1 \) is incorrectly undone.

The approach reported in [27] counts the numbers of undo and redo operations separately. The undo or redo with the higher number wins. In the example, there are two undos and one redo at site \( S_2 \). Therefore undo wins and \( \text{add}_1 \) is incorrectly undone.

The root problem with these earlier approaches is that they do not define the semantics undo and redo operations with respect to concurrency and causality of the operations. In the example, the two concurrent undo operations \( \text{undo}_1 \) and \( \text{undo}_2 \) are both meant to undo the same operation \( \text{add}_1 \). Therefore they should have the same effect as a single undo. On the other hand, \( \text{redo}_1 \) happens causally after \( \text{undo}_1 \) (which is effectively the same as \( \text{undo}_2 \)) and hence should have the final effect at site \( S_2 \).
5.2 Capturing concurrency and causality of undo operations

An application performs operations to modify its data. For example, the add operation adds an element into a set. We call these normal operations. In a distributed system, different sites may perform the same normal operations concurrently (or more specifically, the same anonymous operations described in §4.1). In Figure 4, site A and site B perform the same add(a) operation concurrently.

When the application undoes a normal operation, it cancels the effect of the modification. It can even further undo the undo (to achieve a redo), etc. We use op for a normal operation and o for any operation, which can be either a normal operation or an undo operation. When the application applies an undo operation on an earlier performed operation o, we say that o is an undo operation that directly undoes o. An application can only directly undo an operation when it has observed the effect of that operation.

In Figure 4, \( o_1^A \) directly undoes \( op_A \), \( o_1^B \) and \( o_1^C \) directly undo \( op_B \), \( o_2^A \) directly undoes \( o_1^B \), \( o_2^B \) directly undoes \( o_2^B \), and \( o_2^C \) directly undoes \( o_2^B \).

We relate the (normal or undo) operations with the same intention through the tie relation. An operation \( o_1 \) ties with operation \( o_2 \), denoted as \( o_1 \sim o_2 \), if one of the following holds: (i) \( o_1 = o_2 \), (ii) \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \) are the same normal (anonymous) operations, (iii) \( o_1 = undo(o) \) and \( o_2 = undo(o) \), (iv) \( o_1 = undo(o_1') \), \( o_2 = undo(o_2') \) and \( o_1' \sim o_2' \).

In Figure 4, \( op_A \sim op_B \) because they are the same normal operations \( add(a) \), \( o_2^B \sim o_2^B \) because both directly undo the same operation \( op_B \); \( o_1^A \sim o_1^B \) because \( op_A \sim op_B \); \( o_1^A \sim o_1^B \) because \( o_1^A \sim o_1^B \).

\( \triangleright \text{Lemma 2 (\sim properties).} \) The \( \sim \) relation is reflexive, symmetric and transitive.

Consequently, the tie relation partitions the operations into equivalence groups. For example, the equivalence groups in Figure 4 are \{\( op_A, op_B \}\), \{\( o_1^A, o_1^B, o_1^C \}\), \{\( o_2^A, o_2^B \}\} and \{\( o_2^C \}\).

One requirement on handling concurrent normal or undo operations is that the application should observe the same effect of tied operations.

The tie relation \( \sim \) captures the concurrency of undo operations. The following undo-supersedes relation captures the causality of undo operations. An operation \( o \) undo-supersedes
operation \( o' \), denoted as \( o \preceq o' \), if one of the following holds: (i) \( o = \text{undo}(o') \), (ii) \( o = \text{undo}(o'') \) and \( o'' \preceq o' \), (iii) \( o = \text{undo}(o'') \) and \( o'' \preceq o' \).

In Figure 4, \( o_3 \preceq o_1 \) because \( o_3 \preceq o_1 \); \( o_3 \preceq o_1 \) because \( o_3 \preceq o_1 \) and \( o_1 \sim o_2 \); \( o_2 \preceq o_2 \) because \( o_2 = \text{undo}(o_2) \) and \( o_2 = \text{undo}(o_2) \).

**Lemma 3 (\( \preceq \) properties).** The \( \preceq \) relation is irreflexive, asymmetric and transitive.

For an operation \( o \), its original operation, denoted as \( \text{orig}(o) \), is a normal operation \( op \), such that either (i) \( o = op \), or (ii) \( o = \text{undo}(op) \), or (iii) \( o = \text{undo}(op) \) and \( \text{orig}(o) = op \).

In Figure 4, \( \text{orig}(op_A) = \text{orig}(o_A) = \text{orig}(o_A) = op_A \), and \( \text{orig}(op_B) = \text{orig}(o_B) = o_B \).

Two operations \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \) have the same origin, as \( o_1 \sim o_2 \), if either \( \text{orig}(o_1) = \text{orig}(o_2) \) or \( \text{orig}(o_1) \sim \text{orig}(o_2) \).

In Figure 4, \( o_1 \sim o_2 \) because \( \text{orig}(o_1) = \text{orig}(o_2) ; o_1 \sim o_2 \) because \( \text{orig}(o_1) \sim \text{orig}(o_2) \).

**Lemma 4 (undo and redo relations).** Undo operations have the same origin if and only if they are related with tie or undo-supersedes relations. Formally, \( o_1 \sim o_2 \) if and only if \( o_1 \sim o_2 \).

For two concurrent undo operations \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \) that have the same origin, a merge of \( o_1 \) and \( o_2 \), \( \text{merge}(o_1, o_2) \), should result in either (i) \( o_1 \) or \( o_2 \) if \( o_1 \sim o_2 \) (which one does not matter), (ii) \( o_1 \) if \( o_1 \sim o_2 \), or (iii) \( o_2 \) if \( o_2 \sim o_1 \).

When an operation merges two concurrent operations, if the two operations are related with tie or undo-supersedes relations, they should have the same effect and the result of the merge can be either of them. In Figure 4, \( o_1 \sim o_2 \), hence \( \text{merge}(o_1, o_2) \) is \( o_2 \) (or equally \( o_1 \)). If one operation undo-supersedes the other, \( o_1 \sim o_2 \), \( o_1 \) has already seen the effect of \( o_2 \) and is causally dependent on \( o_2 \). Therefore, the result of the merge is \( o_1 \). In Figure 4, \( o_1 \sim o_1 \), \( o_2 \) has seen the effect of \( o_2 \) (which is equivalent to the effect of \( o_2 \) because \( o_2 \sim o_2 \)), hence \( \text{merge}(o_1, o_2) = o_2 \).

Now we define the undo length of an operation \( o \) as:

\[
\text{ulen}(o) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } o \text{ is a normal operation} \\
\text{ulen}(o') + 1 & \text{if } o = \text{undo}(o')
\end{cases}
\]

In Figure 4, \( \text{ulen}(op_A) = \text{ulen}(op_B) = 0, \text{ulen}(o_A) = \text{ulen}(o_B) = \text{ulen}(o_{\text{C}}) = 1, \text{ulen}(o_{\text{A}}) = \text{ulen}(o_{\text{B}}) = 2, \) and \( \text{ulen}(o_{\text{C}}) = 3 \).

**Lemma 5 (undo length).** Let \( o_1 \sim o_2 \). \( \text{ulen}(o_1) = \text{ulen}(o_2) \) iff \( o_1 \sim o_2 \); \( \text{ulen}(o_1) > \text{ulen}(o_2) \) iff \( o_1 \sim o_2 \).

**Lemma 6 (undo merge).** Let \( o_1 \sim o_2 \) and \( o = \text{merge}(o_1, o_2) \). The undo length of \( o \) is \( \text{ulen}(o) = \max(\text{ulen}(o_1), \text{ulen}(o_2)) \).

We could name the equivalence groups under \( \sim \) in such a way that \( G_{\text{op}} \) contains original normal operations and every operation in \( G_{\text{op}} \) directly undoes an operation in \( G_{\text{op}} \). Then for any operation \( o \in G_{\text{op}} \), \( \text{ulen}(o) = n \). For example, in Figure 4, \( G_{\text{op}} = \{ op_A, op_B \} \), \( G_{\text{add}} = \{ o_A, o_B, o_C \} \), \( G_{\text{add}} = \{ o_A, o_B \} \) and \( G_{\text{add}} = \{ o_C \} \).

In applications like editors, people often use the terms undo or redo with respect to the original normal operations. When \( \text{orig}(o) \sim op \), we say that

- \( o \) \textit{undoes} \( op \) if either (i) \( o = \text{undo}(op) \), or (ii) \( o = \text{undo}(\text{undo}(op)) \) and \( o' \) \textit{undoes} \( op \);
- \( o \) \textit{redo} \( op \) if \( o = \text{undo}(o') \) and \( o' \) \textit{undoes} \( op \).
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In Figure 4, \( o_A^1, o_B^1, o_C^1 \) and \( o_C^2 \) undo \( \text{add}(a) \) (either \( op_A \) or \( op_B \)), whereas \( o_A^2 \) and \( o_B^2 \) redo \( \text{add}(a) \).

Obviously, if \( o \) undoes \( op \), then undo\((o)\) redoes \( op \). Similarly, if \( o \) redoes \( op \), then undo\((o)\) undoes \( op \).

**Theorem 7 (undo-redo).** Given \( \text{orig}(o) \sim op \),

- \( o \) undoes \( op \) iff \( \text{ulen}(o) \) is a positive odd number;
- \( o \) redoes \( op \) iff \( \text{ulen}(o) \) is a positive even number.

We can use the undo-redo theorem to answer the question in §5.1.

We omit the proofs of the lemmas and theorem in this section as they are trivial, simply by permutation on the different cases or by induction on undo lengths.

An application at a site always behaves according to the observation of its latest local state. An undo operation \( o \) is a latest undo of a normal operation \( op \) at a site, if \( \text{orig}(o) \sim op \) and there does not exist \( o' \) at the site such that \( o' \succ o \).

Locally, an application can only generate a normal operation, directly undo a normal operation if it has not been undone at the site, or directly undo a latest undo operation at the site. In Figure 4, when site \( B \) has received \( o_A^1 \), the latest undo operations of \( op_A \) (or equally \( op_B \)) are \( o_A^1 \) and \( o_B^1 \). Thus site \( B \) can only directly undo \( o_A^1 \) or \( o_B^1 \). It does not matter which of them to undo, because \( o_A^1 \sim o_B^1 \).

To incorporate the effect of a remote undo operation \( o \), a site merges \( o \) with a latest operation \( o_l \) that has the same origin with \( o \). If the remote operation \( o \) undo-supersedes the local operation \( o_l \), the result of the merge is \( o \) and the site incorporates the effects of \( o \); otherwise the result is \( o_l \) that the site has already incorporated.

## 6 Generically Supporting Undo for CRDTs

This section presents our second main contribution, our approach to generically supporting undo for existing CRDTs using the abstraction presented earlier in §5.

### 6.1 State Deltas as Operations

Every state in a state-based CRDT can be generated from a set of join-irreducible states (see §4.2). In Figures 1–3, states in boxes are join-irreducible. Given a mutator \( m \), the states before and after applying \( m \) are \( s \) and \( m(s) \). Let \( J_s \) and \( J_{m(s)} \) be the sets of join-irreducible states that generate \( s \) and \( m(s) \). The state delta caused by the execution of \( m \) on \( s \) is the set of join-irreducible states \( J_{m(s)} - J_s \). For example, for the \text{GSet} CRDT (Figure 1), the state delta of the operation \( \text{add}(c, s) \) is \( (s \cup \{c\}) - s = \{c\} \) when \( c \notin s \). When \( c \) is already in \( s \), the state delta is an empty set and no operation is actually executed.

It is a common and intuitive practice that a state-based CRDT is designed in such a way that every state delta consists of a single join-irreducible state. Or in the case of delta-state CRDTs, every delta-mutator returns a single join-irreducible state. For example, the state delta of \( \text{add}(c, s) \) of \text{GSet} is \( \{c\} \) and the state delta of \( \text{inc}(s) \) of \text{GCounter} is \( \{(i, s(i) + 1)\} \). We observe that all delta-state CRDTs presented in [3] show this property. With such design, we can use join-irreducible states to represent operations of the CRDT.

In this paper, we assume that the state delta of a normal operation \( op \) consists of a single join-irreducible state, written as \( \delta(op) \). Due to space limit, we do not deal with composite operations consisting of multiple join-irreducible states.
Figure 5 CRDT for undo states.

6.2 Undo-State CRDT

We maintain the undo states of operations as meta-data using the undo-state CRDT UState (Figure 5). For an existing CRDT with possible join-irreducible states $S$, the undo state is a partial function $u: S \rightarrow \mathbb{N}$. For a normal operation $\text{op}$ of that CRDT, whose state delta is the join-irreducible state $s = \text{\texttt{\$}}\text{op}$, $s \in \text{dom}(u)$ means the operation $\text{op}$ has been performed and $u(s)$ is the undo length of a latest undo operation of $\text{op}$ (see §5.2 for the respective definitions). Notice that the bottom of $\mathbb{N}$, $\bot_{\mathbb{N}} = 0$. If an operation $\text{op}$ has not been performed and thus $\text{\texttt{\$}}\text{op} \notin \text{dom}(u)$, applying $u(\text{\texttt{\$}}\text{op})$ (for example, when performing a join or a query), the result is 0 (§3).

For a normal operation $\text{op}$ of the existing CRDT, $\text{\texttt{\$}}\text{op} = s$, the operation $\text{reg}_{\text{\texttt{\$}}}(s)$ of UState registers the new latest undo state of $\text{op}$. The normal operation itself is registered with the addition of a new pair $(s, 0)$ into the undo state. A new direct undo of a latest undo operation of $\text{op}$ is registered with an incremental of $u(s)$ with one.

A join $\sqcup$ of two undo states $u$ and $u'$ merges the undo lengths of all operations that are registered in either $u$ or $u'$ (according to Lemma undo merge in §5.2).

Notice that UState is an anonymous CRDT. To see how this works, remember that we can partition the set of operations into equivalence groups under the tie relation $\sim$ (§5.2). Imagine that we register a new undo operation by adding it into the corresponding equivalence group. We can have an anonymous CRDT for the equivalence groups because they are grow-only sets. Using undo lengths in place of equivalence groups is just a way of compressing the undo states. The compression is possible because we are only interested in whether an equivalence group exists, rather than the specific elements in the groups. In addition, a site can only add an element in a new empty group, because it can only directly undo the latest undo operation of that site.

In Figure 4, after site $C$ has incorporated received operation $a_B^2$, it sees the operations in equivalence groups $G^1_{\text{add}(a)} = \{\text{op}_B\}$, $G^1_{\text{add}(a)} = \{a_B^1, o_C^1\}$ and $G^2_{\text{add}(a)} = \{a_B^2\}$. When performing $o_C^2$, it creates an empty group $G^3_{\text{add}(a)}$ and adds $o_C^2$ into it. Thereby $u(\{a\})$ in the UState becomes 3.
Another way to look at the undo state is to regard it as a log of the operations that have been performed. For every operation in the log, the recorded information is compressed into a single number, the undo length.

The predicate undone(s) states that the normal operation whose state delta is s is currently undone (according to Theorem undo-redo in §5.2).

The predicate valid(s) states that a state s in the existing CRDT is valid in u (i.e. valid(s) evaluates to True) if the corresponding normal operation has been performed (i.e. s ∈ dom(u)), and the operation either has not been undone (i.e. u(s) = 0), or it has been undone but is finally redone (i.e. u(s) > 0 ∧ even(u(s)).

The predicate valid⁺(s) takes the dependencies of join-irreducible states into account. When a join-irreducible state becomes invalid due to undo (i.e. valid⁺(s) evaluates to False), all states depending on it also become invalid (i.e. valid⁺⁺(s) evaluates to False). For example, the state 3_A of Gcounter (Figure 2) depends on state 2_A. valid⁺⁺(3_A) = False when valid⁺⁺(2_A) = False.

Notice that the states in GSet form an anti-chain. That is, every join-irreducible state is independent of any other join-irreducible state. For such CRDTs, valid⁺⁺(s) gives the same result as valid⁺(s).

To compute the predicate valid⁺⁺(s), we need to find out the dependencies among join-irreducible states, using the links in the Hasse diagrams (i.e. the cover relation ⊑). For some CRDTs, the dependencies can be derived. For example, for GCounter, n_i ⊑ n(n + 1), where n ≥ 0. In case the dependencies cannot be derived, we have to materialize the dependencies, for instance, using a list or tree data structure.

### 6.3 Augmenting Existing CRDTs with Undo

For an existing CRDT T with possible states in ST, the CRDT augmented with undo support TU is a composition of ST and UState(J(ST)). Figure 6 shows the TU CRDT.

The operation do(s,u)(op) performs a normal operation op in state s and registers op in undo state u. The operation undo_latest(s,u)(op) directly undoes the latest undo operation of op in state s: it registers the new latest undo in undo state u and has no effect on s. A site can only perform an undo when the original normal operation op has been performed or incorporated (i.e. the state delta _sop is registered in u). Otherwise, performing an undo has no effect on undo state u.

To join two augmented states ⟨s,u⟩ and ⟨s’,u’⟩, we join independently the states s and s’ in ST and the states u and u’ in UState(J(ST)).

Queries in the original CRDT T are now performed on states transformed from augmented states. _ν_u(s) defines a transformation that transforms a state s in the original CRDT using the undo state u. To see how it works, remember that the following holds for every state s in ST (§4.2):

\[
s = \bigcup\{x \in J(ST) | x \subseteq s\}
\]

The transformation _ν_u first filters out the invalid join-irreducible states and then joins the valid join-irreducible states to bring back the up-to-date state that reflects the undone effects.

The state transformation can be very costly if applied for every query. To address this, every site maintains a buffer of the transformed state. Every time the site updates the undo state, it also updates the buffered state. For example, when state {a} of GSet becomes invalid, we remove element a from the buffered state. Indeed, the buffered states do not form a join-semilattice. This, however, does not lead to inconsistencies, because the buffered states are only local to the sites and are not propagated to remote sites.
Therefore the join-irreducible state \( T_U \) is valid.

The query now takes the undo effect into account. In Figure 4, the latest undo operation has been added.

\[ \text{undo}_u(s, u) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} (s, \text{undo}_u(u)) & \text{if } u \in \text{dom}(u) \\ (s, u) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ \text{undo}_u^u(s, u) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} (\bot, \text{undo}_u(u)) & \text{if } u \in \text{dom}(u) \\ (\bot, \bot) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \]

\[ (s, u) \sqcup (s', u') \overset{\text{def}}{=} \begin{cases} s \sqcup s', u \sqcup u' \end{cases} \]

\[ \nu_u(s) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \bigcup \{ x \in \mathcal{J}(s) : x \subseteq s \land \text{valid}_u^u(s) \} \]

\[ \text{query}_u(\ldots, s, \ldots) \overset{\text{def}}{=} \text{query}(\ldots, \nu_u(s), \ldots) \]

**Figure 6** CRDT augmented with undo.

Now we use some examples to illustrate how the augmentation works.

We first augment \( \text{GSet} \) (Figure 1) to \( \text{GSet}_U \) for undo support. \( \text{add}_u(e, s) \) performs \( \text{do}_{(s, u)}(\text{add}(e)) \). The query \( \text{in}_u \) in \( \text{GSet}_U \) is equivalent to the following:

\[ \text{in}_u(e, s) \overset{\text{def}}{=} e \in s \land \neg \text{undo}_u(e) \]

The query now takes the undo effect into account. In Figure 4, the latest undo operation of \( \text{add}(a) \) at site 2 is \( a_2^2 \). Because \( \text{ulen}(a_2^2) = 2 \), the undo state at site 2 is \( \{\{a\}, 2\} \). Therefore the join-irreducible state \( \{a\} \) is valid and \( \text{in}_u(a, \{a\}) \) evaluates to True. On the other hand, the latest undo operation of \( \text{add}(a) \) at site 3 is \( a_2^3 \). Because \( \text{ulen}(a_2^3) = 3 \), the undo state at site 3 is \( \{\{a\}, 3\} \). Therefore the join-irreducible state \( \{a\} \) is invalid and the query \( \text{in}_u(a, \{a\}) \) evaluates to False.

Now, let us augment \( \text{2PSet} \) (Figure 3) with undo support. In the first scenario, a site adds \( a, b \), removes \( a \) and then undoes the removal. The state in \( \text{2PSet} \) is \( s_1 = \{\{a\}, \text{True}\}, \{b\}, \text{False}\} \) and the undo state is \( u_1 = \{\{\{a\}, \text{False}\}, 0\}, \{\{\text{True}, a\}, \{\{b\}, \text{False}\}, 0\} \}. The predicate \( \text{valid}_u = \{\{\{a\}, \text{True}\}\} = \text{False} \). Transforming the state results in \( s_{u_1} = \nu_u(s_1) = \{\{a\}, \text{False}\} \cup \{\{b\}, \text{False}\} = \{\{a\}, \text{False}\}, \{b\}, \text{False}\} \). The results of queries on \( s_{u_1} \) are as expected, \( \text{in}(a, s_{u_1}) = \text{in}(b, s_{u_1}) = \text{True} \). That is, both \( a \) and \( b \) are in the set.

In the second scenario, a site adds \( a, b \), removes \( a \) and then undoes the addition of \( a \). The state in \( \text{2PSet} \) is \( s_2 = \{\{a\}, \text{True}\}, \{b\}, \text{False}\} \) and the undo state is \( u_2 = \{\{\{a\}, \text{False}\}, 1\}, \{\{\text{True}, a\}, 0\}, \{\{b\}, \text{False}\}, 0\} \}. Observe that \( s_2 = s_1 \) and \( u_2 \neq u_1 \), meaning that an undo does not alter the state of the original CRDT. The predicates \( \text{valid}_u = \{\{a\}, \text{False}\}\} = \text{True} \) and \( \text{valid}_u^u = \{\{a\}, \text{True}\}\} = \text{False} \). Transforming the state results in \( s_{u_2} = \nu_u(s_2) = \{\{b\}, \text{False}\} \). Again, the results of queries on \( s_{u_2} \) are as expected, \( \text{in}(a, s_{u_2}) = \text{False} \) and \( \text{in}(b, s_{u_2}) = \text{True} \). That is, \( b \) is in the set but \( a \) is not (as if \( a \) had never been added).

The last examples with \( \text{2PSet} \) indicate that the generic undo support works well with CRDTs that themselves support inverse operations.
Doc(C) \[\text{def} \ C \leftrightarrow \mathcal{P}(I)\]

\[\text{ins}(c, m) \text{def} = m\{c \mapsto \emptyset\}\]

\[\text{ins}^f(c, m) \text{def} = \{(c, \emptyset)\}\]

\[\text{del}_i(c, m) \text{def} = \begin{cases} m\{c \mapsto m(c) \cup \{i\}\} & \text{if } c \in \text{dom}(m) \\ m & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}\]

\[\text{del}_i^f(c, m) \text{def} = \begin{cases} \{\langle c, \{i\}\rangle\} & \text{if } c \in \text{dom}(m) \\ \bot & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}\]

\[m \sqcup m' \text{def} = \{\langle c, m(c) \cup m'(c)\rangle | c \in \text{dom}(m) \cup \text{dom}(m')\}\]

\[\text{visible}(c, m) \text{def} = c \in \text{dom}(m) \land m(c) = \emptyset\]

**Figure 7** CRDT for a collaborative text editor.

### 7 Collaborative Editing with Undo Support

In this section, we show a practical application of the undo support for collaborative editing.

The collaborative editing system is based on the CRDT reported in [29]. It consists of several peers, each of which has a replica of the shared document under editing. At each peer, a user edits the local copy of the document via the document view, which is simply a string of characters. Under the hood, there is a document model, which is a CRDT of characters. The view is the concatenation of visible characters in the model. We could regard the view as the buffer of transformed state discussed in §6.3.

Figure 7 shows the (simplified) CRDT of the document model. The CRDT is a function from the set of characters $C$ to the power set of site identifiers $I$.

The characters of the CRDT have globally unique and ordered identifiers that are specific to the sites that inserted the character ([26, 4]). Therefore the Doc CRDT is named – every character is unique and cannot be concurrently inserted at different peers. However, different peers can concurrently delete the same character.

When a character $c$ is inserted, $c$ maps to an empty set. When site $i$ deletes $c$, $i$ is added to the set that $c$ maps to. A character $c$ is visible in the document if it is inserted but not deleted, that is, when $c$ is in the domain and maps to the empty set.

To support undo, we simply augment Doc to Doc$_U$. The designer of the Doc CRDT does not need to manually design anything in addition. In the augmented CRDT, \text{visible}_u$ is equivalent to the following:

\[\text{visible}_u(c, m) \text{def} = \text{valid}_u(\{\langle c, \emptyset\rangle\}) \land \bigwedge_{i \in m(c)} \neg \text{valid}_u(\{\langle c, \{i\}\rangle\})\]

A character $c$ is visible in the document if it is inserted and the insertion is not undone, and if it is deleted, all deletions are undone.

To see why a character should be visible only when all deletions are undone, consider the situation where site $A$ deletes a character “x” and then undoes the deletion. Meanwhile, site $B$ also deletes “x”. The final effect should be as if site $A$ had done nothing and site $B$ performed a deletion. So character “x” should not appear in the document.
Some researchers (for example [22]) regard concurrent deletions of the same character as the same operation (which may lead to some confusing semantics of the undo of string-wise operations [29]). We could achieve this by using partial function $C \rightarrow \mathbb{B}$ (similar to the 2P Set CRDT in Figure 3) rather than $C \rightarrow \mathcal{P}(\ell)$. With this re-design, a character is visible when only one deletion is undone (because all deletions of the same character are regarded as the same anonymous operation).

8 Related Work

Supporting inverse operations was already a topic when CRDTs were first presented [23], such as a counter that can be both incremented and decremented, a set where elements can be both added and removed, etc. The CRDT designer has to design new customized CRDTs in order to support inverse operations. A common problem is that the designer has to decide a “winner” between an operation and its inverse counterpart, for example, a removal always wins (see §4.3 for an example). Furthermore, a “loser” has never got a chance to “win back”.

A causal CRDT [3] associates causal contexts with every operation (or element) to achieve the effect such as adding a removed element back to a set. The CRDT designer has to write a new causal CRDT for a given CRDT to get this support. Furthermore, maintaining causal contexts for every operation could be costly when the number of replicas is large.

Our work provides a generic support of undo for any (to our knowledge) state-based CRDT. The CRDT designer does not need to write a new specialize CRDT to get the undo feature. Furthermore, the undo state for an operation is only a single number.

Undo has been a research topic in the area of collaborative editing for decades ([10, 21, 22, 24, 25, 27]). Most of the work was not able to define the semantics of undo and redo operations with respect to concurrency and causality, and therefore showed incorrect behavior as discussed in §5.1.

The abstraction we proposed, although seemingly simple, correctly captures the semantics of concurrent undo an redo operations and does not have the aforementioned issues.

The Doc CRDT (§7) is a simplification of the work presented in [29]. The model CRDT in [29] represents undo relations using equivalence classes (§5.2) rather than the more compact undo lengths. This allows the editor to support additional features such as displaying who performed a particular undo operation.

The system presented in [9] supports cascading undo of selected operations by explicitly defining dependencies among operations using a process specification language. In our work, operation dependencies are implied by the state order $\sqsubseteq$ of join-semilattices.

9 Conclusion

In this work, we have presented how to provide undo features to existing CRDTs. Our work consists of two major parts.

The first part is an abstraction that captures the semantics concurrent undo and redo operations using equivalence classes. The abstraction can be compacted into single numbers (undo lengths) that are straightforward to implement in practice. The abstraction is generally applicable (not restricted to CRDTs) to any system that demands concurrent undo and redo of earlier performed operations.

The second part is a generic approach to augmenting existing state-based CRDTs with the capability of undo. The augmentation transforms the states in an original CRDT to the ones with the undo effects. Unmodified queries can be applied to the transformed states.
The states of the augmented CRDTs converge eventually, because the state transformation is local to the replicas and does not propagate to the global system.

We have shown a practical application of our work in collaborative editing. Operation-based CRDTs have also found their ways in applications that demand undo support. Supporting undo features for operation-based CRDTs is an open research topic.
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Abstract

Union-Find (or Disjoint-Set Union) is one of the fundamental problems in computer science; it has been well-studied from both theoretical and practical perspectives in the sequential case. Recently, there has been mounting interest in analyzing this problem in the concurrent scenario, and several asymptotically-efficient algorithms have been proposed. Yet, to date, there is very little known about the practical performance of concurrent Union-Find.

This work addresses this gap. We evaluate and analyze the performance of several concurrent Union-Find algorithms and optimization strategies across a wide range of platforms (Intel, AMD, and ARM) and workloads (social, random, and road networks, as well as integrations into more complex algorithms). We first observe that, due to the limited computational cost, the number of induced cache misses is the critical determining factor for the performance of existing algorithms. We introduce new techniques to reduce this cost by storing node priorities implicitly and by using plain reads and writes in a way that does not affect the correctness of the algorithms. Finally, we show that Union-Find implementations are an interesting application for Transactional Memory (TM): one of the fastest algorithm variants we discovered is a sequential one that uses coarse-grained locking with the lock elision optimization to reduce synchronization cost and increase scalability.
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1 Introduction

Union-Find – the problem of maintaining the global connectivity structure of a set of integer elements based on their pair-wise connectivity – is a fundamental problem in computer science. This problem is alternatively known as Disjoint-Set Union (DSU), and is a key component of several classic algorithms, such as Kruskal’s [12] and Boruvka’s [6] algorithms for finding minimum spanning trees (MSTs), maintaining connected components and finding loops under edge additions, or finding strongly-connected components in directed graphs.

In its classic formulation, the sequential DSU problem assumes a finite ground set $S$, upon whose elements we perform the following operations:

- $\text{SameSet}(u, v)$ checks whether two elements $u$ and $v$ are in the same set;
- $\text{Union}(u, v)$ merges the sets to which $u$ and $v$ are currently assigned;
Find(u) returns the representative of the set in which u is located. This representative must be the same for all elements from the corresponding subset.

It is worth noting that in sequential case SameSet can be easily implemented via two Find invocations, on u and v, and checking whether the representatives coincide. Further optimizations exist to implement this method more efficiently; we discuss them in Section 4.2.

This classic problem is known to have a rich theoretical structure. A masterclass by Tarjan linked the upper bound on the worst-case time complexity of the problem to the inverse Ackermann function [18], followed by a matching lower bound for a restricted case [19], which was later extended to arbitrary algorithms to show optimality [13]. Later, Tarjan and Van Leeuwen [17] performed one of the first worst-case analyses for compaction heuristics in the context of Disjoint-Set Union (DSU), exposing the highly non-trivial fact that, with appropriate path compaction and linking heuristics, the problem can be solved in $O(m \cdot \alpha(n, \frac{m}{n}))$ time complexity, where $n$ is the number of elements, $m$ is the number of operations, and $\alpha$ is a functional inverse of Ackermann’s function.

Patwary, Blair, and Manne [15] were the first to perform an in-depth experimental study of sequential strategies. Their work clearly showed the importance of minimizing the number of reads from memory on the performance of DSU, since the various strategies have very limited computational demands. Their experiments exposed the fact that the fastest sequential algorithm was the one designed by Rem in 1976 [8], which we describe in detail in the following sections.

The first concurrent algorithm for DSU was proposed by Cybenko, Allen, and Polito [7], whose key idea was using a spin-lock for write operations. Years later, Anderson and Woll proposed a wait-free concurrent algorithm [5], which is roughly a concurrent generalization of one of the linking-and-compression strategies studied by Tarjan and Van Leeuwen [17]. Their paper claims a worst-case upper bound for the algorithm of $\Theta(m \cdot (\alpha(m, 0) + p))$, where $p$ is the number of parallel processes, and $m$ is the number of operations; it was later observed that this proof is correct only under the non-standard assumption that threads cannot be preempted in between some certain operations in the algorithm [10].

Recently, Jayanti and Tarjan presented a set of correct and asymptotically-efficient concurrent DSU algorithms, which use fixed random priorities rather than ranks, based on the randomized sequential algorithm of [9]. These algorithms achieve a (total) work complexity upper bound of $O(m \cdot (\alpha(n, \frac{m}{p}) + \log(\frac{mp}{m} + 1)))$. Recent work by these authors, in collaboration with Boix-Adserà, suggested an algorithm with the same total work complexity bounds, but showed that this is optimal for a class of natural “symmetric algorithms” [11].

**Our Contribution**

Motivated by the significant recent interest in the concurrent DSU problem, as well as by its numerous practical applications, in this paper we perform the first thorough study of the practical performance of concurrent DSU implementations. While our focus is to implement and study existing algorithmic proposals, along the way we discover new optimizations and algorithmic insights. We start from the basic observation that, given the simple structure of most algorithms for DSU, memory access and synchronization costs will be the dominating factors behind practical performance. With this in mind, we analyze the performance of several classic baselines, and propose a host of optimizations to specifically reduce the impact of these factors.

We perform a range of experiments across several architectures, algorithm variants and optimizations, synchronization primitives, as well as workloads, to determine the fastest concurrent DSU algorithm. We provide a wide range of results and discuss our findings across several dimensions in detail in Section 5. In brief, the variant which appears to be “fastest” for most of the settings considered is an optimized sequential algorithm variant that
leverages HTM (lock elision) for high path compaction while minimizing synchronization cost.

2 Experimental Setup

For our evaluation, we use two classic graph algorithms based on DSU data structures. The first maintains the connected components for a given graph. In this case, for benchmarking, we randomly split graph edges between threads, and also mark whether the Union of the SameSet operation should be executed with a given edge as a parameter. The set of graphs we consider is presented in Table 1.

The second benchmark is a parallel version of the Boruvka’s algorithm [6] for finding the minimum spanning tree. (The pseudo-code of the algorithm we use in the experiments is presented in Listing 1.) This algorithm performs at most log n iterations (where n is number of vertices), each is split into two phases. During the first phase, the algorithm finds the shortest adjacent edge for each vertex, removing the ones that connect vertices from the same component, the set of which is maintained by the DSU data structure. Here, the UpdateIfShorter function atomically checks whether the already stored edge is longer than the specified one, and replaces it in this affirmative case. During the second phase, the algorithm goes through all the representatives of the components and adds the corresponding shortest edges to the MST. The main idea of the concurrent algorithm is that both phases can be performed in parallel, with synchronization between them. However, if the number of remaining components is small, it is better to complete the work sequentially. Thus, we perform the parallel part until the already built MST part exceeds some size threshold. We consider only the parallel part in the benchmark.

Graph Inputs. We evaluate the algorithms above on a range of real-world and synthetic graphs. The connected components maintenance algorithm has linear time complexity (assuming for simplicity that the DSU operations work in constant time), while Boruvka’s algorithm requires logarithmic time to complete, which is why we test it on relatively smaller graphs. Nevertheless, both benchmarks use road and social network graphs, as well as random ones with similar properties. The list of graphs we use for the connected components and Boruvka’s algorithm benchmarks is presented in Tables 1 and 2 respectively.

The first graphs in both tables represent the USA road network, Central and West parts.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Graphs for the connected components benchmark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>Vertices(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA-ROADS</td>
<td>14.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIVE-JOURNAL</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POKEC</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOM</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH-CONTENTION</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Graphs for the Boruvka’s algorithm benchmark.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Graph</td>
<td>Vertices(M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA-ROADS</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BERKELEY-STANFORD</td>
<td>6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INTERNET-TOPOLOGY</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RANDOM</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH-CONTENTION</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The next two graphs for the connected components benchmark are social network graphs, while the ones for the Boruvka’s benchmark are Internet topology graphs. Also, we use two large synthetic graphs. The first one is a randomly-generated Erdős-Rényi graph, with a specified number of vertices and edges (2.5M vertices and 30M edges for the connected components, and 1M vertices and 10M edges for the Boruvka’s algorithm); it is denoted as **RANDOM** in our experiments. The second synthetic graph is folklore for detecting “bad” DSU implementations in programming contests – most of the edges are incident to a small number of nodes; it is denoted as **HIGH-CONTENTION**.

**Hardware.** We perform the experiments on Intel, AMD, and ARM platforms; all the machines we used have several sockets, which induces Non-Uniform Memory Access (NUMA) effects. The detailed specifications are as follows:

- **Intel.** We used our local machine with 4 sockets, Intel Xeon Gold 6150 with 18 cores per socket, and hyperthreading enabled, for 144 hardware threads in total.
- **AMD.** We used a general-purpose Amazon AWS [1] instance with 6 sockets, 8-core AMD EPYC 7571 processors with hyperthreading enabled in each; 96 cores total.
- **ARM.** We used an instance on the Packet [3] cloud service with 2 sockets of 48-core ARM Cavium ThunderX processors; 96 cores total. The ARM memory model is more relaxed than the TSO one on Intel and AMD architectures, which would lead us to expect higher scalability.

**Software.** All algorithms and benchmarks are implemented either in Java or Kotlin, and compiled to the JVM byte-code; we use OpenJDK 11.0.4 with Ubuntu OS on all platforms. To avoid problems related to JIT compilers and reproducibility/benchmarking, we use the Java Microbenchmark Harness (JMH) library to run our benchmarks and collect statistics [2].
We begin with an overview of sequential implementations, which are loosely based on the idea of maintaining a compressed forest of trees [18]. Each tree in this data structure corresponds to the membership of one set, where the root of the tree acts as its representative. The trees are implemented by maintaining parents for each element; thus, the data structure stores an array of parent links. Roots of the trees have their parent links point to themselves. Thus, in order to implement the Find operation, the algorithm “climbs” using parent links until it reaches the root. At the same time, the Union operation takes the corresponding tree roots as representatives, checks whether they coincide (finishing the operation in that case), and unites the sets by pointing one root to another. While the algorithm seems straightforward, it requires some heuristics to guarantee good time complexity.

Linking Strategies. When the Union operation decides to merge two different sets, it either changes the parent link of the first element to the second one or vice versa. Intuitively, we want to maintain the tree height as small as possible, so that Find operation works efficiently. The standard procedure is defining priorities on roots, so that the root with the lower priority is “hung” under the root with higher priority. The following definitions of priority are usually employed:

- **Tree size.** Each root maintains the size of its tree, and smaller roots are pointed to larger ones. This serves as a way of balancing the tree.
- **Rank.** Since we aim at optimizing the height, it is reasonable to store the height as a priority. When the ranks of the trees to be united are different, then the smaller tree is pointed to the larger one, and the ranks remain the same. However, when the ranks coincide, an arbitrary one is chosen as a new root, and its rank is incremented.
- **Random.** Another method to choose a new root is using a set of fixed random initial priorities; Tarjan et. al. first analyzed this technique in the sequential case [9], and after it Jayanti and Tarjan made an analysis for the concurrent case [10].

Path Compaction. Another way to make the data structure faster is making the tree “flatter” by shortening paths between nodes and the roots. In particular, notice that during the Find operation, the parent links can be changed to the higher ones without breaking correctness; this way, the algorithm reaches the root faster on the next Find invocation. Here are several strategies which are usually employed to compact trees:

- **Compression.** Once the root is found, all the elements on the search path can update their parent pointers to the root. The simplest implementation uses recursion and performs these updates in the last-in-first-out order. The disadvantage of this technique is that it requires performing two passes, from \( u \) to the root and back to \( u \); thus, in practice, this strategy produces extra cache misses.
- **Splitting.** This technique updates the parent links during the only traversal to the root. On each step, it reads both the parent and the grandparent of the current element, and updates its parent link to the grandparent. Thus, it compresses the paths from all visited elements to the root by one.
- **Halving.** This technique is similar to splitting, but after each step, each node is linked to the grandparent. Thus, parents of only half of the elements on the path are updated.

These compaction optimizations can guarantee \( O(\log n) \) amortized time complexity of the Find operation, while the linking techniques guarantee \( O(\log n) \) worst-case time complexity (probabilistic in case of random priorities). However, using both techniques at the same time, linking by priority and path compaction, guarantees \( O(m \cdot \alpha(n, \frac{m}{n})) \) time complexity on average, where \( n \) is the number of elements, \( m \) is the number of operations, and \( \alpha \) is a functional inverse of Ackermann’s function.
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Listing 2: Sequential DSU with rank-based priorities using path compaction via halving.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Line</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><code>func</code> Union(u, v) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>u = Find(u); v = Find(v)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>if rank[u] &lt;= rank[v]: parent[u] = v</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>else if rank[u] &gt; rank[v]: parent[v] = u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>if rank[u] == rank[v]: rank[v]++</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><code>func</code> Find(u) = while (true) {</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>p = parent[ул]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>if p == gp: return p</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>parent[ул] = gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>u = gp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Implementation Example. Listing 2 provides a pseudo-code of the DSU algorithm with ranks as priorities and path compaction via halving. Here we assume that the `SameSet` function is implemented with two `Find` invocations.

Evaluation. We evaluated all the combinations of linking and path compaction strategies. Similarly to the work by Patwary et al., we store priorities only for roots [15]. Thus, it is possible to use a single register to store either parent or priority – we only have to reserve one bit as a mark whether the element is a root or not; we show in the extended version of this paper [4] that this optimization significantly improves the performance.

In addition to the standard linking strategies, we suggest using a pseudo-random one, which essentially shuffles priorities in the range 1..n among n elements – the following well-known hashing formula due to Knuth is used:

\[ \text{priority}(x) = (x + \text{SHIFT}) \times \text{BIG\_PRIME} \mod N. \]

It is worth noting that `SHIFT` can be chosen randomly to increase the algorithm’s robustness against some adversary to make the algorithm work slow.

Figure 1 shows the results of all the 12 combinations on both connected components and Boruvka’s algorithm benchmarks; we used our local Intel machine for this experiment.

Rank priorities are approximations for tree sizes. We predictably do not see significant difference between these linking strategies; however, using ranks requires updates only if two trees in the `Unite` operation have the same ranks. Thus, we do not consider the size-based strategy in further concurrent tests – we believe that it cannot outperform the rank one due to more memory updates.

The suggested pseudo-random priorities slightly outperform the real random ones in almost all scenarios (time of random generation was not considered). We believe that this is a consequence of the fact that we do not need to store pseudo-random priorities at all and that the pseudo-random method shuffles elements as evenly as possible. Thus, we use only pseudo-random priorities in further experiments. As for the comparison between pseudo-random and rank-based priorities, we do not see one clearly and consistently outperform the other in many scenarios. Therefore, we consider it important to test both these strategies in a concurrent environment. Similarly, we keep all linking strategies for further experimentation.

4 Evaluating Concurrent Implementations

4.1 Basic Variants

In accordance with the evaluation of the sequential algorithms, we consider only rank-based and pseudo-random linking strategies combined with all three path compression techniques. Similarly to the existing concurrent DSU implementations, we achieve atomicity by merging trees via `Compare-And-Set (CAS)` primitive.
Figure 1 Time comparison for sequential DSU versions with different linking and path compaction strategies on the Intel machine on various input graphs. Lower is better.

Listing 3 contains a pseudo-code for the concurrent version with ranks based on the approach of Anderson and Woll [5]. For strategies with ranks we need to be sure that for a node a rank and a parent can not be updated concurrently, otherwise we can get a non-linearizable behavior, where, for instance, two nodes have parent links pointing to each other violating the forest structure invariant. We can create a structure storing both a parent and a rank and change with \texttt{Compare-And-Set} primitive the pointer to a structure, which was proposed by Anderson and Woll, but a faster way would be to store both a rank and a parent in the same register by either dividing it into two parts (i.e. a rank and a parent will have less bits) or by using the same trick as we used in the sequential case, when we stored priorities only for roots. The last technique was chosen since it uses twice less memory. A heuristic that was used for an optimization in the sequential case becomes important for the correctness in the concurrent case.

Figures 2 and 3 present the running time of the basic concurrent implementations for several of the strategies. One may expect that, following the sequential analysis, either rank-based or pseudo-random priorities would behave significantly better, but this is not apparent in the results, what motivates our further investigation. Another natural conjecture, which is apparent empirically, is that splitting and halving compaction strategies have very similar performance (since their cost is similar), while compression is inferior by comparison, due to two path traversals – for finding the root and for path compaction. Thus, we use only splitting heuristic in our next experiments. We also have collected statistics with the numbers of cache misses, which shows that the algorithms with the compression technique get about $\times 7$ more cache misses on loads and almost the same number on stores.
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```c
func Union(u, v) =
  (u, ru) = Find(u)
  (v, rv) = Find(v)
  if u == v:
    return
  if ru < rv {
    if CAS(&A[u], u, v):
      return
  }
  else if ru > rv {
    if CAS(&A[v], v, u):
      return
  }
  else { // ru == rv
    if u < v && CAS(&A[u], u, v):
      CAS(&A[v], rv, rv+1);
      return
    if u > v && CAS(&A[v], v, u):
      CAS(&A[u], ru, ru+1);
      return
  }
}
```

```c
func Find(u): (root, rank) {
  p = A[u]
  if isRank(p):
    return (u, p)
  (root, rank) = Find(p)
  if p != root:
    CAS(&A[u], p, root)
  return (root, rank)
}
```

```c
func SameSet(u, v) =
  while true {
    (u, _) = Find(u); (v, _) = Find(v)
    if u == v:
      return true
    if isRank(A[u]): // still a root?
      if u == v: return true
      if isRank(A[v]): // still a root?
        return false
  }
```

**Listing 3** Concurrent DSU with priorities via ranks and the path compression heuristic.

### 4.2 Optimizations

**Path Compaction via Plain Writes.** Figure 4 shows the average number of failed CAS operations for different algorithms and thread numbers on the connected component benchmark; we used our local Intel machine to collect these statistics. In worst-case scenarios, only 0.002% of the total number of CAS invocations fail. Thus, it should be safe to consider that there is almost no contention in practice, and there is no reason to perform several attempts to update parents, which differs from the theoretical worst-case [10].

Since path compaction is a heuristic that influences performance but not correctness, we suggest trying to use simple writes (with or without memory barriers) for updating parent links. What is more, when using writes without memory barriers, we can also use reads without memory barriers at `Find` operations. While this trick is widely-known, our observation is that it does not break the correctness of the DSU algorithm. The only place where we need the reads with memory barriers is the moment when we check that a node is a root. If the check with the parent obtained from a plain read succeeded, then we should re-check using memory barriers. Figure 5 shows the comparison of versions with volatile and plain writes instead of CAS. While the version with volatile memory access does not show significant improvement, the one without memory barriers is faster to up to 40%. Thus, we consider it useful in almost all further experiments.

**Early Recognition.** The standard `Union` and `SameSet` implementations perform two `Find` operations on their parameters as the first step. However, if both elements are located in the same set, it could be more efficient to terminate the global operation when both `Find` invocations reach the lowest common ancestor; moreover, it potentially reduces the number of cache misses, which is especially important for NUMA architectures. Similarly, if these two elements are in different sets, it can also be detected during simultaneous climbs – it is guaranteed when the first `Find` reaches the root while the second one stays at an element with greater priority or vice versa. In this situation, `SameSet` can safely return `false`, while `Unite` can link the first root to the current element of the second `Find` climb. Goel et al. used this technique in sequential versions [9], while Jayanti and Tarjan adopted it for the concurrent environment [11]. Since we should know priorities for all nodes, we can not store them only for roots as we have done before for rank-based strategies; thus, we utilize twice more memory. Figure 6 shows that this optimization makes the algorithm faster for some scenarios, while the performance becomes worse or the same on others.
Figure 2: Basic concurrent implementations comparison on the connected components benchmark. Each algorithm has been evaluated on five different graphs (see Table 1) and on Intel, AMD, and ARM platforms. Halving and splitting techniques show the best results, but the compression one is worse on both rank-based and pseudo-random strategies. While the trends on different architectures are similar, there are changes when NUMA effects appear, which can be noticed when the number of threads exceeds the number that one socket can have, thus forcing the algorithm to use several sockets. The versions on Intel and ARM machines do not scale after the moment they need to use two or more NUMA sockets, while the versions on AMD stop scaling only on three sockets. Another observation is that for ARM machines the difference between algorithms is less noticeable, because its processor is slower in comparison to other platforms, while the memory is as fast as in other machines.
Figure 3 Basic concurrent implementations comparison on the Boruvka’s algorithm benchmark. Here the algorithms do not scale well due to internal synchronization; thus, we are mainly interested in the fastest points – on 32 threads for Intel and AMD, on 8 or 16 threads for ARM.

Figure 4 The average number of failed CAS operations on the connected components benchmark (Intel platform). Here we see that almost all CAS operations succeed; thus, in practice, there is no reason to perform several attempts to update parents.
Figure 5 Volatile and plain writes instead of CAS operations to update parents. While volatile writes does not perform better that CAS operations, plain operations give a speedup up to 40%.

Listing 4 Concurrent Rem’s disjoint-set union algorithm with path splitting.

```java
func Unite(u, v) = while (true) {
    up = parent[u]; vp = parent[v]
    if u == v or up == vp: return
    if vp < up:
        swap(&u, &v); swap(&vp, &up)
    if u == up:
        if CAS(&u.parent, u, vp):
            return true
        v = parent[up]
    if up != v:
        if CAS(&u.parent, up, v):
            u = up
```

```java
func SameSet(u, v) = while(true) {
    up = parent[u]
    vp = parent[v]
    if u == v or up == vp:
        return true
    if vp < up:
        swap(&u, &v); swap(&up, &vp)
    if u == up:
        return false
    v = parent[up]
    if up != v:
        CAS(&u.parent, up, v)
        u = up
```
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Immediate Parent Check. Osipov et al. showed that it is likely for two elements to be united having the same parent links [14] (e.g., if the path is almost fully compressed after lots of \texttt{Find} invocations). Therefore, they suggested using an immediate parent check (IPC) optimization, which examines whether parent[u] and parent[v] are equal in the beginning of \texttt{SameSet} and \texttt{Union} operations and if they are, immediately returns. Figure 6 shows that immediate parent check significantly improves the performance of all the considered algorithms, especially on the Intel platform. However, the combination of both early recognition and immediate parent check optimizations work worse due to increasing the code complexity on some graphs and architectures. The IPC optimization is so efficient on our graphs due to having not many connectivity components; the best version presented in the figure is the one with it but without the early recognition optimization.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{figure6.png}
\caption{Immediate parent check (IPC) and early recognition (ER) optimizations applied to algorithms with the pseudo-random linking strategy and path compaction via splitting on the connected components benchmark. Here we see that the variant with IPC and without ER wins in all scenarios. We omit the rank-based linking strategy and the Boruvka’s algorithm benchmark since the results are similar.}
\end{figure}
4.3 Rem’s algorithm

Rem’s algorithm was published in Dijkstra’s book “A discipline of programming” [8]. To our knowledge, it is the first known interleaved algorithm, mixing early recognition and a specific linking strategy. The parents are the priorities of nodes. Then we do not need any memory optimizations, because we need nothing but parents. Similarly as in the early recognition algorithm, we perform two searches of roots, concurrently lifting at each step a node with a lower priority. A concurrent version of Rem’s algorithm designed by us is presented at listing 4. Rem’s algorithm was identified to perform best by Manne and Patwary in the sequential case [15]. While it is the best in the sequential environment, Figure 7 shows that the previously considered algorithms slightly outperform it.

Rem’s algorithms are still better than most of the previously examined algorithms, and there are several reasons for it:

- They are based on the early recognition optimization.
- Since we need to compare priorities, we already know the parents at each step and can check them for equality having an automatic immediate parent check at each step.
- Their priorities are highly correlated with the distance to a root, which is important for early recognition. Random priorities never change, ranks change only during Union operations, while in Rem’s algorithms priorities change after each path compaction, when a distance to the root decreases.

![Figure 7](image-url) Different variants of Rem’s algorithm on the connected components benchmark compared with the previous best algorithms. While Rem’s algorithm is the best in the sequential environment, the best of the previously examined ones are slightly better than its concurrent variants.
4.4 Transactional Memory

Since the number of failed CAS operations is imperceptible (see Figure 4), it is reasonable to expect that concurrent operations work with different memory locations almost all the time. Therefore, the union-find problem is potentially a good application for hardware transactional memory (HTM); we expect that almost all transactions will succeed. Instead of trying to use HTM as a fast-path for the concurrent versions, we check whether the best sequential algorithms can be scalable using a coarse-grained lock with the lock elision via HTM optimization [16]. The TM-based algorithms are coupled with all the sequential algorithms we discussed, and with all the corresponding sequential optimizations.

Figure 8 show the connected components benchmark results evaluated on our local Intel server; unfortunately, AMD and ARM do not support transactional memory at this point. The versions with HTM are definitely superior in some of the considered scenarios, being much simpler at the same time. The reason that for USA–ROADS and for HIGH–CONTENTION graphs on the connected components benchmark they perform better is that these graphs are sparse and operations are unlikely to touch the same memory. Therefore, we conjecture that as general rule algorithms with HTM perform better for sparse graphs. In the extended version of this paper [4] we performed an experiment on the Boruvka benchmark as well; due to more contention versions with plain writes and IPC optimization slightly outperform the HTM-based ones.

![Figure 8](image-url)

**Figure 8** Comparison of lock-based implementations with lock elision via HTM and the best previous algorithms on the connected components benchmark. The versions with HTM are significantly better on two of the considered scenarios and not much worse on other ones, being much simpler at the same time. Graphs where the results are better are sparse, so transactions are less likely to touch the same memory.

5 Discussion

We were the first to perform a thorough study of the practical performance of concurrent DSU implementations, exploring architectures (Intel, AMD, ARM), implementation variants (e.g., baseline, Rem), compaction strategies, as well as optimizations and synchronization techniques (lock-free, HTM). We mention the following salient points.

**Memory Transfer Cost.** One basic (and predictable) conclusion of our study is that one of the critical factors for the performance of DSU implementations is the amount of memory totally used and accessed per operation, and, in particular, the average number of cache misses per operation. This is natural since the computational cost of this workload is fairly negligible relative to the cost of the memory traversals. Thus, across architectures and
algorithmic variants, implementations that try to minimize memory accesses provide better performance. For instance, this is the case of the pseudo-random priorities optimization, which trades off a trivial amount of extra computation for reduced memory transfer.

Another point is that compression by rank (subtree height) appears to perform particularly well with respect to other methods (in particular, pseudo-random ranks) since it tends to produce higher-quality compressed trees. Notice that this diverges from the theoretical proposals of [10, 11], which avoid ranks due to additional algorithmic complexity.

**Synchronization Cost.** The second observation regards the synchronization cost of this problem: since most of the overhead of individual operations comes from synchronization cost (e.g., CAS for path compression), it is natural to investigate relaxing the strength of the synchronization primitives to improve performance. This is the primary motivation behind replacing CAS with plain or volatile write as an optimization, which does appear to lead to noticeable performance improvements. We note that, in this case, our empirical observations diverge from the theory; for instance, one of the algorithmic proposals of [10] requires a repeated CAS sequence to prove the performance upper bound, whereas our results clearly show that the simple update is sufficient in practice.

**Compaction Quality.** One of our objectives has been to investigate how the various heuristics for path compaction differ in terms of their practical performance. On this point, we find ourselves unable to adjudicate a clear winner between halving and splitting, which tend to provide similar performance. We do consistently observe that classic path compression leads to worse performance, which is to be expected due to the higher cost.

**Scalability.** In terms of scalability, we note that many graph algorithms are scalable up to the point where NUMA effects come into play, that is, at the point where threads might be accessing memory outside of their socket. This is especially salient in the case of the Boruvka application, where the cost of merging components across sockets dominates in the multi-socket case. We leave as an exciting future work direction the question of whether provably efficient concurrent NUMA-aware algorithms exist.

**Performance Across Architectures.** We notice that performance trends are consistent across architectures. Two noticeable differences are the better multi-socket performance of AMD processors (where NUMA effects become detrimental after 3 sockets are used as opposed to just 2 for Intel and ARM), and the fact that the plain write optimizations work better on Intel and AMD. The last observation befalls because ARM processors are slower, while the memory is as fast as in other machines, and we primarily optimize memory accesses.

**Hardware Transactional Memory.** The outstanding performance of HTM solutions was somewhat surprising for us. We explain this in hindsight by the simple fact that HTM allows the algorithm designer in this case to implement the simplest, most fast-path-efficient variant of the algorithm (in particular, Rem), which avoids most of the average synchronization costs of other techniques and allows more compiler optimizations, while contention is fairly limited in most scenarios.

**Performance versus Monetary Cost.** Since we ran our benchmarks on cloud instances, we are able to provide some intuition also with respect to the average cost per experimental run. In this case, the clear winner is the ARM machine, which offers significantly cheaper CPU time, at a very high core count.
The Fastest Concurrent Union-Find Algorithm. We conclude that, within the confines of our experimental setup, our optimized concurrent variants with either splitting or halving path compaction strategy and pseudo-random or rank priorities are best across architectures and inputs with an insignificant difference. This finding is perhaps disappointing from the theoretical perspective since we use plain writes instead of several attempts to update parents. Considering that we also use the immediate parent check optimization, it would be interesting to further study the guarantees of the resulting algorithms in the context of concurrent executions, perhaps for common distributions of (non-adversarial) input graphs.
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Abstract

A recent work showed that, for all \( n \) and \( k \), there is a linearizable \((n, k)\)-set agreement object \( O_L \) that is equivalent to the \((n, k)\)-set agreement task \([4]\): given \( O_L \), it is possible to solve the \((n, k)\)-set agreement task, and given any algorithm that solves the \((n, k)\)-set agreement task (and registers), it is possible to implement \( O_L \). This linearizable object \( O_L \), however, is not deterministic. It turns out that there is also a deterministic \((n, k)\)-set agreement object \( O_D \) that is equivalent to the \((n, k)\)-set agreement task, but this deterministic object \( O_D \) is not linearizable. This raises the question whether there exists a deterministic and linearizable \((n, k)\)-set agreement object that is equivalent to the \((n, k)\)-set agreement task. Here we show that in general the answer is no: specifically, we prove that for all \( n \geq 4 \), every deterministic and linearizable \((n, 2)\)-set agreement object is strictly stronger than the \((n, 2)\)-set agreement task. We prove this by showing that, for all \( n \geq 4 \), every deterministic and linearizable \((n, 2)\)-set agreement object (together with registers) can be used to solve 2-consensus, whereas it is known that the \((n, 2)\)-set agreement task cannot do so. For a natural subset of \((n, 2)\)-set agreement objects, we prove that this result holds even for \( n = 3 \).
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1 Introduction

Consensus is a fundamental problem of distributed computing and set agreement \([5]\) is a well-known generalization of this problem. In the \((n, k)\)-set agreement task each of \( n \) processes has an input value and must output one of the input values so that there are at most \( k \) distinct output values (the special case when \( k = 1 \) is the \( n \)-consensus task) \([5, 7, 10]\). Researchers have also considered \((n, k)\)-set agreement objects \([1, 6]\). An \((n, k)\)-set agreement (SA) object is an object that allows up to \( n \) processes to invoke a propose operation with some proposal value, such that the following two properties hold: (a) the value returned by the operation has been proposed, and (b) at most \( k \) different values are returned. Obviously, every \((n, k)\)-SA object can be used to solve the \((n, k)\)-SA task.
Until recently, it was thought that, for \( k \geq 2 \), \((n, k)\)-SA objects were inherently not linearizable,\(^1\) because every linearizable \((n, k)\)-SA object imposes constraints that are not required by the \((n, k)\)-SA task. For example, for \( k \geq 2 \), with any linearizable \((n, k)\)-SA object, the propose operation that is linearized first must return its own proposal value; in contrast, with the \((n, k)\)-set agreement task two processes with distinct inputs are allowed to each output the other’s input (i.e., they can “swap” their inputs). In fact, such differences in allowable behaviours between tasks and objects motivated the introduction of generalizations of linearizability [9, 3]. Despite this, it was recently shown that there does exist a linearizable \((n, k)\)-SA object \(O_L\) that is equivalent to the \((n, k)\)-set agreement task, in the following sense: (a) given \(O_L\), it is possible to solve the \((n, k)\)-SA task, and (b) given any algorithm that solves the \((n, k)\)-SA task (and registers), it is possible to implement \(O_L\) [4].

An object is deterministic if, when accessed sequentially, the response of each operation depends uniquely on the sequence of the preceding operations. For \( k \geq 2 \), the linearizable \((n, k)\)-SA object \(O_L\) is not deterministic: in a sequential execution where the first operation proposes 1 and the second operation proposes 2, the second operation can return either 1 or 2.

Are \((n, k)\)-SA objects inherently not deterministic? The answer is “no”. We show that there exists a deterministic \((n, k)\)-SA object \(O_D\) that is equivalent to the \((n, k)\)-SA task (see Section 5). For \( k \geq 2 \), however, \(O_D\) is not linearizable.

Thus, the \((n, k)\)-SA task has an equivalent linearizable \((n, k)\)-SA object, and it also has an equivalent deterministic \((n, k)\)-SA object. This raises the following question: is the \((n, k)\)-SA task equivalent to some \((n, k)\)-SA object that is both deterministic and linearizable?

In this paper we explore this question, and answer it in the negative. Specifically, we prove that for \( n \geq 4 \), no deterministic linearizable \((n, 2)\)-SA object is equivalent to the \((n, 2)\)-SA task: we do so by showing that, for \( n \geq 4 \), every deterministic linearizable \((n, 2)\)-SA object can be used to solve the 2-consensus task; in contrast, it is known that solving the \((n, 2)\)-SA task is not sufficient to solve 2-consensus [1]. This implies that, for \( n \geq 4 \), every deterministic linearizable \((n, 2)\)-SA object is strictly stronger than the \((n, 2)\)-SA task. For a natural subset of deterministic linearizable \((n, 2)\)-SA objects, we prove that this result holds even for \( n = 3 \).

### 2 Sketch of the model and basic definitions

In this paper, we consider distributed systems in which asynchronous processes communicate via shared objects. To limit the number of processes that can concurrently access an object, we consider shared objects with ports: to apply an operation on an object, a process chooses one of its ports, invokes the operation at that port, and waits for the response of the operation at that port before invoking another operation. No two operations are allowed to be applied simultaneously on the same port, otherwise the behavior of the object is arbitrary. So an object with \( n \) ports can be accessed concurrently by at most \( n \) processes. An execution of operations applied to an object is well formed if each operation invoked at a port of the object returns before another operation is invoked at that port. Note that a sequential execution of operations on an \((n, k)\)-SA object, i.e., an execution where each operation completes before the next operation starts, is necessarily well formed.

---

\(^1\) Intuitively, an object is linearizable if it behaves as if all operations, including concurrent ones, are applied sequentially: each operation appears to take effect instantaneously at some distinct point between its invocation and response [8].
Definition 1. An \((n, k)\)-set agreement object is an \(n\)-ported object that allows processes to invoke ProposeSA operations, each with some proposal value \(v \in I\) (where \(|I| \geq n\), and the responses of the ProposeSA operations satisfy the following two properties in every well-formed execution:

- Validity: the value returned by each operation is either its proposal value or the proposal value of some previously invoked ProposeSA operation.
- \(k\)-Agreement: at most \(k\) different values are returned by the invocations of ProposeSA operations.

For the rest of this section, \(O\) is an \((n, k)\)-set agreement object. As we mentioned in the introduction, \(O\) is not necessarily linearizable, but of course it can be accessed sequentially. A sequential execution of operations on \(O\) can be modelled by a sequence of triples as follows:

Definition 2. A finite or infinite sequential execution (of operations) on \(O\) is a sequence of the form \((p_1, v_1, u_1)(p_2, v_2, u_2)\ldots\), where the \(i\)-th operation on \(O\) is a ProposeSA\((v_i)\) at port \(p_i\) of \(O\) that returns \(u_i\).

Definition 3. The sequential behaviour of \(O\) is the set of all possible sequential executions of operations on \(O\).

Thus, the sequential behaviour of \(O\) is a set of sequences of the form \((p_1, v_1, u_1)(p_2, v_2, u_2)\ldots\).

Notation 4.

- If a sequence \(S\) is in the sequential behaviour of \(O\), i.e., \(S\) is a sequential execution of operations on \(O\), we write \(S \in O\).
- If \(S \in O\) and the ProposeSA\((v)\) operation applied immediately after \(S\) on port \(p_i\) of \(O\) can return the value \(u\), we write \(S(p_i, v, u) \in O\).
- If \(S \in O\) but the ProposeSA\((v)\) operation applied immediately after \(S\) on port \(p_i\) of \(O\) can not return the value \(u\), we write \(S(p_i, v, \neq u) \in O\).

Intuitively, object \(O\) is deterministic if for every finite sequential execution of operations \(S\) on \(O\) the following holds: if \(S\) is executed on \(O\), and then a ProposeSA\((v)\) operation is applied on port \(p\) of \(O\), the response of that operation is uniquely determined by \(S\), \(p\), and \(v\). More precisely:

Definition 5. \(O\) is deterministic if for every finite \(S \in O\), every port \(p\), and all values \(v, u, u'\), if \(S(p, v, u) \in O\) and \(S(p, v, u') \in O\), then \(u = u'\).

Intuitively, \(O\) is linearizable if each operation on \(O\) appears to take effect instantaneously between its invocation and its response (even in the presence of concurrent operations) [8].

Definition 6. \(O\) is linearizable if in every well-formed execution of operations \(E\) on \(O\), each operation has a distinct linearization point, between its invocation and its response, such that \(E\) appears to be one of the sequential executions of operations \(S \in O\), where the operations of \(S\) occur in the order of their linearization points in \(E\).

Because of the above definition, if \(O\) is linearizable we can view any well-formed execution of operations on \(O\) as one of the sequences \(S \in O\).

\[\text{OPODIS 2019}\]
Notation 7. If an \((n,k)\)-SA object is both deterministic and linearizable, we say that it is an \((n,k)\)-DLSA object.

In the 2-consensus task, each of two processes has an input value and must output one of the inputs, such that both processes output the same value. Intuitively, we say that \(O\) can be used to solve 2-consensus, if two processes can solve the 2-consensus task using registers and copies of \(O\) initialized appropriately. More precisely:

Definition 8. We say that \(O\) can be used to solve 2-consensus if two processes can solve the 2-consensus task using copies of \(O\) (each of which may be initialized by applying some finite sequential execution of operations on \(O\)) and registers.

3 Oblivious \((3,2)\)-DLSA objects can be used to solve 2-consensus

In this section, we focus on oblivious \((n,k)\)-DLSA objects, that is, \((n,k)\)-DLSA objects that behave the same regardless of the port to which operations are applied. We show that for \(n \geq 3\), oblivious \((n,2)\)-DLSA objects can be used to solve 2-consensus, and thus they are not equivalent to the \((n,2)\)-SA task.

We first define oblivious \((n,k)\)-DLSA objects more precisely as follows:

Definition 9. Let \(O\) be an \((n,k)\)-DLSA object. \(O\) is oblivious if for all finite sequential executions of operations \(S \in O\), ports \(p_i, p_j\), and values \(u, v\), the following holds:

\[
S(p_i, u, v) \in O \implies S(p_j, u, v) \in O.
\]

Thus, henceforth we omit ports from sequential executions of operations on oblivious \((n,k)\)-SA objects, e.g., instead of \(S = (p_1, v_1, u_1)(p_2, v_2, u_2) \ldots (p_k, v_k, u_k)\), we write \(S = (v_1, u_1)(v_2, u_2) \ldots (v_k, u_k)\).

By the validity and the \(k\)-set agreement properties, it is clear that the first \textsc{ProposeSA} operation applied to an \((n,k)\)-DLSA object must return its own proposal value and the second must return either its own proposal value (allowed only if \(k \geq 2\)) or the proposal value of the first. Thus,

Observation 10. Let \(O\) be an oblivious \((n,k)\)-DLSA object. For all values \(a, a', b, b'\), if \((a, a')(b, b') \in O\) then \(a = a'\) and \(b' \in \{a, b\}\).

Suppose an oblivious \((n,k)\)-DLSA object \(O\) has a finite sequential execution of operations \(S\) such that, after \(S\) has been applied to \(O\), a process proposing \(a\) and another process proposing \(b\) can determine the order in which their propose operations were executed. Then \(O\) can be used to solve 2-consensus as we now explain.

Definition 11. Let \(O\) be an oblivious \((n,k)\)-DLSA object. Let \(a, b\) be two (not necessarily distinct) proposal values, and let \(S \in O\). Let \(a', a'', b'\) be the unique values such that:

\[
\begin{cases}
S(b, b')(a, a') \in O \\
S(a, a'') \in O
\end{cases}
\]

- If \(a' \neq a''\), we say “\(a\) notices \(b\) after \(S\)”, denoted \(a \xrightarrow{S} b\).
- If \(a' = a''\), we say “\(a\) does not notice \(b\) after \(S\)”, denoted \(a \xrightarrow{\not S} b\).

\(^3\) Note that this solution is allowed to use registers, in addition to copies of \(O\); allowing the use of registers in solutions and object implementations is standard.
If $S$ is the empty sequence, we simply say that $b$ notices $a$, denoted $a \rightarrow b$, or $a$ does not notice $b$, denoted $a \not\rightarrow b$.

**Observation 12.** Let $O$ be an oblivious $(n,k)$-DLSA object. By Observation 10 and Definition 11, we have that for all distinct proposal values $a, b$:

$a \rightarrow b$ if and only if $(b, b)(a, b) \in O$

$a \not\rightarrow b$ if and only if $(b, b)(a, a) \in O$

**Definition 13.** Let $O$ be an oblivious $(n,k)$-DLSA object. We say that $O$ is **good** if there exist a finite sequential execution $S \in O$ and proposal values $a, b$ such that $a \stackrel{S}{\rightarrow} b$ and $b \stackrel{S}{\rightarrow} a$.

**Lemma 14.** Let $O$ be an oblivious $(n,k)$-DLSA object. If $O$ is good, then $O$ can be used to solve 2-consensus.

**Proof.** Let $O$ be an oblivious $(n,k)$-DLSA object and assume it is good. Since $O$ is good, there exists a finite sequential execution $S \in O$ and two values $a, b$ such that $a \stackrel{S}{\rightarrow} b$ and $b \stackrel{S}{\rightarrow} a$.

By the definition of $\stackrel{S}{\rightarrow}$, it follows that there exist $q_1, q_2, q_3$ such that $q_1 \not= q_2$, $q_2 \not= q_3$ and:

$$S(a, a')(b, b') \in O \quad (1)$$

$$S(b, b')(a, a'') \in O \quad (2)$$

To solve 2-consensus, $O$ is first initialized by applying $S$ to it. Two processes, $p$ and $q$, can now solve 2-consensus using this initialized $O$ and two registers, $R_p$ (written only by $p$) and $R_q$ (written only by $q$), by executing the following algorithm. We assume that $p$ and $q$ use different ports when accessing $O$, so their access to $O$ is guaranteed to be well-formed.

**Propose($v_p$) by process $p$**

1. $R_p := v_p$
2. $ret := \text{ProposeSA}(a)$ on a port of $O$
3. if $ret = a'$
4. decide $R_p$
5. else // $ret = a''$
6. decide $R_q$

**Propose($v_q$) by process $q$**

1. $R_q := v_q$
2. $ret := \text{ProposeSA}(b)$ on a port of $O$
3. if $ret = b'$
4. decide $R_q$
5. else // $ret = b''$
6. decide $R_p$

Since $O$ is linearizable (and it is accessed in a well-formed manner), we can regard the ProposeSA operations of $p$ and $q$ as atomic, and thus the ProposeSA operations are totally ordered. From the algorithm and (1), (2) it is clear that each process decides the value it reads from the register it writes if it is the first to execute a ProposeSA operation; otherwise, it decides the value it reads from the register written by the other process. Therefore agreement and validity hold provided that the process that reads the register written by the other process (in its Line 6) does so after the other process has written into that register (in its Line 1). To see that if process $p$ reads register $R_q$, $p$ does so after process $q$ has written into $R_q$, note that process $p$ reads $R_q$ if and only if its ProposeSA operation does not return $a'$. By (1) and (2), this means that $q$ executed its ProposeSA operation (in Line 2) before $p$ executes its ProposeSA operation; and therefore $q$ reads into $R_q$ (in its Line 1) before $p$ reads $R_q$ (in its Line 6). A similar argument applies to $q$.

We will now prove that oblivious $(3,2)$-DLSA objects that are not good have some other properties that can also be exploited to solve 2-consensus.
Lemma 15. Let $O$ be an oblivious $(3,2)$-DLSA object. If $O$ is not good, the following holds. For all distinct proposal values $u, v, w$, if $v \not \rightarrow u$ then $w \rightarrow u$.

Proof. Let $O$ be an oblivious $(3,2)$-DLSA object and assume it is not good. Suppose $v \not \rightarrow u$. By Observation 12, $(u, u)(v, v) \in O$. Furthermore, if $w$ is proposed after that, the response of this operation cannot be $w$, by the 2-agreement property (see the left branch of the figure below). So $(u, u)(v, v)(w, \not= w) \in O$.

Assume for contradiction that $w \not \rightarrow u$. By Observation 12 $(u, u)(w, w) \in O$. Furthermore, if $v$ is proposed after that, the response of this operation cannot be $v$, by the 2-agreement property (right branch of the figure below). So $(u, u)(w, w)(v, \not= v) \in O$.

Let $S = (u, u)$. Since $S(v, v) \in O$ and $S(w, w)(v, \not= v) \in O$, $v \not \rightarrow w$. Similarly, $w \not \rightarrow v$, and so $O$ is good, a contradiction.

Lemma 16. Let $O$ be an oblivious $(3,2)$-DLSA object. If $O$ is not good, the following holds. For all distinct proposal values $u, v, w$, if $v \not \rightarrow u$ then all of the relationships illustrated in the diagram below hold:

Proof. Let $O$ be an oblivious $(3,2)$-DLSA object and assume it is not good. Suppose $v \not \rightarrow u$. We prove each of the arrows in turn:

$w \rightarrow u$: Since $v \not \rightarrow u$, Lemma 15 implies $w \rightarrow u$.
$u \not \rightarrow w$: Because $O$ is not good and $w \rightarrow u$, it follows that $u \not \rightarrow w$.
$v \rightarrow w$: Since $u \not \rightarrow w$, Lemma 15 implies $v \rightarrow w$.
$w \not \rightarrow v$: Because $O$ is not good and $v \rightarrow w$, it follows that $w \not \rightarrow v$.
$u \rightarrow v$: Since $w \not \rightarrow v$, Lemma 15 implies $u \rightarrow v$.

Lemma 17. Let $O$ be an oblivious $(3,2)$-DLSA object. If $O$ cannot be used to solve 2-consensus, the following holds. For all distinct proposal values $u, v, w$, if $u \rightarrow v$ then there exists $x \not = w$ such that:

$(v, v)(u, v)(w, x) \in O$
$(u, u)(v, v)(w, x) \in O$

Proof. Let $O$ be an oblivious $(3,2)$-DLSA object and assume it cannot be used to solve 2-consensus. So, by Lemma 14, $O$ is not good.

Assume $u \rightarrow v$, thus, by Observation 12, $(v, v)(u, v) \in O$. By the definition of DLSA objects, there exists $x$ such that:

$(v, v)(u, v)(w, x) \in O$
Since $O$ is not good, $u \rightarrow v$ implies $v \not\rightarrow u$. By Observation 12, $(u, u)(v, v) \in O$, and so there exists $x'$ such that:

$$(u, u)(v, v)(w, x') \in O \quad (4)$$

The 2-agreement property implies that $x' \in \{u, v\}$, thus $w \not\rightarrow x'$. Because $v \not\rightarrow u$, Lemma 16 implies $w \not\rightarrow v$. By Observation 12, $(v, v)(w, w) \in O$. Thus, by the 2-agreement property:

$$(v, v)(w, w)(u, u) \not\in O \quad (5)$$

Our goal is to show that $x = x'$. Suppose, for contradiction, that $x \neq x'$. Two processes, $p$ and $q$, can solve 2-consensus using $O$ and two registers, $R_p$ (written only by $p$) and $R_q$ (written only by $q$), by executing the following algorithm. We assume that $p$ and $q$ use different ports when accessing $O$, so their access to $O$ is guaranteed to be well-formed.

**PROPOSE($v_p$) by process $p$**

1. $R_p := v_p$
2. $ret := \text{PROPOSESA}(u)$ on a port of $O$
3. **if** $ret = u$
4. **else**
5. **decide** $R_p$
6. **else**
7. **decide** $R_q$

**PROPOSE($v_q$) by process $q$**

1. $R_q := v_q$
2. $ret := \text{PROPOSESA}(v)$ on a port of $O$
3. **if** $ret = x'$
4. **else**
5. **decide** $R_p$
6. **else**
7. **decide** $R_q$

To see why this algorithm is correct, first notice that the possible interleavings of the three PROPOSESA operations by $p$ and $q$ are:

- $v, u, w$ (process $q$, then $p$, then $q$)
- $u, v, w$ (process $p$, then $q$, then $q$)
- $v, w, u$ (process $q$, then $q$, then $p$)

The values returned by $O$ in these three cases are given in (3), (4) and (5), respectively. We now argue that the algorithm is correct. Termination is obvious since the algorithm is wait free.

Validity trivially holds if a process decides the value in the register it writes. So consider the cases where each process decides the value contained in the register of the other.

- Process $p$ decides $R_q$ iff its PROPOSESA($u$) operation returns a value different from $u$, which only happens in (3) and (5). In both cases, $q$ has previously proposed $v$, in which case $q$ has previously written its proposal into $R_q$.
- Process $q$ decides $R_p$ iff its PROPOSESA($w$) operation returns $x'$, which only happens in (4). In that case, $p$ has previously proposed $u$, in which case $p$ has previously written its proposal into $R_p$.

In both cases, validity holds.

Agreement also follows from (3), (4) and (5). If only one process decides, then agreement holds trivially. So suppose both processes decide.

- If $p$ decides $R_p$, then its PROPOSESA($u$) operation returned $u$, which only happens in (4). So $q$ receives $x'$ as the response of its PROPOSESA($w$) operation, and thus $q$ also decides $R_p$.  
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If \( p \) decides \( R_q \), then its \( \text{ProposeSA}(u) \) operation returned a value different from \( u \), which only happens in (3) and (5). In those cases, \( q \) receives \( x \neq x' \) (in (3)) or \( w \neq x' \) (in (5)) as the response of its \( \text{ProposeSA}(w) \) operation. Either way, the value \( q \) receives is different from \( x' \), and thus \( q \) also decides \( R_q \).

In both cases, agreement holds.

We have shown that \( O \) can be used to solve 2-consensus, a contradiction. Therefore, \( x = x' \), as desired. \( \Box \)

\[ \text{Lemma 18.} \quad \text{Let } O \text{ be an oblivious } (3, 2)\text{-DLSA object. If } O \text{ cannot be used to solve 2-consensus, the following holds. For all distinct proposal values } u, v, w, \text{ if } u \rightarrow v \text{ then } (v, v)(w, w)(u, v) \in O. \]

\[ \text{Proof.} \quad \text{Let } O \text{ be an oblivious } (3, 2)\text{-DLSA object and assume it cannot be used to solve 2-consensus. So, by Lemma 14, } O \text{ is not good.} \]

Assume \( u \rightarrow v \). By Lemma 16, \( u \neq v \), therefore \((v, v)(w, w) \in O \) (Observation 12). Also, there exists \( x' \) such that \((v, v)(w, w)(u, x') \in O \). By the 2-agreement property, \( x' \in \{v, w \} \). If \( x' = v \), we are done, so assume, for contradiction, that \( x' = w \), i.e., \((v, v)(w, w)(u, w) \in O(\ast) \).

Since \( u \rightarrow v \), by Lemma 17, there exists \( x \neq w \) such that \((v, v)(w, w)(u, x) \in O \), in other words, \((v, v)(u, v)(w, \neq w) \in O(\ast\ast) \). Let \( S = (v, v) \); then \((\ast) \) and \((\ast\ast) \) imply that \( u \xrightarrow{S} w \) and \( w \xrightarrow{S} u \). Thus \( O \) is good, a contradiction. So it must be that \( x' = v \). \( \Box \)

We are now ready to prove the following theorem:

\[ \text{Theorem 19.} \quad \text{Every oblivious } (3, 2)\text{-DLSA object can be used to solve 2-consensus.} \]

\[ \text{Proof.} \quad \text{Let } O \text{ be an oblivious } (3, 2)\text{-DLSA object and let } a, b, c \text{ be three distinct proposal values of } O. \text{ Suppose, for contradiction, that } O \text{ cannot be used to solve 2-consensus. By Lemma 14, } O \text{ is not good.} \]

Because \( O \) is not good, either \( a \not\rightarrow b \) or \( b \not\rightarrow a \). Without loss of generality, assume \( b \not\rightarrow a \). By Lemma 16, we have:

\[ \text{Observation 20.} \quad \text{All of the relationships among } a, b, \text{ and } c \text{ illustrated in the diagram below hold:} \]

```
```

By Observation 20, \( c \rightarrow a \). Applying Lemma 18 with \( c = u \), \( a = v \) and \( b = w \), it follows that \((a, a)(b, b)(c, a) \in O \). By the 2-agreement property, if we then propose \( b \), the return value of this operation cannot be \( c \). Therefore:

\[ (a, a)(b, b)(c, a)(b, \neq c) \in O \] (6)

By Observation 20, \( b \rightarrow c \). Applying Lemma 18 with \( b = u \), \( c = v \) and \( a = w \), it follows that \((c, c)(a, a)(b, c) \in O (\ast) \). Furthermore, since \( c \rightarrow a \), by Lemma 17 with \( c = u \), \( a = v \) and \( b = w \), there exists \( x \neq b \) such that:

\[ (a, a)(c, a)(b, x) \in O \]
\[ (c, c)(a, a)(b, x) \in O \]
By (*) and the fact that $O$ is deterministic, $x = c$. Thus, $(a, a)(c, a)(b, c) \in O$. Now let $y$ be such that 

$$(a, a)(c, a)(b, c)(b, y) \in O$$

By the 2-agreement property, $y \in \{a, c\}$. If $y = a$, for $S = (a, a)(c, a)$, we have $S(b, c)(b, a) \in O$. Therefore $b \xrightarrow{\text{S}} b$, contradicting the fact that $O$ is not good. Thus $y = c$ and 

$$(a, a)(c, a)(b, c)(b, c) \in O \quad (7)$$

To solve 2-consensus, $O$ is first initialized by applying $S = (a, a)$ to it. Two processes, $p$ and $q$, can now solve 2-consensus using this initialized $O$ and two registers, $R_p$ (written only by $p$) and $R_q$ (written only by $q$), by executing the following algorithm. We assume that $p$ and $q$ use different ports when accessing $O$, so their access to $O$ is guaranteed to be well-formed.

**Propose**($v_p$) by process $p$

1. $R_p := v_p$
2. $ret := \text{ProposeSA}(b)$ on a port of $O$
3. if $ret = b$
   4. decide $R_p$
   5. else
   6. decide $R_q$

**Propose**($v_q$) by process $q$

1. $R_q := v_q$
2. $ret := \text{ProposeSA}(c)$ on a port of $O$
3. if $ret = b$
   4. decide $R_q$
   5. else
   6. decide $R_p$

To see why this algorithm is correct, first notice that the possible interleavings of the three **ProposeSA** operations by $p$ and $q$ are:

- $b, c, b$ (process $p$, then $q$, then $q$)
- $c, b, b$ (process $q$, then $p$, then $q$)
- $c, b, b$ (process $q$, then $q$, then $p$)

Notice that the second and third interleavings have the same sequence of proposal values. The values returned by $O$ in each of those cases is given in (6) and (7), under the assumption that the object is initialized by applying $(a, a)$ to it. We now argue that the algorithm is correct; the arguments are similar to those of Lemma 17. Termination is obvious since the algorithm is wait free.

Validity trivially holds if a process decides the value in the register it writes. So consider the cases where each process decides the value contained in the register of the other.

- Process $p$ decides $R_q$ iff its **ProposeSA**(b) operation returns a value different from $b$, which only happens in (7). In that case, $q$ has previously proposed $c$, in which case $q$ has previously written its proposal into $R_q$.
- Process $q$ decides $R_p$ iff its **ProposeSA**(b) operation returns a value different from $c$, which only happens in (6). In that case, $p$ has previously proposed $b$, in which case $p$ has previously written its proposal into $R_p$.

In both cases, validity holds.

Agreement also follows from the properties of $O$’s specification that we derived above. If only one process decides, then agreement holds trivially. So suppose both processes decide.
If $p$ decides $R_p$, then its $\text{PROPOSESA}(b)$ operation returned $b$, which only happens in (6). So $q$ receives a value different from $c$ as the response of its $\text{PROPOSESA}(b)$ operation, and thus $q$ also decides $R_p$.

If $p$ decides $R_q$, then its $\text{PROPOSESA}(b)$ operation returned a value different from $b$, which only happens in (7). So $q$ receives $c$ as the response of its $\text{PROPOSESA}(b)$ operation, and thus $q$ also decides $R_q$.

In both cases, agreement holds.

Under the assumption that $O$ cannot be used to solve 2-consensus, we have shown that $O$ can be used to solve 2-consensus, a contradiction. We conclude that $O$ can indeed be used to solve 2-consensus.

\begin{corollary}
For all $n \geq 3$, every oblivious $(n, 2)$-DLSA object can be used to solve 2-consensus.
\end{corollary}

\begin{theorem}
For all $n \geq 3$, there is no oblivious $(n, 2)$-DLSA object that is equivalent to the $(n, 2)$-SA task.
\end{theorem}

\begin{proof}
It is known that it is impossible to solve the 2-consensus task using an arbitrary solution to the $(n, 2)$-SA task (and registers) [1]. The theorem now follows immediately by Corollary 21.
\end{proof}

\section{(4, 2)-DLSA objects can be used to solve 2-consensus}

We now prove that for $n \geq 4$, $(n, 2)$-DLSA objects can be used to solve 2-consensus, which implies that they are not equivalent to the $(n, 2)$-SA task.

Recall that $(4, 2)$-DLSA objects accept at least 4 different values as proposal values, and have 4 ports to which $\text{PROPOSESA}$ operations may be applied. The proof that such objects can be used to solve 2-consensus is simpler than the oblivious $(3, 2)$-DLSA case.

By the validity and the $k$-set agreement properties, it is clear that the first $\text{PROPOSESA}$ operation applied to an $(n, k)$-DLSA object must return its own proposal value and the second must return either its own proposal value (allowed only if $k \geq 2$) or the proposal value of the first. Thus,

\begin{observation}
Let $O$ be an $(n, k)$-DLSA object. For any two (not necessarily distinct) ports $p_1, p_2$ and for all values $a, a', b, b'$, if $(p_1, a, a')(p_2, b, b') \in O$ then $a = a'$ and $b' \in \{a, b\}$.
\end{observation}

Suppose an $(n, k)$-DLSA object $O$ has a finite sequential execution of operations $S$ such that, after $S$ has been applied to $O$, a process proposing $a$ to some port $p_i$ and another process proposing $b$ to some port $p_j$ can determine the order in which their propose operations were executed. Then $O$ can be used to solve 2-consensus as we now explain.

\begin{definition}
Let $O$ be an $(n, k)$-DLSA object. Let $a, b$ be two (not necessarily distinct) proposal values, let $p_i, p_j$ be two (not necessarily distinct) ports, and let $S \in O$. Let $a', a'', b'$ be the unique values such that:

\[
\begin{cases}
S(p_j, b, b')(p_i, a, a') \in O \\
S(p_i, a, a'') \in O
\end{cases}
\]

If $a' \neq a''$, we say that $(p_i, a)$ \textbf{notices} $(p_j, b)$ \textbf{after} $S$, denoted $(p_i, a) \xrightarrow{S} (p_j, b)$.

If $a' = a''$, we say that $(p_i, a)$ \textbf{does not notice} $(p_j, b)$ \textbf{after} $S$, denoted $(p_i, a) \xrightarrow{f} (p_j, b)$.
\end{definition}
If $S$ is the empty sequence, we simply say $(p_i, a)$ notices $(p_j, b)$, denoted $(p_i, a) \rightarrow (p_j, b)$, or $(p_i, a)$ does not notice $(p_j, b)$.

**Observation 25.** Let $O$ be an $(n, k)$-DLSA object. By Observation 23 and Definition 24, we have that for all (not necessarily distinct) ports $p_i, p_j$ and for all distinct proposal values $a, b$:

$$(p_i, a) \rightarrow (p_j, b) \text{ if and only if } (p_j, b)(p_i, a, b) \in O$$

$$(p_i, a) \not\rightarrow (p_j, b) \text{ if and only if } (p_j, b)(p_i, a, a) \in O$$

**Definition 26.** Let $O$ be an $(n, k)$-DLSA object. We say that $O$ is good if there exist a finite sequential execution $S \in O$, two proposal values $a, b$, and two distinct ports $p_i, p_j$ such that $(p_i, a) S \rightarrow (p_j, b)$ and $(p_j, b) S \rightarrow (p_i, a)$.

**Lemma 27.** Let $O$ be an $(n, k)$-DLSA object. If $O$ is good, then $O$ can be used to solve 2-consensus.

**Proof.** Let $O$ be a $(n, k)$-DLSA object and assume it is good. Since $O$ is good, there exists a finite sequential execution $S \in O$ two values $a, b$ and two distinct ports $p_i, p_j$ such that $(p_i, a) S \rightarrow (p_j, b)$ and $(p_j, b) S \rightarrow (p_i, a)$.

By the definition of $S \rightarrow$, it follows that there exist $a', a'', b', b''$ such that $a' \neq a'', b' \neq b''$ and:

$$S(p_i, a')(p_j, b, b'') \in O \quad (8)$$

$$S(p_j, b, b')(p_i, a'') \in O \quad (9)$$

To solve 2-consensus, $O$ is first initialized by applying $S$ to it. Two processes, $p$ and $q$, can now solve 2-consensus using this initialized $O$ and two registers, $R_p$ (written only by $p$) and $R_q$ (written only by $q$), by executing the following algorithm. Recall that $p_i$ and $p_j$ are distinct, so the two processes apply their PROPOSESA operations to different ports, ensuring that there are no concurrent operations applied to any port.

**Algorithm 28.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Step</th>
<th>$R_p$ action</th>
<th>$R_q$ action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$R_p := v_p$</td>
<td>$R_q := v_q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$ret := \text{PROPOSESA}(a)$ on port $p_i$ of $O$</td>
<td>$ret := \text{PROPOSESA}(b)$ on port $p_j$ of $O$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>if $ret = a'$</td>
<td>if $ret = b'$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>decide $R_p$</td>
<td>decide $R_q$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>else $// ret = a''$</td>
<td>else $// ret = b''$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>decide $R_q$</td>
<td>decide $R_p$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the algorithm and (8), (9) it is clear that each process decides the value it reads from the register it writes if it is the first to execute a PROPOSESA operation; otherwise, it decides the value it reads from the register written by the other process. Therefore agreement and validity hold provided that the process that reads the register written by the other process (in its Line 6) does so after the other process has written into that register (in its Line 1). To see that if process $p$ reads register $R_q$, $p$ does so after process $q$ has written into $R_q$, note that process $p$ reads $R_q$ if and only if its PROPOSESA operation does not return $a'$. By (8) and (9), this means that $q$ executed its PROPOSESA operation (in Line 2) before $p$ executes its ProposeSA operation; and therefore $q$ writes into $R_q$ (in its Line 1) before $p$ reads $R_q$ (in its Line 6). A similar argument applies to $q$. ▶
We will now prove that $(4,2)$-DLSA objects that are *not* good have some other properties that can also be exploited to solve 2-consensus.

**Lemma 28.** Let $O$ be a $(4,2)$-DLSA object. If $O$ is not good, the following holds. For all distinct proposal values $u, v, w$ and all ports $p_1, p_2, p_k$ such that $p_j \neq p_k$, if $(p_j, v) \not\rightarrow (p_i, u)$ then $(p_k, w) \rightarrow (p_i, u)$.

**Proof.** Let $O$ be a $(4,2)$-DLSA object and assume that it is not good. Suppose $(p_j, v) \not\rightarrow (p_i, u)$. By Observation 25, $(p_i, u, u)(p_j, v, v) \in O$. Furthermore, if $w$ is proposed after that on port $p_k$, the response of this operation cannot be $v$, by the 2-agreement property (see the left branch of the figure below). So $(p_i, u, u)(p_j, v, v)(p_k, w, \neq w) \in O$.

Now assume, for contradiction, that $(p_k, w) \not\rightarrow (p_i, u)$. Then, by Observation 25, $(p_i, u, u)(p_k, w, w) \in O$. Furthermore, if $v$ is proposed after that on port $p_j$, the response of this operation cannot be $v$, by the 2-agreement property (right branch of the figure below). So $(p_i, u, u)(p_k, w, w)(p_j, v, \neq v) \in O$.

Let $S = (p_i, u, u)$. Since $S(p_j, v, v) \in O$ and $S(p_k, w, w)(p_j, v, \neq v) \in O$, $(p_j, v) \xrightarrow{S} (p_k, w)$. Similarly, $(p_k, w) \xrightarrow{S} (p_j, v)$, and so $O$ is good, a contradiction. \hfill $\blacksquare$

We are now ready to prove the following theorem:

**Theorem 29.** Every $(4,2)$-DLSA object can be used to solve 2-consensus.

**Proof.** Let $O$ be a $(4,2)$-DLSA object, let $p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4$ be distinct ports and let $a, b, c, d$ be distinct proposal values. Suppose, for contradiction, that $O$ cannot be used to solve 2-consensus. By Lemma 27, $O$ is not good.

Because $O$ is not good, either $(p_2, b) \not\rightarrow (p_1, a)$ or $(p_1, a) \not\rightarrow (p_2, b)$. Without loss of generality, assume that $(p_2, b) \not\rightarrow (p_1, a)$ ($\ast$).

**Claim 29.1.** All of the relationships among $(p_1, a), (p_2, b)$, and $(p_3, c)$ illustrated in the diagram below hold:

![Diagram](image)

**Proof.** We prove each of the relationships in turn:

1. $(p_2, b) \not\rightarrow (p_1, a)$: this is ($\ast$).
2. $(p_3, c) \rightarrow (p_1, a)$: since $(p_2, b) \not\rightarrow (p_1, a)$, Lemma 28 implies $(p_3, c) \rightarrow (p_1, a)$.
3. $(p_1, a) \not\rightarrow (p_3, c)$: since $O$ is not good and $(p_3, c) \rightarrow (p_1, a)$, we have $(p_1, a) \not\rightarrow (p_3, c)$.
4. $(p_2, b) \rightarrow (p_3, c)$: since $(p_1, a) \not\rightarrow (p_3, c)$, Lemma 28 implies $(p_2, b) \rightarrow (p_3, c)$. 
Thus, Figure 1 shows how to use the introduction, such objects exist [1, 6]; for concreteness we choose here the linearizable source of non-determinism.

Now consider what happens to port \( p_4 \) and value \( d \):

\[
\begin{align*}
(p_4, d) &\to (p_2, b): \text{by Claim 29.1, } (p_3, c) \not\to (p_2, b). \text{ Then, by Lemma 28, } (p_4, d) \to (p_2, b). \\
(p_2, b) &\not\to (p_4, d): \text{because } (p_4, d) \to (p_2, b) \text{ and because } O \text{ is not good, it must be the case that } (p_2, b) \not\to (p_4, d). \\
(p_1, a) &\to (p_4, d): \text{because } (p_2, b) \not\to (p_4, d), \text{ by Lemma 28 it follows that } (p_1, a) \to (p_4, d). \\
(p_4, d) &\to (p_1, a): \text{by Claim 29.1, } (p_2, b) \not\to (p_1, a). \text{ Then, by Lemma 28, } (p_4, d) \to (p_1, a).
\end{align*}
\]

Since \((p_1, a) \to (p_4, d) \text{ and } (p_4, d) \to (p_1, a), O \text{ is good, a contradiction. Therefore } O \text{ can be used to solve 2-consensus, as desired.} \]

\textbf{Corollary 30.} For all \( n \geq 4 \), every \((n, 2)\)-DLSA object can be used to solve 2-consensus.

\textbf{Theorem 31.} For all \( n \geq 4 \), there is no \((n, 2)\)-DLSA object that is equivalent to the \((n, 2)\)-SA task.

\textbf{Proof.} It is known that it is impossible to solve the 2-consensus task using an arbitrary solution to the \((n, 2)\)-SA task (and registers) [1]. The theorem now follows immediately by Corollary 30.

\section{5 \ Existence of a deterministic \((n, k)\)-SA object equivalent to the \((n, k)\)-SA task}

In this section we prove that for all \( n \) and \( k \), there is a deterministic \((n, k)\)-set agreement object \( O_D \) that is equivalent to the \((n, k)\)-set agreement task. This object is not linearizable, but its behaviour is deterministic when it is accessed sequentially (so concurrency is its only source of non-determinism).

Fix any \((n, k)\)-SA object that is equivalent to the \((n, k)\)-SA task. As we mentioned in the introduction, such objects exist [1, 6]; for concreteness we choose here the linearizable \((n, k)\)-SA object \( O_L \) defined in [4]. Since \( O_L \) is equivalent to the \((n, k)\)-SA task: (a) given \( O_L \), it is possible to solve the \((n, k)\)-SA task, and (b) given any algorithm that solves the \((n, k)\)-SA task (and registers), it is possible to implement \( O_L \). The simple algorithm of Figure 1 shows how to use \( O_L \) and a shared register \( R \) (initialized to \( \perp \)) to implement a deterministic \((n, k)\)-set agreement object \( O_D \):

It is easy to see that \( O_D \) behaves as follows:

- When accessed sequentially, \( O_D \) behaves deterministically: every \textsc{Propose}SA operation on \( O_D \) returns the proposal value of the first \textsc{Propose}SA operation on \( O_D \). In other words, in sequential executions, \( O_D \) behaves like a consensus object.
- In all executions, \( O_D \) respects validity and \( k \)-agreement.

Thus, \( O_D \) is indeed a deterministic \((n, k)\)-set agreement object.
Theorem 32. For all $n \geq k \geq 1$, the deterministic $(n, k)$-SA object $O_D$ is equivalent to the $(n, k)$-SA task.

Proof. Clearly $O_D$ can be used to solve the $(n, k)$-SA task. It remains to show that given any algorithm $A_{n,k}$ that solves the $(n, k)$-SA task (and registers), it is possible to implement $O_D$. Since $O_L$ is equivalent to the $(n, k)$-SA task, it can be implemented using $A_{n,k}$ (and registers). Plugging this implementation of $O_L$ in the algorithm of Figure 1, gives an implementation of $O_D$ that uses $A_{n,k}$ (and registers).

Note that for $k \geq 2$, the deterministic object $O_D$ is not linearizable, even though the object $O_L$ is: a concurrent execution of two `ProposeSA` operations on $O_D$ with different proposal values may result in each operation returning its own proposal, but this behaviour is not possible in any sequential execution of these operations on $O_D$.

Remark on object initialization

To obtain our results, we gave several algorithms that solve 2-consensus using (a single copy of) some $(n, k)$-DLSA object $O$ that was initialized by applying some sequence of operations. The reader may ask whether these results still apply if algorithms solving 2-consensus are required to use only uninitialized copies of $O$. The answer is yes. This is because, by a result of [2], the ability to solve 2-consensus using an object does not depend on whether this object can be initialized to a specific state or not.

Conclusion and open problems

In this paper, we proved that for all $n \geq 4$ there is no deterministic and linearizable $(n, 2)$-set agreement object that is equivalent to the $(n, 2)$-set agreement task, and this is because any such object can be used to solve 2-consensus. We conjecture that for all $n > k > 2$ there is no deterministic linearizable $(n, k)$-set agreement object that is equivalent to the $(n, k)$-set agreement task, and this is because any such object can be used to solve some $(n', k')$-set agreement task that is strictly stronger than the $(n, k)$-set agreement task according to the partial order of set agreement tasks shown by Chaudhuri and Reiners [6]. The techniques we used in this paper to prove Theorems 19 and 29, however, do not seem appropriate to approach this conjecture: As $n$ and $k$ increase, the number of sequential behaviours for the first $k$ accesses of an $(n, k)$-DLSA object increases exponentially with $k$, and this would be overwhelming for $k \geq 3$.

We also proved that there is no oblivious deterministic and linearizable $(3, 2)$-set agreement object that is equivalent to the $(3, 2)$-set agreement task; the case of (not necessarily oblivious) $(3, 2)$-set agreement objects is still open.
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1 Introduction

With the increasing pervasiveness of mobile wireless devices that are subject to energy constraints and unreliable communication, there is a growing need for a profound theoretical understanding of what can and what cannot be computed in such dynamic networks [15].

One popular way to model these systems is by assuming a set of n synchronous, infallible agents (called processes in the sequel), which communicate by exchanging messages over directed links whose behavior is under the control of a message adversary (MA) [1]. Whereas

Of course, the typical behavior exhibited by a crashed process (i.e., no messages sent after it failed) can easily be mimicked by an appropriate message adversary as well.
the power of such a message adversary must be restricted somehow, as it may otherwise simply suppress all messages and make any distributed task trivially impossible, it is considered omniscient and may hence seek to actively foil the success of any given solution algorithm within its constraints. We stress that an algorithm that has been proved to solve some task, like consensus, under a certain message adversary MA provides a correct result, irrespective of whether erroneous communication stems from random faults or malicious interference, as long as it remains within the specification of the MA.

Even more fundamental than solution algorithms are characterizations of message adversaries with respect to certain tasks, that is, statements about when a message adversary becomes too powerful for solving a task: If a message adversary can be shown to cause any solution algorithm to fail under some admissible communication pattern, there is no hope to find a correct algorithm. In this paper, we provide a complete characterization of the important class of closed message adversaries (see below for its definition) with respect to the classic deterministic consensus problem, where each process starts with some input value and, eventually, every process has to decide the same value that was the input of some process. Thanks to the close relation between the solvability of consensus and variants of common knowledge in epistemic reasoning [13], our findings are also relevant for the latter (c.f. Section 5.2).

Classes of Message Adversaries

The fundamental objects in the message adversary model are communication graphs $G_r$, which, for a given round $r$, determine which messages are delivered and which are lost (see Section 2 for details). A communication pattern is a sequence $G_1, G_2, \ldots$ of such communication graphs for round 1, 2, \ldots; a message adversary (MA) is just the set of its admissible communication patterns MA.

One important and well-studied class of message adversaries are oblivious ones [6], where the MA may pick every $G_r$ arbitrarily, i.e., without restrictions, from a given set $D$ of candidate graphs. We can hence write $MA = D^\omega$ for an oblivious message adversary. A prominent example is the message adversary that allows a certain number of mobile link failures per round, which was studied in the seminal work by Santoro and Widmayer [23]. Consensus has been shown to be impossible if $D$ contains all communication graphs where $\leq n - 1$ edges are missing (excluding self-loops).

Oblivious message adversaries do not allow to change the set of candidate graphs over time, however, which makes them unsuitable to model transient performance variations in real-world dynamic networks. In wireless mobile ad-hoc networks, for example, there may be substantial periods of time where some nodes are outside the communication range of others, e.g. in disaster-relief applications [18] or under strong interference by other radio transmitters [14]. Another source of time-varying communication conditions are mode switches, caused by the nodes themselves, due to reasons such as energy-saving, boot-up completion or fault recovery.

In this paper, we therefore focus on the class of limit-closed message adversaries (subsequently called closed MA for brevity), which are a proper superset of oblivious message adversaries. Their characterizing property is that every sequence $(\sigma_i)_{i \geq 1}$, such that each $\sigma_i$...
is the prefix of an admissible communication pattern and each $\sigma_i$ is a prefix of $\sigma_{i+1}$, has a limit $\sigma \in \text{MA}$. Equivalently, for every communication pattern $\sigma$ that is inadmissible under a closed message adversary, there exists a round $r$ such that all extensions of the round $r$ prefix of $\sigma$ are inadmissible as well. Note that this definition makes the set of admissible sequences of the MA closed and hence a safety property in the spirit of [2]. Thus, for closed message adversaries, reliable message delivery implies that the message delivery is reliable and bounded and fairness implies bounded fairness. Even though this is a very strict requirement, our characterization is more general than the previously existing combinatorial characteristics of consensus solvability under message adversaries with an arbitrary number of processes [6,23].

More specifically, it follows directly from its definition that an oblivious message adversary is closed, but there are also closed message adversaries that are not oblivious. An important example are MAs that ensure bounded instability. Such message adversaries guarantee some "global stabilization round" $r_{GST}$, which must be bounded (with some known bound), such that the communication graphs become "nice" from round $r_{GST}$ onwards. The latter could occur in a myriad of ways, however: For example, starting from $r_{GST}$, a benign dynamic graph structure (like a vertex-stable source component [3] that persists for sufficiently many rounds) could appear. Alternatively, the number of rounds it takes for some processes to reach all other processes could be bounded, analogously to partially synchronous systems [9] or MAs corresponding to the ones from [16,17]. A different example are MAs that assemble communication patterns by concatenating finite sequences of communication graphs, picked from a set of communication graph sequences with a fixed maximal length. Such a MA can either be allowed to choose an arbitrary combination of elements from this set, similar to oblivious message adversaries, or be subject to constraints, such as bounded instability.

On the other hand, relaxing the above requirement of $r_{GST}$ being bounded to being unbounded but finite provides an illustrative example for a general message adversary. A MA that guarantees stability only eventually, i.e., after unbounded\textsuperscript{5} instability, is not closed. In fact, the communication pattern where stability never occurs does not have a finite prefix such that all extensions are inadmissible, as any such finite prefix could still be made admissible by attaching a stability phase. Whereas we do not aim at a combinatorial characterization of consensus solvability for non-closed MAs in this paper (a topological characterization can be found in [21]), we believe that research on this challenging problem might benefit from our result.

**An example for $n = 2$**

In order to illustrate the different message adversary classes, we consider the case where the set of processes is $\Pi = \{\circ, \bullet\}$, i.e., $n = 2$, and the communication graphs are $\circ \leftarrow \bullet$, $\circ \leftrightarrow \bullet$, $\circ \rightarrow \bullet$, and $\circ \bullet$ (in the last graph, there is no edge between the processes).

---

\textsuperscript{3} We use the term “combinatorial” to distinguish classic approaches that essentially enumerate combinatorial objects (like execution prefixes) from the topological characterization provided in [21], which is more general but rests on fairly abstract topological concepts like connected subspaces of infinite executions. Among the advantages of combinatorial characterizations is that they are often directly amenable to algorithmic implementations and hence more operational.

\textsuperscript{4} In contrast to [9], message adversaries allow us to restrict precisely which processes may communicate with each other and which may not.

\textsuperscript{5} Note that finite but unbounded $r_{GST}$ is equivalent in terms of task solvability to $r_{GST}$ being bounded with an unknown bound: The code of a solution algorithm $A$ for the latter cannot depend on any bound on $r_{GST}$, yet must work for every finite value of $r_{GST}$.
In this example, an oblivious message adversary is represented by a subset of these communication graphs and considers all sequences admissible that consist exclusively of graphs from this subset. Thus, every oblivious message adversary that permits the communication graph $\circ \bullet$ makes solving consensus trivially impossible. Furthermore, the oblivious message adversary that permits the communication graphs $\leftrightarrow \bullet$, $\rightarrow \bullet$, and $\leftarrow \bullet$ is known to make consensus impossible at least since [23]. However, removing only one graph from this set of possible communication graphs already makes consensus solvable: If the message adversary permits $\leftrightarrow \bullet$ and $\rightarrow \bullet$, both processes may decide the input of $\bullet$ after the first round. If it permits $\leftrightarrow \bullet$ and $\leftarrow \bullet$, a process may decide on the other’s input if it received the other’s message in the first round and on its own input otherwise.

We get an example of a closed message adversary by allowing the communication graphs $\leftrightarrow \bullet$, $\rightarrow \bullet$, and $\leftarrow \bullet$, provided there is some known round $r_{GST}$ by which it is guaranteed that the same communication graph has occurred consecutively, in rounds $r$ and $r + 1$. This message adversary is closed, because every limit of a sequence $(\sigma_i)_{i \geq 1}$ of admissible prefixes, s.t. $\sigma_i$ is a prefix of $\sigma_{i+1}$, is admissible here: Intuitively, the reason is that every prefix in the sequence that is longer than $r_{GST}$ rounds, in order to be admissible, must have rounds $r, r + 1 \leq r_{GST}$ that satisfy the property described above, and every continuation of such a sequence, which corresponds to a limit sequence, is also admissible. We can hence use Algorithm 1 introduced in Section 4 for solving consensus.

The same message adversary, however with the property that $r_{GST}$ is finite but unbounded, provides an example of a non-closed message adversary. Consensus is solvable even under this message adversary; a suitable algorithm has been provided in [25]. Still, our Algorithm 1 does not work anymore, since the MA is not closed: Since the repetition of the same graph twice in a row may occur arbitrarily late, there is a limit sequence $(\sigma_i)_{i \geq 1}$ that consists entirely of admissible prefixes where it never occurs. This is an inadmissible communication pattern for this message adversary, however.

Contributions and Paper Organization

In this paper, we provide a complete combinatorial characterization of consensus solvability under closed message adversaries. Compared to the topological characterization provided in [21] (see the related work below), it is considerably less abstract and, more importantly, also fully operational: it utilizes an easy to check property of (finitely many) prefixes of admissible communication patterns, rather than properties of (uncountably many) infinite communication patterns. Compared to the combinatorial characterization for oblivious message adversaries developed in [6], our characterization applies to the larger class of closed MAs, and relies on checking the simple dynamic graph property “non-empty kernel intersection” (see Theorem 1 below), rather than on an involved algorithm that exploits certain properties of the so-called “$\beta$-classes”.

In more detail, we present a condition on the admissible communication patterns of a message adversary, which we prove to be both necessary and sufficient for solving consensus. The condition, given in Theorem 1 below, rests on two main ingredients:

(i) An equivalence relation $\sigma_{|r} \sim \rho_{|r}$ on the $r$-round prefixes of the communication patterns $\sigma, \rho$, which is the transitive closure of the per-process equivalence relations $\sigma_{|r} \sim_p \rho_{|r}$; the latter holds if process $p_i$ cannot distinguish $\sigma_{|r}$ from $\rho_{|r}$, in every round up to $r$.

(ii) The set of processes (called the kernel of $\sigma_{|r}$, denoted by $\mathrm{Ker}(\sigma_{|r})$) that influence every process in the system within $\sigma_{|r}$. The processes in $\mathrm{Ker}(\sigma_{|r})$ are the ones that manage to broadcast their initial value to all processes within $\sigma_{|r}$, and are hence sometimes called broadcasters.
Whereas it is not too difficult to prove (see Theorem 2) that solving consensus within \( r \) rounds under a communication pattern \( \sigma \) requires the existence of a broadcaster in \( \sigma |_r \), i.e., \( \text{Ker}(\sigma |_r) \neq \emptyset \), this is only a necessary condition. What needs to be added to also make it sufficient is that actually all transitively indistinguishable prefixes \( \rho |_r \) must have some common element(s) in their kernels \( \text{Ker}(\rho |_r) \): With \( [\sigma |_r] \) denoting the equivalence class w.r.t. \( \sim \) containing \( \sigma |_r \), which can be computed from the message adversary specification, our main result is the following:

**Theorem 1.** Consensus is solvable under a closed message adversary \( \text{MA} \) if and only if for each \( \sigma \in \text{MA} \) there is a round \( r \) such that \( \bigcap_{x \in [\sigma |_r]} \text{Ker}(x) \neq \emptyset \).

Theorem 1 is not only interesting from a theoretical point of view, but may also have practical implications in that it allows to avoid attempts to develop consensus algorithms for dynamic networks that do not allow any solution. The remainder of this paper is devoted to the proof of Theorem 1 and is organized as follows: In Section 2, we present our system and computation model, the definition of our message adversaries and their properties, and the specification of the consensus problem. In Section 3, we use indistinguishability arguments and König’s Infinity Lemma to prove that consensus is impossible if the condition in Theorem 1 does not hold. In Section 4, we prove the sufficiency of our condition, by specifying an algorithm that solves consensus under a message adversary that satisfies Theorem 1. A comparison to other approaches in Section 5 and some conclusions in Section 6 round-off our paper.

**Related Work**

Dynamic networks have been studied in a wide variety of different forms in the distributed computing literature, e.g. as predicates on “heard-of” sets [5], in the form of dynamic connectivity constraints (\( T \)-interval connectivity) [16,17], as time-varying graphs [4], and many more (c.f. the overview in [15]). The term message adversary was introduced in [1], as an intuitive way to understand message loss in distributed computing systems. [22] investigated the relation between message adversaries and failure detectors, whereas [3,25] studied eventually stabilizing message adversaries.

Perhaps one of the earliest characterizations of consensus solvability in synchronous distributed systems prone to communication errors is the seminal work by Santoro and Widmayer [23], where it was shown that consensus is impossible if up to \( n - 1 \) messages may be lost in each round. This classic result was refined in [24] and, more recently, by Coulouma et al. in [6], where a property of an equivalence relation on the sets of communication graphs was found that captures exactly the source of consensus impossibility under an oblivious message adversary. The authors also showed how this property can be exploited in order to develop a generic consensus algorithm.

The first characterization of consensus solvability under general message adversaries was provided in [11], albeit only for systems that consist of two processes. A bivalence argument was used there to show that certain communication patterns, namely, a fair or a special pair of unfair communication patterns, must be excluded by the MA for consensus to become solvable. In [21], Nowak et al. provided a complete topological characterization for systems of arbitrary size, which relies on non-trivial extensions of the seminal work by Alpern and Schneider [2]. It focuses on the space of communication patterns (actually, the corresponding infinite sequences of process-time graphs resp. configurations), and defines topologies based on variants of the well-known common-prefix metric. The authors show that consensus is solvable for a given MA if and only if this space partitions into multiple components \( PS(v) \)
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consisting of the executions with decision value \( v \). For closed message adversaries, these sets are shown to be compact and hence closed, while for non-closed MAs they are only relatively compact. The existence of this partitioning is tied to the non-empty kernel intersection of every individual \( PS(v) \) in both cases. For closed MAs, it has been shown that \( PS(v) \) can be replaced by some approximation \( PS^\varepsilon(v) \), which consist of the \( k \)-prefixes of the sequences in \( PS(v) \) for \( \varepsilon = 2^{-k} \). In a way, the condition given in Theorem 1 can hence be viewed as the combinatorial counterpart of this topological characterization.

Regarding the study of closed message adversaries, the seminal works by Dolev et al. [8] and Dwork et al. [9] on partially synchronous systems introduced important abstractions like eventual stabilization and eventually bounded message delays, and provided a characterization of consensus solvability under various combinations of synchrony and failure models (including byzantine-faulty processes).

In [19], Lubitch and Moran provided a general consensus impossibility result for asynchronous distributed systems. For this purpose, they studied the configuration tree of an asynchronous system, in which each node corresponds to a configuration and a node is the child of another, if the corresponding configuration is a successor configuration of the other. They focused on closed subsets of runs of asynchronous distributed algorithms, defined by the property that every path in the configuration tree corresponds to an admissible execution (which is equivalent to limit-closure). Using a model-independent construction of closed schedulers that generate closed sets of runs, they provided a unified impossibility proof for consensus using a bivalence argument. The simplicity of their approach rests on the fact that the forever bivalent run so constructed belongs to the closed set of runs, and is hence admissible. This convenient property of closed sets of communication patterns is also used in our paper, albeit we use König’s Infinity Lemma rather than a bivalence argument for constructing a non-deciding run. We briefly explain at the end of Section 3 why our model is not suitable for a bivalence argument like the one in [19].

2 Model of Computation

We consider a finite set \( \Pi = \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \) of deterministic network-coupled state machines (processes) with unique identifiers (for brevity we assume the identifier of \( p_i \) is its index \( i \)), unlimited memory and infinite computational power. Processes, which are assumed to be fault-free, operate in lock-step synchronous rounds where they can exchange messages with each other via unidirectional pairwise links. A message can only arrive at the destination in the same round in which it is sent. However, not all messages are guaranteed to reach their recipient. Instead, a message adversary controls which messages arrive and which get lost in a round. The message adversary is omniscient, yet restricted by a set of rules that are known to the processes. The processes need to cooperate to solve the distributed consensus problem (to be defined later), which the message adversary, in turn, seeks to foil. Throughout this paper, we study the conditions under which there is a winning strategy for either side.

Message Adversaries

A round \( r \) communication graph \( G_r \) is a directed graph in which each vertex corresponds to a process and there is an edge \( (p_i \rightarrow p_j) \) in \( G_r \) if and only if a message sent by \( p_i \) to \( p_j \) in round \( r \) is not lost. We denote by \( In_{G_r}(p_i) \) the incoming edges of \( p_i \) in \( G_r \). We assume that every process always receives a message from itself, hence \( G_r \) contains self-loops at all nodes. A finite sequence of consecutive communication graphs \( G_r, G_{r+1}, \ldots, G_{r+k} \) is called a finite communication pattern. We say that a finite communication pattern of the
form \( \sigma = G_r, \ldots, G_{r+k} \), has length \( |\sigma| = k + 1 \) and range \([r, r+k]\. \) Infinite communication patterns \( \sigma = G_1, G_2, G_3, \ldots \) are called communication patterns for brevity. If \( \sigma \) is an infinite or finite communication pattern of range at least \([1, r] \), then \( \sigma_r \) denotes the \( r \)-round prefix of \( \sigma \), i.e., the first \( r \) graphs \( G_1, G_2, \ldots, G_r \) of \( \sigma \). A message adversary is a set of communication patterns \( MA \), (the specification of) which is assumed to be common knowledge.

For a given communication pattern \( \sigma = G_1, G_2, \ldots \), we define influence in the usual way (see e.g. [17]): we say process \( p_i \) at round \( r \) influences \( p_j \) in round \( r' \), written as \( (p_i, r) \bowtie_{\sigma} (p_j, r') \), if there is a chain of messages, starting at \( p_i \) no earlier than the beginning of round \( r + 1 \) and ending at \( p_j \) no later than at the end of \( r' \). Formally, influence is just the transitive closure (over rounds) of the relation \( (p_i, r) \rightarrow_{\sigma} (p_j, r+1) \), which holds if the edge \((p_i \rightarrow p_j) \in G_{r+1} \).

The view of a process in round \( r \) for communication pattern \( \sigma \) is a graph \( \text{view}_{\sigma, r}(p_i) = (V, E) \), such that \( V \) is the collection of process-round pairs that have influenced \( p_i \) by round \( r \), i.e., \( V = \{(p_j, r') : (p_j, r') \bowtie_{\sigma} (p_i, r) \} \) and there is an edge in \( E \subseteq V \times V \) precisely if a corresponding message was successfully delivered and subsequently the recipient of this message influenced \( p_i \), i.e., \( E = \{((p_j, r') \rightarrow (p_k, r'+1)) : (p_j \rightarrow p_k) \in G_{r+1} \land (p_k, r'+1) \bowtie_{\sigma} (p_i, r) \} \).

We say that two finite communication patterns \( \rho, \sigma \) are indistinguishable for \( p_i \), written as \( \rho \approx_{p_i} \sigma \), if \( \text{view}_{\rho}(p_i) = \text{view}_{\sigma}(p_i) \). We note that \( \text{view}_{\rho}(p_i) = \text{view}_{\sigma}(p_i) \) implies that \( |\rho| = |\sigma| \) because we assume that every communication graph contains self-loops. We use \( \rho \approx \sigma \) to denote the transitive closure of the above relation, over all processes and sequences, i.e., w.r.t. a set of finite communication patterns \( S \), we write \( \rho \approx \sigma \) if, for some multiset of processes \( \{p_1, \ldots, p_n\} \) of \( H \) and some set \( \{\tau_1, \ldots, \tau_k\} \subseteq S \), we have \( \rho \approx_{p_1} \tau_1 \approx_{p_2} \cdots \approx_{p_{k-1}} \tau_{k-1} \approx_{p_k} \sigma \). We note that \( \approx \) is an equivalence relation and, given the set \( S \) (usually, a set of prefixes of admissible communication patterns), we denote by \( [\sigma] \) the equivalence class of \( \sigma \) over the set \( S \). Given \( S' \subseteq S \) with \( \sigma \in S' \), the subclass \( [\sigma]_{S'} \) of \( \sigma \) is the equivalence class of \( \sigma \) on \( S' \); we will sloppily write \( [\sigma]_{S'} \subseteq [\sigma] \) in this case. Note carefully that the transitive closure \( \approx \) of \([\sigma]_{S'} \) runs over sequences in \( S' \) only. Hence, there may be \( \rho \in S' \) with \( \rho \in [\sigma] \) but \( \rho \notin [\sigma]_{S'} \), namely, when every path between \( \sigma \) and \( \rho \) contains some sequence in \( S' \backslash S \). Finally, we extend \( \approx \) (resp. \( \sim \)) to infinite communication patterns \( \sigma, \rho \), by writing \( \sigma \approx_{p_i} \rho \) (resp. \( \sigma \sim_{p_i} \rho \)) if and only if \( [\sigma]_r \sim_{p_i} [\rho]_r \) (resp. \( [\sigma]_r \approx_{p_i} [\rho]_r \)), for every finite \( r \geq 1 \).

We define the kernel of a prefix \( [\sigma]_r \) by \( \text{Ker}[\sigma]_r = \{p_i \in \pi \mid \forall p_j \in \pi : (p_i, 0) \sim_{\sigma} (p_j, r)\} \) to be the set of those processes that reach every other process, directly or via transitive messages by the end of round \( r \). The kernel intersection \( \text{Kl}[\sigma]_r \) of an equivalence class \( [\sigma]_r \) is defined as \( \text{Kl}[\sigma]_r = \bigcap_{x \in [\sigma]_r} \text{Ker}(x) \). For an infinite communication pattern \( \sigma \), we define \( \text{Ker}(\sigma) = \bigcup_{r > 0} \text{Ker}(\sigma)_r \).

**Executions**

Starting from its initial state \( \text{state}_0(p_i) \), the state of \( p_i \) at the end of its round \( r \) computation is denoted as \( \text{state}_r(p_i) \). The collection of all round \( r \) states is called a round \( r \) configuration \( C_r \).

The state transition function that guides the evolution of \( \text{state}_r(p_i) \) to \( \text{state}_{r+1}(p_i) \) (which also depends on \( \text{In}_{C_{r+1}}(p_i) \)), as well as the message sending function that computes (from \( \text{state}_r(p_i) \) the message to be broadcast\(^6\) in round \( r + 1 \), are specified by an algorithm in pseudo-code. Note that if \( (p_j, r) \sim_{\sigma} (p_i, r) \) then \( \text{state}_r(p_i) \) may depend on \( \text{state}_r(p_j) \) but not necessarily on \( \text{state}_{r+1}(p_j) \). An execution is an infinite sequence of configurations.

---

\(^6\) We assume that the same message is sent to every receiver for simplicity, which makes sense since the algorithm does not necessarily know even \( n \).
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Let $C_0, C_1, \ldots$ be a characterization of consensus solvability for closed message exchanges and initial states that it has either observed. A commonly used algorithm for this goal is the consensus algorithm. Let $\langle C_0, \sigma \rangle$ be the communication pattern, uniquely determines the execution, hence we write $\langle C_0, \sigma \rangle$ for the run that results when executing a given algorithm that starts from $C_0$ and is subject to an infinite communication pattern $\sigma$.

We say that two executions $\varepsilon, \varepsilon'$ are indistinguishable to process $p_i$, written as $\varepsilon \sim_{p_i} \varepsilon'$, if $p_i$ goes through the same sequence of states in both executions. We note that, from the previous arguments, we immediately have that two executions $\langle C_0, \sigma \rangle \sim_{p_i} \langle C'_0, \sigma' \rangle$ are indistinguishable for $p_i$ if the corresponding communication patterns $\sigma \sim_{p_i} \sigma'$ are indistinguishable for $p_i$ and, for all $p_j$ that influence $p_i$ in $\sigma$, we have that $\text{state}_i(p_j)$ is the same in $C_0$ and in $C'_0$. Intuitively, this holds because a process can only be certain about the (successful and unsuccessful) message exchanges and initial states that it has either observed directly (by itself) or indirectly (by being influenced accordingly).

Consensus

In the classic distributed consensus problem, each process $p_i \in \Pi$ holds an input value $x_i \in \mathbb{N}$ and an output or decision value $y_i$, initialized to $y_i = \bot$, that can be written to at most once. In an execution of a consensus algorithm, the initial configuration $C_0$ is usually just an assignment of input values to each process. We say that $p_i$ decides $v$ if $p_i$ assigns $v$ to $y_i$. An algorithm that correctly solves consensus ensures the following:

- (Decision) Every process $p_i$ decides on a value $y_i$ eventually.
- (Agreement) If $y_i \neq \bot$ and $y_j \neq \bot$, then $y_i = y_j$.
- (Validity) If $y_i = v$ and $v \neq \bot$, then $v = x_j$ for some process $p_j$.

We commence by identifying a crucial relation between decision values and $\text{Ker}(\sigma)$.

Theorem 2. Let $MA$ be an arbitrary message adversary, let $C_0$ be an initial configuration, let $\sigma \in MA$, and let $p_i \in \Pi$. The decision $y_i$ in execution $\varepsilon = \langle C_0, \sigma \rangle$ of any correct consensus algorithm $A$ satisfies $y_i = x_j$ for some $p_j \in \text{Ker}(\sigma)$.

Proof. Suppose that there is an initial configuration $C_0$ and a $\sigma \in MA$, such that, in some correct consensus algorithm $A$, some process decides $v$ in execution $\langle C_0, \sigma \rangle$ where $v \neq x_i$ for any $p_i \in \text{Ker}(\sigma)$. By validity, the set $K = \{p_i \in \Pi \setminus \text{Ker}(\sigma) \mid x_i = v\}$ is non-empty. Assuming some arbitrary ordering on $K = \{p_{i_1}, \ldots, p_{i_k}\}$, let $C^0_0 = C_0$ and for $0 < m \leq |K| = k$, let $C^m_0$ be the same as $C^{m-1}_0$ except that $x_{i_m} \neq v$ in $C^0_0$. We show by induction that, for any $\ell \geq 0$, some process decides $v$ in the computation of $A$ with execution $\varepsilon_\ell = \langle C^\ell_0, \sigma \rangle$. But then, $A$ violates validity, because in $C^k_0$, $x_i \neq v$ for every process $p_i \in \Pi$.

The induction base for $\ell = 0$ follows from the initial assumption. For the induction step from $\ell - 1 \geq 0$ to $\ell$, we observe that since $K \subseteq \Pi \setminus \text{Ker}(\sigma)$, there is some process $p_i$ such that, for any round $r$, $(p_{i_{\ell}}, 0) \not\sim_{p_i} (p_i, r)$.

By construction, therefore, $\varepsilon_{\ell-1} \sim_{p_i} \varepsilon_\ell$. The induction hypothesis asserts that some process decides $v$ in $\varepsilon_{\ell-1}$ and thus, by agreement, $p_i$ decides $v$ in $\varepsilon_{\ell-1}$ and hence in $\varepsilon_\ell$ as well.

Because of Theorem 2, it makes sense to only consider message adversaries $MA$ where for each $\sigma \in MA$ we have $\text{Ker}(\sigma) \neq \emptyset$. Perhaps not surprisingly, though, this requirement alone is insufficient for solving consensus. Investigating precisely what is additionally required is the goal of the remaining paper.
3 Necessity of an Eventually Common Kernel

In this section, we prove the “only if”-direction of Theorem 1, showing that consensus is impossible under a message adversary that contains a communication pattern \( \sigma \) with \( \text{KI}[\sigma_r] = \bigcap_{x \in [\sigma_r]} \text{Ker}(x) = \emptyset \) for all rounds \( r \).

Our general proof strategy, as realized in Lemma 7, is to show that, because of the above condition, there is a particular subclass \( X \subseteq [\sigma] \) of communication patterns with \( \bigcap_{x \in X} \text{Ker}(x) = \emptyset \). In Lemma 8, we show that this makes consensus impossible because it would mean that there are two indistinguishable executions with a different decision value.

To prove Lemma 7, we apply König’s Infinity Lemma to a tree that can be described as follows: At level \( r \), the nodes are the subclasses of \([\sigma]_r\) that consist of prefixes \( \rho \) such that \( \text{Ker}(\rho) \) is a subset of an “associate kernel” in some fixed set \( S \) of kernels. We then apply König’s Infinity Lemma to show that there exists an infinite path in the tree that corresponds to a non-empty subclass \( X \) of \([\sigma] \). Because the associate kernels satisfy \( \bigcap_{K \in S} K = \emptyset \), this implies \( \bigcap_{x \in X} \text{Ker}(x) = \emptyset \), as required.

- Lemma 3 (König’s Infinity Lemma, cf. [7, Chapter 6]). Let \( V_1, V_2, \ldots \) be an infinite sequence of disjoint non-empty finite sets, and let \( G \) be a graph on their union. Assume that every vertex \( v \) in a set \( V_r \) with \( r > 1 \) has a neighbor \( f(v) \) in \( V_{r-1} \). Then \( G \) contains an infinite path \( v_1v_2 \ldots \) with \( v_r \in V_r \) for all \( r \).

We start with the definition of kernel-restricted classes \([\sigma]^K\) (resp. \([\sigma]^K\)) where all members must have a kernel that is equal to (resp. a subset of) an element of the non-empty set of kernels \( K = \{K_1, \ldots, K_k\} \):

- Definition 4 (Kernel-restricted classes). Given the equivalence class \([\sigma]_S\) of a communication pattern \( \sigma \) over the set \( S \), and some non-empty set of non-empty kernels \( \emptyset \neq K = \{K_1, \ldots, K_k\} \), the kernel-restricted class \([\sigma]^K \subseteq [\sigma]_S\) of \( \sigma \) is defined to be the class \([\sigma]_{S'}\) of \( \sigma \) over the set \( S' = \{\rho \in S : \text{Ker}(\rho) \subseteq K\} \). Similarly, \([\sigma]^K \subseteq [\sigma]_S\) is the class \([\sigma]_{S''}\) over the set \( S'' = \{\rho \in S : \exists K_1 \in K \text{ s.t. } \text{Ker}(\rho) \subseteq K_1\} \).

Note that \([\sigma]^K = \emptyset \) if \( \text{Ker}(\sigma) \not\subseteq K \) (although this does not happen in Lemmas 5 to 7 below), and that there may be \( \rho \in [\sigma] \) with \( \text{Ker}(\rho) \subseteq K \) but \( \rho \not\in [\sigma]^K \), which happens if every path connecting \( \sigma \sim \rho \) in \([\sigma]\) contains at least one prefix not in \( S' \).

- Lemma 5. Let \( MA \) be a message adversary that contains some \( \sigma \) s.t. \( \text{KI}[\sigma_r] = \emptyset \) holds for all rounds \( r \). Then, there is a non-empty set \( K = \{K_1, \ldots, K_k\} \) of kernels such that \( \bigcap_{r=1}^{\infty} K_r = \emptyset \) and \([\sigma]_r = [\sigma]^K_r\) for infinitely many rounds \( r = r_1, r_2, \ldots \).

Proof. For an arbitrary round \( r > 0 \), let \( g([\sigma]_r) = \{\kappa \in \Pi : \exists \rho \in [\sigma]_r \text{ with Ker}(\rho) = \kappa\} \).

Since \( \Pi \) is a finite set, the power set \( P(\Pi) \) is a finite set as well. By the pigeonhole principle, there is some set \( K = \{K_1, \ldots, K_k\} \subseteq P(\Pi) \) such that, for infinitely many rounds \( r \), \( g([\sigma]_r) = K \), hence \([\sigma]_r = [\sigma]^K_r\). Note that, since obviously \( \sigma_r \in [\sigma]_r \) for every \( r > 0 \), we have \( \text{Ker}(\sigma_r) \subseteq K \). By the assumption that, for all \( r \), \( \text{KI}[\sigma_r] = \emptyset \), we also have \( \bigcap_{r=1}^{\infty} K_r = \emptyset \).

- Lemma 6. Let \( MA \) be a message adversary. If there exist a \( \sigma \in MA \) and a set \( K = \{K_1, \ldots, K_k\} \subseteq P(\Pi) \) with \([\sigma]_r = [\sigma]_r^K\) for infinitely many rounds \( r \), then there is an infinite sequence \( \mathcal{V} = V_1, V_2, \ldots \) of sets \( V_i \subseteq [\sigma]_r^K \), such that, for all \( i \geq 1 \), each of the following holds:

1. \( V_i \neq \emptyset \)
2. \( V_i = \{\nu_1, \ldots, \nu_{m(i)}\} \) for a finite \( m(i) > 0 \) s.t., for \( 1 \leq j \leq m(i) \): \( \sigma_i \in \nu_j \subseteq [\sigma]_r^K \)
Each \( v \in V_{i+1} \) has a neighbor \( v' = f_{i+1}(v) \in V_i \)

\textbf{Proof.} Initializing \( V_i = \emptyset \) for every \( i \geq 1 \), we construct \( V_i \), starting from \( i = 1 \), as follows: For each of the infinitely many indices \( i = r \) where \([\sigma|r] = [\sigma|r]^K\), we set \( V_i = \{[\sigma|r]^K\} \); note that \( \text{Ker}(\sigma|r) \subseteq K \) in this case, so (1) and (2) hold for \( V_i \). Moreover, for all \( 1 < j < i \), we add to \( V_j \) the set \( \{\rho_j : \rho \in [\sigma|r]^K\} \). As \( \text{Ker}(\rho|j) \subseteq \text{Ker}(\rho) \), and since \( \rho \sim \tau \) implies also \( \rho|j \sim \tau|j \), (1) and (2) continue to hold for \( V_j \). Moreover, for \( v \in V_{i+1} \), we define \( f(v) = v|_i \), which secures (3). Thus, the infinite sequence of sets \( V \) with properties (1)–(3) exists, as claimed.

\textbf{Lemma 7.} Let \( MA \) be a message adversary that contains some \( \sigma \in MA \) such that, for all \( r \), we have \( \text{Ker}[\sigma|r] = \emptyset \). Then there is a nonempty set of kernels \( K = \{K_1, \ldots, K_k\} \) with \( \bigcap_{i=1}^k K_i = \emptyset \) and a non-empty kernel-restricted subclass \( X \subseteq [\sigma]^K \) with \( \bigcap_{x \in X} \text{Ker}(x) = \emptyset \).

\textbf{Proof.} We take \( \sigma \) and apply to it Lemma 5 and then Lemma 6. In this manner, we obtain the nonempty set of kernels \( K \) and an infinite tree spanning the members of the infinite sequence of sets \( V_1, V_2, \ldots \) via the neighbor functions \( f_i : V_i \rightarrow V_{i-1} \). König’s Infinity Lemma ensures that there is an infinite path in this tree, which yields \( X = \lim_{i \rightarrow \infty} V_i \); for every \( \rho \in X \), we have \( \rho|_r \sim \sigma|_r \) for every \( r \geq 1 \), and hence \( \rho \sim \sigma \).

\textbf{Lemma 8.} Consensus is impossible under a message adversary \( MA \) with \( \sigma \in MA \) such that some non-empty subclass \( X \subseteq [\sigma] \) satisfies \( \bigcap_{x \in X} \text{Ker}(x) = \emptyset \).

\textbf{Proof.} We show that the existence of some algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) that solves consensus under \( MA \) would lead to a contradiction. Since \( X \neq \emptyset \), for some \( k > 0 \), there is a multiset of processes \( \{p_1, \ldots, p_{k-1}\} \), which may be empty (if \( k = 1 \)), and a non-empty multiset of communication patterns \( Y = \{\sigma_1, \ldots, \sigma_k\} \subseteq X \) with \( \sigma_j \in [\sigma] \) for \( 1 < j < k \) and \( \bigcap_{y \in Y} \text{Ker}(y) = \emptyset \), such that \( \sigma_1 \sim p_1, \sigma_2 \sim p_{k-1} \).

Let \( C_0^v \) be the input assignment where \( x_i = v \) for all processes \( p_i \) and let \( C_0^\pi \) be the input assignment where \( x_i = \pi \) for all processes \( p_i \), for some \( v \neq \pi \). By validity, in execution \( \langle C_0^v, \sigma_1 \rangle \) every process running \( \mathcal{A} \) decides \( v \), while in \( \langle C_0^\pi, \sigma_1 \rangle \) they decide \( \pi \). Since input assignments are not restricted in any way, toggling the input values of \( p_1, p_2, \ldots \) from \( v \) to \( \pi \), one after the other, reveals that there are input assignments \( C_0', C_0'' \) that differ only in the input value of a single process \( p_i \), yet every process running \( \mathcal{A} \) decides \( v \) in \( \varepsilon_1^v = \langle C_0', \sigma_1 \rangle \) and \( \pi \) in \( \varepsilon_1^\pi = \langle C_0'', \sigma_1 \rangle \).

A simple induction shows that \( v \) is decided in \( \varepsilon_j^v = \langle C_0', \sigma_j \rangle \) and \( \pi \) is decided in \( \varepsilon_j^\pi = \langle C_0'', \sigma_j \rangle \) for \( 1 < j < k \). The base case, \( \ell = 1 \), was already shown above. For the step from \( \ell \) to \( \ell + 1 \) with \( 1 \leq \ell < k \), we have by hypothesis that \( v \) was decided in \( \varepsilon_\ell^v \) and \( \pi \) was decided in \( \varepsilon_\ell^\pi \). Since \( \sigma_\ell \sim p_i, \sigma_{\ell+1} \), we have \( \varepsilon_{\ell+1}^v \sim p_i, \varepsilon_{\ell+1}^\pi \) and \( v \) is also decided in \( \varepsilon_{\ell+1}^v \). A similar argument shows that \( \pi \) is decided in \( \varepsilon_{\ell+1}^\pi \).

We conclude the proof by showing that \( p_i \in \text{Ker}(\sigma_j) \) for \( 1 \leq j < k \), and hence \( p_i \in \text{Ker}(\rho) \) for any \( \rho \in Y \), which contradicts \( \bigcap_{\rho \in Y} \text{Ker}(\rho) = \emptyset \). Suppose, for some \( j \), \( p_i \notin \text{Ker}(\sigma_j) \). Hence there is some \( p_k \) with \( p_i \not\sim \sigma_j, p_k \). Since \( C_0' \) and \( C_0'' \) are the same except for the input of \( p_i, \varepsilon_j^v \sim p_i, \varepsilon_j^\pi \), and \( p_k \) decides the same in \( \varepsilon_j^v \) and in \( \varepsilon_j^\pi \). This, however, contradicts our previous statement that \( v \) is decided in \( \varepsilon_j^v \) and \( \pi \) is decided in \( \varepsilon_j^\pi \) for some \( v \neq \pi \).

\textbf{A note on bivalence arguments}

At this point, the reader might wonder why we did not resort to a bivalence argument, as introduced in [12] and used heavily in the literature (e.g., in the very closely related papers [6, 11, 19, 20, 23, 24]) to establish our impossibility result. In a nutshell, in the case of binary consensus, bivalence proofs establish impossibility by inductively constructing a
run where every reached configuration is bivalent. Reachable configurations are classified according to whether only 0-decided (resp. 1-decided) configurations are reachable from it, in which case the configuration is called 0-valent (resp. 1-valent), or whether both a 0-decided and a 1-decided configuration are reachable from it, in which case the configuration is called bivalent. Note carefully that the agreement property implies that no process can have decided in a bivalent configuration, as a single decision, say, to 0, would make the configuration already 0-valent.

In the bivalence induction proof, it is first established that not all initial configurations can be 0-valent or 1-valent. Then, under the hypothesis that the reached round configuration is bivalent, it is shown that not all round configurations can be univalent. This results in a forever bivalent run, in which no process can have decided. Care must be taken, however, to also prove that the run so constructed is also admissible, as the processes must decide only in an admissible run.

The reason why we cannot use such an argument in our setting, and need to resort to König’s Lemma instead, is that the induction step might lead to a dead end later on: there is no a priori guarantee that the bivalent successor chosen in some step is one that allows the construction of an infinite admissible suffix. Technically, what would be needed in the induction step to ensure this is that two configurations that are currently indistinguishable for some process can be extended in a way that remains indistinguishable forever for this process. As the only thing we know about our message adversary is that it is closed and eventually guarantees a non-empty kernel intersection, however, it is not clear how to infer sufficient information on the possible communication graphs generated in all admissible suffixes to guarantee this.

4 Sufficiency of an Eventually Common Kernel

Lemma 8 established the “only if”-direction of Theorem 1. We now show the “if”-direction of Theorem 1, by introducing Algorithm 1. This algorithm solves consensus under any message adversary MA that guarantees, for every \( \sigma \in \text{MA} \), that there is a round \( r \) and a non-empty set \( K \subseteq \Pi \) such that \( K = \text{KI}[\sigma|r] = \bigcap_{x \in [\sigma|r]} \text{Ker}(x) \). Note that this algorithm could stop operating immediately after decision, as the decision happens in the same round at all processes.

Essentially, each process \( p_i \) executing the algorithm attempts to send a local estimation of the communication pattern, stored in array \( E \), along with its own input value \( x[i] \) to all other processes. Here, the \( k \)th entry of \( E \), \( E[k] \), contains the local estimate of the round \( k \) communication graph. On reception of a round \( r \) message from some process \( p_j \), including \( p_j = p_i \), \( p_i \) stores the input of \( p_j \) in \( x[j] \) and adds the edge \( (p_j \rightarrow p_i) \) to \( E[r] \) since it could only have received the message if \( (p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in G_r \). Note that this implies that in every round \( r \), the edge \( (p_j \rightarrow p_i) \) is added to \( E[r] \), as we assumed that every process receives a message from itself in each round. Process \( p_i \) then proceeds to merge its local estimates \( E \) with the ones received and then calculates the set \( S \) of all communication patterns \( G_1, \ldots, G_r \) that it considers possible. It does this by checking which communication pattern prefixes, allowed by \( \text{MA} \), are in accordance with what \( p_i \) observed so far. Finally, \( p_i \) picks an arbitrary prefix \( \rho \) of \( S \) and checks whether all members of the equivalence class of \( \rho \) have a non-empty intersection \( K \) of their kernels. If this is the case, \( p_i \) decides on the input of the process in \( K \) with the largest identifier. We note that the equivalence class of \( \rho \) can be computed from the specification of \( \text{MA} \), which is, according to the system model, known to the processes. Note that there are only finitely many communication graphs and hence finitely many round \( r \) prefixes at any finite \( r \).
A Characterization of Consensus Solvability for Closed Message Adversaries

Algorithm 1 Consensus algorithm, code for process $p_i$.

**Initialization:**
1. $x[i] \leftarrow x_i$
2. $x[j] \leftarrow \bot$ for $j \neq i$
3. $E[0] \leftarrow \emptyset$
4. $r \leftarrow 1$

**Transmit round $r$ messages:**
5. Attempt to send $(E, x)$ to all
6. Receive $(E_j, x_j)$ from all $p_j$ with $(p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in G_r$

**Round $r$ computation:**
7. $\text{foreach } p_j \text{ from which } p_i \text{ received a message in round } r \text{ do}$
   8. $\text{foreach } k \text{ with } x_j[k] \neq \bot \text{ do}$
      9. $x[k] \leftarrow x_j[k]$
   10. Add $(p_j \rightarrow p_i)$ to $E[r]$
   11. if $r > 1$ then
       12. for $r'' \in \{1, \ldots, r-1\}$ do
           13. $E[r''] \leftarrow E[r''] \cup E_i[r'']$
       14. for $r' \in \{1, \ldots, r\}$ do
   15. $V_r \leftarrow \{p_j \in \Pi : \exists p_k \in \Pi \text{ s.t. } (p_k \rightarrow p_j) \in E[r']\}$
   16. Let $\text{In}_{G_r}(V_r)$ denote the edges $(u \rightarrow v) \in G_r$ with $v \in V_r$
   17. $S \leftarrow \{\sigma_r = G_1, \ldots, G_r : \sigma \in \text{MA} \text{ and } \text{In}_{G_r}(V_r) = E[r'] \text{ for all } 1 \leq r' \leq r\}$
   18. Pick an arbitrary $p \in S$
   19. if $y_i = \bot$ and there exists $K \neq \emptyset$ s.t. $K = K[p]$ then
      20. $m \leftarrow \max \{j : p_j \in K\}$
      21. $y_i \leftarrow x[m] /* \text{ decide } */$
      22. $r \leftarrow r + 1$

In the following proof of the correctness of Algorithm 1, we use $\text{var}^r_i \in \text{state}_r(p_i)$ to denote the value of variable $\text{var}$, held by process $p_i$ at the end of its round $r$ computation. This is clearly the same as the value of $\text{var}$ after it was written to the last time in round $r$, so if the last write to $\text{var}$ occurs in line $\ell$, $\text{var}^r_i$ is the value of $\text{var}$ at process $p_i$ after $p_i$ finished line $\ell$ for the last time in round $r$.

We start with a few technical results, which essentially assert the correctness of the local estimates. Lemma 9 establishes that the set $E$ approximates edges in the communication graph faithfully if there was an appropriate influence.

**Lemma 9.** $(p_j, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_i, r) \Leftrightarrow \text{In}_{G_r}(p_j) \subseteq E^r_j[r']$.

**Proof.** For the “$\Rightarrow$” direction, we show inductively for $r' < \ell \leq r$ that $(p_j, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_k, \ell)$ implies $\text{In}_{G_r}(p_j) \subseteq E^r_j[r']$.

For $\ell = r' + 1$, $(p_j, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_k, \ell)$ implies, by definition of the $\sim_{\sigma}$ relation, $(p_j \rightarrow p_k) \in G_{r' + 1}$, i.e., $p_k$ receives the round $r' + 1$ message of $p_j$. By Line 10, $\text{In}_{G_r}(p_j) \subseteq E^r_j[r']$. Since $p_k$ received $E^r_j[r']$ from $p_j$ via its round $r' + 1$ message, $p_k$ incorporates $E^r_j[r']$ into its own $E^{r+1}_k[r']$ in Line 13.

For $r' + 1 < \ell \leq r$, we assume that $(p_j, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_k, \ell - 1)$ implies $\text{In}_{G_r}(p_j) \subseteq E^{\ell-1}_k[r']$. If for some $p_m$, $(p_j, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_m, \ell)$, by definition, $(p_k \rightarrow p_m) \in G_{\ell}$ for some $p_k$ with $(p_j, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_k, \ell - 1)$. By hypothesis, $\text{In}_{G_r}(p_j) \subseteq E^{\ell-1}_k[r']$, hence $p_m$ receives $E^{\ell-1}_k[r']$ at the beginning of round $\ell$ and incorporates $\text{In}_{G_r}(p_j)$ into $E^\ell_m[r']$ in Line 13 of its round $\ell$ computation.
The “⇐” direction holds trivially if \( p_i = p_j \). If \( p_i \neq p_j \), then, according to Line 13, \( p_i \) can only learn about \( \text{In}_{G_{r'}}(p_j) \) if there is a chain of messages, starting at \( p_j \), no earlier than the end of round \( r' \) and ending at \( p_i \) before its round \( r \) computing step. By definition, hence \((p_j, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_i, r)\).

Lemma 10 shows that any \( E'_{k}[r'] \) is an under-approximation of \( G_{r'} \), i.e., it does not contain any fabricated edges.

**Lemma 10.** If \((p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in E_{k}[r']\) then \((1) (p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in G_{r'}\) and \((2) (p_i, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_k, r)\).

**Proof.** (1) Suppose \((p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in E_{k}[r']\) but \((p_j \rightarrow p_i) \notin G_{r'}\). Since \((p_j \rightarrow p_i)\) could only be added to \( E_{k}[r'] \) through Line 10 or Line 13, we have \((p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in E_{k}[r']\). Since Line 10 is guarded by Line 7, \((p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in E_{k}[r']\) can only happen when \( p_i \) received a message from \( p_j \) in round \( r' \), which implies that \((p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in G_{r'}\).

(2) If \((p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in E_{k}[r']\), since \((p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in \text{In}_{G_{r'}}(p_i)\), because during the loop of Line 7, every in-edge is added in Line 10, \( \text{In}_{G_{r'}}(p_i) \subseteq E_{k}[r']\). By Corollary 9 hence \((p_i, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_k, r)\).

The above lemmas can be combined to the following Corollary 11, which shows that if \( E_{k}[r'] \) contains some non-empty fraction of the incoming round \( r' \) edges of some process \( p_i \), then it actually contains all the incoming round \( r' \) edges of \( p_i \) and vice-versa. Furthermore, this is equivalent to the existence of an influence from \( p_i \) in round \( r' \) to \( p_k \) in round \( r \).

**Corollary 11.** The following are all equivalent: \((1) (p_j \rightarrow p_i) \in E_{k}[r']\), \((2) \text{In}_{G_{r'}}(p_j) \subseteq E_{k}[r']\), \((3) (p_i, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_k, r)\).

The above lemmas were combined to the following Corollary 11, which shows that if \( E_{k}[r'] \) contains some non-empty fraction of the incoming round \( r' \) edges of some process \( p_i \), then it actually contains all the incoming round \( r' \) edges of \( p_i \) and vice-versa. Furthermore, this is equivalent to the existence of an influence from \( p_i \) in round \( r' \) to \( p_k \) in round \( r \).

Corollary 11 can be used to show that \( S'_{i} \) indeed contains all execution prefixes that are indistinguishable from the current execution prefix, as expressed in Corollary 12.

**Corollary 12.** In every round \( r \) of an execution \( \langle C_0, \sigma \rangle \), the following holds: \( S'_{i} = \{ \rho_{\ell}: \rho \in MA \text{ and } \rho_{\ell} \sim_{\rho_i} \sigma_{|r} \} \).

**Proof.** Since we assume self-loops in every communication graph, by Corollary 11, for any processes \( p_i, p_j, p_k \), an in-edge \( (p_k \rightarrow p_j) \) to \( p_j \) is present in \( E_{k}[r'] \) exactly when \((p_j, r') \sim_{\sigma} (p_i, r)\). Hence, \( S'_{i} \) contains exactly those sequences \( \rho_{\ell} = G_1, \ldots, G_r \) where each \( G_\ell \) matches the in-neighborhood for those nodes \( p_m \) that satisfy \((p_m, \ell) \sim_{\sigma} (p_i, r)\). By definition, these are precisely those prefixes \( \rho_{\ell} \) of \( \rho \in MA \) where \( \text{view}_{\rho_{\ell}}(p_i) = \text{view}_{\sigma_{|r}}(p_i) \) and thus \( \rho_{\ell} \sim_{\rho_i} \sigma_{|r} \).

Finally, from the assumption that the specification of \( MA \) is known to the processes, and since the finite number of processes implies a finite number of communication graphs, which, in turn, implies a finite number of round \( r \) prefixes, we have the following Corollary 13 of Lemmas 9 and 10.

**Corollary 13.** Let \( r \) be an arbitrary round. The equivalence class \( [\sigma_{|r}] \) is finite and thus can be computed by all processes.

We are now ready to show the correctness of Algorithm 1.

**Lemma 14.** Algorithm 1 solves consensus under every message adversary \( MA \) that ensures, for all \( \sigma \in MA \), that \( K[\sigma_{|r}] \neq \emptyset \) for some round \( r \).
Algorithm 1 satisfies all properties of the consensus specification in the execution \( (C_0, \sigma) \). Let \( t \) be the earliest round such that \( \text{KI}[\sigma]\neq\emptyset \), i.e., for all \( t' < t \) we have \( \text{KI}[\sigma_{t'}] = \emptyset \). We show that (1) no \( p_i \) decides before round \( t \) and (2) there is a value \( v \), which is the input value of some process \( p_j \), such that every undecided \( p_i \) decides \( v \) in round \( t \).

(1) Suppose some process \( p_i \) decides in some round \( t' < t \). This means \( p_i \) passes the guard of Line 19 in round \( t' \). After executing Line 18, due to Corollary 12, at any process \( p_i \), \( p_i' \) is set to some prefix \( \sigma'|v \) with \( \sigma' \in \text{MA} \) and \( \sigma'|v \sim_{p_i} \sigma|_{v'} \). By definition, hence \( \sigma'|v \in [\sigma|_{v}] \) and, in fact, \( [\sigma'|v] = [\sigma|_{v}] \). This, taken together with Corollary 13, yields that, after performing the computations in the guard of Line 19, at every process \( p_i \), we have \( K^t_i = \text{KI}[\sigma|_{v}] \). If \( p_i \) passes this guard, we have \( K^t_i \neq \emptyset \) which contradicts the assumption that \( t \) is the earliest round for which the condition holds.

(2) By assumption, we have some set \( K \) such that \( \text{KI}[\sigma|_{v}] = K \neq \emptyset \). Let \( m \) be the maximal identifier of any process in \( K \). We show the claim for \( v = x_m \). Since we assumed that \( p_i \) has not decided yet, a similar argument as above shows that every process \( p_i \) passes the guard of Line 19 in round \( t \) and decides on \( x^t[m] \) via Line 21. Since \( p_m \in \text{Ker}(\sigma|_{v}) \), \( (p_m, 0) \in \text{view}_{\sigma|_{v}}(p_i) \) and hence Lines 1 and 9 ensure that \( x^t[m] = x_m = v \). □

5 Relation to Other Approaches

In this section, we will complement our results by exploring some not so obvious relations to other approaches. Moreover, we will provide some illustrating examples.

5.1 A topological view

Our combinatorial characterization of consensus for closed message adversaries given in Theorem 1 is of course compatible with the topological one established in [21], as mentioned already in our discussion of related work in Section 1: The requirement of broadcastability of the connected components in the topological space of admissible executions made in [21] is clearly enforced by our non-empty kernel intersection condition.

5.2 A knowledge-based view

Our results are also perfectly in line some well-known results of the epistemic analysis of consensus [13]. First and foremost, it is well-known (see e.g., [13, Prop. 4]) that simultaneous consensus can only be achieved if there is common knowledge of certain facts (in particular, a decision taking place). And indeed, Lemma 14 reveals that in Algorithm 1 all processes are guaranteed to decide in the same round. Furthermore, it was established in [10] that for simultaneous consensus, common knowledge of the input values is needed. We will therefore argue now that the processes actually establish common knowledge about the initial values of the members of the kernel intersection guaranteed by Theorem 1, in the same round.

The first thing to mention is that our similarity relation \( \sim \) is actually equivalent to \( G \)-reachability in view-based interpretations in S5 models, cf. [13, p. 561]. For every \( \sigma \) and \( r \), the equivalence class \( [\sigma|_{r}]_\sim \), and hence also the kernel intersection \( K_r = \bigcap_{x \in [\sigma|_{r}]_\sim} \text{Ker}(x) \), can be computed by every process from the a priori common knowledge of MA. Since every process can unambiguously determine the equivalence class \( [\sigma|_{r}]_\sim \) (albeit not \( \sigma|_{r} \) itself) from its local state, all the algorithm has to do is to wait for the round where \( K_r \neq \emptyset \) for the first time, which is the round \( r \) guaranteed by Theorem 1.
What is also worth exploring is the apparent paradox that our algorithm manages to attain some common knowledge in systems with unreliable communication that is not already available initially. According to [13, Thm. 5], this should be impossible. There is no contradiction here, however, since if we translate the definition of “communication cannot be guaranteed” [13, p. 566] into a corresponding message adversary MA, it would fail the condition of Theorem 1: Condition NG2 says that if some $p_i$ does not receive a message in round $r$ in $\sigma_r$, then there is some $\rho_r \in [\sigma_r]_{\sim}$ where no message is delivered in round $r$. NG2 thus allows the non-empty kernel intersection condition of Theorem 1 to hold only if a simultaneous broadcast happens in round $r$ in all prefixes in $[\sigma_r]_{\sim}$. This, in turn, violates condition NG1, which requires that every $\sigma_{r-1}$ can be continued with a suffix where no further messages are ever received. Consequently, closed message adversaries that satisfy our condition do not qualify as “communication cannot be guaranteed”.

6 Conclusions

We have derived the, to the best of our knowledge, first combinatorial characterization of consensus solvability in the important class of closed message adversaries: Consensus is solvable here if and only if, for every communication pattern, eventually, the kernel-intersection of all transitively indistinguishable communication pattern prefixes becomes non-empty. Our consensus characterization surpasses all existing non-topological characterizations for message adversaries known so far w.r.t. the range of message adversaries covered. Moreover, unlike the existing topological characterization for closed message adversaries, it operates on prefixes of communication patterns and is hence well-suited for practical implementations as well. Moreover, our result was obtained using only very basic notions from dynamic networks, like the kernel of a communication pattern prefix and the transitive closure of the indistinguishability relation.

Regarding future work, a natural question is whether there is also a combinatorial characterization of consensus solvability for general (non-closed) message adversaries. Existing algorithms show that a simultaneous decision is sometimes impossible under such message adversaries, which suggests that our closed algorithm is definitely not applicable there. On the other hand, the principles exploited in Theorem 1 rest fundamentally only on the consensus specification itself, thus it seems unlikely that they could completely disappear even in a more general result.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation and Contribution

Multi-core processors are nowadays found in all computing devices. Concurrent data structures are frequently used as the means through which processes communicate in multi-core contexts, thus it is important to have efficient and fault-tolerant implementations of them. A universal construction [11, 12] provides an automatic mechanism to get a concurrent implementation of any data structure (or object) from its sequential implementation.

In this paper, we present L-UC, an efficient, wait-free universal construction that deals with dynamic objects whose state is large. Wait-freedom [11] ensures that every process finishes the execution of each operation it initiates within a finite number of steps. The step complexity of L-UC is $O(n + kw)$, where $n$ is the number of processes in the system, $k$ is the interval contention, i.e., the maximum number of processes that are active during the execution interval of an operation, and $w$ is the worst-case time complexity to perform
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An operation on the sequential data structure. The step complexity of an algorithm is the maximum number of shared memory accesses performed by a thread for applying any operation on the simulated object in any execution.

A large number of the previously-presented universal constructions [1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 11, 12] work by copying the entire state of the simulated object locally, making the required updates on the local copy, and then trying to make the local copy shared by changing one (or a few) shared pointers to point to it. Copying the state of the object locally is however very inefficient when coping with large objects. L-UC avoids copying the entire state of the simulated object locally; in contrast, it applies the required changes directly on the shared state of the object. For doing so, processes need to synchronize when applying the changes. Previous universal constructions that apply changes directly to the shared data structure (e.g., [5]) synchronize on the basis of each operation. However, this results in high synchronization cost. To reduce this cost, L-UC applies a wait-free analog of the combining technique [8, 9]: each process simulates, in addition to its own operation, the operations of other active processes. So, in L-UC, processes have to pay the synchronization cost once for a batch of operations and not for each distinct operation.

Sim [8, 10] is a wait-free universal construction that implements the combining technique. In Sim, each process \( p \) that wants to apply an operation, first announces it in an \( \text{Announce} \) array. Then, \( p \) reads all other announced operations, makes a local copy of the shared state, applies all the operations it is aware of on this copy, and tries to update a shared variable to point to this local copy. P-Sim, the practical version of Sim (presented also in [8]) is highly efficient for objects whose state is small. L-UC borrows some of the ideas presented in [8]. Specifically, as P-Sim, L-UC uses an \( \text{Announce} \) array in which processes announce their operations, and employs bit vectors to figure out which processes have active operations at each point in time. However, the bit vector mechanism of L-UC is more elaborated than that of P-Sim, because the active processes have to agree on the set of operations that must be applied on the shared data structure before they attempt to perform any changes. In contrast to Sim, L-UC avoids copying locally the object’s state. This makes L-UC appropriate for simulating large objects.

L-UC also borrows some ideas from the universal construction presented in [5] that copes with large objects. As in the universal construction in [5], in L-UC, each process uses a directory to store copies of the shared variables (e.g., the shared nodes) it accesses while executing operations on the data structure. L-UC combines this idea with the idea of implementing a wait-free analog of the combining technique. This way, L-UC achieves step complexity that is \( O(n + kw) \). In scenarios of low contention, this bound can be much smaller than the \( O(nw) \) achieved by the universal construction in [5]. Moreover, the universal construction in [5] have processes synchronize on the basis of every single operation, whereas in L-UC, processes synchronize once to execute a whole batch of operations.

1.2 Related Work

In [11], Herlihy studied how shared objects can be simulated, in a wait-free manner, using read-write registers and consensus objects. In the proposed universal construction, the simulated object is represented by a list of records. Each record stores information about an operation \( op \) (its type, its arguments, and its response) that has been performed on the simulated object. It also stores the state of the simulated object after all operations inserted in the list up until \( op \) (including it) have been applied on the implemented object in the order that they have been inserted in the list. To agree on which record will be inserted in the list next, each record additionally stores an \( n \)-consensus object. To ensure wait-freedom,
the algorithm also employs an announce array of $n$ elements, where the $n$ threads running in the system announce their operations, and stores a (strictly increasing) sequence number in each record, which illustrates the order in which this record was inserted in the list. Threads help the record of a thread $i$ to be inserted as the $j$-th record in the list when $i = j \mod n$. The step complexity of the algorithm is $O(n^2)$. The space overhead of the algorithm is $O(n^3)$ and each register contains the entire state of the object and a sequence number growing infinitely large. Herlihy revisited wait-free simulation of objects in [12], where it presented a universal construction which uses LL/SC and CAS objects and achieves step complexity $O(n + s)$, where $s$ is the total size of the simulated object. These algorithms [11,12] are inappropriate for large objects, as they work by copying the entire state of the object locally.

Afek, Dauber and Touitou presented in [1] a universal construction that employs a tree structure to monitor which processes are active, i.e. which processes are performing an operation on the simulated object at a given time. This tree technique was combined with some of the techniques proposed in [11,12] in order to get a universal construction for simulating large objects, which has step complexity $O(kw \log w)$.

Anderson and Moir presented in [3] a wait-free universal construction for simulating large objects. In their algorithms, a contiguous array is used to represent the state of the object. Specifically, the object state is stored in $B$ data blocks of size $S$ each. To restrict memory overhead, the algorithms operate under the following assumptions: each operation can modify at most $T$ blocks and each thread can help at most $M \geq 2T$ other threads. The step complexity of the universal construction in [3] is $O((n/\min\{k, M/T\}) (B + MS + nw))$.

In [7], Fatourou and Kallimanis presented the family of RedBlue adaptive universal constructions. The F-RedBlue algorithm achieves $O(\min\{k, \log n\})$ step complexity and uses $O(n^2 + s)$ LL/SC registers. However, F-RedBlue uses large registers and it is not able to simulate objects whose state is stored in more than one register. S-RedBlue uses small registers, but the application of an operation requires to copy the entire state of the simulated object and thus it is inefficient for large objects. LS-RedBlue and BLS-RedBlue improve the step complexity of the algorithms presented by Anderson and Moir in [3] for large objects.

In [6], Felber et al. present CX, a wait-free universal construction, suitable for simulating large objects. This universal construction keeps up to $2n$ instances of the object state. In order to perform an update on the shared object, a process first appends its request in a shared request queue and then attempts to obtain the lock of some of the object instances. We remark that each such object instance stores a pointer to a queue node. Subsequently, the process uses this pointer to produce a valid copy of the object by performing all operations that were contained in the shared queue starting from the pointed node. Notice that CX has space complexity $O(ns)$, where $n$ is the number of processes and $s$ is the total size of the simulated object.

1.3 Roadmap

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our model is discussed in Section 2. L-UC is presented in Section 3. Section 3.1 provides an overview of the way the algorithm works and its pseudocode. Section 3.2 presents a detailed description of L-UC. A discussion of its complexity is provided in Section 3.3 and a sketch of proof for its correctness in Section 3.4.

2 Model

We consider an asynchronous system of $n$ processes, $p_1, \ldots, p_n$, each of which may fail by crashing. Threads communicate by accessing (shared) base objects. Each base object stores a value and supports some primitives in order to access its state. An LL/SC object supports the
atomic primitives LL and SC. LL(O) returns the value that is stored into O. The execution of SC(O, v) by a thread p_i, 1 ≤ i ≤ n, must follow the execution of LL(O) by p, and changes the contents of O to v if O has not changed since the execution of p’s latest LL on O. If SC(O, v) changes the value of O to v, true is returned and we say that the SC is successful; otherwise, the value of O does not change, false is returned and we say that the SC is not successful or it is failed.

L-UC is presented using LL/SC objects (as is the case for Sim [8,10]). However, in a practical version of it, L-UC will be implemented using CAS objects (as is the case for P-Sim [8,10]). A CAS object O supports in addition to Read(O), the primitive CAS(O, u, v) which stores v to O if the current value of O is equal to u and returns true; otherwise the contents of O remain unchanged and false is returned.

A universal construction can be used to implement any shared object. A universal construction supports the APPLYOP(req, i) operation, which applies the operation (or request) req to the simulated object and returns the return value of req to the calling thread p_i. In this paper, the concepts of an operation and a request have the same meaning and are used interchangeably. A universal construction provides a routine, for each process, to implement APPLYOP.

An object O is linearizable, if in every execution α, it is possible to assign to each completed operation op (and to some of the uncompleted operations), a point *op, called the linearization point of op, such that: *op follows the invocation and precedes the response of op, and the response returned by op is the same as the response op would return if all operations in α were executed sequentially in the order imposed by the linearization points.

A configuration is a vector that contains the values of the base objects and the states of the processes, and describes the system at some point in time. At the initial configuration, processes are in their initial state and the base objects contain initial values. A step is taken by some process whenever the process executes a primitive on a shared register; the step may also include some local computation that is performed before the execution of the primitive. An execution is a sequence of steps. The interval contention of an instance of some operation in an execution is the number of processes that are active during the execution of this instance. The step complexity of an operation is the maximum number of steps that any thread performs during the execution of any instance of the operation in any execution. Wait-freedom guarantees that every process finishes each operation it executes in a finite number of steps.

3 The L-UC Algorithm

This section presents L-UC, our wait-free universal construction for large objects.

3.1 Overview

The pseudocode for L-UC is provided in Listings 1 and 2. The state of the simulated data structure in L-UC is shared and it can be updated directly by any process. Each process p that wants to apply a request, first announces it in an Announce array. In addition to the Announce array, L-UC uses a bit vector Toggles of n bits, one for each process. A process p_i toggles its bit, Toggles[i], after announcing a new request. The use of Toggles implements a fast mechanism for informing other processes of those processes that have pending requests.

Each execution of L-UC can be partitioned into phases. In each phase i ≥ 1, the set of requests that will be executed in the next phase is agreed upon by the processes that are active. Moreover, those requests that have been agreed upon in the previous phase are indeed executed.
Listing 1: Data structures used in L-UC and pseudocode for LSIMAPPLYOP.

```c
struct NewVar { // node of list of newly allocated variables
  ItemSV *var;   // points to the ItemSV struct of the variable
  NewVar *next;  // points to the next element of the list
};

struct NewList { // points to the list
  ItemSV *first;
};

struct State { // return values
  boolean applied[1..n];
  boolean papplied[1..n];
  int seq;
  NewList *var_list;
  RetVal RVals[1..n]; // return values
};

struct DirectoryNode { // variable name
  Name name;
  ItemSV *sv; // data item for the variable
  Value val;  // value of the data item
};

struct ItemSV { // data item for a variable
  Value val[0..1]; // old and new values of data item
  int toggle;    // toggle shows the current value of data item
  int seq;
};

// Toggles is implemented as an integer of n bits; if n is big, more than one such integers can be used
shared Integer Toggles = <0, ... , 0>;
shared State S = <F, ..., F>, <⊥, ..., ⊥>;
shared OpType Announce[1..n] = {⊥, ..., ⊥};

// Private local variable for process pi
Integer togglei = 2^i;

RetVal ApplyOp(request req) { // Pseudocode for process pi
  Announce[i] = req;  // Announce request req
  togglei = ~togglei;
  Add(Toggles, togglei); // toggle pi’s bit by adding 2^i to Toggles
  Attempt();           // call Attempt twice to ensure that req will be performed
  Attempt();
  return S.rvals[i];   // pi finds its return value into S.rvals[i]
}
```

A process $p_i$ that wants to execute a new request, it first announces it in Announce, and then it toggles its bit in Toggles. Afterwards, it calls a function, called Attempt, twice: After the execution of the first instance of Attempt by $p_i$, it is ensured that the set of requests agreed upon in one of the phases that overlap the execution of the Attempt, contains $p_i$’s request. After the execution of the second instance of Attempt by $p_i$, it is ensured that $p_i$’s request has been applied.

L-UC uses an LL/SC object $S$ which stores appropriate fields to ensure the required synchronization between the processes in each phase. The first phase (phase 1) starts at the initial configuration and ends when the first successful SC is applied on $S$. Phase $i > 1$ starts when phase $i - 1$ finishes and ends when the $i$-th successful SC is applied on $S$.

To decide which set of requests will be executed in each phase, $S$ contains two bit vectors, called applied and papplied, of $n$ bits each (one for each process). The current request initiated by a process $p_i$ has not yet been applied, if $S.applied[i] \neq S.papplied[i]$. When this condition holds, we call the current request of process $p_i$ pending.
### Listing 2 Pseudocode for L-UC.

```java
void Attempt(Request req) {  // pseudocode for process pi
    ProcessIndex q, j;
    State ls, tmp;
    Set lact;
    Directory D;
    NewVar *pvar = new NewVar(), *ltop;
    ItemSV sv, *psv = new ItemSV();
    psv→⟨val, toggle, seq⟩ = ⟨⊥, ⊥, 0, 0⟩;
    pvar→⟨var, next⟩ = ⟨psv, null⟩;
    for j=1 to 2 do {
        D = ∅;  // initialize directory D
        ls = LL(S);  // create a local copy of S
        lact = Toggles;  // read active set
        ltop = ls.var_list→first;  // read pointer to the list of newly-allocated variables
        tmp.seq = ls.seq + 1;
        tmp.papplied[1..n] = ls.applied[1..n];
        tmp.applied[1..n] = lact[1..n];  // pi will later attempt to update S with tmp, so it sets the fields of tmp appropriately
        tmp.rvals[1...n] = ls.rvals[1..n];
        for q=1 to n do {
            if (ls.applied[q] ≠ ls.papplied[q]) {  // q’s request is pending
                foreach access of a variable x while applying request Announce[q]{
                    if (x is a newly allocated variable) {
                        psvar = new ItemSV();
                        psv→⟨val, toggle, seq⟩ = ⟨⊥, ⊥, 0, 0⟩;
                        pvar = new NewVar();
                        pvar→⟨var, next⟩ = ⟨psv, null⟩;
                    }  // use node pointed by ltop→next as the new variable’s metadata
                    ltop = ltop→next;
                    add ⟨x, ltop→var, ltop→var.val[0]> to D;
                }  // perform the request on the local copy of x (if any)
                    if (x exists in D) read x from D;
            else {
                sv = LL(*svp);
                if (tmp.seq==sv.seq) add ⟨x, svp, sv.val[1−sv.toggle]⟩ to D;
                else if (tmp.seq>sv.seq) add ⟨x, svp, sv.val[sv.toggle]⟩ to D;
                else goto Line 48;  // values read from S by pi obsolete, so start from scratch
            }
            else if (the access is a write instruction) update x in D;
            store into tmp.rvals[q] the return value;
        }
        if (!VL(S)) continue;  // value read in S by pi is obsolete, so start from scratch
        foreach record ⟨x, svp, v⟩ in D {
            if (svp→seq > tmp.seq) break;  // all requests have been applied, so leave the loop
            else if (svp→seq == tmp.seq) continue;  // the variable has been modified, so continue
            else if (svp→toggle == 0) SC(*svp, ⟨svp→val[0], v⟩, 1, tmp.seq);)
            else SC(*svp, ⟨svp→val[1]⟩, 0, tmp.seq);  // make update visible
        }
        tmp.var_list = new List();
    }
    SC(S, tmp),  // try to modify S
}
```

In each instance of `Attempt`, $p_i$ copies the value of $S$ in a local variable $ls$ (line 13), records necessary changes that it makes to its fields in another local variable $tmp$ (lines 16-19, 45, 55), and uses $SC$ in an effort to update $S$ to the value contained in $tmp$ (line 56). Specifically,
\( p_i \) reads \( S \) on line 13 (by performing an LL) and \( Toggles \) on line 14. It then copies \( S \) applied into \( tmp \) applied (line 17) and \( Toggles \) into \( tmp \) applied (line 18). Recall that the \( applied \) and \( papplied \) fields of \( S \) encode the requests that are to be performed in each phase. So, if the \( SC \) that \( p_i \) performs on line 56 succeeds, all processes that will read the value this \( SC \) will write to \( S \), will attempt to perform the requests encoded by \( p_i \) in those fields.

Next, for each \( j, 1 \leq j \neq n, p_i \) checks whether \( ls \) applied\([j] \neq ls \) papplied\([j] \) (lines 20-21), and if this is so, it applies the request recorded in Announce\([j] \). To execute the pending requests recorded in \( S \), a process \( p_i \) uses a caching mechanism as in \([4,5]\): When a process first accesses a shared variable (e.g., a variable of the simulated shared data structure), it maintains a copy of it in a directory, \( D \) (which is local to \( p_i \)). For each pending request recorded in \( S \), the required updates are first performed by \( p_i \) in the local copies of the data items that are residing in the directory (lines 22-45). Read requests executed by \( p_i \) are also served using \( D \). Only after it has finished the simulation of all pending requests, \( p_i \) applies the changes listed in the elements of its directory to the shared data structure (lines 49-53).

For each data item \( x \) of the simulated object’s state, L-UC maintains a record (struct) of type ItemSV. This struct stores the old and the current value of the data item in an array \( val \) of two elements, a toggle bit that identifies the position in the \( val \) array from where the current value for \( x \) should be read, and a sequence number that is used for synchronization.

Note that \( S \) contains also a field \( seq \) that is incremented every time a successful \( SC \) on \( S \) is performed. This field identifies the current phase of the execution. Before performing an update on the shared data structure (lines 49-53), \( p_i \) validates the values of the \( seq \) field read in \( S \) (\( tmp \) seq) and that stored in ItemSV for \( x \) (\( svp \rightarrow seq \)). Only if \( svp \rightarrow seq < tmp \) seq (line 53), the update is performed since otherwise it is already obsolete, i.e., \( S \) seq is already greater than \( tmp \) seq and therefore the \( SC \) of line 56 by \( p_i \) will fail.

Both the old and the current values of \( x \) must be stored in ItemSV in order to avoid the following bad scenario. Consider two processes \( p_i \) and \( p_j \) that simulate the same request \( req \). Assume that \( p_i \) is ready to execute line 37 for some variable \( x \), whereas \( p_j \) has finished the simulation of \( req \) (lines 49-53) and has started updating the shared data structure. Then, it might happen that \( p_i \) reads the updated version for \( x \) although it should have read the old version. For this reason, \( p_j \) stores the old value (in addition to the new value) in one of the entries of the \( val \) array and appropriately updates the toggle bit to indicate which of the two values is the new one. If \( p_i \) discovers that it is too slow (line 38), it reads the old value for \( x \) stored in the \( 1 - toggle \) entry of its \( val \) array. Notice that, to ensure wait-freedom, \( p_i \) should continue executing \( req \) (to cope with the case that \( p_j \) fails before performing all the required updates to the shared data structure).

When a new data item \( x \) is allocated while executing a set of requests, additional synchronization between the processes that execute this set of requests is required to avoid situations where several processes allocate, each, a different record for \( x \). We use a technique similar to that presented in \([5]\) to ensure that all these processes use the same allocated ItemSV structure for \( x \). Specifically, L-UC stores into \( S \) a pointer (called var_list) to a list of newly created data items shared by all processes that read this instance of \( S \). Each time a process \( p_i \) needs to allocate the \( j \)-th, \( j \geq 1 \), such data item, it tries to add a structure of type NewVar as the \( j \)-th element of the list (line 24). If it does not succeed, some other process has already done so, so \( p \) uses this structure (by moving pointer \( ltop \) to this element on line 15, and by inserting \( ltop \rightarrow var \) in its dictionary on line 31).

We remark that the fields of ItemSV must be updated in an atomic way using \( SC \). This requires that registers in the system store two words which is impractical. However, we can utilize single-word registers by using indirection. Indirection can also be used to implement \( S \) using single-word registers.
3.2 Detailed Description of Attempt

In the following, we detail the implementation of function \texttt{Attempt}, presented in Algorithm 2. When \texttt{Attempt} is executed by some process \( p_i \), \( p_i \) executes two iterations (line 11) of checking whether there are pending requests and of attempting to apply them, as follows. It initializes its local directory \( D \) (line 12), creates in \( ls \) a local copy of the state of the simulated object (line 13), and reads in \( lact \) the value of \texttt{Toggles} (line 14), thus obtaining a view of which processes have pending requests at the current point in time (i.e., calculating the set of pending requests). Furthermore, it locally stores into \( ltop \) a pointer to the current variable list of the simulated object (line 15). Recall that the state of the object is copied into local variable \( ls \) using an \texttt{LL} primitive. In case this instance of \texttt{Attempt} is successful in applying the pending requests, it will update the shared state of the system using an \texttt{SC} primitive. For this purpose, the local variable \( tmp \) is prepared in lines 16 to 18, to serve as the value that will be stored into the shared state in case of success.

After having read the state of the simulated object, as well as the state of the requests of the other processes, \( p_i \) can detect which requests are pending. For this purpose, it iterates through the (locally stored) state of each process (line 20) and checks whether the values of \( papplied \) and \( applied \) differ for this process (line 21). If so, the request of this process was still pending when \texttt{Attempt} read the value of \texttt{Toggles} and therefore, \texttt{Attempt} intends to apply it. Notice that the iteration through the \( papplied \) and \( applied \) values consists of local steps. Notice also that at most \( k \) out of \( n \) processes have active requests, meaning what the request application contributes to step complexity depends on \( k \) rather than \( n \).

We remark that the request of a process is expressed as a piece of sequential code. Therefore, in order to apply the request of some process, an instance of \texttt{Attempt} has to run through the sequential code of this request and carry out the variable accesses that this request entails, i.e. \texttt{Attempt} has to apply the modifications that this request incurs on the simulated object’s variables (line 22). We distinguish three cases, namely the case where an access creates a new variable, the case where an access reads a variable, and the case where an access modifies an already existing variable.

In the first case (line 24), the new variable, which was created and stored in local variable \( pvar \), must be added to the shared list of variables of the simulated object. Recall that a pointer to the top of the variable list has been read by \( p_i \) and stored in local variable \( ltop \). Recall also that all processes are trying to perform the announced requests in the same order. As with each instance of \texttt{Attempt}, so also the \( p_i \) instance of \texttt{Attempt} tries to add \( pvar \) to the top of the list using a \texttt{CAS} primitive (line 24). In case this is successful, the metadata of this variable is initialized. In case the \texttt{CAS} is unsuccessful, then some other process has updated the object’s variable list since this instance of \texttt{Attempt} read it into \( ltop \). Given that all processes follow the same order when trying to insert newly-allocated variables, the failure means that the variable has already been inserted in the shared list of variables of the simulated object. In either case, i.e. either successful or unsuccessful insertion by \( p_i \), \( ltop \) is updated to point to the data item of the newly allocated variable. Furthermore, the newly added variable is included into the local variable dictionary (line 31).

In the second case (line 34), the access to be performed is a read to a variable of the simulated object. If \texttt{Attempt} already has a local copy of this variable in its dictionary, it reads the value from there. If no local copy is present in the dictionary (line 37), then \texttt{Attempt} reads the variable using an \texttt{LL} primitive (line 37). At the same time, it checks the sequence number of the value that it has read, and in case this sequence number is less or equal to the local sequence number stored in \( tmp \), then \texttt{Attempt} considers that it is reading a valid value. This value is then added to the local dictionary. However, in case the variable’s
sequence number is larger than the local sequence number, this hints that this instance of \texttt{Attempt} has been rendered obsolete by some other process that has already applied all requests that this instance of \texttt{Attempt} is applying. In order to find out if this is the case, \texttt{Attempt} verifies whether the state of $S$ has changed since it last read it (line 48) and if so, it gives up the current iteration of the for loop of line 11.

Finally, in the third case (line 42), where the access is a write to an already existing variable. In case that the accessed variable already exists in the local dictionary, the update on the local dictionary (line 42), updates the variable’s value stored in the local dictionary. Otherwise, the update (line 42) creates a new entry and stores the value of the variable. Once the sequential code for the current request has all been run through and all variable accesses for the request have been performed, the request returns a return value, which is stored by \texttt{Attempt} for the process to access (line 45).

Recall that any update to a variable of the simulated object is performed locally by \texttt{Attempt}. Therefore, once all active requests have been applied, \texttt{Attempt} has to write back the local updates to the shared variables of the simulated object (lines 49 - 53). Notice that once again, the sequence numbers of the local and shared copies are instrumental in detecting whether a variable has already been updated or not (lines 51 - 53). More specifically, the condition of line 51 checks if another process has already updated or not the value of the shared variable while trying to apply the same set of operations calculated in lines 17 - 19. In case that a process is very slow and the whole set of operations calculated in lines 17 - 19 is applied, the condition of line 52 fails, and the process breaks the execution (line 50) of the \textit{for-loop} of lines 49 - 53. Finally, once the updates have been performed, \texttt{Attempt} tries to update $S$, before performing any remaining iteration of the for loop of line 11.

### 3.3 Step Complexity

By inspection of the pseudocode of \texttt{ApplyOp}, it becomes apparent that its step complexity is determined by the step complexity of \texttt{Attempt}. In a practical version of L-UC where $S$ is implemented using indirection, lines 13 and 14 contribute $O(n)$ to performance, since the size of the data records that are read is $O(n)$. The body of the if statement of line 21 (i.e., lines 22-42) is executed $O(k)$ times, each time contributing a factor of $O(w)$ (because of the foreach statement of line 22). Note that searching an element in the dictionary, adding an element to it or removing an element from it does not cause any shared memory accesses, i.e., it causes only local computation. So, the cost of executing lines 23-45 is $O(1)$. Note also that at most $O(kw)$ elements are contained in each dictionary. Therefore, the \textit{foreach} of line 49 contributes $O(kw)$ to the total cost. The rest of the code lines access only local variables and thus they do not contribute to the step complexity of the algorithm. We conclude that the step complexity of \texttt{ApplyOp} is $O(n + kw)$.

### 3.4 Sketch of Correctness Proof

This section provides a sketch of the correctness proof of L-UC.

We start with some useful notation. Let $\alpha$ be any execution of L-UC and assume that some thread $p_i, i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, executes $m_i > 0$ requests in $\alpha$. Let $req_j$ be the argument of the $j$-th call of L-UC by $p_i$ and let $\pi_j^i$ be the $j$-th instance of \texttt{Attempt} executed by $p_i$ (Figure 1). Let $C_0$ be the initial configuration. Define as $Q_1^i$ the configuration after the execution of the \texttt{Add} instruction of line 41; let $Q_0^i = C_0$. We use $Toggles[i], i \in \{1, \ldots, n\}$, to denote the $i$-th bit of $Toggles$, and let $\text{toggle}_i^j$ be the value of $p_i$’s local variable $\text{toggle}_i$ at the end of $req_j^i$. 
In the following lemma, we argue that during the execution of each of the two iterations of the for loop of line 11 of any instance of Attempt, at least one successful SC instruction is performed.

**Lemma 1.** Consider any $j$, $0 < j \leq m_i$. There are at least two successful SC instructions in the execution interval of $\pi^i_j$.

We continue with two technical lemmas. The first argues that the value of $p_i$’s bit in the Toggles array is equal to $j \mod 2$ after the execution of the $j$-th Add instruction of line 41 by $p_i$. It also shows that no process other than $p_i$ can change this bit.

**Lemma 2.** For each $j$, $0 \leq j \leq m_i$, it holds that (1) Toggles[$i$] = $j \mod 2$ at $Q^i_j$, and (2) Toggles[$i$] has the same value between $Q^i_{j-1}$ and $Q^i_j$.

The next lemma studies the value of $S$.applied[$i$] after the execution of the $j$-th instance of Attempt by $p_i$.

**Lemma 3.** Consider any execution $\pi^i_j$, $j > 0$, of function Attempt by some thread $p_i$. $S$.applied[$i$] is equal to $v = [j/2] \mod 2$ just after the end of $\pi^i_j$.

For each $l > 0$, let $C^i_{j}$ be the configuration resulting after the execution of the $l$-th Add instruction in $\alpha$. At $C_0$, $S$.applied[$i$] is equal to false. Lemma 3 implies that just after $\pi^i_1$, $S$.applied[$i$] is equal to true. Let $C^i_{j}$ be the first configuration between $C_0$ and the end of $\pi^i_j$ at which $S$.applied[$i$] is equal to true. Consider any request $req^i_j$, $j > 1$. Lemma 3 implies that just after $\pi^i_{2j-2}$, $S$.applied[$i$] is equal to $[(j-2)/2] \mod 2 = (j-1) \mod 2$, while just after $\pi^i_{2j-1}$, $S$.applied[$i$] is equal to $[(2j-1)/2] \mod 2 = j \mod 2 \neq (j-1) \mod 2$. Let $C^i_{j}$ be the first configuration between the end of $\pi^i_{2j-2}$ and the end of $\pi^i_{2j-1}$ such that $S$.applied[$i$] is equal to $j \mod 2$. Figure 1 illustrates the above notation.

Since the value of $S$.applied[$i$] can change only by the execution of SC instructions on $S$, it follows that just before $C^i_{j}$ a successful SC on $S$ is executed. Let $SC^i_j$ be this SC instruction and let $LL^i_j$ be its matching LL instruction. Let $T^i_j$ be the read of Toggles that is executed between $LL^i_j$ and $SC^i_j$ by the same thread.

Lemma 4 states that $T^i_j$ is performed at the proper timing and returns the anticipated value.

**Lemma 4.** Consider any $j$, $0 < j \leq m_i$, it holds that $T^i_j$ is executed after $Q^i_j$ and reads $j \mod 2$ in Toggles[$i$].

**Proof.** Assume, by the way of contradiction, that $T^i_j$ is executed before $Q^i_j$. Let $\pi_x$ be the Attempt that executes $T^i_j$.

Assume first that $j = 1$. Then, by its definition, $SC^i_1$ (which is executed by $\pi_x$ after $T^i_j$) writes to $S$ → applied[$i$] a value equal to $[j/2] \mod 2$; the code (lines 14, 18) implies that, in this case, $T^i_j$ reads 1 in Toggles[$i$]. Lemma 2 implies that Toggles[$i$] = 0 between $C_0$ and $Q^i_1$. Thus, $T^i_j$ could not read 1 in Toggles[$i$], which is a contradiction.
Assume now that \( j > 1 \). By our assumption that \( T_j^i \) is executed before \( Q_j^i \), it follows that \( LL_j^i \), which is executed before \( T_j^i \), precedes \( Q_j^i \). In case that \( T_j^i \) reads \((j - 1) \mod 2 \neq i \mod 2\) in \( \text{Toggles}[i] \). By the pseudocode (lines 14, 18 and 56), it follows that \( \pi_x \) writes the value \((j - 1) \mod 2\) into \( \text{S.applied}[i] \). By its definition, \( SC_j^i \) stores \( j \mod 2 \) into \( \text{S.applied}[i] \), which is a contradiction. Thus, \( T_j^i \) is executed before \( Q_j^i \). By its definition, \( \pi_{2j-3}^i \) starts its execution after \( Q_j^i \) and finishes its execution before \( C_j^i \). Lemma 1 implies that at least two successful \( \text{S} \) instructions are executed in the execution interval of \( \pi_{2j-3}^i \). Recall that \( LL_j^i \) precedes \( T_j^i \) and therefore also the beginning of \( \pi_{2j-3}^i \), while by definition \( SC_j^i \) follows the end of \( \pi_{2j-3}^i \). It follows that \( SC_j^i \) is not a successful \( \text{S} \) instruction, which is a contradiction.

We next argue that, between certain configurations (namely \( C_{j-1}^i \) and \( C_j^i \)), the value of \( \text{S.applied}[i] \) has the anticipated value and this value does not change in the execution interval defined by the two configurations.

**Lemma 5.** Consider any \( j \), \( 0 < j \leq m \). At each configuration \( C \) between \( C_{j-1}^i \) and \( C_j^i \), it holds that \( \text{S.applied}[i] = (j - 1) \mod 2 \).

**Proof.** Assume, by the way of contradiction, that there is at least one configuration between \( C_{j-1}^i \) and \( C_j^i \) such that \( S \rightarrow \text{applied}[i] \) is equal to some value \( v_x \neq (j - 1) \mod 2 \). Let \( C_x \) be the first of these configurations. Since only \( \text{S} \) instructions of line 56 write on base object \( S \), it follows that there is a successful \( \text{S} \) instruction, let it be \( SC_x \), executed just before \( C_x \) that stores \( v_x \) at \( \text{S.applied}[i] \). Let \( \pi_x \) be the \text{Attempt} that executes \( SC_x \) and let \( T_x \) be the read instruction that \( \pi_x \) executes on line 14 of the pseudocode. By the definition of \( C_{j-1}^i \) and \( Q_{j-1}^i \), it is implied that \( C_{j-1}^i \) follows \( Q_{j-1}^i \) and precedes \( Q_j^i \). Lemma 2 implies that \( \text{Toggles}[i] = (j - 1) \mod 2 \neq v_x \) in any configuration between \( Q_{j-1}^i \) and \( Q_j^i \). Since \( SC_x \) writes \( v_x \) into \( \text{S.applied}[i] \), the pseudocode (lines 14 and 56) imply that \( T_x \) precedes \( Q_{j-1}^i \). It follows that \( LL_x \) precedes \( Q_{j-1} \), since \( LL_x \) precedes \( T_x \). Therefore \( LL_x \) precedes \( C_{j-1} \). This implies that there is a successful \( \text{S} \) instruction, which is \( SC_{j-1}^i \), between \( LL_x \) and \( SC_x \). Thus, \( SC_x \) is a failed \( \text{S} \) instruction, which is a contradiction. 

By Lemma 5 and the pseudocode (line 17), it follows that \( \text{S.papplied}[i] = 1 - (j \mod 2) \) at \( C_j^i \). Denote by \( C_j^i \) the first configuration after \( C_j^i \) such that a successful \( \text{S} \) instruction is executed.

The next lemma studies properties of \( C_j^i \).

**Lemma 6.** \( C_{j-1}^i \) precedes \( C_j^i \) and follows \( C_{j-1}^i \).

We next argue that the \text{applied} and papplied arrays of \( S \) indicate that \( p_i \) does not have a pending request between \( C_{j-1}^i \) and \( C_j^i \).

**Lemma 7.** \( \text{S.papplied}[i] = \text{S.applied}[i] \) in any configuration between \( C_{j-1}^i \) and \( C_j^i \) (\( C_j^i \) is not included).

By Lemma 7, and by line 17, it follows that \( \text{S.papplied}[i] = 1 - \text{S.applied}[i] \) at \( C_j^i \). This and the definition of \( C_j^i \) imply:

**Lemma 8.** \( \text{S.papplied}[i] = 1 - \text{S.applied}[i] \) in any configuration between \( C_j^i \) and \( C_j^i \) (\( C_j^i \) is not included).

We continue to define what it means for a process to apply a request on the simulated object. We say that a request \( req \) by some thread \( p_i \) is applied on the simulated object if (1) the \text{Read} instruction on \text{Toggles} (line 14), executed by some request \( req' \) (that might be \( req \).
or any other request), includes $p_i$ in the set of threads it returns, (2) procedure $\text{Attempt}$, executed by $req'$ reads in $\text{Announce}[i]$, the request type written there by $p_i$ for $req$ and considers it as the new request type for $p_i$, (3) $\text{Attempt}$ by $req'$ calls $\text{apply}$ for $req$ (lines 22 - 45), and the execution of the SC at line 56 (let it be $SC_r$) on $S$. When these conditions are satisfied, we sometimes also say that $req'$ applies $req$ on the simulated object or that $SC_r$ applies $req$ on the simulated object.

$\blacktriangleright$ Lemma 9. $req'_j$ is applied to the simulated object at configuration $C_j^{i-1}$.

Proof. Let $p_h$ be the $\text{Attempt}$ that executes the successful SC instruction (let it be $SC_h$ this SC instruction) just before $\tilde{C}_j^i$. Let $LL_h$ be the matching LL of $SC_h$. Since, $SC_h$ is a successful SC instruction, it is implied that $LL_h$ follows $C_j^i$. Observation 8 implies that $LL_h$ reads for $S.applied[i]$ a value different from that stored in $S.applied[i]$. Therefore, the if statement of line 21 returns true. Thus, a request for thread $p_i$ is applied at $\tilde{C}_j^i$. Let $req'$ be this request and assume, by the way of contradiction, that $req' \neq req'_j$. Lemma 4 implies that $\pi_h$ executes its read $T_h$ on $Toggles$ after $Q_j^i$. By the pseudocode (lines 14, 22), $\pi_h$ reads $\text{Announce}[i]$ after $T_h$, thus the reading of $\text{Announce}[i]$ by $\pi_h$ is executed between $Q_j^i$ and $\tilde{C}_j^i$. Since $req'_j$ writes its request to $\text{Announce}[i]$ before $Q_j^i$, the reading of $\text{Announce}[i]$ by $\pi_h$ returns $req'_j$. Thus, $\pi_h$ applies $req'_j$ as the request of $p_i$ in the simulated object.

We are now ready to assign linearization points. For each $i \in \{1, ..., n\}$ and $j \geq 1$, we place the linearization point of $req'_j$ at $\tilde{C}_j^i$; ties are broken by the order imposed by identifiers of threads.

It is not difficult to argue that the linearization point of each request is placed in the execution interval of the request.

$\blacktriangleright$ Lemma 10. Each request $req'_j$ is linearized within its execution interval.

To prove consistency, denote by $SC_l$ the $l$-th successful SC instruction on base object $S$. Let $it_i$ be any iteration of the for loop of line 11 that is executed by a thread $p_i$. Let $SV_r(it_i)$ be the sequence of base objects read by the LL instructions of line 37 in $it_i$. Denote by $|SV_r(it_i)|$ the number of elements of $SV_r(it_i)$.

For each $1 \leq j \leq |SV_r(it_i)|$, denote by $SV^j_r(it_i)$ the prefix of $SV_r(it_i)$ containing the $j$ first elements of $SV_r(it_i)$, i.e. $SV^j_r(it_i) = \langle sv^j_1(it_i), ..., sv^j_j(it_i) \rangle$, where $sv^j_i(it_i)$ is the $j$-th LL instruction performed by $it_i$ on any base object. Let $SV_{\emptyset}^i(it_i) = \lambda$ be the empty sequence.

Let $V_r(it_i)$ be the sequence of insertions in directory $D$ (lines 38-39) by $it_i$. Denote by $|V_r(it_i)|$ the number of elements of $V_r(it_i)$. Obviously, it holds that $|SV_r(it_i)| = |V_r(it_i)|$. For each $1 \leq j \leq |V_r(it_i)|$, denote by $v^j_r(it_i)$ the prefix of $V_r(it_i)$ containing the $j$ first elements of $V_r(it_i)$, i.e. $V^j_r(it_i) = \langle v^j_1(it_i), ..., v^j_j(it_i) \rangle$, where $v^j_j(it_i)$ is the $j$-th value inserted to directory $D$. Let $V^\emptyset_r(it_i) = \lambda$ be the empty sequence.

Let $SV_w(it_i)$ be the sequence of shared base objects accessed by $it_i$ while executing lines 51-52 (we sometimes abuse notation and say that a code line is executed by $it_i$ to denote that the code line is executed by $p_i$ during the execution of $p_i$). Denote by $|SV_w(it_i)|$ the number of elements of $SV_w(it_i)$. For each $1 \leq j \leq |SV_w(it_i)|$, denote by $SV^j_w(it_i)$ the prefix of $SV_w(it_i)$ that contains the $j$ first elements of $SV_w(it_i)$, i.e. $SV^j_w(it_i) = \langle svw_1(it_i), ..., svw_j(it_i) \rangle$, where $svw_j(it_i)$ is the $j$-th request (lines 51-52) by $it_i$. Let $SV^\emptyset_w(it_i) = \lambda$ be the empty sequence.

Let $SV_a(it_i)$ be the sequence of shared base objects allocations during $it_i$ iteration (lines 23-30). Denote by $|SV_a(it_i)|$ the number of elements of $SV_a(it_i)$. For each $1 \leq j \leq |SV_a(it_i)|$, denote by $SV^j_a(it_i)$ the prefix of $SV_a(it_i)$ that contains the $j$ first elements of $SV_a(it_i)$, i.e. $SV^j_a(it_i) = \langle sva_1(it_i), ..., sva_j(it_i) \rangle$, where $sva_j(it_i)$ is the $j$-th base object allocation by $it_i$.
Let $SV_{arw}(it_i)$ be the sequence of allocations/reads/writes that $it_i$ performs on base objects in lines 23-53 of the pseudocode. Denote by $|SV_{arw}(it_i)|$ the number of elements of $SV_{arw}(it_i)$. Obviously, it holds that $|SV_{arw}(it_i)| = |SV_{a}(it_i)| + |SV_{r}(it_i)| + |SV_{w}(it_i)|$. For each $1 \leq j \leq |SV_{arw}(it_i)|$, denote by $SV_{arw}^j(it_i)$ the prefix of $SV_{arw}(it_i)$ that contains the $j$ first elements of sequence $SV_{arw}(it_i)$ (i.e. $SV_{arw}^j(it_i) = (svarw_1(it_i), \ldots, svarw_j(it_i))$ where $svarw_j(it_i)$ is the $j$-th base object allocations/reads/writes of base objects performed by $it_i$.

The next lemma states that for any process $p_i$ that has a pending request, the $i$-th element of the $Announce$ array stores the pending request of $p_i$ for an appropriate time interval.

\textbf{Lemma 11.} Let $l > 0$ be any integer such that $S.applied[i] \neq S.papplied[i]$ at configuration $C_{l-1}$. Let $req_j^l$ be the value of $Announce[i]$ at $C_{l-1}$. In any configuration between $C_{l-1}$ and $C_l$, it holds that $Announce[i] = req_j^l$.

\textbf{Lemma 12.} Let $r$ be any shared base object other than $S$. For any $l > 0$, the following claims are true:

1. At most one successful SC instruction is executed on $r$ between $C_{l-1}$ and $C_l$.
2. In case that a successful SC instruction $SC_w$ is executed on $r$, it holds that $r.seq < l$ just before $SC_w$, and $r.seq = l$ just after $SC_w$.
3. Let $it_i$ be some iteration of the loop of line 11 executed by a thread $p_i$ that executes at least one successful SC instruction $SC_r$ on $r$. If $LL_r$ is the LL instruction of line 13 executed by $it_i$, then $LL_r$ is executed after $C_{l-1}$.
4. Let $it_i$, $it_{i'}$ be two iterations of the for loop of line 11 executed by threads $p_i$ and $p_{i'}$ respectively, such that that both $it_i$, $it_{i'}$ execute their LL instructions of line 13 somewhere between $C_{l-1}$ and $C_l$, $l > 0$, and $|SV_{arw}(it_i)| \geq |SV_{arw}(it_{i'})|$. If both $it_i$, $it_{i'}$ execute line 49, just before $C_l$ it holds that $SV_{arw}(it_i) = SV_{arw}(it_{i'})$.

\textbf{Proof.} We prove the claims by induction on $l$. Fix any $l \geq 1$ and assume that the claims hold for $l$. We prove that the claims hold for $l + 1$.

We first prove Claim 1. Let $SC'$ be the first of the successful SC instruction on $r$ between $C_{l-1}$ and $C_l$. We prove that $r.seq = l$ just after the execution of $SC'$. Assume by the way of contradiction that $r.seq = l' \neq j$. Let $it_h$ be the iteration of line 13 executed by some thread $p_h$ that executes $SC'$. Let $LL'$ be the matching LL instruction of $SC'$. Since $it_h$ executes successfully line 52 of the pseudocode, the pseudocode (lines 48 and 52) implies that the VL instruction of line 48 returns true. Since $LL'$ is executed by $it_h$ before this VL instruction, it follows that $LL'$ precedes $SC'$. Thus, the VL instruction of line 48 is executed before $SC'$. Let $it_{i'}$ be the iteration of the loop of line 13 at which $SC'_{i'}$ is executed and let $p_{i'}$ be the thread that executes $SC'_{i'}$. Obviously, $LL_{i'}$ has been executed between $C_{l-1}$ and $C_l$. Since $LL'$ is also executed between $C_{l-1}$ and $C_l$, the induction hypothesis (Claim 2.ii) implies that $SV_w(it_h) = SV_w(it_q)$. Thus, $it_q$ also has executed an SC instruction on $r$. By lines 37, 49-52 and 56 of the pseudocode, it follows that there is a successful SC instruction on $r$ between $SC_{l-1}$ and $SC_l$. Let $SC_r$ be this instruction. By induction hypothesis (claim 1), it follows that $r.seq = j'$ just after the execution of $SC_r$. Since $SC'$ is a successful SC instruction, $LL'$ follows $SC_r$. By the pseudocode (lines 51-52), it follows that $SC'$ is not executed, which is a contradiction. Therefore $r.seq = j$ just after the execution of $SC'$. We now prove that there is no other successful SC instruction between $SC'$ and $C_l$ on $r$. Assume by the way of contradiction that at least one successful SC instruction takes place between $SC'$ and $C_l$. Let $SC''$ be the first of these instructions. Since, $SC''$ is a successful SC instruction, it follows that its matching LL instruction $LL''$ follows $SC'$. By the pseudocode (lines 51-52), it follows that $SC''$ is not executed since $r.seq = S.seq$, which is a contradiction.
Claim 2 is proved using a similar argument as that above for Claim 1.

We now prove Claim 3. Assume by the way of contradiction that \(LL_p\) is executed between \(SC_{j-1}\) and \(SC_j\), \(j' < j\). Let \(p_i\) be the thread that executes \(SC_j\) on some iteration \(it_{i}\). By Claim 1 and by Claim 2, it follows that \(r.seq \leq j'\) just before \(SC_j\). Thus \(SC_j\) is not executed, which is a contradiction. Thus, Claim 3 holds.

To prove Claim 4, it is enough to prove that \(svarw\{it_{i}\} = svarw\{it_{i}'\}\), for any \(l' \leq |SV_{arw}(it_{i})|\). We prove this claim by induction on the number \(l' \leq |SV_{arw}|\) of elements of \(SV_{arw}(it_{i})\) (see appendix).

Denote by \(\alpha_{i}\), the prefix of \(\alpha\) which ends at \(SC_i\) and let \(C_i\) be the first configuration following \(SC_i\). Let \(\alpha_0\) be the empty execution. Denote by \(l_i\) the linearization order of the requests in \(\alpha_i\).

We are now ready to prove that \(a_i\) is linearizable. This require to prove that the object state is consistent after the execution of each successful \(SC\) on \(S\).

▶ **Lemma 13.** For each \(i \geq 0\), the following claims hold:
1. object’s state is consistent at \(C_i\), and
2. \(\alpha_i\) is linearizable.

**Proof.** We prove the claim by induction on \(i\). The claim holds trivially; we remark that \(\alpha_i\) is empty in this case. Fix any \(i > 0\) and assume that the claim holds for \(i - 1\). We prove that the claim holds for \(i\).

By the induction hypothesis, it holds that: (1) object’s state is consistent at \(C_{i-1}\), and (2) \(\alpha_{i-1}\) is consistent with linearization \(l_{i-1}\). Let \(req\) be the request that executes \(SC_i\). If \(req\) applies no request on the simulated object, the claim holds by induction hypothesis. Thus, assume that \(req\) applies \(j > 0\) requests on the simulated object. Denote by \(req_1, \ldots, req_j\) the sequence of these requests ordered with respect to the identifiers of the threads that initiate them.

Notice that \(req\) performs \(LL_i\) after \(C_{i-1}\) since otherwise \(SC_i\) would not be successful. By the induction hypothesis, object’s state is consistent at \(C_{i-1}\). By Lemma 7, Lemma 9, and of the definition of \(\tilde{C}_i\), it follows that each request \(req\) is applied exactly once. Thus, Lemma 12 imply that all threads that are trying to apply a set of requests between \(C_{i-1}\) and \(C_i\) do the following (1) apply the same set of requests with the same order, (2) all read the same consistent state of the object, (3) write the same set of base objects with the same values (although only one write succeeds), and (4) none of \(req_1, \ldots, req_j\) have been applied in the past.

Given that \(req_1, \ldots, req_j\) are executed by \(req\) sequentially, the one after the other in the order mentioned above, it is a straightforward induction to prove that (1) for each \(f, 0 \leq f \leq j\), request \(req_f\) returns a consistent response; moreover, \(S \rightarrow st\) is consistent and once line 14 has been executed by \(req\) for all these requests. Therefore, \(S \rightarrow st\) is consistent after the execution of \(req\)’s successful \(SC\). This concludes the proof of the claim. ◀

Lemma 13 implies that L-UC is linearizable. The discussion in Section 3.3 implies that L-UC is also wait-free and its step complexity is \(O(n + kw)\). Thus:

▶ **Theorem 14.** L-UC is a linearizable, wait-free implementation of a universal object. The number of shared memory accesses performed by L-UC is \(O(n + kw)\).
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1 Introduction

Persistent memory makes it possible to recover in-memory data structures following a failure instead of rebuilding them from state saved in slow secondary storage. Implementing such recoverable data structures correctly is challenging as their underlying algorithms must provide both effective concurrency control to harness multi-core parallelism, and recovery procedures to ensure that failures (e.g., process or system crashes) do not corrupt data. The complex states and state transitions of these algorithms make recoverable structures much harder to analyze using traditional means such as rigorous proofs of correctness, particularly with the consideration of failures and subsequent recovery adding a new dimension of difficulty. Automated model checking tools such as PlusCal/TLA+ [23, 24] can be helpful in this context but are difficult to use due to lack of native support for modeling access to persistent memory.

This research aims to augment traditional analysis of correctness with a gray-box software testing approach in which execution histories of synchronization primitives are generated empirically and checked for correctness using a rigorous decision procedure. The correctness criterion under consideration is Herlihy and Wing’s widely-adopted linearizability property [19], which states that operations applied to an object by a collection of threads must behave as though they take effect instantaneously at some point between their invocation and response events. Deciding linearizability given a history of operations is NP-hard for many data structure types, and often becomes tractable under certain simplifying assumptions [15]. Notably, this holds for histories of primitive read, write, and swap (i.e., Fetch-And-Store) operations if the reads-from mapping is known, meaning that the value returned by each operation is either the initial value or the value assigned by a unique write or swap operation, which makes the problem solvable in quasilinear time.

This paper extends and enhances prior work on deciding linearizability for synchronization primitives, such as swaps and atomic counters, as follows:
1. We extend the algorithmic foundations of linearizability testing to multi-word read and conditional swap (i.e., Compare-And-Swap) operations, which are important building blocks of practical data structures for persistent memory.
2. Our techniques take into account operations that are interrupted by failures and do not produce a response, which makes it difficult to deduce their effect.
3. We present an empirical study of a software tool that implements our analysis techniques. The tool is applied to two codebases, and successfully detects previously unknown bugs in both, including one bug that is related directly to the use of persistent memory. We also evaluate the scalability of the tool, and demonstrate that its running time grows nearly linearly with the size of the input history.

2 Model

The model is based closely on Herlihy and Wing’s [19]. There are \( n \) asynchronous processes, labeled \( p_1, \ldots, p_n \), that interact by applying operations on a shared memory with a well-defined initial state. Two types of operations are permitted: an atomic multi-word Read (MwR), and an atomic multi-word Compare-And-Swap (MwCAS) operation. MwCAS is the atomic execution of the pseudocode shown in Figure 1. We assume somewhat unconventionally that the return value of an unsuccessful MwCAS indicates the responsible memory location, which is a crucial piece of information exploited by our gray-box technique (see Section 5.2). Software simulations of multi-word CAS (e.g., [12, 18, 30]) that return a Boolean can be modified easily to meet this specification.
Procedure MwCAS( $m_1, \ldots, m_k$: memory locations; $e_1, \ldots, e_k$: expected values; $n_1, \ldots, n_k$: new values)

1. $old_i := *m_i$ for all $i$, $1 \leq i \leq k$
2. if $old_i = e_i$ for all $i$, $1 \leq i \leq k$ then
   3. $*m_i := n_i$ for all $i$, $1 \leq i \leq k$
   4. return 0
5. else
   6. return $m_i$ such that $old_i \neq e_i$

**Figure 1** Sequential specification of multi-word Compare-And-Swap (MwCAS).

Actions of processes are represented using a *history*, which is a sequence of *steps*. Each step is either the invocation of a shared memory operation, or the response of a previously invoked operation. An invocation step is of the form $INV(p_i, op, args)$ where $p_i$ is a process, $op$ is the name of an operation, and $args$ are its arguments including the set of memory locations accessed. A response step is of the form $RES(p_i, ret)$ where $p_i$ is a process, and $ret$ is the return value of the operation. A response step $s_r$ is *matching* with respect to an invocation step $s_i$ in a history $H$ if the following criteria are met: (i) $s_r$ and $s_i$ refer to the same process; (ii) $s_i$ precedes $s_r$ in $H$; and (iii) no other step by $p_i$ occurs between $s_i$ and $s_r$ in $H$. Given a history $H$, its projection onto the steps of a process $p_i$ is denoted by $H[p_i]$. A history is *sequential* if it is either empty, or a non-empty sequence of alternating invocation and response steps where each invocation is followed immediately by a matching response. A history $H$ is *well-formed* if, for every process $p_i$, the projection $H[p_i]$ is sequential.

An *operation* in a history $H$ is a pair of steps comprising an invocation and a matching response. Given distinct operations $op_1$ and $op_2$, we say that $op_1$ *happens before* $op_2$ in $H$ (denoted $op_1 <_H op_2$) if the response step of $op_1$ precedes the invocation step of $op_2$ in $H$. Operations $op_1$ and $op_2$ are *concurrent* if neither $op_1 <_H op_2$ nor $op_2 <_H op_1$. A well-formed history $H$ is *linearizable* if there exists a sequential history $S$, called the *linearization of $H$*, satisfying the following properties: (i) for each process $p_i$, $H[p_i] = S[p_i]$; (ii) for any distinct operations $op_1$ and $op_2$ in $H$, if $op_1 <_H op_2$ then $op_1 <_S op_2$; and (iii) $S$ is *legal*, meaning that operations in $S$ produce responses according to their sequential specification (e.g., Figure 1).

For simplicity of presentation and due to lack of space, we omit from the model the more general definition of linearizability for pending or incomplete operations (i.e., ones lacking responses), and its extensions for persistent memory [2, 7, 17, 21]. In Section 5.3, we will adopt the approach of transforming a given history $H$ to a well-formed history $H'$ such that $H$ has the consistency property under consideration if and only if $H'$ does.

### Background

The problem of deciding linearizability given a history of operations has been studied widely in the context of atomic read/write registers, and is known to be NP-complete in the general case [15]. It is solvable in polynomial time for reads, writes, and swaps under the assumption that a *reads-from mapping* is known, meaning that each read returns either the initial value at a memory location or the value assigned to this location by a unique write. Such a relation can be established easily for the purpose of software testing by generating execution histories.
using a driver program that embeds distinct tags (e.g., based on process IDs and per-process counters) in the values written to shared memory.

Assuming that the reads-from relation exists for a history $H$, our goal is to first decide whether $H$ is linearizable, and if it is not, identify specific anomalies — small subsets of the operations in $H$ that conspire to violate linearizability. Consider the example history illustrated in Figure 2 (a), where a shared register object $x$ is accessed by three writes that assign values 1,2,3, followed by two reads that return 1 and 3. The barbell symbols represent the time intervals of operations, and process IDs are omitted. The history shown is not linearizable because $x$ is overwritten twice between the write and read of value 1, which are denoted by $W(x, 1)$ and $R(x) \rightarrow 1$.

![Figure 2](image_url)

**Figure 2** Example execution history (a), its zone-based representation (b), and its graph-theoretic representation (c).

Procedures for deciding linearizability come in two flavours: graph-based, and zone-based. In both cases, the history is first checked for obvious anomalies such as dangling reads, which return a value that was never written and is different from the initial value, and read-write inversions, where the read of some value $v$ happens before the write of $v$. Once such cases are ruled out, more subtle anomalies are analyzed. In the graph-based approach inspired by Misra’s Axioms for memory access [26], a precedence graph $G(V, E)$ is defined whose vertices represent the values read or written, and where an edge $(v_1, v_2)$ exists whenever some operation $op_1$ that accesses $v_1$ happens before an operation $op_2$ that accesses a different value $v_2$. The input history is linearizable if and only if $G$ has no directed cycles. The graph for our example history is shown in Figure 2 (c), and exhibits several such cycles.

In the zone-based approach of Gibbons and Korach [15], each value $v$ is represented using a time interval called a zone, which spans from the time of the earliest response step to the time of the latest invocation step of any operation that reads or writes $v$. If the earliest response precedes the latest invocation, a forward zone occurs, otherwise a backward zone occurs. Intuitively, a forward zone for $v$ is a minimal interval of time for which $v$ is continuously the current value, and a backward zone for $v$ is an interval of time containing at least one point at which $v$ is the current value. The history is linearizable if no two forward zones overlap, and no backward zone is contained entirely within a forward zone. The zones for our running example are shown in Figure 2 (b). The overlap between forward zones $Z(x, 1)$ and $Z(x, 3)$, and similarly the containment of backward zone $Z(x, 2)$ within $Z(x, 1)$, indicate that the history is not linearizable.
Our approach to analyzing the linearizability of persistent synchronization primitives is based on precedence graphs, similarly to the technique described informally in Section 3 based on Misra’s Axioms [26]. The key advantage of the graph-based approach is that it represents the constraints on the linearization order in an intuitive way, and (as we show in this paper) can be generalized beyond single-word read/write registers to accommodate a variety of multi-word synchronization primitives. On the other hand, its main weakness is the potentially large number of edges required to construct the graph. For example, given a sequential history with \( n \) operations, the precedence graph has \( \Theta(n) \) vertices and \( \Theta(n^2) \) edges in the worst case since every pair of operations is related by the happens before relation; this can make linearizability analysis quite slow for large execution histories. In comparison, the zone-based algorithm of Gibbons and Korach [15] runs in \( O(n \log n) \) time, but is more difficult to analyze and does not generalize easily to multi-word primitives.

Our graph-theoretic approach builds on the simple algorithm described in Section 3, and is inspired by [3, 26]. Given a history \( H \), we construct a precedence graph \( G(V, E) \) whose vertices represent individual operations rather than the values accessed, and the directed edges represent constraints on the order in which certain pairs of operations must appear in all possible linearizations. A special genesis vertex is added to \( V \) to represent the initial state of shared memory, and can be regarded as a multi-word write (MwW) operation that creates this state. The precedence graph \( G \) is a multigraph, meaning that each pair of vertices can be connected by more than one directed edge. The edge multiset \( E \) includes an edge \((op_1, op_2)\) in the following scenarios:

1. **Happens-before edge**: indicates that \( op_1 <_H op_2 \).
2. **Reads-from edge**: indicates a read-after-write dependency, meaning that \( op_1 \) is a multi-word write (genesis vertex) or a successful MwCAS that writes a value \( v \) to some memory location \( m \), and \( op_2 \) is a multi-word read or successful MwCAS that reads \( v \) from \( m \).
3. **Auxiliary edge**: indicates any other precedence constraint on \( op_1 \) and \( op_2 \).

As explained later on in Section 5, we use two types of auxiliary edges. If \( op_2 \) is a successful MwCAS that changes the value at some memory location \( m \) from \( v \) to \( v' \), then the edge \((op_1, op_2)\) indicates a write-after-read dependency where \( op_1 \) is a multi-word read that reads \( v \) from \( m \). If \( op_2 \) is an unsuccessful MwCAS that expects to read a value \( v \) at some memory location \( m \) and instead encounters a value that is different from \( v \) (see Figure 1), then the edge \((op_1, op_2)\) indicates a special type of read-after-write dependency where \( op_1 \) is a successful MwCAS that overwrites \( v \) at \( m \) with a different value.

Our graph-theoretic analysis technique is based on the following assumptions:

**Assumption 1.** For every history \( H \), for every memory location \( m \), and for every successful MwCAS operation \( op \) that writes some value \( v \) to \( m \), \( v \) is different from the initial value at \( m \) and from any value written to \( m \) by another successful MwCAS operation.

**Assumption 2.** For every history \( H \), for every memory location \( m \), and for every MwCAS operation \( op \) that accesses \( m \), the value expected by \( op \) at \( m \) is a value that was read from \( m \) by some MwR or successful MwCAS operation \( op' \) such that \( op' <_H op \).

Assumption 1 helps to establish a reads-from mapping, and Assumption 2 simplifies reasoning about unsuccessful MwCAS operations. Both assumptions can be enforced by the tool (e.g., a benchmark program) used to generate histories for testing, without changing the implementation of the synchronization primitive under consideration.
Under the above assumptions, the problem of deciding linearizability given the precedence graph $G(V, E)$ is reduced to the problem of verifying the following structural properties of $G$:

(i) $G$ is acyclic;

(ii) Every multi-word read or successful MwCAS operation has exactly one incoming reads-from edge for each memory location accessed, and every unsuccessful MwCAS operation has exactly one incoming auxiliary edge; and

(iii) For every memory location $m$, there exists a directed path of reads-from edges for $m$ that starts at the genesis vertex, and visits every vertex representing a successful MwCAS operation that accesses $m$. (This path is unique when property i holds.)

Property i is necessary to ensure that all constraints on the linearization order are met, but is not sufficient by itself because operations that return incorrect responses can generate other types of structural anomalies (see Section 6.2). Properties ii–iii compensate for this by ensuring that the state observed by an operation can be attributed to a unique sequence of state transitions starting from the initial state. All three properties can be checked in time linear in the size of $G$ (i.e., $O(|V| + |E|)$), assuming an adjacency list representation where each reads-from edge is labeled with the corresponding memory location $m$. Property i is established by running depth-first-search (DFS) on the entire graph, and ensuring that no back edges are present. Property ii is established by counting in-edges for the relevant vertices. Property iii is decided using a greedy algorithm that, for each memory location $m$, repeatedly follows reads-from edges for $m$ starting from the genesis vertex. Supposing that properties i–ii have already been checked, the greedy algorithm either discovers the required path, or else reaches a fork, which proves that such a path does not exist because each vertex under consideration has exactly one incoming reads-from edge for $m$.

**Procedure ReduceH(E) (H: input history)**

7 $Edges := \emptyset$

8 $S :=$ set of operations in $H$

9 for any operation $op$ in $H$, define $Start(op)$ and $Fin(op)$ as the position in $H$ of $op$’s invocation and response event, respectively

10 $L :=$ operations in $S$ sorted in ascending order by $Start(op)$

11 for $op$ in $L$ do

12 if $op$ is the last operation in $L$ then

13 return $Edges$

14 $op' :=$ earliest operation in $L$ such that $op <_H op'$

15 $f := \infty$

16 $L' :=$ suffix of $L$ from $op'$ (inclusive) onward

17 for $op''$ in $L'$ do

18 if $Start(op'') > f$ then

19 break from inner for loop

20 else

21 $Edges := Edges \cup \{(op, op'')\}$

22 $f := \min(f, Fin(op''))$

23 return $Edges$

**Figure 3** Computation of a minimal subset of happens-before edges.
Before presenting the specifics of read-from and auxiliary edges in Section 5 of the paper, we first describe a general optimization that can reduce the number of edges required to decide linearizability. This optimization is particularly relevant in our work for two reasons. First, our precedence graph uses vertices to represent operations rather than the values accessed by these operations, and tends to generate more edges than the technique presented earlier in Figure 2 (c) because several operations may access one value. Second, because our research emphasizes multi-word primitives, linearizability cannot be checked independently for each memory word, and this puts additional pressure on the algorithm to deal efficiently with large inputs.

The edge set of the precedence graph $G$ tends to be dominated by happens-before edges, whose number in the worst case (i.e., when the input history is nearly sequential) grows quadratically with the number of operations. In contrast, the number of reads-from and auxiliary edges tends to grow linearly under Assumption 1. Our optimization aims to reduce the number of happens-before edges by exploiting the transitivity of the happens-before relation, which makes it possible to derive some precedence constraints indirectly from others. For example, if the input history $H$ contains three operations $op_1, op_2, op_3$ such that $op_1 <_H op_2$ and $op_2 <_H op_3$, then there is no need to explicitly represent $op_1 <_H op_3$.

Applying this observation, it is possible to compute a minimal subset of edges whose transitive closure is the entire happens before relation. The algorithm for selecting such a subset of edges is shown in Figure 3 as procedure $\text{ReduceHB}$. Its correctness properties are captured in Theorems 1–2, whose proofs are omitted due to lack of space.

**Theorem 1.** For any history $H$, let $G(V,E)$ be the graph whose vertices represent the operations in $H$, and where $E$ is the set of edges output by $\text{ReduceHB}(H)$. Then for every pair of operations $op_1, op_2$ in $H$, $op_1 <_H op_2$ if and only if there is a directed path in $G$ from $op_1$ to $op_2$. Furthermore, if $H$ contains three operations $op_1, op_2, op_3$ such that $op_1 <_H op_2$ and $op_2 <_H op_3$, then $E$ does not contain the edge $(op_1, op_3)$.

**Theorem 2.** Let $C$ be the point contention for a given history $H$, which is the maximum number of operations that overlap at a single point in time. Then procedure $\text{ReduceHB}(H)$ returns a set of $O(Cn)$ edges where $n$ is the number of operations in $H$, and it has an implementation with time complexity $O(n \log n + Cn)$.

Intuitively, procedure $\text{ReduceHB}$ iterates over all operations in the input history $H$ in increasing order of their start time (outer loop), and for each such operation $op$ it identifies a maximal subset $E_{op}$ of operations that succeed $op$ directly in the partial order $<_H$ (inner loop). It suffices to create happens-before edges from $op$ to each element of $E_{op}$, as any other operation $op'$ that succeeds $op$ in $<_H$ also succeeds some operation in $E_{op}$. The size of $E_{op}$ is bounded by the point contention parameter $C$ referred to by Theorem 2 because all pairs of operations in $E_{op}$ are concurrent. For practical purposes, $C$ is a small constant, for example the number of parallel threads used in an experiment to generate an execution history. Supposing that $C \in O(1)$, Theorem 2 implies $O(n \log n)$ running time (same as sorting) and a graph with $O(n)$ happens-before edges. As we will explain later on in Section 5, the precedence graph contains $O(kn)$ reads-from and auxiliary edges for $k$-word operations, and so our selection of happens-before edges ensures that the entire edge set has size $O(kn)$.

## 5 Constructing the Precedence Graph

In this section, we describe in more detail the formation of the precedence graph, focusing on the reads-from and auxiliary edges. We begin with a discussion of different variations of the multi-word swap, and assume initially that every operation has both an invocation and
matching response. In Subsection 5.3, we finally discuss how to handle operations that are interrupted by failures. We do not discuss (multi-word) write operations, but note that they can be incorporated into our framework fairly easily, and leave the details to future work.

5.1 Multi-Word Reads and Successful MwCAS Operations

For didactic purposes, we first describe the details of dealing with \( k \)-word reads and successful swaps only, where \( k \geq 1 \). Consider an operation \( \text{MwR}(m_1 \ldots m_k) \rightarrow r_1 \ldots r_k \) that returns \( r_i \) from memory location \( m_i \). The reads-from and auxiliary edges required are derived by generalizing Misra’s Axioms [26] to multi-word operations. Specifically, the operation must satisfy the following criteria for each memory location \( m_i \) in any linearization \( L \) of the given history \( H \), where \( \text{op}_R \) denotes the above multi-word read:

1. There exists a single operation \( \text{op} \) (possibly the one represented by the genesis vertex) that writes \( r_i \) to \( m_i \), and such that \( \text{op} <_L \text{op}_R \).
2. For any operation \( \text{op}' \) that writes a value \( w_i \neq r_i \) to \( m_i \), either \( \text{op}' <_L \text{op} \) or \( \text{op}_R <_L \text{op}' \).

Criteria 1 and 2 are both needed to ensure that \( L \) is legal, particularly that \( \text{op}_R \) returns a correct value for location \( m_i \). In other words, \( \text{op}_R \) must return a value that was written to \( m_i \), and moreover this must be the value assigned by the most recent update to \( m_i \) that precedes \( \text{op}_R \) in \( L \). For criterion 1, structural property ii of the graph ensures that \( \text{op} \) exists, Assumption 1 ensures that \( \text{op} \) is unique, and the reads-from edge \((\text{op}, \text{op}_R)\) encodes the constraint \( \text{op} <_L \text{op}_R \). For criterion 2, we add auxiliary edges according to the following procedure: we identify for each memory location \( m \) the source vertex \( \text{op} \) of the incoming reads-from edge for \( m \), and its immediate successor \( s \) on the path of reads-from edges referred to by structural property iii. If \( s \) exists, we insert an auxiliary edge \((\text{op}_R, s)\), which ensures that \( \text{op}' \) in criterion 2 cannot be linearized between \( \text{op} \) and \( \text{op}_R \).

For a successful MwCAS operation \( \text{op}_C \), we have analogous criteria where \( \text{op}_R \) is replaced with \( \text{op}_C \), and criterion 2 is relaxed to handle the case when \( \text{op}' = \text{op}_C \). Reads-from edges are inserted as for MwR operations, but auxiliary edges are not used as otherwise one could form a loop from \( \text{op}_C \) back to itself. In this case, structural property iii compensates for the lack of auxiliary edges by ensuring that \( \text{op}_C \) has sufficient outbound reads-from edges.

An example of the dependency graph for a linearizable history is shown in Figure 4. For the sake of clarity, some edges as well as some operations required by Assumption 2 are omitted. This example satisfies structural properties i–iii. A non-linearizable example is then shown in Figure 5, where the swap operation for the state change \( B: 1 \rightarrow 2 \) happens before the read, which makes the response of the read operation stale with respect to memory location \( B \) (but not \( A \)). In this second example, the swap and the read lie on a cycle, which violates structural property i.

![Figure 4](image-url) Simplified precedence graph for a linearizable history.
5.2 Incorporating Unsuccessful MwCAS Operations

Conditional swap operations present unique challenges that do not exist with unconditional swaps because they can take effect without modifying the state of shared memory. Depending on the implementation, such unsuccessful operations either return the (unexpected) values read, or simply signal that the swap failed. In the former case, the unsuccessful MwCAS is treated like a multi-word read, and so the technique from Subsection 5.1 is sufficient. In the latter case, we assume (as in Figure 1) that the response indicates a memory location $m_i$ for which the observed value was different from the expected value $e_i$. Also, we require (see Assumption 2) that $e_i$ was read from $m_i$ before the MwCAS. Thus, given some operation $op$ that writes $e_i$ at $m_i$, the unsuccessful MwCAS($m_1 \ldots m_k, e_1 \ldots e_k, n_1 \ldots n_k$) denoted by $op_U$ requires that there exists some operation $op'$ that writes $w_i \neq e_i$ at $m_i$ and satisfies $op <_L op' <_L op_U$ in any linearization $L$ of the given history $H$. For the purpose of building the dependency graph, we identify $op'$ as the unique successor $s$ to the vertex representing $op$ on the path of reads-from edges for memory location $m_i$ referred to by structural property iii, and insert an auxiliary edge $(s, op_U)$. Intuitively, this encodes the unsuccessful MwCAS reading the value $w_i$ assigned by $op'$, or a newer value.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrate the technique of interpreting an unsuccessful MwCAS in this manner. In Figure 6, the unsuccessful MwCAS takes effect after B is swapped from 1 to 2, and before A is swapped from 1 to 2. Thus, it fails because of B. This is captured by the auxiliary edge from the MwCAS that swapped 2 into B, to the unsuccessful MwCAS. If the unsuccessful MwCAS instead takes effect after A is swapped from 1 to 2 then, as shown in Figure 7, the auxiliary edge closes a cycle, violating structural property i.
5.3 Operations Interrupted by Crashes

Herlihy and Wing [19] deal with incomplete operations by adding (judiciously chosen) matching responses to a subset of such operations and ignoring the rest. This technicality complicates the analysis of linearizability substantially, and so we have elected to assume in Section 2 that all operations are complete. We now describe how to transform the input history to achieve this property without affecting its linearizability. Regardless of which flavor of linearizability one considers [2, 7, 17, 19, 21], the following rules apply to histories of multi-word reads and MwCAS operations:

1. Incomplete reads can be excluded from the history as they cannot violate linearizability because their responses are not known.
2. An incomplete MwCAS can also be excluded provided that none of the new values it was attempting to swap in has been read by another operation. This holds whether or not the MwCAS actually succeeded and took effect.
3. An incomplete MwCAS whose effect was observed by another operation must be given a matching response. Moreover, the response must indicate that the MwCAS was successful. The exact placement of the response step stipulated in clause 3 depends on the specific correctness property at hand. For strict linearizability [2], the matching response is placed immediately before the crash. For recoverable linearizability [7], the matching response is inserted at the end of the history, and an auxiliary edge is added from the completed operation to the next operation of the same process, if one exists. For durable linearizability [21], only the matching response is added at the end of the history.

6 Evaluation

This section presents our evaluation of the linearizability analyzer’s performance (Subsection 6.1) and effectiveness (Subsection 6.2). All experiments are conducted using a commodity server equipped with four Xeon E5-4620 2.20GHz CPUs. The system has 32 cores total and 256GB of DRAM, 17GB of which are reserved for emulating persistent memory. (The system lacks persistent memory.) The software environment includes Ubuntu Linux 18.04 LTS with kernel version 4.15.0-58-generic, gcc 7.4.0, and OpenJDK 11. Java is used to implement the linearizability analyzer, which comprises 1680 lines of single-threaded code, and can process

---

1 Technically speaking, the auxiliary edge should be directed to the next operation applied by the same process on the same object. However, given that we are dealing with multi-word operations over a flat address space, we treat the entire collection of memory locations as one shared object.
execution histories obtained by instrumenting persistent synchronization primitives written in any programming language. The C++ compiler is used to compile two implementations of persistent atomic multi-word swap for linearizability analysis.

6.1 Performance Experiments

This section discusses the performance of the analyzer through empirical analysis along two dimensions. First, we assess scalability by measuring the running time of the analyzer on inputs of varying size. Then, we quantify the speed-up due to our optimized method of selecting happens-before edges (Figure 3).

Given the high performance of the synchronization primitives being analyzed, our gray box testing approach has a tendency to generate large execution histories. For example, experiments lasting only one minute can produce histories with millions of operations ($n$). As a result, it is imperative that running time of the analyzer grows nearly linearly with $n$, as opposed to a higher-degree polynomial. Naïve generation of edges and their selection would instead result in running time and graph size growing quadratically (or worse) with $n$. As we show through experiment, judicious use of hash tables instead of nested loops, combined with the optimized happens-before edge selection algorithm from Section 4, avoids this problem.

Figure 8 shows the performance of the analyzer with the above optimizations. The analyzer was run repeatedly on increasingly long prefixes of a 1GB execution history log generated using a third-party multi-word Compare-And-Swap implementation (see CodebaseA in Section 6.2). Each run was performed 5 times. The average running times and standard deviations are shown in Figure 8. The entire log was deemed linearizable by the analyzer in this case, and same for its prefixes, as expected. Log size is measured in bytes rather than number of operations because both are highly correlated for uniform workloads (approx. 100 bytes per event, two events per operation). Figure 8 shows a definitively linear dependency of both the running time and number of edges on the log size, and hence on $n$. Minor variations are visible in the running times despite our attempts to control the environment, for example by disabling turbo-boost, which is expected for Java code due to factors such as garbage collection. The trendline still falls within a standard deviation of the runtime for all prefixes.

![Figure 8](image)

**Figure 8** Running time of the analyzer in seconds over prefixes of a 1GB log file (left), and number of edges in the dependency graph constructed by the analyzer (right).

In the next experiment, we compare our optimized implementation of the analyzer against a naïve baseline implementation that inserts all possible happens-before edges. Running time is measured over shorter prefixes of the input log used in the scalability experiment presented earlier in Figure 8. The new results are presented in Figure 9, which shows that the ReduceHB optimization from Section 4 indeed reduces the total number of edges in the dependency graph from quadratic to linear in the number of operations $n$. Similarly, the
running time is reduced to nearly linear. The 1 MB log file, for example, takes 100x longer to process without the optimization. Due to the nonlinearly increasing running time, testing the naive implementation on larger logs quickly became unfeasible.

In a third experiment, we measured the performance penalty due to the logging of execution histories. The results indicate a slowdown of roughly 10%.

### 6.2 Effectiveness

In this section, we comment on the effectiveness of our linearizability analyzer in the field. To that end, we present a case study in which the analyzer is applied to two implementations of atomic-multi-word swap primitives, in both cases revealing previously unknown bugs.

To test our analyzer, we selected two codebases for analysis: Codebase A is an industrial-grade persistent multi-word compare-and-swap with an open-source implementation [30], and Codebase B is a persistent multi-word unconditional swap developed by a research assistant. We first used a benchmark to generate failure-free single-threaded executions, and discovered no linearizability violations. Next, we considered failure-free concurrent executions with two threads, and detected linearizability violations in Codebase B. As shown in Figure 10, thread $t_0$ applies an operation that successfully swaps the value $i_2$ into address $A$. After that, $t_0$ performs another swap on the same address $A$, changing its value successfully from $i_2$ to $i_3$. Thread $t_1$ attempts to swap address $A$ concurrently, but the changes made by $t_0$ are not reflected in the value read by $t_1$, which is the previous value $i_2$ set by $t_0$ in its first operation. Figure 11 shows a section of the corresponding precedence graph, which violates structural property iii (see Section 4) as no path of reads-from edges for memory location $A$ passes through all the vertices due to a fork.
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**Figure 9** Running time comparison of analyzer with and without the ReduceHB optimization from Section 4 (left), and the size of the resulting dependency graphs (right).

Codebase A, showed no linearizability issues in failure-free runs with two threads, but generated non-linearizable histories with three threads. We found spurious events where a previously invoked unsuccessful MwCAS operation interferes with another MwCAS operation that should have succeeded (i.e., causes the latter to become unsuccessful). To further
understand the spurious events, refer to Figure 12. In this scenario, \( t_0 \) begins an operation on addresses \( B \) and \( A \), and before \( t_0 \) finishes, \( t_1 \) begins an operation on addresses \( C \) and \( A \). As \( t_0 \) finishes the multiword operation, we expect \( t_1 \)'s operation to be unsuccessful due to address \( A \) being changed by \( t_0 \). Prior to \( t_0 \) and \( t_1 \) completing their operations, \( t_2 \) begins an operation on \( C \) and \( D \). Since the completed operation of \( t_0 \) does not interfere with the addresses accessed by \( t_2 \), and since the operation by \( t_1 \) which shares an address in common with \( t_2 \) is unsuccessful, we would expect \( t_2 \)'s operation to succeed, but this is not the case. Figure 13 shows a section of the corresponding precedence graph, which violates structural property ii (see Section 4) because the vertex for \( t_2 \)'s unsuccessful MwCAS is disconnected from the rest of the graph.

Before explaining the root cause of the anomalous behavior, we explain briefly the design of CodebaseA [30]. MwCAS operations use two types of structures: operation descriptors and word descriptors. Operation descriptors record the arguments, the response of the operation to be performed, the status of the operation (e.g., undecided, successful, unsuccessful), as well as an array of word descriptors. The word descriptors contain the target word address, the expected value to compare against, the new value, and a back pointer to the MwCAS descriptor. The execution of an MwCAS has two phases. Phase1 installs a pointer to the MwCAS descriptor in all the target addresses, provided that the current value of a word matches the expected value. The execution path of Phase2 depends on the outcome of Phase1. For a successful Phase1, Phase2 installs the new values to the target addresses. For an unsuccessful Phase1, Phase2 resets any target word that points to the MwCAS descriptor back to its old value. In addition, the algorithm embeds a “dirty bit” in each word to mark data that has been updated but not yet flushed to persistent memory.
The bug in CodebaseA occurs when a thread attempts to install a word descriptor (see line 5 of Algorithm 2 in [30]) using a single-word CAS instruction, and encounters the expected value with the dirty bit set at one of the target memory locations. In Figure 12, such a value is observed by $t_2$ at location $C$, which is modified earlier and then restored by $t_1$. (The bug occurs when $t_2$ reads $C$ before $t_1$’s unsuccessful MwCAS has a chance to persist the restored value and clear the dirty bit.) The algorithm treats this case as reading a value different from the expected one, and so $t_2$ completes the MwCAS operation with an unsuccessful status. We modified the code that installs word descriptors to retry if a dirty value is encountered, and this revision eliminated the linearizability anomaly in our tests.

Our case study demonstrates the power of the analyzer to detect previously-unknown bugs on codebases. Once instrumented, we can run and analyze tests with different initial configuration parameters such as number of threads, number of words accessed by each operation, and address space size. The analyzer elucidates subtle issues, reducing the time required to analyze code manually. To conclude this section, we point out that the bug we detected in CodebaseA is related directly to the mechanism used to ensure persistence of the data, namely the dirty bit, and likely would not exist in an atomic multi-word swap implementation designed for conventional volatile memory. Somewhat surprisingly, we were able to catch such a bug without considering crash failures.

### 7 Related Work

The problems of defining and analyzing linearizability can be traced back to the seminal papers of Lamport and Misra, who formalized the correct behavior of read/write register objects under concurrent access. Lamport [22] introduced safe, regular, and atomic registers in a model where processes may apply read and write operations concurrently, but writes are sequential, and every operation has both an invocation and a response. Misra’s Axioms [26] accommodate multi-writer registers, and assume that “all values written by write operations are distinct,” which is a natural way to establish a “reads-from” mapping. Herlihy and Wing’s linearizability property [19] generalizes Lamport’s atomic register in a number of ways: it covers arbitrary typed shared objects; it does not impose restrictions on concurrency (e.g., among writers); and it accommodates pending operations, which lack response events. Linearizability is the gold standard for correctness of shared objects, and is compositional in the following sense: a history involving multiple shared objects is linearizable if and only if all the maximal single-object subhistories are individually linearizable. This property is called locality, and can be exploited to parallelize a linearizability analyzer. Horn and Kroening generalized the idea behind locality to operations on the same object, and defined a more fine-grained composition property called $P$-compositionality [20].

Growing interest in implementing shared objects using persistent memory has exposed an important limitation of linearizability: it does not define correct behavior in the case when an operation is interrupted by a failure before it produces a response, and its caller then recovers to perform additional operations on the same object. Several extensions have been proposed to linearizability that address precisely this point, including Aguilera and Frohund’s strict linearizability [2], Guerraoui and Levy’s persistent atomicity [17], Berryhill, Golab and Tripunitara’s recoverable linearizability, Izraelevitz, Mendes and Scott’s durable linearizability [21], as well as Attiya, Ben-Baruch and Hendler’s nesting-safe recoverable linearizability [4]. All of these properties are compatible with detectability [14], which is the ability to determine the outcome of an operation interrupted by a crash during subsequent recovery.
The problem of deciding whether a history of invocation and response steps satisfies a given consistency property has been studied widely in the context of ordinary linearizability. Gibbons and Korach [15] proved that deciding linearizability is NP-complete for read/write registers. They also introduced the efficient zone-based approach (see Section 4) for the special case when the reads-from mapping is known, including for histories that contain single-word Read-Modify-Write operations (e.g., successful CAS or unconditional swaps) in addition to reads and writes. On the other hand, the graph-based approach is rooted in the theory of database concurrency control [6], and has been used in several studies of consistency in distributed read/write (i.e., key-value) storage systems [3, 5, 16].

Deciding linearizability for types other than read/write registers is a challenging research problem. Automated model checking techniques based on exhaustive state space exploration [1, 9, 10, 25, 28, 29] can accommodate arbitrary data types but are limited to small inputs due to the state space explosion problem. Several more efficient techniques have been devised in the context of collection types (e.g., queue, stack, map, set). Efficient reductions from deciding linearizability to known problems have been proposed by Emmi and Enea [11] (to Horn satisfiability), and by Bouajjani et al. [8] (to control-state reachability). Ozkan, Majumdar and Niksic [27] proved that most histories over collection types can be analyzed efficiently using hitting families. Feldman et al. [13] proposed local view arguments to simplify linearizability proofs for search trees and skip lists. Our techniques are most similar to [8, 11] in that we decide linearizability automatically in polynomial time, but we focus on a different category of object types and we solve the problem directly rather than by a reduction.

8 Conclusion

This paper described an efficient graph-theoretic technique for deciding linearizability over histories of multi-word read and Compare-And-Swap operations. In our case study, the technique required only small modifications to the synchronization primitive’s implementation to capture additional detail regarding unsuccessful Compare-And-Swap operations, and was shown to scale well with the size of the input history. In future work, we plan to extend our results by collecting and analyzing additional histories that include both simulated and real crash failures on a multiprocessor equipped with persistent memory.
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1 Introduction

In recent years, there is a growing interest in distributed algorithms for networks of rational agents that may deviate from the prescribed algorithm in order to increase their profit [1, 2, 3, 6, 13]. For example, an agent may have a higher profit if zero is decided in a consensus algorithm, or an agent may prefer to be (or not to be) the elected leader in a leader election algorithm. The goal is to design distributed algorithms that reach equilibrium, that is, where no agent can profit by cheating.

In this paper we study the consensus problem in a network of rational agents, in which each agent has a preferred decision value. We consider \( (n - 1) \)-resilient equilibrium, that is, an equilibrium that is resilient to any coalition of up to \( n - 1 \) agents that may collude in order to increase their expected profit (utility). This problem was proposed in [3] and studied also in [4], where the authors suggest an \( (n - 1) \)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus in a synchronous ring.
We prove that in any $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus, the output of the agents must be the XOR of the inputs of all agents. Thus, due to validity, there is no $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus in even sized networks, and the algorithm in [4] works well only for odd sized networks. Still, we show that the algorithm in [4] reaches $(n-2)$-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus with uniform input distribution, for any $n$.

We further show that multi-valued consensus is impossible, i.e., there is no $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for multi-valued consensus for $r > 2$ where $r$ is the number of possible values, thus surprisingly there is a computational gap between binary and multi-valued consensus in this model. Note that it was previously shown that in this game theoretic model, leader election is also not equivalent to consensus [4].

Furthermore, we show that in this model, deterministic binary consensus is equivalent to resilient input sharing (RIS), a natural problem in distributed computing in which each agent $i$ shares its input with all other agents in the network (a variant of the knowledge sharing problem defined in [4]). That is, in any odd sized network with uniform input distribution, any algorithm for RIS can be transformed into a $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for deterministic binary consensus and vice versa. Thus, providing a sufficient and necessary condition for $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for deterministic binary consensus.

### 1.1 Our Contributions

are as follows:

(§3.1) Any $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus decides on the XOR of all input values.

(§3.2) In any $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus the input and output distributions are uniform.

(§3.2.1) The protocol suggested in [4] reaches $(n-2)$-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus with uniform input distribution, for any $n$.

(§4) There is no $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for multi-valued consensus for $r > 2$ possible inputs.

(§5) *Deterministic* $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus in a network exists *iff*:

1. The network size is odd.
2. The input distribution is uniform.
3. An equilibrium for Resilient Input Sharing (RIS) is possible in the network topology.

The model, notations and some definitions are given in Section 2, and we discuss our results and further thoughts in Section 6.

### 1.2 Related Work

The secret sharing problem [16] initiated the connection between distributed computing and game theory. Further works in this line of research considered multiparty communication with Byzantine and rational agents [1, 8, 11, 12, 15].

In [3], the first distributed protocols for a network of rational agents are presented, specifically protocols for *fair* leader election. In [4], the authors continue this line of research by providing basic building blocks for game theoretic distributed algorithms, namely a wake-up and knowledge sharing building blocks that are in equilibrium, and equilibria for consensus, renaming, and leader election are presented using these building blocks. The consensus algorithm in [4] claims to reach $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium in a ring or complete network, using the knowledge sharing building block to share the input of all processors in the network, and outputting the XOR of all inputs. Consensus was further researched in [14],
where the authors show that there is no ex-post Nash equilibrium for rational consensus, and present a Nash equilibrium that tolerates $f$ failures under some minimal assumptions on the failure pattern. Equilibrium for fair leader election and fair coin toss are also presented and discussed in [17], where it is shown to be resilient only to coalitions of sub-linear size, and a modification to the leader election protocol from [3, 4] that is resilient to every coalition of size $\Theta(\sqrt{n})$ is proposed.

In [5], the authors examine the impact of a-priori knowledge of the network size on the equilibrium of distributed algorithms, assuming the id space is unlimited and thus vulnerable to a Sybil attack [9]. In [7] the authors remove this assumption and assume the id space is bounded, examining the relation between the size of the id space and the number of agents in the network in which an equilibrium is possible.

## 2 Model

We use the standard message-passing model, where the network is a bidirectional graph $G = (V, E)$ with $|V| = n$ nodes, each node representing a rational agent, following the model in [2, 3]. We assume $n$ is a-priori known to all agents, $G$ is 2-vertex-connected, and all agents start the protocol together, i.e., all agents wake-up at the same time. We can use the Wake-Up [4] building block to relax this assumption. In Sections 3 and 4 the results apply for both synchronous and asynchronous communication networks, while Section 5 assumes a synchronous network.

In the consensus problem, each agent $i$ has an id $id_i$ and an input $I_i \in \{0, \ldots, r - 1\}$ and must output a decision $D_i \in \{0, \ldots, r - 1, \bot\}$. The $\bot$ output can be output by an agent to abort the protocol when a deviation by another agent is detected. A protocol achieves consensus if it satisfies the following [10]:

- **Agreement**: All agents decide on the same value, $\forall i, j : D_i = D_j$.
- **Validity**: If $v$ was decided then it was the input of some agent, $\forall j \exists i : D_j = I_i$.
- **Termination**: Every agent eventually decides, $\forall i : D_i \neq \bot$.

**Definition 1 (Protocol Outcome).** The outcome of the protocol is determined by the input and output of all agents. An outcome is legal if it satisfies agreement, validity, and termination, otherwise the outcome is erroneous.

Considering individual rational agents, each agent $i$ has a utility function $U_i$ over the possible outcomes of the protocol. The higher the value assigned by $U_i$ to an outcome, the better this outcome is for $i$. We assume the utility function $U_i$ of each agent $i$ satisfies **Solution Preference** [3]:

**Definition 2 (Solution Preference).** The utility function $U_i$ of any agent $i$ never assigns a higher utility to an erroneous outcome than to a legal one.

Thus, the Solution Preference guarantees that an agent never has an incentive to sabotage the protocol, that is, to prefer an outcome that falsifies either agreement or validity, or termination. However, agents may take risks that might lead to erroneous outcomes if these risks also lead to a legal outcome which increases their expected utility, that is, if these risks increase the expected utility that the agent is expected to gain.

An intuitive example for a utility function of an agent $I$ with a preference towards a decision value of 1 is:

$$U_i = \begin{cases} 1 & \exists j : I_j = 1 \land \forall k : D_k = 1 \text{ (1 is decided by all agents)} \\ 0 & \text{otherwise (0 is decided or erroneous outcome)} \end{cases}$$
All agents are given a protocol at the start of the execution, but any agent may deviate and execute a different protocol if it increases its expected utility. A protocol is said to reach equilibrium if no agent can unilaterally increase its expected utility by deviating from the protocol.

Definition 3 (Nash Equilibrium). A protocol $\Phi$ is said to reach equilibrium if, for any agent $i$, there is no protocol $\Psi \neq \Phi$ that $i$ may execute and leads to a higher expected utility for $i$, assuming all other agents follow $\Phi$.

2.1 Coalitions

We define a coalition of size $t$ as a set of $t$ rational agents that cooperate to increase the utility of each agent in $t$. A protocol that reaches $t$-resilient equilibrium [3] is resilient to coalitions of size up to $t$, that is, no group of $t$ agents or less has an incentive to collude and deviate from the protocol. We assume coalition members may agree on a deviation from the protocol in advance, but can communicate only over the network links during the protocol execution.

Definition 4 ($t$-resilient Equilibrium). A protocol $\Phi$ is said to reach $t$-resilient equilibrium if, for any group of agents $C \subseteq V$ s.t., $|C| \leq t$, there is no protocol $\Psi(\neq \Phi)$ that agents in $C$ may execute and which would lead to a higher expected utility for each agent in $C$, assuming all agents not in $C$ follow $\Phi$.

The same intuitive example for a utility function above holds for a coalition, in which the coalition has a preference towards a decision value 1.

2.2 Notations

The following notations are used throughout this paper:
- $S_{-i}$ - all possible input vectors of agents in $V \setminus \{i\}$.
- $\#(b)$ - the number of agents in $V$ that receive $b$ as input.
- $\#_{-i}(b)$ - the number of agents in $V \setminus \{i\}$ that receive $b$ as input.
- $I_i$ - the input of agent $i$.
- $D_i$ - the output value decided by agent $i$ at the end of the algorithm.
- $r$ - the number of possible input and output values. For binary consensus: $r = 2$.

3 Necessary Conditions for $(n - 1)$-resilient Consensus

Theorem 5. The decision of any $(n - 1)$-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus must be the XOR of all inputs, that is, $\forall i: D_i = \bigoplus_{j \in V} I_j = \sum_{j \in V} I_j \mod 2$

Before we turn to the proof of Theorem 5 given in sections 3.1 and 3.2, note that according to this theorem, if $n$ is even and all inputs are 1 the decision must be 0, contradicting validity and leading to the following corollary:

Corollary 6. There is no $(n - 1)$-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus for even sized networks

---

1 Previous works defined equilibrium over each step of the protocol. For convenience, this definition is slightly different, but it is easy to see that it is equivalent.
3.1 Output is the XOR of the Inputs

Here we prove Theorem 5 based on the following two theorems, that are proved in Section 3.2:

- **Theorem 7.** If the distribution over the inputs is not uniform, there is no \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for consensus, i.e.: \(\forall v_1, v_2 : P[I_i = v_1] = P[I_i = v_2] = \frac{1}{r}\)

- **Theorem 8.** In any \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for consensus, given any \(n - 1\) inputs, the distribution over the possible decision values is uniform: \(\forall s \in \{0, \ldots, r - 1\} : P[D_i = v[s] = \frac{1}{r}\)

Notice that while the proof of theorem 5 holds only for binary consensus, theorems 7 and 8 are correct for multi-valued consensus as well.

**Proof of Theorem 5.** We prove that the decision value of binary consensus must be the XOR of all inputs using induction on \(\#(1)\), the number of agents in the network whose input value is 1.

In the base case \(\#(1) = 0\), the input of all agents is 0. By validity the decision must be 0.

For clarity of exposition we spell out the next case of the induction, \(\#(1) = 1\), i.e., the input of one agent is 1 and of all other \(n - 1\) agents is 0. Assume by contradiction that the probability that 0 is decided in this case is greater than 0, i.e.,

\[\exists i \in V : P[D_i = 0 | \#_i(0) = 0 \land I_i = 1] = p > 0\]

Let \(s_0\) be an input configuration for a coalition in which all members of the coalition (i.e., \(V \setminus \{i\}\)) claim to receive 0 as input, i.e., \(\#_i(1) = 0\). Notice that:

\[P[D_i = 0 | s_0] = P[I_i = 0] \cdot P[D_i = 0 | s_0 \land I_i = 0] + P[I_i = 1] \cdot P[D_i = 0 | s_0 \land I_i = 1]\]
\[= P[I_i = 0] \cdot P[D_i = 0 | \text{base case}] + P[I_i = 1] \cdot P[D_i = 0 | s_0 \land I_i = 1]\]
\[= P[I_i = 0] \cdot 1 + P[I_i = 1] \cdot p\]

By Theorem 7 (and since this is binary consensus) it follows that:

\[P[D_i = 0 | s_0] = \frac{1}{2} \cdot 1 + \frac{1}{2} \cdot p > \frac{1}{2}\]

Thus, contradicting Theorem 8 and proving that, \(\forall i \in V : P[D_i = 0 | \#_i(0) = 0 \land I_i = 1] = 0\)

Thus if \(\#(1) = 1\), the decision value must be 1, proving the first induction step.

By the inductive assumption, \(\forall \#(1) < m\) the decision value of the consensus must be the XOR of all inputs, i.e., \(\#(1) \mod 2\). Let \(s_{m-1}\) be an input configuration for the coalition \((V \setminus \{i\})\) in which \(\#_i(1) = m - 1\), that is, \(m - 1\) members of the coalition claim to receive 1, and the rest 0.

From Theorem 8 (and since this is binary consensus) we get:

\[P[D_i = (m \mod 2) | s_{m-1}] = \frac{1}{2}\]

If \(I_i = 0\) (which from Theorem 7 happens with probability \(\frac{1}{2}\)) and the coalition acts as if its input is \(s_{m-1}\), then \(\#(1) = m - 1\). By the induction hypothesis, in such a case the decision value of the consensus must be \(m - 1 \mod 2\). To satisfy the equation above it must hold that:

\[P[D_i = (m \mod 2) | s_{m-1} \land I_i = 1] = 1\]

Hence, in case \(\#(1) = m\), the decision value must be \(m \mod 2\) - the XOR of all inputs. ▶
3.2 Proving Theorems 7 and 8

While the above proof holds only for binary consensus, the following lemmas and theorems are correct for multi-valued consensus.

Lemma 9. In any \((n-1)\)-resilient equilibrium for consensus, for any \(v \in \{0, \ldots, r-1\}\), given any \(n-1\) inputs, the probability to decide \(v\) is the same:

\[
\forall i \in V, s_1, s_2 \in S_{-i}, v : P[D_i = v|s_1] = P[D_i = v|s_2]
\]

Proof. Assume by contradiction that \(\exists i \in V, s_1, s_2 \in S_{-i}, v : P[D_i = v|s_1] < P[D_i = v|s_2]\). A coalition \(C = V \setminus \{i\}\) with a preference to decide \(v\), and that receives \(s_1\) as input, has an incentive to deviate and act as if their input is \(s_2\), contradicting equilibrium.

Lemma 10. In any \((n-1)\)-resilient equilibrium for consensus, for any input \(v \in \{0, \ldots, r-1\}\), the probability to decide \(v\) is the same as the probability to receive \(v\) as an input:

\[
\forall i \in V, s \in S_{-i}, v : P[D_i = v|s] = P[I_i = v]
\]

Proof. For any \(v\), if all inputs are \(v\) then by validity \(v\) is decided. For any agent \(i\), let \(s = (v, \ldots, v) \in S_{-i}\), then due to validity, the probability that \(v\) is decided is at least \(P[I_i = v]\), i.e., \(P[D_i = v|s] \geq P[I_i = v]\). By Lemma 9 this is true for any \(s \in S_{-i}\). Thus, \(P[D_i = v] \geq P[I_i = v]\). Since \(\sum_v P[D_i = v] = 1\) and \(\sum_v P[I_i = v] = 1\), then:

\[
\forall s \in S_{-i}, v : P[D_i = v|s] = P[I_i = v].
\]

Proof of Theorem 7. Assume by contradiction that \(\exists v_1, v_2 : P[I_i = v_1] > P[I_i = v_2]\).

If all agents receive as input the same value \(v_1\), then by validity \(v_1\) is decided. Given \(s = (v_1, \ldots, v_1) \in S_{-i}\), the probability that \(v_1\) is decided is at least the probability that the input of agent \(i\) is \(v_1\), i.e., \(P[D_i = v_1|s] \geq P[I_i = v_1]\).

If \(n-1\) agents receive \(v_1\) as input and one agent receives \(v_2 \neq v_1\) as input the decision must not be \(v_1\) otherwise \(P[D_i = v_1|s] > P[I_i = v_1]\) contradicting Lemma 10, thus due to validity the decision must be \(v_2\) when \(n-1\) agents receive \(v_1\) and one agent receives \(v_2\).

Let \(s' = (v_2, v_1, \ldots, v_1) \in S_{-i}\). If agent \(i\) receives \(v_1\) as input then as stated above \(v_2\) is decided, thus: \(P[D_i = v_2|s'] \geq P[I_i = v_1] > P[I_i = v_2]\), contradicting Lemma 10.

Thus, the input distribution must be uniform, i.e.: \(\forall v_1, v_2 : P[I_i = v_1] = P[I_i = v_2] = \frac{1}{r}\).

Proof of Theorem 8. Combining Lemma 10 with Theorem 7:

\[
\forall s \in S_{-i}, v \in \{0, \ldots, r-1\} : P[D_i = v|s] = P[I_i = v] = \frac{1}{r}.
\]

3.2.1 \((n-2)\)-resilient Binary Consensus for any \(n\)

A binary consensus protocol for any \(n\) is presented in [4] combining a leader election algorithm with a XOR on selected inputs. In Appendix A we prove that this protocol reaches \((n-2)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus for any \(n\), when the input distribution is uniform. Note that the algorithm in [4] does not work in any network topology, but on any network in which Resilient Input Sharing is possible (see [4] and Section 5).
4 No \((n - 1)\)-resilient Equilibrium for Multi Valued Consensus

Here we discuss multi-valued consensus, where the agreement is between \(r > 2\) possible values rather than two values. Applying the same logic as in the proof of Theorem 5 one can deduce:

\[\text{Lemma 11.}\]
1. \(\forall i \in V, v \in \{0, \ldots, r - 1\} : P[D_i = v | \#(0) = n - 1 \land \#(v) = 1] = 1\)
2. \(\forall i \in V, v \in \{0, \ldots, r - 1\} : P[D_i = 0 | \#(0) = n - 2 \land \#(v) = 2] = 1\)

\[\text{Proof.}\] The proof is the same as the first and second induction steps in the proof of Theorem 5.

\[\text{Lemma 12.}\] There is no \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for multi-valued consensus for any \(r > 2\).

\[\text{Proof.}\] Assume towards a contradiction that there is an \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for multi-valued consensus for some \(r > 2\). Let \(v, u \in \{1, \ldots, r - 1\}\) s.t. \(v \neq u\). Denote by \(X\) any configuration in which the input of one agent is \(v\), of another is \(u\), and of the rest is 0.

In a run of the protocol starting from \(X\), due to validity the network’s decision value must be either 0 or \(u\) or \(v\). We prove that none of these values can be decided in an equilibrium, reaching a contradiction. Consider some Agent \(i\) and coalition \(V \setminus \{i\}\). Define \(s_v\) and \(s_u\) as follows:

- \(s_v := \) a configuration in which \(\#_{-i}(0) = n - 2\), \(\#_{-i}(v) = 1\)
- \(s_u := \) a configuration in which \(\#_{-i}(0) = n - 2\), \(\#_{-i}(u) = 1\)

Assume towards a contradiction that \(P[D_i = 0 | s_v \land I_i = u] = p > 0\). Notice that \((s_v \land I_i = u) \in X\).

By point 2 of Lemma 11, if \(I_i = v\) and the coalition acts as if their input vector is \(s_v\), then \(i\) must decide 0. By Theorem 7, \(P[I_i = v] = \frac{1}{r}\), therefore, \(P[D_i = 0 | s_v] \geq \frac{1}{2} + \frac{p}{r} > \frac{1}{2}\), contradicting Lemma 10. Thus, in an equilibrium starting from configuration \(X\), the decision value cannot be 0.

Assume towards a contradiction that: \(P[D_i = v | s_v \land I_i = u] = p > 0\).

Notice that from point 1 of Lemma 11, if \(I_i = 0\) and the coalition acts as if their input vector is \(s_v\), then \(i\) must decide upon \(v\). As before we get: \(P[D_i = v | s_v] \geq \frac{1}{2} + \frac{p}{r} > \frac{1}{2}\), contradicting Lemma 10. Thus, in an equilibrium starting from configuration \(X\), the decision value cannot be \(v\).

Applying the symmetric claim for \(u\), with a coalition that acts as if their input vector is \(s_u\), we get that in an equilibrium starting from configuration \(X\), the decision value cannot be \(u\).

Thus, no value from \(\{0, u, v\}\) can be decided in an \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for multi-valued consensus starting with configuration \(X\). Hence, due to validity there is no \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for \(r\)-valued consensus for any \(r > 2\).

5 Necessary and Sufficient conditions for Deterministic Consensus

The necessary conditions from Section 3 are extended here into necessary and sufficient conditions for a deterministic \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus. Deterministic means that the step of each agent in each round of the algorithm is determined completely by its input and the history of messages it has received up until the current round. In Appendix C some difficulties in trying to extend our proof to non-deterministic algorithms are provided. For the sufficient condition, a new problem - Resilient Input Sharing (RIS), a variant of knowledge sharing [4], is introduced.
Figure 1 Messages sent by agent A at round 0. $R_A$ is a random number chosen by A.

- Theorem 13. A deterministic $(n - 1)$-resilient equilibrium for consensus exists iff:
  1. $n$ is odd
  2. The input distribution is uniform
  3. There exists an algorithm for deterministic RIS (defined below).

5.1 The Resilient Input Sharing Problem

In the RIS problem, agents in $V$ share their binary inputs while each agent $i$ assumes $V \setminus \{i\}$ are in a coalition. Intuitively, each agent requires all other agents to commit their inputs before or simultaneously to them learning about its input. The motivation for this requirement is that we consider problems in which (1) all agents compute the same function on the inputs, and (2) if any one input is unknown, then any output in the range of the function is still equally possible [4, 5]. Therefore the above requirement ensures that the coalition cannot affect the computation after learning the remaining (honest) agent’s input, which is necessary for the computation to reach $(n - 1)$-resilient equilibrium. We use the following definitions:

- $K^t_j$: Agent $j$’s knowledge at the beginning of round $t$, including any information the coalition could have shared with it.
- Agent $j$ is an $i$-knower($t$) - if at the beginning of round $t$ it can make a ‘good’ guess about $I_i$, i.e., $\exists b \in \{0, 1\}: P[I_i = b|K_t^j] > P[I_i = b]$
- $Know(i, t)$ - the group of all $i$-knowers at the beginning of round $t$. In a RIS algorithm, $Know(i, 0) = \emptyset$ and $Know(i, \infty) = V \setminus \{i\}$

Consider for example the network in Figure 1. At Round 0, A sends two different messages, whose XOR is its input, to B and C. At Round 1, B and C can pass these messages to D, even if this would not happen in a correct run. Thus: $Know(A, 2) = \{D\}$, and $Know(A, 3) = \{B, C, D\}$.

5.1.1 The RIS Problem

A solution to the RIS problem satisfies the following conditions:

1. **Termination** - the algorithm must eventually terminate.
2. **Input-sharing** - at termination, each agent knows the inputs of all other agents.
3. **Resilient** - at any round $t$, Agent $i$ does not receive new information from agents in $Know(i, t)$.

Notice: in a consensus protocol, if $j$ is an $i$-knower($t$), and $j$ can still influence the output at round $t$, then the protocol is not an $(n - 1)$-resilient equilibrium. Thus, in an $(n - 1)$-resilient equilibrium for consensus, no new information can be sent to $i$ from any $i$-knower($t$) at round $t$. 
5.2 The effect of messages in a XOR computation

We prove that at the end of a distributed XOR computing algorithm, if an agent is given all the chains of messages that have affected its run, it can infer the input of every other agent (Theorem 19). This result applies for both deterministic and non-deterministic XOR algorithms.

- Remark 14. In synchronous networks, an agent can pass information to its neighbor through a silent round. Hereafter, every protocol in which informative silent rounds (explained in the proof of Lemma 20 and defined formally in Appendix B) occur is altered, and a special message \( EMPTY \) is sent instead on the corresponding link.

- Remark 15. Hereafter, we consider networks in which every agent knows the topology of the network before the algorithm starts. Otherwise, the coalition could always cheat and choose a topology in which RIS is not possible (for example, 1-connected topology)

- Definition 16 (Messages recipient). Let \( R \) be a run of the protocol and \( C \subseteq V \) a group of agents.

\[
\text{Recv}(C, t, R) = \{i \in V | i \text{ received a message from } C \text{ in round } t \text{ of } R\}
\]

- Definition 17 (Agents affected by a message). In a run \( R \), let \( m \) be a message sent at round \( t_m \) to \( \text{dst}_m = \text{agent } j \text{ from } \text{src}_m \). Then:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Aff}_{f(m,R,t_m)} &= \{ j \} \text{- Agent } j \text{ is directly affected by } m. \\
\forall k > 0: \text{Aff}_{f(m,R,t_m+k)} &= \text{Aff}_{f(m,R,t_m+k-1)} \cup \text{Recv(\text{Aff}_{f(m,R,t_m+k-1)},R,t_m+k)} \text{- Agents that were recursively affected by } m.
\end{align*}
\]

\( \text{Aff}_{f(m,R,t)} \) illustrates that a message may affect more than just its recipient; Its potential effect propagates through the network, reaching different agents through other messages.

- Definition 18 (All the (chains of) messages that have an effect on agent \( i \) in run \( R \)).

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Aff}_{f(i,R)} &= \{ \langle m, t_m, \text{src}_m, \text{dst}_m \rangle, m \text{ sent in } R | i \in \text{Aff}_{f(m,R,T_{end})} \} \quad \text{(R terminates at } T_{end})
\end{align*}
\]

- Theorem 19 (The encoding of all inputs). Let \( R \) be a run of a distributed XOR computing algorithm. Let \( i, j \in V \), Agent \( i \) can compute \( I_j \) from the following information:

1. \( I_i \) - its input.
2. Decision value i.e., the XOR of all inputs.
3. \( \text{Aff}_{f(i,R)} \) - all the messages in \( R \) that have an effect on Agent \( i \).

To prove Theorem 19, assume the following base case is correct (to be proved in the sequel):

- Lemma 20. Theorem 19 is correct for a network of size 3, \( V = \{i,j,k\} \).

Proof of Theorem 19. Let \( G = (V, E) \) be a network where \( n > 3 \), such that \( i, j \in V \). Create a new network \( G' \) in which agents \( i \) and \( j \) are as in \( G \), but all other agents in \( V \setminus \{i,j\} \) are clustered into one ‘virtual’ agent \( k \). A distributed XOR algorithm for \( G' \) is:

- Agent \( k \) chooses \( n - 2 \) bits such that the XOR of these bits is its \( I_k \).
- Agents \( i \) and \( j \) behave in \( G' \) as if they were in \( G \), explicitly attaching to each message the id of its destination, while \( k \) emulates the behavior of the other \( n - 2 \) agents in \( V \), attaching to each message the id of its source.

Let \( I_{i}^{R} \) and \( D_{i}^{R} \) be the input and output of \( i \) in run \( R \). For any run \( R \) of the algorithm in \( G \), \( \exists R' \) - a run of the algorithm in \( G' \) s.t.:

1. \( I_{i}^{R} = I_{i}^{R'} \), \( I_{j}^{R} = I_{j}^{R'} \),
2. \( D_{k}^{R} = D_{k}^{R'} \) and
3. \( \text{Aff}_{f(i,R)} \supseteq \text{Aff}_{f(i,R')} \).

From lemma 20 we know that from \( D_{k}^{R} \), \( I_{k}^{R} \) and \( \text{Aff}_{f(i,R')} \), \( I_{j}^{R} \) can be computed. Therefore:

\[
\forall i \neq j \in V: - D_{i}^{R}, I_{i}^{R} \text{ and } \text{Aff}_{f(i,R)} \text{ are enough to compute } I_{j}^{R}.
\]
Proof of 20. \( V = \{i,j,k\} \). Assume towards a contradiction that \( \exists R_1,R_2 \), two runs of the algorithm such that

1. \( I_i^{R_1} = I_i^{R_2} \) - Agent \( i \)'s inputs in \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \) are the same.
2. \( \Theta_{i\in V} I_i^{R_1} = \Theta_{i\in V} I_i^{R_2} \) - The decision value is the same in both \( R_1 \) and \( R_2 \).
3. \( \text{Aff}(i,R_1) = \text{Aff}(i,R_2) \) - Exactly the same set of messages affect \( i \) in both runs.
4. \( I_j^{R_1} \neq I_j^{R_2} \) - Agent \( j \)'s input in \( R_1 \) is different than in \( R_2 \).

Clearly from 1, 2, and 4 it must be that \( I_k^{R_1} \neq I_k^{R_2} \).

Towards a contradiction we construct run \( R_3 \), in which \( i \)'s and \( k \)'s inputs are the same as in \( R_1 \) and \( j \)'s input is the same as in \( R_2 \), but the decision value (XOR) in \( R_3 \) is the same as in \( R_1 \).

In \( R_3 \), agents \( i \) and \( k \) start to perform their steps according to \( R_1 \) until the first round in which \( i \) or \( k \) receive a message that either does not receive in that round in \( R_1 \). Agent \( j \) behaves the same as in \( R_2 \), until the first round, denoted round \( T-1 \), in which it receives a message \( m \) it does not receive in that round in \( R_2 \). Notice that it is legal for all agents to act this way in round 0. Further, if \( i \) and \( k \) can continue according to \( R_1 \) and \( j \) can continue according to \( R_2 \) until termination, then \( i \) outputs the same value as it would in \( R_1 \), which is incorrect for \( R_3 \).

Observation 1 From round \( T \) until termination \( j \) cannot send messages to \( i \) in either \( R_1 \) or \( R_2 \) or otherwise, \( m \)'s effect would propagate to \( i \), causing - \( \text{Aff}(i,R_1) \neq \text{Aff}(i,R_2) \), contradicting point 3 of the assumptions.

Observation 2 Similarly from round \( T \) until termination, \( j \) cannot send messages to \( i \) in \( R_3 \) or otherwise, let \( t \geq T \) be the first round (after \( T \)) of \( R_3 \) in which \( j \) sends a message to \( i \). In \( R_1 \) - \( j \) does not send a message to \( i \) in round \( t \) (see Observation 1). This means that this silent round \( t \) of \( R_1 \) between \( j \) and \( i \) is informative (it tells \( i \) that the run is \( R_1/R_2 \) and not \( R_3 \)). Since we do not allow informative silent rounds (see Remark 14), we reach a contradiction.

Notice that by point 3 in the assumptions, after \( T \) \( j \) cannot even communicate with \( i \) through \( k \), since \( m \)'s effect would propagate to \( i \) through \( k \). From the two observations above, from round \( T \) of \( R_3 \), \( j \) cannot communicate with \( i \), and from \( i \)'s perspective, \( j \) is running \( R_1 \). The same logic applies for \( k \) - the first round in which it is illegal for \( k \) to act according to \( R_1 \), is a round after which \( k \) cannot send messages to \( i \) (even not through \( j \)). Thus \( i \)'s experience throughout \( R_3 \) is the same as in \( R_1 \), resulting in \( i \) making an incorrect output. Contradiction.

5.3 Deterministic \((n-1)\)-resilient Consensus implies RIS, completing the proof

In a deterministic synchronous binary consensus protocol, in which all agents start at the same round, for each input vector the run of the algorithm is fully determined.

Let us look at a network running some deterministic binary consensus, with agent \( i \in V \) and coalition \( V \setminus \{i\} \). Intuitively, agents in the coalition can choose in advance an input vector to be used in the algorithm. Thus, from the coalition’s perspective, there can be only two possible runs - \( R_0 \) in which \( I_i = 0 \), and \( R_1 \) in which \( I_i = 1 \). For each agent in the coalition, there is the first round in which \( R_0 \) and \( R_1 \) differ, at that point this agent knows \( I_i \). Thus, each agent in the coalition is in one of two states - knows nothing about \( I_i \) or knows \( I_i \), this is in contrast to non-deterministic algorithms, see for example Figure 1.
Below we transform any deterministic \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus into a deterministic RIS. In Appendix C the difficulties in the non-deterministic case are explained.

**Theorem 21.** If there exists a deterministic \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus, \(A\) on network \(G = (V, E)\) then there exists an algorithm \(\tilde{A}\) for RIS, on \(G\).

**Proof.** In \(\tilde{A}\), each agent \(i\) runs \(A\) with the following modifications:

- For each message \(m\) that \(i\) receives, \(i\) appends \(<m, src_m, dst_m, t_m>\) to a local buffer \(B\) of messages that has affected it.
- Agent \(i\) appends \(B\) to each message it sends.
- Agent \(i\) adds to \(B\) all the information piggy-bagged on incoming messages.

In this new algorithm \(\tilde{A}\), every message propagates in the network, reaching all the agents it affects. By the end of the algorithm, the buffer maintained by agent \(i\) contains \(Aff_{(i,R)}\), where \(R\) is the run of the original consensus protocol \(A\). By theorem 5, \(A\) is a XOR computing protocol, and by theorem 19, \(i\)'s buffer contains enough information to infer all inputs. Thus \(\tilde{A}\) is an RIS protocol.

It remains to prove that \(\tilde{A}\) is resilient. An input sharing protocol is resilient (Subsection 5.1) if at any round \(t\), \(i\) does not receive new information from agents in \(Know(i, t)\). As stated before, this demand applies for \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus as well. Thus, to show that \(\tilde{A}\) is resilient, it is enough to show that \(\forall i \in V:\)

- In each round \(t\) of \(\tilde{A}\), \(i\) receives messages from the same neighbors it receives from in \(A\).
- In each round \(t\) of \(\tilde{A}\), \(\forall j \neq i: j \in Know(i, t)\) in \(\tilde{A}\) \(\implies j \in Know(i, t)\) in \(A\).

The first point is immediate from the construction of \(\tilde{A}\). For the second point - observe some agent \(j\) at round \(t\) of \(\tilde{A}\), which is not an \(i\)-knower in \(A\). For \(j\) to become an \(i\)-knower(t) in \(\tilde{A}\), the coalition must send \(j\) enough information by \(t\) for it to make a 'good' guess about \(I_i\). There are two kind of paths in \(G\) by which the coalition can send information to \(j\) - paths that do not pass through \(i\), and paths that do.

Through paths not including \(i\), the coalition can pass information in the same pace for both \(A\) and \(\tilde{A}\). Since \(j \notin Know(i, t)\) in \(A\), using these paths alone is not enough to make \(j\) an \(i\)-knower(t) in \(\tilde{A}\). Regarding paths that include \(i\) - as argued in the beginning of this subsection, in a deterministic \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus, if a member of the coalition has any information about \(I_i\), then that member knows \(I_i\). Therefore, in \(A\), \(i\) should not receive messages from members of \(Know(i, t)\) at round \(t\). Thus if the coalition has information it wants to pass to \(j\), it cannot do so using paths including agent \(i\), since \(i\) does not accept and propagate messages from \(i\)-knowers. To conclude, if \(j\) is an \(i\)-knower in \(A\), \(j\) is an \(i\)-knower in \(\tilde{A}\). Since \(A\) is \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for consensus, \(\tilde{A}\) is resilient as well.

### 5.3.1 Completing the proof, necessary and sufficient conditions for deterministic Consensus

**Proof of Theorem 13.** Assume that the 3 conditions are realized, and let us suggest a simple \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus: run the RIS algorithm and output the XOR of all inputs. Since the RIS algorithm is resilient, no coalition has an incentive to cheat.

**Proof of Theorem 13.** Assume that \((n - 1)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus exists. By 6 and 7, \(n\) is odd and the input distribution is uniform. By theorem 21, RIS is possible.
Surprisingly, while there is an equilibrium for binary consensus resilient to coalitions of $n - 1$ agents, no such equilibrium exists for multi valued consensus. This is the first model we know of in which there is a separation between binary and multi valued consensus. Intuitively, this is because a coalition with a preference towards $v$ has an incentive to cheat and act as if the input of all agents in the coalition is $v$, thus lowering the number of possible decision values (due to validity) to two values, at most. Consider for example the standard bit-by-bit reduction from binary to multi valued consensus, the probability to decide $v$ is now at least $\frac{1}{2}$ instead of $\frac{1}{r}$, since the decision value is determined by the decision on the first bit of the coalition input that differs from the input of the honest agent. We conjecture that this intuition holds even for smaller coalitions, up to a single cheater. The results in §3 and §4 hold regardless of the network topology, scheduling models, or cryptographic solutions, as they are based solely on the input values and utility of the agents.

Furthermore, we present necessary and sufficient conditions for $(n-1)$-resilient equilibrium for binary deterministic consensus using the resilient input sharing (RIS) problem. This in fact means that an agent cannot hide its input from the rest of the network in any $(n - 1)$-resilient equilibrium protocol that computes XOR, i.e., even though we only compute the XOR of inputs, at the end of the protocol all agents can deduce the input values of all other agents.

There are several open directions for research:

- Extending the equivalence result to non-deterministic consensus and RIS.
- Can binary consensus be solved without the conditions of even size and uniform input for coalitions of a smaller size, such as $n - 2$ or $\frac{n}{2}$?
- Does an equilibrium for multi-valued consensus exist for coalitions of size $n - 2$ or less?

References

In [4] the authors provide a different protocol for even and odd size networks. Here we prove that the protocol suggested for binary consensus when \( n \) is even, provides \((n - 2)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus. The protocol assumes the existence of an \((n - 2)\)-resilient equilibrium for knowledge-sharing in order to perform an \((n - 2)\)-resilient equilibrium for leader election (notice that in [17], it is shown that in an asynchronous ring, the leader election algorithm of [4] is not resilient to coalitions of size \( O(\sqrt{n}) \)). Further, the protocol assumes each agent has a unique id, and all agents start the protocol at the same round.

\begin{algorithm}[4] \quad \textbf{Protocol for \((n - 2)\)-resilient equilibrium for binary consensus.} \\
\textbf{for each agent} \( i \):
\begin{enumerate}
\item Let \( r_i = \text{random}(1, \ldots, n) \)
\item Execute Knowledge sharing \([4]\) to learn \( K = \{< I_1, r_1, id_1 >, \ldots, < I_n, r_n, id_n >\} \)
\item For any \( k \), if \( I_k \notin \{0, 1\} \) or \( r_k \notin \{1, \ldots, n\} \), or \( \exists j \) such that \( id_j = id_k \), set \( D_i = \bot \) and terminate
\item Calculate \( L = \left( \sum_{k=1}^{n} r_k \right) \mod n \), set \( \text{leader} \) to be the \( L \)-th ranked id
\item Set \( D_i = \bigoplus_{k \in \{1, \ldots, n\}, id_k \neq \text{leader}} I_k \) and terminate
\end{enumerate}
\end{algorithm}
Essentially, the protocol suggested in [4] when $n$ is even, performs input sharing in parallel to leader election, then outputs the XOR of all inputs without the leader’s input. It is easy to see that this protocol for consensus satisfies agreement, validity, and termination.

For the rest of this section, let $V$ be the agents in a network of even size, executing the protocol in Algorithm 1, with coalition $C = V \setminus \{i, j\}$. Also, we assume the input distribution is uniform, i.e., $\forall i \in V : P[I_i = 0] = P[I_i = 1] = \frac{1}{2}$.

**Theorem 22.** Algorithm 1 is an $(n-2)$-resilient-equilibrium for binary consensus.

Proof of Theorem 22 follows after the following observation and lemmas:

If no agent deviates from the protocol in Algorithm 1, then the decision value of the consensus is uniformly distributed. Therefore, if after the coalition $C$ deviates, the probability to decide a value preferred by $C$ is still $\leq \frac{1}{2}$, $C$ has no incentive to cheat.

**Lemma 23.** If at the end of the knowledge sharing step, $i$ learns the true value of $I_j$ (or vice versa), $C$ has no incentive to deviated from the protocol.

Proof. In this case at least one of the inputs of agents $i$ and $j$ is not omitted from the XOR performed by $i$ or/and $j$. Since the coalition has no influence on these inputs, which are uniformly distributed, the result of the XOR is also uniformly distributed, and they have no incentive to cheat. $

Following Observation A.0 and Lemma 23 it remains to consider the case in which the coalition can cheat each of $i$ and $j$ about the input, or id, and/or random value selected in step 1, of the other.

**Lemma 24.** $C$ has no incentive to share with $i$ and $j$ two sets of ids and random values that disagree.

Proof. Assume $C$ has a preference towards $v$. Denote by $X$ the case in which the coalition forced $i$ and $j$ to elect two different leaders. Notice that to achieve this the coalition must provide $i$ and $j$ two different sets of ids and random values for all the other agents.

In case $X$ the decision value of $i$ is independent of the decision value of $j$. Following [4] $\forall k,l \in V : P[leader_k = l] = \frac{1}{n}$. Thus,

$$\forall k \in \{i,j\} : P[leader_k \neq k] = \frac{n-1}{n}$$

If $i$ does not elect itself as leader, then (based of the uniform input distribution) $D_i = v$ with probability $\frac{1}{2}$. Hence:

$$P[D_i = v | X] = P[leader_i \neq i | X] \cdot \frac{1}{2} + P[leader_i = i | X] \cdot P[D_i = v | X \wedge leader_i = i]$$

$$\leq P[leader_i \neq i | X] \cdot \frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{n}$$

$$= \frac{n-1}{2n} + \frac{1}{n}$$

$$= \frac{n+1}{2n}$$

The same goes for agent $j$. Since the decision of $i$ is independent of the decision of $j$ (by solution preference, the coalition succeeds only if $D_i = D_j = v$):

$$\forall n > 2 : P[D_i = v \wedge D_j = v | X] = P[D_i = v | X] \cdot P[D_j = v | X] \leq \left( \frac{n+1}{2n} \right)^2 < \frac{1}{2}$$
Since the probability to decide $v$ when executing the protocol in Algorithm 1 with no deviation is $\frac{1}{2}$, there is no incentive for $C$ to share different ids or random values with $i$ than it shares with $j$ (and vice versa).

**Lemma 25.** $C$ has no incentive to share a set of input values with $i$ and a set with $j$, that disagree.

**Proof.** Assume $C$ has a preference towards $v$, and denote by $Y$ the case in which the coalition provides a set of input values with $i$ and a set with $j$, that disagree. Like in the previous proof, the decision values of $i$ and $j$ are independent. By 24, both agents $i$ and $j$ elect the same leader, hence that at least one of them is not elected. W.l.o.g $i$ is not the leader. When $i$ calculates the XOR (step 5), $I_i$ is not omitted from the calculation. Since the set of inputs provided to $i$ is independent for $I_i$ (provided by knowledge-sharing being resilient), and since $C$ does not know in advance $I_i$, which is uniformly distributed, the result of the XOR is uniformly distributed. I.e.: $P[D_i = v|Y] = \frac{1}{2}$. Since the probability to reach consensus on $v$ when running Algorithm 1 with no deviation is $\frac{1}{2}$, there is no incentive for $C$ to share different input values with $i$, than it shares with $j$.

**Proof of Theorem 22.** From lemmas 23, 24 and 25, we know that, in any run of the algorithm, both $i$ and $j$ obtain the same knowledge $K$. Since the decision value is uniformly distributed in a correct run, then for any legal knowledge sharing $K$: $P[D_i = 0] = P[D_i = 1] = \frac{1}{2}$. This means that $C$ has no incentive to choose in advance either a specific set of random values or input values or ids.

### B Informative Silent Rounds and Informative Messages

For this section, let $R$ be a run of a distributed XOR algorithm $A$ in network $G = (V, E)$.

**Definition 26 (Link experiences).** For any Agent $i \in V$ at any round $t$, for all $(i, j) \in E$ define the incoming link experience of $i$ to be:

$$ILE(i, j, t) = \begin{cases} m & \text{(j sends message m to i at round t)} \\ \text{silence} & \text{(j does not send any message to i at round t)} \end{cases}$$

Similarly, define the outgoing link experience of $i$ with $j$ at round $t$ to be:

$$OLE(i, j, t) = \begin{cases} m & \text{(i sends message m to j at round t)} \\ \text{silence} & \text{(i does not send any message to j at round t)} \end{cases}$$

**Definition 27 (Round of an agent).** For $i \in V$ at round $t$:

- $I_i :=$ Agent $i$’s input.
- in($i, t$) := All incoming link experiences $i$ has with its neighbors at round $t$.
- out($i, t$) := All outgoing link experiences $i$ has with its neighbors at round $t$.
- $D(i, t) \in \{0, 1, ?\}$ := The decision value of $i$. As long as $t$ is not the final round, $D(i, t) =$?
- $round(i, t) = < I_i, \text{in}(i, t), \text{out}(i, t), D(i, t) > :=$ Round $t$ from agent $i$’s perspective

**Definition 28 (Run of an agent).** For $i \in V$, define $R(i)$ to be the projection of $R$ on $i$:

$$R(i) = < round(i, 0), round(i, 1), ... round(i, T_{end}) >$$
Definition 29 (Prefix and suffix of a run). For \( i \in V \):
\[
R(i)^{0..t} := \langle \text{round}(i, 0), \text{round}(i, 1), \ldots, \text{round}(i, t) \rangle
\]
I.e. the prefix of \( R(i) \) up to round \( t \). Each prefix of a run has a set of possible legal suffixes of the form:
\[
S(i)^{t+1..} := \langle \text{round}(i, t+1), \text{round}(i, t+2), \ldots \rangle
\]

Definition 30 (Informative link experience). Intuitively, informative link experiences are ILE after which \( i \)'s execution may be altered. Let \( i, j \in V \). Denote \( e_1 \) to be a legal ILE that \( i \) has at round \( t \) with \( j \). \( e_1 \) is informative if there exists:
- \( e_2 \) := Another ILE that \( i \) has with \( j \) at round \( t \) (\( e_1 \neq e_2 \))
- \( \text{out} := \) A set of outgoing link experiences \( i \) had with its neighbors at round \( t \)
- \( \text{in} := \) A set of incoming link experiences \( i \) had with its neighbors at round \( t \) not including \( j \).
- \( D := \) A decision value.
Such that the following holds:
1. Both \( < I_i, \text{in} \cup \{e_1\}, \text{out}, D > \) and \( < I_i, \text{in} \cup \{e_2\}, \text{out}, D > \) are legal rounds for agent \( i \) in a run of \( A \) with prefix \( R(i)^{0..t-1} \)
2. \( \exists S(i)^{t+1..} - \) a suffix of \( i \)'s run, such that:
\[
P[S(i)^{t+1..} \mid R(i)^{0..t-1} \land < I_i, \text{in} \cup \{e_1\}, \text{out}, D >] \neq \\
P[S(i)^{t+1..} \mid R(i)^{0..t-1} \land < I_i, \text{in} \cup \{e_2\}, \text{out}, D >]
\]

Definition 31 (Informative silent round). In Subsection 5.2, an informative silent round is actually an incoming link experience \( i \) has with \( j \) at round \( t \), such that:
1. \( \text{ILE}(i,j,t) = \text{silence} \)
2. \( \text{ILE}(i,j,t) \) is informative

C Difficulties in extending Theorem 21 to Non Deterministic Case

Figure 2 A snippet of agents \( A \) and \( C \)'s knowledge regarding \( I_B \) in a non-deterministic XOR computing algorithm. \( R_B \) is a random number chosen by \( B \).

Figure 2 depicts a counter example in a non-deterministic algorithm to the construction in Theorem 21. \( A \) and \( C \) cannot make a good guess regarding \( I_B \) on their own. If however, they were able to combine the information they have acquired, they would become \( B \)-knowers. In the original algorithm, \( B \) can still receive (send) messages from (to) \( A \) and \( C \) (they are not
Applying the construction in Theorem 21 on this non-deterministic algorithm, agent $A$ would have been able to pass $C$ its array of messages, and $B$ would have to let it pass through, thus creating an $A$-$C$ 'shortcut' through $B$. 
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Abstract
The Price of Anarchy (PoA) is a well-established game-theoretic concept to shed light on coordination issues arising in open distributed systems. Leaving agents to selfishly optimize comes with the risk of ending up in sub-optimal states (in terms of performance and/or costs), compared to a centralized system design. However, the PoA relies on strong assumptions about agents’ rationality (e.g., resources and information) and interactions, whereas in many distributed systems agents interact locally with bounded resources. They do so repeatedly over time (in contrast to “one-shot games”), and their strategies may evolve.

Using a more realistic evolutionary game model, this paper introduces a realized evolutionary Price of Anarchy (ePoA). The ePoA allows an exploration of equilibrium selection in dynamic distributed systems with multiple equilibria, based on local interactions of simple memoryless agents.

Considering a fundamental game related to virus propagation on networks, we present analytical bounds on the ePoA in basic network topologies and for different strategy update dynamics. In particular, deriving stationary distributions of the stochastic evolutionary process, we find that the Nash equilibria are not always the most abundant states, and that different processes can feature significant off-equilibrium behavior, leading to a significantly higher ePoA compared to the PoA studied traditionally in the literature.

1 Introduction
The performance and efficiency of large distributed systems, such as open peer-to-peer networks which any user can join, often critically depend on cooperation and can suffer if users behave selfishly, e.g.: consume but not contribute resources [16], choose routes [21] and neighbors [7] to optimize their personal benefits, etc. Non-cooperative behavior can also affect security. For example, if security mechanisms such as the installation of anti-virus software are employed just for self-protection, a virus may spread further than in cooperative environments [8], while at the same time increasing global security investment costs [2].
The Price of Anarchy (PoA) [14] is a game-theoretic concept which allows to assess to which extent a distributed system is affected negatively by non-cooperative behavior. Essentially, the PoA compares the optimal social welfare resp. cost to the welfare resp. cost in the worst Nash equilibrium: an equilibrium in which no selfish agent, henceforth called player, has an incentive to change its behavior. If a distributed system has a large PoA, this means that the performance resp. cost can be far from optimal: the system may require a redesign or at least strong incentive mechanisms.

However, Nash equilibria are often not a good model for real-world distributed systems, for several reasons. In particular:

1. **Dynamic character:** Distributed systems typically are not based on “one-shot games” but rely on dynamic interactions over time: e.g., peers (i.e., players) in peer-to-peer systems such as BitTorrent interact repeatedly, for example using tit-for-tat strategies, leading to repeated games [29].

2. **Local information:** Players in distributed systems often only have local information about the network, based on interactions (e.g., with neighboring players). Obtaining global information is typically infeasible, especially in large-scale distributed systems.

3. **Bounded resources:** Players typically also have only limited resources, e.g., in terms of memory or in terms of the complexity of the kind of algorithms they can execute.

This paper is motivated by the desire to extend the concept of Price of Anarchy to account for these important characteristics of distributed systems. While the research community is currently discussing alternatives to Nash equilibria such as Bayes-Nash equilibria [23] for games with incomplete information, it is believed that such extensions are complex due to having to take into account players’ belief systems, amongst other issues, and thus introduce major research challenges [20]. In contrast, we aim to port the PoA to evolutionary games in purely local information scenarios: games embedded in dynamical processes, where simple, memoryless players interact repeatedly and locally, and can update their strategies over time. This allows understanding a system’s behavior over time, and helps answer questions about equilibrium selection, convergence, and possible off-equilibrium behavior.

However, analyzing equilibrium selection in stochastic processes described by evolutionary games is already challenging in 2-player games in a population with $m$ pure strategies [10, 9]. Games on graphs, while also highly useful in verification and synthesis of (possibly distributed [19]) reactive systems [5, 17], are often particularly difficult, also when considering evolutionary games [1], due to additional dependencies on the possible interactions.

**Our contributions.** This paper extends the notion of price of anarchy to evolutionary games, introducing the evolutionary Price of Anarchy (ePoA). In particular, we are interested in the equilibrium behavior of simple memoryless players, which repeatedly and locally interact on a graph. For this setting, the ePoA is a more natural measure of efficiency than the static PoA: it allows considering agents that don’t have perfect information when making decisions, and don’t necessarily always reach equilibria in the game they are playing. We note that the ePoA is essentially a framework: it can be used to study games under different evolutionary dynamics, with different parameters and different ways in which players evolve their strategies.

To shed light on how the evolutionary perspective can affect the conclusion on the possible impact of selfish behavior in distributed systems, we consider a concrete case study: the well-known virus propagation game introduced by Aspnes et al. [2]. We present an analysis of the evolutionary dynamics of this game for the three fundamental dynamic models
(related to genetic evolution and imitation dynamics) and different basic network topologies. Interestingly, while the analysis of such evolutionary games is challenging in general, we are able to provide an exact characterization of the long-run frequencies of configurations for these scenarios.

We make several interesting observations. We find that the evolutionary dynamics of this game give rise to a rich variety of behaviors. In particular, the ePoA can be significantly worse than the classic PoA, for reasonable (i.e. not too high) mutation rates. We also find that Nash equilibria are not always the most frequent, i.e., abundant, states, and different processes can feature significant off-equilibrium behavior.

Our analytical results are complemented with simulations, also of more complicated topologies. For the full version of the paper, including technical details, as well as a more detailed discussion of related work, see [22]. Full results and our implementation are available upon request.

2 Preliminaries

Before launching into a full description and analysis of our model, we first revisit the virus inoculation game which will serve us as a case study in this paper. We also give a short introduction to evolutionary dynamics, evolutionary games and evolutionary graph theory.

2.1 The virus inoculation game

In the classic one-shot virus inoculation game [2], nodes must choose between installing anti-virus software (inoculating themselves) at a cost, or risk infection by a virus that spreads from a random location and can reach a node if there is a path of not inoculated nodes in between. The network is modeled by an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ with $N$ nodes. Nodes correspond to players in the game. Every node is equipped with a strategy $a_i$ that denotes its propensity to inoculate itself. If $a_i$ is 0 or 1, the strategy is called pure. Every node takes an action according to its strategy; the overall configuration of nodes is reflected in the strategy profile $\vec{a} \in [0, 1]^n$. Inoculation costs $V$. After everyone has made their choice, the adversary picks a random node as the starting point of infection. The virus propagates through the network, infecting all non-inoculated nodes that have a direct path to an infected node. That is, propagation happens on an “attack graph” $G_{\vec{a}}$, where inoculated nodes have been removed, and only insecure nodes remain. Being infected then comes with a cost $I > V$. Inoculation prevents infection as well as further virus transmission by the inoculated node.

The cost of a mixed strategy for a node $i$ in this model is therefore

$$\text{cost}_i(\vec{a}) = a_i V + (1 - a_i) I \cdot p_i(\vec{a}),$$

where $p_i(\vec{a})$ is the probability of node $i$ being infected given the strategy profile $\vec{a}$ and the condition that $i$ did not inoculate. The goal of each player is to minimize its own cost, while it does not take the resulting social cost to the system in total into account. This social cost is simply

$$\text{cost}(\vec{a}) = \sum_{j=0}^{N-1} \text{cost}_j(\vec{a}).$$

Aspnes et al. then showed the following characterization of pure equilibria (for the proof and the extension to mixed equilibria, cf. [2]):
Corollary 1 (Characterization of pure equilibria). Fix $V$ and $I$, and let the threshold be $t = VN/I$. A strategy profile $\vec{a}$ is a pure Nash equilibrium if and only if:

(a) Every component in the attack graph $G_{\vec{a}}$ has at most size $t$.

(b) Inserting any secure node $j$ and its edges into $G_{\vec{a}}$ yields a component of size at least $t$.

2.2 Evolutionary dynamics and games

Game theory considers individuals that consciously aim to reach the best outcome for them in a strategic decision situation. Its classic framework, using concepts like Nash equilibria usually makes some key assumptions about the players' rationality, their beliefs and cognitive abilities. In contrast, evolutionary game theory, as a generic approach to evolutionary dynamics [24, 25, 13], considers a population of players with bounded rationality instead. Each player adopts a strategy to interact with other population members in a game. The players' payoffs from these interactions – which depend on the actions of the co-players and therefore on the abundance of different strategies – are considered to be their evolutionary fitness. Success in the game is translated into reproductive success: good strategies reproduce faster, whereas disadvantageous strategies go extinct. In a nutshell, evolutionary game theory describes dynamics that are dependent on the frequency of different strategies in a population. The evolutionary dynamics then depends on the setup and structure of the population, the underlying game, and the way strategies spread. Evolutionary graph theory considers different population structures and how the dynamics are changed by changing the underlying graph [15].

3 The Evolutionary Price of Anarchy

It may not be realistic to assume that nodes in a game such as the virus game in [2] will have perfect information in the first place. In large networks, it is highly unlikely that nodes separated by many neighbors would know $G$ and each others’ decision and would then optimally react to this immense amount of information. Rather, it is more natural to think that nodes only have local information at most. They can see their neighbors’ most recent choices and react to them only when updating their strategy, while being unaware of the choices of nodes with a higher degree of separation. Thus, our model does not use the assumption of nodes having full information or memory; at most, they need to compare their payoff with the payoffs of their neighbors. To model this, we first introduce an evolutionary virus inoculation game and three different kinds of stochastic evolutionary dynamics. We then define a general notion of the evolutionary price of anarchy.

3.1 The evolutionary virus inoculation game

We consider an evolutionary process on a static graph $G = (V, E)$ with $V$ the set of vertices (players) and $E$ the set of edges. The $N = |V|$ vertices are occupied by players in the game, and we say that two nodes/players are neighbors if there is an edge connecting them. One iteration of the evolutionary process consists of three stages:

1. Decision making. All players make a decision whether to inoculate themselves against possible virus infections in the network. In case they choose to do so, they pay a cost $V$, and pay nothing otherwise. Players’ propensity to inoculate is encoded in their strategy $a_i$.

2. Virus propagation. After everyone has concurrently made a decision, expected costs of the nodes when the system is attacked by a virus are calculated. To do so, we use a process with $n$ steps: in each step, the virus starts at a different node of the graph and
spreads throughout the network. Inoculated players are unaffected by the virus and cannot transmit it to their neighbors, while unprotected players pay a cost once they become infected, and spread the virus to their other insecure neighbors. Uninfected players who are not inoculated do not pay anything. We will use the term “realized cost vector” to describe the vector $ct = [I, V, L = 0]$, where infected nodes pay $I$, inoculated nodes pay $V$, and insecure but uninfected nodes pay nothing. Once the virus has swept over the system, infecting unprotected players and their unprotected neighbors, costs are recorded, infection status is reset, and the next virus starts at the next node, until every node has served as a starting point. Alternatively, the process can be randomized by letting sufficiently many viruses start at random nodes. Once this has happened, cumulative costs are averaged, giving expected negative payoffs for the current strategy configuration, and the next stage commences.

3. **Evolution of strategies.** After receiving their expected negative payoff, players can assess the damage done and subsequently change their strategy based on comparisons with their neighbors’ payoffs, before they again decide which action to take, and the next game begins. It is important to realize that this updating process is based on purely local information: nodes only need to know their neighbors’ payoffs in order to make their decisions. This means that also the outcomes that can be realized may differ from the Nash equilibria that are found in the perfect information model of Aspnes et al. We consider dynamics that can take both selection and mutation into account: strategies typically evolve according to their (frequency-dependent) fitness, but they can also randomly change with a small probability $\mu$, which we will refer to as the mutation rate. This prevents absorbing states in the process and lets us compute a unique stationary distribution that gives the long-term frequencies of system configurations. In the limiting case of $\mu \to 0$, the process always terminates and reaches a state where either all nodes are inoculated, or none are.

We differentiate here between two kinds of well known memoryless evolutionary dynamics, but are not restricted by them; in general we can configure our framework for general monotone imitation dynamics as described in [9]:

(a) **Genetic evolution:** On one hand, we consider genetic evolution as described by the Moran process. In this context, we analyze two different variants: a death-birth (DB) and birth-death (BD) scenario, respectively (cf [26] and [22]). In the DB scenario, a node is picked to die in each time step of the process. The vacancy is then filled by a copy of one of its neighbors, with the probability of one node being the replacement in some (possibly non-linear) way proportional to its payoff, such that nodes with higher payoffs (or rather, fewer losses) have a higher chance of being chosen as the replacement. In the BD scenario, meanwhile, first a node is picked for reproduction in each round with probability proportional to its payoff. This node subsequently chooses one of its neighbors uniformly at random and replaces it with a copy of itself. After every update, payoffs are recomputed. To visualize an example of such a process, we illustrate the DB scenario in Fig. 1.

(b) **Cultural evolution:** On the other hand, we also consider “cultural” evolution through imitation dynamics in the form of a standard pairwise comparison process ([27] and [22]). In this well established model of evolution, a focal player picks a neighboring “role model” node uniformly at random in every time step, observes its payoff, and switches to its strategy with probability

$$\theta = \frac{1}{1 + e^{-\beta(\pi' - \pi)}}$$

(3)
where $\pi'$ is the payoff of the neighbor and $\pi$ the node’s own payoff. This function is parameterized by the selection strength $\beta \geq 0$, which is a measure for the noise in the update probability, and with it, how much the payoff difference influences the dynamics. Thus, for $\beta = 0$, updating is random with probability $\varrho = 1/2$, whereas for $\beta > 0$, strategies with lower costs are preferred.

These processes are simulated until timeout: once there have been $k$ update steps (where $k$ is large to ensure convergence), we calculate the average welfare of the population (which is the average sum of payoffs), as well as the average count of how often the system visited the different states, and return.

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1** We illustrate the evolutionary dynamics given by the Moran Death-Birth process. Step 1: The nodes in the network shown use either Strategy 1 (white) or Strategy 2 (black). Step 2: One random node – in our example, a black one – is picked for death (visualized by the grey dashed line). Step 3: One of the nodes that neighbor the new vacancy is picked for reproduction, depending on its payoff. Here, this is a white node. Step 4: The reproducing node has passed on its strategy, such that there is one more white node on the graph.

### 3.2 The evolutionary price of anarchy

In the analysis of an evolutionary game, a fundamental question of interest is to which distribution different dynamics converge to, for various topologies and parameters. Such a stationary distribution of the Markov chain underlying the evolutionary dynamics contains the long-run frequencies of states. This corresponds to the long-run probabilities of finding the system in the different states. Since we obtain an ergodic process on the space of all possible population compositions (hereon called configurations) by our elementary updating rules, this limiting distribution of inoculation states exists and is unique. It is also called the selection-mutation equilibrium $x$ of a given evolutionary process, and forms the basis of further analysis - we emphasize here that our results are therefore based on an actual limit distribution and not an arbitrary cutoff time. We note that it is the nonzero mutation rate $\mu > 0$ that provides the necessary ergodicity for a unique stationary distribution to exist – otherwise, the Markov chain would have absorbing states where all nodes are inoculated or none are.

We can subsequently find the average social cost $\hat{S}$ for any of the dynamics we use, either by averaging over the total cost in each round (when the process is simulated), or multiplying $x$ with the vector $R$ containing the cost of all possible configurations, such that

$$
\hat{S} = x \cdot R = \sum_i x_i R_i,
$$

where $R_i = \sum_{j=1}^{N} \hat{\pi}_j^i$, and $\hat{\pi}_j^i$ is the average payoff of player $j$ in configuration $i$. We measure the efficiency of a process by comparing the average social cost $\hat{S}$ with the optimum $\Omega$. At this point, we introduce the concept of the evolutionary price of anarchy $ePoA$ as the ratio
of the average social cost (or payoffs) of a process against the social optimum. Similarly to the static PoA, we hence define, for a particular evolutionary dynamics and assuming negative payoffs:

$$ePoA = \hat{S}/\Omega.$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

For positive payoffs, we define $ePoA = \Omega/\hat{S}$ and note that in both cases, $ePoA \geq 1$, as the static PoA. In general, this quantity gives an indication which processes are most conducive to spending large fractions of time in configurations that minimize overall cost (or maximize positive payoffs). We also note that in principle, the evolutionary PoA can be both smaller or larger than the static PoA.

Note that the concept of an evolutionary price of anarchy is neither bound to a particular game nor a particular evolutionary dynamics: it can serve as a general framework for analyzing a rich variety of dynamic games with arbitrary update dynamics.

4 Results and Analysis

In the following, we will consider pure strategies and the analysis of a setting with positive mutation rate $\mu > 0$. We will first show how to exactly calculate the selection-mutation equilibrium $x$ of the evolutionary process for two fundamental graphs, and then use this to show how the ePoA can differ from a static analysis.

4.1 Analytical results

For simple graphs and pure strategies, $a_i \in \{0, 1\}$, we can calculate the stationary distribution of the underlying Markov chain under the different dynamics. We consider two instructive cases here (similar cases have been studied also in [2]), situated at the opposite ends of the spectrum: the clique (which results in perfectly global information) and the star (which is fully local). In these cases, we find exact results.

4.1.1 Clique

In a clique, the $(N + 1)$ states of the Markov chain are $i = 0, \ldots, N$, denoting the number of currently inoculated nodes. Here, the threshold for infection of an arbitrary insecure node is 1, as an infected node automatically spreads the virus to all other not inoculated nodes. We use the entries of the cost vector $c_i = [I, V, L = 0]$ as the realized negative payoffs of infected ($I$), inoculated ($V$) and unaffected ($L = 0$) nodes. For the expected payoffs $\hat{\pi}_i^X$ of nodes using strategy $X$, in the state $i$, with $X$ either $C (a_i = 1)$ or $D (a_i = 0)$, we then find the following simple expressions:

$$\hat{\pi}_i^C = V,$$

and

$$\hat{\pi}_i^D = \frac{i}{N}L + \frac{N - i}{N}I = \frac{N - i}{N}I.$$  \hspace{1cm} (6)

The next step is calculating the transition probabilities of the resulting Markov chain, $p_{i,i+1}$ and $p_{i,i-1}$, describing changes from states $i$ to $i + 1$ or $i - 1$ (see [22] for details; for a more thorough introduction to the Moran process in evolutionary games, see e.g. [26]). To make the chain ergodic, we include mutation terms with $\mu > 0$ that prevent states 0 and $n$ from being absorbing. Mutation means that with probability $\frac{1}{2}\mu$, the state switches. The expressions for these probabilities including mutation are as follows:

$$P_{i,i+1} = \frac{N - i}{N} \mu \frac{1}{2} + (1 - \mu)p_{i,i+1}, \text{ and } P_{i,i-1} = \frac{i}{N} \mu \frac{1}{2} + (1 - \mu)p_{i,i-1}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (7)
The terms \( p_{i,j} \), i.e. the probabilities of state transitions without mutation, depend on which dynamics are used. That is, we will find different expressions for a Moran process as compared to a pairwise comparison. One caveat is that the virus inoculation game leads to expected payoffs \( \hat{\pi}_i \leq 0 \). To be able to use these terms in the equations for the Moran process probabilities, we use the standard assumption of an exponential fitness function (see [28]): expected payoffs are mapped to a fitness with the function \( F(x) = e^x \), such that the fitness becomes \( f_i = e^{s\hat{\pi}_i} \). We subsequently set the parameter \( s = 1 \), as is common in the literature. This quantity is now always positive, is larger for smaller costs (or equivalently, larger payoffs), and can be used in the standard Moran probabilities (cf. [18] and [22]).

Meanwhile, for the pairwise comparison – imitation dynamics, we can still use the payoffs themselves without transforming them (see [22]).

From these transition probabilities, we can calculate the stationary distribution of the process: it is the normalized left eigenvector of the transition matrix, which is the tridiagonal matrix \( P \), see [22].

The mutation-selection equilibrium is then the solution to
\[
x P = x.
\]

It is the limit distribution (which exists as per the ergodicity of the underlying Markov chain) that gives the long-run frequencies of all possible states. These frequencies can also be obtained by simulating the process for long enough and counting how often each state occurs.

To be able to compare the evolutionary price of anarchy with the static price of anarchy, we first need to describe the Nash equilibria of the system. For the complete graph, by using Corollary 1.1, the static analysis predicts one equivalence class of Nash equilibria, \( N \), where exactly \( N - t = N - VN/I \) nodes are inoculated. We denote the efficiency of these equilibria as \( PoA \), the static price of anarchy.

In order to calculate \( ePoA \), we first calculate the average social cost \( \hat{S} \). We do so either by averaging over the total cost in each round in our simulations, or taking \( \hat{S} = xR \) (cf. Eq. 4). For the complete graph, the vector \( R \) containing the total system cost in all possible configurations, with \( i = 0, \ldots, N \) inoculated nodes, has the components

\[
R_i = i\hat{\pi}_C + (N - i)\hat{\pi}_D = iV + (N - i)\frac{N - i}{N}I.
\]

We also know the cost of the optimum; it is attained in the state with \( i^* = \frac{N(2L-V)}{2L} \), which is the number of inoculated nodes where \( R_i^* = \max R_i \) holds. The optimal cost is then \( \Omega = i^*V + \frac{N-i^*}{N}I \). With this, we can use Eq. 5 to measure the efficiency of the different dynamics by finding their corresponding evolutionary price of anarchy as \( \hat{S}/\Omega \). We present our analysis below.

Using our evolutionary process, our findings can now be summarized in the following lemma:

▶ **Lemma 2.** For a fixed cost vector \( c_t = [V, I, 0] \), large \( N \geq 30 \), any reasonable mutation rates \( 0 < \mu < 0.5 \), and intermediate to large selection strength \( \beta > 1 \) (for the pairwise comparison process), we always recover the predicted equivalence class of Nash equilibria, \( N \), as the most abundant state in the selection-mutation equilibrium of both types of processes. That is, the process spends the largest fraction of time in the Nash equilibria, where exactly \( t = VN/I \) nodes are inoculated.
We note that there is also substantial weight on neighboring states of the Nash equilibria (with \( t \pm i \), where \( i \in \{1, 2, 3, \ldots\} \)) with worse total welfare, due to the stochasticity of the process. However, the average social cost \( \hat{S} \) is not substantially different from the cost of the Nash equilibria, since the weight on neighboring states is symmetrically distributed. The numerical results these insights are based on are provided in Figs. 3 and 4, as well as in [22] and upon request in full.

What this means for the evolutionary price of anarchy is expressed in the following corollary.

**Corollary 3 (Evolutionary Price of Anarchy for Cliques.)** The evolutionary price of anarchy \( ePoA_{\text{Clique}} \) in a clique with \( N \) nodes approaches the efficiency of the Nash equilibrium (the price of anarchy \( PoA_{\text{Clique}} \)), as \( \mu \to 0 \) and \( N \) grows large, such that \( \lim_{N \to \infty} |ePoA_{\text{Clique}} - PoA_{\text{Clique}}| = 0 \).

A straightforward argument shows why Lemma 2 and Corollary 3 hold.

For the base case of the unstructured population on a complete graph, the perfect information setting corresponds to the local information setting, as each node only has distance 1 from every other node. Furthermore, the Markov chain underlying the stochastic evolutionary process is ergodic by \( \mu > 0 \), such that there exists a stationary distribution and the process converges to it. This stationary distribution then places most weight on the Nash equilibrium described in [2], as it is the configuration where nodes have no incentive to switch their strategy, and are aware of this fact, just as in the static case. The stochastic noise becomes smaller as the number of nodes grows larger (which inhibits the system spending too much time in the two extremal states of all nodes inoculated and all nodes insecure), and as the mutation rate becomes smaller (which sharpens the peak of the distribution at the equilibrium). This lets us recover the equilibrium results of [2].

### 4.1.2 Star graph

For star graphs \( K_{1,N-1} \), we can also numerically compute the expected payoffs and the Markov chain properties of the process. The \( 2N \) states in this case are of the form \((t, l)\), \( t \in \{0, 1\} \) and \( l \in \{0, \ldots, N-1\} \). The parameter \( t \) denotes the inoculation state of the center node, whereas \( l \) gives the number of inoculated leaf nodes.

By using Corollary 1.1 again, we find two equivalence classes of Nash equilibria: class \( \mathcal{N}_1 \) has \( N - t = N - \lfloor VN/I \rfloor \) inoculated leaf nodes (which in our notation is the state \((0, N-t)\)), whereas \( \mathcal{N}_2 \) contains the optimal equilibrium, which features the center as the only inoculated node (state \((1, 0)\)). We will show that for this highly structured population, the outcome can be quite different from the predictions of the static analysis of the one-shot game. Local evolutionary processes prevent the system from spending too much time in either of the equilibria classes. We detail this in the following paragraphs.

To see this, we first compute the expected payoffs of leaf nodes (\( \hat{\pi}^t_l \), with \( X \in \{C, D\} \)) and the center node (\( \hat{\pi}^{1,l}_{\text{Center}} \)) in the configurations \((t, l)\):

\[
\hat{\pi}^{1,l}_{C} = \hat{\pi}^{1,l}_{\text{Center}} = V, \quad \hat{\pi}^{0,l}_{D} = \hat{\pi}^{0,l}_{\text{Center}} = \frac{N-l}{N} I, \quad \text{and} \quad \hat{\pi}^{1,l}_{D} = \frac{1}{N} I.
\]  

(9)

For the Moran and pairwise comparison – imitation dynamics we derive probabilities \( p^{k,m}_{n,o} \) that describe the transitions \((k, n) \to (m, o)\) without mutation, again with fitness \( f^X_{t,l} = e^{t} X^{l} \). The exact expressions can be found in [22].

We can now get the transition matrix, with its entries \( P^{0,l}_{t,l} \) [22], and subsequently the selection-mutation equilibrium \( x \) of the process with its corresponding average system cost.
Having calculated/simulated the stationary distribution, we observe the following (see [22]):

- No matter the network size or the process, the Nash equilibria in $N_1$, $N_2$ are not abundant states in the stationary distribution, with up to a factor $10^3$ in weight difference to the more frequent states. We instead find a high abundance of costly non-equilibrium states $X = \{(0, N - t - i)\}$ for some integers $t > i > 0$. There is also substantial weight on the beneficial configurations with low cost $(1, N - t - i)$ for the same values of $i$.

- The equilibrium $N_1^* = (0, N-t)$ is typically of far lower frequency than the non-equilibrium states. But it still plays more of a role overall than the optimum $O = N_2 = (1,0)$, which is a rare state at stationarity and almost never visited in the long run.

We will now argue why the process exhibits this off-equilibrium behavior. First of all, starting from the above observations, it is straightforward to show why the optimum, that is, the state $O = (1,0)$, cannot be an abundant state in the mutation-selection equilibrium of a star graph.

**Lemma 4** (The optimal Nash equilibrium is rare in the mutation-selection equilibrium.). Consider a star graph, with fixed but arbitrary number of nodes $N$. For arbitrary mutation rates $\mu > 0$, arbitrary $|V| < |I|$, and any of the three evolutionary processes we consider, the optimal Nash equilibrium $O = (1,0)$ cannot be an abundant state in the mutation-selection equilibrium.

**Proof.** In fact, the equilibrium is not even reached if not for mutation. To see this, consider the states $a = (0,0)$ and $b = (1,1)$, and suppose $\mu = 0$. While both these states only differ in one node’s strategy from the Nash equilibrium, they cannot serve as starting points for a transition. State $a$ is absorbing in this scenario, as there is no inoculated node to pass on its strategy. Meanwhile, in the state $b$, the inoculated leaf node cannot change its strategy without the center node being not inoculated – the terms $p_{1,1}^{i,1}$ are always zero. This however leads to the opposite of the Nash equilibrium we are trying to reach. Thus, only a nonzero mutation rate can provide access to this state. At the same time, it is clear that the transitions from $O$ do not need mutation to reach the neighboring states $a$ and $b$, which leads to a higher probability to leave the state than to reach it. This makes $O$ unsustainable in the long run.

The following lemma states the corresponding result for the other Nash equilibria.

**Lemma 5** (The Nash equilibria from the equivalence class $N_1$ cannot form an abundant state in the mutation-selection equilibrium.). Consider a star graph, with fixed but arbitrary number of nodes $N$. For arbitrary mutation rates $\mu$, arbitrary $|V| < |I|$, and any of the three evolutionary processes we consider, the Nash equilibria of the form $(0, N-t)$ cannot be an abundant state in the mutation-selection equilibrium. Instead, pairs of states of the form $(0, N-t-i)$ and $(1, N-t-i)$, $i \in I$ with the set $I \subseteq N_0$ depending on $N, V, I, \mu$ and the evolutionary dynamics used, act as sinks of the process.

We illustrate our argument by Fig. 2, where we show the case of the pairwise comparison process on a star graph with $N = 12$ and $V/I = 1/3$.

Consider the process as a two-dimensional random walk, defined by our transition probabilities $p_{n,i}^{k,m}$ (see [22]) in the limit of the mutation rate $\mu \to 0$. Let $t = V/N/I$; the Nash equilibrium $N_1^* = (0,N-t)$ is then the state $(0,N-t)$, as discussed above. In the example, we have $t = 4$, such that $N_1^* = (0,8)$.

For easier readability, we use the notation $\{u_{i,i+1}, q_{i,i-1}, r_i, s_i\}$ for $\{p_{N-t-i,N-t-i+1}, p_{N-t-i,N-t-i}, p_{N-t-i,N-t-i+1}, p_{N-t-i,N-t-i+1}\}$ (cf. [22]). That is, $u$ gives the probability of moving one further step away from the Nash equilibrium $N_1^*$ by one leaf node.
switching to insecure; \( q \) the probability of moving one step closer to \( N_1 \) by one leaf node switching to secure; \( r \) the probability of the center switching to secure, and \( s \) the probability of the center switching to insecure. The parameter \( i \) can be thought to be the distance to \( N_1 \). Note that this two-dimensional random walk has a defined direction; there is no possibility to increase \( i \) in the lower level of the chain (where the center is inoculated), and no possibility to decrease \( i \) in the upper level (where the center is insecure).

We show in [22] that due to these transition probabilities, the random walk gets trapped in increasingly constricting cycles as it moves away from \( N_1 \). In the example of Fig. 2, these states form the set \{ \( (0, 5) \), \( (0, 4) \), \( (1, 5) \), \( (1, 4) \) \}, with the most weight on \((0, 4)\) and \((0, 5)\).

We thus have shown that using local information only, the system spends a high fraction of time in states that are not Nash equilibria, and will not reach the optimum. What does this mean for the evolutionary price of anarchy?

Seeing that the abundant states carry a high social cost compared to the optimum and also the worse equilibria in \( N_1 \), it is already intuitive that \( ePoA \) will be larger than \( PoA \) in the star graph, as long as the mutation rate \( \mu \) is sufficiently small (\( \mu \lesssim 0.005 \)). Indeed, using the stationary distribution \( x \) to calculate the social cost \( \hat{S} \) as in Eq. 4, and then the evolutionary price \( ePoA \) as in Eq. 5, we find that the evolutionary process has to settle for a relatively high \( \hat{S} \), and with it, a high \( ePoA \) (see also Figs. 3–4). We summarize this in the following corollary:

\[ \text{Corollary 6 (Evolutionary Price of Anarchy for Star Graphs.)} \]

For small mutation rates \( \mu \lesssim 0.005 \), arbitrary \( N \) and arbitrary \( |V| \) < \( |I| \), the evolutionary price of anarchy \( ePoA_{\text{Star}} \) in a star graph \( K_{1,N-1} \) with \( N \) nodes is at least equal to or higher than the static price of anarchy \( PoA_{\text{Star}} \). That is, \( ePoA_{\text{Star}} - PoA_{\text{Star}} \geq 0 \).

We note that the exact evolutionary price in relation to the static price of anarchy is determined by parameter choices. This means that with a mutation rate \( \mu \gtrsim 0.005 \), for some choices of cost vector and network size, it is possible to achieve a slightly lower average cost than can be achieved by the worst possible solution to the one-shot game due to higher mutation facilitating contributions from states that lead to a high total payoff (see Fig. 3).

However, our results let us conjecture that for a local information model with reasonably small mutation rates, we cannot hope to do much better on average than the worst Nash equilibrium in highly structured networks (like a star), much less reach the optimum, such that paying (at least) the price of anarchy is not only a theoretical possibility, but also a realized fact.
5 Simulation of more complex topologies

With the algorithms introduced above, we are able to simulate the process also for more complicated graphs. While numerical analysis is usually impossible in these cases - it is intuitive that obtaining numerically precise results on the stochastic process will be harder with increasing graph size and less inherent symmetry in the graph we can always compute the average social welfare by simulating the different dynamics long enough. We can even feasibly find the stationary distribution for graphs that have some inherent symmetry.

5.1 2-clique network

This graph consists of two cliques, connected by a single path. The states of the Markov chain are now \((a,b,c,d)\), with \(a,c \in \{0,1\}\) denoting the inoculation state of the two nodes where the cliques are joined (subsequently called the hubs), and \(b,d \in \{0,...,N-1\}\) denoting how many of the \(N-1\) remaining nodes on each side are inoculated. For this graph, seeing that the underlying Markov chain of the process only has \(N^2\) states, it is indeed possible to also find both the selection-mutation equilibrium and the average social cost \(\hat{S}\) by simulation. To be able to calculate \(ePoA\), and compare it to the efficiencies of other equilibria as well as the static price of anarchy \(PoA\), we also compute the social welfare in all possible configurations (vector \(\bar{R}\)), and find the optimum as the maximum over \(\bar{R}\). This section describes our findings after running our simulations with \(\mu = 0.001\) for the network sizes \(N = \{10,12,20,50\}\) and the realized cost vectors \(ct = \{[-2,-1,0],[-3,-1,0]\}\).

1. First considering static Nash equilibria as the baseline, we again use Corollary 1.1 with \(t = V/I\) and find two equivalence classes \(N_1, N_2\) of Nash equilibria. Class \(N_1\) contains the states \((0,p,0,q)\), with \(p + q = N - t\), which have both hubs insecure, and \(p\) respective \(q\) inoculated nodes in the remainders of the two cliques. The other class of equilibria, \(N_2\), is composed of the states \((1,N/2 - t - 1,r,s)\) and \((r,s,1,N/2 - t - 1)\) with \(r + s = N/2 - t\), which are the states where at least one hub is always inoculated. In the case where \(N\) is divisible by \(I\), the two equilibria classes are equivalent, giving the same cost. However, when \(N\) is not divisible by \(I\), \(N_2\) is more efficient with respect to the overall cost, such that it is the cost of the equilibria in \(N_1\) which is used to calculate the \(PoA\).

2. In evolution, we find an \(ePoA > 1\) for all three network sizes and all three evolutionary processes – the optimum is not an abundant state. It is also the case that \(ePoA \geq PoA\), making the average cost slightly higher than the static price of anarchy, even though \(ePoA\) becomes smaller with increasing network size. In all the tested scenarios, the system does not spend a substantial fraction of time close to social optima and does not make up for partially costly off-equilibrium behavior it exhibits otherwise. We again find that the Moran processes show behavior that is slightly dependent on the network size \(N\), whereas the pairwise comparison process gives more consistent results even for smaller \(N\), and also exhibits the smallest value of \(ePoA\).

We have seen in Corollary 3 that for one clique on its own, we recover the Nash equilibria in our evolutionary process. However, the behavior of such a process on the 2-clique graph leads to an outcome that differs both from the optimum and the static predictions for Nash equilibria. Intuitively, this is due to the link between the two hubs acting as a bottleneck for information flow.
5.2 2-star network

Another example of a symmetric graph is two stars, joined at their hubs. Here, we find:

1. We again begin with the static Nash equilibria and the static PoA. In this case, there are three equivalence classes of equilibria: \( N_1 \) corresponds to its counterpart in the 2-clique graph – it contains states \((0, p, 0, q)\) (defined analogously to above), with \(p + q = N - t\), and is again the class with the most costly equilibria. It therefore is used for the static price of anarchy. Class \( N_2 \) consists of the states \((1, 0, s, 0)\), with \(s = 0\) if \(t \geq N/2\) and \(s = 1\) otherwise. Lastly, \( N_3 \) exists if \(t < N/2\), and features states of the type \((1, 0, 0, N/2 - t + 1)\). Here, we can also explicitly characterize the optimum: it is always the state \(O = (1, 0, 1, 0)\).

2. An evolutionary process on the 2-star graph for the network sizes and \(V/I\) ratios tested again leads to an \(ePoA \geq PoA\). Seeing that the basic component of the graph – the simple star – already exhibits off-equilibrium behavior, this is not too surprising. However, as opposed to the single star, we now observe that the Moran Birth-Death scenario is advantageous for all network sizes, as it leads to the lowest overall \(ePoA\).

![Figure 3](image)

**Figure 3** We visualize the ratio of the evolutionary price of anarchy to the price of anarchy, \(ePoA/PoA\), for the four discussed topologies, two different values of \(V/I\), and varying mutation rate. The network size is kept constant at \(N = 20\). We plot the three different evolutionary dynamics together: Moran-DB (blue), Moran-BD (yellow), and pairwise comparison process (green). We see that different processes show different efficiency, depending on topology and mutation rate, and the behavior of the \(ePoA\) does not have to be strictly monotonic - there can be “sweet spots” for certain combinations of parameters. Simulations were run for \(5 \times 10^5\) iterations.

5.3 Cycle graph

Another structure of interest is the cycle. While this topology is quite simple, the process does not show straightforward behavior due to a large state space with few possible transitions.

Due to symmetry considerations, we can encode states corresponding to configurations \(a \in \{0, 1\}^N\) by counting the number of insecure nodes in between every two inoculated nodes, and listing the number of gaps ordered by their size, starting at 1. As an example, we can take a network of size \(N = 6\) with \(i = 4\) inoculated nodes in the configuration 010111,
We visualize the ratio of the evolutionary price of anarchy to the price of anarchy, $ePoA/PoA$, for the four discussed topologies, two different values of $V/I$, and varying network size. The mutation rate is kept constant at $\mu = 0.001$. We again plot the three different evolutionary dynamics together: Moran-DB (blue), Moran-BD (yellow), and pairwise comparison process (green). We see that different processes show different efficiency, depending on the network topology and the network size. Again, the behavior of the $ePoA$ does not have to be strictly monotonic - there can be “sweet spots” for certain combinations of parameters. Simulations were run for $5 \times 10^5$ iterations.

which corresponds to the state $[4, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0]$, where the first number in the list is simply $i = 4$. This is thereby also equivalent to the configurations $101011, 110101$ and $111010$. To enumerate and order these states, we can describe the sets of states with $i$ inoculated nodes more generally as $\{i\}$-integer partitions of $N - i$, where an $\{i\}$-partition of $x$ is the set of partitions of $x$ with length $\leq i$. This way, we get a natural ordering on states - from the smallest partition length to the largest-, and find a simple way to enumerate them. In the previous example, the corresponding partition of $N - i = 2$ is $\{1, 1\}$. The total number of states in a network with $N$ nodes is then $2 + \sum_{i=1}^{N-1} \sum_{k=1}^{i} \mu_k (N - i)$, where $\mu_k(x)$ is the partition function, i.e. the number of integer partitions of $x$ with length $k$.

For a state to be a Nash equilibrium, the largest insecure component cannot be larger than $t = VN/I$. For this condition to hold, the number of inoculated nodes has to be $i^* = \left\lfloor \frac{N}{t+1} \right\rfloor$, and the Nash equilibrium states is then the $\{i\}$-partition of $N - i^*$, where the largest part is at most $t$. In our toy example above, using $V/I = 1/2$, those are the states $[2, 1, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0]$ and $[2, 0, 2, 0, 0, 0, 0]$.

We run simulations for $N = \{10, 12, 20, 50\}$ and $\mu = \{0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, 0.1\}$, and again find the $ePoA$ to be higher than the $PoA$, making the cycle a suboptimal topology for efficient inoculation: clusters of inoculated/insecure nodes can not be broken if not for mutation. Intuitively speaking, a Nash equilibrium with e.g. 2 inoculated nodes that are not next to each other will not easily be reached, as moving an inoculated node from point A to B has to involve mutation: starting from a cluster of two inoculated nodes, two imitation events and two mutation events are necessary to move the second node two steps away from the first one. This becomes more unlikely as $\mu \to 0$. However, a surprising result can be seen in Fig. 3, for $V/I = 1/3$: the three evolutionary processes behave more or less the same in this case, and the efficiency is monotonic in the mutation rate, just as in the complete graph. An interesting direction for future work would thus be a more thorough analysis of the role of regular graphs in the behavior of stochastic evolutionary processes.
6 Related Work

There exists much research on alternative equilibrium concepts which overcome the shortcomings of Nash equilibria. An interesting concept in this context are Bayes-Nash equilibria \[23\] in games of incomplete information (e.g., \[23\]), and in particular the Bayes-Nash Price of Anarchy \[20\]. Another interesting concept, also based on dynamic equilibria, is the stochastic price of anarchy \[6\]; it addresses the issue that some PoAs are sensitive to small perturbations, by considering more stable concepts. However, these models come with strong assumptions on the agents’ information and/or resources. In particular, not much is known today about the price of anarchy in games with partial information based on local interactions. The stochastic price of anarchy even requires agents to have information beyond the current game (which is derived implicitly), to decide on their best action: the players need knowledge of the execution history. Dynamic games based on learning dynamics \[4\], such as regret minimization \[11\] or fictitious play \[12\], have the same shortcoming: they require players to keep track of historical information. There is work on network creation games with local knowledge \[3\], however, it only considers the static pice of anarchy and does not embed the game into an evolutionary process. All these results hence do not apply to the evolutionary games studied in this paper. Indeed, to the best of our knowledge, this paper is the first to consider the application of the price of anarchy to evolutionary games where players are memoryless and only have (graph-)local information.

7 Conclusion

This paper introduced the evolutionary price of anarchy to study equilibrium behavior of simple agents interacting in a distributed system, based on local information. We showed that for memoryless agents, the resulting equilibria can be significantly different from their static equivalent, and that Nash equilibria are sometimes assumed only very infrequently.

We believe that our work can provide a novel perspective on the discussion of the impact of limited information in games. In particular, it opens several interesting avenues for future research. Our model still comes with several limitations due to the well-known notorious difficulty of analyzing evolutionary multi-player games on graphs. In particular, it will be interesting to analyze the ePoA for additional topologies and more general interaction models (beyond memoryless), as well as to explore randomized (mixed) strategies. It would also be interesting to prove or disprove our conjecture that processes based on imitation dynamics always result in a ePoA which is higher than the PoA in the virus inoculation game.
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Abstract

Temporal graphs (or evolving graphs) are time-varying graphs where time is assumed to be discrete. In this paper, we consider for the first time the problem of exploring temporal graphs of arbitrary unknown topology. We study the feasibility of exploration, under both the FSYNC and SSYNC schedulers, focusing on the number of agents necessary and sufficient to explore such graphs.

We first consider the minimal (i.e., less restrictive) assumption on the dynamics of the graph under which exploration is still feasible: temporal connectivity. Let \( \mathcal{H} \) be the class of temporally connected graphs; we show that for any temporal graph \( \mathcal{G} \in \mathcal{H} \) the number of agents sufficient to perform exploration is related to the number of its transient edges, a parameter \( \eta(\mathcal{G}) \) we call evanescence of the graph. More precisely, any \( \mathcal{G} \in \mathcal{H} \) can be explored by a team of \( k \geq 2\eta(\mathcal{G}) + 1 \) agents; this bound is tight as we prove there are \( \mathcal{G} \in \mathcal{H} \) that cannot be explored by \( 2\eta(\mathcal{G}) \) agents.

We then turn our attention to the well-known stronger assumption on the dynamics of the graph, called 1-interval connectivity: the graph is connected at any time step. Let \( \mathcal{W} \subset \mathcal{H} \) be the class of these always-connected temporal graphs. For this class, we prove the existence of a difference between FSYNC and SSYNC when there is a bound \( \ell \) on the number of edges missing at each time. In fact, we show a tight bound of \( 2\ell + 1 \) on the number of agents necessary and sufficient in SSYNC, and a smaller tight bound of \( 2\ell \) in FSYNC. As a corollary, we re-establish two recently published bounds for 1-interval connected rings.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Framework and Background

The graph exploration problem (EXPLORATION), first introduced by Shannon [34], is a fundamental problem in theoretical computer science, in particular in the field of distributed computing by mobile entities. It requires each node of the graph to be visited by one or more entities, called agents, a finite number of times (exploration with termination) or infinitely often (perpetual exploration). In addition to its theoretical importance, EXPLORATION is
relevant from a practical viewpoint in networks with mobile entities (e.g., software agents, vehicles, or robots): by visiting all nodes, agents can check whether there are some nodes with problems in the network, propagate some data across the network, or collect (or search) specific information from the whole network.

This problem has been extensively studied over a variety of assumptions and settings depending on whether the nodes have distinct labelings or are anonymous, on the type of communication mechanisms available to the agents, on the degree of synchronization of the network, on the level of knowledge the agents have about the graph, on their memory, etc. (e.g., see [1, 8, 7, 10, 13, 14, 21, 22, 33, 35], and [9] for a recent survey). In spite of all the differences, the existing literature has until very recently made a common assumption: the graph is \textit{static}, i.e., the link structure does not change during the exploration.

Recently, researchers in the distributed computing community have started to investigate \textit{highly dynamic graphs} that are graphs where the topological changes are not sporadic or anomalous, but rather inherent in the nature of the network. Various models have been proposed to describe highly dynamic networks, under a variety of names. A model that describes them in a simple and natural way is the one of \textit{time-varying graphs}, formally defined in [6], where main classes of systems studied in the literature and their computational relationship were identified. When time is assumed to be \textit{discrete}, the evolution of these systems can be equivalently described as a sequence of static graphs, called \textit{evolving graph} or \textit{temporal graph}, a model suggested in [25], formalized in [17].

If the dynamics of the changes is arbitrary and unrestricted, clearly any non-trivial computation is unfeasible and any non-trivial problem is unsolvable. Hence, all the studies are carried out under some assumptions restricting the arbitrariness of the dynamics. The minimal (i.e., less restrictive) assumption is \textit{temporal connectivity}: starting at any time, there is temporal reachability between any two nodes (e.g., [5]). Stronger assumptions include \textit{1-interval connectivity}: the graph is always connected (e.g., [24, 30, 31]); and \textit{T-interval connectivity}: the graph is always connected and every \( T > 1 \) consecutive rounds contain the same spanning-tree (e.g., [28, 30]). A classification of the most common assumptions was done in [6].

While there are several studies on computations by mobile agents moving in temporal graphs (for a recent survey see [11]), the results on the \textit{exploration of temporal graphs} are rather limited. On the probabilistic side, there is an early seminal work on random walks [2]. On the deterministic side there are: the study of the complexity of computing a foremost exploration schedule under the 1-interval-connectivity assumption [32], generalized and extended in [15] and then in [16]; the computation of an exploration schedule for rings under the stronger T-interval-connectivity assumption [28]; the computation of an exploration schedule for \textit{cactuses} under the 1-interval-connectivity assumption [26]. These studies are however \textit{centralized} (or off-line); that is, they assume that the exploring agents have complete a priori knowledge of the topological changes and the times of their occurrence. \textit{Distributed} approaches have been studied under particular constraints on the network connectivity and on its underlying topology. Exploration with termination by a single agent of periodic temporal networks, including \textit{carrier networks}, has been studied in [18, 19, 27, 28]. Exploration with termination of 1-interval connected \textit{rings} by two and three agents under both synchronous and semi-synchronous schedulers has been considered in [12]. Perpetual exploration by three agents on temporally connected \textit{rings} has been studied in [4, 5]. Exploration with termination by \( O(n) \) agents of \( n \times m \) dynamic \textit{tori} (\( n \leq m \)), where each column and row is a 1-interval connected ring, has been investigated in [23].
All the existing results on distributed exploration of time-varying graphs have been obtained for temporal graphs with very specific topologies (rings, tori, or collections of cycles in the case of carrier networks). In this paper we start the investigation of the exploration of temporal graphs with arbitrary and unknown topologies.

1.2 Contributions

In this paper we consider perpetual exploration of time varying graphs whose topology is arbitrary and unknown to the agents. We focus on solvability of the exploration of such dynamic graphs and we determine the number of agents that are necessary and sufficient for exploration under the $\text{Fsync}$ and $\text{Ssync}$ activation schedulers.

Clearly, if the graph is not temporally connected, perpetual exploration is trivially impossible to achieve. We thus start our investigation with the class $\mathcal{H}$ of temporally connected temporal graphs. We show that for the graphs $G \in \mathcal{H}$, the number of agents sufficient to perform exploration is related to the evanescence $\eta(G)$ of the graph, that is the number of transient edges. More precisely, any $G \in \mathcal{H}$ can be explored by a team of $k \geq 2\eta(G) + 1$ agents; this bound is tight as we prove there are $G \in \mathcal{H}$ that cannot be explored by $2\eta(G)$ agents. The impossibility holds under very strong conditions ($\text{Fsync}$ scheduler, agents and nodes with distinct IDs, knowledge on $n$ and $k$). On the other hand, the proposed exploration algorithm, based on the rotor router technique, works under very weak conditions ($\text{Ssync}$ scheduler, anonymous agents, no knowledge of topological parameters).

We then turn our attention to the stronger assumption on the dynamics of the graph, 1-interval connectivity: the graph is always connected. Let $\mathcal{W}(\ell) \subset \mathcal{H}$ be the class of these always-connected temporal graphs where the number of missing edges at each time is at most $\ell$. For this class, we first show a tight bound of $2\ell + 1$ under the $\text{Ssync}$ scheduler on the number of agents. We then prove the existence of a difference between $\text{Fsync}$ and $\text{Ssync}$ if the network size and the number of agents are known. In fact, in this case, while the bound for $\text{Ssync}$ remains unchanged, we prove a tight bound of $2\ell$ for $\text{Fsync}$. Moreover, we show that if $2\ell + 1$ agents are available in $\text{Ssync}$, the exploration with termination is possible. As a corollary of these results, we re-establish a recently published bound for temporally-connected rings [5] and one for 1-interval connected rings [12].

Note that, when considering the class $\mathcal{H}(\ell)$ of temporally connected graphs with at most $\ell$ transient edges and the class $\mathcal{W}(\ell) \subset \mathcal{H}(\ell)$ of $\ell$-bounded 1-interval connected graph, we have that the bound on the number of agents for $\mathcal{H}(\ell)$ is the same as the one for $\mathcal{W}(\ell)$ for $\text{Ssync}$, while the two differs in the case of $\text{Fsync}$, showing that the stronger connectivity assumption of $\mathcal{W}$ does not influence the solvability bound in case of semi-synchronous schedulers, but does have an impact for fully synchronous ones.

2 The Model

2.1 The Network

The system is modeled as a time-varying graph (TVG), $G = (V, E, T, \rho)$, where $V$ is a set of nodes, $E$ is a set of edges, $T$ is the temporal domain, and $\rho : E \times T \rightarrow \{0, 1\}$, called presence function, indicates whether a given edge is available at a given time. The graph $G = (V, E)$ is called underlying graph (or footprint) of $G$, with $|V| = n$ and $|E| = m$. Let $E(v)$ denote the set of edges incident on node $v$ in the footprint, let $\delta_v = |E(v)|$ be the degree of node $v$ in the footprint, and let $\Delta = \max_v\{\delta_v\}$ be the maximum degree of $G$. 
In this paper we consider discrete time; that is, \( T = \mathbb{Z}^+ \). Since time is discrete, the dynamics of the system can be viewed also in terms of a sequence of static graphs: \( S_t = G_0, G_1, \ldots, G_t, \ldots \), where \( G_t = (V_t, E_t) \) is the graph of the edges present at time \( t \) (also called snapshot at time \( t \)). The TVG in this case is called temporal graph (or evolving graph).

We denote by \( E_t = E \setminus E_t (\subseteq E) \) the set of edges that do not appear in the snapshot at time \( t \).

In a temporal graph, the edge set \( E \) can be partitioned into the set of recurrent edges \( E^+ \), and the one of transient edges \( E^- \). Formally, a recurrent edge \( e^+ \in E^+ \) is such that \( \forall t \in \mathbb{Z}^+, \exists t' > t : \rho(e^+, t') = 1 \). In other words, a recurrent edge appears infinitely often. On the other hand, a transient edge \( e^- \in E^- \) is such that \( \exists t \in \mathbb{Z}^+, \forall t' \geq t : \rho(e^-, t') = 0 \). In other words, a transient edge eventually ceases to exist forever.

The solidity of \( G \) is defined as the number \( \sigma(G) \) of recurrent edges, and the evanescence of \( G \), denoted by \( \eta(G) \), as the number of transient edges (i.e., \( \eta(G) = |E| - \sigma(G) \)).

A journey is a temporal walk in \( G \) and it is defined as a sequence of couples \( J = \{(e_1, t_1), (e_2, t_2), \ldots, (e_k, t_k)\} \), such that \( \{e_1, e_2, ..., e_k\} \) is a walk in \( G \) and \( \forall i, 1 \leq i < k, \rho(e_i, t_i) = 1 \) and \( t_{i+1} > t_i \). Let \( J(u, v, t) \) denote the set of journeys from \( u \) to \( v \) starting at time \( t' \geq t \).

A particularly important class of temporal graphs are temporally connected ones:

**Definition 1 (Temporally connected).** A TVG \( G \) is temporally connected (or connected over time) if \( \forall u, v \in V, J(u, v, t) \neq \emptyset \).

Note that temporal connectivity is the minimal condition to be able to perform any global tasks; in particular, perpetual exploration (i.e., requiring every node to be visited infinitely often) is trivially impossible if the graph is not temporally connected. Let \( H \) denote the class of temporally connected TVGs.

A variety of stronger assumptions have been studied in the literature. In this paper we are interested in a particular temporally connected graph, where connectivity is actually guaranteed at every time (always connected or 1-interval connected temporal graphs); in particular, when the number of missing edges at any given time is bounded.

**Definition 2 (\( \ell \)-Bounded 1-Interval Connected).** A temporal graph \( G \) is 1-interval connected (or always connected) if \( \forall G_i \in S_t, G_i \) is connected. Moreover, \( G \) is \( \ell \)-bounded 1-interval connected if it is always connected and \( |E_t| \leq \ell \).

Let \( W(\ell) \subseteq H \) denote the class of \( \ell \)-bounded 1-interval connected temporal graphs.

The nodes of \( G \) are anonymous (i.e., they have no IDs) and each node provides a constant amount of local memory called whiteboard. Each edge incident to node \( v \) is locally labeled by a bijection \( \lambda_v : E(v) \to \{0, \ldots, \delta_v - 1\} \); no other assumptions are made about the labels. Every node \( v \) has ports \( p_i \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq \delta_v - 1 \) which are used to store at most one agent trying to move through \( e \) such that \( \lambda_v(e) = i \).

### 2.2 Mobile agents

A set \( A = \{a_0, a_1, \ldots, a_{k-1}\} \) of \( k \) agents operate on the network, initially occupying arbitrary positions. Agents are anonymous and have access to their private notebook (local memory) and to whiteboards (memory of nodes).

The agents operate in synchronous rounds, and each round is composed by three phases: LOOK, COMPUTE, and MOVE, during which they execute the following actions [20]:

**LOOK**: Agent \( a_i \) observes the content of its own notebook and of the whiteboard of the node it occupies, and it checks, for each port of the node, if there are other agents at the same node.
**COMPUTE:** On the basis of the information obtained in the **LOOK** phase, $a_i$ decides whether to move or not. It can write information on the whiteboard\(^1\) and if it decides to move, it places itself in correspondence of the selected port (if it is not occupied by another agent).

**MOVE:** If $a_i$ occupies a port, it tries to move. If the corresponding edge exists, $a_i$ reaches the other side, otherwise it stays on the port. If $a_i$ does not occupy a port, it does not move.

We distinguish between the **fully-synchronous** activation scheduler (FSYNC), when all the agents are activated in every round, and the **semi-synchronous** one (SSYNC), when an arbitrary subset of the agents is activated at each round. In SSYNC, the scheduler is an adversary which knows the algorithm of the agents, has infinite computing capacity, and tries to prevent agents from completing their task; however, it must activate every agent infinitely often. An agent which is not activated at round $t$ is said to be **sleeping** at that round. The length of the sleeping time is finite but unbounded.

Under the semi-synchronous scheduler, we need to specify the behavior of the agents that fall asleep on a port when the corresponding edge is missing. In this paper, we assume the weakest rule, called **eventual transport rule** [12], in which the agent sleeping at a port will eventually be activated at a time when the edge corresponding to the port is present. This prevents the adversary from using semi-synchronicity to block an agent forever on a recurrent edge.

### 2.3 Configuration and execution

A configuration $C_t$ is defined by: the contents of the whiteboards, the local memory of the agents, and the locations of the agents. An execution $E^A = C_0C_1 \ldots$ of an algorithm $A$ is an infinite sequence of configurations such that $C_0$ is an initial configuration (i.e., a configuration at round 0) and $C_{t+1}$ is obtained from $C_t$ by executing one round of algorithm $A$. This execution is subject to two types of adversarial actions: those by the activation scheduler deciding which agents are activated in that round, and those of the topological scheduler deciding which edges are missing in that round. When no ambiguity arises, we use $E$ instead of $E^A$.

### 2.4 The Exploration problem

We say that a node $v$ is visited by round $t$ if there exists a round $t'$ $(0 \leq t' < t)$ such that an agent occupies $v$ at time $t'$. We say that the network is explored by round $t$ if every node has been visited by round $t$.

A **perpetual** exploration algorithm is one where, in every execution, every node is visited infinitely often. An exploration **with termination** algorithm is one where all the agents terminate after all nodes have been visited at least once. In this paper we are concerned with **perpetual exploration**.

### 3 Exploration of temporally connected TVGs

In this section, we show that the feasibility of exploration of temporally connected TVGs is related to their evanescence.

---

\(^1\) Access to the whiteboard is done in fair mutual exclusion.
3.1 Impossibility

Let $\mathcal{H}(\ell) = \{ G \in \mathcal{H} : \eta(G) \leq \ell \}$ be the class of temporally connected TVGs with evanescence at most $\ell$. In this section we show that it is impossible to perform perpetual exploration of all $G \in \mathcal{H}(\ell)$ with $2\ell$ agents. The result is quite strong as it applies also to TVGs that are connected at every time step, with uniquely labeled nodes and agents, under a fully-synchronous scheduler, and in presence of topological knowledge.

**Theorem 3.** There exist temporally connected time-varying graphs $G \in \mathcal{H}(\ell)$ that cannot be explored by $k = 2\ell$ agents. The result holds even if nodes and/or agents have distinct IDs, the network is always connected, the agents have some topological knowledge ($n$, $m$ or $k$), and the scheduler is fully-synchronous.

**Proof.** We show the theorem by constructing a graph $G \in \mathcal{H}(\ell)$ that cannot be explored by $2\ell$ agents by any algorithm. The main point of this proof is that an agent can eventually have only one of these two behaviors when wishing to traverse an edge that is missing: (i) the agent stays permanently on the chosen port, waiting for the appearance of the continuously missing edge; (ii) the agent eventually chooses a different edge. The former type of agents are called (with respect to the number of changes of a selected edge) finite and the latter infinite.

The components for constructing the graph are as follows. For $0 \leq i \leq 2\ell - 1$ ($= k - 1$), let $S_i^{\text{inf}}$ be a star with center node $c_i^{\text{inf}}$ and 3 leaf nodes $\{b_i^{\text{inf}}(0,0), b_i^{\text{inf}}(1,1), b_i^{\text{inf}}(1,2)\}$, and $S_i^{\text{fin}}$ be a star with center node $c_i^{\text{fin}}$ and 3 leaf nodes $\{b_i^{\text{fin}}(0,0), b_i^{\text{fin}}(1,1), b_i^{\text{fin}}(1,2)\}$. We construct the graph using $S_i^{\text{inf}}$, $S_i^{\text{fin}}$ and an additional node $u$.

Each component is connected as follows. For $S_i^{\text{inf}}$ ($0 \leq i \leq 2\ell - 1$) and $u$, each $b_i^{\text{inf}}(j,j)$ ($0 \leq j \leq 2$) is connected with $u$ by edge $(b_i^{\text{inf}}(j,j), u)$. For $S_i^{\text{fin}}$ ($0 \leq i \leq 2\ell - 1$) and $u$, each $b_i^{\text{fin}}(j,j)$ ($j = 0$ or $1$) is connected with $u$ by edge $(b_i^{\text{fin}}(j,j), u)$. In addition to that, for $0 \leq i \leq \ell - 1$, $b_i^{\text{fin}}(2i,2)$ and $b_i^{\text{fin}}(2i+1,2)$ are connected by $(b_i^{\text{fin}}(2i,2), b_i^{\text{fin}}(2i+1,2))$. A graph for $\ell = 2$ ($k = 4$) is depicted in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image_url)  
*Figure 1* Example of a graph for $\ell = 2$ and $k = 2\ell = 4$. There are four stars $S_i^{\text{fin}}$ ($S_i^{\text{inf}}$) for $0 \leq i \leq 3$ on the top (bottom) of the figure. Each star $S_i^{\text{fin}}$ ($S_i^{\text{inf}}$) has one center node $c_i^{\text{fin}}$ ($c_i^{\text{inf}}$) and three leaf nodes $\{b_i^{\text{fin}}(0,0), b_i^{\text{fin}}(1,1), b_i^{\text{fin}}(1,2)\}$ ($\{b_i^{\text{inf}}(0,0), b_i^{\text{inf}}(1,1), b_i^{\text{inf}}(1,2)\}$).

For the constructed graph, we first show that, given any exploration algorithm using $2\ell$ agents, the adversary can construct an execution for the algorithm such that in the execution $G$ cannot be explored while the adversary may violate the restriction of $\mathcal{H}(\ell)$, i.e., $\eta(G)$ may
be more than \( \ell \). Then, we give a way to convert the execution into another execution such that \( \eta(\mathcal{G}) \) is at most \( \ell \) in the new execution and the agents cannot distinguish these two executions and thus cannot explore \( \mathcal{G} \) also in the new execution.

We start by showing that, given any exploration algorithm, say \( \mathcal{A} \), using \( 2\ell \) agents, the adversary can construct an execution \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) of \( \mathcal{A} \) in which the agents cannot explore \( \mathcal{G} \). The adversary puts agent \( a_i \) on \( c_i^{\text{inf}} \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq 2\ell - 1 \) in the initial configuration of \( \mathcal{E}_1 \). During execution \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) of \( \mathcal{A} \), the adversary deletes edge \((b_i^{\text{inf}}(i,j), u)\) whenever \( a_i \) is on \( b_i^{\text{inf}}(i,j) \). Clearly, this prevents any agent executing \( \mathcal{A} \) to visit \( u \) and thus \( \mathcal{G} \) is not explored permanently while the adversary violates the restriction for the number of transient edges (it is at most \( 2\ell \) in \( \mathcal{E}_1 \)).

We now show how the adversary converts \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) into another execution, say \( \mathcal{E}_2 \), so that the agents cannot distinguish \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{E}_2 \) and \( \eta(\mathcal{G}) \) is at most \( \ell \) in \( \mathcal{E}_2 \). To decide the initial configuration of \( \mathcal{E}_2 \), the adversary first separates the agents into two groups: \textit{finite agents} and \textit{infinite agents} depending on their behavior when faced with a missing edge during \( \mathcal{E}_1 \). Let \( f \) \((0 \leq f \leq k-1)\) be the number of \textit{finite agents}. In the following, \textit{finite agents} are denoted by \( a_1^{\text{fin}}, \ldots, a_{f-1}^{\text{fin}} \), and the \textit{infinite agents} are denoted by \( a_f^{\text{inf}}, \ldots, a_k^{\text{inf}} \). W.l.o.g., we assume that \( a_1^{\text{fin}} = a_i \), i.e., \( a_1^{\text{fin}} \) is the agent starting from \( c_i^{\text{inf}} \) in \( \mathcal{E}_1 \).

The adversary decides the initial configuration of \( \mathcal{E}_2 \) as follows: each \( a_i^{\text{inf}} \) \((0 \leq i \leq k-f-1)\) is put on the same node as in the initial configuration of \( \mathcal{E}_1 \), while each \( a_i^{\text{fin}} \) \((0 \leq i \leq f-1)\) is put on \( c_i^{\text{fin}} \).

Then, the adversary changes the assignment of the port labels and the node ID (if any) of \( c_i^{\text{fin}}, b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,0), b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,1) \), and \( b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,2) \) in \( H \) so that \( a_i^{\text{fin}} \) cannot distinguish \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{E}_2 \). Let \( v_i = b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,x) \) be the node where \( a_i = a_i^{\text{fin}} \) finally waits a missing edge permanently in \( \mathcal{E}_1 \). For \( b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,2) \), the assignment of the port labels and the node ID (if any) are copied from \( v_i \). The ones of \( c_i^{\text{inf}} \) are copied from \( c_i^{\text{inf}} \). The ones of \( b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,0) \) and \( b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,1) \) are copied from each of \( b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,y) \) for \( y \neq x \).

Execution \( \mathcal{E}_2 \) with the initial configuration, the node ID, and the assignment of port labels is constructed similarly to \( \mathcal{E}_1 \): the adversary deletes the edge leading to \( v \) (resp., \( u \) or \( E_i \) for \( i \neq i \)) when \( a_i^{\text{inf}} = a_i \) (resp., \( a_i^{\text{fin}} \)) exists on \( b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,j) \) (resp., \( b_i^{\text{fin}}(i,j) \)). Obviously, every agent cannot distinguish \( \mathcal{E}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{E}_2 \); for all the agents, the node IDs and the port labeling observed in \( \mathcal{E}_2 \) is the same as \( \mathcal{E}_1 \). Thus, \( \mathcal{G} \) cannot be explored since \( u \) is not visited by any agent also in \( \mathcal{E}_2 \).

Finally, we show that, in \( \mathcal{E}_2 \), \( \eta(\mathcal{G}) \) is at most \( \ell \). To prevent infinite agents, no transient edge is necessary; in fact, an infinite agent eventually changes its selected edge if it is kept missing, and no two infinite agents wait on the same edge (otherwise, the edge may be transient). For finite agents, by construction, \( a_i^{\text{fin}} \) and \( a_i^{\text{fin}}(i+1) \) for \( 0 \leq i \leq (f-1)/2 \) eventually wait for the same edge \((b_i^{\text{fin}}(2i), b_i^{\text{fin}}(2i+1,2)) \) (when \( f \) is odd, only \( a_{f-1} \) waits for \((b_i^{\text{fin}}(2i), b_i^{\text{fin}}(2i)) \)). Since \( f \) is at most \( k = 2\ell \), at most \( \ell \) edges are necessary to prevent finite agents. ▶

### 3.2 Semi Synchronous Exploration by \( 2\eta(\mathcal{G}) + 1 \) agents

In this section, we show that every temporally connected time-varying network \( \mathcal{G} \in \mathcal{H} \) can be explored by \( 2\eta(\mathcal{G}) + 1 \) anonymous agents that do not know the topology. In fact, we propose an exploration algorithm for \( 2\eta(\mathcal{G}) + 1 \) anonymous agents in an anonymous network, which works under the semi-synchronous scheduler with eventual transport.

The strategy is simple and it is based on the classical \textit{rotor router} mechanism, which was introduced as a deterministic alternative to random walk and was studied in a variety of contexts, including static graph exploration (e.g., [3, 29, 35]).

In rotor router, each node \( v \) has a variable written on its whiteboard, \textit{pointer} \( v \), indicating one of its incident ports. When an agent \( a \) visits node \( v \), \( a \) checks each port in ascending
order from the port pointed by $\text{pointer}_v$. If $a$ finds some unoccupied port $p$, $a$ moves to that port and sets $\text{pointer}_v$ to $p + 1$. If $a$ finishes to check all the ports and they all are occupied, $a$ does nothing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 1</th>
<th>Computation at node $v$.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: if not on a port then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: $i \leftarrow 0$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: $p \leftarrow \text{pointer}_v$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: while $i &lt; \delta_v \land$ port $p$ is occupied do</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: $p \leftarrow (p + 1) \mod \delta_v$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: $i \leftarrow i + 1$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: if $i &lt; \delta_v$ then</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: $\text{pointer}_v \leftarrow (p + 1) \mod \delta_v$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: move to port $p$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We first show that in any round, there exists at least one agent succeeding to move within finite time (Lemma 4). We then show that, $2\eta + 1$ agents achieve perpetual exploration using Algorithm 1 (Theorem 5).

\textbf{Lemma 4.} For any round $t$, if $2\eta(G) + 1$ agents execute Algorithm 1 in a temporally connected temporal graph $G$, at least one of them eventually moves within finite time after $t$.

\textbf{Proof.} By contradiction, assume that there exists a round $t$ such that every agent never succeeds to move after $t$. We consider two cases: (i) there exists a node $v$ containing more than $\delta_v - 1$ agents, and (ii) there does not exist such a node.

In the first case, every agent on $v$ is activated within finite time after $t$ because of the fairness of the scheduler, which means that every port of $v$ is eventually occupied by an agent. Since at least one of the edges incident to $v$ is a recurrent edge, say $e$, the agent sleeping on the corresponding port of $e$ eventually succeeds to move because of the eventual transport rule. This is a contradiction.

Also in the second case, every agent on $v$ is activated within finite time after round $t$ because of the fairness of the scheduler. Since there is no node containing more agents than its degree, every agent eventually stays on a port. When this happens, at least one of the agents is sleeping at the port of a recurrent edge since the number of agents is $2\eta(G) + 1$ and there exist at most $2\eta(G)$ ports corresponding to transient edges. This means that, by the eventual transport rule, the agent sleeping at the port of a recurrent edge eventually succeeds to move after $t$; a contradiction.

Then, the following theorem holds.

\textbf{Theorem 5.} Any $G \in \mathcal{H}$ can be explored by $2\eta(G) + 1$ anonymous agents under the semi-synchronous scheduler.

\textbf{Proof.} Consider Algorithm 1. By definition of transient edges, there exists a time step $t_e$ such that, for any transient edge $e$, $\rho(e, t) = 0$ for all $t > t_e$. Let $t_E$ be $\max_{e \in E} t_e$, i.e., a time when all the transient edges have ceased to exist and all the edges that appear from this moment are recurrent. Let $x(t)$ be the sum of the number of visits over all the nodes from the beginning of the execution up to time $t$.

We now show that, from an arbitrary initial configuration, $2\eta(G) + 1$ agents following Algorithm 1 visit all the nodes infinitely often.
First, note that there exists a node, say $v$, that is visited infinitely often (for $t \to \infty$) because $x(t)$ goes to infinity (for $t \to \infty$) by Lemma 4.

We now show that every neighbor of $v$ connected by a recurrent edge is also visited infinitely often. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose that a neighbor $u$ of $v$ connected by a recurrent edge is visited only a finite number of times and let $t'$ be the last round when $u$ is visited. Since $v$ is visited infinitely often and the agents execute Algorithm 1 perpetually, some agent $a$ visiting $v$ eventually chooses $(v, u)$ as the edge from which $a$ moves out of $v$ after time $t'$. Recall that $(v, u)$ is a recurrent edge and the agents are activated by the eventual transport rule. It follows that $a$ eventually visits $u$ after round $t'$; a contradiction.

Since $G_r$ is temporally connected, we can apply inductively the claim (e.g., the neighbors of a neighbor of $v$ is also visited infinitely often) to all the nodes, proving the theorem.

From Theorems 3 and 5, the following Theorem holds.

**Theorem 6.** Exploration of all temporal graphs in $\mathcal{H}(\ell)$ is possible iff

\[ k \geq 2\ell + 1 \]

Note that, if a graph is temporally connected, then its solidity $\sigma(G) \geq n - 1$; as a consequence, we have:

**Theorem 7.** Every temporally connected temporal graph can be explored by $2(m - n) + 3$ agents.

### 4 Exploration of 1-interval connected temporal graphs with bounded missing edges

In this Section, we turn our attention to the class $\mathcal{W}(\ell)$ of 1-interval connected temporal graphs where the number of missing edges is bounded in each round by a constant $\ell$. In other words, at any time $t$ the TVG is connected, and no more than $\ell$ edges are missing. We establish tight bounds for the exploration of this class of temporal graphs, in $\text{SSync}$ and in $\text{Fsync}$.

#### 4.1 Semi-synchronous model

We first consider $\ell$-bounded, 1-interval connected TVGs operating under a semi-synchronous scheduler and we show that there exists TVGs that cannot be explored by $2\ell$ agents.

**Theorem 8.** There exist 1-interval connected time-varying graphs $G \in \mathcal{W}(\ell)$ that cannot be explored by $k = 2\ell$ anonymous agents. The result holds even if the agents have some topological knowledge ($n$, $m$ or $k$).

**Proof.** We use the same graph $G$ constructed for the proof of Theorem 3. The construction is omitted in this proof.

We first show that, given any exploration algorithm, say $\mathcal{A}$, using $2\ell$ agents, the adversary can construct an execution $\mathcal{E}_1$ of $\mathcal{A}$, possibly violating the eventual transport rule, in which the agents cannot explore $G$. We then show that it is always possible to convert this execution into another execution $\mathcal{E}_2$ that does not violate the eventual transport rule, and where the agents cannot explore $G$.

In execution $\mathcal{E}_1$, the adversary puts agent $a_i$ on $c_{i}^{inf}$ for $0 \leq i \leq k - 1 = 2\ell - 1$ in initial configuration of $\mathcal{E}_1$. During $\mathcal{E}_1$, exactly one agent is activated at each round: $a_i$ is activated at round $t$ when $t \equiv i \pmod{k}$. When the adversary activates $a_i$ and $a_i$ exists on $b_{(i,j)}^{inf}$, the
adversary deletes \((b_{(i,j)}^{\text{fin}}, u)\) whereas all the other edges are present. Note that the agents and the nodes are anonymous and thus either they are all finite (i.e., every agent permanently waits for appearance of its selected edge if the edge is permanently missing) or they are all infinite (i.e., every agent eventually changes its selected edge if the edge remains missing) in \(\mathcal{E}_1\). If the agents are infinite, the eventual transport rule is not violated even in \(\mathcal{E}_1\) and thus the adversary can prevent the agents from completing the exploration in \(\mathcal{E}_1\). If the agents are finite, the adversary converts \(\mathcal{E}_1\) into another execution, say \(\mathcal{E}_2\), as follows. The adversary first puts \(a_i\) (\(0 \leq i \leq k - 1\)) on \(c_i^{\text{fin}}\) in the initial configuration of \(\mathcal{E}_2\). Then, the adversary changes the assignment of the port labels and the node ID (if any) of \(c_{(i,j)}^{\text{fin}}, b_{(i,j)}^{\text{fin}}\), \(b_{(i,1)}^{\text{fin}}\), and \(b_{(i,2)}^{\text{fin}}\) in the same way explained in the proof of Theorem 3 (also omitted in this proof). In \(\mathcal{E}_2\), the adversary activates each agent in the same order as in \(\mathcal{E}_1\) and deletes an edge leading to \(u\) or \(S'_v\) for \(i' \neq i\) whenever \(a_i\) is on \(b_{(i,j)}^{\text{fin}}\). After some round \(t\) from when every agent \(a_i\) does not change its selected edge at \(b_{(i,2)}^{\text{fin}}\) for \(0 \leq i \leq 2\ell\), the adversary deletes \((b_{(2\ell+1),2}^{\text{fin}}, b_{(2\ell+1,2)}^{\text{fin}})\) for \(0 \leq j \leq l - 1\) at every round. Obviously, every agent cannot distinguish \(\mathcal{E}_2\) from \(\mathcal{E}_1\) and \(G\) cannot be explored since \(u\) is not visited by any agent in \(\mathcal{E}_2\). It is also clear that the eventually transport rule is not violated in \(\mathcal{E}_2\). ◀

Clearly, \(\mathcal{W}(\ell) \subset H(\ell)\), thus any \(G \in \mathcal{W}(\ell)\) can be explored by Algorithm 1; that is:

\[\text{Theorem 9. Any } G \in \mathcal{W}(\ell) \text{ can be explored by } 2\ell + 1 \text{ anonymous agents under the semi-synchronous scheduler.}\]

From Theorems 8 and 9 it follows that:

\[\text{Theorem 10. Under a semi-synchronous scheduler, exploration of all } \ell \text{-bounded 1-interval connected TVG } G \text{ is possible iff}\]

\[k \geq 2\ell + 1\]

### 4.2 Fully-synchronous model

In this section, we show that, if the network size and the number of agents are known, there exists a difference between \(\text{Fsync}\) and \(\text{Ssync}\) in the exploration of \(\ell\)-bounded 1-interval TVGs. In fact, we show that, \(G \in \mathcal{W}(\ell)\) can be explored if \(k \geq 2\ell\), while there exist graphs that cannot be explored with \(2\ell - 1\) agents.

**4.2.1 Impossibility**

We now consider \(\ell\)-bounded, 1-interval connected TVGs operating under a fully-synchronous scheduler and we show that there exists TVGs that cannot be explored by \(2\ell - 1\) agents, even if the agents know \(n, m, k\).

\[\text{Theorem 11. There exist } \ell \text{-bounded 1-interval time-varying graphs } G \in \mathcal{W}(\ell) \text{ that cannot be explored by } k = 2\ell - 1 \text{ anonymous agents in } \text{Fsync}. \text{ The result holds even if the agents have some topological knowledge } (n, m, k).\]

**Proof.** Let \(K_{2\ell} = (V_{2\ell}, E_{2\ell})\) be the complete graph with \(2\ell\) nodes where \(V_{2\ell} = \{v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_{2\ell-1}\}\). It is well known that the edges of \(K_{2\ell}\) can be colored with \(2\ell - 1\) colors, that is, \(E_{2\ell}\) can be partitioned into \(2\ell - 1\) disjoint independent edge sets (or complete matchings): \(E_{2\ell}^{(0)}, E_{2\ell}^{(1)}, \ldots, E_{2\ell}^{(2\ell-2)}\). For example, the following separation leads to disjoint independent edge sets: each \(E_{2\ell}^{(i)}\) has \(\ell\) edges, \((v_i, v_{2\ell-1-i}), (v_{i-1}, v_{i+1}), (v_{i-2}, v_{i+2}), \ldots, (v_{i-\ell+1}, v_{i+\ell-1})\), see Figure 2 (for simplicity, mod \(2\ell\) is omitted).
Figure 2 Example of coloring for the proof of Lemma 11. The bold lines are the edges of $E_8^{(0)}$.

The execution where $v_{2\ell-1}$ remains unvisited is constructed as follows. For $0 \leq i \leq 2\ell - 1$, the adversary places each agent $a_i$ on $v_i$ and for $0 \leq j \leq 2\ell - 2$ assigns a label $j$ to the port of $v_i$ corresponding to $e$, if $e \in E_2^{(i)}$. Note that, since agents and nodes are anonymous, all the agents select the port with the same label to move at each round. Thus, the adversary can prevent any agent from moving by deleting all the edges of $E_2^{(i)}$ when the agent selects port $i$; as a consequence, none of the agents can move out of their current nodes. This means that $v_{2\ell-1}$ remains unvisited forever.

In this execution, the number of missing edges is always $\ell$ and the network is obviously kept connected. Thus, the theorem holds.

4.2.2 Bound on Exploration time

Let $G \in \mathcal{W}(\ell)$. Since $\mathcal{W}(\ell) \subset \mathcal{H}(\ell)$, we can clearly execute Algorithm 1 in graph $G$. Interestingly, when executed on $G \in \mathcal{W}(\ell)$, it can be shown that the time complexity of exploration can be bounded under the fully-synchronous scheduler. More specifically, we show that within $\Delta^n(\Delta+1)^k(n-1)^k$ rounds, all nodes of the graph have been visited at least once by a team of $k = 2\ell + 1$ agents.

We prove the theorem by a sequence of lemmas. First of all, we can easily show that $2\ell + 1$ agents executing Algorithm 1 cannot be all prevented from moving at any given round.

Lemma 12. If $2\ell + 1$ agents activated fully-synchronously execute Algorithm 1 in $\ell$-bounded 1-interval TVGs, at least one of them succeeds to move at every round.

Proof. There exist two cases as in the proof of Lemma 4: at round $t$, (i) there exists a node $v$ containing more than $\delta_v - 1$ agents, and (ii) there does not exist such a node.

In the first case, since there are more than $\delta_v - 1$ agents at $v$, every port is occupied by one agent at $t$ since every agent is activated. In addition to that, $v$ has at least one adjacent edge present at $t$ by the connectivity of the TVG. This implies that at least one agent succeeds to move at round $t$.

In the second case, each agent occupies one port by assumption and by fully-synchronous activation, which means that $2\ell + 1$ ports are occupied. Moreover, at most $\ell$ edges are missing at each round, which means that at most $2\ell$ ports are blocked at each round. It follows that at least one agent can move at round $t$ also in this case.

To show the upper-bound on time complexity, we introduce the notions of augmented configuration and augmented execution.
In an augmented configuration $C^\text{aug}_t$, a new variable $\text{visited}_v$ written and read only by an external observer, is added to each node $v$. The initial value of $\text{visited}_v$ is 0. When $v$ is visited, $\text{visited}_v$ is set to 1 by the external observer. An augmented configuration $C^\text{aug}_t$ is defined by configuration $C_t$ and the value of $\text{visited}_v$ of every node $v$ at round $t$. We say that an augmented configuration is terminal when $\text{visited}_v = 1$ for any node $v$.

An augmented execution $E^\text{aug} = C^\text{aug}_0C^\text{aug}_1\ldots C^\text{aug}_r$ is a sequence of augmented configurations such that $C^\text{aug}_0$ is an initial augmented configuration; $C^\text{aug}_{t+1}$ is obtained from $C^\text{aug}_t$ by $2\ell + 1$ agents executing one round of Algorithm 1 fully-synchronously, with the action of the adversary deciding which edges are missing; $C^\text{aug}_r$ is a unique terminal configuration in $E^\text{aug}$. Note that the agents keep executing Algorithm 1 after round $r$, but augmented configurations after round $r$ are ignored in $E^\text{aug}$. For $E^\text{aug}$, the following lemma holds.

**Lemma 13.** In an augmented execution by $2\ell + 1$ agents, any two augmented configurations are different.

**Proof.** First note that Lemma 12 precludes the same two consecutive augmented configurations $C^\text{aug}_t$ and $C^\text{aug}_{t+1}$ in an augmented execution where no agents move between $C^\text{aug}_t$ and $C^\text{aug}_{t+1}$. Suppose that there exist two augmented configurations $C^\text{aug}_t$ and $C^\text{aug}_{t+1}$ for $t < t'$ in an augmented execution $E^\text{aug}$. Let $E^\text{aug}_{t,t'} = C^\text{aug}_tC^\text{aug}_{t+1}\ldots C^\text{aug}_{t'-1}$ be a subsequence of $E^\text{aug}$. In this case, the adversary can create an infinite augmented execution from $E^\text{aug}$ by repeating $E^\text{aug}_{t,t'}$, which means that the adversary can create an (augmented) execution where $2\ell + 1$ agents cannot complete the exploration forever. This contradicts Theorem 5. Thus, the lemma holds.

We are now ready to show an upper bound on the exploration time of Algorithm 1, which is obtained by calculating the maximum length among all the augmented executions.

**Lemma 14.** The length of any possible augmented execution by $k = 2\ell + 1$ agents is bounded by $\Delta^n(\Delta + 1)^k(n - 1)^k$.

**Proof.** Let $\alpha$ be the maximum length among all the possible augmented executions. By Lemma 13, $\alpha$ is bounded by the number of possible augmented configurations in an execution.

The number of possible configurations on a fixed node set $V' \subseteq V$ is bounded by $\Delta^{|V'|(|V'|(|\Delta + 1))}^k$, which corresponds to all the combinations of the directions of pointers (i.e., $\Delta^{|V'|}$) and all of the the agents’ locations (i.e., $(|V'|(|\Delta + 1))^k$). Notice that only $\text{pointer}_v$ of each node $v$ is used as a variable in Algorithm 1. Since the number of visited nodes is not decreasing during the exploration, the exploration time is smaller than or equal to the sum of $\Delta^{|V'|(|V'|(|\Delta + 1))}^k$ for $1 \leq |V'| \leq n - 1$, i.e., $\alpha \leq \Sigma_{|V'|=1}^{n-1} \Delta^{|V'|(|\Delta + 1))}^k \leq \Delta^n(\Delta + 1)^k(n - 1)^k$.

It then follows that:

**Theorem 15.** Under a fully-synchronous scheduler, Algorithm 1 executed by $k = 2\ell + 1$ anonymous agents explores any $\ell$-bounded 1-interval connected TVG within $\Delta^n(\Delta + 1)^k(n - 1)^k$ rounds.

Note that, as a consequence, we obtain a terminating exploration algorithm for $\ell$-bouned 1-interval connected TVGs.

**Theorem 16.** With knowledge of $n$ and $k$, exploration with termination of an arbitrary $\ell$-bounded 1-interval connected temporal graph $W(\ell)$ can be achieved in $\Delta^n(\Delta + 1)^{2\ell+1}(n - 1)^{2\ell+1}$ rounds by $2\ell + 1$ agents under the fully-synchronous scheduler.
4.2.3 Exploration by $2\ell$ agents

The result of the previous section can be used to obtain a perpetual exploration algorithm of $\ell$-bounded 1-interval connected graphs by $2\ell$ agents (which know $n$ and $k$). The solution (Algorithm 2 below) is obtained by applying Algorithm 1 bounding the waiting time of an agent blocked on a missing edge.

In fact, while an agent keeps waiting for a missing edge forever in Algorithm 1, in Algorithm 2 an agent waits for a missing edge up to $kT$ rounds where $T$ is calculated on the basis of the results of Section 4.2.2.

Apart from the waiting time, the rest of the algorithm is the same as in Algorithm 1: each node has pointer$_v$ pointing to a port. When $a$ visits $v$, $a$ checks each port in ascending order from the port pointed by pointer$_v$. If $a$ finds some unoccupied port $p$, $a$ moves to the port and sets pointer$_v$ to $p + 1$. If $a$ finishes to check all the ports and they all are occupied, $a$ does nothing.

Variable Waiting of an agent represents the elapsed time since the last round when the agent moved to the port.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm 2 Computation at node $v$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: if on a port then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2: Waiting ← Waiting + 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: if Waiting &gt; $kT$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: exit the current port</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5: if not on a port then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6: Waiting ← 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7: $i ← 0$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8: $p ←$ pointer$_v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9: while $i &lt; \delta_v$ ∧ port $p$ is occupied do</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10: $p ← (p + 1) \mod \delta_v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11: $i ← i + 1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12: if $i &lt; \delta_v$ then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13: pointer$_v ← (p + 1) \mod \delta_v$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14: move to the port $p$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Lemma 17. Let $2\ell$ agents execute Algorithm 2. If an agent waits at $u$ for a missing edge $e = (u, v)$ for $kT$ rounds, during this time either another agent starts to wait for $e$ at $v$, or the other $2\ell - 1$ agents complete the exploration.

Proof. Suppose that an agent $a$ at $u$ starts to wait for a missing edge $(u, v)$ at round $t$ and $(u, v)$ is kept missing for the next $kT$ rounds (including $t$).

We first show that there exist $T$ successive rounds in $[t, t + kT)$ during which all the agents but $a$ do not satisfy predicate Waiting $> kT$ even if their selected edge remains missing.

We show the claim by contradiction. We assume that in any interval of $T$ successive rounds in $[t, t + kT)$, there is an agent that satisfies Waiting $> kT$.

By assumption, at least $k$ agents other than $a$ must satisfy Waiting $> kT$, since $kT/T = k$.

This means that at least one agent (different from $a$) satisfies the predicate twice since the number of the agents (excluding $a$) is $k - 1$. However, once an agent satisfies Waiting $> kT$ at round $t' \in [t, t + kT)$, the agent never satisfies the predicate in $[t, t + kT)$ since the length of the interval is $kT$. This is a contradiction. Thus, there exist $T$ successive rounds in $[t, t + kT)$ during which all the agents (except for $a$) do not satisfy Waiting $> kT$ even if their chosen edge is kept missing.
Now, we show the lemma, i.e., show that another agent at \( v \) starts to wait for \( e = (u, v) \) or the exploration is completed. Suppose that no agent at \( v \) starts to wait for \( e \) in these \( T \) rounds. Since \( e \) is missing during these \( T \) rounds, during that time the network (without \( e \)) can be considered as a \((\ell - 1)\)-bounded 1-interval connected TVG. By Theorem 15, \( 2(\ell - 1) + 1 = 2\ell - 1 \) agents complete the exploration of the \((\ell - 1)\)-bounded TVGs in these \( T \) rounds. This means that the 2\( \ell \) - 1 agents other than \( a \) complete the exploration of the network without \( e \) during those \( T \) rounds, because none of them starts to wait for \( e \) at \( v \) during that time by assumption. Thus, the lemma holds.

\[ {\textbf{Theorem 18.}} \quad \text{Any} \ \ell\text{-bounded 1-interval connected temporal graph} \ G \in \mathcal{W}(\ell) \ \text{can be explored by} \ k = 2\ell \ \text{anonymous agents with knowledge of} \ n \ \text{and} \ k, \ \text{under a fully-synchronous scheduler.} \]

\[ {\textbf{Proof.}} \quad \text{The proof follows the same lines of Theorem 5. We first show that, executing Algorithm 2, there exists at least one node} \ v \ \text{which is visited infinitely often, and we then show that all the nodes are visited infinitely often. Let} \ x(t) \ \text{be the sum of the number of visits over all the nodes from the beginning of the execution up to time} \ t \ \text{and} \ V_{\delta}^{(t)} \ \text{be a node set such that there exists at least one agent on every} \ w \ \text{in} \ V_{\delta}^{(t)} \ \text{at round} \ t. \]

\[ \text{We show that} \ x(t) \ \text{goes to infinity (for} \ t \to \infty, \ \text{which leads to the existence of a node} \ v \ \text{visited infinitely often. We consider the configuration at round} \ t \ \text{and show that after} \ t, \ x(t) \ \text{eventually increases. Two cases are considered: Case 1) there exists a node} \ \hat{v} \in V_{\delta}^{(t)} \ \text{with} \ \delta_v \ \text{or more agents and Case 2) there does not exist such a node.} \]

\[ \text{Case 1) Suppose that there exists a node} \ \hat{v} \ \text{with} \ \delta_{\hat{v}} \ \text{or more agents at round} \ t. \ \text{Note that} \ \delta_v \ \text{at least one of the edges incident to} \ \hat{v} \ \text{exists at round} \ t \ \text{because the network is 1-interval connected. In this case, at least one of the agents on} \ \hat{v} \ \text{succeeds to move because all the ports of} \ \hat{v} \ \text{are occupied. Therefore,} \ x(t) \ \text{increases.} \]

\[ \text{Case 2) Suppose that there does not exist a node} \ \hat{v} \ \text{with} \ \delta_{\hat{v}} \ \text{or more agents. We show that} \ x(t) \ \text{increases within finite rounds from} \ t \ \text{by contradiction. We assume that no agent moves out of its current node after} \ t. \ \text{Clearly, there exists a node} \ \hat{v} \in V_{\delta}^{(t)} \ \text{which has a neighbor} \ \check{v} \ \text{with no agent (otherwise, the exploration would have been completed). An agent changes its port if it is blocked by the same missing edge for} \ kT \ \text{rounds by Algorithm 2; an agent} \ \check{a} \ \text{on} \ \check{v} \ \text{eventually chooses} \ (\check{v}, \check{u}) \ \text{to move from} \ \check{v}. \ \text{At this round, the adversary must prevent} \ \check{a} \ \text{from moving by deleting} \ (\check{v}, \check{u}). \ \text{This means that the adversary must prevent} \ 2(\ell - 1) + 1 = 2\ell - 1 \ \text{other agents from moving by deleting} \ \ell - 1 \ \text{edges, which is impossible. This leads to a contradiction. Therefore,} \ x(t) \ \text{increases and goes to infinity for} \ t \to \infty, \ \text{and thus a node (say} \ v) \ \text{visited infinitely often exists.} \]

\[ \text{We now show that all the neighbors of} \ v \ \text{are also visited by agents infinitely often. We prove it by contradiction. Suppose that a neighbor} \ u \ \text{of} \ v \ \text{is visited only a finite number of times and let} \ t' \ \text{be the last round when} \ u \ \text{is visited. Since} \ v \ \text{is visited infinitely often and the agents execute Algorithm 2, some agent} \ a \ \text{visiting} \ v \ \text{eventually chooses} \ (v, u) \ \text{as the edge from which} \ a \ \text{moves after} \ t'. \ \text{If} \ (v, u) \ \text{appears by the} kT \ - \text{th round since} \ a \ \text{chose it,} \ a \ \text{visits} \ u \ \text{as soon as} \ (v, u) \ \text{appears. Otherwise, another agent visits} \ u \ \text{by Lemma 17. It follows that} \ u \ \text{is eventually visited after} \ t' \ \text{rounds, which is a contradiction.} \]

\[ \text{By the connectivity assumption, we can apply inductively the claim (e.g., the neighbors of a neighbor of} \ v \ \text{are also visited infinitely often) to all the nodes, proving the theorem.} \]

\[ {\textbf{Theorem 19.}} \quad \text{Under the fully-synchronous scheduler, with knowledge of} \ n \ \text{and} \ k, \ \text{the exploration of all} \ \ell\text{-bounded 1-interval connected TVGs is possible} \iff k \geq 2\ell. \]
5 Conclusion

In this paper, we considered perpetual exploration of temporal graphs with arbitrary topology, focusing on the number of agents that are necessary and sufficient to perform the task. We considered two common dynamic models: temporally connected networks, and 1-interval connected (or always connected) networks with a bounded number of missing edges at each round. We derived tight bounds for both models under fully synchronous and semi-synchronous settings.

This is the first study on distributed exploration of temporal graphs with arbitrary topology and it has considered only temporally connected and 1-interval connected networks: the investigation of other connectivity classes of temporal graphs with arbitrary topology is the main research direction left open.

In this paper the focus was exclusively on feasibility of exploration; clearly, an important avenue of investigation is also the design of efficient solutions, whenever they exist.
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Abstract
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Introduction

Matching is a fundamental problem in computer science with numerous applications. The housing allocation problem [10, 23, 1] is an instance of matching problem with one-sided preferences. In this problem, we need to allocate a set $H$ of houses among a set $A$ of agents and monetary compensations are not allowed. Each agent $a_i \in A$ ranks in order of preference a subset of $H$ (the acceptable houses for $a_i$). The variant in which there is an initial endowment of houses to agents is known as the housing market problem [19, 18, 17]. For both the housing market and the housing allocation problem, we need to construct a matching of agents to houses such that it is optimal with respect to some criterion. One criterion usually considered is Pareto optimality [1, 3, 19]. A matching $M$ is Pareto optimal if there is no other matching $M'$ such that no agent strictly prefers $M$ to $M'$, and at least one agent strictly prefers $M'$ to $M$. For example, a matching $M$ is not Pareto optimal if a group of agents could improve by exchanging the houses that they are assigned to in $M$.

Possible applications of the housing allocation problem and the housing market problem include: assigning virtual machines to servers in cloud computers, allocating graduates to trainee positions, professors to offices, and students to roommates. Yuan [21] also describes a large-scale application of housing allocation in the allocation of families to government-subsidized housing in China. Also, the paper [13] describes applications of algorithms for the stable marriage problem for mapping clients to server clusters in a content delivery network in Akamai. When only one side preference is considered, housing allocation algorithms can be applied.

For the housing allocation problem, there is a simple greedy algorithm, known as the serial dictatorship mechanism [1] to compute a Pareto optimal matching. The serial dictatorship mechanism works as follows. Arbitrate a total ordering on all the agents. Let all agents pick their top choice of the remaining houses one by one following the total order. This algorithm is sequential and takes $O(n^2)$ computation steps. Also, it does not necessarily give a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching. The paper [3] studies the problem of finding a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching for the housing allocation problem in the sequential setting. Their algorithm first computes a maximum cardinality matching of the bipartite graph formed by agents and houses and then improves the matching to be Pareto optimal. Their algorithm runs in $O(\sqrt{nm})$ sequential time, where $n$ is the number of agents plus the number of houses, and $m$ is the number of edges of the agent-house bipartite graph. They also show that any improvement to the complexity of their algorithm would imply an improved algorithm for finding a maximum matching in a bipartite graph.

For the housing market problem, Shapley and Scarf [19] prove that there exists at least one matching in the core of any housing market and present the well-known top trading cycle (TTC) mechanism, which they attribute to David Gale. This mechanism works by repeatedly finding the top preference cycles and exchanging houses along those cycles. It takes $O(n^2)$ sequential steps. Ma [12] shows that the TTC mechanism is the only individually rational, Pareto-efficient, and strategy-proof mechanism. Roth and Postlewaite [18] show that there is exactly one matching in the core for each housing market instance. Note that the matching obtained by the TTC mechanism is not only a Pareto optimal matching, but also the unique core.

The parallel complexity of both these problems has not been studied in the literature. The housing allocation problem is a variant of the stable marriage problem with only one sided preferences. The decision version of the stable marriage problem, i.e., given a pair of man and woman, to decide whether they are matched in the man-optimal stable matching, is CC-complete [14]. The CC class [14] is the set of problems logspace reducible to the
comparator circuit value problem. Currently, there are no efficient parallel algorithms for this class of problems. It is conjectured that \( \text{CC} \) is incomparable with \( \text{NC} \) \([6, 14]\), the class of problems computable in polylog parallel time. In this work, we show that finding the matching in the core of a housing market is \( \text{CC} \)-hard, which can be taken as evidence that this problem is not parallelizable. Although finding the core is hard, we show that given a matching, it can be verified in \( \text{NC} \) whether it is the core. On the other hand, finding a Pareto optimal matching is easier than finding the core. We show that finding a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching can be done in \( \text{RNC}^2 \) and quasi-\( \text{NC}^2 \), where \( \text{RNC}^2 \) represents the problems which have uniform circuits of polynomial size and \( O(\log^2 n) \) depth and quasi-\( \text{NC}^2 \) represents the problems which have uniform circuits of quasi-polynomial size \( n^{O(\log n)} \), and \( O(\log^2 n) \) depth.

In this paper, we also study the housing market problem in the distributed setting. Specifically, we give a symmetric distributed algorithm for the TTC mechanism. By symmetric, we mean that each agent performs the same role.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We prove that computing the core of a housing market is \( \text{CC} \)-hard, by giving a logspace reduction from the lexicographically first maximal matching problem, which is a \( \text{CC} \)-complete problem, to the housing market problem.
- We show that computing a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching for the housing allocation problem is in \( \text{RNC}^2 \) and quasi-\( \text{NC}^2 \).
- We give a symmetric distributed TTC algorithm for computing the core of a housing market, which runs in \( O(n) \) rounds and requires \( O(n^2) \) messages.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives preliminaries for the housing allocation and the housing market problem. Section 3 studies the parallel complexity of the housing market problem. Section 4 presents a parallel algorithm for computing a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching for the housing allocation. Section 5 presents a distributed algorithm for computing the core of a housing market. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and future work.

## 2 Preliminaries

The housing allocation problem deals with assigning indivisible houses to agents who have preferences over these houses. In general, a housing allocation instance \((A, H, P)\) consists of

1. a set of agents \( A = \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_n\} \),
2. a set of indivisible houses \( H = \{h_1, h_2, ..., h_m\} \),
3. a preference profile \( P = \{\prec_{a_1}, \prec_{a_2}, ..., \prec_{a_n}\} \), where \( \prec_{a_i} \) defines a strict preference of agent \( a_i \) on a subset of houses.

We restrict our attention to strict preference profiles where each agent defines a strict total order over a subset of houses. Let \( N(i) \) denote the subset of acceptable houses for agent \( i \).

The goal of the housing allocation problem is to find a Pareto optimal matching of agents to houses. For a matching \( \mu \) and an agent \( i \), let \( \mu(i) \) denotes the house matched to agent \( i \). We use \( h \prec_i h' \) to denote that agent \( i \) prefers house \( h \) to house \( h' \). For two matchings \( \mu \) and \( \nu \), \( \mu \prec_i \nu \) denotes that agent \( i \) prefers \( \mu(i) \) to \( \nu(i) \). The definitions of Pareto Domination and Pareto optimality \([19]\) are given as below.

\[\text{Definition 1. (Pareto Domination). Suppose } \mu, \nu \text{ are matchings. Then } \mu \text{ Pareto dominates } \nu \text{ if and only if} \]

1. \( \mu \leq_j \nu \text{ for all } i \in A \),
2. \( \mu \prec_j \nu \text{ for some } j \in A \).

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives preliminaries for the housing allocation and the housing market problem. Section 3 studies the parallel complexity of the housing market problem. Section 4 presents a parallel algorithm for computing a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching for the housing allocation. Section 5 presents a distributed algorithm for computing the core of a housing market. Finally, Section 6 presents the conclusions and future work.
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1. a set of agents \( A = \{a_1, a_2, ..., a_n\} \),
2. a set of indivisible houses \( H = \{h_1, h_2, ..., h_m\} \),
3. a preference profile \( P = \{\prec_{a_1}, \prec_{a_2}, ..., \prec_{a_n}\} \), where \( \prec_{a_i} \) defines a strict preference of agent \( a_i \) on a subset of houses.

We restrict our attention to strict preference profiles where each agent defines a strict total order over a subset of houses. Let \( N(i) \) denote the subset of acceptable houses for agent \( i \).

The goal of the housing allocation problem is to find a Pareto optimal matching of agents to houses. For a matching \( \mu \) and an agent \( i \), let \( \mu(i) \) denotes the house matched to agent \( i \). We use \( h \prec_i h' \) to denote that agent \( i \) prefers house \( h \) to house \( h' \). For two matchings \( \mu \) and \( \nu \), \( \mu \prec_i \nu \) denotes that agent \( i \) prefers \( \mu(i) \) to \( \nu(i) \). The definitions of Pareto Domination and Pareto optimality \([19]\) are given as below.

\[\text{Definition 1. (Pareto Domination). Suppose } \mu, \nu \text{ are matchings. Then } \mu \text{ Pareto dominates } \nu \text{ if and only if} \]

1. \( \mu \leq_j \nu \text{ for all } i \in A \),
2. \( \mu \prec_j \nu \text{ for some } j \in A \).
We use $\mu \prec \nu$ to denote that matching $\mu$ Pareto dominates matching $\nu$.

\begin{definition}[Pareto Optimality]
Suppose $\mu$ is a matching. Then $\mu$ is Pareto optimal if and only if it is not Pareto dominated by any other matching $\nu$.
\end{definition}

The housing market problem is a variant of the housing allocation problem, where there is an initial endowment of houses to agents and we have the same number of agents and houses. Let $\mu_0$ be a matching denoting the initial endowment of houses to agents. Let $(A, H, P, \mu_0)$ denote an instance of a housing market. In the housing market problem, in addition to Pareto optimality, we also want a matching to be individually rational [2] defined as follows.

\begin{definition}[Individually Rational]
Suppose $\mu$ is a matching of agents to houses in a housing market. Then $\mu$ is individually rational if $\mu(a) \succeq_a \mu_0(a)$ for all $a \in A$.
\end{definition}

Individual rationality means an agent is willing to give up its initially assigned house only when it can get a better house. To define the core of a housing market, let us first define the concept of coalition. Informally, given a matching $\mu$, a coalition w.r.t $\mu$ is a set of agents $A' \subseteq A$ such that, by only switching houses within themselves, each agent in $A'$ can get a house at least as good as its house in $\mu$ and at least one agent gets a strictly better house.

\begin{definition}[Coalition]
Given a housing market $(A, H, P, \mu_0)$ and a matching $\mu$, a set of agents $A' \subseteq A$ form a coalition w.r.t $\mu$ if there exists a matching $\nu$ such that
\begin{enumerate}
\item $\nu(a) \in \{\mu_0(b) \mid b \in A'\}$, $\forall a \in A'$
\item $\nu(a) \succeq_a \mu(a)$ $\forall a \in A'$
\item $\exists a \in A'$ such that $\nu(a) \prec_a \mu(a)$
\end{enumerate}
Condition (1) says that to get matching $\nu$ from $\mu_0$, the agents in $A'$ only switch houses within themselves. Condition (2) means that in matching $\nu$ each agent in $A'$ is matched to a house at least as good as the house it gets matched to in $\mu$. Condition (3) means that at least one agent is matched to a better house in matching $\nu$. The core [19] of a housing market is defined as follows.

\begin{definition}[Housing Market Core]
The core of a housing market problem is a set of matchings $M$ such that matching $\mu \in M$ if and only if there does not exist any coalition $A'$ w.r.t $\mu$.
\end{definition}

Essentially, a matching is in the core of a housing market if there does not exist a set of agents such that they can match to better houses by breaking away from other agents and exchanging houses within themselves. An individually rational and Pareto optimal matching is not necessarily a core matching, whereas a core matching must be individually rational and Pareto optimal. An example to illustrate the difference between a core matching and an individually rational Pareto optimal matching is given in Fig. 1.

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{lllll}
\hline
$\mu_0$ & $\mu_1$ & $\mu_2$ & $\mu_3$ & $\mu_4$ \\
\hline
$a_1 : h_2, h_3, h_1$ & $a_1 : h_1$ & $a_1 : h_2$ & $a_1 : h_2$ & \\
$a_2 : h_1, h_3, h_2$ & $a_2 : h_2$ & $a_2 : h_3$ & $a_2 : h_1$ & \\
$a_3 : h_1, h_2, h_3$ & $a_3 : h_3$ & $a_3 : h_1$ & $a_3 : h_3$ & \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\caption{An Example.}
\end{figure}
It is easy to see that both \( M_1 \) and \( M_2 \) are individually rational and Pareto optimal matchings. \( M_2 \) is the core matching but \( M_1 \) is not. In \( M_1 \), agents \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) can form a coalition within themselves and swap houses. Suppose \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) break away from other agents and switch houses with each other. Then, \( a_1 \) gets house \( h_2 \), which is the same as the house it gets in \( M_1 \), and \( a_2 \) gets house \( h_1 \), which is strictly better than the house it gets in \( M_1 \). Thus, \( M_1 \) is not the core. On the other hand, in \( M_2 \), there does not exist two agents such that at least one will be strictly better off by forming a coalition and swapping houses among themselves.

The following result is well-known.

\begin{lemma} [18] There is exactly one unique matching in the core of a housing market instance. \end{lemma}

Since the core of a housing market has one unique matching, we use the core to mean this unique matching henceforth. The TTC algorithm given by Shapley and Scarf [19] computes the unique core of a housing market. This algorithm works in stages. At each stage, it has the following steps:

**Step 1.** Construct the top choice directed graph \( G_t = (A,E) \) on the set of agents as follows.
Add an arc from agent \( i \in A \) to agent \( j \in A \) if \( j \) holds the current top house of \( i \).

**Step 2.** Since each node has exactly one outgoing edge in \( G_t \), there must be at least one cycle, which could be a self-loop. All cycles are node disjoint. Find all the cycles in the top trading graph and implement the trade indicated by the cycles, i.e., each agent which is in any cycle gets its current top house.

**Step 3.** Remove all agents which get their current top houses and remove all houses which are assigned to some agent from the preference list of remaining agents.

The above steps are repeated until each agent is assigned a house. At each stage, at least one agent is assigned a final house. Thus, this algorithm takes \( O(n^2) \) computational steps.

### 3 Parallel Algorithms for Housing allocation and Housing Market

In this section, we study the parallel complexity of the housing allocation and housing market problem. The parallel computation model we use here is the CREW PRAM model [11]. First, we show that computing a Pareto optimal matching in a housing allocation is \( \text{CC} \) by reducing this problem to the lexicographically first maximal matching problem (LFMM), which is a \( \text{CC} \)-complete problem [14]. In the LFMM problem, we are given a graph \( G(V,E,\prec) \) where \( \prec \) denotes a total ordering on the edges. If \( e_1 \prec e_2 \), we say that \( e_1 \) precedes \( e_2 \). The total order \( \prec \) allows us to regard a matching \( M \) as a sequence \( S_M = (e_1,e_2,...) \) of edges in ascending order, i.e., \( j < k \implies e_j \prec e_k \). Given two matchings \( M \text{ and } N \), we say \( M \prec N \) if \( S_M \text{ lexicographically precedes } S_N \). The relation \( \prec \) defines a total order over all maximal matchings. The minimum element, \( M_{\text{lex}} \), of this order is call the lex-first maximal matching of \( G(V,E,\prec) \). We need to decide whether a given edge \( e \) is in the lex-first maximal matching of the graph. Then, we show that computing the unique core of a housing market is \( \text{CC} \)-hard, by giving a logspace reduction from the LFMM problem to the housing market problem. We say a problem is \( \text{CC} \)-hard if every problem in \( \text{CC} \) reduces to it.

\begin{theorem} Computing a Pareto optimal matching for a housing allocation is in \( \text{CC} \). \end{theorem}

**Proof.** We reduce the problem of computing a Pareto optimal matching to the LFMM problem. Given a housing allocation instance \((A,H,P)\), we construct an agent-house bipartite graph \( G = (A \cup H,E,\prec) \) where \( \prec \) denotes a total ordering of edges. There is
an edge from an agent \( u \in A \) to a house \( v \in H \) if \( v \) is acceptable to \( u \). For each agent \( u \), let \( r_u : H \rightarrow |N(u)| \) denote its rank function, i.e., \( r_u(v) \) denotes the rank of house \( v \) at agent \( u \)'s preference list. We assign an arbitrary unique ordering to all the agents, i.e., a one-to-one function \( f : A \rightarrow [n] \), where \( n = |A| \). For each edge \((u, v)\), we associate the tuple \( < f(u), r_u(v) > \) with it. We define the total order \( \prec \) on edges as the lexicographical ordering of the tuples associated with them. Clearly, \( \prec \) defines a total ordering on all edges. We claim that the lex-first maximal matching \( M_{lex} \) of this graph corresponds to a Pareto optimal matching. Suppose not, then there exists another maximal matching \( M' \) which dominates \( M \). There must exist an agent \( u \in A \) such that \( u \) prefers \( M'(u) \) to \( M(u) \). We have that \( r_u(M'(u)) < r_u(M(u)) \), which means that \((u, M'(u)) \prec (u, M(u))\), contradicting the fact that \( M \) is the lex-first maximal matching.

\[ \text{Corollary 8.} \] There is a \( \tilde{O}(\sqrt{|E|}) \) time parallel algorithm which uses \( O(|E|) \) processors to compute a Pareto optimal matching, where \( |E| \) is the number of acceptable agent-house pairs.

\[ \text{Proof.} \] Follows from the fact that there is a \( \tilde{O}(\sqrt{|E|}) \) time parallel algorithm for the LFMM problem [14].

\[ \text{Corollary 9.} \] There is a \( O(\sqrt{n}) \) round distributed algorithm in the congest clique model [8] for computing a Pareto optimal matching, where \( n \) is the number of agents and houses.

\[ \text{Proof.} \] The paper [4] gives a \( O(\sqrt{n}) \) distributed algorithm for the weighted stable marriage problem. The LFMM problem is simply a subcase of the weighted stable marriage problem. Thus, the same algorithm can be applied here.

\[ \text{Remark 10.} \] In the housing market problem, an individually rational and Pareto optimal matching must be a perfect matching of houses to agents. Thus, the reduction given in Theorem 7 cannot be applied. Instead, the problem of computing an individually rational and Pareto optimal matching can be reduced to the problem of lex-first perfect matching. Unfortunately, the complexity of this problem is unknown.

In a housing market \((A, H, P, \mu_0)\), the weighted agent-house bipartite graph \( G = (A \cup H, E, w) \) is defined as follows. There is an edge between agent \( a_i \in A \) and house \( h_j \in H \) if either \( h_j = \mu_0(a_i) \) or \( a_i \) prefers \( h_j \) to \( I(a_i) \). The weight of the edge is defined as the rank of \( h_j \) in \( a_i \)'s preference list. To compute an individually rational and Pareto optimal matching for a housing market, we first observe the following lemma from [7].

\[ \text{Lemma 11 ([7]).} \] A minimum weight perfect matching of the weighted agent-house bipartite graph is an individually rational and Pareto optimal matching.

\[ \text{Proof.} \] Let \( u \) be a minimum perfecting matching of the agent-house bipartite graph. Suppose \( u \) is not Pareto optimal. Then there must be another perfect matching \( v \) such that \( v \) Pareto dominates \( u \). By the definition of Pareto domination, we can easily argue that \( v \) has smaller weight than \( u \), contradiction.

Combining with the results from [9] and [16], we have the following result.

\[ \text{Theorem 12 ([7, 9, 16]).} \] There is a \( RNC^2 \) algorithm and a quasi-\( NC^2 \) algorithm for computing a individually rational and Pareto optimal matching of a housing market, which requires \( O(n^3 \cdot m) \) and \( n^{O(\log n)} \) parallel processors, respectively.
Proof. By Lemma 11, to compute an individually rational and Pareto optimal matching, we can find a minimum weight perfect matching of the agent-house bipartite graph. By the results of [16] and [9], computing the minimum weight perfect matching of a bipartite graph is in RNC² and quasi-NC².

Now we show that computing the core of a housing market is CC-hard.

**Theorem 13.** Computing the core of a housing market is CC-hard.

**Proof.** We reduce the LFMM problem to the housing market problem. Let \( G = (V, E, \prec) \) be an instance of a LFMM problem, where \( \prec \) represents the total ordering on the edges. Let \( M_{lex} \) denote the lex-first maximal matching of \( G \). We construct an instance for the housing market problem as follows. For each node \( v \in V \), we create an agent \( a_v \) and a house \( h_v \). So, we have \( |A| = |H| = |V| \). Each agent \( a_v \) is initially assigned house \( h_v \). The preference list for each agent is constructed based on the total ordering of edges in \( E \). Note that to compute the core of a housing market, the preference list of an agent below its initial assigned house is irrelevant, since the core must be individually rational. So for each agent, we only need to specify the part of the preference list above its initial assigned house. For each pair of agents \( a_u \) and \( a_v \), if edge \((u, v)\) exists in graph \( G \), then agent \( a_u \) prefers the house \( h_v \) of agent \( a_v \) to its own house \( h_u \). Otherwise, agent \( a_u \) prefers its own house \( h_u \) to \( h_v \). In other words, for each edge \((u, v) \in E \), agent \( a_u \) prefers house \( h_v \) of agent \( a_v \) to its own house \( h_u \). The preference list of an agent \( a_u \) is defined based on the order of edges incident to vertex \( u \), i.e., agent \( a_u \) prefers the house \( h_v \) of agent \( a_v \) to the house \( h_w \) of agent \( a_w \) if \((u, v) \prec (u, w)\). Since all edges are totally ordered, the preference list for each agent is strict. Fig. 2 shows an example of reduction above. Clearly, the above reduction can be done in logarithmic space.
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**Figure 2** Constructing a Housing Market Instance from a LFMM Instance. At stage 0, edge \((u_1, u_2)\) is added into \( M_{lex} \) by the greedy algorithm and vertices \( u_1 \) and \( u_2 \) are removed from the graph. In the TTC algorithm, the top choice graph only has one top trading cycle formed by agent \( a_{u_1} \) and \( a_{u_2} \). Thus, agent \( a_{u_1} \) and \( a_{u_2} \) switch their houses and their houses are removed from the preference list of remaining agents. At stage 1, edge \((v_1, v_2)\) is added into \( M_{lex} \) by the greedy algorithm. Agents \( a_{v_1} \) and \( a_{v_2} \) form a top trading cycle and switch houses with each other in the TTC algorithm.

We claim that an edge \( e = (u, v) \in E \) is in \( M_{lex} \) if and only if agent \( a_u \) and \( a_v \) switch houses with each other in the core of the housing market instance. We say that an edge is minimum in its neighborhood if it is smaller than all its neighboring edges. Recall that the greedy algorithm for LFMM works as follows. Add each edge which is minimum in its neighborhood in the current graph into \( M_{lex} \) and remove all incident edges of the two endpoints of each such edge. Repeat the above procedure until the graph is empty. Since the greedy algorithm computes the unique lex-first maximal matching of a LFMM instance and the TTC algorithm computes the unique core of a housing market, it suffices to show that the TTC algorithm simulates the greedy algorithm on \( G \).
Let $G^i = (V^i, E^i)$ denote the reduced graph at the beginning of stage $i$ of the greedy algorithm. $G^0 = G$. Let $R^i$ denote the set of edges in $E^i$ added into $M_{lex}$ by the greedy algorithm at stage $i$, i.e., the set of edges which are minimum in their neighborhoods in $G^i$. Let $M_{lex}$ denote the set of edges in $M_{lex}$ at the end of stage $i$. Let $G_t^i$ denote the top choice graph formed by remaining agents at stage $i$ of the TTC algorithm. We now show by induction on stages that an edge $(u, v)$ is added into $M_{lex}$ at stage $i$ of the greedy algorithm iff the corresponding agents $a_u$ and $a_v$ switches houses at stage $i$ of the TTC algorithm.

Base case: stage 0. Consider an edge $e = (u, v) \in R^0$. In the housing market, two agents $a_u$ and $a_v$ correspond to this edge. Since $e$ is the minimum in its neighborhood, agent $a_u$ and agent $a_v$ are the top choice of each other. Thus, they form a top trading cycle of length 2 in $G^0_{t}$ and switch houses with each other in the TTC algorithm. Therefore, all edges in $R^0$ correspond to the top trading cycles in $G^0_{t}$.

Induction case: assume the claim holds for stage $i$. Consider stage $i + 1$ of both algorithms. At the end of stage $i$, in the greedy algorithm, all edges incident to edges in $R^i$ are removed from the graph. In the TTC algorithm, all houses involved in the top trading cycles are removed from the preference list of remaining agents. We claim for each edge $e = (u, v) \in R^{i+1}$, the two corresponding agents $a_u$ and $a_v$ in the housing market form a top trading cycle of length 2 in $G^{i+1}_{t}$. Suppose not. Let $e' = (u', v') \in R^{i+1}$ be an edge such that agent $a_{u'}$ and agent $a_{v'}$ do not form a top trading cycle in $G^{i+1}_{t}$. We must have that either house $h_{u'}$ is not the top choice of agent $a_{u'}$ or house $h_{v'}$ is not the top choice of agent $a_{v'}$ or both. Without loss of generality, assume house $h_{u'}$ is not the top choice of agent $a_{u'}$. We have two cases.

Case 1: house $h_{u'}$ is not available for agent $a_{u'}$. Then, agent $a_{u'}$ participates in a certain top trading cycle before stage $i + 1$. By induction assumption, this means that there exists one edge $e_{v'}$ incident to vertex $v'$ which is added into $M_{lex}$ at stage before $i + 1$, contradicting the fact that edge $(u', v')$ exists in $E^{i+1}$.

Case 2: house $h_{u'}$ is available for agent $a_{u'}$ but is not the current top choice for $a_{u'}$. Then, there exists another agent $a_{w'}$ such that agent $a_{w'}$ prefers the house $h_{w'}$ of $a_{u'}$ to the house of agent $a_{u'}$. The existence of agent $a_{w'}$ indicates that it is not involved in any top trading cycle before stage $i + 1$. By induction assumption, there does not exist any edge $e_{w'}$ in $M_{lex}$ which is incident to vertex $w'$. Thus, we have $(u', w') \in E^{i+1}$. The fact that agent $a_{w'}$ prefers the house of agent $a_{u'}$ to the house of $a_{w'}$ indicates that $(u', w') \prec (u', v')$ which contradicts the fact that $(u', v')$ is minimum in its neighborhood. ▶

Even though we do not know any NC algorithm for either computing an individually rational and Pareto optimal matching or computing the core of a housing market, given a matching, we can verify whether it is an individually rational and Pareto optimal matching and whether it is the core in NC.

**Theorem 14.** Given a matching $\mu$ of houses to agents in a housing market $(A, H, P, \mu_0)$, the following two tasks can be performed in NC.

1) Verifying whether $\mu$ is individually rational and Pareto optimal.

2) Verifying whether $\mu$ is the unique core.

**Proof.**

1) Similar to verifying Pareto optimality in housing allocation [7], detailed proof given in the full paper [22].

2) Given a matching $\mu$, to verify whether it is the core, we construct a different directed graph $G'(V', E')$ as follows. $V'$ represents the set of agents. There are two types of arcs: solid arcs and dashed arcs. There is a solid arc from agent $u$ to agent $v$ if $\mu(u) = \mu_0(v)$,
i.e., agent \( u \) is assigned the house owned by agent \( v \). Hence, the solid arcs represent how agents switch houses to get matching \( \mu \) from the initial matching \( \mu_0 \). Thus, all solid arcs form a set of disjoint directed cycles. There is a dashed arc from agent \( u \) to agent \( v \) if \( \mu_0(v) \prec_u \mu(u) \).

We claim that \( \mu \) is the core iff there is no directed cycle which contains dashed arcs in \( G \). We show that any directed cycle with at least one dashed arc represents a coalition, w.r.t \( \mu \). Let \( C \) be such a cycle in \( G \). If we switch houses following the cycle \( C \), i.e., for each arc \( (u,v) \in C \), agent \( u \) matches to house \( \mu_0(v) \). For each solid arc \( (u,v) \in C \), we have \( \mu(u) = \mu_0(v) \) by the definition of solid arc. Thus, each agent with a solid outgoing arc matches to the same house as in \( \mu \). For each dashed arc \( (u,v) \in C \), we have \( \mu_0(v) \prec_u \mu(u) \), thus each agent with a dashed outgoing arc matches to a house strictly better than its house in \( \mu \). Thus, each directed cycle with at least one dashed edge represents a coalition of agents, w.r.t \( \mu \). Since a matching \( \mu \) is in the core iff there is no coalition with respect to \( \mu \) and each directed cycle with dashed arcs represent a coalition, we get our desired claim.

To check whether there exists a directed cycle with at least one dashed arc in \( G' \), we first compute the transitive closure \( TC' \) of \( G' \). For each dashed arc \( (u,v) \in G' \), check in parallel whether \( TC'(v,u) = 1 \). Thus verifying whether a matching is the core can be done in \( NC \).
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**Figure 3** To verify whether matching \( M_1 \) in the example given in Fig. 1 is the core. The solid arcs represent how agents switch houses to get matching \( M_1 \). In \( M_1 \), \( a_2 \) prefers house \( h_1 \) which is the initial house of \( a_1 \), thus there is a dashed arc from \( a_2 \) to \( a_1 \). \( a_1 \) and \( a_2 \) form a coalition w.r.t \( M_1 \).

### 3.1 A Parallel Algorithm for Maximum Pareto Optimal Matching

In the housing allocation problem, a Pareto optimal matching does not necessarily have maximum cardinality, i.e., with maximum number of agents matched to a house. To find a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching, we adapt the sequential algorithm in [3] to be a parallel algorithm. The sequential algorithm in [3] has three steps. To ensure that the final matching has maximum cardinality, step 1 computes a maximum cardinality matching. After step 1, all unmatched agents are removed from consideration. At step 2, the algorithm improves the matching obtained from step 1 to be *trade-in-free*. A matching \( M \) is *trade-in-free* if there is no (agent,house) pair \((a_i,h_j)\) such that \( a_i \) is matched in \( M \), \( h_j \) is unmatched in \( M \), and \( a_i \) prefers \( h_j \) to \( M(a_i) \). That is, step 2 ensures that no matched agents prefers an unmatched house to its current matched house. After step 2, all unmatched houses are removed from consideration, since no matched agents prefer any of those houses to their matched houses. The final step is to improve the matching obtained from step 2 to be Pareto optimal, which is achieved by directly applying the TTC mechanism on all matched agents.

Our parallel algorithm, shown in Algorithm 1 has only two steps. At step 1, we compute the maximum cardinality matching, which can be reduced to compute a minimum weight perfect matching of a new graph. Let \( M' \) be the maximum cardinality matching obtained
at step 1. Let $A'$ be the set of matched agents. After step 1, all the unmatched agents are removed from consideration. At step 2, we improve the matching obtained from step 1 to be Pareto optimal. In contrast to [3], we do not first make our matching trade-in-free and then Coalition-free. Instead, we directly compute a Pareto optimal matching by computing a minimum weight perfect matching of a graph $G'$ constructed as follows. We create a set of virtual agents $B'$ to ensure the number of agents is equal to the number of houses. Add an edge with weight 0 between each virtual agent and each house. For each real agent $a_i \in A'$ and each house $h_j \in H$, add an edge between $a_i$ and $h_j$ if $h_j$ is $a_i$’s partner at the end of step 1 or $a_i$ prefers $h_j$ to its partner. The weight of edge $(a_i, h_j)$ is equal to the rank of $h_j$ in $a_i$’s preference list.

Algorithm 1 Pareto Optimal Matching for housing allocation.

Find a Maximum Cardinality Pareto Optimal Matching:

Step 1:
Let $G = (A \cup H, E)$ denote the agent-house bipartite graph.
Compute a maximum cardinality matching of $G$, denoted as $M$.

Step 2:
Let $A'$ denote the set of matched agents in $M$.
Create a set of virtual agents $B'$ such that $|A'| + |B'| = |H|$.
Let $E'$ denote the edge set.
Add an edge with weight 0 between each agent in $B'$ and each house in $H$.
forall $a_i \in A', h_j \in H$ in parallel:
if $M(a_i) = h_j \vee M(a_i) \prec a_i, h_j$.
$E' := E' \cup (a_i, h_j)$;
$w'(a_i, h_j) := \text{rank of } h_j \text{ in } a_i$’s preference list.
endfor
$G' = (A' \cup B' \cup H, E', w')$.
Compute a minimum weight perfect matching of $G'$, denoted as $M'$.
Output $M^* := \{ (a_i, h_j) \in M' \mid a_i \in A' \}$

Let $G'(A' \cup B' \cup H, E', w')$ be the graph constructed at Step 2. The following lemma shows the correctness of Algorithm 1.

Lemma 15. The matching output by Algorithm 1 is a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching for a housing allocation.

Proof. Let $M'$ be the minimum weight perfect matching of $G'$. Let $M^*$ be the matching output by Algorithm 1, which is the induced submatching of $M'$ on the set of matched agents $A'$ after step 1. Step 1 ensures that $M^*$ is a maximum cardinality matching. It remains to show that $M^*$ is Pareto optimal. Suppose for contradiction that $M^*$ is not Pareto optimal. Then there exists some other matching $M'' \neq M^*$ on real agents such that $M'' \prec M^*$. By definition of Pareto optimality, each agent in $M''$ should be matched to a house at least as good as the house in $M^*$ and at least one agent is matched to a strictly better house in $M''$. Since $M^*$ is a maximum cardinality matching, $M''$ must also be a maximum cardinality matching which matches the same set of agents as $M^*$. Since the weight of an edge $(a_i, h_j)$ is defined as the rank of $h_j$ at $a_i$’s preference list, we have $w''(M'') < w'(M^*)$. Since each virtual agent has incident edges of weight 0 in $G'$, there exists another perfect matching formed by edges in $M''$ and some edges incident to virtual agents such that the total weight is smaller than $M'$, contradicting the fact that $M'$ is the minimum perfect matching of $G'$.  □
Now, we can state our main result for the housing allocation problem.

**Theorem 16.** There is a RNC$^2$ and quasi-NC$^2$ algorithm for finding a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching for the housing allocation problem.

**Proof.** By Lemma 15, the matching obtained by Algorithm 1 is a maximum cardinality Pareto optimal matching. The time complexity of Algorithm 1 is dominated by the complexity of a minimum weight perfect matching of a graph. By [16] and [9], this step can be done in RNC$^2$ and quasi-NC$^2$.

### 4 Distributed Algorithms for Housing markets

In this section, we present a symmetric distributed algorithm to implement the TTC mechanism in a distributed setting. We assume a distributed message passing model with $n$ processes, $p_1, \ldots, p_n$, which form a completely connected topology. The system is synchronous, which means that there is an upper bound on the time for a message to reach its destination. We require that at each round, a node can only send a same message of $O(\log n)$ size to any other node in the network. Since the graph is fully connected, this model is also known as the congest clique model in the literature. Actually, our proposed distributed algorithm fits in a more restricted model called the broadcast congest clique model [8], since at each round each node only sends the same message to all other nodes in the network. This model is in contrast to the unicast congest clique model [8] which allows each node to send different messages to different nodes in each round.

To implement the TTC algorithm in a fully distributed way, we need efficient distributed algorithms for finding the top trading cycle. Observe that the graph formed by the top choice of each agent is a functional graph since each node has only one outgoing edge. Hence there is only one unique cycle in each connected component of this graph. We present two distributed algorithms for finding all the top trading cycles in a functional graph.

#### 4.1 A Las Vegas Algorithm for Finding Cycles in Functional Graphs

In this section, we give a Las Vegas algorithm, shown in Algorithm 2, for finding all the disjoint cycles in a functional graph. The primary gradient of the algorithm is a pointer jumping technique. A similar technique is used in [15, 20] to solve the list ranking problem.

In this algorithm, each node has a variable `active`, which is initially true. A node terminates the code when `active` becomes false. Each node uses the variable `succ` to record its current successor node, which initially is its outgoing neighbor. Our algorithm will build a tree. The `children` variable denotes the current children of a node, which is essentially all the nodes that have been its successor. The `inCycle` variable denotes whether a node is in the cycle or not. The algorithm is composed of iterations and each node keeps executing an iteration until `active` becomes false. Each iteration includes two steps: a Coin-flip step and an Explore step. In the Coin-flip step, each active node flips a coin. If a node flips head and its successor node flips tail, it becomes inactive. This step is used to reduce the active nodes by a constant fraction. In the Explore step, each active node traverses along the path formed by the successor pointer of all nodes and tries to update its successor pointer to be the next active node in the path. It also adds all inactive node encountered into its `children` set. When such a active node is found, it checks whether such a node is actually itself, if that is the case, a cycle is detected. After a node determines that it is in the cycle (we will show that there is a unique such node), it broadcasts a cycle message along the tree formed by the child relationship (Notify step). We will prove that the set of nodes in the tree rooted at such
Algorithm 2 Randomized Algorithm for Finding the Cycles.

Code for Pi:
active := true
succ: successor of Pi, //Pi’s next active node
children: set of nodes that Pi traversed
inCycle: whether Pi is in the cycle, initially false
while active := true
    Coin-flip Step:
    Flip a coin, let myCoin denote the result
    Let succCoin be the coin result of succ
    if myCoin = head && succCoin = tail
        active := false
    Explore Step:
    if active := true
        Let succActive be the active status of succ
        while succActive = false
            children := children ∪ succ
            Let j be the successor of succ, set succ := j
            Let succActive be the active status of succ
        endwhile
        if succ = i /* now succ is also active */
            active := false
        endwhile
    Notify Step:
    if succ = i
        Send ('cycle') to children
    On receiving ('cycle*):
        inCycle := true
        Send ('cycle') to all children

Let i be the node with succ[i] = i at the end of the algorithm. Let T be the tree rooted at node i and constructed from the child relation at the end of the algorithm. Let V_T denote the set of nodes in tree T. Let C denote the set of nodes in the cycle.

A node and formed by the child relation is exactly the set of cycle nodes. For the purpose of analysis, we assume the functional graph we consider only has one component, which also means it only has one cycle. Our algorithm works for functional graph with multiple components, since the executions on different components are independent.

We now show that at the end of Algorithm 2 each node correctly knows whether it is in the cycle or not. Let succ[i] denote the value of succ for Pi. First, we can easily get the following lemma from the code.

\section*{Lemma 17.} At the end of Algorithm 2, there is exactly one node i which has succ[i] = i for each disjoint cycle in the functional graph.

\textbf{Proof.} For node i, if succ[i] = j at some point, then there exists a directed path from node i to node j. Let us consider a single connected component of the functional graph. For any non-cycle node, its succ cannot be itself since it does have a directed path to itself. Hence, it is sufficient to consider only cycle nodes. We first show there is at least one node i with succ[i] = i. We claim that there is at least one active cycle node remaining after the Coin-flip step of each iteration. To become inactive, a node has to flip head and its successor has to flip tail. This implies that two consecutive active nodes cannot become inactive simultaneously. Hence, at the end of the algorithm at least one cycle node i with succ[i] = i. Also, it is obvious that at most one cycle node i can have succ[i] = i at the end of the algorithm. Therefore, there is exactly one node i which has succ[i] = i for each disjoint cycle in the functional graph.

Let i be the node with succ[i] = i at the end of the algorithm. Let T be the tree rooted at node i and constructed from the child relation at the end of the algorithm. Let V_T denote the set of nodes in tree T. Let C denote the set of nodes in the cycle.
Lemma 18. $C = V_T$

**Proof.** We prove $C \subseteq V_T$ and $V_T \subseteq C$. Suppose node $i$ runs for $L$ iterations. Let $A_r$ denote the set of active cycle nodes at round $r$, $1 \leq r \leq L$. To prove $C \subseteq V_T$, we show by induction that each node in $A_r$ is in tree $T$ for all $r$.

Base case, $r = L$. $A_L = \{i\}$. Node $i$ is the root of $T$.

Induction case: Suppose each node in $A_k$ is in $T$. We need to show that each node in $A_{k-1}$ is in $T$. It is sufficient to show that the nodes in $A_{k-1}$ which become inactive at round $k$ are in $T$. Since all active cycle nodes at each round still form a cycle, $A_k$ divides $A_{k-1}$ into multiple directed paths. For any path $P$ of form $v_i, v_{i+1}, ..., v_j$, only the two end nodes $v_i$ and $v_j$ are in $A_k$. From the code we know that node $v_i$ continues to find active nodes along $P$ at round $k$, and it stops until it reaches node $v_j$. Thus, all nodes in path $P$ between $v_i$ and $v_j$ become the children of node $v_i$. So, all nodes in path $P$ are in $T$. Hence, all nodes in $A_{k-1}$ are in $T$. Therefore, we have $A_r$ is in $T$ for any $1 \leq r \leq L$. Since $A_1$ is exactly the set of cycles nodes, we have all cycles nodes are in $T$. Thus, $C \subseteq V_T$.

To prove $V_T \subseteq C$, we show that the any non cycle node is not in tree $T$. For any non cycle node $j$, suppose $j \in V_T$. Then $j$ must be a descendant of root node $i$. From the algorithm we know that the children relation is formed by next relation in the original graph. Thus, there must be a directed path from node $i$ to node $j$ in the original graph. This means $j$ must be in the unique cycle, a contradiction.

Theorem 19. Algorithm 2 computes all the cycles of a functional graph $G$. It has round complexity of $O(\log l)$ and message complexity of $O(n \log l)$, w.h.p, where $l$ is the length of the longest cycle in $G$.

**Proof.** Since the cycle message only traverses through tree $T$, from Lemma 18, we know that each cycle node receives the cycle message and each non cycle node does not receive the cycle message.

Since the number of active nodes in any cycle reduces by a constant fraction in expectation at each iteration and each iteration takes constant number of rounds, by Chernoff bound, Algorithm 2 takes $O(\log l)$ rounds w.h.p. Each round of the algorithm takes at most $O(n)$ messages, which results in $O(n \log l)$ messages in total.

### 4.2 A Deterministic Algorithm for Finding Cycles in Functional Graphs

In this section, we present a deterministic algorithm for finding all the disjoint cycles in a functional graph, shown in Algorithm 3. This algorithm is similar to the las vegas algorithm in the previous section, with only one key difference. We replace the **Coin-flip** step in Algorithm 2 to the **Coloring** step. Observe that in Algorithm 2 the primary purpose of the **Coin-flip** step is to reduce the number of active nodes by a constant factor while ensuring that any two consecutive active cycle nodes cannot become inactive at the same time. Graph coloring techniques can also serve this purpose. Hence, we simply replace the **coin-flip** step in Algorithm 2 to be a **Coloring** step, which is an invocation of the 6-coloring algorithm due to [5]. After the **Coloring** step, each node compares its color with the color of its successor. If a node has a smaller color than its successor, it becomes inactive. Then all remaining active nodes perform the **Explore** step as in Algorithm 2.

We can observe that after the coloring step at each iteration, the node with the largest color remains active in each disjoint cycle. By similar argument, we can show that Lemma 17 and Lemma 18 still hold.
Algorithm 3 Deterministic Algorithm for Finding Cycles.

Code for $P_i$:
/* Variables are the same as Algorithm 2 */

while $active := true$

Coloring Step:
6-coloring of active nodes using coloring algorithm from [5]
Request the color of $succ$, denoted as $c'$
if $c < c'$ /* If my color is less than the color of successor, I become inactive */
$active := false$

Execute Explore Step of Algorithm 2
endwhile

Theorem 20. Algorithm 3 computes all the disjoint cycles in a functional graph and takes $O(\log^* n \log l)$ rounds and $O(n \log^* n \log l)$ messages.

Proof. Since no more than 5 consecutive active nodes become inactive at each iteration by the property of 6-coloring, the Explore Step still takes constant rounds. The coloring step introduces an additional $O(\log^* n)$ factor. Thus, Algorithm 3 terminates in $O(\log^* n \log l)$ rounds and takes $O(n \log^* n \log l)$ messages.

4.3 Distributed Top Trading Cycle Algorithm

We now present a distributed version of the top trading cycle algorithm. As in the sequential setting, we assume that each node knows which nodes are holding the houses in its preference list. Indeed, every node can broadcast its house to all. This only requires one round and $O(n^2)$ messages.

Algorithm 4 Distributed Version of Top Trading Cycle.

Code for $P_i$:
/* Variables */

next$_i$: the node which holds current top choice of $P_i$
assigned$_i$: whether be assigned final house $h_i$: the house $P_i$ holds
succ$_i$: successor of $P_i$, same as algorithm 2
pref$_i$: mapping from a house to the node which holds the house.

One Stage:
succ$_i = next_i$

Execute Algorithm 2 or 3 to find out cycle nodes
if $P_i$ in cycle

Let $h_j$ denote the house of $next_i$
$h_i := h_j$
assigned := true

Broadcast $remove(h_i)$ to all
if $P_i$ has no children
Send ok to its parent

On receiving ok from all children:
if $P_i$ is the root of the tree
Broadcast nextStage to all
else
Send ok to its parent

On receiving nextStage:
if assigned$_i := false$
active := true
Let $Top_i$ denote the next available top choice
next$_i := pref_i[Top_i]$
Start next stage

On receiving remove($h_j$) from $j$:
Remove $h_j$ from pref$_i$
The distributed algorithm is shown in Algorithm 4. The basic idea is using the cycle finding algorithms presented above to simulate each stage of the top trading cycle algorithm. During a stage, all nodes first build the top choice functional graph, i.e., update their succ variable to be the node which holds their current top choice. Then, all nodes execute Algorithm 2 or 3 to find out whether they are in a cycle or not. After that, a cycle node gets assigned its current top choice and broadcasts a remove message which contains the assigned house to all nodes. When node $P_i$ receives remove messages from other nodes, it deletes the houses contained in the messages from the preference list, i.e., from pref. When executing Algorithm 2 or 3, nodes might terminate at different rounds. Thus, we need to coordinate the execution of each stage. In order to achieve this, we use a convergecast step using the tree built in the execution of Algorithm 2 or 3. When a node completes broadcasting its remove message to all, it sends a ok message to its parent in the tree if it is a leaf node in the tree. For non-leaf nodes, they send an ok message to their parents only when they receive ok messages from all children. For the root node, when it receives ok from all its children, which means all nodes have updated their preference list, it broadcasts a nextStage message to all to notify all nodes to start the next stage of the algorithm.

Since each stage of Algorithm 4 simulates each iteration of the TTC mechanism. The correctness of Algorithm 4 follows from the correctness of TTC. We now look at the round and message complexity.

**Theorem 21.** Algorithm 4 computes the core of a housing market in $O(n)$ rounds and takes $O(n^2)$ messages.

**Proof.** We just analyze the complexity of adopting the Las Vegas algorithm as a subroutine. The complexity of the deterministic algorithm just has an additional $\log^* n$ factor. Let $l_i$ denote the length of the cycle at stage $i$ of Algorithm 4. At stage $i$, both finding the cycle and convergecast along the tree need $O(\log l_i)$ rounds, w.h.p. Finding the cycle takes $O(n \log l_i)$ messages and convergecast takes $O(l_i)$ messages. Thus, each stage takes $O(\log l_i)$ randomized rounds and $O(n \log l_i)$ messages. Therefore, since $\sum l_i = n$, Algorithm 4 takes $O(n)$ rounds and $O(n^2)$ messages in the worst case.

5 Conclusion

We conclude with two open problems. We have shown that computing a Pareto optimal matching for a housing allocation is in CC, which yields a linear time and linear work parallel algorithm. Computing an individually Pareto optimal matching for a housing market seems harder. It is interesting to know the relationship between this problem and the CC class. It is unlikely to be CC-complete, since this would imply a RNC$^2$ and a quasi-NC$^2$ algorithm for the CC class. We also show that computing the core of a housing market is CC-hard by giving a logspace reduction from the LFMM problem. It is interesting to know whether this problem is CC-complete. Or can we show that it is P-complete?
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Abstract

We consider a distributed system of \( n \) identical mobile robots operating in the two dimensional Euclidian plane. As in the previous studies, we consider the robots to be anonymous, oblivious, dis-oriented, and without any communication capabilities, operating based on the Look-Compute-Move model where the next location of a robot depends only on its view of the current configuration. Even in this seemingly weak model, most formation problems which require constructing specific configurations, can be solved quite easily when the robots are fully synchronized with each other. In this paper we introduce and study a new class of problems which, unlike the studied formation problems, cannot always be solved even in the fully synchronous model with atomic and rigid moves. This class of problems requires the robots to permute their locations in the plane. In particular, we are interested in implementing two special types of permutations – permutations without any fixed points and permutations of order \( n \). The former (called MOVE-ALL) requires each robot to visit at least two of the initial locations, while the latter (called VISIT-ALL) requires every robot to visit each of the initial locations in a periodic manner. We provide a characterization of the solvability of these problems, showing the main challenges in solving this class of problems for mobile robots. We also provide algorithms for the feasible cases, in particular distinguishing between one-step algorithms (where each configuration must be a permutation of the original configuration) and multi-step algorithms (which allow intermediate configurations). These results open a new research direction in mobile distributed robotics which has not been investigated before.
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1 Introduction

The investigation of the computational and complexity issues arising in distributed systems of autonomous mobile robots is an important research topic in distributed computing. This has several applications, teams of robots could be sent to regions inaccessible to humans to perform a variety of tasks such as exploration and data-collection, monitoring, sensing or patrolling. Once deployed, the team of robots must coordinate with each other and perform the tasks autonomously without human intervention; this has motivated the design of distributed algorithms for coordination among the robots to enable them to perform the required tasks.

As a theoretical abstraction, the robots are usually viewed as computational entities modelled as points in a metric space, typically $\mathbb{R}^2$, in which they can move. The robots, identical and outwardly indistinguishable, have the same capabilities and execute the same (deterministic) algorithm. They can see each other, but cannot explicitly communicate with one another. This lack of direct communication capabilities means that the only means of interaction between robots are observations and movements: that is, communication is stigmergic. Each robot operates in “Look-Compute-Move” (LCM) cycles: during a cycle, it observes its surroundings, computes a destination point, and moves to it. Typically, the robots are assumed to have constant-size persistent memory or, more commonly, to be oblivious having no persistent memory: This paper assumes the latter model where robots in each cycle act only based on the current observation and have no memory of their activities from previous cycles. Further the robots do not have any means of orienting themselves; Each robot observes the location of other robots relative to its own position in the plane and the robots do not share any common coordinate system. If the robots agree on a common notion of clockwise direction, then we say the system has chirality.

Some typical problems that have been studied in this model include: gathering of robots (e.g., [11, 12]), uniform dispersal, filling a region with robots, flocking, etc. (for a review, see [6]). A generalization of some of these problems is that of pattern formation, where the $n$ robots need to move from any initial configuration to a predefined pattern of $n$ points in the plane. This class has been extensively studied (e.g., [1, 2, 5, 7, 8, 14, 15, 16, 17]). A major issue in such formation problems is the amount of symmetry (quantified by the notion of symmetricity [15]) in the starting configuration of robots and in the points of the pattern. In the arbitrary pattern formation problem, the points where the pattern is formed are relative, i.e. subject to rotation, translation and scaling of the input pattern. A different line of research is when the points of the pattern are fixed, a setting called embedded pattern and studied in [3, 9].

In some applications, forming a pattern may be the first step of a more complex task requiring coordination between robots. Consider, for example, robots that contain instrumentation for monitoring a site once there, as well as sensors for measurement (e.g., detecting traces of oil or precious metals, radioactivity, etc). If each robot has different sensors, the same site might need to be visited by all robots, and this must be done while still keeping all the sites monitored. A more relaxed version of this task is where each site must be visited by (at least) two robots. This task may be useful even in situations where all the robots contain the same sensors, e.g., if there are faulty sensors and we want to replicate the measurements.

These tasks are instances of a new class of problems quite different from the formation problems as the robots need to rotate among the given points of interests, forming permutations of a given pattern of points. We assume that each robot is initially occupying a point of interest (thus marking that location) and the objective is to permute the robots
among these locations periodically. The question is which permutations can be implemented starting from which patterns. We show a big difference between these classes of permutation problems compared to the formation problems studied previously. In particular, we show that even in the fully synchronous (FSYNC) model, some of the permutation problems are not solvable, even when starting from configurations that admit a leader. In contrast, any formation problem (including gathering) is easily solvable in FSYNC when the starting configuration admits a leader.

Note that the permutation problems considered in this paper are perpetual tasks requiring continuous visits to the sites by the robots. Unlike the multiple pattern formation problem where robots continuously move from a pattern to the next [5], here the robots perpetually move but only exchanging locations in the same pattern. In particular, we focus on two interesting types of permutations — permutations without fixed points, and permutations of order $n$ (i.e. $n$-cycles). These give rise to two specific problems (i) MOVE-ALL: every site must be visited by at least two robots and every robot has to visit at least two points, and, (ii) VISIT-ALL: every robot must visit each of the points of interest. We provide a characterization of the solvability of these problems showing which patterns make it feasible to solve these problems and under what conditions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation on these class of problems.

Our Contributions. We distinguish between 1-step and multi-step algorithms; In the former case, we must form the permutations without passing through intermediate configurations, while in the latter case, a fixed number of intermediate configurations are allowed (see definitions in Section 2). We study 1-step and 2-step algorithms for VISIT-ALL and MOVE-ALL, distinguishing the case when the robots share a common chirality from the case when they do not. We identify a special class of configurations denoted by $C_{\odot}$, that are rotationally symmetric with exactly one robot in the center of symmetry. Such configurations do not always allow permutations without fixed points, thus making it difficult to solve the above problems.

We show that when there is chirality, the sets of initial configurations from which VISIT-ALL and MOVE-ALL can be solved, using 1-step algorithms, are the same: that is, all configurations except those in $C_{\odot}$ (Section 3). We then show that the characterization remains the same when we consider 2-step algorithms. Moreover, in the case of VISIT-ALL, the solvability does not change even for $k$-step algorithms for any constant $k$.

On the other hand, when there is no chirality, we observe a difference between the solvability of VISIT-ALL and MOVE-ALL. Configurations in $C_{\odot}$ are clearly still non feasible for both problems. However, for the MOVE-ALL problem the class of unsolvable configurations also includes the ones where there exists a symmetry axis with a unique robot on it. On the other hand, the set of initial configurations from which VISIT-ALL is solvable is different: the problem can be solved if and only if in the initial configuration there are no axes of symmetry or if there is a unique symmetry axis that does not contain any robots. Interestingly, also in this case, allowing 2-step algorithms does not change the set of solvable instances.

We then show that, when there is chirality and the coordinate systems of robots are visible (that is, a robot can sense the local coordinate system of the others), then VISIT-ALL (and thus MOVE-ALL) is solvable from arbitrary initial configurations, and we provide a universal algorithm for solving the problems. Finally, we show that allowing a single bit of persistent memory per robot and assuming chirality, it is possible to solve the problems for all initial configurations (Section 6).

Due to the space constraint, some of the proofs and formal description of some algorithms have been omitted, they can be found in the full version.
2 Model, Definitions and Preliminaries

Robots and scheduler. We consider a set of dimensionless computational entities: the robots. These robots are modelled as points in the metric space $\mathbb{R}^2$; they are able to sense the environment detecting the presence of other robots, they can perform computations, and are able to move to any other point in the space. Each robot has its own local coordinate system centred in its own position (which may differ in orientation and unit distance from the coordinate system of other robots). For simplicity of description, we will use a global coordinate system $S$ for analyzing the moves of the robots (robots themselves are unaware of this global system). Robots are oblivious: they do not have any persistent memory and thus, they cannot recall any information from previous computations. We indicate the set of robots with $R : \{r_0, r_1, \ldots, r_{n-1}\}$, however the robots themselves are not aware of the numbering assigned to them. All robots are identical and follow the same algorithm. We assume the so-called Fully-Synchronous Scheduler ($FSYN\!C$). Under this scheduler, time can be seen as divided in discrete fixed length slots called rounds. In each round, each robot synchronously performs a Look-Compute-Move cycle [6]. During the Look phase, a robot $r$ takes an instantaneous snapshot of the environment, the snapshot is an entire map of the plane containing positions of all the other robots with respect to the local coordinate system of $r$. During the Compute phase, robot $r$ performs some local computation to decide its new destination point as a function of the aforementioned snapshot as input. Finally, in the Move phase, the robot moves to the computed destination point (which may be the same as current location).

Chirality. Robots may or may not share the same handedness: in the former case, they all agree on the clockwise direction and we say the system has chirality [6], in the latter case, robots do not have such an agreement and we say there is no chirality.

Configurations. A configuration $C$ is an ordered tuple of points $C = (p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_{n-1})$, where $p_i = C[i]$ is the position of robot $r_i$ in terms of the global coordinate system $S$. We denote by $Z = (Z_0, Z_1, \ldots, Z_{n-1})$ the ordered tuple of coordinate systems where $Z_i$ is the system used by robot $r_i$. Given a robot $r_i$ located at $p_i$, we denote with $C \setminus \{r_i\}$ (or sometimes $C \setminus \{p_i\}$), the configuration obtained by removing robot $r_i$ from $C$. We indicate with $C_0$ the initial configuration in which the robots start. We denote by $SEC(C)$ the smallest circle that encloses all points in the configuration $C$.

Symmetricity. Given any configuration $C$ with robots having coordinate systems $Z$, the symmetricity $\sigma(C, Z) = m$ is the largest integer $m$ such that the robots can be partitioned into classes of size at most $m$ where robots in the same class have the same view (snapshot) in $C$ (See [15, 16]). Alternatively, we can define the symmetricity (irrespective of $Z$) of a configuration as $\rho(C) = m$ where $m$ is largest integer such that $\exists Z : \sigma(C, Z) = m$. For any configuration $C$, we have $\rho(C) \geq 1$, the configurations with $\rho(C) = 1$ are considered to be asymmetric (these are the only configurations that allow to elect a leader among robots). For symmetric configurations with $\rho(C) > 1$, $C$ may have rotational symmetry with respect to the center $c$ of $SEC(C)$, which coincides with the centroid of $C$ in this case, or $C$ may have mirror symmetry with respect to a line, called the axis of symmetry.

We define a special class of configurations denoted by $C_\circ$. A configuration $C$ is in $C_\circ$, if and only if $\rho(C) = 1$, and there exists a unique robot $r_c$ (the central robot) located at the center of $SEC(C)$ such that $\rho(C \setminus \{r_c\}) = k > 1$; In other words, $C$ has a rotational
We will study the following two problems: starting with configuration $A$, this is due to the obliviousness of the robot, the fact that the algorithm is deterministic and thus let us consider a configuration $R$. For a permutation $\pi = (\pi(0), \pi(1), \ldots, \pi(n-1))$ of $(0, 1, \ldots, n-1)$, define $\pi(C) = (p_{\pi(0)}, p_{\pi(1)}, \ldots, p_{\pi(n-1)})$. We denote: (1) the set of permutations with no fixed points as $\Pi_2 = \{ \pi : \pi(i) \neq i, \forall i \leq n \leq n-1 \}$ and (2) the set of cyclic permutations of order $n$ as $\Pi_n = \{ \pi : \pi(i) = i <\rightarrow nk = j \text{ for some } k \in \mathbb{N} \}$ where $\pi^j$ indicates that we apply permutation $\pi$ $j$ times. Let $\Pi(C)$ be the set of all permutations of $C$.

Given an algorithm $A$ and an initial configuration $C_0$ we denote any execution of algorithm $A$, starting with configuration $C_0$ as the run $R_{A,C_0} : (C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots)$, the infinite ordered sequence of configurations, where $C_j$ is produced during round $j$ of the execution.

**Problem Definitions**

We will study the following two problems:

- **MOVE-ALL**: An algorithm $A$ is a $1$-step solution algorithm for the MOVE-ALL problem, if every possible run of the algorithm $R_{A,C_0} : (C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots)$ is such that: $C_i = \pi^i(C_0)$ for some $\pi \in \Pi_2$. Intuitively, every configuration is a permutation of $C_0$ and in any two consecutive configurations, the position of each robot is different. As an extension for any $k \in \mathbb{N}^+$, a $k$-step solution requires that $C_{i+k} = \pi^i(C_0)$ where $\pi \in \Pi_2$. (There is no constraint on the intermediate configurations $C_j$ where $k$ does not divide $j$.)

- **VISIT-ALL**: An algorithm $A$ is a $1$-step solution algorithm for the VISIT-ALL problem, if every possible run of the algorithm $R_{A,C_0} : (C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots)$ is such that: $C_i = \pi^i(C_0)$ for some $\pi \in \Pi_n$. Intuitively, every configuration is a permutation of $C_0$ and in every $n$ consecutive configurations, every robot visit every location $p_i \in C_0$. We can similarly define a $k$-step solution for the problem where $C_{i+k} = \pi^i(C_0)$ for some $\pi \in \Pi_n$.

Since $\Pi_n \subset \Pi_2$, it follows that any solution for VISIT-ALL is also a solution to the MOVE-ALL problem.

**Oblivious Permutations**

Note that $k$-step solutions of MOVE-ALL and VISIT-ALL specify that we must have a permutation of the initial configuration $C_0$ every $k$ rounds. However, no constraint is given on the other intermediate configurations. Interestingly, when robots are oblivious the previous definitions imply a stronger version of the problem in which each configuration $C_{j+k}$ has to be the permutation of configuration $C_j$ that appeared $k$ rounds ago.

**Lemma 1.** Let $A$ be a $k$-step algorithm solving MOVE-ALL (or VISIT-ALL), and let $R_{A,C_0} : (C_0, C_1, C_2, \ldots)$ be any run of $A$ starting from $C_0$. For each $j \in \mathbb{N}$ we have that $C_{j+k} = \pi(C_j)$ for some $\pi \in \Pi(C_j)$.

**Proof.** We prove the lemma for MOVE-ALL, the extension to VISIT-ALL is analogous and immediate. If $j = t \cdot k$ for some $t \in \mathbb{N}$ then the lemma follows from the problem definition. Thus let us consider a configuration $C_j$ such that $j \neq t \cdot k$ for all $t \in \mathbb{N}$. We observe that $R_{A,C_j}$ (that is a run of $A$ starting from $C_j$) is equal to the suffix of $R_{A,C_0}$ starting from $C_j$. This is due to the obliviousness of the robot, the fact that the algorithm is deterministic and the synchronous scheduler: starting from a certain configuration and an assignment of local coordinate systems, the algorithm will generate a fixed sequence of configurations. However in $R_{A,C_j}$, we must have that $C_{j+k} = \pi(C_j)$ for some $\pi \in \Pi(C_j)$, otherwise $A$ is not a correct algorithm for MOVE-ALL.


### 3 Oblivious Robots with Chirality

In this section we consider robots having chirality (i.e., they agree on the same clockwise orientation).

#### 3.1 1-Step Algorithms

We first consider 1-step algorithms, and show that Move-All and Visit-All are solvable if the initial configuration $C_0$ is not in $C_\otimes$.

**Intuition behind the solution algorithms.** The underlining idea of our solution algorithms is to first make robots agree on a cyclic ordering of the robots, and then permute their positions according to this ordering. This algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1. When the center $c$ of $SEC(C_0)$ is not occupied by any robot, we compute a cyclic ordering on the robots by taking the half-line passing through $c$ and one of the robots closest to $c$ and rotating it w.r.t. point $c$; the robots are listed in the order the line hits them. We can show that the ordering computed by any robot is a rotation of that computed by another robot (See Figure 1 for example). The only issue is when there is a robot at $c$. In this case, the robots compute a unique total order on the robots; this is always possible since $C_0 \not\in C_\otimes$, which implies that $C_0$ is asymmetric and admits a total ordering.

From the above observations, it is immediate that the algorithm solves Visit-All: take a robot $r$, w.l.o.g. in position $p_i$, during $n$ activations, the robot moves through all the robot positions in the computed cyclic order, returning back to $p_i$; thus, it has visited every point in $C_0$.

**Algorithm 1** Visit-All Algorithm using a cyclic order.

1: Compute a cyclic order $(p_0, p_1, \ldots, p_{n-1})$ on $C$ using Order$(C)$.

2: If my position is $p_i$, set destination as $p_{(i+1) \mod n}$.

.. image:: figure1.png

(a) An example of cyclic order induced by the ORDER algorithm.

(b) Another example of cyclic order induced by the ORDER algorithm.

**Figure 1** ORDER algorithm: Examples of cyclic order computed by Algorithm 1.

➤ **Theorem 2.** In systems with chirality, there exists a 1-step algorithm that solves Visit-All from any initial configuration $C_0 \not\in C_\otimes$. 

We now show that, when \( C_0 \in C_\circ \) Move-All (and thus Visit-All) is unsolvable by any 1-step algorithm.

\[ \blacktriangleright \textbf{Theorem 3.} \text{If } C_0 \in C_\circ \text{ there exists no 1-step algorithm that solves Move-All, even when the robots have chirality.} \]

\[ \text{Proof.} \text{ In any configuration in } C_\circ , \text{ the adversary can assign coordinate systems in such a way that each robot, except the central robot } r_c, \text{ has at least one analogous with a symmetric view. This derives directly from the definition of } C_\circ . \text{ It is immediate to see that it is impossible to elect a unique robot to move to the center of } C_0, \text{ taking the position of } r_c. \text{ An example is given in Figure 2, where if one robot moves to the centroid of } C_0, \text{ then every robot except } r_c \text{ would do the same. This implies that, in the next round, it is impossible to form any } C_1 \in \Pi(C_0) \text{ with a different central robot. } \blacktriangleleft \]

Note that Theorem 2 implies that Move-All is solvable under the same assumptions of the theorem (if we satisfy the Visit-All specification we satisfy also the Move-All specifications). Moreover, for the same reason, Theorem 3 implies that Visit-All is unsolvable. We can summarize the results of this section as follows:

\[ \blacktriangleright \textbf{Theorem 4.} \text{In systems with chirality, Move-All and Visit-All can be solved in 1-step if and only if } C_0 \notin C_\circ . \]

### 3.2 2-step Algorithms

In light of Theorem 4, one may wonder what happens when multiple steps are allowed. In this section we show that allowing an intermediate step to reach the goal does not bring any advantages. We first introduce a technical lemma.

\[ \blacktriangleright \textbf{Lemma 5.} \text{Let } A \text{ be a 2-step algorithm that solves Move-All. Starting from configuration } C_0 \in C_\circ , \text{ algorithm } A \text{ cannot generate a run } R_{A,C_0} : (C_0, C_1, C_2, C_3, \ldots) \text{ where } C_1 \notin C_\circ . \]

The above result is based on the observation that it is impossible to replace the central robot by another robot in 1-step. Thus the intermediate configuration must be a configuration \( C_1 \notin C_\circ \). Based on the above result, we can show the following:

\[ \blacktriangleright \textbf{Theorem 6.} \text{There exist no 2-step algorithm that solves Move-All from a configuration } C_0 \in C_\circ , \text{ even if the system has chirality.} \]
The informal idea here is that the central robot \( r_c \) in configuration \( C_0 \) needs to move away from the center to form the intermediate configuration \( C_1 \). However, in any 2-step algorithm, \( C_2 \) must be a permutation of \( C_0 \), with a different robot \( r' \) in the center. Now, following the same algorithm, robot \( r' \) would move away from the center to form the next configuration \( C_3 \). By choosing the coordinate systems of robots \( r_c \) and \( r' \) in an appropriate way, the adversary can ensure that \( C_3 \) would not be a permutation of \( C_1 \), thus violating the conditions in Lemma 1. This shows the impossibility.

Interestingly, when we consider Visit-All we can prove a stronger impossibility result that includes algorithms using any constant number of steps.

▶ Theorem 7. There exists no \( k \)-step algorithm for Visit-All, starting from any configuration \( C_0 \in C_\ominus \), where \( k = O(1) \). This result holds even if the system has chirality

### 4 Oblivious Robots without Chirality

In this section we consider robots that do not share the same handedness. Interestingly, the absence of chirality changes the condition for solvability of Move-All and Visit-All, showing the difference between these two problems. This is due to the fact that in systems without chirality, the configuration of robots may have mirror symmetry, in addition to rotational symmetry as in the previous section.

#### 4.1 Move-All

The following theorem illustrates the configurations for which the Move-All problem is unsolvable.

▶ Theorem 8. In systems without chirality Move-All is unsolvable in 1-step starting from any configuration \( C_0 \in C_\ominus \), as well as from any configuration that has a symmetry axis containing exactly one robot.

We now consider the solutions to the Move-All problem for the feasible instances. If the configuration has a central symmetry (i.e., a rotational symmetry with \( \theta = \pi \)), each robot can be paired to its counterpart on the opposite end of the center, and the paired robots can swap positions. When the initial configuration has a rotational symmetry but no symmetry axes, then the robots can agree on a common chirality and the algorithms from the previous section can be applied. Thus the only remaining configurations are those with an axis of symmetry that are not central symmetric. For such configurations, it is possible to partition the robots in three disjoint subsets, and it make them move as follows: (see also Figure 3)

(i) For the robots located on a symmetry axis, there exists a unique cyclic order on these robots. Robots on the axis are permuted according to this ordering. (ii) The second subset contains robots that are closer to one symmetry axis compared to other axes. These robots swap positions pairwise, each robot switching with its symmetric robot w.r.t. the closest axis. (iii) The last subset consists of robots that are equidistant from two distinct symmetry axes. Also in this case robots switch positions pairwise, and each one switches position with its symmetric robot w.r.t. the centroid \( c \) of configuration \( C_0 \).

For all the configurations excluded by Theorem 8, Move-All can be solved using the above approach.

▶ Theorem 9. If \( C_0 \notin C_\ominus \) and \( C_0 \) does not have a symmetry axis containing exactly one robot, then Move-All is solvable in 1-step even when the system does not have chirality.
To summarize, we have the following characterization for solvability of \textsc{Move-All} without chirality:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Theorem 10.} In systems without chirality, \textsc{Move-All} is solvable in 1-step if and only if $C_0 \not\in C_\circ$ and $C_0$ does not have a symmetry axis containing exactly one robot.
\end{itemize}

\subsection{Visit-All}

The \textsc{Visit-All} problem differs from \textsc{Move-All} only when $n > 2$, so we will assume in this section that $n \geq 3$. We will show that \textsc{Visit-All} is solvable without chirality if (i) $C_0 \not\in C_\circ$ and (ii) $C_0$ does not have symmetry axes, or there is a unique axis of symmetry that does not intersect any point of $C_0$. The main idea of the algorithm is the following. When $C_0$ does not have a symmetry axis, then it is possible to agree on a common notion of clockwise direction. Once this is done the algorithm from the previous section can be used. So we consider the case when $C_0$ has a unique axis of symmetry that does not intersect any point of $C_0$. We partition $C_0$ in two sets $C'$ and $C''$, containing robots from the two sides of the axis of symmetry. In each of these sets it is possible to agree on a total order of the points (recall that the symmetry axis is unique). Let $[p'_0, p'_1, \ldots, p'_{n-1}]$ be the total order on $C'$ and $[p''_0, p''_1, \ldots, p''_{n-1}]$ be the analogous order on $C''$. We obtain a cyclic order on $C_0$ by having element $p'_0$ following $p'_{n-1}$, and, in a symmetric way, $p''_0$ follows $p''_{n-1}$ (see Figure 4).

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Theorem 11.} When $n > 2$ and robots do not have chirality, \textsc{Visit-All} is solvable in 1-step if the initial configuration $C_0 \not\in C_\circ$ and either
    \begin{enumerate}
      \item There are no symmetry axes in $C_0$, or,
      \item There exists a unique symmetry axis of $C_0$ and no point of $C_0$ intersects the axis.
    \end{enumerate}
\end{itemize}
Interestingly, without chirality, \textsc{Visit-All} is not solvable if the assumptions of Th. 11 do not hold:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Theorem 12.} When \( n > 2 \) and there is no chirality, there exists no algorithm that solves \textsc{Visit-All} in 1-step from an initial configuration \( C_0 \) if one of the following holds:
    \begin{itemize}
    \item \( C_0 \in C_\diamond \)
    \item There exists a symmetry axis of \( C_0 \) intersecting a proper non-empty subset of \( C_0 \).
    \item There are at least two symmetry axes of \( C_0 \).
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

To summarize, we have the following:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Theorem 13.} In systems without chirality, \textsc{Visit-All} is solvable in 1-step if and only if \( C_0 \not\in C_\diamond \) and either there are no symmetry axes in \( C_0 \), or there exists a unique symmetry axis that does not intersect any point of \( C_0 \).
\end{itemize}

\section{2-step Algorithms}

We can show that 2-step algorithms do not help to enlarge the class of solvable configurations.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Theorem 14.} When the system has no chirality, \textsc{Move-All} is not solvable in 2-steps, from an initial configuration \( C_0 \), if \( C_0 \in C_\diamond \), or if there exists an axis of symmetry in \( C_0 \) containing a single robot.
\end{itemize}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Theorem 15.} When \( n > 2 \) and there is no chirality, \textsc{Visit-All} is not solvable in 2-steps, from an initial configuration \( C_0 \), if one of the following holds:
    \begin{itemize}
    \item \( C_0 \in C_\diamond \)
    \item There exists a symmetry axis \( A \) of \( C_0 \) intersecting a proper non-empty subset of \( C_0 \).
    \item There are at least two symmetry axes of \( C_0 \).
    \end{itemize}
\end{itemize}

\section{Oblivious Robots with Visible Coordinate Systems}

In this section, we assume that each robot can see the coordinate system of all robots and the system has chirality. As we have seen in Section 3, with chirality, the only configurations in which \textsc{Visit-All} cannot be solved are the ones in \( C_\diamond \). We now present a \textsc{Voting} algorithm that solves \textsc{Visit-All} also starting from these configurations, provided that robots have this extra knowledge of the coordinate systems of other robots. The algorithm (see Algorithm 2) uses Procedure \textsc{innerPolygon}, which takes a configuration \( C \) and returns only the points on the smallest non degenerate circle having the same center as \( SEC(C) \) and passing through at least one point of \( C \).

When \( C_0 \not\in C_\diamond \), the algorithm uses the \textsc{Order} procedure from Section 3. In case the initial configuration is in \( C_\diamond \), the algorithm implements a voting procedure to elect a unique vertex of the innermost non-degenerate polygon \( P \) computed by Procedure \textsc{innerPolygon}. The vote of a robot \( r \) is computed by translating its coordinate system to the center of \( SEC(C_0) \). The vote of \( r \) will be given to the point of \( P \) that forms the smallest counterclockwise angle with the \( x \)-axis of the translated system. Since the number of robots is co-prime to the size of \( P \), a unique vertex (robot) can be elected and the elected point is used to break the symmetry and compute a total order among the robots. As before, the robots use this total order to move cyclically solving \textsc{Visit-All}.

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Theorem 16.} If each robot can see the axes of the others and there is chirality, then there exists a 1-step algorithm solving \textsc{Visit-All} for any initial configuration \( C_0 \).
\end{itemize}
Algorithm 2 Order Algorithm when robots have visible coordinate systems.

```
procedure getVote(Polygon P, robot r)
  o = getCenter(P)
  Consider the coordinate system with origin o and axes parallel to the system Sr of robot r. Let p̂ ∈ P be the point with smallest polar coordinates in this coordinate system.
  return p̂

procedure Voting(Configuration C)
  P = innerPolygon(C)
  V = vector of size |P| with all entries equal to 0.
  for all r ∈ C do
    r̂v = getVote(P, r)
    V[v] = V[v] + 1
  pl = elect one robot in P using the votes in V.
  return pl
```

Algorithm 3 2-step Visit-All with one bit of memory.

```
1: (Initially: b = 0)
2: 3: if C ̸∈ C⊙ ∧ b = 0 then
4:   Compute an order using Algorithm from Section 3.
5:   Permute robots according to the computed order.
6: else if C ∈ C⊙ ∧ b = 0 then
7:   b = 1
8: if I am the central robot then
9:   Compute a destination point v = ComputeMovementCentral(C).
10: set destination as v
11: else if C ∈ C⊙ ∧ b = 1 then
12:   Compute a cyclic order p0, p1, . . . , pn−1 of positions in C using the pivot robot p′.
13: set destination as v
14: else if C ̸∈ C⊙ ∧ b = 1 then
15:   (C′, p′, Leader) = Reconstruct(C)
16:   Compute a cyclic order p0, p1, . . . , pn−1 of positions in C using the pivot robot p′.
17: if I am the Leader then
18:   b = 1
19: else
20:   b = 0
21: if my position in C was p̂ then
22:   set destination as p̂(i+1) mod n
```

Intuitive description of the algorithm. The general idea is to use alternate rounds of communication and formation of the actual permutation. In the communication round, the robots create a special intermediate configuration that provides a total order on the robots;

6 Robots with one bit of Persistent Memory

Motivated by the impossibility result of Theorem 6, we now investigate non-oblivious robots having some persistent memory. Interestingly, we show that a single bit of memory is sufficient to overcome the impossibility, and solve Visit-All using a 2-step algorithm. Note that we cannot overcome the impossibility using 1-step algorithms and Theorem 3, holds even if the robots are equipped with an infinite amount of memory.

We present the 2-step algorithm below (Algorithm 3) for n ≥ 3 robots.
In the subsequent round they reconstruct the initial pattern forming the permutation of the initial configuration. The memory bit is crucial to distinguish the intermediate configuration from the initial configuration. If the initial configuration $C_0 \not\in C_⊙$ then the robots follow the 1-step algorithm described in Section 3 and we will show that this does not conflict with the rest of the algorithm designed for the case when $C_0 \in C_⊙$, as described below.

Initially every robot has the bit $b$ set to 0. When a robot observes that the configuration is in $C_⊙$ and bit $b$ is 0, it sets the bit to 1 to remember that the initial configuration $C_0 \in C_⊙$. The central robot $r_l$ in $C_0$ takes the role of Leader and performs a special move to create the intermediate configuration $C_1$ that is not in $C_⊙$ but from $C_1$, it is possible to reconstruct the initial configuration $C_0$ or any permutation of it (This move is determined by procedure ComputeMovementCentral described in the next paragraph).

A key point of the algorithm is that the Leader robot remains invariant. At the next activation, the robots observe a configuration that is not in $C_⊙$ and they have bit $b = 1$; this indicates that this is an intermediate configuration and the robots move to reconstruct a configuration $C_2 = \Pi(C_0)$. With the exception of the Leader $r_l$ whose memory bit $b$ is always set to 1, all the other robots will now reset their bit $b$ to 0.

In the next round, the robots are in configuration $C_2$, where the central robot $r_c$ is not $r_l$ (the robots have performed one cyclic permutation). At this point, the robot $r_l$ is the unique robot whose bit $b = 1$. All other robots have $b = 1$ and they behave similarly as in the first round, including robot $r_c$ which moves like the central robot moved in $C_0$. However, the leader robot $r_l$ also moves at the same time, in a special way (as described in procedure ComputeMovementNotCentral presented in the next paragraph). The combination of moves of the leader robot and the central robot allows the robots not only to determine the initial configuration, but also to uniquely identify a “pivot” point in the pattern (see Figure 6), which is kept invariant during the algorithm. The recognition of the pivot point allows the robots agree on the same cyclic ordering of the points in the initial pattern, thus allowing cyclic permutations of the robots.

An example execution of this algorithm is presented in Figure 6.
Figure 6 Example execution of the first 4 rounds for the case $n > 3$.

Movements of $r_1$ and $r_c$. We now describe details of procedures `ComputeMovementCentral` and `ComputeMovementNotCentral` used in Algorithm 3. The movements of the robot leader $r_1$ and the central robot $r_c$ (if different from $r_1$) have to be designed in such a way as to break the symmetry of the configuration by electing always the same pivot position $p'$, and to make it possible to reconstruct the original configuration after the move. For any configuration $C \in \Pi(C_0)$, we define $P_0, P_1, \ldots, P_m$ as a decomposition of $C$ into concentric circles, where $P_0$ is the degenerate circle consisting of only the central robot, $P_1$ is the innermost non-degenerate circle on which $p'$ is located, and finally $P_m = SEC(C)$ (see Figure 5).

Procedure `ComputeMovementCentral` determines the movement of robot $r_c$, according to the number of robots $n$.

- (Case C1: $n = 3$): In such a case, the robots are on a single line. Let $s$ be the segment of this line containing all three robots. Robot $r_c$ moves perpendicularly to $s$ of a distance $d = \frac{|s|}{2}$. The direction of movement is chosen such that the pivot position $p'$ will be the position of the first robot in the clockwise direction from $r_c$.

- (Case C2: $n > 3$): Robot $r_c$ chooses a robot position $p'$ on $P_1$ as the pivot point. Robot $r_c$ moves on the segment connecting $r_c$ and $p'$ by a very small distance (much smaller compared to the radius of $P_1$). See Figure 5.

Procedure `ComputeMovementNotCentral` computes the movements of the leader robot $r_1$, when different from $r_c$, again according to the value of $n$.

- (Case L1: $n = 3$): Note that robots are on a single line. Robot $r_1$ moves along $s$ by a small distance, changing segment $s$ to $s'$. The pivot position $p'$ will be indicated by the direction that goes from the center of $s$ to the new center of $s'$.

- (Case L2: $n > 3$): We have three sub-cases depending on the circle $P_j$ which contains robot $r_1$, and on the number of other robots on $P_j$. Recall that $r_1 \notin P_0$. We treat each $P_j$
as a set, e.g. \(|P_j|\) indicates the number of robots in \(P_j\). Let \(x\) be the difference between the radii of \(P_{j-1}\) and \(P_j\), and let \(h\) be the segment connecting \(P_0\) and robot \(r_1\). Let \(p\) be the position of the first robot on \(P_1\) encountered by walking in clockwise direction starting from the point of intersection between \(h\) and \(P_1\). Let \(nhop\) be the number of robots in \(P_1\) between \(p\) and the pivot point \(p′\). Recall that \(|P_m| > 1\), since \(P_m = SEC(C)\) and \(C\) is rotationally symmetric. In the following, \(encode\) is an appropriately chosen function from \(N\) to \((\frac{1}{2}, 1)\).

(Sub-case L2.1): When \(P_j \neq P_m\) or \(P_j = P_m\) and \(|P_m| > 3\): Robot \(r_1\) moves on \(h\) towards \(P_j\) by a quantity \(encode(nhop) \ast \frac{1}{2}\).

(Sub-case L2.2): When \(P_j = P_m\) and \(|P_m| = 3\): Note that \(P_m\) has to be rotationally symmetric; therefore it contains 3 robots each of them forming an angle of \(\frac{2\pi}{3}\) with its adjacent neighbours. Robot \(r_1\) moves to a point of \(P_j\) that creates with its counter-clockwise neighbour an angle that is \(\frac{2\pi}{3}\).

(Sub-case L2.3): When \(P_j = P_m\) and \(|P_m| = 2\): let \(s\) be the segment connecting the two robots on \(P_j\). Robot \(r_1\) moves on \(s\), expanding \(P_j\) in such a way that the new diameter is \(2D + encode(nhop) \ast D\).

It is easy to see that after \(r_c\) and \(r_1\) move according to the above procedures, the resulting intermediate configuration \(C′\) is not in \(C_\circ\). We now show how to reconstruct the initial configuration \(C\) from \(C′\).

Reconstruction of the initial configuration. When the current configuration \(C′\) is not in \(C_\circ\) and the robots have bit \(b = 1\), the robots know that they are in an intermediate configuration and they have to (1) reconstruct the original configuration \(C\), (2) determine the pivot point \(p′\) in \(C\), and (3) identify the leader robot \(r_l\). The reconstruction is performed by procedure \textsc{Reconstruct}, which again, depends on the value of \(n\).

If \(n = 3\): the robots must form a triangle. The base of the triangle is its largest edge \(e\).

The algorithm computes the ratio of the height of the triangle over the length of base \(e\) to determine if \(r_l\) was \(r_c\) or not.

- If the height of the triangle is exactly half of \(e\), the algorithm infers that \(r_l = r_c\) and that the two other robots are the endpoints of \(e\) (case C1). The pivot point \(p′\) is the position of the first clockwise robot starting from the top of the triangle. The original configuration \(C\) is easily reconstructed: the endpoints of \(e\) are in the same position, and the central robot will be in the intersection of the perpendicular segment that goes through \(r_l\) and \(e\).
- If the height is slightly less, or slightly more, than the largest edge \(e\), then the algorithm infers that \(r_l\) was one of the endpoint; we are in case (L1.1). The reconstruction of \(C\) is simple: take the intersection \(x\) of the perpendicular segment that goes through \(r_l\) and \(e\), the position of the endpoints of \(C\) is reconstructed using the fact that the height of the triangle is exactly half of the original segment, and that \(x\) was the center of the original segment. Robot \(r_l\) is the endpoint that moved, and the pivot \(p′\) can be computed by evaluating if \(r_l\) moved towards or away from the old center.

If \(n > 3\): the algorithm starts by examining \(P_m\), in order to understand if \(r_l\) was on the SEC and executed the sub-case (L2.2) or (L2.3). If the test is negative it proceeds using an “onion peeling” approach, in which the algorithm, starting from the outermost \(P_m\), progressively examines each \(P_j\) until it finds an asymmetry or it reaches \(P_0\). The onion peeling proceeds by first computing the SEC, that is \(P_m\), and then computing each \(P_j\) by considering progressively smaller concentric circles.

- Test for case (L2.3): This test case is done only on \(P_m\). If the center of \(P_m\) is not contained in \(SEC(C′ \setminus P_{m-1})\), then the algorithm detects case (L2.3). \(P_m\) is adjusted
to a new one that has the diameter equal to the distance between the two furthest robots on $P_m$. Robot $r_l$ will be the robot on $P_m$ that is farthest from robots in $P_{m-1}$. The reconstruction of the last layer is done by knowing that it will be a circle with the same center of $SEC(C' \setminus P_{m-1})$ that passes through $P_m \setminus \{r_l\}$ and finally $p'$ will be indicated by decoding the information encoded in the diameter of $P_m$.

Test for case (L2.2): This test case is done only on $P_m$. If $|P_m| = 3$ and it is not rotationally symmetric, and ($|P_{m-1}| > 1$ or $m - 1 = 0$), then the algorithm detects case (L2.2). Robot $r_l$ is one that is not forming an angle of $\frac{2\pi}{3}$ radians with any of its adjacent neighbours, position $p'$ is encoded in the smallest angle that $r_l$ is forming. The original position of $r_l$ can be easily reconstructed: it is the one that forms an angle of $\frac{2\pi}{3}$ with each of its adjacent robots.

Test for case (L2.1): This test case is done on layers different than $P_m$. If $|P_j| = 1$ then the algorithm detects case (L2.1): robot $r_l$ is the only robot in $P_j$ and it is trivial to reconstruct $C$ and compute the pivot $p'$. If the algorithm reaches $P_0$ without finding any asymmetry, then we have that $r_l = r_c$ (case C2). The decoding is trivial in this case: the original position of $r_l$ is the center of $P_1$, and the pivot position $p'$ is in the direction where $r_l$ moved.

Based on the above discussion, we conclude with the following result:

▶ Theorem 17. There exists an universal algorithm to solve Visit-All for robots with 1 bit of persistent memory when the system has chirality.

7 Concluding Remarks

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation of the problems of permuting the positions of a set of mobile robots in the plane. Surprisingly this class of problems seems to be more difficult than the previously studied problems such as gathering and pattern formation, which have easy solutions for the strongest model of fully synchronous robots with rigid movements. Thus the characterization of solvable instances for permutation problems is quite different as shown in this paper. Moreover we also showed that being non-oblivious is helpful for permuting robots, unlike the formation problems where the solvability is unaffected by obliviousness [16]. The paper opens several research directions that are worth investigating: an interesting direction would be to discover other class of problems which cannot be solved even when it is easy to elect a leader (as the class of problems considered here). The difficulty in solving the permutation problems seems to be unrelated to agreement problems such as leader election. In particular we may try to study the differences between leader election and permutation problems and determine if the latter is strictly more difficult than the former. We may also consider other interesting assumptions that can help in overcoming the challenges for permuting robots without orientation. One possibility is the investigation of robots with the additional capability of communicating using visible lights [4, 10, 13].
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Abstract
We investigate the computational power of distributed systems whose autonomous computational entities, called robots, move and operate in the 2-dimensional Euclidean plane in synchronous Look-Compute-Move (LCM) cycles. Specifically, we focus on the power of persistent memory and that of explicit communication, and on their computational relationship.

In the most common model, OBLOT, the robots are oblivious (no persistent memory) and silent (no explicit means of communication). In contrast, in the LUMI model, each robot is equipped with a constant-sized persistent memory (called light), visible to all the robots; hence, these luminous robots are capable in each cycle of both remembering and communicating. Since luminous robots are computationally more powerful than the standard oblivious one, immediate important questions are about the individual computational power of persistent memory and of explicit communication. In particular, which of the two capabilities, memory or communication, is more important? in other words, is it better to remember or to communicate?

In this paper we address these questions, focusing on two sub-models of LUMI: FSTA, where the robots have a constant-size persistent memory but are silent; and FCOM, where the robots can communicate a constant number of bits but are oblivious. We analyze the relationship among all these models and provide a complete exhaustive map of their computational relationship. Among other things, we prove that communication is more powerful than persistent memory under the fully synchronous scheduler Fsynch, while they are incomparable under the semi-synchronous scheduler Ssynch.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background and Motivation

The computational issues of autonomous mobile entities operating in an Euclidean space in Look-Compute-Move (LCM) cycles have been the object of much research in distributed computing. In the Look phase, an entity, viewed as a point and usually called robot, obtains a snapshot of the space; in the Compute phase it executes its algorithm (the same for all
robots) using the snapshot as input; it then moves towards the computed destination in the Move phase. Repeating these cycles, the robots are able to collectively perform some tasks and solve some problems. The research interest has been on determining the impact that internal capabilities (e.g., memory, communication) and external conditions (e.g., synchrony, activation scheduler) have on the solvability of a problem.

In the most common model, OBLOT, in addition to the standard assumptions of anonymity and uniformity (robots have no IDs and run identical algorithms), the robots are oblivious (no persistent memory to record information of previous cycles) and silent (without explicit means of communication). Computability in this model has been the object of intensive research since its introduction in [27]. Extensive investigations have been carried out to clarify the computational limitations and powers of these robots for basic coordination tasks such as Gathering (e.g., [1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 15, 21, 27]), Pattern Formation (e.g., [16, 18, 27, 30, 31]), Flocking (e.g., [5, 19, 26]); for a recent account of the state of the art on some of these problems, see [13] and the chapters therein. Clearly, the restrictions created by the absence of persistent memory and the incapacity of explicit communication severely limits what the robots can do and renders complex and difficult for them to perform the tasks they can do.

A model where robots are provided with some (albeit limited) persistent memory and communication means is the LUMI model, formally defined and analyzed in [9, 10], following a suggestion in [24]. In this model, each robot is equipped with a constant-sized memory (called light), whose value (called color) can be set during the Compute phase. The light is visible to all the robots and is persistent in the sense that it is not automatically reset at the end of a cycle. Hence, these luminous robots are capable in each cycle of both remembering and communicating a constant number of bits. There is a lot of research work on the design of algorithms and the feasibility of problems for luminous robots (e.g., [3, 10, 11, 17, 20, 22, 23, 25, 28, 29]); for a recent survey, see [12].

As for the computational relationship between OBLOT and LUMI, the availability of both persistent memory and communication, however limited, clearly renders luminous robots more powerful than oblivious robots (e.g., [10]). This immediately raises important questions about the individual computational power of the two internal capabilities: memory and communication. In particular,

- if the robots were endowed with a constant number of bits of persistent memory but were still unable to communicate explicitly, what problems could they solve?
- If the robots could communicate a constant number of bits in each cycle, but were oblivious, what would be their computational power then?
- Which of the two capabilities, memory or communication, is more important? or, in other words, is it better to remember or to communicate?

Helpful in this regards are two sub-models of LUMI. In the first model, FSTA, the light of a robot is visible only by that robot, while in the second model, FCOM, the light of a robot is visible only to the other robots. Thus in FSTA the color merely encodes an internal state; hence the robots are finite-state and silent. On the contrary, in FCOM, a robot can communicate to the other robots through its colored light but forgets the content of its transmission by the next cycle; that is, robots are finite-communication and oblivious.

This means that some answers to the above questions, as well as others, can be provided by exploring and determining the computational power within these four models, OBLOT, FSTA, FCOM, and LUMI and with respect to each other. This is the focus of this paper.

When studying computability within a model of LCM robots, two interrelated external factors play a crucial role: time and activation schedule. With respect to these factors, there are two fundamentally different settings: asynchronous and synchronous.
In the asynchronous setting (Asynch), first studied in [14], there is no common notion of time, each robot is activated independently of the others, the duration of each phase is finite but unpredictable and might be different in different cycles.

In the synchronous setting (Ssynch), also called semi-synchronous and first studied in [27], time is divided into discrete intervals, called rounds; in each round some (possibly all) robots are activated, perform their LCM cycle simultaneously, and terminate by the end of the round. The selection of which robots are activated at a round is made by the adversarial scheduler, constrained to be fair. A special synchronous setting which plays an important role is the fully-synchronous setting (Fsynch) where every robot is activated in every round; that is, the activation scheduler has no adversarial power.

Returning to the focus of this paper, which is to understand the computational power within each model, the amount of available knowledge is rather limited. In particular, it is known that, within OBLOT, robots in Fsynch are strictly more powerful than those in Ssynch: there are problems solvable in Fsynch but unsolvable in Ssynch [27]. It is also known that, within LUMI, robots have in Asynch the same computational power as in Ssynch [10]. As for the relationship between different models, it has been shown that asynchronous luminous robots are strictly more powerful than oblivious synchronous robots [10]. The FCOM and FSTA models have been studied only in the context of Rendezvous, which cannot be solved in Ssynch in the OBLOT model, while it has been shown to be solvable in both FCOM and FSTA [17]. In this paper we investigate these questions, focusing on synchronous schedulers.

1.2 Contributions

We analyze the relationship among all these models and provide a complete exhaustive map of their computational relationship, summarized in Tables 1-3, where: $\mathcal{X}^Y$ denotes model $\mathcal{X}$ under scheduler $Y$; $F$ and $S$ stand for Fsynch and Ssynch respectively, $A > B$ indicates that model A is computationally more powerful than model B, $A \equiv B$ denotes that they are computationally equivalent, $A \perp B$ denotes that they are computationally incomparable.

We first examine the computational relationship within each scheduler. Among other things, we prove that the answer to the question “is it better to remember or to communicate?” depends on the type of scheduler. More precisely, communication is more powerful than persistent memory if the scheduler is fully synchronous; on the other hand, the two models are incomparable under the semi-synchronous scheduler.

We then focus on the relationship between Fsynch and Ssynch. In addition to the expected dominance results, we prove some interesting orthogonality results. In fact, we show that, on one hand, both $FSTA^S$ and $FCOM^S$ are incomparable with $OBLOT^F$, on the other $LUMI^S$ is incomparable with $FSTA^F$, $FCOM^F$, and even with $OBLOT^F$. We also close an open problem of [10].

**Table 1** Relationships within Fsynch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FCOM$^F$</th>
<th>FSTA$^F$</th>
<th>OBLOT$^F$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUMI$^F$</td>
<td>≡ (Th.2)</td>
<td>&gt; (Th.2,6)</td>
<td>&gt; (Th.2,6,10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCOM$^F$</td>
<td>− (Th.6)</td>
<td>&gt; (Th.6,10)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSTA$^F$</td>
<td>− (Th.10)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2** Relationships within Ssynch.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>FCOM$^S$</th>
<th>FSTA$^S$</th>
<th>OBLOT$^S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUMI$^S$</td>
<td>&gt; (Th.17)</td>
<td>&gt; (Th.17)</td>
<td>&gt; (Th.15, 17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCOM$^S$</td>
<td>− (Th.14)</td>
<td>\perp (Th.15)</td>
<td>&gt; (Th.15)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSTA$^S$</td>
<td>− (Th.15)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3 Relationship between $F_{\text{synch}}$ and $S_{\text{synch}}$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$LUMI^S$</th>
<th>$FCOM^S$</th>
<th>$FSTA^S$</th>
<th>$OBLOT^S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$LUMI^F$</td>
<td>≡ $FCOM^F$</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$FSTA^F$</td>
<td>⊥</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$OBLOT^F$</td>
<td>⊥</td>
<td>⊥</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
<td>&gt;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2 MODELS AND PRELIMINARIES

2.1 The Basics

The systems considered in this paper consist of a team $R = \{r_0, \cdots, r_{n-1}\}$ of computational entities moving and operating in the Euclidean plane $\mathbb{R}^2$. Viewed as points and called robots, the entities can move freely and continuously in the plane. Each robot has its own local coordinate system and it always perceives itself at its origin; there might not be consistency between these coordinate systems. A robot is equipped with sensorial devices that allows it to observe the positions of the other robots in its local coordinate system.

The robots are identical: they are indistinguishable by their appearance and they execute the same protocol. The robots are autonomous, without a central control.

At any point in time, a robot is either active or inactive. Upon becoming active, a robot $r$ executes a Look-Compute-Move (LCM) cycle performing the following three operations:

1. Look: The robot activates its sensors to obtain a snapshot of the positions occupied by robots with respect to its own coordinate system\(^1\).
2. Compute: The robot executes its algorithm using the snapshot as input. The result of the computation is a destination point.
3. Move: The robot moves to the computed destination\(^2\). If the destination is the current location, the robot stays still.

When inactive, a robot is idle. All robots are initially idle. The amount of time to complete a cycle is assumed to be finite, and the Look operation is assumed to be instantaneous.

Let $x_i(t)$ denote the location of robot $r_i$ at time $t$ in a global coordinate system (unknown to the robots), and let $X(t) = \{x_i(t) : 0 \leq i \leq n - 1\} = \{x_0(t), x_1(t), \ldots, x_{n-1}(t)\}$; observe that $|X(t)| = m \leq n$ since several robots might be at the same location at time $t$.

In this paper, we do not assume that the robots have a common coordinate system. If they agree on the same circular orientation of the plane (i.e., they do agree on “clockwise” direction), we say that there is chirality. Except when explicitly stated, we assume there is chirality.

2.2 The Models

Different models, based on the same basic premises defined above, have been considered in the literature and will be examined here.

\(^1\) This is called the full visibility (or unlimited visibility) setting; restricted forms of visibility have also been considered for these systems
\(^2\) This is called the rigid mobility setting; restricted forms of mobility (e.g., when the movement may be interrupted by an adversary) have also been considered for these systems
In the most common model, **OBLOT**, the robots are silent: they have no explicit means of communication; furthermore they are oblivious: at the start of a cycle, a robot has no memory of observations and computations performed in previous cycles.

In the other common model, **LUMI**, each robot is equipped with a persistent visible state variable \( \text{Light}[r] \), called light, whose values are taken from a finite set \( C \) of states called colors (including the color that represents the initial state when the light is off). The colors of the lights can be set in each cycle by \( r \) at the end of its Compute operation. A light is persistent from one computational cycle to the next: the color is not automatically reset at the end of a cycle; the robot is otherwise oblivious, forgetting all other information from previous cycles. In **LUMI**, the Look operation produces a colored snapshot; i.e., it returns the set of pairs \((\text{position}, \text{color})\) of the other robots. Note that if \( |C| = 1 \), then the light is not used; thus, this case corresponds to the **OBLOT** model.

It is sometimes convenient to describe a robot \( r \) as having \( k \geq 1 \) lights, denoted \( r.\text{Light}_1, \ldots, r.\text{Light}_k \), where the values of \( r.\text{Light}_i \) are from a finite set of colors \( C_i \), and to consider \( \text{Light}[r] \) as a \( k \)-tuple of variables; clearly, this corresponds to \( r \) having a single light that uses \( \Pi_{i=1}^k |C_i| \) colors.

The lights provide simultaneously persistent memory and direct means of communication, although both limited to a constant number of bits per cycle. Two sub-models of **LUMI** have been defined and investigated, each offering only one of these two capabilities.

In the first model, **FSTA**, a robot can only see the color of its own light; that is, the light is an internal one and its color merely encodes an internal state. Hence the robots are silent, as in **OBLOT**; but are finite-state. Observe that a snapshot in **FSTA** is the same as in **OBLOT**.

In the second model, **FCOM**, the lights are external: a robot can communicate to the other robots through its colored light but forgets the color of its own light by the next cycle; that is, robots are finite-communication but oblivious. A snapshot in **FCOM** is like in **LUMI** except that, for the position \( x \) where the robot \( r \) performing the Look is located, \( \text{Light}[r] \) is omitted from the set of colors present at \( x \).

In all the above models, a configuration \( C(t) \) at time \( t \) is the multi-set of the \( n \) pairs of the \( (x_i(t), c_i(t)) \), where \( c_i(t) \) is the color of robot \( r_i \) at time \( t \).

### 2.3 The Schedulers

With respect to the activation schedule of the robots, and the duration of their Look-Compute-Move cycles, the fundamental distinction is between the asynchronous and synchronous settings.

In the asynchronous setting (Asynch), first studied in [14], there is no common notion of time, each robot is activated independently of the others, the duration of each phase is finite but unpredictable and might be different in different cycles.

In the synchronous setting (Ssynch), also called semi-synchronous and first studied in [27], time is divided into discrete intervals, called rounds; in each round some robots are activated simultaneously, and perform their LCM cycle in perfect synchronization.

A popular synchronous setting which plays an important role is the fully-synchronous setting (Fsynch) where every robot is activated in every round; that is, the activation scheduler has no adversarial power.

---

3 If (strong) multiplicity detection is assumed, the snapshot is a multi-set.
In all two settings, the selection of which robots are activated at a round is made by an adversarial scheduler, whose only limit is that every robot must be activated infinitely often (i.e., it is fair scheduler). In the following, for all synchronous schedulers, we use round and time interchangeably.

2.4 Computational Relationships

Let $M = \{\text{LUMI}, \text{FCOM}, \text{FSTA}, \text{OBLOT}\}$ be the set of models under investigation, and $S = \{\text{Fsynch}, \text{Ssynch}\}$ be the set of activation schedulers under consideration.

We denote by $R$ the set of all teams of robots satisfying the core assumptions (i.e., they are identical, autonomous, and operate in LCM cycles), and $R \in R$ a team of robots having identical capabilities (e.g., common coordinate system, persistent storage, internal identity, rigid movements etc.). By $R_n \subset R$ we denote the set of all teams of size $n$.

Given a model $M \in M$, a scheduler $S \in S$, and a team of robots $R \in R$, let $\text{Task}(M, S; R)$ denote the set of problems solvable by $R$ in $M$ under adversarial scheduler $S$.

Let $M_1, M_2 \in M$ and $S_1, S_2 \in S$. We define the following relationships between model $M_1$ under scheduler $S_1$ and model $M_2$ under scheduler $S_2$:

- **computationally not less powerful** ($M_1^{S_1} \geq M_2^{S_2}$), if $\forall R \in R$ we have $\text{Task}(M_1, S_1; R) \supseteq \text{Task}(M_2, S_2; R)$;
- **computationally more powerful** ($M_1^{S_1} > M_2^{S_2}$), if $M_1^{S_1} \geq M_2^{S_2}$ and $\exists R \in R$ such that $\text{Task}(M_1, S_1; R) \setminus \text{Task}(M_2, S_2; R) \neq \emptyset$;
- **computationally equivalent** ($M_1^{S_1} \equiv M_2^{S_2}$), if $M_1^{S_1} \geq M_2^{S_2}$ and $M_2^{S_1} \geq M_1^{S_1}$;
- **computationally orthogonal** (or incomparable), ($M_1^{S_1} \perp M_2^{S_2}$), if $\forall R_1, R_2 \in R$ such that $\text{Task}(M_1, S_1; R_1) \setminus \text{Task}(M_2, S_2; R_1) \neq \emptyset$ and $\text{Task}(M_2, S_2; R_2) \setminus \text{Task}(M_1, S_1; R_2) \neq \emptyset$.

For simplicity of notation, for a model $M \in M$, let $M^F$ and $M^S$ denote $M^{\text{Fsynch}}$ and $M^{\text{Ssynch}}$, respectively; and let $M^F(R)$ and $M^S(R)$ denote $\text{Task}(M, \text{Fsynch}; R)$ and $\text{Task}(M, \text{Ssynch}; R)$, respectively.

Trivially, for any $M \in M$, $M^F \geq M^S$; also, for any $S \in S$, $\text{LUMI}^S \geq \text{FSTA}^S \geq \text{OBLOT}^S$ and $\text{LUMI}^S \geq \text{FCOM}^S \geq \text{OBLOT}^S$.

3 COMPUTATIONAL RELATIONSHIP IN Fsynch

In this section, we consider the fully synchronous scheduler Fsynch and we prove that, in this setting, it is better to communicate than to remember. Specifically, we prove that FCOM has the same power as LUMI and is strictly more powerful than FSTA; furthermore, they are all strictly more powerful than OBLOT.

3.1 FCOM$^F \equiv$ LUMI$^F$

To prove that FCOM has the same power as LUMI in Fsynch, we first need to prove the following.

Lemma 1. $\forall R \in R, \text{LUMI}^F(R) \subseteq \text{FCOM}^F(R)$.

Proof. The proof is constructive. Our algorithm uses the following observation: if there is chirality, then there exists a unique circular ordering of the locations $X(t)$ occupied by the robots at that time [27]. Let $\text{succ}$ and $\text{pred}$ be the functions denoting the ordering and, without loss of generality, let $\text{succ}(x_i(t)) = x_{i+1} \mod m(t)$ and $\text{pred}(x_i(t)) = x_{i-1} \mod m(t)$ for $i \in \{0, 1, \ldots, m-1\}$. Even in absence of chirality, a circular arrangement can still be obtained,
but there is no common agreement on suc and pred because the “clockwise” direction is not common to all robots and the notion of successor and predecessor is local, and possibly inconsistent among the robots. In this case, let \( \text{neigh}(x_t(t)) \) indicate the unordered pair of the two neighbouring locations of \( x_t \): \( \text{neigh}(x_t(t)) = \{ x_{t+1 \mod m(t)}, x_{t-1 \mod m(t)} \} \) for \( t \in \{0, 1, \ldots, m - 1 \} \). When no ambiguity arises, we will omit the temporal indication.

We now describe an \( \text{FCOM} \) protocol, called \( \text{LUbyFCinFSY} \), which, for any given \( \text{LUMI} \) protocol \( A \), produces a fully-synchronous execution of \( A \). The simulation algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1, where a robot \( r \) at location \( x \) uses three lights: \( r.\text{color} \), indicating its own color, initially set to \( c_0 \), \( r.\text{neigh.color} \), indicating the 2-element set of colors seen at \( \text{suc}(x) \) and at \( \text{pred}(x) \) taken from the set \( 2^C \), where \( C \) is the set of colors used by algorithm \( A \), initially set to \( \{ \{ c_0 \}, \{ c_0 \} \} \), and \( r.\text{step} \in \{ 1, 2 \} \), indicating the step of the algorithm, initially set to 1. It also uses variable \( r.\text{color.here} \), initially set to \( \{ c_0 \} \), indicating the set of colors visible by \( r \) at its own location. In the following, when no ambiguity arises, we will denote \( \text{suc}(x) \) and \( \text{pred}(x) \) by \( \text{suc}(r) \) and \( \text{pred}(r) \).

The algorithm simulates a single round of \( A \) with two rounds (or steps):

1. **Copy Step:** \( (r.\text{step} = 1) \). In the Look phase, \( r \) determines \( r.\text{step} = 1 \) by observing the corresponding color of one of the neighbours (e.g., \( \text{pred}(r) \cdot \text{step} \)) and sets \( r.\text{step} = 2 \). It also observes the colors of the robots at its successor and predecessor and sets \( r.\text{neigh.color} \) (notice that \( r.\text{neigh.color} \) is the same for all robots at the same location). Robot \( r \) does not move.

2. **Execution Step:** \( (r.\text{step} = 2) \).

   **Color Determination.** After the Look phase, by looking at one of its neighbours (\( \text{pred}(x) \)) robot \( r \) discovers \( r.\text{step} = 2 \), as well as its own color. In fact, let \( x' = \text{other} (\text{pred}(x)) \) denote the other neighbour of \( r \)'s predecessor, and let \( r.\text{color.here} \) correspond to the set of colors seen by \( r \) at its own location \( x \) (note that, by definition, this set does not include \( r \)'s color); then \( r \)'s color is determined by letting \( \text{cand-set} \) be the element of \( \text{pred}(x).\text{neigh.color} - \{ x'.\text{color} \} \) and \( r \)'s color be the element of \( \text{cand-set} - r.\text{color.here} \), where “-” indicates the difference operator between sets (see Figure 1).

   **Execution.** Robot \( r \) executes the Compute and Move phases according to Algorithm \( A \).

The correctness of Algorithm \( \text{LUbyFCinFSY}(A) \) follows easily from the fact that we are operating in \( \text{FSYNCH} \) and that the only difference between \( \text{LUMI} \) and \( \text{FCOM} \) is that in latter a robot does not see the color of its own light. This can however be determined as indicated in the protocol. In other words, \( \text{LUbyFCinFSY}(A) \) correctly simulate in \( \text{FSYNCH} \) algorithm \( A \) and Lemma 1 follows.
Algorithm 1 LUbyFCinFSY(A) - for robot \( r \) at location \( x \).

Phase Look
Observe, in particular, \( \text{pred}(x).\text{color} \), \( \text{suc}(x).\text{color} \), \( \text{pred}(x).\text{step} \), \( \text{other}(\text{pred}(x)) \); as well as \( r.\text{color.here} \) (note that, for this, \( r \) cannot see its own color).

Phase Compute
1: if \((\text{pred}(x).\text{step} = 1)\) then //step 1- Copy //
2: \( r.\text{neigh}.\text{color} \leftarrow \{\text{pred}(x).\text{color}, \text{suc}(x).\text{color}\} \), where \( \text{pred}(x).\text{color} = \{\rho.\text{color} | \rho \in \text{pred}(x)\} \) and \( \text{suc}(x).\text{color} = \{\rho.\text{color} | \rho \in \text{suc}(x)\} \)
3: \( r.\text{step} \leftarrow 2 \)
4: \( r.\text{des} \leftarrow x \)
5: else //step 2- Execution //
6: \( x' \leftarrow \text{other}(\text{pred}(x)) \) // \( x' \) is the other neighbour of \( \text{pred}(x) \) //
7: \( \text{cand-set} \leftarrow \text{the element of} \ \text{pred}(x).\text{neigh}.\text{color} - \{x'.\text{color}\} \)
8: \( r.\text{color} \leftarrow \text{the element of} \ \text{cand-set} - r.\text{color.here} \) // find my own color //
9: Execute the Compute of A // with my color \( r.\text{color} \), determining destination \( r.\text{des} //

Phase Move
Move to \( r.\text{des} \);

Since the reverse relation \( \text{FCOM}^F \leq \text{LUMI}^F \) holds by definition, we can conclude:

\( \textbf{Theorem 2.} \ \text{FCOM}^F \equiv \text{LUMI}^F. \)

3.2 \( \text{FCOM}^F > \text{FSTA}^F \)

We now turn our attention to the relationship between \( \text{FCOM}^F \) and \( \text{FSTA}^F \). The following problem is used to show that \( \text{FCOM}^F > \text{FSTA}^F \).

\( \textbf{Definition 3. Problem} \ \neg \text{IL}: \) Three robots \( a, b, \) and \( c \), starting from the initial configuration shown in Figure 2 (a), must form first the pattern of Figure 2 (b) and then move to form the pattern of Figure 2 (c).

\( \textbf{Lemma 4.} \ \exists R \in R_3, \neg \text{IL} \notin \text{FSTA}^F (R), \)

\( \textbf{Proof.} \) In the initial pattern (a) of Figure 2, even if all the states of the robots are initially identical, each of them can uniquely distinguish its position in the pattern. Therefore, the three robots can easily form pattern (b) by having \( a \) move clockwise of 90 degrees. Assume that in pattern (b) the state of each robot is now different and indicates the full history of what the robot has done so far. Now the robots need to form pattern (c), which is asymmetric and requires \( b \) to move clockwise of 45 degrees. However, in pattern (b), even in presence of chirality, robot \( b \) cannot distinguish between the positions of \( a \) and \( c \). This is true regardless of the information stored in the local state of robot \( b \); so, after forming pattern (b), the robots cannot reach pattern (c).

\( \textbf{Lemma 5.} \ \forall R \in R_3, \neg \text{IL} \notin \text{FCOM}^S (R), \)

\( \textbf{Proof.} \) \( \text{FCOM} \) robots can easily solve \( \neg \text{IL} \) as follows: To form (b) from (a), robot \( a \), which can easily distinguish its position, moves of 90 degrees clockwise and turns its light to \text{red}. To move from (b) to (c) robot \( b \) distinguishes \( a \) from \( c \) because of the external light and moves of 45 degrees clockwise to occupy the correct position.
By Theorem 2 and Lemmas 4 and 5, we can conclude:

- **Theorem 6.** $\mathcal{F}COM^F > \mathcal{F}STA^F$.

### 3.3 $\mathcal{F}STA^F > \mathcal{OBL}OT^F$

It is very easy to show that $\mathcal{F}STA$ is strictly more powerful than $\mathcal{OBL}OT$. To do that, we consider the Oscillating Point Problem defined in [10].

- **Definition 7. Problem OSP (Oscillating Points) [10]:** Two robots, $a$ and $b$, initially in distinct locations, alternately come closer and move further from each other. More precisely, let $d(t)$ denote the distance of the two robots at time $t$. The OSP problem requires the two robots, starting from an arbitrary distance $d(t_0) > 0$ at time $t_0$, to move so that there exists a monotonically increasing infinite sequence time instant $t_0, t_1, t_2, \ldots$ such that:

  1. $d(t_{2i+1}) < d(t_{2i})$, and $\forall h', h'' \in [t_{2i}, t_{2i+1}], h' < h'', d(h'') \leq d(h')$; and
  2. $d(t_{2i}) > d(t_{2i-1})$, and $\forall h', h'' \in [t_{2i-1}, t_{2i}], h' < h'', d(h'') \geq d(h')$.

  Impossibility in $\mathcal{OBL}OT^F$ has been shown in [10]:

- **Lemma 8.** [10] $\exists R \in \mathbb{R}_2$, $OSP \notin \mathcal{OBL}OT^F(R)$.

  On the other hand, possibility in $\mathcal{F}STA^F$ is trivial because a robot can store in its local state whether in the previous round it was moving further or closer and successfully alternate movements. That is

- **Lemma 9.** $\forall R \in \mathbb{R}_2$, $OSP \in \mathcal{F}STA^F(R)$.

  By Lemmas 8 and 9, and the fact that $\mathcal{F}STA^F \geq \mathcal{OBL}OT^F$ by definition, we have:

- **Theorem 10.** $\mathcal{F}STA^F > \mathcal{OBL}OT^F$.

---

**Figure 2** The configurations of problem $\neg$IL.

**Figure 3** Illustration of TRIANGLE-ROTATION (TAR(d)).

### 4 COMPUTATIONAL RELATIONSHIP IN Ssynch

In this section, we examine the computational relationship of the models under the Semi-Synchronous scheduler.
4.1 Orthogonality of \(\mathcal{FSTA}^S\) and \(\mathcal{FCOM}^S\)

\[\text{Definition 11. Problem } \text{TAR}(d) \text{ (Triangle Rotation): Let } a, b, c \text{ be three robots forming a triangle } ABC, \text{ let } C \text{ be the circumscribed circle, and let } d \text{ be a value known to the three robots. The } \text{TAR}(d) \text{ problem requires the robots to move so to form a new triangle } A'B'C' \text{ with circumscribed circle } C, \text{ and where } \text{dis}(A, A') = \text{dis}(B, B') = \text{dis}(C, C') = d \text{ (see Figure 3).}\]

\[\text{Lemma 12. } \exists R \in \mathbb{R}_3, \text{TAR}(d) \notin \mathcal{FCOM}^S(R).\]

\[\text{Proof. (Sketch) By contradiction, let } A \text{ be a correct solution protocol in } \mathcal{FCOM}^S. \text{ Consider an initial configuration } C_0 \text{ where the three robots } a, b, \text{ and } c \text{ form a scalene triangle } ABC \text{ with } AB \neq d, BC \neq d, CA \neq d, \text{ and with all lights off (see Figure 3(a)). Consider now an execution } E \text{ of } A \text{ where all three robots are activated in each round, starting from } C_0, \text{ until one or more robots move, say at round } k. \text{ Let } r \text{ be a robot that performed a non-null move in that round after observing configuration } C_{k-1}. \text{ Consider now another execution } E' \text{ of } A \text{ where the first } k-1 \text{ rounds are exactly the same, but in round } k \text{ robot } r \text{ is the only one activated. Robot } r \text{ would move to a new location possibly changing color. Now the schedule activates again only robot } r. \text{ If the previous move resulted in a scalene triangle, the robot cannot distinguish this situation from the one it observed at the previous round and thus it would perform the same type of movement, losing any information on the original triangle; if the previous move resulted in an equilateral or isosceles triangle, robot } r \text{ would know it has already moved (even without having access to its light), but it still would not know from which location. In both cases the information on the original triangle cannot be reconstructed and the problem cannot be solved, contradicting the correctness of } A. \]

\[\text{Lemma 13. } \forall R \in \mathbb{R}_3, \text{TAR}(d) \in \mathcal{FSTA}^S(R).\]

\[\text{Proof. The problem is easily solvable with } \mathcal{FSTA} \text{ robots in } \text{SSYNCH. Let the robots have color } A \text{ initially. The first time a robot is activated, it moves to the desired position and changes its light to } B. \text{ Whenever a robot is activated, if its light is } B, \text{ it does not move.}\]

By Lemmas 4-5 and 12-13, we can conclude:

\[\text{Theorem 14. } \mathcal{FCOM}^S \perp \mathcal{FSTA}^S.\]

4.2 Dominance of \(\mathcal{FSTA}^S\) and \(\mathcal{FCOM}^S\) over \(\mathcal{OBLT}^S\)

The dominance of \(\mathcal{FSTA}^S\) and \(\mathcal{FCOM}^S\) over \(\mathcal{OBLT}^S\) follows directly from existing results on the rendezvous problem (RDV), which prescribes two robots to occupy exactly the same location, not known in advance.

\[\text{Theorem 15. } \mathcal{FSTA}^S > \mathcal{OBLT}^S \text{ and } \mathcal{FCOM}^S > \mathcal{OBLT}^S.\]

\[\text{Proof. It is well known that RDV cannot be solved in SSYNCH (see [27], whose proof uses chirality and trivially holds when movements are rigid). On the other hand, it can be solved in } \mathcal{FCOM} \text{ and } \mathcal{FSTA} \text{ in SSYNCH [17].}\]

4.3 Dominance of \(\mathcal{LUMI}^S\) over \(\mathcal{FSTA}^S\) and \(\mathcal{FCOM}^S\)

To conclude the study of SSYNCH, we consider the OSP problem already employed in Section 3.3. also to show that \(\mathcal{LUMI}^S > \mathcal{FSTA}^S(\mathcal{FCOM}^S).\)
Lemma 16.
\[ \exists R \in \mathbb{R}_2, \text{OSP} \notin \mathcal{FCOM}^S(R) \cup \mathcal{FSTA}^S(R). \]
\[ \forall R \in \mathbb{R}_2, \text{OSP} \in \mathcal{LUMI}^S(R). \]

Proof. The possibility in $\mathcal{LUMI}^S$ is proven in [10]. Let us then prove the impossibility in $\mathcal{FCOM}$ and $\mathcal{FSTA}$. Let $a$ and $b$ be the two robots with initial lights off. First note that if an activated robot performs a null move at the first round, the adversarial scheduler would activate both (making them change lights in the same way). The scheduler continues to activate them both until the first round $t$ when the color of the light would make them do a non-null move. At this point, the scheduler changes strategy.

In the case of $\mathcal{FCOM}$, the scheduler activates only robot $a$ in the two consecutive rounds $t$ and $t+1$. At round $t+2$, robot $a$ is activated again. Robot $a$ will repeat (incorrectly) the same move at round $t+2$, not being able to distinguish the current situation from the previous, and regardless of the movement taken in round $t$.

In the case of $\mathcal{FSTA}$, the scheduler activates only robot $a$ for 3 consecutive rounds $t, t+1, t+2$ and both robots at round $t+3$. In the first 3 activations robot $a$ can use its internal light to correctly alternate a move going closer to $b$, one moving further and the third moving closer again. At round $t+3$, robot $a$ will necessarily move further from $b$ continuing this alternating pattern (as nothing has changed in its perceived view of the universe), but robot $b$ is now in the same state robot $a$ was at round $t$ and will therefore take the same action taken by $a$ at that round (i.e., moving closer to $a$). This lack of synchronization makes the robots incorrectly maintain their distance during round $t+3$.

We can conclude that:

Theorem 17. $\mathcal{LUMI}^S > \mathcal{FSTA}^S$ and $\mathcal{LUMI}^S > \mathcal{FCOM}^S$.

5 COMPUTATIONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN Fsynch AND Ssynch

In this section we examine the computational relationship of fully synchronous and semi-synchronous models.

5.1 Dominances of Fsynch over Ssynch

The following problem prescribes the robots to perform a sort of “expansion” of the initial configuration with respect to their center of gravity; specifically, each robot must move away from the center of gravity $(c_x, c_y)$ to the closest integral position corresponding to doubling its distance from it. More precisely:

Definition 18. Problem CGE (Center of Gravity Expansion): Let $R$ be a set of robots. The CGE problem requires each robot $r_i \in R$ to move from its initial position $(x_i, y_i)$ directly to $(f(x_i, c_x), f(y_i, c_y))$, where $f(a, b) = \lfloor 2a - b \rfloor$ and $(c_x, c_y)$ is the center of gravity of the initial configuration.

Lemma 19. $\text{CGE} \in \mathcal{FSTA}^F$ and $\text{CGE} \notin \mathcal{LUMI}^S$.

Proof. (Sketch) It is easy to see that $\text{CGE} \in \mathcal{FSTA}^F$ since all robots can simultaneously reach their destination in one step and change color to indicate termination. We now show that $\text{CGE} \notin \mathcal{LUMI}^S$. By contradiction. Consider an execution $E$ of a solution algorithm where a single robot $r$ is activated at the first time step. The robot moves correctly to its
destination point and possibly changes its color. After this movement, regardless of the
distance traveled, the center of gravity of the new configuration is different from the one
of the initial configuration, with respect to which all the other robots must move. At the
next activation, any robot different from \( r \) must move to its target location; however, this
cannot be done because the robot cannot reconstruct the exact position of the original center
of gravity. This is due to the fact that there are infinite combinations of coordinates from
where \( r \) could have feasibly moved and the reconstruction of the original CoG cannot be
done just on the basis of a light that can carry finite information.

As a consequence, we have that:

\[ \text{Theorem 20.} \]

1. \( \text{LUMI}^F > \text{LUMI}^S \)
2. \( \text{FSTA}^F > \text{FSTA}^S \)
3. \( \text{FCOM}^F > \text{LUMI}^S > \text{FCOM}^S \)
4. \( \text{OBLOT}^F > \text{OBLOT}^S \)

\[ \text{Proof.} \]

1. It follows from Lemma 19, Theorem 2, and Theorem 6.
2. It follows from Lemma 19 and Theorem 17.
3. It follows immediately from Theorem 2, Theorem 17, and Theorem 20.
4. The RDV problem can be trivially solved in \( \text{OBLOT}^F \) but it cannot be solved in \( \text{OBLOT}^S \)[27].

\[ \text{5.2 Incomparabilities between Fsynch and Ssynch} \]

\[ \text{5.2.1 Orthogonality of } \text{OBLOT}^F \text{ with } \text{FCOM}^S \text{ and } \text{FSTA}^S \]

Consider the following problem:

\[ \text{Definition 21. Problem SRO (Shrinking Rotation): Two robots } a \text{ and } b \text{ are initially placed in arbitrary distinct points (forming the initial configuration } C_0). \text{ The two robots uniquely identify a square (initially } Q_0) \text{ whose diagonal is given by the segment between them.} \]

Let \( a_0 \) and \( b_0 \) indicate the initial positions of the robots, \( d_0 \) the segment between them, and \( \text{length}(d_0) \) its length. Let \( a_i \) and \( b_i \) be the positions of \( a \) and \( b \) in configuration \( C_i \) \((i \geq 0)\). The problem consists of moving from configuration \( C_i \) to \( C_{i+1} \) in such a way that Condition \( C_3 \) is verified and so is one of \( C1 \) and \( C2 \):

\[ \text{C1. } d_{i+1} \text{ is a 90 degree clockwise rotation of } d_i \text{ and thus } \text{length}(d_{i+1}) = \text{length}(d_i), \]
\[ \text{C2. } d_{i+1} \text{ is a "shrunk" 45 degree clockwise rotation of } d_i \text{ such that } d_{i+1} = \frac{d_0}{\sqrt{2}}, \]
\[ \text{C3. } a_{i+1} \text{ and } b_{i+1} \text{ must be included in the square } Q_{i-1}, \text{ where } Q_{-1} \text{ is the infinite square.} \]

\[ ^4 \text{ By square, we means the entire space delimited by the four sides.} \]
Lemma 22. \( \forall R \in \mathcal{R}_2, \text{SRO} \in \text{OBLOT}^F(R) \)

Proof. The proof is by construction: Each robot rotates clockwise of 90 degrees with respect to the midpoint between itself and the other robot. Since the schedule is \( \text{FSYNCH} \), it allows consecutive simultaneous activation of the two robots. So, there is only one possible type of executions under \( \text{FSYNCH} \) with two robots: a perpetual activation of both robots in each round. In this case, the problem is clearly solved by the algorithm stated above, because the robots keep rotating of 90 degrees clockwise around their mid-point, fulfilling \( C1 \) and \( C3 \). Note that \( C2 \) never happens under \( \text{FSYNCH} \). Then SRO can be solved with \( \text{OBLOT} \) in \( \text{FSYNCH} \).

Lemma 23. \( \exists R \in \mathcal{R}_2, \text{SRO} \notin \text{FCOM}^S(R) \cup \text{FSTA}^S(R) \)

Proof. First note that if an activated robot performs a null move at the first round, the schedule would activate both (making them change lights in the same way). The scheduler continues to activate them both until the first round \( i \) when the color of the light would make them do a non-null move. At this point, the scheduler changes strategy.

Consider first the case of \( \text{FCOM}^S \) and consider an execution where a robot, say \( a \), is activated (alone) twice consecutively starting from configuration \( C_i \). In the following, we show that, under this activation schedule, either \( C_{i+1} \) or \( C_{i+2} \) would violate \( C3 \) (which states that \( a_{i+1} \) and \( b_{i+1} \) must be included in the square \( Q_{i-1} \)) (see Figure 4).

In fact, let robot \( a \) located at \( a_i \) be activated from a configuration \( C_i \). Since \( b \) is not activated in \( C_i \), the light of \( b \) at \( b_i \) and at \( b_{i+1} \) are the same. Then \( a \) at \( a_i \) and at \( a_{i+1} \) observe the same light on \( b \). Since the coordinate systems of the robot can be chosen so that they have the same view of the universe, \( a \) at \( a_{i+1} \) performs the same action as it would perform at \( a_i \), and this action must either fulfill \( C1 \) or \( C2 \) (as well as \( C3 \) in either case).

Case (1). Let us consider first the situation when \( C1 \) is fulfilled with a single movement of \( a \): the only possibility would be for \( a \) to rotate clockwise of 90 degree with respect to \( b \); this movement, however, would immediately violate \( C3 \) because the new position \( a_{i+1} \) would be outside of the square \( Q_i \) (and thus also outside \( Q_{i-1} \)) (see Figure 5 from a) to b).

Case (2). Let us consider now the case when \( C2 \) is fulfilled with a single movement of \( a \): the only possibility would be for \( a \) to move clockwise of 90 degrees with respect to the midpoint between \( a \) and \( b \) reaching a feasible configuration \( C_{i+1} \). When robot \( a \) is activated again at the next round, it will perform the same action on \( C_{i+1} \), now violating \( C3 \) (see Figure 5 from a) to c)).
Therefore, this problem cannot be solved with $\text{FCOM}$ in $\text{Ssynch}$. The case of $\text{FSTA}^S$ can be shown in a similar way, because the availability of internal lights cannot prevent - in $\text{Ssynch}$ - the consecutive activation of the same single robot and the impossibility argument described above would still hold.

Moreover, we have:

▶ **Lemma 24.** $\forall R \in \mathcal{R}_2, \text{SRO} \in LUMI^S(R)$

**Proof.** It is rather straightforward to see that in $LUMI^S$ the two robots can be synchronized with 3 colors so to enforce a fully synchronous execution.

We have seen that SRO can be solved in $\text{OBLot}^F$ but cannot be solved in $\text{FCOM}^S$ and $\text{FSTA}^S$. On the other hand, $\neg\text{IL}$ and $\text{TAR}(d)$ can be solved in $\text{FCOM}^S$ and $\text{FSTA}^S$, respectively, but cannot be solved in $\text{OBLot}^F$. We can conclude that:

▶ **Theorem 25.** $\text{OBLot}^F \perp \text{FCOM}^S$ and $\text{OBLot}^F \perp \text{FSTA}^S$.

### 5.2.2 Orthogonality of $LUMI^S$ with $FSTA^F$ and $OBLot^F$

▶ **Theorem 26.** $LUMI^S \perp FSTA^F$ and $FCOM^S \perp FSTA^F$.

**Proof.** Problem $\neg\text{IL}$ can be solved in $\text{FCOM}^S$ (and thus in $LUMI^S$) but not in $\text{FSTA}^F$ (Lemmas 4 and 5). Problem CGE can be solved in $\text{FSTA}^F$, but not in $LUMI^S$ (Lemma 19).

▶ **Definition 27.** Problem $\text{CGE}^*$ (Perpetual Center of Gravity Expansion). *This is the same as CGE, where however after each expansion, the robots have to repeat the same process from the new configuration.*

▶ **Theorem 28.** $LUMI^S \perp OBLot^F$.

**Proof.** Problem OSP can be solved in $LUMI^S$ (Lemma 16), but not in $OBLot^F$ (Lemma 8). Problem $\text{CoG}^*$ can be trivially solved in $OBLot^F$, but not in $LUMI^S$ (Lemma 19).

Let us remark that, since $LUMI^S \equiv LUMI^A$, the result of Theorem 28 answers the open question on the relationship between $LUMI^A$ and $OBLot^F$ posed in [10].

## 6 CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, we have investigated the computational power of communication versus persistent memory in mobile robots by studying the relationship among $LUMI$, $FCOM$, $FSTA$ and $OBLot$ models, and we have shown that their relationship depends of the scheduler under which the robots operate. We considered the two classical synchronous schedulers, $\text{FSynch}$ and $\text{Ssynch}$, establishing several results. In particular, we proved that communication is more powerful than persistent memory if the scheduler is fully synchronous; on the other hand, the two models are incomparable under the semi-synchronous scheduler. For an overall panorama of the established relationship among the models, see Figure 6.

Several problems are still open. An outstanding open problem is the study of the relationship among these models in $\text{Asynch}$, where there is no notion of rounds and the cycles of the robots are executed independently.
Another open problem is whether there exists a scheduler \( S' \) (“weaker” than \( F_{synch} \) but stronger than \( S_{synch} \)) such that each model under \( S' \) would be computationally equivalent to the same model under \( F_{synch} \).

Finally, most of the results of this paper hold assuming chirality and rigidity (exceptions are the RDV-algorithms, the OSP-algorithms, and the simulation algorithm, Algorithm 1, which do not require either). It is an open question to characterize the inclusions among all the various models in the case of disoriented robots with non-rigid movement.
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1 Introduction
Searching for a shoreline is the problem in which a number of identical unit speed searchers, starting from the same point on the plane, need to agree on trajectories so as to hit (eventually) any line on the plane. The underlying optimization problem asks for fixed trajectories, one for each searcher, so as to minimize the worst case relative time until the first searcher hits the line, i.e. the time until the line is found divided by the distance of the line to the origin. This two-dimensional search-type problem has a long history, and conjectured optimal strategies have been proposed for every \( n \geq 1 \) (see Section 1.1 for detailed discussion), where \( n \) is the number of searchers (robots). Similarly to the much easier one dimensional analog of the problem, known as the cow-path problem, showing competitive ratio lower bounds

1 Corresponding author
for the problem has been a much more challenging task. Indeed, for the shoreline problem, very weak unconditional lower bounds are known for $n = 1$, while the only non-trivial lower bounds known for other values of $n$ is that for $n = 2$.

In this work we improve the state-of-the-art when it comes to competitive ratio lower bounds for searching for a shoreline with $n \geq 2$ robots. In particular, we improve the best lower bound known for $n = 2$ robots, from $1.5993$ to $3$. Then, we prove the first lower bounds for $n \geq 3$ robots. More specifically, we show a lower bound of $\sqrt{3}$ for $3$ robots, and $1/\cos(\pi/n)$ for $n \geq 4$ robots, matching this way the best upper bound known for the latter case.

1.1 Related Work

Theory of search has a long history that dates back to the 50’s, see [8, 9]. In one of the simplest continuous problems, a unit speed robot is moving on an infinite line, and its goal is to hit every point (bounded away from the origin) within bounded relative time. The problem, now known as linear-search or cow-path, was restudied by the computer science community in the late 80’s in [6], and became so fruitful that numerous variations emerged with challenging and particularly interesting algorithmic problems. Indeed over the decades, accumulated results were summarized in a number of interesting surveys, e.g. [10, 13, 14, 19]. Moreover, the underlying mathematical theory became rich enough to give rise to a number of related books, with [1, 2, 3] being the most relevant and influential.

Among the numerous variations/generalizations of the cow-path problem, the current work focuses on its 2-dimensional analog, that we call the Shoreline$_n$ problem, in which $n$ robots are searching in parallel on the plane for a line. As it is outside the scope of this paper to do a thorough literature review on search-type problems, we refer the reader to the aforementioned surveys and books for all remotely related results, and we focus here on the literature closely related to the shoreline problem, i.e. to 2-dimensional search problems with $n \geq 1$ robots. The language that we adopt for quantifying algorithms’ performance is that of competitive analysis, e.g. see [11]. In particular, we think of our problem as $n$ robots, starting from the origin, that are solving an online problem in which a line is placed at an unknown location $\delta$ away from the origin, where in particular $\delta$ is unknown (but it is bounded away from 0, and that bound is known). The goal of the search is to minimize the relative worst case search time, i.e. the time until the line is found by any robot divided by $\delta$, over all possible placements of lines and over all $\delta$. The best possible relative time is known as the competitive ratio of the problem, and can be thought as the best worst case relative performance of an online algorithm (that does not know the input) compared to the performance of the best offline algorithm (that knows the input).

Searching for a (shore)line with 1 robot, without any knowledge of its distance to the origin, was first proposed in [6], and a number of improvements were proposed for parallel search in [4, 5, 7, 23], i.e. for $n \geq 2$ robots and a number of variations. The best algorithm known for Shoreline$_1$ is a logarithmic spiral search that has competitive ratio $13.81$ [6]. Notably, the only unconditional lower bound for the problem is that the competitive ratio is at least $6.3972$ [5] which also holds true if the online algorithm knows, a priori, the distance of the line to the origin. Only assuming a cyclic-type trajectory, the competitive ratio is provably at least $12.5385$ [25].

The overall picture for searching with $n \geq 2$ robots for a line (without any knowledge about the hidden line) is much more blurry. For $n = 2$, a double logarithmic spiral, in which the origin lies always in the middle of the locations of the robots is known to induce competitive ratio $5.2644$ [5]. The only lower bound to the problem is due to the variation
in which the distance is known, and it is 1.5993 [5]. For \( n \geq 3 \), the natural algorithm of [5] makes robots move along rays, splitting the plane evenly, and induces competitive ratio at most \( 1/\cos(\pi/n) \). To the best of our knowledge, no competitive ratio lower bounds have been reported for problems \( n \geq 3 \).

Some relevant variations to our problem are those in which partial information, e.g. the slope or the distance to the origin, is known regarding the hidden line. All results in this paragraph refer to searching with 1 robot. When both distance and slope are known, the best possible algorithm has competitive ratio 3. When the distance is known, and the line is axis parallel, then the best competitive ratio is \( 3\sqrt{2} \) [6]. If only the distance is known, [22] gives the best deterministic online algorithm with competitive ratio 6.39. Randomized online algorithms for the same problem were proposed in [20, 21]. The problem in which the slope is known is the traditional cow-path problem with best possible competitive ratio 9 and was studied in [6, 19]. When the line is known to be axis parallel, then [6] gives an upper bound of 13.02, which was improved to 12.5406 [23] and then to 12.5385 [25], the latter shown to be optimal among cyclic-type trajectories. As stated previously, when no information is known the best upper and lower bounds known are 13.81 and (conditionally to cyclic-trajectories) 12.5385, respectively, due to [6] (technical report [17] has a nice exposition of the same upper bound with all mathematical derivations).

Two-dimensional search problems have been considered beyond line searching. Indeed, [21] considered the problem of searching for a circle. In 2010, Langetepe [24] showed that spiral search is optimal for 2 dimensional search by one robot, assuming that all points that are convex combinations of robot’s trajectory and the origin are seen/discovered. The same problem with more robots was studied in [18]. Papers [15, 16, 26, 27, 28] consider parallel search on the grid with bounded memory robots. [12] and [29] considered other variations of the problem of searching for a point in the plane, while [30] considered searching for a point within a geometric terrain. Finally, the very recent [31] studied cost/information trade-offs for searching in the plane for a point.

1.2 Problem Definition and Summary of Known and New Results

We begin this section with a formal description of the two-dimensional search problem, first considered in [6].

**Definition 1 (Shoreline\(_n\): Searching for a Shoreline with \( n \) Robots).**

\( n \) unit speed robots start from the origin of the plane. Feasible solutions to the problem are robots’ trajectories \( \mathcal{F}_n \), such that for every line \( \ell \) of the plane, there exists at least one robot’s trajectory intersecting \( \ell \). The time \( T_{\mathcal{F}_n}(\ell) \) by which \( \ell \) is hit for the first time is the search completion time. If \( \delta(\ell) \) represents the distance of \( \ell \) to the origin, the objective of Shoreline\(_n\) is to find trajectories \( \mathcal{F}_n \) so as to minimize the search competitive ratio of \( \mathcal{F}_n \) defined as

\[
CR(\mathcal{F}_n) := \sup_{\ell} \frac{T_{\mathcal{F}_n}(\ell)}{\delta(\ell)}.
\]

The best possible search competitive ratio \( \inf_{\mathcal{F}_n} CR(\mathcal{F}_n) \) will be denoted by \( S_n \).

In order to avoid degenerate cases, especially when \( n = 1 \), the supremum of (1) can be restricted to lines \( \ell \) for which \( \delta(\ell) \geq \epsilon \), for some \( \epsilon > 0 \) that is known to algorithm \( \mathcal{F}_n \). Also, for the rest of the paper, and when it is convenient, we will study Shoreline\(_n\) from the perspective of analytic geometry, that is robots will start from the origin of the Cartesian plane, and trajectories will be analytic curves in the plane.
Problem Shoreline\textsubscript{n}, and variations of it, have been studied as early as in the late 50’s for \(n = 1\) and in the 80’s for \(n \geq 2\). An upper bound to \(S_1\) of 13.81 was reported in [6] and a lower bound of 12.5385 in [25], assuming that the solution trajectory is of spiral-type. The only unconditional lower bound to \(S_1\) is that of 6.3972, see [22], and refers to instances/lines with known distance to the origin, and hence apply to instances with unknown distance as well.

Notably, for the case \(n \geq 2\) almost no lower bounds are known and are restricted to instances with known distance to the origin. Indeed, [5] reports that \(S_2 \geq 1.5993\) and \(S_3 \geq 1\), for \(n \geq 4\). When it comes to upper bounds, a double-spiral trajectory performed by two robots ensures that \(S_2 \leq 5.2644\), see [5]. For the case \(n \geq 3\), [5] proposes the following ray-type algorithm: for \(i = 1, \ldots, n\), robot \(i\), searches along the ray with direction \((\cos((i - 1)\phi), \sin((i - 1)\phi))\), where \(\phi = 2\pi/n\). It is an easy exercise to show that this algorithm witnesses that \(S_n \leq \frac{1}{\cos(\pi/n)}\), again for \(n \geq 3\).

1.2.1 Organization of the paper

Our main contributions pertain to new lower bounds for \(S_n\), when \(n \geq 2\), which in particular for \(n \geq 4\) are tight. More specifically, we show that \(S_2 \geq \sqrt{3}\) (see Theorem 9 in Section 4), that \(S_3 \geq \frac{1}{2}\) (see Theorem 7 in Section 3), and that \(S_n \geq \frac{1}{\cos(\pi/n)}\) (see Theorem 3 in Section 2) for \(n \geq 4\). The exposition of the results is in reverse order due to the nature of our arguments. Combined with the known upper bounds discussed above, our results imply the following state-of-the-art regarding problem Shoreline\textsubscript{n}, when \(n \geq 2\).

▶ Theorem 2. For the best possible competitive ratio \(S_n\) for Shoreline\textsubscript{n} we have that:
\[
3 \leq S_2 \leq 5.2644,
\sqrt{3} \leq S_3 \leq 2,
S_n = \frac{1}{\cos(\pi/n)}, \text{ for all } n \geq 4.
\]

2 Lower Bounds for \(n \geq 4\) Robots

This section is devoted to proving the following theorem.

▶ Theorem 3. For all \(n \geq 4\), we have \(S_n \geq \frac{1}{\cos(\pi/n)}\).

The proof of the theorem above is split in a number of lemmata. First, we show in Lemma 4 that under certain conditions, optimal robots’ moves are along straight lines.

▶ Lemma 4. Consider right triangle \(OMB\) with \(\angle BOM \leq \pi/4\) and \(\angle OMB = \pi/2\). Then for every point \(K\) in the line segment \(MB\) and every point \(L\) in the line segment \(OB\) we have that \(OK + KL \geq OB\), and equality is satisfied only when all points \(K, B, L\) coincide.

Proof. Consider an arbitrary point \(L\) in the interior of the line segment \(OB\) of right triangle \(OMB\), see also Figure 1. By the law of reflection, among all points \(K\) in the interior of segment \(BM\), the one that minimizes \(OK + KL\) is the point for which \(\angle MKO = \angle LKB\), which angle we also denote by \(\omega\). We fix such a point \(K\), and clearly it is enough to show that \(OK + KL > OB\). For notational convenience, we introduce abbreviations \(t = \angle BOK, y = \angle LKO\) and \(\phi = \angle BOM \leq \pi/4\). Note that the arbitrary choice of \(L\) uniquely determines angle \(t\).
First we claim that $OK > OL$. Since these are the sides of triangle $KLO$, it is enough to prove that for the corresponding opposite angles $x, y$, respectively, we have $x > y$. Indeed, consider $0 < t < \phi$, and note that $\omega = \pi/2 - (\phi - t)$. But then, $y = \pi - 2(\pi/2 - \phi + t) = 2(\phi - t)$.

At the same time, $v = \pi/2 - \phi$, and hence $x = v + \omega = \pi/2 - \phi + \omega = \pi/2 - \phi$.

Hence, $x > y$ is true if and only if $\pi - 2\phi + t > 2(\phi - t)$ (for every $t$) or equivalently when $\pi + 3t > 4\phi$. Since $t > 0$, the latter is true for every $t$ as long as $\pi \geq 4\phi$, which is a given premise.

Next we claim that $KL > LB$. Arguing as before, it is enough to establish the same relation for the corresponding opposite angles in triangle $BLK$, i.e. that $\omega \geq v$. Indeed, since $K$ is in the interior of segment $BM$ and $\angle OMB = \pi/2$, we have $\omega = \angle LKB = \angle MKO > v$.

Summarizing, from the two claims above we have established that $OK > OL$ and $KL > LB$, and hence $OK + KL > OL + LB = OB$, as wanted. \hfill \blacksquare

Next, we quantify a lower bound to the competitive ratio of search algorithms in which robots exhibit a certain property.

**Lemma 5.** Consider trajectories $F_n$ for problem SHORELINE$_n$, where robots start from origin $O$, and fix time $d > 0$. Consider a cone $C$ of angle $2\phi$, where $0 < \phi \leq \pi/4$, and centered at $O$. Let also $A, B$ be two points at the two extreme rays of the cone, such that $OA = OB = d + \epsilon$, for some $\epsilon > 0$. If at time $d$, there is no robot within the cone $C$, then the line passing through points $A, B$ could not have been intersected by the trajectory of any robot.

**Proof.** The proof is by contradiction, so we assume that a robot’s trajectory has intersected line $\ell$ passing through $A, B$ and that the robot is outside cone $C$. Since we posed the execution of the algorithm at time $d$, and since $OA = OB > d$, robot’s trajectory could not have intersected the extreme rays of cone $C$ further than points $A, B$. Since the robot is outside the cone, the trajectory of the robot must have intersected (for the first time) segment $AB$ in some interior point $K$ and then segment $OB$ (or $OA$) in some interior point $L$ (after hitting line $\ell$), see also Figure 2. Also, without loss of generality, $K$ is closer to $B$ than from $A$. Since robot’s trajectory takes place in the Euclidean space, and robot has unit speed, the time for such a trajectory to be realizable is at least $OK + OL$. Consider then the projection $M$ of the origin $O$ onto line segment $AB$, and observe that $\angle BOM = \phi \leq \pi/4$, since triangle $BOA$ is isosceles. But then, Lemma 4 applies according to which the time that has passed is at least $OK + OL \geq OB = d + \epsilon > d$, a contradiction. \hfill \blacksquare
Lemma 6. Consider trajectories \( F_n \) for problem \textsc{Shoreline}_n, where robots start from origin \( O \). If there is a cone of angle \( 2\phi \) centered at the origin, where \( 0 < \phi \leq \pi/4 \), within which there is no robot at an arbitrary time (or a robot lies at the origin), then \( CR(F_n) \geq 1/\cos(\phi) \).

Proof. Consider a time \( d > 0 \), and a cone centered at the origin of angle \( 2\phi \), such that no robot lies within the cone. Consider points \( A, B \) on the extreme rays of the cone at distance \( d + \epsilon \) from the origin, for an arbitrary small \( \epsilon > 0 \). By Lemma 5, no robot could have discovered the line \( \ell \) passing through points \( A, B \). Since time \( d \) has already passed, we conclude that the search completion time satisfies \( T_{F_n}(\ell) > d \). At the same time, triangle \( OAB \) is isosceles, and so the distance of \( \ell \) and the origin is \( \delta(\ell) = OB \cdot \cos(\phi) = (d + \epsilon) \cos(\phi) \).

We conclude that
\[
CR(F_n) \geq \sup_{\epsilon>0} \frac{d}{(d + \epsilon) \cos(\phi)} = \frac{1}{\cos(\phi)}.
\]

Finally consider the case that the only robot within the cone lies at the origin. That robot cannot reach the line earlier than \( d + (d + \epsilon) \cos(\phi) \), hence the same bound for the competitive ratio holds.

Now we are ready to prove Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 3. Fix \( n \), and consider trajectories \( F_n \) for problem \textsc{Shoreline}_n, where robots start from origin \( O \). Let robots move for an arbitrary time \( d > 0 \). If all robots lie at the origin, then clearly the competitive ratio is unbounded.

Otherwise, consider a cone of arbitrary small angle \( 2\gamma = o(1/n) \) centered at the origin. We rotate the cone untill at least one robot (note there exists at least one not in the origin) lies strictly within this small cone. Then we cover the plane by concatenating, in an alternate fashion and clockwise to the existing small cone, \( n \) many cones centered at the origin of angle \( 2\pi/n - 2\gamma \), and \( n-1 \) more cones centered at the origin of angle \( 2\gamma \).

Note, there are \( n \) “small” cones of angle \( 2\gamma \), one of which strictly contains a robot, and \( n \) many “large” cones of angle \( 2\pi/n - 2\gamma \) and hence one of which, call it \( C \), does not contain any robot, unless a robot is at the origin. But then, Lemma 6 applies with \( \phi = 2\pi/n - 2\gamma \), for any \( \gamma \). That is, for the arbitrary trajectories \( F_n \), and for every \( \gamma > 0 \) we have that \( CR(F_n) \geq \frac{1}{\cos(\pi/n-\gamma)} \), hence \( S_n \geq \frac{1}{\cos(\pi/n)} \) as wanted.
3 Lower Bound for 3 Robots

In this section we prove the following theorem.

▶ Theorem 7. \( S_3 \geq \sqrt{3} \).

Notably, the achieved lower bound does not match the best upper bound known for \( \text{Shoreline}_3 \). In particular, the lower bound arguments of Section 2 fail for \( \text{Shoreline}_n \), when \( n < 4 \). Indeed, the crux of the previous argument is that robots should lie at the boundary (extreme rays) of cones, centered at the origin and of angles \( 2\phi_n := 2\pi/n \). If robots are given, say, time 1 to execute their trajectories, then there are special lines which are \( \cos(\phi_n) + \epsilon \) away from the origin, that could not have been visited by any robot, because otherwise the robots would not have enough time to leave from some cones. The crucial necessary condition of the previous statement is that \( \phi_n \leq \pi/4 \), which of course holds when \( n \geq 4 \). In the case of \( n = 3 \), robots can visit these special lines in time less than 1, still leaving the cones of angle \( 2\pi/3 \), hence making the argument invalid. However, the robots would still need a significant amount of time (bounded away from 0) to achieve the same task, hence placing the special lines sufficiently further away would allow the argument to go through.

The paragraph above gives the high level idea of the proof of Theorem 7, and also explains why we presented first, in Section 2, the lower bounds for \( n \geq 4 \) robots. The next lemma establishes a lower bound for the time that robots need, in \( \text{Shoreline}_3 \), to discover the special lines that were used for the lower bounds to \( S_n \), for \( n \geq 4 \).

▶ Lemma 8. Consider a cone of angle \( 2\pi/3 \) centered at the origin \( O \), along with two points \( A, B \) on its extreme rays at distance 1 from \( O \). Then, a unit speed robot starting from \( O \) requires time at least \( \sqrt{3}/2 \) to visit the line passing through \( A, B \) and leave the cone.

Proof. Consider the projection \( M \) of \( O \) onto the line \( \ell_{AB} \) passing through \( A,B \). We calculate the shortest trajectory starting from \( O \), visiting an arbitrary point \( K \) of line segment \( MB \) and leaving the cone from an arbitrary point \( L \) of line segment \( OB \), see also Figure 3.

![Figure 3](image-url) The shortest trajectory, starting from \( O \), visiting line segment \( MB \) at point \( K \) and leaving the cone from point \( L \) from an extreme ray, is depicted with dotted lines.

For convenience, we introduce a coordinate system centered at \( M \), so that \( O = (0,1/2) \) and \( B = (\sqrt{3}/2,0) \) (recall that \( OB = 1 \)). The arbitrary point \( K \) on \( MB \) is a convex combination of points \( M, B \), and hence has coordinates \( K = \lambda(\sqrt{3}/2,0) \), for some \( \lambda \in [0,1] \). Note that \( OK = \sqrt{3}\lambda^2 + \frac{1}{4} = \frac{1}{2}\sqrt{3}\lambda^2 + 1 \). Given that \( K \) is chosen, the shortest path for leaving the cone is clearly the distance \( d(K,\ell_{AB}) \) between \( K \) and \( \ell_{OB} \) passing through \( O,B \). It is easy to see that \( \ell_{OB} \) is described as \( y + \sqrt{3}/3x - 1/2 = 0 \), hence,

\[
d(K,\ell_{OB}) = \frac{\left| \frac{\sqrt{3}}{3} \lambda - \frac{1}{2} \right|}{\sqrt{1 + \frac{9}{3}}} = \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4} (1 - \lambda).
\]
We conclude that the shortest path in order to start from \( O \) and leave the cone is

\[
\min_{\lambda \in [0,1]} \{ OK + d(K, \ell_{OB}) \} = \min_{\lambda \in [0,1]} \left\{ \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{3\lambda^2 + 1} + \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4} (1 - \lambda) \right\}
\]

We calculate the derivative of the latter function \( f(\lambda) = \frac{3\lambda}{2\sqrt{3\lambda^2 + 1}} - \frac{\sqrt{3}}{4} \), which has a unique root at \( \lambda_0 = 1/3 \). Then, we calculate \( f''(1/3) = \frac{2\sqrt{3}}{16} \), which shows that \( \lambda_0 \in [0,1] \) is indeed a minimizer, inducing a trajectory of smallest length \( f(1/3) = \sqrt{3}/2 \). Since the robot has unit speed, this is also the minimum time needed to reach the cone after visiting line \( \ell_{AB} \).

We are now ready to prove Theorem 7.

**Proof of Theorem 7.** Consider trajectories \( F_3 \) for problem \( \text{SHORELINE}_3 \), where robots start from origin \( O \). Let robots move for an arbitrary time \( d > 0 \), and consider 3 cones centered at the origin, each of angle \( 2\pi/3 \), covering the entire plane. We rotate the cones, until at least one of the robots lies on the extreme ray of two cones. As a result, there is a cone \( C \) such that no robot lies within the interior of the cone.

Now consider points \( A, B \) on the extreme rays of \( C \) that are \( (2/\sqrt{3} + 2\epsilon)d \) away from the origin \( O \), and let the line passing through them be \( \ell_{AB} \). Note that \( \ell_{AB} \) is exactly \((1/\sqrt{3} + \epsilon)d\) away from the origin.

By Lemma 8, and since no robot lies within \( C \), no robot could have discovered \( \ell_{AB} \) in time \( d \), hence the search completion time is at least \( d \). Overall, that induces competitive ratio for \( F_3 \) at least \( 1/(1/\sqrt{3} + \epsilon) \), for every \( \epsilon > 0 \).

### 4 Lower Bound for 2 Robots

In this section we prove a lower bound for searching for a shoreline with 2 robots.

**Theorem 9.** \( S_2 \geq 3 \).

In order to prove our theorem, we describe robots’ trajectories within time 1. The following function, the boundary of an ellipsoid, will be useful in our calculations

\[
q(x, y, \delta, \theta) := 4(\cos(\theta)x + \sin(\theta)y - h_8)^2 + (-\sin(\theta)x + \cos(\theta)y)^2 / b_8^2 - 1,
\]

where \( h_8 := \delta/2 \) and \( b_8 := \sqrt{(1 - \delta^2)/2} \).

**Lemma 10.** Consider an arbitrary algorithm \( F_2 \), and let robots execute it for time 1. Then, there exist \( \epsilon, \delta \in [0, 1] \) and \( \theta \in [0, \pi] \) so that no point outside the ellipses \( q(x, y, \epsilon, 0) \leq 0 \), and \( q(x, y, \delta, \theta) \leq 0 \) has been explored by any robot.

**Proof.** Consider an arbitrary algorithm \( F_2 \), and let robots execute it for time 1. Suppose that the locations of robots #1, #2 are \( R_1, R_2 \) within the unit ball. We claim that the collection of points that each robot could have visited form two ellipses. Indeed, without loss of generality both robots lie in the first two quadrants, i.e. in the non-negative y-axis hyperplane. Also, without loss of generality, the location of \( R_1 \), exactly at time 1 of the execution of \( F_2 \), equals \((\epsilon, 0)\), for some \( \epsilon \in [0, 1] \). Recall that robots have speed 1, and they started from the origin \( O = (0, 0) \). Therefore, all the points \( P \) that could have been visited by robot #1 satisfy \( OP + PR_1 \leq 1 \). In other words, the boundary of the explored domain of that robot is an ellipse with foci points \( O, R_1 \) and sum of distances to foci equal to 1. Then, all boundary points \((x, y) \in \mathbb{R}^2\) of the domain that could have been explored by robot #1 satisfy \( 4(x - h_8)^2 + y^2/b_8^2 = 1 \).
Similarly, robot #2 is, at the same time, at distance $\delta$ from the origin, for some $\delta \in [0, 1]$. Arguing as above, the boundary of the explored domain by robot #2 is again an ellipse. So suppose that $R_2 = (\delta \cos(\theta), \delta \sin(\theta))$ for some $\theta \in [0, \pi]$ (that is the line passing through its two foci forms angle $\theta$ with the $x$-axis). Then the boundary of the explored domain by robot #2 is defined as $4 (\cos(\theta)x + \sin(\theta)y - h)^2/b^2 = 1$ (observe that a rotation by angle $-\theta$ gives a formula identical to the one of robot #1). Finally, note that since robot #2 lies in the first two quadrants, we must have $\theta \in [0, \pi]$. ◀

The idea behind the proof of Theorem 9 is that if at a certain time, robots #1, #2 are at points $R_1 = (\epsilon, 0)$ and $R_2 = (\delta \cos(\theta), \delta \sin(\theta))$ (for some $\epsilon, \delta \in [0, 1]$ and $\theta \in [0, \pi]$), respectively, then they could not have been in any point past the line $y = -1/2 - \zeta$, see Figure 4 for an example. We are now ready to prove Theorem 9.

**Figure 4** An example of possible robots’ placements of an arbitrary search algorithm after time 1. Without loss of generality, robot #1 lies on the positive x-axis, here depicted as point $R_1 = (0.3, 0)$. Similarly, robot #2 lies, without loss of generality, in any of the first two orthants. Here it is depicted as point $R_2 = (0.7 \cos(\pi/12), 0.7 \sin(\pi/12))$. Both robots have started from the origin, indicated by $O$. Possible points that robots #1,#2 have visited are depicted by the red and blue ellipses, respectively. Dotted straight trajectories show possible robots’ movements from the origin, then to arbitrary points on the boundaries of the ellipses, and then to points $R_1, R_2$.

**Proof of Theorem 9.** Consider an arbitrary search algorithm $F_2$. According to Lemma 10, there are two ellipses that define all points that could have been explored by any of the robots. Our main claim is that neither of the two robots could have hit line $\ell : y = -1/2 - \zeta$, where $\zeta > 0$ is arbitrarily small. For that, all we need is to show that none of the equations defining any of the two ellipses have any common point with $y = -1/2 - \zeta$. To that end, we show that equation $q(x, -1/2 - \zeta, \delta, \theta) = 0$ has no real root, when $\delta \in [0, 1]$ and $\theta \in [0, \pi]$ and $\zeta > 0$ is sufficiently small (that would also imply the same for the first ellipse). Indeed, we compute the discriminant of the degree 2 polynomial $q(x, -1/2 - \zeta, \delta, \theta)$ (in $x$) which equals

$$-rac{16 \left(\delta^2 + 2\delta(2\zeta + 1) \sin(\theta) + 4\zeta(\zeta + 1)\right)}{1 - \delta^2} \leq - \frac{16 \left(\delta^2 + 4\zeta(\zeta + 1)\right)}{1 - \delta^2}$$

Since $\zeta > 0$ and arbitrarily small, the latter expression is maximized for $\delta = 0$ and becomes $-64 \left(\zeta^2 + \zeta\right)$ which is negative for all small enough $\zeta > 0$. 
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Note that the closest robot to line $\ell$ is robot #1 (or robot #2 too, when $\theta = 0, \pi$), and its distance to that line equals $1/2 + \zeta$. Since time 1 has already passed, the search completion time is at least $3/2 + \zeta$. At the same time, the optimal offline solution equals $1/2 + \zeta$. Hence, the competitive ratio of the arbitrary search algorithm $F_2$ is at least
\[
\sup_{\zeta > 0} \frac{3/2 + \zeta}{1/2 + \zeta} = 3.
\]

5 Open Problems

We studied the problem of searching for a shoreline with $n$ robots, and in particular we gave strong lower bounds when $n \geq 2$. Our results are tight when $n \geq 4$, completely resolving these cases. The cases $n = 2, 3$ as well as the case $n = 1$, which is not addressed in this work, remain open. It is plausible that the best algorithms known when $n = 1, 2$ are indeed optimal, even though a proof seems to be particularly challenging. The case of $n = 3$ seems to be the most interesting since the upper bound is provided by the same algorithm as for the cases $n \geq 4$, still our argument that shows optimality for the latter cases fails to be tight when $n = 3$. Finally, a number of variations of the shoreline problem remain open. These include the cases of different robots specs, e.g. speeds, the possibility of faulty robots, different termination criteria, e.g. evacuation or rendezvous instead of search, different measures of efficiency, e.g. average-case worst-case tradeoffs, etc.
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Abstract

We investigate gathering algorithms for asynchronous autonomous mobile robots moving in uniform ring-shaped networks. Different from most work using the Look-Compute-Move (LCM) model, we assume that robots have limited visibility and lights. That is, robots can observe nodes only within a certain fixed distance, and emit a color from a set of constant number of colors. We consider gathering algorithms depending on two parameters related to the initial configuration: $M_{\text{init}}$, which denotes the number of nodes between two border nodes, and $O_{\text{init}}$, which denotes the number of nodes hosting robots between two border nodes. In both cases, a border node is a node hosting one or more robots that cannot see other robots on at least one side. Our main contribution is to prove that, if $M_{\text{init}}$ or $O_{\text{init}}$ is odd, gathering is always feasible with three or four colors. The proposed algorithms do not require additional assumptions, such as knowledge of the number of robots, multiplicity detection capabilities, or the assumption of towerless initial configurations. These results demonstrate the power of lights to achieve gathering of robots with limited visibility.
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1 Introduction

A lot of research about autonomous mobile robots coordination has been conducted by the distributed computing community. The common goal of these research is to clarify the minimum capabilities for robots to achieve a given task. Hence, most work adopts weak assumptions such as: robots are identical (i.e., robots execute the same algorithm and cannot be distinguished), oblivious (i.e., robots have no memory to record past actions), and silent (i.e., robots cannot send messages to other robots). In addition, to model the behavior of robots, most work uses the Look-Compute-Move (LCM) model introduced by Suzuki and Yamashita [18]. In the LCM model, each robot repeats executing cycles of Look, Compute and Move phases. During the Look phase, the robot takes a snapshot to observe the positions of other robots. According to this snapshot, the robot computes the next movement during the Compute phase. If the robot decides to move, it moves to the target position during the Move phase. By using the LCM model, it is possible to clarify problem solvability both continuous environments (i.e., two- or three-dimensional Euclidean space) and discrete environments (i.e., graph networks). State-of-the-art surveys are given in the recent book by Flocchini et al. [8].

In this paper, we focus on gathering in graph networks. The goal of gathering is to make all robots gather at a non-predetermined single node. Since gathering is a fundamental task of mobile robot systems and a benchmark application, numerous algorithms have been proposed for various graph network topologies. In particular, many papers focus on ring-shaped networks because symmetry breaking becomes a core difficulty, and any such solution is likely to adapt well on other topologies, as it is possible to make virtual rings over arbitrary networks and hence use ring algorithms in such networks[14, 11, 5, 3, 4]. Klasing et al. [14] proposed gathering algorithms for rings with global-weak multiplicity detection. Global-weak multiplicity detection enables a robot to detect whether the number of robots on each node is one, or more than one. However, the exact number of robots on a given node remains unknown if there is more than one robot on the node. Izumi et al. [11] provided a gathering algorithm for rings with local-weak multiplicity detection under the assumption that the initial configurations are non-symmetric and non-periodic, and that the number of robots is less than half the number of nodes. Local-weak multiplicity detection enables a robot to detect whether the number of robots on its current node is one, or more than one. D’Angelo et al. [5, 3] proposed unified ring gathering algorithms for most of the solvable initial configurations, using global-weak multiplicity detection [5], or local-weak multiplicity detection [3]. Finally, Klasing et al. [4] proposed gathering algorithms for grids and trees. All aforementioned work assumes unlimited visibility, that is, each robot can take a snapshot of the whole network graph with all occupied positions.

The unlimited visibility assumption somewhat contradicts the principle of weak mobile robots, hence several recent studies focus on myopic robots [9, 10, 12, 7]. A myopic robot has limited visibility, that is, it can take a snapshot of nodes (with occupying robots) only within a certain fixed distance $\phi$. Not surprisingly, many problems become impossible to solve in this setting, and several strong assumptions have to be made to enable possibility results. Datta et al. [7] study the problem of ring exploration with different values for $\phi$. Guilbault et al. [9] study gathering in bipartite graphs with the global-weak multiplicity detection (limited to distance $\phi$) in case of $\phi = 1$, and prove that gathering is feasible only when robots form a star in the initial configuration. They also study the case of infinite lines with $\phi > 1$ [10], and prove that no universal algorithm exists in this case. In the case of rings, since a ring with even nodes is also a bipartite graph, gathering is feasible only
Table 1 Summary of gathering algorithms for myopic robots in rings. All algorithms assume that the visibility graph is connected, and that there exist two border nodes. \( R \) denotes the number of robots and \( H_{\text{center}} \) denotes the size of the center hole in the initial configuration. The global (resp., local) strong multiplicity detection enables a robot to observe the exact number of robots on every node (resp., on its current node).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \phi )</th>
<th>#colors</th>
<th>Multiplicity detection</th>
<th>Assumptions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>([12])</td>
<td>( \geq 1 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>local strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>([12])</td>
<td>( \geq 3 )</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>global strong</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 1</td>
<td>( \geq 1 )</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Algorithm 2</td>
<td>( \geq 2 )</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

when three robots occupy three successive nodes. For this reason, Kamei et al. [12] give gathering algorithms for rings with \( \phi \geq 1 \) by using strong assumptions, such as knowledge of the number of robots, and strong multiplicity detection, which enables a robot to obtain the exact number of robots on a particular node. Overall, limited visibility severely hinders the possibility of gathering oblivious robots on rings.

On the other hand, completely oblivious robots (that can not remember past actions) may be too weak of a hypothesis with respect to a possible implementation on real devices, where persistent memory is widely available. Recently, enabling the possibility that robots maintain a non-volatile visible light [6] has attracted a lot of attention to improve the task solvability. A robot endowed with such a light is called a luminous robot. Each luminous robot can emit a light to other robots whose color is chosen among a set of colors whose size is constant. The light color is non-volatile, and so it can be used as a constant-space memory. Viglietta [19] gives a complete characterization of the rendezvous problem (that is, the gathering of two robots) on a plane using two visible colored lights assuming unlimited visibility robots. Das et al. [6] prove that unlimited visibility robots on two-dimensional space with a five-color light have the same computational power in the asynchronous and semi-synchronous models. Di Luna et al. [15] discuss how lights can be used to solve some classical distributed problems such as rendezvous and forming a sequence of patterns. The robots they assume have unlimited visibility, but they also discuss the case where robots visibility is limited by the presence of obstruction. Hence, luminous robots seem to dramatically improve the possibility to solve tasks in the LCM model.

As a result of the above observations, it becomes interesting to study the interplay between the myopic and luminous properties for LCM robots: can lights improve task solvability of myopic robots. To our knowledge, only three papers [17, 16, 2] consider this combination. Ooshita et al. [17] and Nagahama et al. [16] demonstrate that for the task of ring exploration, even a two-color light significantly improves task solvability. Bramas et al. [2] give exploration algorithms for myopic robots in infinite grids by using a constant-color light. To this day, the characterization of gathering feasibility for myopic luminous robots (aside from the trivial case where a single color is available) is unknown.
**Our contributions.** We clarify the solvability of gathering for myopic luminous robots in rings. We consider the asynchronous (ASYNC) model, which is the most general timing assumption. As in a previous work [12], we focus on initial configurations such that the visibility graph is connected and there exist two border nodes (see Figure 1 for an example). Both assumptions are necessary for the class of cautious gathering algorithms (see Lemmas 24 and 25). A cautious gathering protocol never expands the span of a given visibility graph. In addition, we assume that all robots have the same color in initial configurations. We partition initial configurations using two parameters $M_{\text{init}}$ and $O_{\text{init}}$; $M_{\text{init}}$ is defined as the number of nodes between two border nodes, and $O_{\text{init}}$ is defined as the number of nodes occupied by some robots (also see Figure 1). We can easily observe that, if both $M_{\text{init}}$ and $O_{\text{init}}$ are even, there exist (so-called edge-symmetric) initial configurations such that no algorithm achieves gathering (Corollary 22). Hence, we consider the case that $M_{\text{init}}$ or $O_{\text{init}}$ is odd.

On the positive side, our main contribution is to prove that, if $M_{\text{init}}$ or $O_{\text{init}}$ is odd, gathering is always feasible by using a constant number of colors without additional assumptions (so, no multiplicity detection is necessary) for any positive visible distance $\phi$. First, for the case that $M_{\text{init}}$ is odd and $\phi \geq 1$ holds, we give a gathering algorithm that uses three colors. Second, for the case that $O_{\text{init}}$ is odd and $\phi \geq 2$, we give a gathering algorithm that uses four colors. Note that we assume $\phi \geq 2$ in the second algorithm because, if $\phi = 1$ holds, then $O_{\text{init}} = M_{\text{init}}$ also holds from the assumption of connected visibility graphs, so the first algorithm can be used in this case. We compare the current work with that of Kamei et al. [12] in Table 1. Overall, lights with a constant number of colors permit to remove most of the previously considered assumptions. For example, our algorithms do not require any multiplicity detection (that is, robots do not distinguish whether the number of robots with the same color on a single node is one or more than one). Furthermore, our algorithms solve gathering even if initial configurations include tower nodes (a tower node is a node that hosts multiple robots). These results demonstrate the power of lights to achieve mobile robot gathering with limited visibility.

Because of space limitations, we give proofs of lemmas and theorems in [13].

**2 Model**

We consider anonymous, disoriented and undirected rings $G$ of $N (\geq 3)$ nodes $u_0, u_1, \ldots, u_{N-1}$ such that $u_i$ is connected to both $u_{((i-1) \mod N)}$ and $u_{((i+1) \mod N)}$. On this ring, $R$ autonomous robots collaborate to gather at one of the $N$ nodes of the ring, not known beforehand, and remain there indefinitely.

---

1. A visibility graph is defined as $G_V = (\mathcal{R}, \mathcal{E}_V)$ where $\mathcal{R}$ is a set of all robots, and $\mathcal{E}_V$ is a set of pairs of robots that can observe each other.
2. Node $v$ is a border node if robots on $v$ can observe other robots only in one direction.
The distance between two nodes $u$ and $v$ on a ring is the number of edges in a shortest path connecting them. The distance between two robots $r_1$ and $r_2$ is the distance between two nodes occupied by $r_1$ and $r_2$, respectively. Two robots or two nodes are neighbors if the distance between them is one.

Robots are identical, i.e., they execute the same program and use no localized parameter such as an identifier or a particular orientation. Also, they are oblivious, i.e., they cannot remember their past observations or actions. We assume that robots do not know $N$, the size of the ring, and $R$, the number of robots.

Each robot $r_i$ maintains a variable $L_i$, called light, which spans a finite set of states called colors. A light is persistent from one computational cycle to the next: the color is not automatically reset at the end of the cycle. Let $K$ denote the number of available light colors. Let $L_i(t)$ be the light color of $r_i$ at time $t$. We assume the full light model: each robot $r_i$ can see the light of other robots, but also its own light. Robots are unable to communicate with each other explicitly (e.g., by sending messages), however, they can observe their environment, including the positions and colors of the other robots. We assume that besides colors, robots do not have multiplicity detection capability: if there are multiple robots $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_k$ in a node $u$, an observing robot $r$ can detect only colors, so $r$ can detect there are multiple robots at $u$ if and only if at least two robots among $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_k$ have different colors. So, a robot $r$ observing a single color at node $u$ cannot know how many robots are located in $u$.

Based on the sensing result, a robot $r$ may decide to move or to stay idle. At each time instant $t_i (1 \leq i)$, robots occupy nodes of the ring, their positions and colors form a configuration $C(t_i)$ of the system at time $t_i$. When $C(t_i)$ reaches $C(t_{i+1})$ by executing some phases between $t_i$ and $t_{i+1}$, it is denoted as $C(t_i) \rightarrow C(t_{i+1})$. The reflexive and transitive closure is denoted as $\rightarrow^*$.

We assume that robots have limited visibility: an observing robot $r$ at node $u$ can only sense the robots that occupy nodes within a certain distance, denoted by $\phi$ ($\phi \geq 0$), from $u$. As robots are identical, they share the same $\phi$.

Let $X_i(t)$ be the set of colors of robots located in node $u_i$ at time $t$. If a robot $r_j$ located at $u_i$ at $t$, the sensor of $r_j$ outputs a sequence, $V_j$, of $2\phi + 1$ set of colors:

$$X_{i-\phi}(t), \ldots, X_{i-1}(t), (X_i(t)), X_{i+1}(t), \ldots, X_{i+\phi}(t).$$

This sequence $V_j$ is the view of $r_j$. If the sequence $X_{i+1}, \ldots, X_{i+\phi}$ is equal to the sequence $X_{i-1}, \ldots, X_{i-\phi}$, then the view $V_j$ of $r_j$ is symmetric. Otherwise, it is asymmetric. In $V_j$, a node $u_k$ is occupied at instant $t$ whenever $|X_k(t)| > 0$. Conversely, if $u_k$ is not occupied by any robot at $t$, then $X_k(t) = \emptyset$ holds, and $u_k$ is empty at $t$.

If there exists a node $u_i$ such that $|X_i(t)| = 1$ holds, $u_i$ is singly-colored. Note that $|X_i(t)|$ denotes the number of colors at node $u_i$, thus even if $u_i$ is singly-colored, it may be occupied by multiple robots (sharing the same color). Now, if a node $u_i$ is such that $|X_i(t)| > 1$ holds, $u_i$ is multiply-colored. As each robot has a single color, a multiply-colored node always hosts more than one robot.

In the case of a robot $r_j$ located at a singly-colored node $u_i$, $r_j$’s view $V_j$ contains an $X_i(t)$ that can be written as $[L_j]$. Then, if the left node of $u_i$ contains one or more robots with color $L_k$, and the right node of $u_i$ contains one or more robots with color $L_l$, while $u_i$ only hosts $r_j$, then $V_j$ can be written as $L_k[L_j]L_l$. Now, if robot $r_j$ at node $u_i$ occupies a multiply-colored position (with two other robots $r_k$ and $r_l$ having distinct colors), then
\[ |X_i(t)| = 3, \text{ and we can write } X_i(t) \text{ in } V_j \text{ as } \begin{bmatrix} L_k & \vdots & L_i \\ \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ L_j & \cdots & L_1 \end{bmatrix}. \] When the view does not consist of a single observed node, we use brackets to distinguish the current position of the observing robot in the view and the inner bracket to explicitly state the observing robot’s color.

Our algorithms are driven by observations made on the current view of a robot, so many instances of the algorithms we use view predicates: a Boolean function based on the current view of the robot. The predicate \( L_j \) matches any set of colors that includes color \( L_j \), while predicate \( (L_j, L_k) \) matches any set of colors that contains \( L_j, L_k \), or both. Now the predicate \( \left(\frac{L_1}{L_2}\right) \) matches any set that contains both \( L_1 \) and \( L_2 \). Some of our algorithm rules expect that a node is singly-colored, e.g. with color \( L_k \), in that case, the corresponding predicate is denoted by \( L_k! \). To express predicates in a less explicit way, we use character ‘?’ to represent any non-empty set of colors, so a set of colors \( X_i \neq \emptyset \) satisfies predicate ‘?’.

In this paper, we aim at maintaining the property that at most two border nodes exist at any time. On the ring \( G \), let \( H_{\text{max}} \) be the size of the maximum hole (i.e., the maximum sequence of empty nodes). Note that by the assumptions, at instant \( t = 0 \) (i.e., in the initial configuration), \( H_{\text{max}} > \phi \) holds. Let \( V' \) be the subset of nodes on a path between two border nodes \( u \) and \( v \), such that all robots are hosted by nodes in \( V' \). Also, let \( G' \) be the subgraph of \( G \) induced by \( V' \). Note that, \( G' \) does not include the hole with the size \( H_{\text{max}} \). At instant \( t = 0 \), let \( H_{\text{init}} \) be the maximum distance between occupied nodes in \( G' \). \( M_{\text{init}} \) be the number of nodes in \( G' \), and \( O_{\text{init}}(\leq M_{\text{init}}) \) be the number of occupied nodes in \( G' \). We assume that \( \phi \geq H_{\text{init}} \geq 1 \) holds. Note that, \( H_{\text{init}} \) is the size of the second maximum hole in the ring because there are two border nodes. As previously stated, no robot is aware of \( H_{\text{init}}, M_{\text{init}} \) and \( O_{\text{init}} \). In \( G' \), let \( D \) denote the distance between the two border nodes. Note that, at \( t = 0 \), \( D = M_{\text{init}} - 1 \) holds.

Each robot \( r \) executes Look-Compute-Move cycles infinitely many times: (i) first, \( r \) takes a snapshot of the environment and obtains an ego-centered view of the current configuration (Look phase), (ii) according to its view, \( r \) decides to move or to stay idle and possibly changes its light color (Compute phase), (iii) if \( r \) decided to move, it moves to one of its neighbor nodes depending on the choice made in the Compute phase (Move phase). At each time instant \( t \), a subset of robots is activated by an entity known as the scheduler. This scheduler is assumed to be fair, i.e., all robots are activated infinitely many times in any infinite execution. In this paper, we consider the most general asynchronous model: the time between Look, Compute, and Move phases is finite but unbounded. We assume however that the move operation is atomic, that is, when a robot takes a snapshot, it sees robots colors on nodes and not on edges. Since the scheduler is allowed to interleave the different phases between robots, some robots may decide to move according to a view that is different from the current configuration. Indeed, during the compute phase, other robots may move. Both the view and the robot are in this case said to be outdated.
In this paper, each rule in the proposed algorithms is presented in the similar notation as in [17]: \(< Label > :: < Guard > :: < Statement >\). The guard is a predicate on the view \(V_j = X_{i-\phi}, ..., X_{i-1}, (X_i), X_{i+1}, ..., X_{i+\phi}\) obtained by robot \(r_j\) at node \(u_i\) during the Look phase. If the predicate evaluates to \(true\), \(r_j\) is enabled, otherwise, \(r_j\) is disabled. In the first case, the corresponding rule \(< Label >\) is also said to be enabled. If a robot \(r_j\) is enabled, \(r_j\) may change its color and then move based on the corresponding statement during its subsequent Compute and Move phases. The statement is a pair of \((\text{New color}, \text{Movement})\).

Movement can be (i) \(\rightarrow\), meaning that \(r_j\) moves towards node \(u_{i+1}\), (ii) \(\leftarrow\), meaning that \(r_j\) moves towards node \(u_{i-1}\), and (iii) \(\perp\), meaning that \(r_j\) does not move. For simplicity, when \(r_j\) does not move (resp. \(r_j\) does not change its color), we omit \(\text{Movement}\) (resp. \(\text{New color}\)) in the statement. The label \(< Label >\) is denoted as \(R\) followed by a non-negative integer (\(i.e., R0, R1, etc.\)) where a smaller label indicates higher priority.

### 3 Algorithms

In this section, we propose two algorithms for myopic luminous robots. One is for the case that \(M_{\text{init}}\) is odd, uses three colors \((K = 3)\). The other is for the case that \(M_{\text{init}}\) is even and \(O_{\text{init}}\) is odd, uses four colors \((K = 4)\). We assume that the initial configurations satisfy the following conditions:

- All robots have the same color \(\text{White}\),
- Each occupied node can have multiple robots, and
- \(\phi \geq H_{\text{init}} \geq 1\) holds.

#### 3.1 Algorithm for the case \(M_{\text{init}}\) is odd

The strategy of our algorithm is as follows: The robots on two border nodes keep their lights Red or Blue, then the algorithm can recognize that they are originally on border nodes. When robots on a border node move toward the center node, they change the color of their light to Blue or Red alternately regardless of the neighboring nodes being occupied, where initially robots become Red colors. To keep the connected visibility graph, when a border node becomes singly-colored, the border robot changes its light to Blue or Red according to the distance from the original border node and moves toward the center node and the neighboring non-border robot becomes a border robot. Eventually, two border nodes become neighboring. Then, one has Blue robots and the other has Red robots because \(M_{\text{init}}\) is odd. At the last moment, Red robots join Blue robots to achieve the gathering.

The formal description of the algorithm is in Algorithm 1. The rules of our algorithm are as follows:

- **R0**: If the gathering is achieved, a robot does nothing\(^3\).
- **R1**: A border White robot on a singly-colored border node changes its light to Red.
- **R2a and R2b**: A border Red robot on a singly-colored border node changes its light to Blue and moves toward an occupied node.
- **R3a and R3b**: A border Blue robot on a singly-colored border node changes its light to Red and moves toward an occupied node.

\(^3\) Note, this algorithm and the next one cannot terminate because gathering configurations are not terminating ones due to robots with outdated views even if this rule is executed. Because this rule has higher priority, if it is enabled, robots do not need to check other guards.
Figure 2 An execution example of Algorithm 1 with $\phi = 2$.

- R4a and R4b: When White robots become border robots, they change their color to the same color as the border Red or Blue robots.
- R5: If two border nodes are neighboring, a border Red robot on a singly-colored border node moves to the neighboring singly-colored node with Blue robots.

Figure 2 illustrates an execution example of Algorithm 1. This figure assumes $\phi = 2$. Figure 2(a) shows an initial configuration. First, border White robots change their lights to Red by R1 (Fig. 2(b)). Next, left border Red robots move by R2a. Since we consider the ASYNC model, some robots may become outdated. In Fig. 2(c), the top robot has changed its light but not yet moved, and the middle robot has looked but not yet changed its light. The outdated robots move in Fig. 2(d), and then the right border Red robot also moves in Fig. 2(c) by R2a. Here, one left border Red robot has not yet moved. However, since it still observes a White robot, it can move by R2a (Fig. 2(f)). Then, border Blue robots can move by R3b. In Fig. 2(g), one left border robot becomes outdated and the right border robot completes the movement. After the right border White robot changes its light to Red by R4a (Fig. 2(h)), the right border Red robots move by R5 (Fig. 2(i)). Note that, all robots stay at a single node but one of them is outdated. Hence the robot moves after that (Fig. 2(j)), but it can go back to the gathering node by R5 (Fig. 2(k)). Now robots have achieved gathering.

In the case of $\phi = 1$, each robot can view only its neighboring nodes. In this case, we should add some assumptions as follows:
- R2a and R3a are always disabled.
- R2b and R3b are enabled when there are White robots in the neighboring node.
- R5 is enabled when the neighboring node is singly-colored with Blue robots.

In that case, because of the connectivity of the visibility graph, there is no empty node in $G'$. That is, until gathering is achieved, there is at least one White robot on the neighboring node. Thus, such assumption is natural and we can prove the correctness in the same way as other cases by deleting R2a and R3a (the case such that there is no White robot on the neighboring node but gathering is not achieved).

We now discuss the correctness of our algorithm. Because there is no rule such that non-border robot $r_i$ can execute, we can derive the following lemma.

**Lemma 1.** When a robot $r_i$ looks, if it is a non-border robot, it cannot execute any action.

To discuss the correctness, we consider the time instants such that the distance $D$ between two border nodes has just reduced at least one. The duration between them is called mega-cycle. Note that, $D$ is reduced at most two by the algorithm during a mega-cycle.
Algorithm 1 Algorithm for the case that $M_{init}$ is odd.

Colors
W (White), R (Red), B (Blue)

Rules
/* Do nothing after gathering. */
R0: $\emptyset^o \not\rightarrow \emptyset^o :: \bot$

/* Start by the initial border robot. */
R1: $\emptyset^o[W]?(-\emptyset^o) :: R$

/* Border robots on singly-colored nodes change their color alternately and move. */
R2a: $\emptyset^o[R](\emptyset, B)(-(-\emptyset^o-1)) :: B, \rightarrow$
R2b: $\emptyset^o[R](W)(\emptyset^o-1) :: R, \rightarrow$

/* When White robots become a border robot, they change their color to the same color as the border robot. */
R4a: $\emptyset^o[R][W](\emptyset^o) :: R$
R4b: $\emptyset^o[B][W](\emptyset^o) :: B$

/* When two border nodes are neighboring, robots gather to a node with the Blue border robots. */
R5: $\emptyset^o[R][B](\emptyset^o-1) :: B, \rightarrow$

Let $t_0, t_1, \ldots, t_i, \ldots$ be starting times of mega-cycles, where $t_0$ is the starting time of the algorithm and for each $i \geq 1$, $D$ is reduced at least one from $t_{i-1}$ at time $t_i$. Letting $C(t_i)$ be the configuration at time $t_i$, the transition of configurations from $t_i$ to $t_{i+1}$ is denoted as $C(t_i) \xrightarrow{MC} C(t_{i+1})$.

Figure 3 shows a transition diagram of configurations for each mega-cycle (We prove all transitions later). The small blue box represents a node, and the circle represents a set of robots (One single circle may represent a set of robots with the same color). The doubly (resp. singly) lined arrows represent that $D$ decreases by 2 (resp. 1). The letter in each circle represents the color of the lights. The circles in parentheses represent that they are optional. The circles in brackets represent that one of them should exist. In Conf 1-3, there is no Red or Blue robot with an outdated view (i.e., all robots are after Move phases before they look). In Conf 4-7, left side border node represents that there is no Red or Blue robot with an outdated view. Right side border robots in Conf 4-7 represent that they are still working on their movements, i.e., there may be robots with outdated views. The second node from the right can be empty, and there can be White robots on the node. In the right side border node, the white circles represent that the robots can be on the node, but with the outdated view. Actually, there may be White robots which do not change their color to the same as the border color, Red or Blue, yet. We omit such White robots changing to border color for simplicity, i.e., they may be included in any set of White robots in border nodes in this figure.4 For example, consider an example in Fig. 2. The initial configuration in Fig. 2(a) is represented by Init. The next mega-cycle starts in Fig. 2(e) and this configuration is represented by Conf 4. Note that mapping from left and right border nodes in Conf 1-7 to two border nodes in configurations may change during an execution. The next mega-cycle starts in Fig. 2(f) and this configuration is represented by Conf 1.

Because the border node becomes singly-colored by R4, we can derive the following lemma.

---

4 However, it is considered in the proof.
Lemma 2. Assume that a border node contains White and $\gamma$ robots, where $\gamma \in \{\text{Red, Blue}\}$ at time $t$. Then there exists a time $t'(>t)$ such that the border node becomes singly-colored one with $\gamma$ robots. In the case that the border node contains only White robots, the border node becomes Red singly-colored.

Because border robots on a singly-colored node eventually move to a neighboring node by R2 or R3, the following lemma holds.

Lemma 3. Assume that a border node $u$ is singly-colored with Red (resp. Blue) at time $t$, then if there is no robot in $u$ at time $t'(>t)$, all robots in $u$ change their color to Blue (resp. Red), move to the neighboring node of $u$, and the distance between the border nodes is reduced by at least one at $t'$.

We showed that the transition diagram in Figure 3 is correct while $D > 2$. In each mega-cycle, $D$ decreases by at least one, and border robots change their color Red and Blue alternately every hop.

Lemma 4. From the initial configuration, $D$ decreases monotonically and eventually becomes 2.

Lemma 5. Let $h$ be the distance from the original border node to a node $u_h$ in $G'$. If $h$ is odd (resp. even), a Blue (resp. Red) border robot comes into $u_h$.

In the following part, we consider the execution after $D$ becomes 2.

Let Conf BW-MR be the configuration with $D = 1$ such that there are Blue robots and White robots without outdated views in a border node and there are Red robots and Blue robots with outdated views and Red robots without outdated views in the other border node, where Blue robots with outdated views will move to the other border node and Red robots with outdated views will change their color to Blue and move to the other border node (Figure 4a).

Let Conf RW-MB be the configuration with $D = 1$ such that there are Red robots and White robots without outdated views in a border node and there are Red robots and Blue robots with outdated views and Blue robots without outdated views in the other border node, where Red robots with outdated views will move to the other border node and Blue robots with outdated views will change their color to Red and move to the other border node (Figure 4b).

Lemma 6. After $D$ becomes 2, the configuration becomes Conf BW-MR or Conf RW-MB.
Figure 4 The configurations Conf BW-MR and Conf RW-MB with $D = 1$.

To show that the gathering is achieved, by Lemmas 4 and 6, we consider the gathering only from Conf BW-MR and Conf RW-MB respectively.

Lemma 7. From Conf BW-MR, the gathering is achieved.

Lemma 8. From Conf RW-MB, the gathering is achieved.

By Lemmas 7 and 8, we can derive the following theorem.

Theorem 9. Gathering is solvable in full-light of 3 colors when $M_{\text{init}}$ is odd.

3.2 Algorithm for the case $M_{\text{init}}$ is even and $O_{\text{init}}$ is odd

In this case, we can assume $\phi > 1$ because the visibility graph is connected. The strategy of our algorithm is similar to Algorithm 1. Initially, all robots are White, and robots on two border nodes become Red in their first activation. The two border robots keep their lights Red or Blue, then the algorithm can recognize that they are originally border robots. When non-border White robots become border robots, they change their color to Red (resp., Blue) if borders that join the node have Red (resp., Blue). To keep the connected visibility graph, when a border node becomes singly-colored, the border robot moves toward the center node. At that time, if there exists a White robot in the directed neighboring node, the border robot changes its color. Otherwise, it just moves without changing its color. Eventually, two border nodes become neighboring. In this algorithm, when two border nodes are neighboring, an additional color Purple is used to decide the gathering point.

The rules of our algorithm are as follows:

- R0: If the gathering is achieved, a robot does nothing.
- R1: A border White robot on a singly-colored border node changes its light to Red.
- R2: A border Red robot on a singly-colored border node moves toward an occupied node without changing its color when there is no White robot on the neighboring node (R2a-1, R2a-2). A border Red robot moves toward an occupied node and changes its light to Blue only when there is at least one White robot on the neighboring node (R2b).
- R3: A border Blue robot on a singly-colored border node moves toward an occupied node without changing its color when there is no White robot on the neighboring node (R3a-1, R3a-2). A border Blue robot moves toward an occupied node and changes its light to Red only when there is at least one White robot on the neighboring node (R3b).
- R4: When White robots become border robots, they change their color to the same color as the border Red or Blue robots.
- R5: If two border nodes are neighboring, every robot moves to the neighboring node with Purple robots (R5a). A border Blue robot on a singly-colored border node changes its light to Purple when there are only Red robots or Red and Blue robots on the neighboring node (R5b-1, R5b-2). A border Blue robot changes its light to Purple when there is Red robot on the same node and the neighboring node is a singly-colored node with Red robots (R5b-3).
Algorithm 2 Algorithm for the case that $M_{init}$ is even and $O_{init}$ is odd.

Colors
W (White), R (Red), B (Blue), P (Purple)

Rules

/* Do nothing after gathering. */
R0: $\emptyset\emptyset$ $:: \perp$

/* Start by the initial border robots. */
R1: $\emptyset\emptyset(\emptyset(W)(\neg\emptyset)) :: R$

/* Border robots on singly-colored nodes move inwards. */
R2a-1: $\emptyset\emptyset(R)(\emptyset) (\neg (\emptyset)) :: \rightarrow$
R2a-2: $\emptyset\emptyset(R)(\neg W) (\neg (\emptyset)) :: \rightarrow$
R2b: $\emptyset\emptyset(R)(W)(\emptyset) :: B, \rightarrow$
R3a-1: $\emptyset\emptyset(B)(\emptyset (\neg \emptyset)) :: \rightarrow$
R3a-2: $\emptyset\emptyset(B)(W) (\emptyset) :: \rightarrow$
R3b: $\emptyset\emptyset(B)(W)(\emptyset) :: R, \rightarrow$

/* When White robots become border robots, they change their color to the same color as the border robots. */
R4a: $\emptyset\emptyset(\emptyset[R][W] (\neg \emptyset)) :: R$

R4b: $\emptyset\emptyset(\emptyset[B][W] (\neg \emptyset)) :: B$

/* When two border nodes are neighboring, they gather to the border node with Purple robots. */
R5a: $\emptyset\emptyset(\emptyset[P](\emptyset)) :: \rightarrow$
R5b-1: $\emptyset\emptyset(B)[R](\emptyset) (\emptyset) :: P$
R5b-2: $\emptyset\emptyset(B)(\emptyset) (\emptyset) :: P$
R5b-3: $\emptyset\emptyset(R) [B](\emptyset) (\emptyset) :: P$

The formal description of the algorithm is in Algorithm 2. Figure 5 illustrates an execution example of Algorithm 2. This figure assumes $\phi = 3$. Figure 5(a) shows an initial configuration. First, the left border White robot changes its light to Red by R1 (Fig.5(b)). Next, the left border Red robot moves by R2a-1 (Fig.5(c)). Note that, here, the robot does not change its light. In the next movement, the left border Red robot moves to a node with a White robot by R2b, and hence it changes its light to Blue (Fig.5(d)). Then the left border White robot changes its light to Blue (Fig.5(e)). Left border Blue robots can move by R3a-1. In Fig.5(f), one of them completes the movement. In this case, another robot can move by R3a-2 (Fig.5(g)). Next, right border White robots change their lights by R1 (Fig.5(h)). After that, left and right border robots move toward each other by R2a-1 and R3a-1. In Fig.5(i), some Blue and Red robots meet at a node but border robots continue to move until the number of occupied nodes is at most two by R2a-2 and R3a-2 (Fig.5(j)). After the number of occupied nodes is at most two, some robots change their lights to Purple. In this case, the left Blue robot changes its light by R5b-2 (Fig.5(k)). After that, all robots move to the node with a Purple robot by R5a and achieve gathering (Fig.5(l)).

We now discuss the correctness of Algorithm 2. As with Algorithm 1, since there is no rule that non-border robot can execute by the definition of Algorithm 2, the following lemma holds.

Lemma 10. When a robot $r$, looks, if it is a non-border robot, it cannot execute any action.
Figure 5 An execution example of Algorithm 2 with $\phi = 3$.

Figure 6 Transition Diagram for Algorithm 2 while $D > 2$.

when either the position of the border node moves to the nearest occupied node with White robots. If the position of the border node moves to the nearest occupied node with White robots, we say the border absorbs White robots.

Figure 6 shows a transition diagram of configurations for every mega-cycle. The doubly (resp. singly) lined arrows represent that $#O_W$ is decreased by 2 (resp. 1). In the diagram, Init and Conf 1-7 are the same as those of Algorithm 1 and they have the same transitions between them as shown in Figure 3, where note that each node with W circle contains at least one White robot. In addition to these configurations, there exist four configurations Conf 8-11 in Algorithm 2. In Conf 1-3, both borders absorb White robots. In Conf 4-7, when one border absorbs White robots, the other border node is neighbored to an occupied node with a White robot. On the other hand, in Conf 8-11, when one border absorbs White robots, the other border node is not neighbored to any occupied node with a White robot.

The following lemma can be proved similarly to the proof of Lemma 3.

Lemma 11. Assume that a border node $u$ is singly-colored with Red (resp. Blue) at time $t$ and there is no robot in $u$ at time $t' (> t)$. If the neighboring node of $u$ (denoted as $v$) is an occupied node with a White robot at $t$, all robots in $u$ change their color to Blue (resp. Red), move to $v$, and $#O_W$ and $D$ are reduced by at least one at $t'$. Otherwise, that is, when $v$ is a node without White robots at $t$, all robots move to $v$ and do not change their color and $D$ is reduced by at least one at $t'$.

By Lemma 11, each border node moves to the occupied node until either border node absorbs White robots in any mega-cycle. Transitions among Init and Conf 1-7 can be proved similarly to those in the corresponding lemmas using Lemma 11 instead of Lemma 3. The difference occurs when one border absorbs White robots and the neighboring node of the other border node is without White robots. In this case, since robots on the other border nodes moves to the neighboring node, the configuration becomes Conf 8-11. The proofs can be done similarly.
Also, we showed that the transition diagram in Figure 6 is correct while \( D > 2 \). Then, in each mega-cycle, because the number of occupied nodes between two borders decreases by at least one, the following lemma holds.

**Lemma 12.** From the initial configuration, \( \#O_W \) decreases monotonically and eventually becomes at most one.

**Lemma 13.** Let \( h \) be the number of occupied nodes where an original border robot \( r_h \) absorbed White robots in \( G' \) from the initial configuration and let \( u_h \) denote the current border node \( r_h \) is located. If \( h \) is odd (resp. even), \( r_h \)'s light is Blue (resp. Red) when \( r_h \) comes into \( u_h \).

It can be easily verified by Figures 3 and 6 and Lemmas 12–13 that the following configurations occur when \( \#O_W \) becomes at most one.

1. Conf 1, Conf 2, Conf 5 and Conf 6 (\( D \geq 2 \) and \( \#O_W = 1 \)).
2. Conf 3 (\( D \geq 1 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)) and Conf 9 (\( D \geq 2 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)), and Conf 10 (\( D \geq 2 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)).

In the former case, for configurations Conf 1,2,5,6(D = 2 and \( \#O_W = 1 \)), we have the following lemma, where Conf RW-MB and Conf BW-MR have been defined in the proof for Algorithm 1. In Conf 3(D = 1), both border nodes may contain White robots with outdated views and contain no White robots.

**Lemma 14.**

1. Conf 1(D = 2 and \( \#O_W = 1 \)) \( \rightarrow^* \) Conf RW-MB, or Conf 3(D = 1)
2. Conf 2(D = 2 and \( \#O_W = 1 \)) \( \rightarrow^* \) Conf BW-MR, or Conf 3(D = 1)
3. Conf 5(D = 2 and \( \#O_W = 1 \)) \( \rightarrow^* \) Conf BW-MR, or Conf 3(D = 1)
4. Conf 6(D = 2 and \( \#O_W = 1 \)) \( \rightarrow^* \) Conf RW-MB, or Conf 3(D = 1)

Otherwise (\( D \geq 3 \)), we have the following transitions.

**Lemma 15.**

1. Conf 1(D \( \geq 3 \) and \( \#O_W = 1 \)) \( \rightarrow^* \) Conf 3(D \( \geq 1 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)), or Conf 10(D \( \geq 2 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \))
2. Conf 2(D \( \geq 3 \) and \( \#O_W = 1 \)) \( \rightarrow^* \) Conf 3(D \( \geq 1 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)), or Conf 9(D \( \geq 2 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \))
3. Conf 5(D \( \geq 3 \) and \( \#O_W = 1 \)) \( \rightarrow^* \) Conf 3(D \( \geq 1 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)), or Conf BW-MR(D = 1 and \( \#O_W = 0 \))
4. Conf 6(D \( \geq 3 \) and \( \#O_W = 1 \)) \( \rightarrow^* \) Conf 3(D \( \geq 1 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)), or Conf RW-MB(D = 1 and \( \#O_W = 0 \))

We can prove that Conf BW-MR, Conf RW-MB and Conf 3(D = 1) become gathering configuration in the following lemma.

**Lemma 16.** From configurations Conf BW-MR, Conf RW-MB and Conf 3(D = 1), gathering is achieved.

Then by Lemmas 14-16, it is sufficient to consider Conf 3(D \( \geq 2 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)), Conf 9(D \( \geq 2 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)), and Conf 10(D \( \geq 2 \) and \( \#O_W = 0 \)) for the former case.

The latter case has the following transitions. Note that, these transition does not reduce \( \#O_W \) and just reduces the distance between the two border nodes. Note also that, the destinations of these transitions do not contain any White robots.
Lemma 17.
1. \( \text{Conf} \ 3(\ D \geq 3 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \rightarrow^* \text{Conf} \ 3(\ D = 2 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \) or \( \text{Conf} \ RW-BW \)
2. \( \text{Conf} \ 3(\ D \geq 3 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \rightarrow^* \text{Conf} \ 10(\ D = 2 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \)
3. \( \text{Conf} \ 3(\ D \geq 3 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \rightarrow^* \text{Conf} \ 9(\ D = 2 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \)

Since \( \text{Conf} \ 9(\ D \geq 2 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \) (resp. \( \text{Conf} \ 10(\ D \geq 2 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \)) becomes \( \text{Conf} \ 3(\ D = 2 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \) or \( \text{Conf} \ RW-BW \), the correctness proof completes if we can show that these three configurations become gathering ones.

Lemma 18. \( \text{Conf} \ 3(\ D = 2 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \), \( \text{Conf} \ 9(\ D = 2 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \), and \( \text{Conf} \ 10(\ D = 2 \ \text{and} \ \#O_W = 0) \) become gathering configurations.

By the above discussion, we can derive the following theorem.

Theorem 19. Gathering is solvable in full-light of 4 colors when \( M_{\text{init}} \) is even and \( O_{\text{init}} \) is odd.

It is an interesting open question whether gathering is solvable or not in full-light of 3 colors when \( M_{\text{init}} \) is even and \( O_{\text{init}} \) is odd.

4 Discussion

In this section, we discuss the gathering problem in other cases. First, we consider the case that \( M_{\text{init}} \) and \( O_{\text{init}} \) are even.

Definition 20. A configuration is edge-view-symmetric if there exist at least two distinct nodes hosting each at least one robot, and an edge \((u_i, u_{i+1})\) such that, for any integer \( k \geq 0 \), and for any robot \( r_1 \) at node \( u_{i-k} \), there exists a robot \( r_2 \) at node \( u_{i+k+1} \) such that \( V_1 = V_2 \).

Theorem 21. Deterministic gathering is impossible from any edge-view-symmetric configuration.

Corollary 22. Starting from a configuration where \( M_{\text{init}} \) is even and \( O_{\text{init}} \) is even, and all robots have the same color, there exist initial configurations (e.g. edge-view-symmetric configurations) that a deterministic algorithm cannot gather.

We now study the impact of an important property our algorithms satisfy: cautiousness [1].

Definition 23. A gathering algorithm is cautious if, in any execution, the direction to move is only toward other occupied nodes, i.e., robots are not adventurous and do not want to expand the covered area.

Note that, the algorithms we provide in previous sections, only border robots move, and they only move toward occupied other nodes, hence our algorithms are cautious.

Lemma 24. A cautious algorithm that starts from a configuration with more than two border nodes cannot solve gathering.

Lemma 25. A cautious algorithm that starts from a configuration with no border node cannot solve gathering.

Theorem 26. For \( M_{\text{init}} \) even and \( O_{\text{init}} \) even, there exists no cautious gathering algorithm with \( \phi = 1 \), even when the initial configuration is not edge-view-symmetric.
5 Conclusion

We presented the first gathering algorithms for myopic luminous robots in rings. One algorithm considers the case where $M_{init}$ is odd, while the other is for the case where $O_{init}$ is odd. The hypotheses used for our algorithms closely follow the impossibility results found for the other cases. Some interesting questions remain open:

- Are there any deterministic algorithms for the case where $M_{init}$ and $O_{init}$ are even (such solutions would have to avoid starting or ending up in an edge-view-symmetric situation)?
- Are there any algorithms for the case where $M_{init}$ (resp. $O_{init}$) is odd that use fewer colors than ours? The current lower bound for odd $M_{init}$ (resp. $O_{init}$) is 2 (resp. 3), but our solutions use 3 (resp. 4) colors.
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1 Introduction
Motivated by recent distributed systems technology [9, 12, 13, 19, 22], Aguilera et al. introduced a hybrid model of distributed computing, called message-and-memory model or m&m model for short [1]. In this model processes can communicate by message passing and also by accessing some shared memory. Since it is impractical to share memory among all processes in large distributed systems [8, 14, 15, 24], the m&m model allows us to specify which subsets of processes share which sets of registers. Among other results, Aguilera et al. show that it is possible to leverage the advantages of the two communication mechanisms (message-passing and share-memory) to improve the fault-tolerance of randomized consensus algorithms compared to a pure message-passing system [1].

In this paper, we consider the more basic problem of implementing an atomic single-writer multi-reader (SWMR) register shared by all the processes in m&m systems, and we give an algorithm that is optimal in the number of process crashes that it can tolerate. This generalizes the well-known implementation of an atomic SWMR register in a pure message-passing system [4]. We now describe our results in more detail.

A general m&m system $S_L$ is specified by a set of $n$ asynchronous processes that can send messages to each other over asynchronous reliable links, and by a collection $L = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_m\}$ where each $S_i$ is a subset of processes: for each $S_i$, there is a set of atomic registers that can be shared by processes in $S_i$ and only by them. Even though
the m&m model allows the collection $L$ to be arbitrary, in practice hardware technology imposes a structure on $L$ [8, 14]: for processes to share memory, they must establish a connection between them (e.g., an RDMA connection). These connections are naturally modelled by an undirected shared-memory graph $G$ whose nodes are the processes and whose edges are shared-memory connections [1]. Such a graph $G$ defines what Aguilera et al. call a uniform m&m system $S_G$, where each process has atomic registers that it can share with its neighbours in $G$ (and only with them). Note that $S_G$ is the instance of the general m&m system $S_L$ with $L = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n\}$ where each $S_i$ consists of a process and its neighbours in $G$. Furthermore, if $G$ is the trivial graph with $n$ nodes but no edges, the m&m system $S_G$ that $G$ induces is just a pure message-passing asynchronous system with $n$ processes.

We consider the implementation of an atomic SWMR register $R$, shared by all the processes, in both general and uniform m&m systems. For each general m&m system $S_L$, we determine the maximum number of crashes $t_L$ for which it is possible to implement $R$ in $S_L$: we give an algorithm that tolerates $t_L$ crashes and prove that no algorithm can tolerate more than $t_L$ crashes. Similarly, for each shared-memory graph $G$ and its corresponding uniform m&m system $S_G$, we use the topology of $G$ to determine the maximum number of crashes $t_G$ for which it is possible to implement $R$ in $S_G$. By specifying $t_G$ in terms of the topology of $G$, one can leverage results from graph theory to design m&m systems that can implement $R$ with high fault tolerance and relatively few RDMA connections per process. For example, it allows us to design an m&m system with 50 processes that can implement a wait-free $R$ (i.e., this implementation can tolerate any number of process crashes) with only 7 RDMA connections per process; as explained in Section 4, this is optimal in some precise sense.

An important remark is now in order. In this paper we consider RDMA systems where process crashes do not affect the accessibility of the shared registers of that system. This is the case in systems where the CPU, the DRAM (main memory), and the NIC (Network Interface Controller) are separate entities: for example, in the InfiniBand cluster evaluated in [21], the crash of a CPU, and of the processes that it hosts, does not prevent other processes from accessing its DRAM because it can use the NIC without involving the CPU; see also [8, 10, 26].

## 2 Model outline

We consider m&m systems with a set of $n$ asynchronous processes $\Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$ that may crash. To define these systems we first recall the definition of atomic SWMR registers.

### 2.1 Atomic SWMR registers

A SWMR register $R$ shared by a set $S$ of processes is a register that can be written (sequentially) by exactly one process $w \in S$ and can be read by all processes in $S$; we say that $w$ is the writer of $R$ [18].

We now define an atomic SWMR register [4, 18] in terms of two simple properties that they must satisfy. To do so, we first define what it means for a (read or write) operation to precede another operation, and for two operations to be concurrent. We say that an operation $o$ precedes another operation $o'$ if and only if $o$ completes before $o'$ starts. A write operation $o$ immediately precedes a read operation $r$ if and only if $o$ precedes $r$, and there is no write operation $o'$ such that $o$ precedes $o'$ and $o'$ precedes $r$. Operations $o$ and $o'$ are concurrent if and only if neither precedes the other.
We assume, without loss of generality, that the values successively written by the single writer $w$ of a SWMR register $R$ are distinct, and different from the initial value of $R$.\footnote{This can be ensured by the writer $w$ writing values of the form $\langle sn, v \rangle$ where $sn$ is the value of a counter that $w$ increments before each write.} Let $v_0$ denote the initial value of $R$, and $v_k$ denote the value written by the $k$-th write operation of $w$. A SWMR register $R$ is atomic if and only if it satisfies the following two properties:

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Property 1.} If a read operation \( r \) returns the value \( v \) then:
    \begin{itemize}
      \item there is a write \( v \) operation that immediately precedes \( r \) or is concurrent with \( r \), or
      \item no write operation precedes \( r \) and \( v = v_0 \).
    \end{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Property 2.} If two read operations \( r \) and \( r' \) return values \( v_k \) and \( v_{k'} \), respectively, and \( r \) precedes \( r' \), then \( k \leq k' \).
\end{itemize}

### 2.2 General m&m systems

Let $L = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_m\}$ be any bag of non-empty subsets of $\Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$.

\begin{definition}
  $M_L$ is the class of m&m systems (induced by $L$), each consisting of:
  \begin{enumerate}
    \item The processes in $\Pi$.
    \item Reliable asynchronous communication links between every pair of processes in $\Pi$.
    \item The following set of registers: For each subset of processes $S_i$ in $L$, a non-empty set of atomic registers that are shared by the processes in $S_i$ (and only by them).
  \end{enumerate}
\end{definition}

Note that $M_L$ includes m&m systems that differ by the type and number of registers shared by the processes in each $S_i$; for example they could be sharing multi-writer multi-reader atomic registers.

Since we are interested in implementing atomic SWMR registers (shared by all processes in the system), here we focus on an m&m system of $M_L$ in which the set of registers shared by the processes in each set $S_i$ are atomic SWMR registers. More precisely, we focus on the m&m system $S_L$ defined below:

\begin{definition}
The general m&m system $S_L$ (induced by $L$) consists of:
\begin{enumerate}
  \item The processes in $\Pi$.
  \item Reliable asynchronous communication links between every pair of processes in $\Pi$.
  \item The following set of registers: For each subset of processes $S_i$ in $L$ and each process \( p \in S_i \), an atomic SWMR register, denoted $R_i[p]$, that can be written by $p$ and read by all processes in $S_i$ (and only by them).
\end{enumerate}
\end{definition}

In this paper, for every $L$, we give an algorithm that implements atomic SWMR registers shared by all processes in the m&m system $S_L$, and we show that this algorithm is optimal in the number of process crashes that can be tolerated. In fact we prove that any algorithm that implements such registers in \textit{any} m&m system in $M_L$, (not only in $S_L$) cannot tolerate more crashes. This justifies our focus on $S_L$: considering members of $M_L$ with more or stronger registers than $S_L$ does not improve the fault tolerance of implementing atomic SWMR registers shared by all.

Without loss of generality we assume the following:

\begin{assumption}
The bag $L = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_m\}$ of subsets of $\Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$ is such that every process in $\Pi$ is in at least one of the subsets $S_j$ of $L$.
\end{assumption}
This assumption can be made without loss of generality because it does not strengthen the system $S_L$ induced by $L$. In fact, given a bag $L$ that does not satisfy the above assumption, we can construct a bag that satisfies the assumption as follows: for every process $p_i$ in $L$ that is not contained in any $S_j$ of $L$, we can add the singleton set $\{p_i\}$ to $L$. Let $L'$ be the resulting bag. By Definition 4(3) above, adding $\{p_i\}$ to $L$ results in adding only a local register to the induced system $S_{L'}$, namely, an atomic register that $p_i$ (trivially) shares only with itself. So $S_{L'}$ is just $S_L$ with some additional local registers. Note that a pure message-passing system (with no shared memory) with $n$ processes $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n$ is modelled by the system $S_L$ where $L = \{\{p_1\}, \{p_2\}, \ldots, \{p_n\}\}$.

2.3 Uniform m&m systems

Let $G = (V, E)$ be an undirected graph such that $V = \Pi$, i.e., the nodes of $G$ are the $n$ processes $p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n$ of the system. For each $p_i \in V$, let $N(p_i) = \{p_j \mid (p_i, p_j) \in E\}$ be the neighbours of $p_i$ in $G$, and let $N^+(p_i) = N(p_i) \cup \{p_i\}$.

**Definition 6.** The uniform m&m system $S_G$ (induced by $G$) is the m&m system $S_L$ where $L = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n\}$ with $S_i = N^+(p_i)$.

The graph $G$ induces the uniform m&m system $S_G$ where processes can communicate by message passing (via reliable asynchronous communication links), and also by shared memory as follows: for each process $p_i$, and every neighbour $p$ of $p_i$ in $G$ (including $p_i$) there is an atomic SWMR register $R_i[p]$ that can be written by $p$ and read by every neighbour of $p_i$ in $G$ (including $p_i$). We can think of the registers $R_i[\ast]$ as being physically located in the DRAM of the host of $p_i$, and every neighbour of $p_i$ accessing these registers over its RDMA connection to $p_i$ (which is modelled by an edge of $G$).

For example, in Figures 1 and 2 we show a graph $G$ and the uniform m&m system $S_G$ induced by $G$. Here $G$ has five nodes representing processes $p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5$; the edges of $G$ represent the RDMA connections that allow these processes to share registers. The uniform m&m system $S_G$ induced by $G$ is the system $S_L$ for $L = \{S_1, S_2, S_3, S_4, S_5\}$ where

---

2 Note that $L$ satisfies Assumption 5 because each $S_i = N^+(p_i)$ contains $p_i$.

3 As we mentioned in the introduction, we assume that the crash of $p_i$ does not prevent the neighbours of $p_i$ from accessing the shared registers $R_i[\ast]$.
each $S_i$ consists of $p_i$ and its neighbours in $G$: specifically, $S_1 = \{p_1, p_2\}$, $S_2 = \{p_1, p_2, p_3\}$, $S_3 = \{p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5\}$, and $S_4 = \{p_3, p_4, p_5\}$. The box adjacent to each process $p_i$ in $S_G$ represents the atomic SWMR registers that are shared among $p_i$ and its neighbours in $G$ (intuitively these registers are located at $p_i$). For example, in the box adjacent to process $p_2$, the component labelled $p_1$ represents the register $R_2[p_1]$ that can be written by $p_1$ and read by all the neighbours of $p_2$ in $G$, namely $p_1, p_2,$ and $p_3$. Similarly, registers $R_2[p_2]$ and $R_2[p_3]$ can be written by $p_2$ and $p_3$, respectively, and read by $p_1, p_2,$ and $p_3$. The dashed lines in Figure 2 represent the asynchronous message-passing links between the processes of $S_G$.

3 Atomic SWMR register implementation in general m&m systems

Let $S_L$ be the general m&m system induced by a bag $L = \{S_1, \ldots, S_m\}$ of subsets of $\Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$. Recall that in system $S_L$, for every $S_i$ in $L$, the processes in $S_i$ share some atomic SWMR registers that can be read only by the processes in $S_i$ (recall that it is impractical to share registers among all processes in large distributed systems [8, 14, 15, 24]). In the rest of the paper, we determine the maximum number of process crashes $t_L$ that may occur in $S_L$ such that it is possible to implement in $S_L$ a shared atomic SWMR register readable by all processes in $S_L$. Intuitively, if $t \leq t_L$ processes may crash, then any two subsets of processes of size $n - t$ either intersect, or they each contain a process that can communicate with the other via a shared SWMR register that it can write and the other can read. If $t > t_L$ processes may crash, then there are two subsets of processes of size $n - t$ that are disjoint and cannot communicate via shared SWMR register.

**Definition 7.** Given a bag $L = \{S_1, \ldots, S_m\}$ of subsets of $\Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$, $t_L$ is the maximum integer $t$ such that the following condition holds: For all disjoint subsets $P$ and $P'$ of $\Pi$ of size $n - t$ each, some set $S_i$ in $L$ contains both a process in $P$ and a process in $P'$.

Note that if $t \leq \lceil (n - 1)/2 \rceil$ then there are no disjoint subsets $P$ and $P'$ of $\Pi$ of size $n - t$ each, and so the above condition is vacuously true. Therefore $t_L \geq \lceil (n - 1)/2 \rceil$. Recall that for a pure message-passing system, $L = \{\{p_1\}, \{p_2\}, \ldots, \{p_n\}\}$, so in this system $t_L = \lceil (n - 1)/2 \rceil$.

To illustrate Definition 7, suppose $\Pi = \{p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5\}$ and $L = \{S_1, S_2, S_3\}$ where $S_1 = \{p_1, p_2\}$, $S_2 = \{p_4, p_5\}$, and $S_3 = \{p_2, p_4, p_5\}$. By the definition of $t_L$: (1) $t_L \geq 3$ because for any two disjoint subsets of $\Pi$ of size $5 - 3 = 2$ each, there exists a set $S_i$ in $L$ that intersects both subsets; e.g., for subsets $\{p_1, p_3\}$ and $\{p_1, p_4\}$, the set $S_2 = \{p_4, p_5\}$ intersects both of them. (2) $t_L < 4$ because there are two disjoint subsets $\{p_1\}, \{p_5\}$ of size $5 - 4 = 1$ each, such that no set $S_i$ in $L$ contains both $p_1$ and $p_5$. So in this example $n = 5$ and $t_L = 3 > \lceil (5 - 1)/2 \rceil = 2$.

We now prove that in the general m&m system $S_L$, it is possible to implement an atomic SWMR register readable by all processes if and only if at most $t_L$ processes may crash in $S_L$. More precisely:

**Theorem 8.** Let $S_L$ be the general m&m system induced by a bag $L = \{S_1, \ldots, S_m\}$ of subsets of $\Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$.

- If at most $t_L$ processes crash in $S_L$, then for every process $w$ in $S_L$, it is possible to implement an atomic SWMR register writable by $w$ and readable by all processes in $S_L$.
- If more than $t_L$ processes crash in $S_L$, then for some process $w$ in $S_L$, it is impossible to implement an atomic SWMR register writable by $w$ and readable by all processes in $S_L$.

The above theorem is a direct corollary of Theorem 18 (Section 3.1) and Theorem 19 (Section 3.2).
3.1 Algorithm

We now show how to implement an atomic SWMR register $R$, that can be written by an arbitrary fixed process $w$ and read by all processes, in an m&m system $S_L$ where at most $t_L$ processes may crash. This implementation is given in terms of the procedures $\text{Write}()$ and $\text{Read}()$ shown in Algorithm 1.

Without loss of generality we assume that for all $i \geq 1$, the $i$-th value that the writer writes is of the form $\langle i, \text{val} \rangle$, and the initial value of the register $R$ is $\langle 0, u_0 \rangle$. To write $\langle i, \text{val} \rangle$ into $R$, the writer $w$ calls the procedure $\text{Write}()$. To read $R$, a process $q$ calls the procedure $\text{Read()}$ which returns a value of the form $\langle i, \text{val} \rangle$. The sequence number $i$ makes the values written to $R$ unique.

**Algorithm 1** Implementation of an atomic SWMR register writeable by process $w$ and readable by all processes in $S_L$, provided that at most $t_L$ processes crash.

**Shared variables**

For all $S_i$ in $L$ and all $p$ in $S_i$:

$R_i[p] :$ atomic SWMR register writeable by $p$ and readable by every process in $S_i \in L$; initialized to $\langle 0, u_0 \rangle$.

$\text{Write}(\langle sn_w, u \rangle):$ \quad \triangleright executed by the writer $w$

1: \quad send $\langle W, \langle sn_w, u \rangle \rangle$ to every process $p$ in $S_L$
2: \quad wait for $\langle \text{ACK-W, } sn \rangle$ messages from $n - t_L$ distinct processes
3: \quad return

\triangleright executed by every process $p$ in $S_L$

4: \quad upon receipt of a $\langle W, \langle sn_w, u \rangle \rangle$ message from process $w$:
5: \quad for every $i$ in $\{1, \ldots, m\}$ such that $p \in S_i$ do
6: \quad \langle sn, - \rangle \leftarrow R_i[p]
7: \quad if $sn > sn_w$ then
8: \quad $R_i[p] \leftarrow \langle sn_w, u \rangle$
9: \quad send $\langle \text{ACK-W, } sn_w \rangle$ to process $w$

$\text{Read}()$: \quad \triangleright executed by any process $q$

10: \quad $sn_r \leftarrow sn_r + 1$
11: \quad send $\langle R, sn_r \rangle$ to every process $p$ in $S_L$
12: \quad wait for $\langle \text{ACK-R, } sn_r, \langle-,-\rangle \rangle$ messages from $n - t_L$ distinct processes
13: \quad $\langle seq, val \rangle \leftarrow \max \{ \langle r_sn, r_u \rangle \mid$ received a $\langle \text{ACK-R, } sn_r, \langle r_sn, r_u \rangle \rangle$ message$\}$
14: \quad $\text{Write}(\langle seq, val \rangle)$
15: \quad return $\langle seq, val \rangle$

\triangleright executed by every process $p$ in $S_L$

16: \quad upon receipt of a $\langle R, sn_r \rangle$ message from a process $q$:
17: \quad $\langle r_sn, r_u \rangle \leftarrow \max \{ \langle sn, u \rangle \mid \exists i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}, p \in S_i \land \exists p' \in S_i, R_i[p'] = \langle sn, u \rangle \}$
18: \quad send $\langle \text{ACK-R, } sn_r, \langle r_sn, r_u \rangle \rangle$ to process $q$
Algorithm 1 generalizes the well-known implementation of an atomic SWMR register in pure message-passing systems [4]. To write a new value into $R$, the writer $w$ sends messages to all processes asking them to write the new value into all the shared SWMR registers that they can write in $S_L$. The writer then waits for acknowledgments from $n-t_L$ processes indicating that they have done so. To read $R$, a process sends messages to all processes asking them for the most up-to-date value that they can find in all the shared SWMR registers that they can read. The reader waits for $n-t_L$ responses, selects the most up-to-date value among them, writes back that value (using the same procedure that the writer uses), and returns it. From the definition of $t_L$ it follows that every write of $R$ “intersects” with every read of $R$ at some shared SWMR register of $S_L$. Note that since at most $t_L$ processes crash, the waiting mentioned above does not block any process.

We now show that the procedure WRITE(), called by the writer $w$, and the procedure READ(), called by any process $q$ in $S_L$, implement an atomic SWMR register $R$. To do so, we show that the calls of WRITE() by $w$ and of READ() by any process satisfy Properties 1 and 2 of atomic SWMR registers given in Section 2.1.

Definition 9. The operation write(v) is the execution of WRITE(v) by the writer $w$ for some tuple $v = \langle s, w, u \rangle$: this operation starts when $w$ calls WRITE(v) and it completes if and when this call returns. An operation read(v) is an execution of READ() that returns $v$ to some process $q$: this operation starts when $q$ calls READ() and it completes when this call returns $v$ to $q$.

Let $v_0 = \langle 0, u_0 \rangle$ be the initial value of the implemented register $R$, and, for $k \geq 1$, let $v_k = \langle k, - \rangle$ denote the $k$-th value written by the writer $w$ on $R$. Note that all $v_k$’s are distinct: for all $i \neq j \geq 0, v_i \neq v_j$.

Let $S_L$ be the general m&m system induced by a bag $L = \{S_1, \ldots, S_m\}$ of subsets of $\Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$. To prove the correctness of the SWMR implementation shown in Algorithm 1, we now consider an arbitrary execution of this implementation in $S_L$ under the assumption that at most $t_L$ processes crash.

Lemma 10. Any read(-) or write(-) operation executed by a process that does not crash completes.

Proof. The only statements that could prevent the completion of a read(-) or write(-) operation are the wait statements of line 2 and line 12. But since communication links are reliable, these wait statements are for $n-t_L$ acknowledgements, and at most $t_L$ processes out of the $n$ processes of $S_L$ may crash, it is clear that these wait statements cannot block.

We first note that every read operation returns some $v_k$ for $k \geq 0$.

Lemma 11. If $r$ is a read(v) operation in the execution, then $v = v_k$ for some $k \geq 0$.

Proof. This proof is straightforward and omitted here.

The next lemma says that no read operation can read a “future” value, i.e., a value that is written after the read completes.

Lemma 12. If $r$ is a read(v) operation in the execution, then either $v = v_0$, or $v = v_k$ such that the operation write($v_k$) precedes $r$ or is concurrent with $r$.

Proof. This proof is straightforward and omitted here.
Note that the guard in lines 6-8 (which is the only place where the shared SWMR registers are updated) ensures that the content of each shared SWMR register in $S_L$ is non-decreasing in the following sense:

**Observation 13.** [Register monotonicity] For all $1 \leq i \leq m$ and all $p \in S_i$, if $R_i[p] = \langle k, - \rangle$ at some time $t$ and $R_i[p] = \langle k', - \rangle$ at some time $t' \geq t$ then $k' \geq k$.

**Lemma 14.** For all $k \geq 1$, if a call to the procedure $\text{Write}(v_k)$ returns before a $\text{read}(v)$ operation starts, then $v = v_\ell$ for some $\ell \geq k$.

**Proof.** Suppose a call to $\text{Write}(v_k)$ returns before a $\text{read}(v)$ operation starts; we must show that $v = v_\ell$ with $\ell \geq k$. Note that before this call of $\text{Write}(v_k)$ returns, $\langle \text{ACK-W}, k \rangle$ messages are received from a set $P$ of $n - t_L$ distinct processes (see line 2 of the $\text{Write()}$ procedure). From lines 5-8, which are executed before these $\langle \text{ACK-W}, k \rangle$ messages are sent, and by Observation 13, it is now clear that the following holds:

**Claim 14.1.** By the time $\text{Write}(v_k)$ returns, every shared SWMR register in $S_L$ that can be written by a process in $P$ contains a tuple $\langle k', - \rangle$ with $k' \geq k$.

Note now the $\text{read}(v)$ operation, say it is by process $q$. Recall that $\text{read}(v)$ is an execution of the $\text{Read()}$ procedure that returns $v$ to $q$. When $q$ calls $\text{Read}()$, it increments a local counter $sn_v$ and asks every process $p$ in $S_L$ to do the following: (a) read every SWMR register that $p$ can read, and (b) reply to $q$ with a $\langle \text{ACK-R}, sn_v, \langle r_{sn}, r_{-u} \rangle \rangle$ message such that $\langle r_{sn}, r_{-u} \rangle$ is the tuple with the maximum $r_{sn}$ that $p$ read. By line 12 of the $\text{Read()}$ procedure, $q$ waits to receive such $\langle \text{ACK-R}, sn_v, \langle -, - \rangle \rangle$ messages from a set $P'$ of $n - t_L$ distinct processes, and $q$ uses these messages to select the value $v$ as follows:

$$v \leftarrow \max\{\langle r_{sn}, r_{-u} \rangle \mid q \text{ received some } \langle \text{ACK-R}, sn_v, \langle r_{sn}, r_{-u} \rangle \rangle \text{ from a process in } P'\}$$

Thus, by Lemma 11, it is clear that:

**Claim 14.2.** $v = v_\ell$ where $\ell = \max\{j \mid q \text{ received a } \langle \text{ACK-R}, sn_v, \langle j, - \rangle \rangle \text{ message from a process in } P'\}$.

**Claim 14.3.** Some set $S_i$ in $L$ contains both a process in $P$ and a process in $P'$.

**Proof of Claim 14.3.** If $P$ and $P'$ are disjoint, the claim follows directly from Definition 7 of $t_L$. If $P$ and $P'$ intersect, let $p$ be a process in both $P$ and $P'$. By Assumption 5, $p$ is in some set $S_i$ in $L$, and the claim follows.
Corollary 15. For all \( k \geq 1 \), if a write\((v_k)\) operation precedes a read\((v)\) operation then \( v = v_\ell \) with \( \ell \geq k \).

We now show that Algorithm 1 satisfies Property 1 and 2 of atomic SWMR registers.

Lemma 16. The write\((-\)) and read\((-\)) operations satisfy Property 1.

Proof. Suppose for contradiction that Property 1 does not hold. Thus there is a read operation \( r = \text{read}(v) \) such that:
(a) there is no write\((v)\) operation that immediately precedes \( r \) or is concurrent with \( r \), and
(b) some write\((v)\) operation precedes \( r \), or \( v \neq v_0 \).

There are two cases.
1. \( v = v_0 \). By (b) above, some write\((v)\) operation, say write\((v_k)\), precedes \( r \). Thus write\((v_k)\) precedes read\((v_0)\). Since \( k \geq 1 \) this contradicts Corollary 15.
2. \( v \neq v_0 \). By Lemma 12, \( v = v_k \) such that the operation write\((v_k)\) precedes \( r \), or write\((v_k)\) is concurrent with \( r \). By (a) above, write\((v_k)\) does not immediately precede \( r \), and write\((v_k)\) is not concurrent with \( r \). Thus, write\((v_k)\) precedes, but not immediately, \( r \).

Let write\((v_k)\) be the write operation that immediately precedes \( r \). Note that write\((v_k)\) precedes write\((v_{k'})\), so \( k < k' \). Since write\((v_{k'})\) precedes \( r = \text{read}(v) \), by Corollary 15, \( v = v_{\ell'} \) with \( \ell' > k', \) so \( \ell > k \). This contradicts that \( v = v_k \).

Since both cases lead to a contradiction, Property 1 holds.

Lemma 17. The write\((-\)) and read\((-\)) operations satisfy Property 2.

Proof. We have to show that if a read\((v_k)\) operation precedes a read\((v_{k'})\) operation then \( k < k' \). Suppose read\((v_k)\) precedes read\((v_{k'})\). Note that during the read\((v_k)\) operation, namely in line 14, there is a call to the procedure \text{Write}(v_k) which returns before the read\((v_k)\) operation completes. So this call to \text{Write}(v_k) returns before the read\((v_{k'})\) operation starts. By Lemma 12, \( k \leq k' \).

Lemmas 10, 16 and 17 immediately imply:

Theorem 18. Let \( S_L \) be the general m&m system induced by a bag \( L = \{S_1, \ldots, S_m\} \) of subsets of \( \Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots p_n\} \). If at most \( t_L \) processes crash in \( S_L \), for every process \( w \) in \( S_L \), Algorithm 1 implements an atomic SWMR register writable by \( w \) and readable by all processes in \( S_L \).

3.2 Lower bound

Theorem 19. Let \( S_L \) be the general m&m system induced by a bag \( L = \{S_1, \ldots, S_m\} \) of subsets of \( \Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots p_n\} \). If more than \( t_L \) processes crash in \( S_L \), for some process \( w \) in \( S_L \), there is no algorithm that implements an atomic SWMR register writable by \( w \) and readable by all processes in \( S_L \).

Proof. Let \( S_L \) be the general m&m system induced by a bag \( L = \{S_1, \ldots, S_m\} \) of subsets of \( \Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots p_n\} \). Suppose for contradiction that \( t > t_L \) processes can crash in \( S_L \), but for every process \( w \) in \( S_L \), there is an algorithm \( A_w \) that implements an atomic SWMR register writable by \( w \) and readable by all processes in \( S_L \)(*)).

Since \( t > t_L \), by the Definition 7 of \( t_L \) there are two disjoint subsets \( P \) and \( P' \) of \( \Pi \), of size \( n - t \) each, such that: no set \( S_i \) in \( L \) contains both a process in \( P \) and a process in \( P' \)(**). Since \( P \) and \( P' \) are disjoint, the sets \( P \), \( P' \), and \( Q = \Pi - \{P \cup P'\} \) form a partition of \( \Pi \).
Let the writer \( w \) be any process in \( P \). Let \( \mathcal{A} \) be an algorithm that tolerates \( t > t_L \) process crashes in \( S_L \) and implements an atomic SWMR register \( R \) that is writable by \( w \) and readable by \textbf{all} processes in \( S_L \); this algorithm exists by our initial assumption (*)\.

Since \( |P \cup Q \cup P'| = n \), clearly \( |P \cup Q| = |P' \cup Q| = n - (n - t) = t \). Since algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) tolerates \( t \) crashes, it works correctly in every execution in which all the processes in \( P \cup Q \) or in \( P' \cup Q \) crash.

We now define three executions \( E_1, E_2, \) and \( E_3 \) of algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \). These are illustrated in Figure 3.

![Figure 3 Scenarios for Theorem 19.](image)

Execution \( E_1 \) of algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) is defined as follows:
- The processes in \( P' \cup Q \) crash from the beginning of the execution; they take no steps in \( E_1 \).
- At some time \( t_w^s \), the writer \( w \) starts an operation to write the value \( v \) into the implemented register \( R \), for some \( v \neq v_0 \), where \( v_0 \) is the initial value of \( R \). Since the number of processes that crash in \( E_1 \) is \( |P' \cup Q| = t \), and the algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) tolerates \( t \) crashes, this write operation eventually terminates, say at time \( t_w^e \).
- After this write terminates, no process takes a step up to and including some time \( t_r^s > t_w^e \). Note that in \( E_1 \), processes in \( P \) are the only ones that take steps up to time \( t_r^s \).

Execution \( E_2 \) of algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) is defined as follows:
- The processes in \( P \cup Q \) crash from the beginning of the execution; they take no steps in \( E_2 \).
- At time \( t_r^s \), some process \( r \in P' \) starts a read operation on the implemented register \( R \). Since the number of processes that crash in \( E_2 \) is \( |P \cup Q| = t \), and the algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) tolerates \( t \) crashes, this read operation terminates, say at time \( t_r^e \).

Since no write operation precedes the read operation in \( E_2 \), Property 1 of atomic SWMR registers implies:

\textbf{Claim 19.1.} \textit{At time} \( t_r^e \) \textit{in} \( E_2 \) \textit{the read operation returns the initial value} \( v_0 \) \textit{of} \( R \).
We now construct an execution \( E_3 \) of the algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) that merges \( E_1 \) and \( E_2 \), and contradicts the atomicity of the implemented \( \mathcal{R} \). \( E_3 \) is identical to \( E_1 \) up to time \( t_1^* \), and it is identical to \( E_2 \) from time \( t_1^* \) to \( t_2^* \) (note that in \( E_3 \) processes in \( Q \) can only take steps after time \( t_2^* \)). To obtain this merged run \( E_3 \), intuitively we delay the messages sent by processes in \( P \) to processes in \( P' \) to after time \( t_1^* \), and we also use the fact that processes in \( P' \) cannot read any of the shared registers in \( S_L \) that processes in \( P \) may have written by time \( t_1^* \) (this is because of (**)).

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Claim 19.2.} There is an execution \( E_3 \) of algorithm \( \mathcal{A} \) such that
  \begin{enumerate}[(a)]
  \item up to and including time \( t_w^* \), \( E_3 \) is indistinguishable from \( E_1 \) to all processes.
  \item up to and including time \( t_\ell \), \( E_3 \) is indistinguishable from \( E_2 \) to all processes in \( P' \).
  \item No process crashes in \( E_3 \).
  \end{enumerate}
\end{itemize}

\begin{proof}
Until time \( t_1^* \), \( E_3 \) is identical to \( E_1 \). We now show that it is possible to extend \( E_3 \) in the time interval \([t_1^*, t_2^*]\) with the sequence of steps that the processes in \( P' \) executed during the same time interval in \( E_2 \).

More precisely, let \( s^1, s^2, \ldots, s^t \) be the sequence of steps executed during the time interval \([t_1^*, t_2^*]\) in \( E_2 \). Since only processes in \( P' \) take steps in \( E_2 \), \( s^i \) are all steps of processes in \( P' \). Let \( C_2^i \) be the configuration of the system \( S_L \) at time \( t_2^* \) in \( E_2 \), and let \( C_3^i \) be the configuration that results from applying step \( s^i \) to configuration \( C_2^{i-1} \), for all \( i \) such that \( 1 \leq i \leq \ell \). We will prove that there are configurations \( C_3^0, C_3^1, \ldots, C_3^\ell \) of \( S_L \) extending \( E_3 \) at time \( t_1^* \) such that:

- every process in \( P' \) has the same state in \( C_3^i \) as in \( C_2^i \);
- the set of messages sent by processes in \( P' \) to processes in \( P' \), but not yet received, is the same in \( C_3^i \) as in \( C_2^i \);
- every shared register readable by processes in \( P' \) has the same value in \( C_3^i \) as in \( C_2^i \); and
- if \( i \neq 0 \), \( C_3^i \) is the result of applying step \( s^i \) to configuration \( C_3^{i-1} \).

This is shown by induction on \( i \).

For the basis of the induction, \( i = 0 \), we take \( C_3^0 \) to be the configuration of the system just before time \( t_1^* \) in \( E_3 \). Since no process in \( P' \) takes a step before time \( t_1^* \) in either \( E_2 \) or \( E_3 \), \( C_3^0 \) satisfies properties (i) and (ii).

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Claim 19.3.} At time \( t_\ell^* \) in \( E_3 \) the shared registers that can be read by processes in \( P' \) have their initial values.
\end{itemize}

\begin{proof}
Suppose, for contradiction, that at time \( t_\ell^* \) in \( E_3 \), some shared register \( R \) that can be read by a process \( p' \) in \( P' \) does not have its initial value. By construction, \( E_3 \) is identical to \( E_1 \) until time \( t_\ell^* \), and so only processes in \( P \) take steps before time \( t_\ell^* \) in \( E_3 \). Thus, register \( R \) was written by some process \( p \) in \( P \) by time \( t_\ell^* \) in \( E_3 \). Since \( R \) is readable by \( p' \) in \( P' \) and is written by \( p \in P \), \( R \) is shared by both \( p \) and \( p' \). Thus, there must be a set \( S_i \) in \( L \) that contains both \( p \) and \( p' \) - a contradiction to (**).

By Claim 19.3, the shared registers readable by processes in \( P' \) have the same value (namely, their initial value) in \( C_3^0 \) as in \( C_3^\ell \). So, \( C_3^\ell \) also satisfies property (iii). Property (iv) is vacuously true for \( i = 0 \).

---

4 A step of \( \mathcal{A} \) executed by process \( p \) is one of the following: \( p \) sending or receiving a message, or \( p \) applying a write or a read operation to a shared register in \( S_L \).

5 The configuration of \( S_L \) at time \( t \) in execution \( E \) consists of the state of each process, the set of messages sent but not yet received, and the value of each shared register in \( S_L \) at time \( t \) in \( E \).
For the induction step, for each \( i \) such that \( 1 \leq i \leq t \), we consider separately the cases of \( s^i \) being a step to send a message, receive a message, write a shared register, and read a shared register. In each case, it is easy to verify that, assuming (inductively) that \( C_k^{-1}_{2} \) has properties (i)–(iv), step \( s^i \) is applicable to \( C_k^{-1}_{3} \), and the resulting configuration \( C_k^{i}_{3} \) has properties (i)–(iv).

To complete the definition of \( E_3 \), after time \( t^r_e \) we let processes take steps in round-robin fashion. Whenever a process’s step is to receive a message, it receives the oldest one sent to it; this ensures that all messages are eventually received. Processes continue taking steps in this fashion according to algorithm \( A \).

Since \( E_3 \) is identical to \( E_1 \) up to and including time \( t^e_w \), \( E_3 \) is indistinguishable from \( E_1 \) up to and including time \( t^w_w \) to all processes in \( P \). This proves part (a) of the claim.

Note that in \( E_3 \) and \( E_2 \), the processes in \( P' \): (a) take no steps before time \( t^r_e \), and (b) during the time interval \([t^e_r, t^w_r]\), they execute exactly the same sequence of steps, and go through the same sequence of states. Thus, up to and including time \( t^w_r \), \( E_3 \) is indistinguishable from \( E_2 \) to all processes in \( P' \). This proves part (b) of the claim.

Finally, every process takes steps as required by the algorithm in \( E_3 \), so no process crashes. This proves part (c) of the claim. ▶

By Claim 19.2(a), up to and including time \( t^w_w \), \( E_3 \) is indistinguishable from \( E_1 \) to the writer \( w \in P \). So \( E_3 \) contains the write operation that writes \( v \neq v_0 \) into \( R \), which starts at time \( t^w_w \) and ends at time \( t^w_w \). By Claim 19.2(b), up to and including time \( t^r_r \), \( E_3 \) is indistinguishable from \( E_2 \) to \( r \in P' \). So \( E_3 \) contains the read operation that returns \( v_0 \), which starts at time \( t^r_r \) and ends at time \( t^w_w \). Since \( t^w_w < t^r_r \), this read operation violates Property 1 of atomic SWMR registers. As there are no process crashes in \( E_3 \) (by Claim 19.2(c)), this contradicts the assumption that \( A \) is an implementation of an atomic SWMR register \( R \) that tolerates \( t > t_L \) crashes. ▶

Note that the proof of Theorem 19 does not depend on the type or number of registers shared by the processes in each set \( S_i \) of the bag \( L \). So the result of this theorem applies not only to \( S_L \) but also to every m&m system in \( M_L \). In fact, the proof of Theorem 19 does not even depend on the type of objects that are shared by the processes in each set \( S_i \); for example these objects could include queues, stacks, and consensus objects. Hence we have the following stronger result:

▶ **Theorem 20.** Consider any m&m system \( S \) induced by a bag \( L = \{S_1, \ldots, S_m\} \) of subsets of \( \Pi = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\} \), where the processes in each \( S_i \) share any number of arbitrary objects among themselves (and only among themselves). If more than \( t_L \) processes crash in \( S \), then for some process \( w \) in \( S \), there is no algorithm that implements an atomic SWMR register writable by \( w \) and readable by all processes in \( S \).
Definition 21. Given an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ such that $V = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$, $t_G$ is the maximum integer $t$ such that the following condition holds: For all disjoint subsets $P$ and $P'$ of $V$ of size $n - t$ each, some edge in $G^2$ connects a node in $P$ with a node in $P'$; i.e., $G^2$ has an edge $(u, v)$ such that $u \in P$ and $v \in P'$.

Note that $t_G \geq \lceil (n - 1)/2 \rceil$. Moreover, in a pure message-passing system (where $G$ and $G^2$ have no edges) $t_G = \lfloor (n - 1)/2 \rfloor$.

In Theorem 22 stated below, we prove that in the uniform m&m system $S_G$ induced by a graph $G$, it is possible to implement an atomic SWMR register readable by all processes if and only if at most $t_G$ processes may crash in $S_G$.

For example, consider the graph $G$ in Figure 4 where $V = \{p_1, p_2, p_3, p_4, p_5\}$. Figure 5 shows the corresponding $G^2$ graph. By the above definition of $t_G$: (a) $t_G \geq 3$ because for any two disjoint subsets of $V$ of size 5 - 3 = 2 each, $G^2$ has an edge that “connects” these two subsets (e.g., for subsets $P = \{p_1, p_2\}$ and $P' = \{p_4, p_5\}$, the edge $(p_2, p_4)$ of $G^2$ connects a node of $P$ to a node of $P'$), and (b) $t_G < 4$ because there are two disjoint subsets $\{p_1\}$, $\{p_5\}$ of size 5 - 4 = 1 each, such that no edge in $G^2$ connects $p_1$ and $p_5$. So in this example $n = 5$ and $t_G = 3 > \lceil (5 - 1)/2 \rceil = 2$.

Now consider the uniform m&m system $S_G$ of 5 processes induced by this graph $G$. In addition to message-passing links, $S_G$ has 4 pairwise RDMA connections. Since $t_G = 3$, by Theorem 22: (1) we can implement an atomic SWMR register readable by all 5 processes of $S_G$ even if 3 of them (i.e., more than the majority) may crash, and (2) no algorithm can implement such a register in $S_G$ if more than 3 processes may crash.

As another example, consider a pure message-passing system $S$ with 50 nodes. In $S$, one can implement an atomic SWMR register $R$ (readable by all the processes) only if at most 24 process crashes may occur. But if we allow each process of $S$ to establish 7 pairwise RDMA connections, one can implement $R$ in a way that tolerates any number of process crashes (i.e., $R$ is wait-free). This is because there is an undirected graph $G$ with $n = 50$ nodes, each with degree 7, such that $G^2$ has an edge between every pair of nodes ($G$ is the well-known Hoffman-Singleton graph [11] shown in Figure 6 [25]); so $G$ has $t_G = n - 1 = 49$, and thus by Theorem 22 it is possible to implement $R$ in the uniform m&m system $S_G$ in a way that tolerates up to 49 process crashes. Some simple graph theory arguments show that this is optimal in two ways: (a) one cannot implement a wait-free register $R$ that is shared by 50 processes with fewer than 7 RDMA connections per process (more precisely, with any such implementation, if a process has fewer than 7 RDMA connections there must be another process with more than 7 RDMA connections), and (b) with at most 7 RDMA connections per process, one cannot implement a wait-free register $R$ that is shared by more than 50 processes.
Theorem 22. Let $S_G$ be the uniform m$m$ system induced by an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$ where $V = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\}$. If at most $t_G$ processes crash in $S_G$, then for every process $w$ in $S_G$, it is possible to implement an atomic SWMR register writable by $w$ and readable by all processes in $S_G$. If more than $t_G$ processes crash in $S_G$, then for some process $w$ in $S_G$, it is impossible to implement an atomic SWMR register writable by $w$ and readable by all processes in $S_G$.

Proof. By Definition 6, $S_G$ is the m$m$ system $S_L$ where $L = \{S_1, S_2, \ldots, S_n\}$ such that $S_i = N^+(p_i)$, i.e., for all $i$, $1 \leq i \leq n$, $S_i$ is the set of neighbours of $p_i$ (including $p_i$) in the graph $G$. Recall that $t_L$ is the maximum $t$ such that for all disjoint subsets $P$ and $P'$ of $V$ of size $n - t$ each, some set $S_i$ in $L$ contains both a node in $P$ and a node in $P'$.

Claim 22.1. $t_G = t_L$.

Proof of Claim 22.1. From the definitions of $t_G$ and $t_L$, it is clear that to prove the claim it suffices to show that for all disjoint subsets $P$ and $P'$ of $V$ of size $n - t$ each, the following holds: some edge in $G^2$ connects a node in $P$ with a node in $P'$ if and only if some set $S_i$ in $L$ contains both a node in $P$ and a node in $P'$.

[ONLY IF] Suppose $G^2$ has an edge $(p_i, p_j)$ such that $p_i \in P$ and $p_j \in P'$; since $P$ and $P'$ are disjoint, $p_i$ and $p_j$ are distinct. By definition of $G^2$, there are two cases:

1. $(p_i, p_j) \in E$. In this case, $p_1 \in N^+(p_i)$ and $p_i \in N^+(p_j)$. So the set $S_k = N^+(p_k)$ in $L$ contains both node $p_i \in P$ and node $p_j \in P'$.

2. There is a node $p_k$ in $V$ such that $(p_i, p_k) \in E$ and $(p_k, p_j) \in E$. In this case, $p_i \in N^+(p_k)$ and $p_j \in N^+(p_k)$. So the set $S_k = N^+(p_k)$ in $L$ contains both $p_i \in P$ and $p_j \in P'$.

[IF] Suppose set $S_k$ in $L$ contains both a node $p_i$ in $P$ and a node $p_j$ in $P'$; since $P$ and $P'$ are disjoint, $p_i$ and $p_j$ are distinct. Recall that $S_k = N^+(p_k)$ for node $p_k \in V$.

There are two cases:

1. $p_i, p_j$ and $p_k$ are distinct. In this case, since $p_i$ and $p_j$ are in $S_k = N^+(p_k)$, $(p_i, p_k)$ and $(p_k, p_j)$ are edges of $G$, i.e., $(p_i, p_k) \in E$ and $(p_k, p_j) \in E$. Thus, by definition of $G^2$, $(p_i, p_j)$ is an edge of $G^2$; this edge connects $p_i \in P$ and $p_j \in P'$.

2. $p_k = p_i$ or $p_k = p_j$. Without loss of generality, assume that $p_k = p_i$. Since $p_i$ and $p_j$ are in $N^+(p_k) = N^+(p_i)$, $(p_i, p_j)$ must be an edge of $G$, i.e., $(p_i, p_j) \in E$. Thus, by definition of $G^2$, $(p_i, p_j)$ is an edge of $G^2$; this edge connects $p_i \in P$ and $p_j \in P'$.

So in both cases, some edge in $G^2$ connects a node in $P$ with a node in $P'$. The result now follows immediately from Claim 22.1 and Theorem 8.

5 Concluding remarks

Hybrid systems that combine message passing and shared memory have long been a subject of study in the systems community [3, 5, 6, 7, 16, 17, 20, 23]. To the best of our knowledge, however, such systems have only recently been examined from a theoretical point of view. Aguilera et al. gave a rigorous model for hybrid systems, and studied how the combination of message passing and shared memory can be harnessed to improve solutions to certain fundamental problems: In particular, they show that, compared to a pure message-passing system, a hybrid system can improve the fault tolerance of randomized consensus algorithms and reduce the synchrony necessary to elect a leader [1]. A more recent paper by Aguilera et al. extends the hybrid model to Byzantine failures, and shows how to improve the inherent trade-off between fault tolerance and performance for consensus, for both Byzantine and
crash failures [2]. The present paper is another contribution to the theoretical study of hybrid systems: whereas the highly cited paper by Attiya et al. shows how to implement an atomic SWMR register with optimal fault tolerance in a pure message-passing system [4], here we solve the corresponding problem in hybrid systems. Extending our results to hybrid systems with Byzantine failures is a subject for future research.
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Abstract
This paper studies the lattice agreement problem in asynchronous systems and explores its application to building a linearizable replicated state machine (RSM). First, we propose an algorithm to solve the lattice agreement problem in $O(\log f)$ asynchronous rounds, where $f$ is the number of crash failures that the system can tolerate. This is an exponential improvement over the previous best upper bound of $O(f)$. Second, Faleiro et al. have shown in [Faleiro et al. PODC, 2012] that combination of conflict-free data types and lattice agreement protocols can be applied to implement a linearizable RSM. They give a Paxos style lattice agreement protocol, which can be adapted to implement a linearizable RSM and guarantee that a command by a client can be learned in at most $O(n)$ message delays, where $n$ is the number of proposers. Later, Xiong et al in [Xiong et al. DISC, 2018] gave a lattice agreement protocol which improves the $O(n)$ message delay guarantee to $O(f)$. However, neither of the protocols is practical for building a linearizable RSM. Thus, in the second part of the paper, we first give an improved protocol based on the one proposed by Xiong et al. Then, we implement a simple linearizable RSM using our improved protocol and compare our implementation with an open source Java implementation of Paxos. Results show that better performance can be obtained by using lattice agreement based protocols to implement a linearizable RSM compared to traditional consensus based protocols.
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1 Introduction

Lattice agreement, introduced in [2], to solve the atomic snapshot problem [1] in shared memory, is also an important decision problem in message passing systems. In this problem, $n$ processes start with input values from a lattice and need to decide values which are comparable to each other in spite of $f$ process failures, where $n$ is the number of processes and $f$ is the maximum number of failures in the system.

There are two primary applications of lattice agreement. First, Attiya et al [2] give a $\log n$ rounds algorithm to solve the lattice agreement problem in synchronous message systems and use it as a building block to solve the atomic snapshot problem. Second, Faleiro et al [6]
propose the problem of generalized lattice agreement (GLA), which is a generalization of lattice agreement problem for a sequence of inputs, and demonstrate that the combination of conflict-free data types (CRDT) [14,15] and generalized lattice agreement protocols can be applied to implement a special class of RSM and provide linearizability [8]. We call this special class of state machines as Update-Query (UQ) state machines. The operations of UQ state machines can be classified into two kinds: updates (operations that modify the state) and queries or reads (operations that only return values and do not modify the state). An operation that both modifies the state and returns a value is not supported. In this paper, when we talk about linearizable RSMs, we mean UQ state machines. As shown in [6], to implement a linearizable RSM, we can first design the underlying data structure to be CRDT. This makes all update operations commute. Then, the generalized lattice agreement protocol is invoked for each operation to guarantee linearizability. In this paper, we call a linearizable RSM built by using the combination of CRDT and a GLA protocol as LaRSM.

RSM [13] is a popular technique for fault tolerance in a distributed system. Traditional RSMs typically enforce strong consistency among replicas by using a consensus based protocol to order all the requests from the clients. In this approach, each replica executes all the requests in an identical order to ensure that all replicas are at the same state at any given time. The most popular consensus based protocol for building a RSM is Paxos [9,11]. In Paxos, processes are divided into three different roles: proposer, acceptor and learner. Proposers are responsible for proposing requests from clients to acceptors. Acceptors decide the order of a request and guarantee all learners learn an identical order of requests. When there are multiple proposers in the system, termination is not guaranteed in Paxos. Since the initial proposal of Paxos, many variants have been proposed. FastPaxos [10] reduces the typical three message delays in Paxos to two message delays by allowing clients to directly send commands to acceptors. MultiPaxos [4] is the typical deployment of Paxos in the industrial setting. It assumes that usually there is a stable leader which acts as a proposer, so there is no need for the first phase in the basic Paxos protocol. CheapPaxos [12] extends basic Paxos to reduce the requirement in the number of processors. Even though in the Paxos protocol, there could be multiple proposers, usually only one leader (proposer) is used in practice due to its non-termination problem when there are multiple proposers. The system performance is limited by the resources of the leader. Also, the unbalanced communication pattern limits the utilization of bandwidth available in all of the network links connecting the servers. SPaxos [3] is a Paxos variant which tries to offload the leader by disseminating clients to all replicas. However, the leader is still the only process which can order requests.

Since lattice agreement can be applied to implement a linearizable RSM, if we can solve lattice agreement efficiently, we may not need consensus in some cases. This is promising, since lattice agreement has been shown to be a weaker decision problem than consensus in theory. In synchronous systems, consensus cannot be solved in fewer than \( f + 1 \) rounds [5], but lattice agreement can be solved in \( \log f + 1 \) rounds [17]. In asynchronous systems, consensus cannot be solved even with one failure [7], whereas lattice agreement can be solved if a majority of processes is correct [6,17].

The lattice agreement problem in asynchronous message systems is first studied by Faleiro et al in [6]. They present a Paxos style protocol when a majority of processes are correct. Their algorithm needs \( O(n) \) asynchronous round-trips in the worst case. They also propose a protocol for generalized lattice agreement, adapted from their protocol for lattice agreement, which requires \( O(n) \) message delays for a value to be learned. Later, a protocol which runs in \( O(f) \) asynchronous round-trips was proposed by Xiong et al in [17]. They also give a protocol for generalized lattice agreement which improves the \( O(n) \) message delays complexity to \( O(f) \). In this work, we improve the upper bound for lattice agreement in asynchronous systems to \( O(\log f) \), which is an exponential improvement.
Although [6] has demonstrated that generalized lattice agreement protocol can be applied to implement a linearizable RSM, both the protocols proposed in [6] and [17] are impractical. This is due to the following reason. In both protocols, each process has an accept command which keeps track of all received proposal values. When the protocols are applied to implement a linearizable RSM, this accept command is a set which records all previously proposed commands. When a process rejects a proposal, it has to send back this whole set. Even worse, this set keeps increasing as more commands arrive from clients. In this work, we propose an improved algorithm for the generalized lattice agreement problem, which is specifically designed to make it practical to build a linearizable RSM.

In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:

- We present an algorithm, AsyncLA, to solve the lattice agreement in asynchronous system in $O(\log f)$ rounds, where $f$ is the maximum number of crash failures in the system. This bound is an exponential improvement to the previously known best upper bound of $O(f)$ by [17].
- We give an improved algorithm for the generalized lattice agreement protocol based on the one proposed in [17] to make it practical to implement a linearizable RSM.
- We implement a simple linearizable RSM in Java by combining a CRDT map data structure and our improved generalized lattice agreement algorithm. We demonstrate its performance by comparing with SPaxos. Our experiments show that LaRSM achieves around 1.3x times throughput than SPaxos and a lower operation latency in normal case.

2 System Model and Problem Definitions

2.1 System Model

We consider a distributed message passing system with $n$ processes, $p_1, \ldots, p_n$, in a completely connected topology. We only consider asynchronous systems, which means that there is no upper bound on the time for a message to reach its destination. The model assumes that processes may have crash failures but no Byzantine failures. The model parameter $f$ denotes the maximum number of processes that may crash in a run. We do not assume that the underlying communication system is reliable.

2.2 Lattice Agreement

In the lattice agreement problem, given a join semi-lattice $(X, \leq, \sqcup)$ with $\leq$ as the partial order and $\sqcup$ as the join operation, each process $p_i$ proposes a value $x_i$ in $X$ and must decide on some output $y_i$ also in $X$. An algorithm solves the lattice agreement problem if the following properties are satisfied:

- **Downward-Validity**: For all correct processes $i \in [1..n]$, $x_i \leq y_i$.
- **Upward-Validity**: For all correct processes $i \in [1..n]$, $y_i \leq \sqcup\{x_1, \ldots, x_n\}$.
- **Comparability**: For any two correct $i \in [1..n]$ and $j \in [1..n]$, either $y_i \leq y_j$ or $y_j \leq y_i$.

2.3 Generalized Lattice Agreement

In the generalized lattice agreement problem [6], each process may receive a possibly infinite sequence of values belong to a lattice at any point of time. Let $x^p_i$ denote the $i$th value received by process $p$. The aim is for each process $p$ to learn a sequence of output values $y^p_j$ which satisfies the following conditions:

- **Validity**: Any learned value $y^p_j$ is a join of some subset of received input values.
- **Stability**: The value learned by any correct $p$ is non-decreasing: $j < k \implies y^p_j \leq y^p_k$. 
Comparability: Any two values \( y^p_j \) and \( y^q_k \) learned by any two correct processes \( p \) and \( q \) are comparable.

Liveness: Every value \( x^i_f \) received by a correct process \( p \) is eventually included in some learned value \( y^q_k \) of every correct process \( q \): i.e., \( x^i_f \leq y^q_k \).

### 3 Asynchronous Lattice Agreement

In this section, we give an algorithm to solve the lattice agreement problem in asynchronous systems which only needs \( O(\log f) \) asynchronous rounds. The proposed algorithm is inspired by the algorithm for synchronous setting in [17]. The basic idea is to apply a Classifier procedure, which is associated with a specific threshold value, to divide processes into master and slave groups and ensure that any process in the master group have values greater than or equal to any process in the slave group. Then, by recursively applying a Classifier procedure within each subgroup, eventually all processes have comparable values. Equivalently, we can think of the above recursive procedure as letting all processes traverse through a virtual binary Classifier tree. Each node of this tree has a Classifier procedure with a specific threshold value. When traversing through a node in this tree, the processes will invoke the Classifier procedure at this node. Some processes will be classified as master and go to the right child, and others will be classified as slave and go to the left child. The threshold value associated with the Classifier procedure is used to decide which processes should be classified as master and which should be classified as slave. By carefully setting the threshold value for each Classifier procedure in the virtual tree, we can make sure all processes eventually have comparable values.

The main difficulty of the above recursive procedure lies in constructing a Classifier procedure to divide a group of processes into two subgroups such that processes in one subgroup have values greater than or equal to processes in the other subgroup. In synchronous systems, [17] gives a very simple procedure. First, each process sends its value to all processes. In asynchronous systems, however, it is not straightforward to design such a Classifier procedure, since we cannot guarantee that the value of a slave process is eventually included in some master process, because the system is synchronous. Thus, each master process has value greater than or equal to each slave process. In asynchronous systems, however, it is not straightforward to design such a Classifier procedure, since we cannot guarantee that the value of a slave process is received by each master process. Our primary idea for such a Classifier procedure in asynchronous systems is as follows. In an asynchronous system, at each round, each process can only wait for \( n - f \). If we can guarantee that (1) the value of a slave process is stored in at least \( n - f \) processes at some point, and (2) each master process reads from at least \( n - f \) processes, then the value of each slave process must be known by each master process. This claim holds since any two group of \( n - f \) processes have at least one process in common, if we assume \( f < \frac{n}{2} \).

The virtual Classifier tree is built based on the knowledge of the height of the input lattice, which is unknown. Thus, instead of directly agreeing on the input value lattice, we first agree on a view lattice, which has a known maximum height.

We associate each process \( p_i \) with a view \( v_i \), which is an array composed of \( n \) entries. Each entry of the view corresponds to the input value of each process known by \( p_i \). Initially, \( v_i[i] = x_i \) and \( \forall j \neq i, v_i[j] = \bot \), where \( x_i \) is the input value of \( p_i \). We say \( \bot \) is smaller that any input value. For any two views \( v \) and \( u \), we say \( v \) dominates \( u \), if for all \( i, v[i] \geq u[i] \).
Consider the lattice formed by the initial views of all processes with the order defined by the domination relation, i.e, \( v \leq u \) if \( u \) dominates \( v \). We call this lattice the view lattice. This view lattice has its smallest element (or bottom) equal to \([\bot, \ldots, \bot]\) and the top element equal to \([x_1, \ldots, x_n]\). The height of the view lattice is \( n \) (the length of the longest chain). We say \( v \) and \( u \) are comparable if either \( v \leq u \) or \( u \leq v \). The join of any two views is defined as the component-wise maximum. The height of a view \( v \), denoted as \( h(v) \), is defined as the number of components which are not \( \bot \), i.e, the number of processes whose values are contained in this view. Since the \( i \)th entry of any view is either the input value of \( p_i \) or \( \bot \), if a view \( v \leq u \), then view \( u \) contains all input values contained in view \( v \). That is, in the original input lattice, we have \( \sqcup\{v[i] : i \in [1..n]\} \leq \sqcup\{u[i] : i \in [1..n]\} \) if \( v \leq u \). Thus, if all correct processes can output comparable views from the view lattice, they can output comparable values from the input value lattice by taking join of all values contained in its output view. Therefore, in our algorithm, instead of directly working on the input value lattice, we apply the Classifier technique on the view lattice. The Classifier procedure is shown in Fig. 1. The main algorithm, AsyncLA, is shown in Fig. 2.

### 3.1 The Classifier Procedure

The Classifier procedure has three input parameters: the input view, the threshold value, and the round number. Each process keeps a label. Whenever a process invokes the Classifier procedure, it passes its current view, its label and the current round number as the parameters. We say any two processes \( p_i \) and \( p_j \) are in the same group at a certain round if they invoke the Classifier procedure with the same threshold value, i.e, they have the same label. When processes are classified into different subgroups, they update their labels accordingly (to be explained later). Since processes pass labels as the threshold value of the Classifier procedure, we use label or threshold value interchangeably henceforth.

Details of the Classifier procedure for \( p_i \) at round \( r \) are shown as below:

- **Line 0:** \( p_i \) sets its \( \text{acceptVal}_r \) to be empty. This \( \text{acceptVal}_r \) set is used to record all the \( < \text{view}, \text{label} > \) pairs received from all processes at round \( r \) via \text{write} or \text{read} messages. Note that this \( \text{acceptVal}_r \) also includes \( < \text{view}, \text{label} > \) pairs received from processes that are not in the same group as \( p_i \).

- **Line 1-2:** \( p_i \) sends a \text{write} message with its current view \( v \) and the threshold value (current label) \( k \) to all processes and waits for \( n - f \) \text{write acks}. This step is to ensure that the value and label of \( p_i \) is in the \( \text{acceptVal}_r \) set of \( n - f \) processes.

- **Line 3-5:** \( p_i \) sends a \text{read} message with its current round number \( r \) to all processes and waits for \( n - f \) \text{read acks}. It collects all received views associated with the same label \( k \) in a set \( U \), i.e, collects all views from processes within the same group. It may seem that \text{lines} 3-5 perform the same functionality as \text{lines} 1-2 and there is no need to have both. However, this part is actually the key of the Classifier procedure. The reason will be clear in the correctness proof section.

- **Line 6-14:** \( p_i \) performs classification based on the views received from processes in the same group. Let \( w \) be the join of all received views in \( U \). If the height of \( w \) is greater than \( k \), then \( p_i \) sends a \text{write} message with \( w, k \) and \( r \) to all and waits for \( n - f \) \text{write acks} with round number \( r \). Then in \text{line} 10-12, it takes the join of \( w \) and all the views contained in the \text{write acks} from the same group, denoted as \( w' \). It returns \((w', \text{master})\) as output of the Classifier procedure in which \text{master} indicates its classified into master group in the next round. Otherwise, it returns its own input view \( v \) and \text{slave}.

When \( p_i \) receives a \text{write} message for round \( r_j \) from \( p_j \), it includes the \( < \text{view}, \text{label} > \) pair contained in the message into its \( \text{acceptVal}_{r_j} \) set and sends a \text{write ack} message containing the current \( \text{acceptVal}_{r_j} \) back. When \( p_i \) receives a \text{read} message for round \( r_j \) from
$p_i$, it sends a read_ack message containing its current acceptVal$_i$ back. Basically, the write message is used to ensure at least $n-f$ processes know the current view and label of a process and the read message is used to retrieve the knowledge of at least $n-f$ processes.

Note that when a process which is invoking the Classifier at round $r$ receives a write or read message with a round number $r' > r$, it buffers this message and delivers it when it reaches round $r'$.

$$\text{Classifier}(v, k, r);$$

0: acceptVal$_r$ := $\emptyset$ // set of <view, threshold> pairs.
1: Send write$(v, k, r)$ to all
2: wait for $n-f$ write_ack$(-, -, r)$
3: Send read$(r)$ to all
4: wait for $n-f$ read_ack$(-, -, r)$
5: Let $U$ be views contained in received acks with label equals $k$
6: Let $w := \bigcup\{u : u \in U\}$
7: if $h(w) > k$ /* height of $w$ is greater than its label */
8: Send write$(w, k, r)$ to all
9: wait for $n-f$ write_ack$(-, -, r)$
10: Let $U'$ be views contained in received acks with label equals $k$ /* views received in the same group */
11: Let $w' := w \cup \{u : u \in U'\}$
12: return $(w', \text{master})$
13: else
14: return $(v, \text{slave})$

Upon receiving write$(v_j, k_j, r_j)$ from $p_j$
acceptVal$_{r_j}$ := acceptVal$_{r_j} \cup <v_j, k_j>$
Send write_ack(acceptVal$_{r_j}, r_j$) to $p_j$

Upon receiving read$(r_j)$ from $p_j$
Send read_ack(acceptVal$_{r_j}, r_j$) to $p_j$

![Figure 1](image)

**Figure 1** The Classifier Procedure.

### 3.2 Algorithm AsyncLA

Now let us look at the main algorithm, AsyncLA. The basic idea of AsyncLA is to let all processes recursively invoke the Classifier procedure with a carefully set threshold value. Let $y_i$ denote the output value of $p_i$. Let $v_i^r$ denote its view at the beginning of round $r$. The algorithm for $p_0$ proceeds in asynchronous rounds. The algorithm runs in $\log f + 1$ rounds.

At round 0, all processes exchange their views. The purpose of round 0 is to allow us to construct the virtual Classifier tree with height equal to $\log f$. In such case, the recursive invocation of the Classifier procedure terminate in $\log f$ rounds. The reason is as follows. After round 0, the view of each correct process must have height at least $n-f$ in the view lattice. Since the height of the view lattice is $n$, the join-closed subset that includes all current views after round 0 (which is also a lattice) has height at most $f$. Then we can construct a the binary Classifier tree with height equals to $\log f$ by setting the threshold value of the root Classifier to be $\frac{n-f+1}{2} = n - \frac{f}{2}$ in the virtual tree. We say the root Classifier is at level 1. For any node at level $r$ of the tree with threshold value $k$, we set the threshold value of its right child to be $k + \frac{f}{n-f}$ and the threshold value of its left child to be $k - \frac{f}{n-f}$. Thus, we can easily see that the height of the tree is $\log f$. Note that the initial label of each process is $n - \frac{f}{2}$, which means all processes are at the root of the tree.

From round 1 to $\log f$, each process simply traverses the virtual Classifier tree. At round $r$, each process is at level $r$ of the tree. For process $p_i$, it invokes the Classifier procedure with its current view $v_i^r$, current label $l_i$ and $r$ as parameters. Based on the output of the
Classifier procedure, \( p_i \) adjust its label to be the threshold value of the Classifier procedure it will invoke at next round. If it is classified as master, then it increases its label by \( \frac{f}{2^{r+1}} \), i.e., it goes to the right subtree of the virtual Classifier tree. Otherwise, it reduces its label by \( \frac{f}{2^{r+1}} \), i.e., it goes to the left subtree of the virtual Classifier tree. At the end of round \( \log f \), \( p_i \) outputs the join of all values contained in its current view as its decision value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AsyncLA ((x_i)) for ( p_i ):</th>
<th>/* Round 1 to ( \log f ) */</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( x_i ): input value</td>
<td>( v_i^1 := \bigcup { u \mid u \in U } )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( y_i ): output value</td>
<td>for ( r := 1 ) to ( \log f )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( l_i := n - \frac{f}{2} )</td>
<td>( (v_i^{r+1}, \text{class}) := \text{Classifier}(v_i^r, l_i, r) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label of ( p_i )</td>
<td>if class = master</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( v_i^r ): the view of ( p_i ) at the beginning of round ( r ), an array of size ( n ).</td>
<td>( l_i := l_i + \frac{f}{2^{r+1}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initially, ( v_i^0[i] = x_i \land v_i^0[j] = \perp, \forall j \neq i )</td>
<td>else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>/* Round 0 */</td>
<td>( l_i := l_i - \frac{f}{2^{r+1}} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Send ( value(v_i^0, 0) ) to all</td>
<td>end for</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \text{wait for } n - f ) messages of form ( \text{value}(\cdot, 0) )</td>
<td>Let ( V_i := v_i^{\log f + 1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Let ( U ) denote the set of all received values</td>
<td>( y_i := \bigcup { V_i[j] : j \in [1..n] } )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2** Algorithm AsyncLA.

### 3.3 Proof of Correctness

Let us prove the correctness of AsyncLA. Let \( w_i^r \) be the value of \( w \) at line 6 of the Classifier procedure at round \( r \). Let \( G \) be a group of processes at round \( r \). Recall that a group \( G \) at round \( r \) is a set of processes which have the same label at round \( r \). The label of a group is the label of the processes in this group. Let \( M(G) \) and \( S(G) \) be the group of processes which are classified as master and slave, respectively, when they run the Classifier procedure in group \( G \). Recall that \( h(v) \) denote the height of view \( v \) in the view lattice. The following lemma presents the key properties of the Classifier procedure, with detailed proof given in the full paper [16].

**Lemma 1.** Let \( G \) be a group at round \( r \) with label \( k \). Let \( L \) and \( R \) be two nonnegative integers such that \( L \leq k \leq R \). If \( L < h(v_i^r) \leq R \) for every process \( i \in G \), and \( h(\bigcup \{ v_i^r : i \in G \}) \leq R \), then

- (p1) for each process \( i \in M(G) \), \( k < h(v_i^{r+1}) \leq R \)
- (p2) for each process \( i \in S(G) \), \( L < h(v_i^{r+1}) \leq k \)
- (p3) \( h(\bigcup \{ v_i^{r+1} : i \in M(G) \}) \leq R \)
- (p4) \( h(\bigcup \{ v_i^{r+1} : i \in S(G) \}) \leq k \), and
- (p5) for each process \( i \in M(G) \), \( v_i^{r+1} \geq \bigcup \{ v_i^{r+1} : i \in S(G) \} \)

Once we have the above lemma, the correctness proof for AsyncLA follows in a similar fashion as the synchronous algorithm in [17]. We only give the primary lemmas and put the detailed proof in the full paper [16].

**Lemma 2.** Let \( G \) be a group of processes at round \( r \) with label \( k \). Then

- (1) for each process \( i \in G \), \( k - \frac{f}{2} < h(v_i^r) \leq k + \frac{f}{2} \)
- (2) \( h(\bigcup \{ v_i^r : i \in G \}) \leq k + \frac{f}{2} \)

**Lemma 3.** Let \( i \) and \( j \) be two processes that are within the same group \( G \) at the end of round \( r = \log f \). Then \( v_i^{r+1} \) and \( v_j^{r+1} \) are equal.
Proof. (Sketch of Proof) Intuitively, after round 0, the join-closed subset that includes all current views after round 0 (which is also a lattice) has height at most \( f \). We know that the height interval of values in a group are shrinking by a factor of 2, from Lemma 2. Thus, after \( \log f \) rounds, any two processes in a same group must have a same value. ▷

Lemma 4. Let process \( i \) decides on \( y_i \). Let \( G \) be a group at round \( r \) such that \( i \in S(G) \), then \( y_i \leq \bigcup \{ v_{i}^{r+1} : i \in S(G) \} \).

Proof. Immediate from \((p2)\) and \((p4)\) of Lemma 1. ▷

Since the value of a process is non-decreasing at each round, from \((p5)\) of Lemma 1 and Lemma 4, we have that once two processes are classified into two subgroups, their values must be comparable. We immediately have the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let \( i \) and \( j \) be any two processes in two different groups \( G_i \) and \( G_j \) at the end of round \( \log f \), then \( y_i \) is comparable with \( y_j \).

Theorem 6. Algorithm AsyncLA solves the lattice agreement problem in \( O(\log f) \) round-trips when at least a majority of processes are correct.

Proof. Down-Validity holds since the value held by each process is non-decreasing. Upward-Validity follows because each learned value must be the join of a subset of all initial values which is at most \( \bigcup \{ x_1, ..., x_n \} \). For Comparability, from Lemma 3, we know that any two processes which are in the same group at the end of AsyncLA, they must have equals values. For any two processes which are in two different groups, from Lemma 5 we know they must have comparable values. ▷

3.4 Complexity Analysis

Each invocation of the Classifier procedure takes at most three round-trips. Therefore, \( \log f \) invocation of Classifier results in at most \( 3*\log f \) round-trips. Thus, the total time complexity is \( 3*\log f + 1 \) round-trips. For message complexity, each process sends out at most \( 3 \) write and read messages and at most \( 3*n \) write_ack and read_ack messages. Therefore, the message complexity for each process is \( O(n*\log f) \).

4 Improved Generalized Lattice Agreement Protocol for RSM

In this part, we give optimizations for the generalized lattice agreement protocol proposed in [17] (referred as GLA) to implement a linearizable RSM. Inside GLA, a \( f + 1 \) round-trips asynchronous lattice agreement protocol proposed in the same paper is embedded. We do not change their \( f + 1 \) round-trips asynchronous protocol to our \( O(\log f) \) protocol for reasons as follows. First, our primary goal in this section is not to give a new protocol for the generalized lattice agreement problem, yet to make it practical to implement. The optimizations we make in this section do not involve the lattice agreement protocol part. Keeping the simple \( f + 1 \) round-trips algorithm would make things easier. Second, in practice, the \( f + 1 \) round-trips algorithm is favorable compared to the \( O(\log f) \) algorithm due to its smaller constant.

The optimized protocol, GLA\( \Delta \), is shown in Fig. 3 with the two main changes marked using \( \Delta \). Note that although we only have two primary changes compared to GLA, we claim those changes are the key for its applicability in building a linearizable RSM. The basic idea of GLA\( \Delta \) is to invoke a separate lattice agreement instance for a set of concurrent commands. To ensure Comparability and Stability of generalized lattice agreement, we associate each
lattice agreement instance with a distinct sequence number and ensure that lattice agreement instance with higher sequence number only starts running after the instance with smaller sequence number has completed. In this way, we guarantee that any value learned by higher sequence lattice agreement instance is greater than or equal to the value learned by lower sequence lattice agreement instance. Along with the Comparability property of each lattice agreement instance, we can obtain Comparability and Stability for the generalized lattice agreement problem. Details are given in correctness proof section.

In GLAΔ, the sequence number assigned for lattice agreement instances starts from 0 and increase by 1 when a new lattice agreement instance is created. Each process keeps an integer \( s \), which is the next available sequence number. Since different processes might be executing lattice agreement instance with different sequence number, \( \maxSeq \) is used to record the largest sequence number known by a process. \( \text{buffVal} \) stores all the commands received which need to be learned. \( LV \) denotes the mapping from a sequence number to its corresponding learned command set. \( \text{acceptVal} \) stores all commands received from all processes via proposal messages.

![Algorithm GLAΔ](image)

When a process receives a command \( v \) from a client, it invokes \( \text{ReceiveValue}(v) \) to include \( v \) into its buffer (\( \text{buffVal} \)).
Each process invokes the \textit{Agree()} procedure to start a new lattice agreement instance. This procedure is automatically executed when the guard condition is satisfied. Inside the \textit{Agree()} procedure, a process first updates its \textit{acceptVal} to be the join of current \textit{acceptVal} and \textit{buffVal}. Then, it starts a lattice agreement instance with the next available sequence number. The lattice agreement instance runs the $f + 1$ round-trips protocol in [17]. At each round of the lattice agreement, a process sends its current \textit{acceptVal} to all and waits for $n - f$ ACKs. If it receives any \textit{decide ACK}, it decides on the join of all \textit{decide} values. If it receives a majority of \textit{accept ACK}s, it decides on its current value. Otherwise, it updates its \textit{acceptVal} to be the join of all received values and starts next round. When a process receives a proposal from some other process, if the proposal is associated with a smaller sequence number, then it sends \textit{decide ACK}s back with its decided value for that sequence number and includes the received value into its own buffer set. Otherwise, it waits until its current sequence number to reach the sequence number associated with the proposal. Then, it checks whether the proposed value contains its current \textit{acceptVal}. If true, the process sends back a \textit{accept ACK}. Otherwise, it sends back a \textit{reject ACK} along with its current \textit{acceptVal}. When a process completes lattice agreement for sequence number $s$, it stores learned values in \textit{LV}[s] and removes all learned values for sequence number $s - 1$.

Now we explain the our proposed improvements in detail.

4.1 Truncate the Accept Command Set

Let us first look at the challenges of directly applying the GLA protocol in [17] or the one in [6] to implement a linearizable RSM. In a RSM, each input value is a command from a client. Thus, the input lattice is a finite boolean lattice formed by the set of all possible commands. The order in this lattice is defined by the set inclusion, and the join is defined as the union of two sets. This boolean input lattice poses a challenge for both the algorithms in [6] and [17]. In these algorithms, for each process there is an accept command set (\textit{acceptVal}), which stores the join of whatever value the process has accepted. Now since the join is defined as union in the RSM setting, this set keeps increasing. For example, in the original algorithm given in [17], it does not include the line marked as $\Delta_1$. Suppose, we have three processes $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ which handles commands from clients. Suppose $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ first receive commands $\{a\}$, $\{b\}$ and $\{c\}$, respectively. They start the lattice agreement instance with the sequence number 0 and learn $\{a\}$, $\{a, b\}$ and $\{a, b, c\}$ respectively for the sequence number 0. After that, $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ receive $\{d\}$, $\{e\}$, and $\{f\}$ as input, respectively. Now, they start a lattice agreement instance with the sequence number 1. In order to ensure \textit{Comparability} and \textit{Stability} of GLA, the accept command set for sequence number 1 have to include the largest learned value of sequence 0, which is $\{a, b, c\}$, although each process only proposes a single command. Therefore, the accept command set keeps increasing. This problem makes applying lattice agreement to implement a linearizable RSM impractical.

To tackle the above problem, we need to truncate the accept command set. A naive way is to remove all learned commands in the accept command set when proposing for the next available sequence number. This way does not work. Suppose we have two processes: $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$. They propose $\{a\}$, $\{b\}$ and $\{c\}$, respectively for sequence number 0. After execution of lattice agreement for sequence number 0, suppose $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ both have learned value set and accept command set to be $\{a\}$, $\{a, b, c\}$, and $\{a, b, c\}$, respectively. It is easy to verify this case is possible for an execution of lattice agreement. When completing sequence number 0, all processes remove learned value set for sequence number 0 from their accept command set. Thus, the accept command set of all the three processes becomes to be empty. Now, suppose $p_1$, $p_2$ and $p_3$ start to propose for sequence number 1 with new
commands \(\{d\}, \{e\}\) and \(\{f\}\). Since the accept command sets of \(p_2\) and \(p_3\) do not contain value \(\{b\}\) and \(\{c\}\), \(p_1\) will never be able to learn \(\{b\}\) and \(\{c\}\). Thus, learned command set of \(p_1\) for sequence 1 and the learned command set of \(p_2\) and \(p_3\) for sequence 0 are incomparable. Instead of removing all learned commands from the accept command set, we propose to remove all learned commands for the sequence numbers smaller than the largest learned sequence number from the accepted command set. In order to achieve this, the line marked by \(\Delta_1\) in the pseudocode is added, compared to the original algorithm in [17]. In this line, after a process has learned a value set for sequence number \(s\), it removes the learned value set corresponding to sequence number \(s-1\) from its accept command set.

4.2 Remove Forwarding

In both the algorithms of [6] and [17], a process has to forward all commands it receives to all other processes to ensure liveness. This forwarding results in load that is multiplied many fold, since many processes may propose the same request. In [17], this forwarding is to ensure that the commands proposed by slow processes can also be learned. However, for the fast processes, there is no need to forward their requests to others because they can learn requests quickly. Therefore, instead of forwarding every request to all servers, we require that when a process receives some proposal with a smaller sequence number than its current sequence number, it sends back a \texttt{decide} message and also includes the received proposal value into its buffer set. These values will be proposed by the server in its next sequence number. In this way, only when a process is slow, its value will be proposed by the fast processes. This change is shown as addition of the line marked by \(\Delta_2\).

4.3 Proof of Correctness

Let us prove the correctness of \(\text{GLA}_\Delta\). Although we only have two primary changes compared to the algorithm in [17], the correctness proof is quite different due to the modification marked by \(\Delta_1\). Let \(LV_p[s]\) denote the learned value of process \(p\) for sequence number \(s\). Let \(LearnedVal_p^s\) denote all the learned values of process \(p\) after completing lattice agreement for sequence number \(s\). Thus, \(LearnedVal_p^s = \cup\{LV_p[t] : t \in [0...s]\}\). Due to the page limit, we put the proof for Lemma 7-9 in the full paper [16].

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textbf{Lemma 7.} For any sequence number \(s\), \(LV_p[s]\) is comparable with \(LV_q[s]\) for any two processes \(p\) and \(q\).
  \item \textbf{Lemma 8.} For any sequence number \(s\), \(LearnedVal_p^s \subseteq LearnedVal_q^{s+1}\) for any two correct processes \(p\) and \(q\).
  \item \textbf{Lemma 9.} For any sequence number \(s\) and \(s'\), \(LearnedVal_p^s\) and \(LearnedVal_q^{s'}\) are comparable for any two correct processes \(p\) and \(q\).
  \item \textbf{Theorem 10.} Algorithm \(\text{GLA}_\Delta\) solves the generalized lattice agreement problem when a majority of processes is correct.
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Proof.} Validity holds since any learned value is the join of a subset of values received. Stability follows from Lemma 8. Comparability follows from Lemma 9. Liveness follows from the termination of lattice agreement.
5 LaRSM vs Paxos

In this section, we compare LaRSM and Paxos from both theoretical and engineering perspective. Table 1 shows the theoretical perspective. The main difference between Paxos and LaRSM lies in their termination guarantee. In the worst case, Paxos may not terminate (∞ message delays), though very unlikely. Whereas, LaRSM always guarantee termination in at most $O(\log f)$ message delays. This difference is because Paxos is consensus based and LaRSM is lattice agreement based. In the best case, both Paxos and LaRSM need three message delays. One limitation of LaRSM is that it is only applicable to UQ state machines.

For engineering perspective, Paxos is typically deployed with only one single proposer (leader) due to its non-termination. Only the leader can handle handle requests from clients. Thus, in a typical deployment the leader becomes the bottleneck, i.e., the throughput of the system is limited by the leader’s resources. Besides, the unbalanced communication pattern limits the utilization of bandwidth available in all of the network links connecting the servers. In LaRSM, however, there could be multiple proposers since termination is guaranteed, which can simultaneously handle requests from clients and may yield better throughput. In the failure case, a new leader needs to be elected in Paxos and there could be multiple leaders in the system. During this time, Paxos generally takes longer to terminate because of conflicting proposals. However, a failure of a replica in LaRSM has limited impact on the whole system. This is because other replicas can still handle requests from clients as long as less than a majority of replicas has failed.

Table 1 Paxos vs LaRSM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Properties</th>
<th>Paxos</th>
<th>LaRSM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Consistency</td>
<td>Linearizability</td>
<td>Linearizability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underlying Protocol</td>
<td>Consensus</td>
<td>Lattice Agreement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best Case #Message Delays</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worse Case #Message Delays</td>
<td>∞</td>
<td>$O(\log f)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Applicable to All Sate Machines</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Only UQ State Machines</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the performance of LaRSM and compare with SPaxos. To implement LaRSM, we also propose some practical optimizations for the procedure proposed in [6] to implement a RSM by combining CRDT and a generalized lattice agreement protocol, which can be found in the full paper [16].

Although the lattice agreement protocol proposed in this paper has round complexity of $O(\log f)$, it has a large constant, which is only advantageous when the number of replicas is large. In practical cases, the number of replicas is usually small, often 3 to 5 nodes. Thus, we adopt the lattice agreement protocol from [17] which runs in $f + 1$ asynchronous round-trips in our implementation. In order to evaluate LaRSM, we implemented a simple RSM which stores a Java hash map data structure. We implement the hash map date structure to be a CRDT by assigning a timestamp to each update operation and maintain the last writer wins semantics. We measure the performance of SPaxos and our implementation in the following three perspectives: performance in the normal case (no crash failure), performance in failure case, and performance under different work loads.
All experiments are performed on Amazon’s EC2 micro instances, which have variable ECUs (EC2 Compute Unit), 1 vCPUs, 1 GBytes memory, and low to moderate network performance. All servers run Ubuntu Server 16.04 LTS (HVM) and the socket buffer sizes are equal to 16 MBytes. All experiments are performed in a LAN environment with all processes distributed among the following three availability zones: US-West-2a, US-West-2b and US-West-2c.

The keys and values of the map are string type. We limit the range of keys to be within 0 to 1000. Two operations are supported: update and get. The update operation changes the value of a specific key. The get operation returns the value for a specific key. A client execute one request per time and starts executing next request when it completes the current one. The request size is 20 bytes. For each request, the server returns a response to indicates its completion. In order to compare with SPaxos, we set its crash model to be CrashStop. In this model, SPaxos would not write records into stable storage. In SPaxos, batching and pipelining are implemented to increase the performance of Paxos. There are some parameters related to those two modules: the batch size, batch waiting timeout and the window size. The batch size controls how many requests the batcher needs to wait before starting proposing for a batch. The batch waiting timeout controls the maximum time the batch can wait for a batch. The window size is the maximum number of parallel proposals ongoing. We set the batch size to be 64KB, which is the largest message size in a typical system. We set the batch timeout according to the number of clients from 0 to 10 at most. The window size is set to 2 because we found that increasing the window size further does not improve the performance in our evaluation.

6.1 Performance in Normal Case

In this experiment, we build a RSM system with three instances. We measure the throughput of the system and latency of operations while increasing the number of clients. The load from the clients are composed of 50% writes and 50% reads. The left part of Fig. 4 shows the throughput of SPaxos and LaRSM. The throughput is measured by the number of requests handled per second by the system. The latency is the average time in milliseconds taken by the clients to complete execution of a request. We can see from Fig. 4, as we increase the number of clients, the throughput of both SPaxos and LaRSM increases until there are around 1000 clients. At that point, the system reaches its maximum handling capability. If we further increase the clients number, the throughput of both LaRSM and SPaxos does not change in a certain range and begins to decrease. This is because both systems do not limit the number of connections from the client side. A large number of clients connection results in large burden on IO, decreasing the system performance. Comparing SPaxos and LaRSM, we can see that LaRSM always has better throughput than SPaxos.

The right part of Fig. 4 shows the latency of LaRSM and SPaxos. In both LaRSM and SPaxos, read and write perform the same procedure, thus their latency should be similar. So, in our evaluation, we just use operation latency. From Fig. 4, we find that operation latency of LaRSM keeps increasing. As we increase the number of clients, the latency of SPaxos decreases first up to some point and then begins to increase. This performance is because the latency is the average response time of all clients and SPaxos has a batching module which batches multiple requests from different clients to propose in a single proposal. Thus, initially when there are very few clients, they can only propose a small number of requests in a single proposal, which makes the latency relatively higher. While the number of clients increases, more requests can be proposed in one single batch, thus the average latency for one client decreases. If the number of clients increases further, the handling capability limit...
Figure 4 Throughput and latency of LaRSM and SPaxos with increasing number of clients.

of the system increases the operation latency. Comparing SPaxos and LaRSM, we find that the latency of LaRSM is always around 5ms smaller.

Figure 5 Throughput in Case of Failure.

Figure 6 Latency in Case of Failure.

6.2 Performance in Failure Case

In this section, we evaluate the performance of both LaRSM and SPaxos in the case of failure. In this experiment, the RSM system is composed of five replicas. There are 100 clients that keep issuing requests to the system. In LaRSM, since all replicas perform the same role and can handle requests from the clients concurrently. Thus, for loading balancing, each client randomly selects a replica to connect. Each client has a timeout, unlike SPaxos, this timeout is typically small. Timeout on an operation does not necessarily mean failure of the connected replica. It might also be due to an overload of the replica. In this case, the client randomly chooses another replica to connect. However, in SPaxos, the timeout set for a client is usually used to suspect the leader. That is, when an operation times out, most likely the leader has failed. Thus, the timeout in SPaxos is typically large.

We run the simulation for 40 seconds. The first 10 seconds is for the system to warm up, so we do not record the throughput and latency data. A crash failure is triggered at 25th second after the start of the system. For LaRSM, we randomly shut down one replica since
all replicas are performing the same role. For SPaxos, we shut down the leader, since crash of a follower does not have much impact on the system. Figure 5 shows the throughput of both LaRSM and SPaxos. Figure 6 shows the latency change. From Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, for LaRSM we can see that when the failure occurs, the throughput drops sharply from around 20K requests/sec to around 15K requests/sec, but not to 0. However, the throughput of SPaxos drops to 0 when leader fails. The latency of LaRSM only increases slightly, whereas the latency of SPaxos goes to infinity (Note that in the figure it is shown as around 500ms). This is because when leader fails, SPaxos stops ordering requests, thus no requests are handled by the system. For LaRSM, the clients which are connected to the failed replica, timeout on their current requests and then randomly connect to another replica. As discussed before, this timeout is usually much smaller than the timeout for suspecting a failure in SPaxos. Thus, the latency of a client in LaRSM only increases by a small amount. After the failure, the throughput of LaRSM remains around 16K requests/sec, which is because now there is one less replica in the system and the handling capability of the system decreases. For SPaxos, after a new leader is selected, the throughput increases to be a level slightly smaller than the throughput before the failure and the latency also decreases to be slightly higher than the latency before the failure. We also find that even though the throughput of LaRSM drops when a failure occurs, it still has better throughput than SPaxos, which indicates the better performance of LaRSM.

6.3 Performance under Different Loads

In this part, we evaluate the performance of LaRSM on different types of work loads. This evaluation is done in a system of three replicas with 500 clients that keep issuing requests. We measure the throughput and latency as we increase the ratio of reads in a work load. The left part and right part of Fig. 7 give the throughput and latency change, respectively. It is shown in Fig. 7 that as the ratio of reads increases in a work load, the throughput of the system increases and the operation latency decreases. This confirms our optimization for the procedure to implement a linearizable RSM. As the reads ratio increases, the writes ratio decreases. Note that in a lattice agreement instance the input lattice is formed only by all the writes. When the number of writes is small, the proposal command set would be small and the message size would be small as well. Thus, the system can complete a lattice agreement instance faster. This shows that the performance LaRSM is even better for settings with fewer writes.
7 Conclusion

In this paper, we first give an algorithm to solve the lattice agreement problem in $O(\log f)$ rounds asynchronous rounds, which is an exponential improvement compared to previous $O(f)$ upper bound. We also give some optimizations for the GLA protocols proposed in literature. Evaluation results show that using lattice agreement to build a linearizable RSM has better performance than conventional consensus based RSM technique. Specifically, our implementation yields around 1.3x times throughput than SPaxos and incurs smaller latency in normal case.
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Abstract

We consider Byzantine consensus in a synchronous system where nodes are connected by a network modeled as a directed graph, i.e., communication links between neighboring nodes are not necessarily bi-directional. The directed graph model is motivated by wireless networks wherein asymmetric communication links can occur. In the classical point-to-point communication model, a message sent on a communication link is private between the two nodes on the link. This allows a Byzantine faulty node to equivocate, i.e., send inconsistent information to its neighbors. This paper considers the local broadcast model of communication, wherein transmission by a node is received identically by all of its outgoing neighbors, effectively depriving the faulty nodes of the ability to equivocate.

Prior work has obtained sufficient and necessary conditions on undirected graphs to be able to achieve Byzantine consensus under the local broadcast model. In this paper, we obtain tight conditions on directed graphs to be able to achieve Byzantine consensus with binary inputs under the local broadcast model. The results obtained in the paper provide insights into the trade-off between directionality of communication links and the ability to achieve consensus.
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1 Introduction

Byzantine consensus [22] is a classical problem in distributed computing. We consider a synchronous system consisting of \( n \) nodes, each with a binary input. The objective is for the nodes to reach consensus in the presence of up to \( f \) Byzantine faulty nodes. The nodes are connected by a communication network represented by a graph. In the classical point-to-point communication model, a message sent by a node to one of its neighboring nodes is received only by that node. This allows a Byzantine faulty node to send inconsistent messages to its neighbors without the inconsistency being observed by the neighbors. For instance, a faulty node \( u \) may report to neighbor \( v \) that its input is 0, whereas report to neighbor \( w \) that its input is 1. Node \( v \) will not hear the message sent by node \( u \) to node \( w \). This ability of a faulty
node to send conflicting information on different communication links is called equivocation [4]. The problem of Byzantine consensus with equivocation in point-to-point networks is well-studied [2, 7, 17, 20, 22]. In undirected graphs, it is known that \( n > 3f \) and connectivity \( \geq 2f + 1 \) are necessary and sufficient conditions to achieve Byzantine consensus [7].

This paper considers the local broadcast model of communication [3, 15]. In this model, a message sent by a node is received identically by all neighbors of that node. This allows the neighbors of a faulty node to detect its attempts to equivocate, effectively depriving the faulty node of the ability to send conflicting information to its neighbors. In the example above, in the local broadcast model, if node \( u \) attempts to send different input values to different neighbors, the neighbors will receive all the messages, and can detect the inconsistency. Recent work has shown that this ability to detect equivocation reduces network requirements for Byzantine consensus in undirected graphs. In particular, for the local broadcast model, recent work [13, 21] has identified that the following two conditions are both necessary and sufficient for Byzantine consensus in undirected graphs: network connectivity \( \geq \lceil 3f/2 \rceil + 1 \) and minimum node degree \( \geq 2f \).

In this paper, we study Byzantine consensus in directed graphs under the local broadcast model. The directed graph model is motivated by wireless networks wherein asymmetric links may occur. Thus, the communication links between neighboring nodes are not necessarily bi-directional. Under local broadcast, when some node \( u \) transmits a message, it is received identically by all of \( u \)'s outgoing neighbors (i.e., by nodes to whom there are outgoing links from node \( u \)). The results obtained in the paper provide insights into the trade-off between directionality of communication links and the ability to achieve consensus.

This paper makes two main contributions:

1. **Necessity:** In Section 5, we identify a necessary condition for directed graphs to solve Byzantine consensus. The proof is via a state machine based approach [2, 7, 8]. However, the communication by faulty nodes must follow the local broadcast model which restricts their behavior. The directed nature of the graph also adds to the difficulty. We handle this complexity via non-trivial arguments to show the desired result.

2. **Sufficiency:** In Section 6, we constructively show that the necessary condition is also sufficient by presenting a Byzantine consensus algorithm along with its proof of correctness. The key challenge for directed graphs is that communication may only exist in one direction between some pairs of nodes. Hence, it is not straightforward to adapt the prior algorithm [13] on undirected graphs. More specifically, in undirected graphs, each node has some path(s) to each of the other nodes.\(^1\) Prior algorithm by Khan et. al. [13] utilizes this property to solve Byzantine consensus in undirected graphs under local broadcast. In the directed case, this property is not guaranteed due to the directionality of communication. We prove some non-trivial properties (Section 6.2) implied by the tight condition identified in this paper. This allows us to achieve consensus in a unique “source component” and then propagate that decision to the rest of the graph.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in Section 2. Section 3 formalizes the setting and introduces notation. Our main result is presented in Section 4. Necessity of the identified tight condition is shown in Section 5 while sufficiency is shown in Section 6. We summarize in Section 7.

\(^1\) In undirected graphs, consensus is not possible if graph is not connected.
2 Related Work

Byzantine consensus is a well-studied problem [2, 7, 17, 20, 22] with tight conditions known for complete graphs [22], undirected graphs [7], and directed graphs [26] under the point-to-point communication model. For brevity, we focus here on related work that restricts equivocation by faulty nodes.

Rabin and Ben-Or [23] considered complete graphs with global broadcast under synchronous communication, while Clement et. al. [5] looked at non-equivocation in complete graphs under asynchronous communication. Amitanand et. al. [1] restricted equivocation by faulty nodes by partitioning, for each faulty node \( w \), the remaining graph such that a message sent by \( w \) to any node is received identically by all nodes in the corresponding partition. However, the underlying graph in [1] is complete while we consider arbitrary directed graphs. Several works [9, 12, 24] have used undirected hypergraphs to model partial broadcast for the Byzantine consensus problem. In this model, a message sent on an hyperedge is received identically by all nodes in the hyperedge. The closest work to this paper is by Khan et. al. [13, 21], who obtained that minimum node degree \( \geq 2f \) and network connectivity \( \geq \lfloor 3f/2 \rfloor + 1 \) are tight conditions for Byzantine consensus in undirected graphs under the local broadcast model. Here, we consider arbitrary directed graphs under the local broadcast model.

Restricted equivocation has also been used to study related problems. [6, 11, 10, 29] looked at reliability and privacy on partial broadcast networks. [3, 15, 16] have investigated the Byzantine broadcast problem under local broadcast on both undirected and directed graphs. In Byzantine broadcast, the goal is for a single source to transmit a binary value reliably throughout the network. We consider the Byzantine consensus problem, where the goal is for all nodes to agree on a common value.

Another line of work investigates iterative algorithms for approximate Byzantine consensus. In this problem, each node starts with a real value (or a vector of real values) and maintains a state variable. The updates are “memory less”, i.e., the update rules allow a state update in each round to depend only on the current state and the state values received from neighbors. This problem has been investigated under the classical point-to-point communication model on directed graphs by Tseng and Vaidya [25] and Vaidya et. al. [27, 28], under partial broadcast modeled via directed hypergraphs by Li et. al. [19], and under the local broadcast model on directed graphs by LeBlanc et. al. [18] as well as by Zhang and Sundaram [30]. The network conditions are different than the ones presented in this paper, since the algorithm structure is restricted (as summarized above) in these prior works.

3 System Model and Notation

We consider a synchronous system consisting of \( n \) nodes. The communication network connecting the nodes is represented by a directed graph \( G = (V, E) \), where \(|V| = n\). Each of the \( n \) nodes is represented by a vertex \( u \in V \). We interchangeably use the terms node and vertex. Every node in the graph knows the communication graph \( G \). Each directed edge \((u, v) \in E\) represents a FIFO link from \( u \) to \( v \). When a message \( m \) sent by node \( u \) on edge \((u, v)\) is received by node \( v \), node \( v \) knows that the message \( m \) was sent by node \( u \). This assumption is implicit in the previous related work as well. We assume the local broadcast model of communication wherein a message sent by any node \( u \) is received identically and correctly by each node \( v \) such that \((u, v) \in E\).

A Byzantine faulty node may exhibit arbitrary behavior; however, its communication is still governed by the local broadcast model. We consider the Byzantine consensus problem.
Each node starts with a binary input and must output a binary value. There are at most $f > 0$ Byzantine faulty nodes in the system. The output at each node must satisfy the following conditions.

1. **Agreement:** All non-faulty nodes must output the same value.
2. **Validity:** The output of each non-faulty node must be an input of some non-faulty node.
3. **Termination:** All non-faulty nodes must decide on their output in finite time.

**Neighborhood:** If $(u, v) \in E$, then $u$ is an in-neighbor of $v$ and $v$ is an out-neighbor of $u$.

The in-neighborhood of a node $v$ is the set of all in-neighbors of $v$, i.e., $\{u \mid (u, v) \in E\}$. Similarly, the out-neighborhood of a node $v$ is the set of all out-neighbors of $v$, i.e., $\{u \mid (v, u) \in E\}$. In graph $G$, for node sets $A$ and $B$, we define in-neighborhood of set $B$ in set $A$, denoted $\Gamma_G(A, B)$, as the set of in-neighbors of nodes in $B$ that are in set $A$. That is, $\Gamma_G(A, B) = \{u \in A \mid \exists v \in B \text{ s.t. } (u, v) \in E(G)\}$. Note that $E(G)$ denotes the set of edges in graph $G$.

We will use the above definition for different graphs, hence the subscript $G$ above is important. We may drop the subscript $G$ when it is clear from the context.

We will say that $A \rightarrow_G B$ if $|\Gamma_G(A, B)| > f$. Here as well, we may drop the subscript $G$ when it is clear from the context.

**Paths in graph $G$:** A path is a sequence of distinct nodes such that if $u$ precedes $v$ in the sequence, then $u$ is an in-neighbor of $v$ in $G$ (i.e., $(u, v)$ is an edge).

- For two nodes $u$ and $v$, a $uv$-path $P_{uv}$ is a path from $u$ to $v$. $u$ is called the source and $v$ the terminal of $P_{uv}$. Any other node in the path is called an internal node of $P_{uv}$. Two $uv$-paths are node-disjoint if they do not share a common internal node.
- For a set $U \subseteq V$ and a node $v \notin U$, a $Uv$-path is a $uv$-path for some node $u \in U$.

All $Uv$-paths have $v$ as the terminal. Two $Uv$-paths are node-disjoint if they do not have any nodes in common except terminal node $v$. In particular, two node-disjoint $Uv$-paths have different source nodes.

A path is said to exclude a set of nodes $X \subset V$ if no internal node of the path belongs to $X$; however, its source and terminal nodes may potentially belong to $X$. A path is said to be fault-free if none of its internal nodes are faulty. In other words, a path is fault-free if it excludes the set of faulty nodes. Note that a fault-free path may have a faulty node as either source or terminal.

We use the notation $A \sim_X B$ if, for every node $u \in B$, there exist at least $f + 1$ node-disjoint $Au$-paths in $G$ that exclude $X$, i.e., there exist $f + 1$ node-disjoint $Au$-paths that have only $u$ in common and none of them contain any internal node from the set $X$. We may omit the subscript $G$ when it is clear from the context.

With a slight abuse of terminology, we allow a partition of a set to have empty parts. That is, $(Z_1, \ldots, Z_k)$ is a partition of a set $Y$ if $\bigcup_{i=1}^k Z_i = Y$ and $Z_i \cap Z_j = \emptyset$ for all $i \neq j$, but some $Z_i$’s can be possibly empty.

- $G[U]$ is the subgraph induced by the nodes in $U$.
- $G_{-U}$ is the graph obtained from $G$ by removing all edges $(v, u)$ such that $u \in U$, i.e., by removing all incoming edges to $U$. Observe that if $P$ is a path in $G_{-U}$, then $P$ is a path in $G$ that excludes $U$ and terminates in $V - U$. Conversely, if $P$ is a path in $G$ that excludes $U$ and terminates in $V - U$, then $P$ is a path in $G_{-U}$.

A directed graph $G$ is strongly connected if for each pair of nodes $u, v$, there is both a $uv$-path and a $vu$-path in $G$. A directed graph decomposition of $G$ is a partition of $G$ into
non-empty parts $H_1, \ldots, H_k$, where $k > 0$, and each $H_i$ is a maximal strongly connected subgraph of $G$ – each $H_i$ is assumed to be maximal in the sense that adding any nodes to $H_i$ will destroy its strong connectivity. Let $H$ be the graph obtained from the decomposition by contracting each $H_i$ into a node $c_i$, so that there is an edge $(c_i, c_j)$ in $H$ if there is an edge from a node in $H_i$ to a node in $H_j$ in $G$. Then, graph $H$ is acyclic. If a node $c_i$ has no in-neighbors, then $H_i$ is called a source component of the decomposition. Note that, since $H$ is acyclic, there is always at least one source component of a directed graph decomposition.

4 Main Results

The main result of this paper is a tight network condition for consensus in directed graphs under the local broadcast model. The following definition presents the condition and the accompanying theorem states the result.

▶ Definition 1. A directed graph $G$ satisfies condition SC with parameter $F$ if for every partition $(A, B)$ of $V$, where both $A - F$ and $B - F$ are non-empty, we have that either $A \xrightarrow{F} B - F$ or $B \xrightarrow{F} A - F$. We say that $G$ satisfies condition SC, if $G$ satisfies condition SC with parameter $F$ for every set $F \subseteq V$ of cardinality at most $f$.

▶ Theorem 2. Under the local broadcast model, Byzantine consensus tolerating at most $f$ Byzantine faulty nodes is achievable on a directed graph $G$ if and only if $G$ satisfies condition SC.

Proof. The proof follows from Theorems 4, 5, and 11 presented later.

Intuitively, the above condition requires that at least one of the two partitions $A$ and $B$ should have the ability to “propagate” its state to the other partition reliably. For the point-to-point communication model, Tseng and Vaidya [26] obtained an analogous network condition, which is that, for every partition $(A, B)$ of $V$ and a faulty set $F$, where both $A - F$ and $B - F$ are non-empty, either $A \xrightarrow{F} B - F$ or $B \xrightarrow{F} A - F$. In the point-to-point communication model a faulty node can equivocate. Thus, the condition in [26] does not allow nodes in set $F$ to be source nodes, and requires $A - F$ or $B - F$ to propagate its state to the non-faulty nodes in the other partition. On the other hand, as discussed earlier, local broadcast effectively removes a faulty node’s ability to equivocate. Therefore, the condition in Definition 1 allows a node in set $F$ to be a source node in the propagation paths, but does not allow nodes in $F$ to be internal nodes on such paths.

Even though the conditions for point-to-point communication [26] and local broadcast seem similar, the algorithm in [26] is not immediately adaptable to the local broadcast model. One key challenge is that while non-equivocation provided by local broadcast prevents a faulty node from sending conflicting messages in one round, it does not directly stop a faulty node from lying inconsistently across rounds, even to the same neighbor. We discuss this at the end of Section 6.1.

We prove necessity of condition SC via a state machine based approach [2, 7, 8] similar to the proofs of necessity in [13, 26]. However, care must be taken to ensure that we do not break the local broadcast property. The formal proof is given in the full version of the paper [14] – since it is somewhat difficult. In Section 5, we provide an intuitive sketch of the proof. The sufficiency is proved constructively. In Section 6, we present an algorithm to achieve consensus when the communication graph satisfies condition SC, accompanied by a proof of correctness.

2 Recall that, in a uv-path, $u$ is the source node and $v$ is the terminal.
5 \hspace{1em} \textbf{Necessity}

In this section, we show that condition SC (Definition 1) is necessary for consensus. We first present another property, condition NC. This condition is equivalent to condition SC, as stated in the next theorem, and we will use it to prove necessity in Theorem 5. Recall that we use \( A \rightarrow_G B \) to denote \( |\Gamma_G(A, B)| > f \) (subscript \( G \) is dropped when clear from context).

\begin{definition}
A directed graph \( G \) satisfies condition NC with parameter \( f \) if for every partition \((L, C, R)\) of \( V \), where both \( L - F \) and \( R - F \) are non-empty, we have that either \( R \cup C \rightarrow_G L - F \) or \( L \cup C \rightarrow_G R - F \). We say that \( G \) satisfies condition NC, if \( G \) satisfies condition NC with parameter \( f \) for every set \( F \subseteq V \) of cardinality at most \( f \).
\end{definition}

\begin{theorem}
A directed graph \( G \) satisfies condition NC if and only if \( G \) satisfies condition SC.
\end{theorem}

A formal proof of Theorem 4 appears in the full paper [14]. The following theorem states that condition NC is necessary for consensus. Since condition NC and condition SC are equivalent, as a corollary we get the necessity part of Theorem 2.

\begin{theorem}
If there exists a Byzantine consensus algorithm under the local broadcast model on a directed graph \( G \) tolerating at most \( f \) Byzantine faulty nodes, then \( G \) satisfies condition NC.
\end{theorem}

As mentioned earlier, the formal proof of this theorem is given in the full paper [14]. Here we give a sketch of the proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that there exists an algorithm that solves Byzantine consensus under the local broadcast model on a graph \( G \) which does not satisfy condition NC. Then there exists a set \( F \) of cardinality at most \( f \) and a partition \((L, C, R)\) of \( G \), where both \( L - F \) and \( R - F \) are non-empty, such that \( R \cup C \not\rightarrow L - F \) and \( L \cup C \not\rightarrow R - F \). We create three executions \( E_1, E_2, \) and \( E_3 \) using the algorithm as follows.

\begin{itemize}
\item \( E_1 \): \( \Gamma(R \cup C, L - F) \), the in-neighborhood of \( L - F \) in \( R \cup C \), is the faulty set. We partition the faulty set into two parts: the in-neighborhood of \( L - F \) in \( R - F \) and \( C \), \( \Gamma((R - F) \cup C, L - F) \), and the in-neighborhood of \( L - F \) in \( R \cap F \), \( \Gamma(R \cap F, L - F) \). Both these sets have different behavior. In each round, a faulty node in \( \Gamma((R - F) \cup C, L - F) \) broadcasts the same messages as the corresponding non-faulty node in \( E_3 \), while a faulty node in \( \Gamma(R \cap F, L - F) \) broadcasts the same messages as the corresponding non-faulty node in \( E_2 \). All non-faulty nodes have input 0. So by validity, all non-faulty nodes decide on output 0 in finite time.
\item \( E_2 \): \( \Gamma(L \cup C, R - F) \), the in-neighborhood of \( R - F \) in \( L \cup C \), is the faulty set. We partition the faulty set into two parts: the in-neighborhood of \( R - F \) in \( L - F \) and \( C \), \( \Gamma((L - F) \cup C, R - F) \), and the in-neighborhood of \( R - F \) in \( L \cap F \), \( \Gamma(L \cap F, R - F) \). Both these sets have different behavior. In each round, a faulty node in \( \Gamma((L - F) \cup C, R - F) \) broadcasts the same messages as the corresponding non-faulty node in \( E_3 \), while a faulty node in \( \Gamma(L \cap F, R - F) \) broadcasts the same messages as the corresponding non-faulty node in \( E_1 \). All non-faulty nodes have input 1. So by validity, all non-faulty nodes decide on output 1 in finite time.
\item \( E_3 \): \( F \cap (L \cup R) \) is the faulty set. We partition the faulty set into two parts: \( F \cap L \) and \( F \cap R \). Both these sets have different behavior. In each round, a faulty node in \( F \cap L \) broadcasts the same messages as the corresponding non-faulty node in \( E_1 \), while a faulty node in \( F \cap R \) broadcasts the same messages as the corresponding non-faulty node in...
In the full paper [14] we make the above description of the three executions precise. For the simple case when $C = \emptyset$, Figure 1 depicts the faulty nodes in the three executions.

To see the output of non-faulty nodes in $E_3$, note that non-faulty nodes in $L - F$ receive the same messages in each round, from their in-neighbors, as the corresponding nodes in $E_1$. They also have the same input, 0, so they decide on the same output in both the executions, i.e., 0. Similarly, the non-faulty nodes in $R - F$ receive the same messages in each round, from their in-neighbors, as the corresponding nodes in $E_2$. They also have the same input, 1, so they decide on the same output in both the executions, i.e., 1. Since both $L - F$ and $R - F$ are non-empty, this violates agreement, a contradiction.

6 Sufficiency

In this section, we constructively prove the sufficiency portion of Theorem 2. Together with the necessity result shown in Theorem 5, we have that this result is tight. We present a Byzantine consensus algorithm in Section 6.1. The algorithm utilizes some non-trivial graph properties implied by condition SC. We show these in Section 6.2. In Section 6.3, we give a proof of correctness of the algorithm, assuming that the graph $G$ satisfies condition SC.

6.1 Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents pseudocode for the proposed algorithm. Each node $v \in V$ maintains a local state variable named $\gamma_v$. At the beginning of the algorithm, this is initialized to equal node $v$’s binary input. $\gamma_v$ is modified during the execution of the algorithm. The output of each node $v$ is the value of its state variable $\gamma_v$ at the end of the algorithm. The algorithm execution is viewed as being divided into phases, each phase consisting of one iteration of the for loop in the pseudocode. Each phase has an associated distinct subset $F \subseteq V$ of cardinality at most $f$.

The algorithm draws inspiration from the strategy used in the algorithms in [13] and [26]. However, the details are significantly different, which we discuss at the end of this section. In particular, each phase (i.e., each iteration of the for loop) in the algorithm considers a candidate faulty set $F$, and the nodes attempt to reach consensus by the end of that phase.
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assuming that $F$ is indeed the set of all the faulty nodes. Let $F^*$ denote the set of nodes that are actually faulty in a given execution of the algorithm. Then each node updates its state variable in such a manner so that

(i) when $F = F^*$, the state variable at all non-faulty nodes is identical at the end of this phase, i.e., all non-faulty nodes reach consensus in this phase (Lemma 12), and

(ii) when $F \neq F^*$, the value of the state variable at a non-faulty node at the end of the phase equals the state of some non-faulty node at the start of the phase (Lemma 13).

The first objective ensures that the nodes reach agreement. The second inductively implies that this agreement, once achieved, is not lost, as well as that the nodes decide on an input of some non-faulty node, i.e., validity. Termination follows from the fact that there are only a finite number of executions.

We now discuss the steps performed by each node $v$ in a given phase. Some of the steps of the algorithm are based on those in [13] and are explained here again for completeness.

Graph decomposition: In step (a) of a given phase, each node performs a directed graph decomposition on $G - F$. Recall that we assume that each node knows the topology of graph $G$, so each node can perform this step locally. Since $G$ satisfies condition SC with parameter $F$, it turns out that $G - F$ has a unique source component $S$ (Lemma 6).

The rest of the steps in the phase are aimed at nodes in $S$ attempting to agree on some common value, and then propagating that value to the rest of the graph.

Flooding: In Step (b), nodes in $S$ and their in-neighbors in $F, \Gamma(F, S)$, flood the value of their $\gamma$ state variables. The “flooding” procedure used here is analogous to that in [13] for undirected graphs. Without much modification, it can be adapted for directed graphs. This procedure is presented in the full version of the paper [14].

Consider a node $u \in S \cup \Gamma(F, S)$. In the flooding procedure, $u$ attempts to transmit its state variable to every node $v$ such that there exists a $uv$-path in $G$. At the end of the flooding procedure, for each such node $v$ and a $uv$-path $P_{uv}$, $v$ will have received a binary value $b$ along $P_{uv}$. If $P_{uv}$ is fault-free, then $b = \gamma_u$, the state variable of $u$. However, if $P_{uv}$ is not fault-free, then an intermediary faulty node may tamper with the messages, so it is possible that $b \neq \gamma_u$.

Consensus in the source component $S$: Next, using steps (c) and (d), the nodes in the unique source component try to reach consensus. Based on the values flooded by each node, set $S \cup \Gamma(F, S)$ can be partitioned into nodes that flooded 0, namely set $Z$, and nodes that flooded 1, namely set $N$. In step (c), node $v$ attempts to estimate the sets $Z$ and $N$ using the values received on paths excluding $F$, i.e., ignoring paths that have nodes from $F$ as intermediaries. When $F \neq F^*$, faulty nodes may tamper the messages and $v$ may incorrectly categorize some nodes. However, when $F = F^*$, all non-faulty nodes correctly determine $Z$ and $N$.

In particular, in step (c), each node $v \in S$ partitions $S \cup \Gamma(F, S)$ as follows. Recall that a path is said to exclude set $F$ if none of its internal nodes are in $F$. For each $u \in S \cup \Gamma(F, S)$, node $v$ chooses an arbitrary $uv$-path $P_{uv}$ that excludes $F$. It can be shown (Lemma 8) that such a path always exists. For the purpose of step (c), node $v$ is deemed to have received its own $\gamma_v$ value along path $P_{uv}$ (containing only node $v$). In step (c), as shown in the pseudo-code, node $v$ partitions $S \cup \Gamma(F, S)$ into sets $Z_v$ and $N_v$, its estimates of sets $Z$ and $N$, based on values received along the above paths.

Step (d) specifies the rules for updating $\gamma_v$ value. $\gamma_v$ is not necessarily updated in each phase. If $F = F^*$, then all nodes in $S$ will have the same $\gamma_v$ value after this step (Lemma 12). That is, in the phase in which $F = F^*$, the nodes in $S$ achieve consensus in step (d).
Algorithm 1 Proposed algorithm for Byzantine consensus under the local broadcast model in directed graphs: Steps performed by node $v$ are shown here.

Each node $v$ has a binary input value in $\{0,1\}$ and maintains a binary state $\gamma_v \in \{0,1\}$.

**Initialization:** $\gamma_v :=$ input value of node $v$.

For each $F \subseteq V$ such that $|F| \leq f$ do

**Step (a):** Perform directed graph decomposition on $G - F$. Let $S$ be the unique source component (Lemma 6).

**Step (b):** If $v \in S \cup \Gamma(F,S)$, then flood value $\gamma_v$ (the steps taken to achieve flooding are described in the full paper [14]).

**Step (c):** If $v \in S$, for each node $u \in S \cup \Gamma(F,S)$, identify a single $uv$-path $P_{uv}$ that excludes $F$. Let,

$Z_v := \{ u \in S \cup \Gamma(F,S) \mid v$ received value 0 from $u$ along $P_{uv}$ in step (b) $\}$,

$N_v := S \cup \Gamma(F,S) - Z_v$.

**Step (d):** If both $Z_v - F$ and $N_v - F$ are non-empty, then

If $Z_v \to F = N_v - F$,

then set $A_v := Z_v$ and $B_v := N_v - F$,

else set $A_v := N_v$ and $B_v := Z_v - F$.

If $v \in B_v$ and $v$ received value $\delta \in \{0,1\}$, in step (b), identically along any $f+1$ node-disjoint $A_vv$-paths that exclude $F$, then set $\gamma_v := \delta$.

**Step (e):** If $v \in S$, then flood value $\gamma_v$.

**Step (f):** If $v \in V - S - F$ and $v$ received value $\delta \in \{0,1\}$, in step (e), identically along any $f+1$ node-disjoint $Sv$-paths that exclude $F$, then set $\gamma_v := \delta$.

end

Output $\gamma_v$.

Propagating decision to rest of the graph: Since we iterate over all possible faulty sets, in one phase of the algorithm, $F$ is correctly chosen to be exactly $F^*$, the set of actual faulty nodes. In this phase, nodes in $S$ will reach consensus by step (d). In steps (e) and (f), nodes in $S$ propagate their state to the rest of the graph. In particular, in step (e), nodes in $S$ flood their $\gamma_v$ value, as in step (b), while step (f) specifies the rules for nodes in $V - S - F$ to update their $\gamma_v$ state variable.

Output: After all the phases (i.e., all iterations of the for loop) are completed, the value of $\gamma_v$ is chosen as the output of node $v$.

As mentioned earlier, the proposed algorithm uses the same strategy as in [13] and [26] by iterating over all possible faulty sets. However, the steps performed in each iteration are significantly different than both.

The algorithm for directed graphs under point-to-point communication in [26] is not immediately adaptable to the local broadcast setting. One key challenge is that it requires nodes to send messages in multiple rounds in a single iteration of the main for loop. While non-equivocation provided by local broadcast prevents a faulty node from sending conflicting messages in one round, it does not directly stop a faulty node from lying inconsistently across rounds, even to the same neighbor. In our algorithm, when $F = F^*$, the faulty nodes are only allowed to flood their states once in the entire iteration, preventing them from lying inconsistently across rounds in this iteration.
On the other hand, the algorithm for undirected graphs under local broadcast [13] does indeed require each faulty node to send a single message for each iteration of the main for loop. However, in directed graphs, in contrast with the undirected setting, communication may only exist in one direction between some pairs of nodes. Our algorithm first achieves consensus in a unique source component and then propagates this to the rest of the graph. The existence of a unique source component or its ability to propagate its state to the rest of the graph is not immediately obvious. In the next section, we show that these and other non-trivial properties are guaranteed by condition SC, which our algorithm utilizes to solve consensus.

6.2 Graph Properties

Algorithm 1 relies on some non-trivial properties of graphs that satisfy condition SC. In this section, we prove these properties followed by the proof of correctness of the algorithm in Section 6.3. We first show that there is indeed a unique source component in the directed graph decomposition of $G - F$, performed in step (a) of each phase. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that there are two source components $S_1$ and $S_2$ of the decomposition. Note that, by construction, there are no edges into $S_1$ and $S_2$, except from $F$. By appropriately selecting sets $A$ and $B$, the only paths into $A$ (resp. $B$) are via $F$ and so are limited to at most $f$, violating condition SC with parameter $F$, a contradiction.

Lemma 6. For any choice of set $F$ in the algorithm the directed graph decomposition of $G - F$ has a unique source component.

Proof. Fix an arbitrary set $F$. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that $G - F$ has two source components $S_1$ and $S_2$. Let $C := V - S_1 - S_2$ be the rest of the nodes. We create a partition $(A, B)$ that violates the requirements of condition SC with parameter $F$ (Definition 1). Let $A := S_1$ and $B := S_2 \cup C = V - S_1$. First note that both $A - F = A_1$ and $B - F \supseteq S_2$ are non-empty.

Now, by construction, we have that $S_2$ has no incoming edges except from $F$. Therefore, $F$ is a cut set that separates $S_2$ from $S_1$, i.e., there are no paths from a node in $S_1$ to a node in $S_2$ in $G - F$. By Menger’s Theorem, there are at most $|F| \leq f$ node-disjoint paths in $G$ from $S_1 = A$ to any node in $S_2 \subseteq B - F$. Therefore, for any node $v \in S_2 \subseteq B - F$, there are at most $f$ node-disjoint $Av$-paths that exclude $F$, and so $A \not\rightarrow_G B - F$. Similarly, by construction, we have that $S_1$ has no incoming edges except from $F$. Therefore, $F$ is a cut set that separates $S_1$ from $S_2 \cup C - F$. By Menger’s Theorem, there are at most $|F| \leq f$ node-disjoint paths in $G$ from $S_2 \cup C = B$ to any node in $S_1 = A - F$. Therefore, for any node $v \in S_1 = A - F$, there are at most $f$ node-disjoint $Bv$-paths that exclude $F$, and so $B \not\rightarrow_G A - F$. This violates condition SC, a contradiction.

Next, this unique source component $S$, along with its in-neighborhood in $F$, satisfies condition SC with parameter $F$. We follow the same approach as in proof of Lemma 6, assuming for the sake of contradiction that $G[S \cup \Gamma(F, S)]$ does not satisfy condition SC with parameter $F$, and showing that this implies that $G$ does not satisfy condition SC with parameter $F$.

Lemma 7. For any choice of set $F$ in the algorithm, let $S$ be the unique source component of $G - F$. Then $G[S \cup \Gamma(F, S)]$ satisfies condition SC with parameter $F$.

Proof. Suppose for the sake of contradiction that $H := G[S \cup \Gamma(F, S)]$ does not satisfy condition SC with parameter $F$. So there exists a partition $(A, B)$ of $S \cup \Gamma(F, S)$, such that
A − F and B − F are non-empty, and \( A' \notin H \) B − F and \( B' \notin H \) A − F. Let the rest of the nodes in \( G \) be denoted by \( C := V − S \cup \Gamma(F, S) \). Let \( A' := A \cup C \). Then \( (A', B) \) is a partition of \( V \), with \( A' − F \) and \( B − F \) both non-empty.

We first show that there is no edge from \( C \) to \( S \) in \( G \). Observe that \( C \) is disjoint from \( S \cup \Gamma(F, S) \). If a node \( u \in C \cap F \) has an edge to a node in \( S \), then \( u \in \Gamma(F, S) \), a contradiction since \( C \cap \Gamma(F, S) = \emptyset \). On the other hand, if \( u \in C − F \) has an edge to a node in \( S \), then the edge exists in \( G − F \), which is a contradiction since \( S \) is a source component in \( G − F \).

Now, since \( A' \notin H \) B − F, we have that for some node \( v \in B − F \) there are at most \( f \) node-disjoint \( A \vDash v \)-paths in \( H_{−F} \). By Menger’s Theorem, there exists a cut set \( X \) of cardinality at most \( f \) that separates \( v \) from \( A − X \) in \( H_{−F} \). Since there is no edge from \( C \) to \( S \) in \( G \), we have that \( X \) also separates \( v \) from \((A − X) \cup C = A' − X\) in \( G_{−F} \). It follows that there are at most \( f \) node-disjoint \( A' \vDash v \)-paths that exclude \( F \) in \( G \), and so \( A' \notin G \) B − F.

Similarly, since \( B' \notin H \) A − F, we have that for some node \( v \in A − F \) there are at most \( f \) node-disjoint \( B \vDash v \)-paths in \( H_{−F} \). By Menger’s Theorem, there exists a cut set \( X \) of cardinality at most \( f \) that separates \( v \) from \( B − X \) in \( H_{−F} \). Since there is no edge from \( C \) to \( S \) in \( G \), we have that \( X \) also separates \( v \) from \( B − X \) in \( G_{−F} \). Note that \( v \in A − F \subseteq A' − F \). It follows that there are at most \( f \) node-disjoint \( B \vDash v \)-paths that exclude \( F \) in \( G \), and so \( B' \notin G \) A' − F. This violates condition SC, a contradiction.

We now show that the paths identified in steps (c), (d), and (e) of the algorithm do indeed exist. The existence of paths in step (c) follows by construction of \( S \).

**Lemma 8.** For any choice of set \( F \) in the algorithm, let \( S \) be the unique source component of \( G − F \). Then, for any two nodes \( u \in S \cup \Gamma(F, S) \) and \( v \in S \), there exists a \( uv \)-path that excludes \( F \).

**Proof.** If \( u \in S \), then there exists a \( uv \)-path in \( G − F \) since \( S \) is strongly connected in \( G − F \) by construction. If \( u \in \Gamma(F, S) \), then there exists a node \( w \in S \) such that \((u, w)\) is an edge in \( G \). Also, there exists a \( uv \)-path \( P_{uv} \) in \( G − F \) since \( S \) is strongly connected in \( G − F \). So \( u - P_{uv} \) is a \( uv \)-path in \( G \) that excludes \( F \).

The existence of paths in step (d) follows from Lemma 7 and definition of condition SC (Definition 1).

**Lemma 9.** For any non-faulty node \( v \), and any given phase with the corresponding set \( F \), in step (d), if \( v \in B_v \), then there exist \( f + 1 \) node-disjoint \( A_v \vDash v \)-paths that exclude \( F \).

**Proof.** Fix a phase of the algorithm and the corresponding set \( F \). Consider an arbitrary non-faulty node \( v \) such that \( v \in B_v \) in step (d). By construction, \( B_v \) is either \( N_v − F \) or \( Z_v − F \), both of which are non-empty. In the first case, we have that \( A_v = Z_v \triangleleft F \) \( N_v − F = B_v \). In the second case, we have that \( Z_v \triangleleft F \) \( N_v − F \). By Lemma 7, we have that \( G[Z_v \cup N_v] = G[S \cup \Gamma(F, S)] \) satisfies condition SC with parameter \( F \). Therefore \( A_v = N_v \triangleleft F \) \( Z_v − F = B_v \).

---

3 Recall from Section 3 that \( G_{−F} \) is the graph obtained from \( G \) by removing all incoming edges to \( U \) so that if \( P \) is a path in \( G_{−F} \), then \( P \) is a path in \( G \) that excludes \( U \) and terminates in \( V − U \); and if \( P \) is a path in \( G \) that excludes \( U \) and terminates in \( V − U \), then \( P \) is a path in \( G_{−F} \).
For paths in step (e), note that, by construction of $S$, the in-neighbors of $S$ are contained entirely in $F$. So there can only be at most $f$ paths into $S$ from $V - S$. Since $G$ satisfies condition SC with parameter $F$, we get that $S \not \to V - S - F$.

**Lemma 10.** For any choice of set $F$ in the algorithm, let $S$ be the unique source component of $G - F$. Then $S \not \to V - S - F$.

**Proof.** Let $A = S$ and $B = F \cup (V - S) = V - A$. Now, since $A = S$ is the unique source component of $G - F$, we have that $\Gamma(B, A) \subseteq F$, i.e., nodes in $F$ are the only ones in $B$ to have an edge into $A$. So $B$ can have at most $f$ node-disjoint paths to any node in $A$. Thus $B \not \to A - F$. Since $G$ satisfies condition SC, we have that $S = A \not \to B - F = V - S - F$, as required.

### 6.3 Proof of Correctness

We provide a proof of correctness of Algorithm 1 by proving Theorem 11 below.

**Theorem 11.** Under the local broadcast model, Byzantine consensus tolerating at most $f$ Byzantine faulty nodes is achievable on a directed graph $G$, if $G$ satisfies condition SC.

Let us assume that $G$ satisfies condition SC. For convenience, we will refer to the state variable $\gamma_v$ as the “state of node $v$”. We remind the reader that the algorithm proceeds in phases and each phase has an associated unique set $F$, with $|F| \leq f$. We use $F^*$ to denote the actual set of faulty nodes in a given execution.

As mentioned earlier, the algorithm attempts to balance two objectives. We formalize them in the two lemmas below. The proofs of Lemmas 12 and 13 are presented later.

**Lemma 12.** Consider the unique phase of Algorithm 1 where the corresponding set $F = F^*$. At the end of this phase, every pair of non-faulty nodes $u, v \in V$ has an identical state, i.e., $\gamma_u = \gamma_v$.

**Lemma 13.** For a non-faulty node $v$, its state $\gamma_v$ at the end of any given phase equals the state of some non-faulty node at the start of that phase.

The correctness of Algorithm 1 follows from these two lemmas, as shown next.

**Proof of Theorem 11.** To prove the correctness of Algorithm 1, we have to prove the three properties of Agreement, Validity, and Termination, as specified in Section 3.

**Termination:** The algorithm satisfies the termination property because there are a finite number of phases in the algorithm, and each of them completes in finite time.

**Agreement:** The total number of faulty nodes is bounded by $f$. Therefore, in any execution, there exists at least one phase in which the set $F = F^*$. From Lemma 12, all non-faulty nodes have the same state at the end of this phase. Lemma 13 implies that the state of the non-faulty nodes will remain unchanged in the subsequent phases. So all non-faulty nodes will have identical outputs, satisfying the agreement property.

**Validity:** The state of each non-faulty node is initialized to its own input at the start of the algorithm. So the state of each non-faulty node is its own input at the start of the first phase. By applying Lemma 13 inductively, we have that the state of a non-faulty node always equals the input of some non-faulty node. This satisfies the validity property.

This completes the proof of correctness of Algorithm 1.
The rest of the section focuses on proving Lemmas 12 and 13. We assume that the graph $G$ satisfies condition SC, even if it is not explicitly stated. We use $F^*$ to denote the actual faulty set. The following observation follows from the rules used for flooding [14].

**Observation 14.** For any phase of Algorithm 1, for any two nodes $u, v \in V$ (possibly faulty), if $v$ receives value $b$ along a fault-free $uv$-path then $u$ broadcast the value $b$ to its neighbors during flooding.

Fix a phase in the algorithm along with the corresponding set $F$. For Lemma 12, the correctness relies on the local broadcast property. Suppose, as stated in the statement of the lemma, that $F = F^*$ in a given phase. There are two cases to consider for any non-faulty node $v$. In the first case $v \in S$. In this case, the paths used by $v$ in step (c) of the phase exclude $F$. So these paths are fault-free (i.e., none of their internal nodes are faulty). Then, the properties of flooding imply that any two non-faulty nodes $u, v$ will obtain $Z_u = Z_v$ and $N_u = N_v$ in step (c). By a similar argument, all the paths used in step (d) of this phase are also fault-free, and any two non-faulty nodes will end step (d) with an identical state. In the second case $v \in V - S - F$, a repeat of the above argument implies that the paths used in step (f) are both fault-free and have non-faulty source nodes. Since the source nodes are all from $S$, they have an identical state at the end of step (d). So $v$ correctly updates its state in step (f) to match the identical state in $S$.

**Proof of Lemma 12.** Fix a phase of the algorithm and the corresponding set $F$ such that $F = F^*$. We first show that all nodes in $S$ have identical state, at the end of the phase, and then consider nodes in $V - S - F^*$.

Let $Z$ be the set of nodes that flooded 0 in step (b) and let $N$ be the set of nodes that flooded 1 in step (b). Note that $Z$ and $N$ may contain faulty nodes, but due to the broadcast property, a faulty node is in at most one of these sets. Consider any non-faulty node $v \in S$. Then $Z_v = Z$ and $N_v = N$, as follows. Let $w \in S \cup \Gamma(F^*, S)$ be an arbitrary node that flooded 0 (resp. 1) in step (b), i.e., $w \in Z$ (resp. $w \in N$). Now the $uv$-path $P_{uv}$ identified by $v$ in step (b) excludes $F^*$ and is fault-free. So, by Observation 14, $v$ receives 0 (resp. 1) along $P_{uv}$ and correctly sets $w \in Z_v$ (resp. $w \in N_v$).

Therefore, we have that for any two non-faulty nodes $u, v \in S$, $Z_u = Z_v = Z$ and $N_u = N_v = N$. If $Z - F^*$ (resp. $N - F^*$) is empty, then $S = N - F^*$ (resp. $S = Z - F^*$). So all non-faulty nodes in $S$ have identical state, which is not updated, and the claim is trivially true. So suppose both $Z - F^*$ and $N - F^*$ are non-empty. Since $Z_u = Z_v$ and $N_u = N_v$, we have that $A_u = A_v$ and $B_u = B_v$. Let $A := A_u$ and $B := B_v$. By construction $A \subseteq B$. Now all nodes in $A$ flooded identical value in step (b), say $\alpha$. If $u \in A$, then $u$’s state is $\alpha$ at the beginning of the phase and stays unchanged in step (d), i.e., $\gamma_u = \alpha$. If $u \in B$, then the $f + 1$ node-disjoint $Au$-paths identified by $u$ in step (d) exclude $F^*$ and so are all fault-free. By Observation 14, it follows that $u$ receives $\alpha$ identically along these $f + 1$ paths and updates $\gamma_u = \alpha$. Similarly, $\gamma_v = \alpha$.

So we have shown that all non-faulty nodes in $S$ have identical state $\alpha$ at the end of step (d). Since these nodes do not update their state in the rest of the phase, so we have that all nodes in $S$ have state $\alpha$ at the end of the phase. Since all nodes in $S$ are non-faulty, we have that each node in $S$ floods $\alpha$ in step (e). Consider any non-faulty node $v \in V - S - F^*$. The $f + 1$ node-disjoint $Sv$-paths identified by $v$ in step (f) exclude $F^*$ and so are all fault-free. Recall that $S$ contains only nodes in $V - F^*$, i.e., only non-faulty nodes, so the source nodes in these $f + 1$ paths are also non-faulty. By Observation 14, it follows that $v$ receives $\alpha$ identically along these $f + 1$ paths and updates $\gamma_v = \alpha$. So by the end of the phase, all non-faulty nodes have identical state $\alpha$, as required. □
Lemma 13 follows from the following observation. In steps (d) and (f), if a node \( v \) updates its state, then it must have received identical value along \( f + 1 \) node-disjoint \( A_v \) paths. Therefore, at least one of these paths must both be fault-free and have a non-faulty source.

**Proof of Lemma 13.** Fix a phase of the algorithm and the corresponding set \( F \). We use \( \gamma_{\text{start}}^u \) and \( \gamma_{\text{end}}^u \) to denote the state \( \gamma_u \) of node \( u \) at the beginning and end of the phase, respectively. Let \( v \) be an arbitrary non-faulty node. If \( v \) does not update its state in this phase, then \( \gamma_{\text{end}}^v = \gamma_{\text{start}}^v \) and the claim is trivially true. So suppose that \( v \) did update its state in this phase. This implies that \( v \in V - F \).

There are now two cases to consider

**Case 1:** \( v \in S \). It follows that \( v \) updated its state in step (d). Therefore, \( v \in B_v \) and \( v \) received identical values along \( f + 1 \) node-disjoint \( A_v \) paths in step (b). Now, at least one of these paths 1) is fault-free, and 2) has a non-faulty source \( u \). By Observation 14, we have that the value received by \( v \) along this \( uv \)-path in step (b) is the value flooded by \( u \) in step (b). So \( \gamma_{\text{end}}^v = \gamma_{\text{start}}^u \), where \( u \) is a non-faulty node.

**Case 2:** \( v \in V - S - F \). It follows that \( v \) updated its state in step (f). Therefore, \( v \) received identical values along \( f + 1 \) node-disjoint \( S_v \) paths in step (e). Now, at least one of these paths 1) is fault-free, and 2) has a non-faulty source \( w \). By Observation 14, we have that the value received by \( v \) along this \( vw \)-path in step (e) is the value flooded by \( w \) in step (e). Note that \( w \in S \) and so the value flooded by \( w \) in step (e) is the state of \( w \) at the end of this phase, i.e., \( w \) flooded \( \gamma_{\text{end}}^w \) in step (e). There are further two cases to consider

**Case i:** \( w \) did not update its state in this iteration. Then \( \gamma_{\text{end}}^v = \gamma_{\text{end}}^w = \gamma_{\text{start}}^w \).

Recall that \( w \) is a non-faulty node.

**Case ii:** \( w \) did update its state in this iteration. Then, from Case 1 above, we have that there exists a non-faulty node \( u \) such that \( \gamma_{\text{end}}^w = \gamma_{\text{start}}^u \). So

\[
\gamma_{\text{end}}^v = \gamma_{\text{end}}^w = \gamma_{\text{start}}^u,
\]

where \( u \) is a non-faulty node.

In all cases, we have that \( \gamma_{\text{end}}^v \) equals \( \gamma_{\text{start}}^u \) for some non-faulty node \( u \). ◀

### 7 Summary

In this work, we have presented tight conditions for exact binary Byzantine consensus in directed graphs under the local broadcast model. The sufficiency proof in Section 6 is constructive. However, the algorithm has exponential round complexity. We leave finding a more efficient algorithm for future work. The following question is also open: does there exist an efficient algorithm to check if a given directed graph satisfies condition SC?
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1 Introduction

A decentralized service [6,14,25,28] runs on a set of fault-prone servers that store replicas of the system state and run a synchronization protocol to ensure consistency of concurrent data accesses. In the context of a storage system exporting read and write operations, several proposals [2,3,18,20,23,31] came out with a reconfiguration interface that allows the servers to join and leave while ensuring consistency of the stored data. Early proposals of reconfigurable storage systems [20] were based on using consensus [16,21] to ensure that replicas agree on the evolution of the system membership. Consensus, however, is expensive and difficult to implement, and recent solutions [2,3,18,23,31] replace consensus with weaker abstractions capturing the minimal coordination required to safely modify the system configuration. These solutions, however, lack a uniform way of deriving reconfigurable versions of static objects.

Lattice objects. In this paper, we propose a universal reconfigurable construction for a large class of objects. Unlike a consensus-based reconfiguration proposed earlier for generic state-machine replication [26], our construction is purely asynchronous, at the expense of assuming a restricted object behavior. More precisely, we assume that the set \( \mathcal{L} \) of the object’s states can be represented as a (join semi-) lattice \( (\mathcal{L}, \sqsubseteq) \), where \( \mathcal{L} \) is partially ordered by the binary relation \( \sqsubseteq \) such that for all elements of \( x, y \in \mathcal{L} \), there exists the least upper bound in \( \mathcal{L} \), denoted \( x \sqcup y \), where \( \sqcup \), called the join operator, is an associative, commutative,
and idempotent binary operator on $\mathcal{L}$. Many important data types, such as sets and counters, as well as useful concurrent abstractions, such as conflict detector [5], can be expressed this way. Intuitively, $x \sqcup y$ can be seen as a merge of two alternatively proposed updated states $x$ and $y$. Thus, an implementation ensuring that all “observable” states are ordered by $\sqsubseteq$ cannot be distinguished from an atomic object.

Consider, for example, the max-register [4] data type with two operations: writeMax writes a value and readMax returns the largest value written so far. Its state space can be represented as a lattice $(\sqsubseteq, \sqcup)$ of its values, where $\sqsubseteq = \leq$ and $x \sqcup y = \max(x, y)$. Intuitively, a linearizable implementation of max-register must ensure that every read value is a join of previously proposed values, and all read values are totally ordered (with respect to $\leq$).

**Reconfigurable lattice agreement.** In this paper, we introduce the reconfigurable lattice agreement [8,15]. It is natural to treat the system configuration, i.e., the set of servers available for data replication, as an element in a lattice. A lattice-defined join of configurations, possibly concurrently proposed by different clients, results in a new configuration. The lattice-agreement protocol ensures that configurations evaluated by concurrent processes are ordered. Despite processes possibly disagreeing about the precise configuration they belong to, they can use the configurations relative ordering to maintain the system data consistency.

A configuration is defined by a set of servers, a quorum system [19], i.e., a set system ensuring the intersection property$^1$ and, possibly, other parameters. For example, elements of a reconfiguration lattice can be defined as sets of configuration updates: each such update either adds a server to the configuration or removes a server from it. The members of such a configuration are the set of all servers that were added but not yet removed. A join of two configurations defined this way is simply a union of their updates (this approach is implicitly used in earlier asynchronous reconfigurable constructions [2,18,31]).

**Reconfigurable L-ADTs and applications.** We show that our reconfigurable lattice agreement, defined on a product of a configuration lattice and an object lattice, immediately implies reconfigurable versions of many sequential types, such as max-register and conflict detector. More generally, any state-based commutative abstract data (called L-ADT; for lattice abstract data type, in this paper) has a reconfigurable interval-linearizable [12] implementation. Intuitively, interval-linearizability [12], a generalization of the classical linearizability [22], allows specifying the behavior of an object when multiple concurrent operations “influence” each other. Their effects are then merged using a join operator, which turns out to be natural in the context of reconfigurable objects.

Our transformations are straightforward. To get an (interval-linearizable) reconfigurable implementation of an L-ADT, we simply use its state lattice, as a parameter, in our reconfigurable lattice agreement. The resulting implementations are naturally composable: we get a reconfigurable composition of two L-ADTs by using a product of their lattices. If operations on the object can be partitioned into updates (modifying the object state without providing informative responses) and queries (not modifying the object state), as in the case of max-registers, the reconfigurable implementation becomes linearizable$^2$.

---

$^1$ The most commonly used quorum system is majority-based: quorums are all majorities of servers. We can, however, use any other quorum system, as suggested in [20,23].

$^2$ Such “update-query” L-ADTs are known as state-based convergent replicated data types (CvRDT) [29]. These include max-register, set and abort flag (a new type introduced in this paper).
We then use our reconfigurable implementations of max-register, conflict detector, set and abort-flag to devise reconfigurable versions of atomic snapshot [1], commit-adopt [17] and safe agreement [10]. Figure 1 shows how are constructions are related. Due to lack of space, the safe agreement and its associated objects are delegated to the technical report [24].

**Figure 1** Our reconfigurable implementations: reconfigurable lattice agreement (RLA) is used to construct linearizable implementations of a set, a max-register, an abort flag, and an interval-linearizable implementation of a conflict detector. On top of max-registers we construct an atomic snapshot; on top of a max-register, an abort-flag, and a conflict detector, we construct a commit-adopt abstraction; and, on top of sets and a max register, we implement a safe agreement abstraction.

**Summary.** Our reconfigurable construction is the first to be, at the same time:
- Asynchronous, unlike consensus-based solutions [13, 20, 26], and not assuming an external lattice agreement service [23];
- Uniformly applicable to a large class of objects, unlike existing reconfigurable systems that either focus on read-write storage [2, 18, 20, 23] or require data type-specific implementations of exported reconfiguration interfaces [31];
- Allowing for a straightforward composition of reconfigurable objects;
- Maintaining configurations with abstract quorum systems [19], not restricted to majority-based quorums [2, 18];
- Exhibiting optimal time complexity and message complexity comparable with the best known implementations [2, 23, 31];
- Logically separating clients (external entities that use the implemented service) from servers (entities that maintain the service and can be reconfigured).

We also believe our reconfigurable construction to be the simplest on the market, using only twenty one lines of pseudocode and provided with a concise proof.

**Roadmap.** The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We give basic model definitions in Section 2. In Section 3, we define our type of reconfigurable objects, followed by the related notion of reconfigurable lattice agreement in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe our implementation of reconfigurable lattice agreement, and, in Section 6, we show how to use it to implement a reconfigurable L-ADT object. In Section 7 we describe some possible applications. We conclude with, in Section 8, an overview of the related work, and, in Section 9, a discussion on algorithms complexity and possible trade-offs. The full version of this paper, with detailed proofs, is available at [24].
2 Definitions

Replicas and clients. Let \( \Pi \) be a (possibly infinite) set of potentially participating processes. A subset of the processes, called replicas, are used to maintain a replicated object. A process can also act as a client, invoking operations on the object and proposing system reconfigurations. Both replicas and clients are subject to crash failures: a process fails when it prematurely stops taking steps of its algorithm. A failure model stipulates when and where failures might occur. We present our failure model in Section 4, where we formally define reconfigurable lattice agreement.

Abstract data types. An abstract data type (ADT) is a tuple \( T = (A, B, Z, z_0, \tau, \delta) \). Here \( A \) and \( B \) are countable sets called the inputs and outputs. \( Z \) is a countable set of abstract object states, \( z_0 \in Z \) being the initial state of the object. The map \( \tau : Z \times A \to Z \) is the transition function, specifying the effect of an input on the object state and the map \( \delta : Z \times A \to B \) is the output function, specifying the output returned for a given input and object local state. The input represents an operation with its parameters, where (i) the operation can have a side-effect that changes the abstract state according to transition function \( \tau \) and (ii) the operation can return values taken in the output \( \delta \), specifying the output returned for a given input and object local state.

Interval linearizability. We now briefly recall the notion of interval-linearizability [12], a recent generalization of linearizability [22].

Let us consider an abstract data type \( T = (A, B, Z, z_0, \tau, \delta) \). A history of \( T \) is a sequence of inputs (elements of \( A \)) and outputs (elements of \( B \)), each labeled with a process identifier and an operation identifier. An interval-sequential history is a sequence:

\[
(z_0, I_1, R_1, z_1, I_2, R_2, z_2, \ldots, I_m, R_m, z_m,
\]

where each \( z_i \in Z \) is a state, \( I_i \subseteq A \) is a set of inputs, and \( R_i \subseteq B \) is a set of outputs. An interval-sequential specification is a set of interval-sequential histories.

We only consider well-formed histories. Informally, in a well-formed history, a process only invokes an operation once its previous operation has returned and every response \( r \) is preceded by a “matching” operation \( i \).

A history \( H \) is interval-linearizable respectively to an interval-sequential specification \( S \) if it can be completed (by adding matching responses to incomplete operations) so that the resulting history \( \hat{H} \) can be associated with an interval-sequential history \( \hat{S} \) such that: (1) \( \hat{H} \) and \( S \) are equivalent, i.e., \( \forall p \in \Pi, \hat{H}|p = S|p \), (2) \( S \in \Sigma \), and (3) \( \rightarrow_{H} \subseteq \rightarrow_{S} \), i.e., \( S \) preserves the real-time precedence relation of \( H \). (Check [12] for more details on the definition.)

Lattice agreement. An abstract (join semi-)lattice is a tuple \((\mathcal{L}, \sqsubseteq)\), where \( \mathcal{L} \) is a set partially ordered by the binary relation \( \sqsubseteq \) such that for all elements of \( x, y \in \mathcal{L} \), there exists the least upper bound for the set \( \{x, y\} \). The least upper bound is an associative, commutative, and idempotent binary operation on \( \mathcal{L} \), denoted by \( \sqcup \) and called the join operator on \( \mathcal{L} \). We write \( x \sqsubseteq y \) whenever \( x \sqsubseteq y \) and \( x \neq y \). With a slight abuse of notation, for a set \( L \subseteq \mathcal{L} \), we also write \( \bigsqcup L \) for \( \bigsqcup_{x \in L} x \), i.e., \( \bigsqcup L \) is the join of the elements of \( L \).

Notice that two lattices \((\mathcal{L}_1, \sqsubseteq_1)\) and \((\mathcal{L}_2, \sqsubseteq_2)\) naturally imply a product lattice \((\mathcal{L}_1 \times \mathcal{L}_2, \sqsubseteq_1 \times \sqsubseteq_2)\) with a product join operator \( \sqcup = \sqcup_1 \times \sqcup_2 \). Here for all \((x_1, x_2), (y_1, y_2) \in \mathcal{L}_1 \times \mathcal{L}_2\), \((x_1, x_2)(\sqsubseteq_1 \times \sqsubseteq_2)(y_1, y_2)\) if and only if \( x_1 \sqsubseteq_1 y_1 \) and \( x_2 \sqsubseteq_2 y_2 \).
The (generalized) lattice agreement concurrent abstraction, defined on a lattice \((\mathcal{L}, \sqsubseteq)\), exports a single operation propose that takes an element of \(\mathcal{L}\) as an argument and returns an element of \(\mathcal{L}\) as a response. When the operation propose\((x)\) is invoked by process \(p\) we say that \(p\) proposes \(v\), and when the operation returns \(v'\) we say that \(p\) learns \(v'\). Assuming that no process invokes a new operation before its previous operation returns, the abstraction satisfies the following properties:

- **Validity.** If a propose\((v)\) operation returns a value \(v'\) then \(v'\) is a join of some proposed values including \(v\) and all values learnt before the invocation of the operation.
- **Consistency.** The learnt values are totally ordered by \(\sqsubseteq\).
- **Liveness.** If a process invokes a propose operation and does not fail then the operation eventually returns.

A historical remark. The original definition of long-lived lattice agreement [15] separates “receive” events and “learn” events. Here we suggest a simpler definition that represents the two events as the invocation and the response of a propose operation. This also allows us to slightly strengthen the validity condition so that it accounts for the precedence relation between propose operations. As a result, we can directly relate lattice agreement to linearizable [22] and interval-linearizable [12] implementations, without introducing artificial “nop” operations [15].

## 3 Lattice Abstract Data Type

In this section, we introduce a class of types that we call lattice abstract data types or L-ADT. In an L-ADT, the set of states forms a join semi-lattice with a partial order \(\sqsubseteq^Z\). A lattice object is therefore defined as a tuple \(L = (A, B, (Z, \sqsubseteq^Z, \sqcup^Z), z_0, \tau, \delta)\). Moreover, the transition function \(\delta\) must comply with the partial order \(\sqsubseteq^Z\), that is \(\forall z, a \in Z \times A : z \sqsubseteq^Z \tau(z, a)\), and the composition of transitions must comply with the join operator, that is \(\forall z \in Z, \forall a, a' \in A : \tau(\tau(z, a), a') = \tau(z, a) \sqcup^Z \tau(z, a') = \tau(\tau(z, a'), a)\). Hence, we can say that the transition function is “commutative”.

**Update-query L-ADT.** We say an L-ADT \(L = (A, B, (Z, \sqsubseteq^Z, \sqcup^Z), z_0, \tau, \delta)\) is update-query if \(A\) can be partitioned in updates \(U\) and queries \(Q\) such that:

- there exists a special “dummy” response \(\bot\) (\(z_0\) may also be used) such that \(\forall u \in U, z \in Z, \delta(u, z) = \bot\), i.e., updates do not return informative responses;
- \(\forall q \in Q, z \in Z, \tau(q, z) = z\), i.e., queries do not modify the states.

This class is also known as a state-based convergent replicated data types (CvRDT) [29]. Typical examples of update-query L-ADTs are \(\text{max-register} \ [4]\) (see Section 1) or \(\text{sets}\). Note that any (L-)ADT can be transformed into an update-query (L-)ADT by “splitting its operations” into an update and a query (see [27]).

**Composition of L-ADTs.** The composition of two ADTs \(T = (A, B, Z, z_0, \tau, \delta)\) and \(T' = (A', B', Z', z'_0, \tau', \delta')\) is denoted \(T \times T'\) and is equal to \((A + A', B \cup B', Z \times Z', (z_0, z'_0), \tau'', \delta'')\); where \(A + A'\) denotes the disjoint union and where \(\tau''\) and \(\delta''\) apply, according to the domain \(A\) or \(A'\) of the input, either \(\tau\) and \(\delta\) or \(\tau'\) and \(\delta'\) on their respecting half of the state (see [27]).

Since the cartesian product of two lattices remains a lattice, the composition of L-ADTs is naturally defined and produces an L-ADT. The composition is also closed to update-query ADT, and thus to update-query L-ADT. Moreover, the composition is an associative and commutative operator, and hence, can easily be used to construct elaborate L-ADT.

---

3 For convenience, we explicitly specify the join operator \(\sqcup^Z\) here, i.e., the least upper bound of \(\sqsubseteq^Z\).
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Configurations as L-ADTs. Let us also use the formlism of L-ADT to define a configuration L-ADT as a tuple \((A^C, B^C, (C, \sqsubseteq^C, \sqcup^C), C_0, \tau^C, \delta^C)\) with \(C_0 \in C\) the initial configuration. For each element \(C\) of the configuration lattice \(C\), the input set \(A\) includes the query operations \(members()\), \(\delta^C(C, members()) \subseteq \Pi\), and \(quorums()\) where \(\delta^C(C, quorums()) \subseteq 2^{\delta^C(C, memers())}\) is a quorum system, that is, every two subsets in \(\delta^C(C, quorums())\) have a non-empty intersection. With a slight abuse of notation, we will write these operations as \(members(C)\) and \(quorums(C)\).

For example, \(C\) can be the set of tuples \((In, Out)\), where \(In \subseteq \Pi\) is a set of activated processes, and \(Out \subseteq \Pi\) is a set of removed processes. Then \(\sqsubseteq^C\) can be defined as the piecewise set inclusion on \((In, Out)\). The set of members of \((In, Out)\) will simply be \(In - Out\) and the set of quorums (pairwise-intersecting subsets of \(In - Out\), e.g., all majorities of \(In - Out\). Operations in \(A^C\) can be \(add(s), s \in \Pi\), that adds \(s\) to the set of activated processes and \(remove(s), s \in \Pi\), that adds \(s\) to the set of removed processes of a configuration. One can easily see that updates “commute” and that the type is indeed a configuration L-ADT.

Let us note that L-ADTs allow for more expressive reconfiguration operations than simple \(add\) and \(remove\), e.g., maintaining a minimal number of members in a configuration or adapting the quorum system dynamically, as studied in detail by Jehl et al. in [23].

Interval-sequential specifications of L-ADTs. Let \(L = (A, B, (Z, \sqsubseteq^Z, \sqcup^Z), z_0, \tau, \delta)\) be an L-ADT. As \(\tau\) “commutes”, the state reached after a sequence of transitions is order-independent. Hence, we can define a natural, deterministic, interval-sequential specification of \(L, S_L\), as the set of interval-sequential histories \(z_0, I_1, R_1, z_1, I_2, R_2, ..., I_m, R_m, z_m\) such that:

\[
\forall i = 1, ..., m, z_i = \bigcup_{s \in I_{i-1}} \tau(a, z_{i-1}), \text{i.e., every state } z_i \text{ is a join of operations in } I_{i-1} \text{ applied to } z_{i-1}.
\]

\[
\forall i = 1, ..., m, \forall r \in R_i, r = \delta(a, z_i), \text{where } a \text{ is the matching invocation operation for } r, \text{i.e., every response in } R_i \text{ is the result of the associated operation applied to state } z_i.
\]

4 Reconfigurable lattice agreement: definition

We define a reconfigurable lattice \((L, \sqsubseteq)\) as the product of the state spaces of an object L-ADT \((A^O, B^O, (O, \sqsubseteq^O, \sqcup^O), O_0, \tau^O, \delta^O)\) and a configuration L-ADT \((A^C, B^C, (C, \sqsubseteq^C, \sqcup^C), C_0, \tau^C, \delta^C)\) (see Section 3). That is, \((L, \sqsubseteq) = (O \times C, \sqsubseteq^O \times \sqsubseteq^C)\) with the product join operator \(\sqcup = \sqcup^O \times \sqcup^C\). Our main tool is the reconfigurable lattice agreement, a generalization of lattice agreement operating on \((L, \sqsubseteq)\). We say that \(L\) is the set of states. For a state \(u = (O, C) \in L\), we use notations \(u.O = O\) and \(u.C = C\).

Failure model. When a client \(p\) invokes \(propose((O, C))\), we say that \(p\) proposes object state \(O\) and configuration state \(C\). We say that \(p\) learns an object state \(O'\) and a configuration \(C'\) if its \(propose\) invocation returns \((O', C')\).

We say that a configuration \(C\) is potential if there is a set \(\{C_1, ..., C_k\}\) of proposed configurations such that \(C = C_0 \sqcup^C (\sqcup_{i=1}^k C_i)\) (with \(C_0\) the initial configuration). A configuration \(C\) is said to be superseded as soon as a process learns a state \((*, C')\) with \(C \sqsubseteq^C C'\) and \(C \neq C'\). At any moment of time, a configuration is active if it is a potential but not yet superseded configuration. Intuitively, some quorum of a configuration should remain “reachable” as long as the configuration is active.

We say that a replica \(r\) is active when it is a member of an active configuration \(C\), i.e., \(r \in members(C)\). A replica is correct if, from some point on, it is forever active and not failed. A client is correct if it does not fail while executing a \(propose\) operation.
A configuration $C$ is available if some set of replicas in $\text{quorums}(C)$ contains only correct processes. In arguing liveness in this paper, we assume the following:

- **Configuration availability.** Any potential configuration that is never superseded must be available.

Therefore, if a configuration is superseded by a strictly larger (w.r.t. $\sqsubseteq^C$) one, then it does not have to be available, i.e., we can safely remove some replicas from it for maintenance.

**Liveness properties.** In a constantly reconfigured system, we may not be able to ensure liveness to all operations. A slow client can be always behind the active configurations: its set of estimated potential configurations can always be found to constitute a superseded configuration. Therefore, for liveness, we assume that only finitely many reconfigurations occur. Otherwise, only lock-freedom may be provided.

Therefore, to get a reconfigurable object, we replace the liveness property of lattice agreement with the following one:

- **Reconfigurable Liveness.** In executions with finitely many distinct proposed configurations, every propose operation invoked by a correct client eventually returns.

Thus, the desired liveness guarantees are ensured as long as only finitely many distinct configurations are proposed. However, the clients are free to perform infinitely many object updates without making any correct client starve.

Formally, reconfigurable lattice agreement defined on $(\mathcal{L}, \sqsubseteq) = (\mathcal{O} \times \mathcal{L}, \sqsubseteq^O \times \sqsubseteq^C)$ satisfies the Validity and Consistency properties of lattice agreement (see Section 2) and the Reconfigurable Liveness property above.

Furthermore, we can only guarantee liveness to clients assuming that, eventually, every correct system participant (client or replica) is informed of the currently active configuration. It boils down to ensuring that an eventually consistent reconfigurable memory is available to store the greatest learnt configuration.

For simplicity, we assume that a reliable broadcast primitive [11] is available, ensuring that (i) every broadcast message was previously broadcast, (ii) if a correct process broadcasts a message $m$, then it eventually delivers $m$, and (iii) every message delivered by a correct process is eventually delivered by every correct process. Note that Configuration availability implies that an active configuration is either available or sufficiently responsive to be superseded.

## 5 Reconfigurable lattice agreement: implementation

We now present our main technical result, reconfigurable (generalized) lattice agreement. This algorithm will then be used to implement reconfigurable objects.

**Overview.** The algorithm for every process $p$ (client or replica) is presented in Algorithm 1. We assume that all procedures (including sub-calls to the updateState procedure) are executed by $p$ sequentially until they terminate or get interrupted by the wait condition in line 9.

Every process (client or server) $p$ maintains a state variable $v_p \in \mathcal{L}$ storing its local estimate of the greatest committed object $(v_p,O)$ and configuration $(v_p,C)$ states, initialized to the initial element of the lattice $(O_0,C_0)$. We say that a state is committed if a process broadcasts it in line 13. Note that all learnt states are previously committed (either directly by the learning process or indirectly by another process). Every process $p$ also maintains $T_p$, the set of pending input configuration states, i.e., known input configuration states that are not superseded by the committed state estimate $v_p$. For the object lattice, processes stores in $\text{obj}_p$ the join of all known proposed objects states.
To propose a new state, \( prop \), \( client \) \( p \) updates its local variables through the \( \text{updateState} \) procedure using its input object and configuration states, \( prop.O \) and \( prop.C \) (line 1). The client \( p \) then enters a while loop where it sends a request containing \( (v_p, obj_p, T_p) \) and equipped with its current sequence number \( seq_p \) to all replicas from every possible join of pending input configurations with the commit estimate configuration state (line 7). Then \( p \) waits until either (1) a greater committed configuration is discovered from the quorum responses or the underlying reliable broadcast (line 18), or (2) a quorum of members of every reached configuration responds with messages of the type \( (\text{RESP}, seq_p) \), \( (v_p, obj_p, T_p) \) (lines 8–9).

When a process (client or replica) \( p \) receives a new request or response of the type \( (\text{msgType}, (v, s_o, S_C)) \) or delivers a new committed state (line 18), it updates its commit estimate and its object candidate by joining its current values with the one received or delivered. The process also merges its set of pending input configurations \( T_p \) with the
received pending input configurations, except for those superseded by the updated commit estimate (lines 19–21). Every replica also sends a response containing the updated triple \((v_p, obj_p, T_p)\) to the sender of the request (line 17).

If responses from quorums of all accessed configurations are received and no response contains a new (not yet known) pending input configuration or a greater object state, then the couple formed by \(obj_p\) and the join of the commit estimate configuration with all pending input configurations, i.e., \(\bigcup C \cup T_p\), is broadcasted and then returned as the new learnt state (lines 12-14). Otherwise, the client proceeds to a new round of the while loop.

To ensure wait-freedom, we integrate a helping mechanism consisting of having the clients adopt their committed state estimate (line 15). But, to know when a committed state can be returned, the client must first complete a communication round without interference from reconfigurations (line 11). After such a round, a committed state greater than the join of all known states, stored in \(learnLB\), can safely be returned.

**Correctness.** We give here a short intuition of why our algorithm indeed implements reconfigurable lattice agreement (we refer the reader to [24] for a complete proof). We show first that the updateState function is actually a join operator on a lattice defined on the triples \((v_p, obj_p, T_p)\), and that the join operator is consistent with the lattice partial order on \(L\) for the projection \(\bigcup C \cup T_p\). This way we can see our algorithm as the classical (generalized) lattice agreement [15] where the proposed elements are joined until no incompatibles values are received. However, there are some additional subtleties here.

First, for the validity property, we require that every learnt state includes all states that were learnt before the corresponding propose operation started. Proving this property is similar to proving the consistency property, i.e., that all learnt states are totally ordered by \(\sqsubseteq\). In both cases, we need to show that all committed states are transitively related to each other by \(\sqsubseteq\) and the real-time partial order (precedence ordering). Intuitively, we get this by showing that two clients proposing operations either went through quorums of the same configuration or that one client was already aware of a committed state greater than the other client’s committed state. This transitive property is the base of the safety proof.

Finally, to argue reconfigurable liveness, we show first that the algorithm is “lock-free”, i.e., at least one correct client is making progress, and then show that this client helps other clients to complete their operations. Lock-freedom relies on the underlying broadcast mechanism and the property of configuration availability (Section 4): no correct client may be indefinitely blocked waiting for responses to a request. The broadcast mechanism ensures that correct clients are eventually aware of the greatest state committed so far. Hence, as finitely many distinct configurations are proposed, eventually all correct clients will query the same configurations, which must be available. Hence, all states proposed by a correct process will eventually be included in all learnt states and thus a non-committing correct process cannot starve as it will eventually adopt a committed state.

▶ **Theorem 1.** Algorithm 1 implements reconfigurable lattice agreement.

### 6 Reconfigurable objects

In this section, we use our reconfigurable lattice agreement (RLA) abstraction to construct an interval-linearizable reconfigurable implementation of any L-ADT \(L\). The proofs of this section are relatively straightforward and can be found in the technical report [24].
6.1 Defining and implementing reconfigurable L-ADTs

Let us consider two L-ADTs, an object L-ADT $L^O = (A^O, B^O, (O, \sqsubseteq^O, \sqcup^O), O_0, \tau^O, \delta^O)$ and a configuration L-ADT $L^C = (A^C, B^C, (C, \sqsubseteq^C, \sqcup^C), C_0, \tau^C, \delta^C)$ (Section 2).

The corresponding reconfigurable L-ADT implementation, defined on the composition $L = L^O \times L^C$, exports operations in $A^O \times A^C$. It must be interval-linearizable (respectively to $S_L$) and ensure Reconfigurable Liveness (under the configuration availability assumption).

In the reconfigurable implementation of $L$, presented in Algorithm 2, whenever a process invokes an operation $a \in A^O$, it proposes a state, $\tau^O(O_p, a)$ – the result from applying $a$ to the last learnt state (initially, $C_0$) – to RLA, updates $(O_p, C_p)$ and returns the response $\delta^O(O_p, a)$ corresponding to the new learnt state. Similarly, to update the configuration, the process applies its operation to the last learnt configuration and proposes the resulting state to RLA.

\begin{algorithm}
\caption{Interval-linearizable implementation of L-ADT $L = L^O \times L^C$: code for process $p$.}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\State \textbf{Shared:} RLA, reconfigurable lattice agreement
\State \textbf{Local variables:}
\State \hspace{1em} $O_p$, initially $O_0$ \textit{\{The last learnt object state\}}
\State \hspace{1em} $C_p$, initially $C_0$ \textit{\{The last learnt configuration state\}}
\State \textbf{upon invocation of} $a \in A^O$ \textit{\{Object operation\}}
\State \hspace{1em} $(O_p, C_p) := \text{RLA.propose}((\tau^O(O_p, a), C_p))$
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{return} $\delta^O(O_p, a)$
\State \textbf{upon invocation of} $a \in A^C$ \textit{\{Reconfiguration\}}
\State \hspace{1em} $(O_p, C_p) := \text{RLA.propose}((O_p, \tau^C(C_p, a)))$
\State \hspace{1em} \textbf{return} $\delta^C(C_p, a)$
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}

\begin{theorem}
Algorithm 2 is a reconfigurable implementation of an L-ADT.
\end{theorem}

In the special case, when the L-ADT is update-query, the construction above produces a linearizable implementation:

\begin{theorem}
Algorithm 2 is a reconfigurable linearizable implementation of an update-query L-ADT.
\end{theorem}

6.2 L-ADT examples

We provide four examples of L-ADTs that allow for interval-linearizable (Theorem 2) and linearizable (Theorem 3) reconfigurable implementations.

\textbf{Max-register.} The max-register sequential object defined on a totally ordered set $(V, \leq_V)$ provides operations $\text{writeMax}(v), v \in V$, returning a default value $\bot$, and $\text{readMax}$ returning the largest value written so far (or $\bot$ if there are no preceding writes). We can define the type as an update-query L-ADT as follows:

$$MR_V = \langle \text{writeMax}(v)_{v \in V} \cup \{\text{readMax}\}, V \cup \{\bot\}, (V \cup \{\bot\}, \leq_V, \text{max}_V), \bot, \tau_{MR_V}, \delta_{MR_V} \rangle.$$  

where $\leq_V$ is extended to $\bot$ with $\forall v \in V : \bot \leq_V v$, $\delta_{MR_V}(z, a) = z$ if $a = \text{readMax}$ and $\bot$ otherwise, and $\tau_{MR_V}(z, a) = \text{max}_V(z, v)$ if $a = \text{writeMax}(v)$ and $z$ otherwise.

It is easy to see that $(V \cup \{\bot\}, \leq_V, \text{max}_V)$ is a join semi-lattice and the L-ADT $MR_V$ satisfies the sequential max-register specification.
Set. The (add-only) set sequential object defined using a countable set $V$ provides operations $\text{addSet}(v), v \in V$, returning a default value $\perp$, and $\text{readSet}$ returning the set of all values added so far (or $\emptyset$ if there are no preceding add operation). We can define the type as an update-query L-ADT as follows:

$$\text{Set}_V = \{\text{addSet}(v)_{v \in V} \cup \{\text{readSet}\}, 2^V \cup \{\perp\}, (2^V, \subseteq, \cup), \emptyset, \tau_{\text{Set}}, \delta_{\text{Set}}\}$$

where $\subseteq$ and $\cup$ are the usual operators on sets, $\delta_{\text{Set}}(z, a) = z$ if $a = \text{readSet}$ and $\perp$ otherwise, and $\tau_{\text{Set}}(z, a) = z \cup \{v\}$ if $a = \text{addSet}(v)$ and $z$ otherwise.

It is easy to see that $(2^V, \subseteq, \cup)$ is a join semi-lattice and the L-ADT $\text{Set}_V$ satisfies the sequential (add-only) set specification.

Abort flag. An abort-flag object stores a boolean flag that can only be raised from $\perp$ to $\top$. Formally, the LADT $AF$ is defined as follows:

$$AF = \{(\text{abort, check}), \{\perp, \top\}, ((\perp, \top), \subseteq_{AF}, \cup_{AF}), \perp, \tau_{AF}, \delta_{AF}\}$$

where $\perp \subseteq_{AF} \top$, $\tau_{AF}(z, \text{abort}) = \delta_{AF}(z, \text{abort}) = \top$, and $\tau_{AF}(z, \text{check}) = \delta_{AF}(z, \text{check}) = z$.

Conflict detector. The conflict-detector abstraction [5] exports operation $\text{check}(v), v \in V$, that may return $\text{true}$ (“conflict”), or $\text{false}$ (“no conflict”). The abstraction respects the following properties:

- If no two $\text{check}$ operations have different inputs, then no operation can return $\text{true}$.
- If two $\text{check}$ operations have different inputs, then they cannot both return $\text{false}$.

A conflict detector can be specified as an L-ADT defined as follows:

$$CD = \{\text{check}(v)_{v \in V}, \{\text{true, false}\}, (V \times \{\top, \perp\}, \subseteq_{CD}, \cup_{CD}), \perp, \tau_{CD}, \delta_{CD}\}$$

where

- $\perp \subseteq_{CD} \top$; $\forall v \in V$, $\perp \subseteq_{CD} v$ and $v \subseteq_{CD} \top$; $\forall v, v' \in V$, $v \neq v' \Rightarrow v \not\subseteq_{CD} v'$;
- $\tau_{CD}(z, \text{check}(v)) = v$ if $z = \perp$ or $z = v$, and $\tau_{CD}(z, \text{check}(v)) = \top$ otherwise;
- $\delta_{CD}(z, \text{check}(v)) = \text{true}$ if $z = \top$ and $\text{false}$ otherwise.

Also, we can see that $v \cup_{CD} v' = v'$ if $v = v'$ or $v = \perp$, and $\top$ otherwise.

> **Theorem 4.** Any interval-linearizable implementation of $CD$ is a conflict detector.

### 7 Applications

Many ADTs do not have commutative operations and, thus, do not belong to L-ADT. Moreover, many distributed programming abstractions do not have a sequential specification at all and, thus, cannot be defined as ADTs, needless to say as L-ADTs.

However, as we show, certain such objects can be implemented from L-ADT objects. As L-ADTs are naturally composable, the resulting implementations can be seen as using a single (composed) L-ADT object. By using a reconfigurable version of this L-ADT object, we obtain a reconfigurable implementation. In our constructions we omit talking about reconfigurations explicitly: to perform an operation on the configuration component of the system state, a process simply proposes it to the underlying RLA (see, e.g., Algorithm 2).

Our examples here are atomic snapshots [1] and commit-adopt [17]. The proofs of this section and a discussion of safe agreement [10] are delegated to the technical report [24].
Atomic snapshots

An $m$-position atomic-snapshot memory maintains an array of $m$ positions and exports two operations, $\text{update}(i, v)$, where $i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$ is a location in the array and $v \in V$ – the value to be written, that returns a predefined value ok and $\text{snapshot}()$ that returns an $m$-vector of elements in $V$. Its sequential specification stipulates that every $\text{snapshot}()$ operation returns a vector that contains, in each index $i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}$, the value of the last preceding $\text{update}$ operation on the $i^{th}$ position (or a predefined initial value, if there is no such $\text{update}$).

Registers using $\text{MR}_{\mathbb{N} \times V}$. We first consider the special case of a single register (1-position atomic snapshot). We describe its implementation from a max-register, assuming that the set of values $V$ is totally-ordered with relation $\leq_V$. Let $\leq_{\text{reg}}$ be a total order on $\mathbb{N} \times V$ (defined lexicographically, first on $\leq$ and then, in case of equality, on $\leq_V$). Let $\text{MR}$ be a max-register defined on $(\mathbb{N} \times V, \leq_{\text{reg}})$.

The idea is to associate each written value val with a sequence number seq and to store them in $\text{MR}$ as a tuple $(\text{seq}, \text{val})$. To execute an operation $\text{update}(v)$, the process first reads $\text{MR}$ to get the “maximal” sequence number $s$ written to $\text{MR}$ so far. Then it writes $(s + 1, v)$ back to $\text{MR}$. Notice that multiple processes may use $s + 1$ in their $\text{update}$ operations, but only for concurrent operations. Ties are then broken by choosing the maximal value in the second component in the tuple. A $\text{snapshot}$ operation simply reads $\text{MR}$ and returns the value in the tuple.

Using any reconfigurable linearizable implementation of $\text{MR}$ (Theorem 3), we obtain a reconfigurable implementation of an atomic (linearizable) register. Intuitively, all values returned by $\text{snapshot}$ (read) operations on $\text{MR}$ can be totally ordered based on the corresponding sequence numbers (ties broken using $\leq_V$), which gives the order of reads in the corresponding sequential history $S$.

Atomic snapshots. Our implementation of an $m$-position atomic snapshot (depicted in Algorithm 3) is a straightforward generalization of the register implementation described above. Consider the L-ADT defined as the product of $m$ max-register L-ADTs. In particular, the partial order of the L-ADT is the product of $m$ (total) orders $\leq_{\text{snap}}: \leq_{\text{reg}}_1 \times \cdots \times \leq_{\text{reg}}_m$.

We also enrich the interface of the type with a new query operation $\text{readAll}$ that returns the vector of $m$ values found in the $m$ max-register components. Note that the resulting type is still an update-query L-ADT, and thus, by Theorem 3, we can use a reconfigurable linearizable implementation of this type, let us denote it by $\text{MRset}$.

To execute $\text{update}(v, i)$ on the implemented atomic snapshot, a process performs a read on the $i^{th}$ component of $\text{MRset}$ to get sequence number $s$ of the returned tuple and performs $\text{writeMax}(s + 1, v))$ on the $i^{th}$ component. To execute a snapshot, the process performs $\text{readAll}$ on $\text{MRset}$ and returns the vector of the second element of each item of the array.

Similarly to the case of a single register, the results of all $\text{snapshot}$ operations can be totally ordered using the $\leq_{\text{snap}}$ total order on the returned vectors. Placing the matching $\text{update}$ operation accordingly, we get an equivalent sequential execution that respects the atomic snapshot specification.

Theorem 5. Algorithm 3 implements an $m$-component MWMR atomic snapshot.
Algorithm 3 Simulation of an $m$-component atomic snapshot using an L-ADT.

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{operation} \texttt{update}(i, v) \quad \{ \text{update register} i \text{ with } v \} \\
1 \quad (s, -) := \text{MRset}[i].\text{readMax} \\
2 \quad \text{MRset}[i].\text{writeMax}((s + 1, v))
\end{enumerate}

\begin{enumerate}
\item \textbf{operation} \texttt{snapshot}() \\
3 \quad r := \text{MRset}.\text{readAll} \\
4 \quad \text{return} \texttt{snap} \text{ with } \forall i \in \{1, \ldots, m\}, r[i] = (-, \text{snap}[i])
\end{enumerate}

The Commit-Adopt Abstraction

Let us take a more elaborated example, the commit-adopt abstraction [17]. It is defined through a single operation $\text{propose}(v)$, where $v$ belongs to some input domain $V$. The operation returns a couple $(\text{flag}, v)$ with $v \in V$ and $\text{flag} \in \{\text{commit}, \text{adopt}\}$, so that the following conditions are satisfied:

- **Validity**: If a process returns $(\_ , v)$, then $v$ is the input of some process.
- **Convergence**: If all inputs are $v$, then all outputs are $(\text{commit}, v)$.
- **Agreement**: If a process returns $(\text{commit}, v)$, then all outputs must be of type $(\_, v)$.

We assume here that $V$, the set of values that can be proposed to the commit-adopt abstraction, is totally ordered. The assumption can be relaxed at the cost of a slightly more complicated algorithm (by replacing the max register with a set object for example).

Our implementation of (reconfigurable) commit-adopt uses a conflict-detector object $CD$ (used to detect distinct proposals), a max-register $MR_V$ (used to write non-conflicting proposals), and an abort flag object $AF$.

Our commit-adopt implementation is presented in Algorithm 4. In its $\text{propose}$ operation, a process first accesses the conflict-detector object $CD$ (line 1). Intuitively, the conflict detector makes sure that committing processes share a common proposal.

If the object returns false (no conflict detected), the process writes its proposal in the max-register $MR_V$ (line 2) and then checks the abort flag $AF$. If the check operation returns $\perp$, then the proposed value is returned with the commit flag (line 4). Otherwise, the same value is returned with the adopt flag (line 3).

If a conflict is detected ($CD$ returns true), then the process executes the $\text{abort}$ operation on $AF$ (line 6). Then the process reads the max-register. If a non-$\perp$ value is read (some value has been previously written to $MR$), the process adopts that value (line 9). Otherwise, the process adopts its own proposed value (line 8).

\textbf{Theorem 6.} Algorithm 4 implements commit-abort.

8 Related Work

Lattice agreement. Attiya et al. [8] introduced the (one-shot) lattice agreement abstraction and, in the shared-memory context, described a wait-free reduction of lattice agreement to atomic snapshot. Falerio et al. [15] introduced the long-lived version of lattice agreement (adopted in this paper) and described an asynchronous message-passing implementation of lattice agreement assuming a majority of correct processes, with $O(n)$ time complexity (in terms of message delays) in a system of $n$ processes. Our RLA implementation in Section 5 builds upon this algorithm.
Algorithm 4 Commit-adopt implementation using L-ADTs.

```
operation propose(v)
1  if CD.check(v) = false then  { check conflicts }
2    MRv.writeMax(v)
3  if AF.check = ⊤ then return (adopt, v)  { adopt the input }
4  else return (commit, v)  { commit proposal }
5  else  { Try to abort in case of conflict }
6    AF.abort  { raise abort flag }
7    val := MRv.readMax
8  if val = ⊥ then return (adopt, v)  { adopt the input }
9  else return (adopt, val)  { adopt the possibly committed value }
```

CRDT. Conflict-free replicated data types (CRDT) were introduced by Shapiro et al. [29] for eventually synchronous replicated services. The types are defined using the language of join semi-lattices and assume that type operations are partitioned in updates and queries. Falerio et al. [15] describe a “universal” construction of a linearizable CRDT from lattice agreement. Skrzypczak et al. [30] argue that avoiding consensus in such constructions may bring performance gains. In this paper, we consider a more general class of types (L-ADT) that are “state-commutative” but not necessarily “update-query” and leverage the recently introduced criterion of interval-linearizability [12] for reconfigurable implementations of L-ADTs using RLA.

Reconfiguration. Passive reconfiguration [7, 9] assumes that replicas enter and leave the system under an explicit churn model: if the churn assumptions are violated, consistency is not guaranteed. In the active reconfiguration model, processes explicitly propose configuration updates, e.g., sets of new process members. Early proposals, such as RAMBO [20] focused on read-write storage services and used consensus to ensure that the clients agree on the evolution of configurations.

Recent solutions [2, 3, 18, 23, 31] propose an asynchronous reconfiguration by replacing consensus with weaker abstractions capturing the minimal coordination required to safely modify the system configuration. Moreover, Freestore [3] proposes a modular solution to derive interchangeable consensus-based and asynchronous reconfiguration.

Asynchronous reconfiguration. Dynastore [2] was the first solution emulating a reconfigurable atomic read/write register without consensus: clients can asynchronously propose incremental additions or removals to the system configuration. Since proposals commute, concurrent proposals are collected together without the need of deciding on a total order. Assuming n proposals, a Dynastore client might, in the worst case, go through $2^{n-1}$ candidate configurations before converging to a final one. Assuming a run with a total number of configurations m, complexity is $O(min(nm, 2^n))$.

SmartMerge [23] allows for reconfiguring not only the system membership but also its quorum system, excluding possible undesirable configurations. SmartMerge brings an interesting idea of using an external reconfiguration service based on lattice agreement [15], which allows us to reduce the number of traversed configurations to $O(n)$. However, this solution assumes that this “reconfiguration lattice” is always available and non-reconfigurable (as we showed in this paper, lattice agreement is a powerful tool that can itself be used to implement a large variety of objects).
Gafni and Malkhi [18] proposed the parsimonious speculative snapshot task based on the commit-adopt abstraction [17]. Reconfiguration, built on top of the proposed abstraction, has complexity $O(n^2)$: $n$ for the traversal and $n$ for the complexity of the parsimonious speculative snapshot implementation. Spiegelman, Keidar and Malkhi [31] improved this work by proposing an optimal solution with time complexity $O(n)$ by obtaining an amortized (per process) time complexity $O(1)$ for speculative snapshots operations.

9 Concluding Remarks

To conclude, let us briefly discuss the complexity of our solution to the reconfiguration problem and give an overview of how our solution could be further extended.

Round-trip complexity. The main complexity metric considered in the literature is the maximal number of communication round-trips needed to complete a reconfiguration when $c$ operations are concurrently proposed. In the worst case, each time a round of requests is completed in our algorithm, a new state is affecting $T_p$ or $obj_p$, and hence we have at most $c$ round-trips. Note that a round might be interrupted by receiving a greater committed state at most $c$ times as committed states are totally ordered joins of proposed states. We are aware of only one other optimal solution with linear round-trip complexity, proposed Spiegelman et al. [31]. In their solution, the maximal number of round-trips is at least $4c$, twice more than ours. This has to do with the use of a shared memory simulation preventing to read and write at the same time and preventing from sending requests to distinct configurations in parallel. Moreover, they also use a similar interruption mechanism.

Querying multiple configurations at the same time might increase the round-trip delay as we need to wait for more responses. Still, we believe that when the number of requests scales with a constant factor, this impact is negligible.

Message complexity. As in earlier solutions, messages are of linear size in the number of distinct proposed configurations or collect operations on the implemented object.

The number of exchanged messages depends on the configuration lattice. With at most $k$ members per configuration, each client may send at most $k \times 2^p$ messages per round as there are, in the worst case, exponentially many configurations to query. But this upper bound may be reached only if joins of proposed configurations do not share replicas. We expect, however, that in most cases the concurrently proposed configurations have large overlaps: configuration updates are typically gradual. For example, when a configuration is defined as a set of updates (added and removed replicas), clients may send at most $k + \Delta \times n$ requests per round, where $\Delta$ the number of replicas added per proposal. For small $\Delta$, the total number of messages is of order $k$.

An interesting question is whether we can construct a composite complexity metric that combines the number of messages a process sends and the time it takes to complete a propose operation. Indeed, one may try to find dependencies between accessing few configurations sequentially versus accessing many configurations in parallel.

Complexity trade-offs. If the cost of querying many configurations in parallel outweigh the cost of contacting fewer configurations sequentially, we can use the approach from [31]. Intuitively, it boils down to solving an instance of generalized lattice agreement on the configurations and then querying the produced configurations, there can be $O(c)$ of them, where $c$ is the number of concurrently proposed configurations.
Objects with “well-structured” its lattices can be implemented very efficiently. Take, for example, the totally ordered lattice of a max-register. In this case, processes can directly return the state stored in LearnLB in line 11. Indeed, not returning a committed state might only violate the consistency property. But if states are already totally ordered, then the consistency property always holds. Therefore, in the absence of reconfiguration calls, operations can return in a single round trip. It is in general interesting to investigate how the lattice structure might be leveraged.
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Abstract

The weighted vertex cover problem is concerned with selecting a subset of the vertices that covers a target set of edges with the objective of minimizing the total cost of the selected vertices. We consider a variant of this classic combinatorial optimization problem where the target edge set is not fully known; rather, it is characterized by a probability distribution. Adhering to the model of two-stage stochastic optimization, the execution is divided into two stages so that in the first stage, the decision maker selects some of the vertices based on the probabilistic forecast of the target edge set. Then, in the second stage, the edges in the target set are revealed and in order to cover them, the decision maker can augment the vertex subset selected in the first stage with additional vertices. However, in the second stage, the vertex cost increases by some inflation factor, so the second stage selection becomes more expensive.

The current paper studies the two-stage stochastic vertex cover problem in the realm of distributed graph algorithms, where the decision making process (in both stages) is distributed among the vertices of the graph. By combining the stochastic optimization toolbox with recent advances in distributed algorithms for weighted vertex cover, we develop an algorithm that runs in time \(O(\log(\Delta)/\varepsilon)\), sends \(O(m)\) messages in total, and guarantees to approximate the optimal solution within a \((3 + \varepsilon)\)-ratio, where \(m\) is the number of edges in the graph, \(\Delta\) is its maximum degree, and \(0 < \varepsilon < 1\) is a performance parameter.
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1 Introduction

Distributed computing models are adversarial in nature: if the future bears any kind of uncertainty, then we better prepare for the worst. While this approach is sensible in some situations, e.g., when dealing with faults in critical systems, it seems to be exaggerated in others: Should we still aim for the worst even if we hold reliable forecasts that point to more optimistic outcomes? Is it not a little bit paranoid to assume that the future is always determined by a malicious adversary?
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With this motivation in mind, the current paper adopts the two-stage stochastic optimization model, where the future uncertainty is resolved by nature’s coin tosses rather than by a malicious adversary. This popular model is adjusted to the realm of distributed graph algorithms and applied to the weighted vertex cover problem. The adaptation of weighted vertex cover to the distributed stochastic setting makes it applicable to many real-life scenarios, especially in the context of network applications. For example, a distributed construction of a minimum vertex cover could come in handy for tasks such as monitoring traffic over high demand links. More often than not, the set of high demand links is not fully known in advance and decisions regarding the placement of monitors must be made based on probabilistic forecasts.

### 1.1 Distributed Two-Stage Stochastic Vertex Cover

The problem considered in this paper is a distributed version of the two-stage stochastic vertex cover (2SVC) problem. In its centralized version, the 2SVC problem is defined over an undirected graph \( G = (V, E) \) and a vertex cost function \( c : V \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \). Given a target edge subset \( T \subseteq E \), the goal is to purchase a vertex subset \( X \subseteq V \) that covers \( T \) in the sense that every edge in \( T \) has at least one endpoint in \( X \).

The crux of the 2SVC problem is that the target \( T \) is not known explicitly; rather, it is drawn from a probability distribution \( \pi \) over \( 2^E \). A 2SVC algorithm \( \text{Alg} \) constructs the covering vertex subset \( X \) in two stages: In the first stage, \( \text{Alg} \) constructs a vertex subset \( X_1 \subseteq V \) based on \( \pi \), but without knowing the realized target \( T \). Then, in the second stage, \( T \) is revealed and \( \text{Alg} \) augments \( X_1 \) with a vertex subset \( X_2 \subseteq V - X_1 \) to obtain a valid cover \( X = X_1 \cup X_2 \) for \( T \), but the vertices are now costlier: each vertex \( v \in X_2 \) costs \( \sigma \cdot c(v) \), where \( \sigma > 1 \) is an inflation factor specified with the problem instance (together with \( G \), \( c \), and \( \pi \)). The objective is to minimize \( \text{Alg} \)'s total cost \( c(X_1) + \sigma \cdot c(X_2) \) in expectation, where \( c(V') = \sum_{v \in V'} c(v) \) for every \( V' \subseteq V \) and the expectation is taken over the probability distribution \( \pi \) from which the target \( T \) is drawn and the random coin tosses of the algorithm (if any).

In the current paper, we adapt the 2SVC problem to the distributed setting where there is no centralized decision maker. Adhering to the standard assumptions in the domain of distributed graph algorithms (cf. [32]), the computation in both the first and second stages is distributed among the vertices in \( V \) that are identified with processing units that operate in synchronous rounds and can communicate with each other by exchanging messages of bounded size over the edges in \( E \) (referred to as the \textsc{CONGEST} model in [32]). This means that at the beginning of the first stage, the vertices hold no knowledge of the global topology of \( G \). Moreover, we assume that \( \pi \) is a product distribution, so that \( \pi(T) = (\prod_{e \in T} \pi(e)) \cdot (\prod_{e \in E - T} (1 - \pi(e))) \), and that it is provided to the vertices in a distributed manner: at the beginning of the first stage, vertex \( v \in V \) is aware of the individual edge probability \( \pi(e) \) if and only if \( e \) is incident on \( v \).

The approximation ratio of a distributed 2SVC algorithm \( \text{Alg} \) is the minimum \( \rho \) such that for every graph \( G = (V, E) \), cost function \( c : V \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \), target (product) distribution \( \pi \) over \( 2^E \), and inflation factor \( \sigma > 1 \), it is guaranteed that the expected cost paid by \( \text{Alg} \) is at most

\[
\rho \times \min_{X_1 \subseteq V} \left( c(X_1) + \sum_{T \subseteq E} \pi(T) \cdot \min_{X_2 \subseteq V : X_1 \cup X_2 \text{ covers } T} \sigma \cdot c(X_2) \right).
\]

In other words, the performance of \( \text{Alg} \) is measured in comparison to an optimal (omnipotent) centralized benchmark.
1.2 Our Contribution

In this paper, we design a distributed algorithm, referred to as Alg, that for any $0 < \varepsilon < 1$, outputs a $(3 + \varepsilon)$-approximation for the 2SVC problem. Denoting the number of vertices in $G$ by $n$ and its maximum degree by $\Delta$ and assuming that the vertex costs $c(v)$ and performance parameter $\varepsilon$ can be encoded using $O(\log n)$ bits, Alg completes the first stage in $O(\log(\Delta)/\varepsilon)$ rounds and the second stage in $O(1)$ rounds, sending a total of $O(1)$ messages per edge, each of size $O(\log n)$. We assume for simplicity that the vertices are equipped with unique IDs (encoded using $O(\log n)$ bits), but these can be easily replaced by any local symmetry breaking oracle (e.g., an arbitrary edge orientation). Beyond that, the vertices are not assumed to hold any global knowledge of the graph, including the parameters $n$ and $\Delta$.

Two-stage (and more generally, multi-stage) stochastic optimization is an important research domain (see Sec. 1.3) that, to the best of our knowledge, has not been studied yet in the context of distributed graph algorithms. We hope that the first step that the current paper makes into the interface between these fascinating research domains will ignite further exploration of distributed algorithms for stochastic graph theoretic problems.

1.3 Related Work

The field of stochastic optimization dates back to the mid-fifties with the seminal papers of Dantzig [12] and Beale [8] on stochastic linear programming and is studied extensively since then. Comprehensive accounts of stochastic programming under both continuous and discrete models can be found in [35, 27, 10].

Initiated in the paper of Dye, Stougie, and Tomasgard [14], the study of approximation algorithms for stochastic optimization problems has recently gained a lot of attention [21, 13, 34, 15, 19, 3]. Much of this literature deals with the finite scenario model, where the scenarios that may occur in the second stage are listed explicitly as part of the input. A different approach, sometimes called the black-box model, relies on sampling access to a probability distribution that is not necessarily provided explicitly. Shmoys and Swamy obtained approximation algorithms in this model for problems in the framework of two-stage [36] and multi-stage [38] stochastic optimization. They also wrote a broad survey on approximation algorithms for a large class of two-stage stochastic linear and integer programs in both the finite scenario and black-box models [39].

Among other methods, Shmoys and Swamy [38] used the sample average approximation approach that reduces many problems in the black-box model to their finite scenario counterpart. This approach essentially feeds the finite scenario algorithm with samples taken from the (implicit) probability distribution. We remark that although this approach has proven to be very successful for centralized algorithms [36, 38, 37], it seems to be less suitable for distributed settings.

As discussed later on, our work builds upon the (centralized) framework of Gupta et al. [18] for general stochastic optimization problems. This is a generic framework that given an approximation algorithm for stochastic optimization with certain desired properties for (the deterministic version) of a combinatorial optimization problem $\mathcal{P}$, yields an approximation algorithm for the two-stage (and multi-stage) stochastic versions of $\mathcal{P}$. Among other combinatorial optimization problems, Gupta et al. applied their framework to weighted vertex cover, obtaining a (centralized) 3-approximation 2SVC algorithm. This has been improved to a $(2 + \varepsilon)$-approximation by Srinivasan [37] using the sample average approximation approach.

In its deterministic version, vertex cover is a classic combinatorial optimization problem, listed among the 21 NP-hard problems in Karp’s seminal paper [24]. The unweighted version of this problem can be approximated within a factor of 2 simply by finding a maximal
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We say that a payment function \( p \) of a 2-stage stochastic optimization instance is \( \epsilon \)-approximate, if for any \( X \subseteq V \), the cost paid by \( \text{Alg} \) for the vertex subset \( X \) is at most \( \epsilon \) times the optimal cost of \( X \).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Following some preliminary definitions presented in Sec. 2, we discuss in Sec. 3 the technical challenges that had to be overcome en route to developing our distributed 2SVC approximation algorithm. The algorithm is then developed in Sec. 4 and analyzed in Sec. 5. We conclude in Sec. 6 with some further discussion and open questions.

2 Preliminaries

Relaxed Vertex Cover. We now define a slightly different version of the 2SVC problem, called relaxed 2SVC (r2SVC). In this version we are allowed to make partial payments for the vertices in each of the two stages based on the notion of a payment function \( p : V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \). We say that a payment function \( p \) covers the edge subset \( F \subseteq E \) if the vertex subset \( X^p = \{ v \in V \mid p(v) \geq c(v) \} \) is a cover for \( F \).

An algorithm \( \text{Alg}^{\text{rel}} \) for the r2SVC problem constructs the payment functions \( p_1 : V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) and \( p_2 : V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) in the first and second stages, respectively, with the requirement that the function \( p_1 + p_2 \), defined so that \( (p_1 + p_2)(v) = p_1(v) + p_2(v) \), covers the target edge subset \( T \). The cost paid by \( \text{Alg}^{\text{rel}} \) is \( c(p_1) + \sigma \cdot c(p_2) \), where the cost \( c(p) \) of a payment function \( p : V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) is defined to be \( c(p) = \sum_{v \in V} p(v) \).

By definition, any 2SVC algorithm can be transformed into a r2SVC algorithm with the same cost by setting \( p_i(v) = c(v) \) if \( v \in X_i \) and \( p_i(v) = 0 \) otherwise for \( i = 1, 2 \). Gupta et al. [18] established the converse direction: any r2SVC algorithm can be transformed into...
a 2SVC algorithm with the same expected cost. Although their proof aims at centralized algorithms, it is straightforward to see that it holds also for the distributed version of the (r)2SVC problem, yielding the following lemma (a proof is added for completeness).

Lemma 2.1. Any distributed r2SVC algorithm Alg\textsuperscript{rel} can be transformed into a distributed 2SVC algorithm Alg with the same expected cost.

Proof. Let \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) be the payment functions constructed by Alg\textsuperscript{rel} in the first and second stages, respectively. We construct the 2SVC algorithm Alg as follows. In the first stage Alg includes vertex \( v \in V \) in the vertex subset \( X_1 \) with probability \( \min\{1, p_1(v)/c(v)\} \). In the second stage, Alg includes \( v \) in the vertex subset \( X_2 \) if \( v \in X^{p_1+p_2} \) and it was not already selected in the first stage. By the linearity of expectation, the expected payment made by Alg in each stage is up-bounded by the payment made by Alg\textsuperscript{rel} in the same stage. ▶

Following Lem. 2.1, we focus hereafter on designing a distributed algorithm for the r2SVC problem.

The Framework of [18]. Our distributed algorithm for the r2SVC problem is based on the (centralized) boosted-sampling algorithm of Gupta et al. [18] for that problem.\(^1\) This is a randomized algorithm that is compiled from two algorithmic building blocks. The first building block is a covering payment algorithm, referred to as Alg\textsuperscript{pay}, that given an edge subset \( F \subseteq E \), constructs a payment function \( p : V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) that covers \( F \).\(^2\) We say that Alg\textsuperscript{pay} is an \( \alpha \)-approximation covering payment algorithm if the cost of the payment function \( p \) constructed by Alg\textsuperscript{pay} is guaranteed to satisfy \( c(p) \leq \alpha \cdot c(\text{Opt}(F)) \), where Opt\((F)\) is an optimal cover for \( F \).

The second building block of the boosted-sampling algorithm is an augmentation algorithm, referred to as Alg\textsuperscript{aug}, that given two edge subsets \( F, F' \subseteq E \) and a payment function \( p : V \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) that covers \( F \), constructs a payment function \( p' \) so that \( p + p' \) covers \( F' \).

In the first stage, the boosted-sampling algorithm creates a random edge subset \( S \) by sampling each edge \( e \) in \( E \) with probability \( \min\{1, \sigma \pi(e)\} \). Following that, it invokes Alg\textsuperscript{pay} on \( S \) to obtain a payment function \( p_1 \) that covers \( S \). In the second stage, when the actual edge subset \( T \) is revealed, the boosted-sampling algorithm invokes Alg\textsuperscript{aug} on \( (S, T, p_1) \) to construct the payment function \( p_2 \) so that \( p_1 + p_2 \) covers \( T \).

An essential ingredient in the analysis of the boosted-sampling algorithm is the notion of cost-sharing functions. These functions provide a useful way to bound the overall cost by allocating it to the edges that need to be covered. Formally, a function \( \xi : 2^E \times E \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) is said to be a cost-sharing function if it satisfies the following two properties for any edge subset \( F \subseteq E \):

\begin{align*}
P1. & \quad \xi(F, e) = 0 \text{ for any edge } e \in E - F; \text{ and} \\
P2. & \quad \sum_{e \in F} \xi(F, e) \leq c(\text{Opt}(F)).
\end{align*}

The cost-sharing function \( \xi \) is said to be \( \beta \)-unistrict with respect to Alg\textsuperscript{pay} and Alg\textsuperscript{aug} if it satisfies the following property for any edge subset \( F \subseteq E \) and edge \( e \in E - F \):

\begin{align*}
P3. & \quad \beta \cdot \xi(F \cup \{e\}, e) \geq c(\text{Alg}\textsuperscript{aug}(F, \{e\}, \text{Alg}\textsuperscript{pay}(F))).
\end{align*}

\(^1\) As mentioned in Sec. 1.3, Gupta et al. develop a generic framework and the boosted-sampling algorithm is actually suitable for many different combinatorial optimization problems. Since our focus in the current paper is restricted to weighted vertex cover, we present an adaptation of this algorithm to that specific problem.

\(^2\) We assume that the underlying graph \( G = (V, E) \) and the vertex cost function \( c \) are fixed and do not explicitly pass them as arguments to the various algorithms described hereafter.
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\begin{align*}
(P) \quad \min \sum_{v \in V} x_v c(v) \\
\text{s.t.} \quad x_u + x_v &\geq 1 \quad \forall (u, v) \in E \\
&\quad x_u \geq 0 \quad \forall v \in V
\end{align*}

\begin{align*}
(D) \quad \max \sum_{e \in E} y_e \\
\text{s.t.} \quad \sum_{e: v \in e} y_e &\leq c(v) \quad \forall v \in V \\
&\quad y_e \geq 0, \quad \forall e \in E
\end{align*}

\textbf{Figure 1} The linear program relaxation of weighted vertex cover (P) and its dual program (D), which is actually the linear program relaxation of the b-matching problem.

In other words, the cost of augmenting the payment function \( p \) constructed by \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) for covering \( F \) to a payment function \( p + p' \) that covers \( e \) as well, is at most \( \beta : \xi(F \cup \{e\}, e) \).

\textbf{Theorem 2.2} ([18]). Given an \( \alpha \)-approximation covering payment algorithm \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \), an augmentation algorithm \( \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} \) and a cost-sharing function that is \( \beta \)-unistrict with respect to \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) and \( \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} \), the boosted-sampling algorithm provides an \((\alpha + \beta)\)-approximation algorithm for the r2SVC problem.

\textbf{Additional Notation.} Throughout, we denote the number of vertices and the number of edges in the underlying graph \( G = (V, E) \) by \( n = |V| \) and \( m = |E| \), respectively. Let \( \deg(v) \) be the degree of vertex \( v \) in \( G \) and let \( \Delta = \max_{v \in V} \deg(v) \) be the maximum degree.

\section{Technical Challenges}

In their centralized 2SVC algorithm, Gupta et al. [18] construct the first-stage solution using the following classic (centralized) primal-dual algorithm for weighted vertex cover (refer to Fig. 1 for the weighted vertex cover linear program relaxation and its dual program): The algorithm continuously raises the dual variables associated with the edges, concurrently for all of them, until a dual constraint associated with some vertex \( v \) becomes tight; at this point, \( v \) joins the vertex cover and the edges incident on \( v \) are frozen so that their dual variables will not be raised any further. The algorithm terminates when all edges are frozen.

A key ingredient in the analysis of Gupta et al. is that the dual variables can serve as a 1-unistrict cost-sharing function. This powerful observation utilizes the identical runs property stating that for any \( F \subseteq E \) and \( e \in E - F \), the runs of the algorithm on \( F \) and on \( F \cup \{e\} \) are identical (with respect to the dual variables of the edges in \( F \)) up to the point when the dual variable of \( e \) becomes frozen.

The recent weighted vertex cover algorithm of Bar-Yehuda et al. [4] (see also the algorithm of Ben-Basat et al. [9]) can be viewed as a distributed implementation of this primal-dual approach.\(^3\) They cleverly replace the centralized method of continuously (and concurrently) increasing the dual variables by a stepwise increase based on a request-response iterative process. An inherent property of the algorithms of [4, 9] is that in each step of the iterative process, the amount requested by vertex \( v \) from an adjacent vertex \( u \), and hence also the amount responded by \( u \) to \( v \)'s request, depend on the number of edges incident on \( v \) that have not been frozen yet. Consequently, the runs of the algorithm on \( F \subseteq E \) and on \( F \cup \{e\} \),

\(^3\) The authors of [4, 9] present their algorithms using the equivalent local ratio approach.
for some $e \in E - F$, may differ from each other already at the early stages of the execution. As the amounts of responses sent over edge $e = (u, v)$ determine the value of the dual variable associated with $e$, this distributed algorithm does not satisfy the aforementioned identical runs property.

To overcome this obstacle, we develop a variant of [4]'s algorithm that does satisfy the identical runs property. This is done by grouping the iterative process’ steps into phases so that vertex $v$ requests the same amount throughout all steps of the phase. The crucial point here is that this amount is now fixed in advance and in particular, does not depend on the number of unfrozen edges incident on $v$. At the same time, our algorithm preserves the primal-dual structure in a way that allows us to efficiently combine it with an augmentation (second stage) algorithm. The main challenge is then to show that the dual variables serve as a $(1 + \varepsilon)$-unistrict cost-sharing function. We prove that our algorithm is only $O(\log \log \Delta)$ factor slower than the original algorithm of [4] (whose run-time is optimal as a function of $\Delta$). Moreover, our algorithm has a message complexity of $O(m)$, an improvement over the algorithm of [4] that sends $O(m \log \Delta \varepsilon \log \log \Delta)$ messages.

### 4 A Distributed Algorithm for 2SVC

In this section, we present our distributed 2SVC algorithm $\text{Alg}$. As mentioned in Sec. 2, we actually present an algorithm for the r2SVC problem (Lem. 2.1 ensures that it can be transformed into a 2SVC algorithm) that can be viewed as a distributed implementation of the boosted-sampling algorithm of [18].

Similarly to the centralized version of the boosted-sampling algorithm, our distributed algorithm also constructs the random edge subset $S$ by sampling each edge $e \in E$ with probability $\min\{1, \sigma \pi(e)\}$, only that now this sampling is done in a decentralized manner by one of $e$’s endpoints (say, the one with the smaller ID). Following this sampling process, the vertices know which of their incident edges are included in $S$.

The first stage is then completed by running the distributed covering payment algorithm $\text{Alg}^{\text{pay}}$ presented in Sec. 4.1 on $S$, generating a payment function $p_1$ that covers $S$. In the second stage when the target edge subset $T \subseteq E$ is revealed, the vertices run the distributed augmentation algorithm $\text{Alg}^{\text{aug}}$ presented in Sec. 4.2 on $S$, $T$, and $p_1$ to obtain a payment function $p_2$ so that $p_1 + p_2$ covers $T$. For clarity of the exposition, we first implement our algorithms so that they may send messages over each edge in every round without taking the message size into account. Then, in Sec. 4.3, we explain how $\text{Alg}^{\text{pay}}$ and $\text{Alg}^{\text{aug}}$ can be modified to send $O(m)$ messages in total, each of size $O(\log n)$.

#### 4.1 A Distributed Covering Payment Algorithm

Our distributed covering payment algorithm $\text{Alg}^{\text{pay}}$ gets as input an edge set $F$ and constructs a payment function $p$ that covers $F$. Fix some sufficiently small performance parameter $\varepsilon > 0$ (the relation of the performance parameter $\varepsilon$ fixed here to the guaranteed approximation ratio is revealed later on). $\text{Alg}^{\text{pay}}$ works in phases, each consisting of $3 \cdot \lceil 2/\varepsilon \rceil$ rounds that are divided into $\lceil 2/\varepsilon \rceil$ contiguous round triples referred to as steps. Each step begins with a request round followed by a response round, in which the vertices exchange messages referred to as requests and responses, respectively. The last (third) round in the step is a status round in which the vertices report whether they remain active (initially, all vertices are active). Every active vertex $v \in V$ maintains a weight variable $w(v)$ which is initialized with $c(v)$ and is monotonically non-increasing throughout the steps of the algorithm. In addition, vertex $v$ maintains a set $A(v)$ of active neighbors.
Consider some active vertex \( v \in V \). We use \((j, i)\) to denote step \( i = 0, 1, \ldots, \lfloor 2/\varepsilon \rfloor - 1 \) of phase \( j \). In the request round of step \((j, i)\), vertex \( v \) sends to each active neighbor \( u \in A(v) \) the message

\[
\text{request}_{j,i}(v, u) = 2^j \cdot \frac{\varepsilon c(v)}{\deg(v)},
\]

where recall that \( \deg(v) \) denotes the degree of \( v \) in the underlying graph \( G \). In the following response round, \( v \) processes the request messages received from its active neighbors one-by-one (in an arbitrary order). For each request message \( \text{request}_{j,i}(u, v) \), \( v \) sends a response message

\[
\text{response}_{j,i}(v, u) = \min \{ \text{request}_{j,i}(u, v), w(v) - \varepsilon c(v) \}
\]

and subtracts \( \text{response}_{j,i}(v, u) \) from \( w(v) \). We say that the request \( \text{request}_{j,i}(u, v) \) is fully responded if \( \text{response}_{j,i}(v, u) = \text{request}_{j,i}(u, v) \). Notice that this update rule ensures that \( w(v) \geq \varepsilon c(v) \) throughout the response round.

In the status round, \( v \) updates the weight variable \( w(v) \) by subtracting \( \text{response}_{j,i}(u, v) \) from \( w(v) \) for each response message received from an active neighbor \( u \in A(v) \). Upon completion of this update process, if \( w(v) \leq \varepsilon c(v) \), then \( v \) becomes inactive, sends a designated inactive message to its active neighbors, and marks itself as a covering vertex (the role of the covering vertices is revealed soon). A vertex whose active neighbor set is empty also becomes inactive. We use \( w_{\text{inact}}(v) \) to denote the remaining weight of \( v \) when it becomes inactive.

The payment function \( p : V \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) constructed by \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) is defined by setting

\[
p(v) = \min \left\{ \frac{c(v) - w_{\text{inact}}(v)}{1 - \varepsilon}, c(v) \right\} .
\]

This means that \( p(v) \) is always up-bounded by \( c(v) \) and that \( p(v) = c(v) \) if and only if \( v \) ends up as a covering vertex. Refer to Pseudocode 1 for a pseudocode description of \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \).

### 4.2 A Distributed Augmentation Algorithm

Our distributed augmentation algorithm \( \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} \) gets as input two edge subsets \( F, F' \subseteq E \) and a payment function \( p : V \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) that covers \( F \), and constructs a payment function \( p' : V \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) so that \( p + p' \) covers \( F' \) as follows. Define the reduced cost of each vertex \( v \in V \) to be \( c(v) - p(v) \). For each edge \((v_a, v_b) \in F'\), \( \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} \) selects the endpoint \( v_i \), \( i \in \{a, b\} \), with the smaller reduced cost \( c(v_i) - p(v_i) \), breaking ties arbitrarily (say, by the vertex IDs). The payment function \( p' \) is then defined by setting

\[
p'(v) = \begin{cases} 
  c(v) - p(v), & \text{if } v \text{ is selected by } \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} , \\
  0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases} .
\]

This means that

\[
c(\text{Alg}^{\text{aug}}(F, F', p)) \leq \sum_{(v_a, v_b) \in F'} \min \{c(v_a) - p(v_a), c(v_b) - p(v_b)\} .
\]
Algorithm 1 A covering payment algorithm, code for vertex $v$.

1: for $j = 0, 1, \ldots$ do
2: \hspace{1em} for $i = 0$ to $\lceil 2/\varepsilon \rceil - 1$ do
3: \hspace{2em} Request Round
4: \hspace{3em} for each $u \in A(v)$ do
5: \hspace{4em} request$_{j,i}(v, u) \leftarrow 2^j \cdot \frac{\varepsilon c(v)}{\deg(v)}$
6: \hspace{4em} Send request$_{j,i}(v, u)$ to $u$
7: \hspace{1em} Response Round
8: \hspace{2em} for each $u \in A(v)$ do
9: \hspace{3em} response$_{j,i}(v, u) \leftarrow \min \{\text{request}_{j,i}(u, v), w(v) - \varepsilon c(v)\}$
10: \hspace{3em} $w(v) \leftarrow w(v) - \text{response}_{j,i}(v, u)$
11: \hspace{3em} Send response$_{j,i}(v, u)$ to $u$
12: \hspace{1em} Status Round
13: \hspace{2em} for each $u \in A(v)$ do
14: \hspace{3em} if $w(v) \leq \varepsilon c(v)$ then
15: \hspace{4em} $p(v) \leftarrow c(v) - w(v)$ \hspace{1em} $\triangleright$ $v$ is marked as a covering vertex
16: \hspace{4em} Send inactive to all neighbors
17: \hspace{2em} if $A(v) = \emptyset$ then
18: \hspace{3em} $p(v) \leftarrow \frac{1}{1 - \varepsilon}(c(v) - w(v))$

4.3 Fewer and Smaller Messages

While $\text{Alg}^\text{aug}$ requires a single round of communication and hence, does not send more than $O(m)$ messages in total, the aforementioned implementation of $\text{Alg}^\text{pay}$ dictates sending messages over each edge in every step which sums up to $\Omega(m \log(\Delta)/\varepsilon)$ messages. Here we show that $\text{Alg}^\text{pay}$ can be modified to send $O(1)$ messages over each edge throughout the execution, which accounts for a total of $O(m)$ messages as well. We then explain how the message size (of both $\text{Alg}^\text{pay}$ and $\text{Alg}^\text{aug}$) can be bounded by $O(\log n)$.

The modified $\text{Alg}^\text{pay}$ starts with a handshake round in which each vertex $v \in V$ sends its cost $c(v)$ and degree $\deg(v)$ to all its neighbors. The next messages that $v$ is certain to send are the inactive messages sent when $v$ becomes inactive. Consider some neighbor $u$ of $v$ and suppose that it still did not receive an inactive message from $v$. Using the handshake information, vertex $u$ can compute the value of each request message $\text{request}_{j,i}(v, u) = 2^j \cdot \varepsilon c(v)/\deg(v)$ without actually receiving it from $v$. Moreover, as long as $u$ does not hear otherwise from $v$, it infers that $v$ fully responds to its own requests, namely, that $\text{response}_{j,i}(v, u) = \text{request}_{j,i}(u, v)$, again, without actually receiving $v$’s response. If $v$ cannot fully respond to $u$’s request in some step $(j, i)$, then $v$ sends the partial response $\text{response}_{j,i}(v, u)$ as in the original implementation of $\text{Alg}^\text{pay}$, but notice that this will happen at most once as $v$ must become inactive in step $(j, i)$.

With this modification, a vertex $v \in V$ sends messages over an incident edge $(v, u)$ in three occasions: (1) a message encoding $c(v)$ and $\deg(v)$ during the designated handshake round of $\text{Alg}^\text{pay}$; (2) a message encoding a partial response to $\text{request}_{j,i}(u, v)$ during the (single) step $(j, i)$ in which $v$ becomes inactive; and (3) a message encoding the reduced cost
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of \( v \) during the execution of \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) in the second stage. The message sent in occasion (1) is of size \( O(\log n) \) by the assumption on the vertex costs. To ensure that the messages sent during occasions (2) and (3) are also of size \( O(\log n) \), we round down their numeric content to the next power of \( 1 + \varepsilon \). This affects the approximation ratio analyzed in Sec. 5 by a factor of at most \( 1 + \varepsilon \).

5 Analysis

In this section, we analyze the distributed implementation \( \text{Alg} \) of the boosted-sampling algorithm presented in Sec. 4, establishing the following theorem.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Theorem 5.1.} For any sufficiently small \( \varepsilon > 0 \), \( \text{Alg} \) completes the first stage in \( O(\log(\Delta)/\varepsilon) \) rounds and the second stage in \( O(1) \) rounds and guarantees to return a \( (3 + O(\varepsilon)) \)-approximation for the \( r2SVC \) problem.
\end{itemize}

To obtain an approximation ratio of \( (3 + \varepsilon') \) for some \( 0 < \varepsilon' < 1 \) (as promised in Sec. 1), one merely has to set the performance parameter \( \varepsilon \) used by \( \text{Alg} \) so that \( \varepsilon \leftarrow \varepsilon'/\kappa \) for the appropriate constant \( \kappa \) hidden in the \( O \)-notation in the statement of Thm. 5.1. We start the analysis by proving that \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) constructs a covering payment function.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Lemma 5.2.} When invoked on an edge subset \( F \subseteq E \), \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) constructs a payment function \( p \) that covers \( F \).
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Proof.} When a vertex \( v \in V \) becomes inactive, either (1) its active neighbor set is empty; or (2) its weight variable \( w(v) \) satisfies \( w(v) \leq \varepsilon c(v) \). In the latter case, \( v \) is a covering vertex with \( p(v) = c(v) \). The assertion follows by the design of \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) ensuring that if \( (u,v) \in F \), then it cannot be the case that both \( u \) and \( v \) become inactive due to the former reason. ▶

Let \( w_j(v) \) and \( A_j(v) \) denote the weight and active neighbor set of \( v \) at the beginning of phase \( j \), respectively, and let \( \deg_{A_j}^j(v) \) denote the size of \( A_j(v) \). The following two lemmas play a crucial role in proving that \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) is a \( (2 + O(\varepsilon)) \)-approximation covering payment algorithm.

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Lemma 5.3.} For every phase \( j \) in the run of \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) and for every vertex \( v \in V \) that is active at the beginning of phase \( j \), it holds that 
\[ \deg_{A_j}^j(v) \leq \deg(v)/2^j. \]
\end{itemize}

\textbf{Proof.} Consider some vertex \( v \in V \) and recall that \( \deg_{A_0}^0(v) \) is the degree of \( v \) in \( (V,F) \). Since \( \deg_{A_0}^0(v) \) is up-bounded by \( \deg(v) \), the assertion holds for phase \( j = 0 \). Assume by contradiction that \( \deg_{A_j}^j(v) > \deg(v)/2^j \) for some phase \( j > 0 \) where \( v \) is still active. This means that \( v \) had more than \( \deg(v)/2^j \) active neighbors throughout phase \( j-1 \) and in each of the \( [2/\varepsilon] \) steps of that phase, more than \( \deg(v)/2^j \) requests of \( v \) were fully responded. Since \( \text{request}_{j-1,i}(v,u) = 2^j \cdot \varepsilon c(v)/\deg(v) \) for every \( u \in A_{j-1}(v) \) and \( i = 0,1,\ldots,[2/\varepsilon] - 1 \), it follows that
\[ w_j(v) < w_{j-1}(v) - [2/\varepsilon] \cdot \deg(v)/2^j \cdot 2^{j-1} \cdot \varepsilon c(v)/\deg(v) \leq w_{j-1}(v) - c(v) \leq 0. \]

Ergo, \( v \) must become inactive by the beginning of phase \( j \), in contradiction to the assumption. ▶

\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Lemma 5.4.} For every vertex \( v \in V \), the weight variable \( w(v) \) remains non-negative throughout the run of \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \).
\end{itemize}
We generalize the last definition from single edges with Obs. 5.5, we get that for every vertex $v$.

Proof. Recall that $p(v) = \min \{ \frac{1}{1-\varepsilon}(c(v) - \text{w}_{\text{inact}(v)}), c(v) \}$ (see (1)). If $\frac{1}{1-\varepsilon}(c(v) - \text{w}_{\text{inact}(v)}) \leq c(v)$, then the assertion holds by Obs. 5.5 implying that $p(v) = \frac{1}{1-\varepsilon} \cdot y(F,F(v))$. So, consider the case where $\frac{1}{1-\varepsilon}(c(v) - \text{w}_{\text{inact}(v)}) > c(v)$ which means that $\text{w}_{\text{inact}(v)} < \varepsilon \cdot c(v)$. Lem. 5.4 ensures that $\text{w}_{\text{inact}(v)} \geq 0$, thus by combining it with Obs. 5.5 we conclude that $(1-\varepsilon) \cdot c(v) < y(F,F(v)) \leq c(v)$. The assertion follows as $p(v) = c(v)$ in this case.

Employing Obs. 5.5 we can establish also the following lemma.

Lemma 5.7. The function $y : 2^E \times E \rightarrow \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0}$ satisfies $y(F,F) \leq c(\text{Opt}(F))$.

Proof. For every vertex $v \in V$, Lem. 5.4 guarantees that $\text{w}_{\text{inact}(v)} \geq 0$, hence, in conjunction with Obs. 5.5, we get that $y(F,F(v)) \leq c(v)$. It follows then that the variables $y(F,e), e \in F$, constitute a feasible solution for the dual program of the linear program relaxation of weighted vertex cover on graph $(V,F)$ with cost function $c(\cdot)$ (refer to Fig. 1 for that program). The assertion follows as a consequence of weak duality.

We are now ready to establish the approximation ratio of $\text{Alg}^{\text{pay}}$. 
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**Lemma 5.8.** \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) is a \((2 + O(\varepsilon))\)-approximation covering payment algorithm.

**Proof.** The payment function \( p \) constructed by \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) satisfies
\[
\sum_{v \in V} p(v) \leq (1 + O(\varepsilon)) \sum_{v \in V} y(F, F(v)) = 2 \cdot (1 + O(\varepsilon)) \cdot y(F, F) \leq (2 + O(\varepsilon)) \cdot c(\text{opt}(F)),
\]
where the first transition is due to Lem. 5.6 and the last transition follows from Lem. 5.7.

It follows directly from the design of \( \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} \) that given two edge subsets \( F, F' \subseteq E \) and a payment function \( p : V \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) that covers \( F \), the payment function \( p' \) constructed by \( \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} \) when invoked on \((F, F', p)\) augments \( p \) so that \( p + p' \) covers \( F' \). So, \( \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} \) is a valid augmentation algorithm (that runs in \( O(1) \) rounds). The desired bound on the approximation ratio of \( \text{Alg} \) can now be established by identifying a proper cost-sharing function.

**Lemma 5.9.** The function \( y : 2^E \times E \to \mathbb{R}_{\geq 0} \) is a \((1 + O(\varepsilon))\)-unistrict cost-sharing function with respect to \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) and \( \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} \).

**Proof.** We need to show that \( y \) satisfies properties P1–P3 (see Sec. 2) with respect to \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) and \( \text{Alg}^{\text{aug}} \). When \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \) is invoked on an edge subset \( F \subseteq E \), no messages are sent over edges that are not in \( F \), so property P1 clearly holds. Moreover, Lem. 5.7 ensures that \( \sum_{e \in F} y(F, e) \leq c(\text{opt}(F)) \), thus property P2 holds as well.

For property P3, we fix some \( F \subseteq E \) and \( e \in E \setminus F \) and show that
\[
y(\text{Alg}^{\text{aug}}(F, \{e\}), \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}}(F)) \leq (1 + O(\varepsilon)) \cdot y(F \cup \{e\}, e).
\]
To that end, we define the following additional notation: Given an edge subset \( J \subseteq F \) and a step \((j, i)\), let
\[
y_{<\langle j, i \rangle}(F, J) = \sum_{(j', i') < \langle j, i \rangle} \sum_{e \in J} y_{j', i'}(F, e),
\]
where we use the relation \(<\) to denote the lexicographic order, and let
\[
y_{\leq\langle j, i \rangle}(F, J) = y_{<\langle j, i \rangle}(F, J) + \sum_{e \in J} y_{j, i}(F, e).
\]
Consider two runs of \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \): run \( R^1 \) on \( F \) and run \( R^2 \) on \( F \cup \{e\} \). Let \((j, i)\) be the first step in which an endpoint of \( e \) becomes inactive during \( R^2 \). Let \( R^1_{j, i} \) and \( R^2_{j, i} \) denote the runs \( R^1 \) and \( R^2 \) up to the beginning of step \((j, i)\), respectively.

Observe that \( R^1_{j, i} \) and \( R^2_{j, i} \) are identical in the sense that \( y_{<\langle j, i \rangle}(F, J) = y_{<\langle j, i \rangle}(F \cup \{e\}, J) \) for any \( J \subseteq F \). In other words, the same response messages are sent over every edge \( e' \in F \) throughout \( R^1_{j, i} \) and \( R^2_{j, i} \). This is due to the fact that the request messages that (an active) vertex \( v \in V \) sends in every step \((j', i')\) do not depend on the input of \( \text{Alg}^{\text{pay}} \), but only on \( \deg(v) \) and \( j' \). Since both endpoints of edge \( e' \) are active throughout \( R^2_{j, i} \), it follows that the request messages sent over every edge in \( F \) are the same in \( R^1_{j, i} \) and \( R^2_{j, i} \), hence so are the response messages.

Let \( u \) be the endpoint of \( e \) that becomes inactive in step \((j, i)\) of run \( R^2 \) (if both endpoints of \( e \) become inactive in this step, then take \( u \) to be one of them) and recall that \( u \) is marked as a covering vertex. We argue that for each edge \( e' \in F(u) \), it holds that \( y_{j, i}(F \cup \{e\}, e') \leq y_{j, i}(F, e') \). This follows from the fact that in step \((j, i)\) of run \( R^2 \), once \( w(u) \) reaches the \( \varepsilon \cdot c(u) \) threshold, it starts sending response messages with 0 amount over the edges in \( F(u) \), while in step \((j, i)\) of \( R^1 \), \( u \) may still send response messages with positive amounts over these edges. Therefore, \( y_{\leq\langle j, i \rangle}(F \cup \{e\}, F(u)) \leq y_{\leq\langle j, i \rangle}(F, F(u)) \).
At the end of step \((j, i)\) of \(R^2\) we know that \(u\) is inactive and \(w(u) \leq \varepsilon c(u)\), so the total amount decreased from \(w(u)\) throughout this run is at least \((1 - \varepsilon) \cdot c(u)\). Therefore, the amount decreased from \(w(u)\) throughout \(R^1\) due to messages sent over edges other than \(e\) is at least \((1 - \varepsilon) \cdot c(u) - y(F \cup \{e\}, e)\), hence

\[
y_{\leq(j, i)}(F, F(u)) \geq y_{\leq(j, i)}(F \cup \{e\}, F(u)) \geq (1 - \varepsilon) \cdot c(u) - y(F \cup \{e\}, e).
\]

Consequently, the total amount decreased from \(w(u)\) throughout \(R^1\) is at least \((1 - \varepsilon) \cdot c(u) - y(F \cup \{e\}, e)\), thus, at the end of \(R^1\)

\[
w_{\text{inact}}(u) \leq c(u) - ((1 - \varepsilon) \cdot c(u) - y(F \cup \{e\}, e)) = \varepsilon c(u) + y(F \cup \{e\}, e).
\]

Let \(p\) be the payment function constructed by \(\text{Alg}^{\text{pay}}(F)\) and let \(p'\) be the payment function constructed by \(\text{Alg}^{\text{aug}}(F, \{e = (u, v)\}, p)\). As \(p\) is a covering payment function for \(F\), the bound in (2) implies that \(c(p') \leq \min\{c(u) - p(u), c(v) - p(v)\} \leq c(u) - p(u)\). Recalling the definition of \(p\) (1), if \(p(u) = c(u)\), then \(c(p') = 0\) and the assertion trivially holds. Otherwise, \(p(u) = \frac{c(u)^2}{c(u)^2 - w_{\text{inact}}(u)}\) which means that

\[
c(p') \leq c(u) - p(u) = c(u) - \frac{c(u) - w_{\text{inact}}(u)}{1 - \varepsilon} = \frac{w_{\text{inact}}(u) - \varepsilon c(u)}{1 - \varepsilon}.
\]

Combined with (3), we conclude that

\[
c(p') \leq \frac{y(F \cup \{e\}, e)}{1 - \varepsilon} = (1 + O(\varepsilon)) \cdot y(F \cup \{e\}, e),
\]

thus establishing the assertion. \(\blacksquare\)

Combining Lem. 5.8 and 5.9 with Thm. 2.2, we conclude that \(\text{Alg}\) returns a \((3 + O(\varepsilon))\)-approximation for the r2SVC problem, as promised in Thm. 5.1. It remains to analyze \(\text{Alg}\)'s run-time.

\begin{lemma}
\text{Alg} completes the first stage in \(O(\log(\Delta)/\varepsilon)\) rounds.
\end{lemma}

\begin{proof}
The edge sampling performed at the beginning of the first stage takes \(O(1)\) rounds, so it is left to bound the run-time of \(\text{Alg}^{\text{pay}}\). For every vertex \(v \in V\), Lem. 5.3 ensures that after \(O(\log \deg_0(v))\) phases, the neighbor set of \(v\) must be empty which means that \(v\) must become inactive. Since each phase consists of \(3 \cdot \lceil 2/\varepsilon \rceil\) rounds, vertex \(v\) completes the execution in \(O(\log(\deg(v))/\varepsilon)\) rounds. \(\blacksquare\)

The second stage includes only the execution of \(\text{Alg}^{\text{aug}}\), that requires a single round of communication. By that we complete the run-time analysis of \(\text{Alg}\), thus establishing Thm. 5.1.

\section{Discussion and Open Questions}

In this paper, we restrict our attention to the case where the target edge set \(T\) is drawn from a product distribution, which means that the edge sampling events are independent. The more general case, that allows the edges to exhibit complicated dependencies, is studied extensively in the centralized two-stage stochastic optimization literature and it will be interesting to come up with a distributed method that supports it. This requires overcoming the following obstacle though: it is not clear how to sample the target edge set \(T\) in a distributed fashion if the events \(e \in T\) and \(e' \in T\) depend on each other for edges \(e\) and \(e'\) that are far away in the graph.
A related open question is concerned with developing a meaningful notion of a finite scenario model for distributed two-stage stochastic optimization. Here too it is not clear how the vertices can select a target edge set in a correlated manner. Overcoming this obstacle may also be the first step towards a distributed sample average approximation approach.

It would be interesting to extend our results to the $k$-stage stochastic optimization model as well. In this model, the vertex cover is constructed in $k$ (that may be larger than 2) stages so that in each stage, the probability distribution gets refined, but the inflation factor is increased. Another interesting extension would be a model where the revelation of the target edge set is not necessarily done for all vertices at once, but rather, different vertices may receive their local image of the target edge set’s realization in different rounds.

Besides that, we would like to examine whether the run-time complexity of our algorithm can be improved. Specifically, reducing the dependency on $\varepsilon$ from linear to logarithmic would yield a distributed 3-approximation algorithm for the 2SVC problem whose run-time is polylogarithmic (cf. [9]), although we have yet to find a way to do so. Finally, we believe that there are great opportunities in adapting other graph theoretic optimization problems to the distributed stochastic setting.

---
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Abstract
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1 Introduction

The Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) model is arguably the most popular model of computation that captures the essence of several very successful general-purpose frameworks for massively parallel coarse-grained computations on large data sets, such as MapReduce [23], Hadoop [60], Spark [62], and Dryad [38]. The MPC model, introduced by Karloff et al. [40], and originally inspired by the MapReduce paradigm, aims at modeling distributed-memory parallel computations in the situation when the size of the input is so big that a single machine cannot even store the whole input, but just a strongly sublinear fraction of it. The computation proceeds in synchronous rounds, and in each of them the machines can exchange data with each other with the sole restriction that no one can ever receive more data than it is capable of storing. The goal is to keep the total number of rounds as low as possible.
This basic model has been much investigated in the past decade, mostly from an algorithmic point of view \cite{40, 45, 33, 12, 52, 53, 2, 43, 35, 4, 39, 26, 13, 37, 55, 15, 22, 61, 29, 5, 11, 9, 8, 31, 34, 28, 36, 6, 14, 20, 17, 30, 16}. A common outcome is that, when $N$ denotes the input size, a solution terminating in $O(\log N)$ rounds is possible, usually by simulating known PRAM algorithms \cite{40, 33}, but going below that resisted the efforts of many researchers. Recently, a few works managed to break the $O(\log N)$ barrier by relaxing a bit the strongly-sublinear constraint on the memory size, and showed that some graph problems allow for $o(\log N)$-round solutions in the so-called near-linear memory regime, whereby machines have memories of size $\tilde{O}(n)$, where $n$ is the number of nodes in the graph \cite{22, 29, 8, 9, 17}. However, without this kind of relaxations only a handful of problems are known to admit a $o(\log N)$-round algorithm \cite{31, 34, 20}. A fundamental question is thus whether many known $O(\log N)$-round algorithms can be complemented with tight lower bounds.

Unfortunately, proving unconditional lower bounds – that is, without any assumptions – seems extremely difficult in this model, as it would imply a breakthrough in circuit complexity: Roughgarden et al. \cite{55} showed that, when enough machines are available, proving any super-constant lower bound for any problem in $\mathbb{P}$ would imply new circuit lower bounds, and specifically would separate $\text{NC}^1$ from $\mathbb{P}$ – a long-standing open question in complexity theory that is a whisker away from the $\mathbb{P}$ vs. $\mathbb{NP}$ question. This means that the lack of super-constant lower bounds in the MPC model can be blamed on our inability to prove some computational hardness results.

In light of this barrier, the focus rapidly shifted to proving conditional lower bounds, that is, lower bounds conditioned on plausible hardness assumptions. One widely-believed assumption concerns graph connectivity, which, when machines have a memory of size $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ for some constant $\epsilon > 0$, is conjectured to require $\Omega(\log n)$ MPC rounds \cite{40, 53, 13, 55, 61}.

The same conjecture is often made even for the special case of the problem where the graph consists of either one cycle or two cycles, usually called one cycle vs. two cycles problem. The one cycle vs. two cycles conjecture has been proven useful to show conditional lower bounds for some problems, such as minimum spanning trees in low-dimensional spaces \cite{4}, single-linkage clustering \cite{61}, 2-vertex connectivity \cite{6}, generation of random walks \cite{44}, as well as parameterized conditional lower bounds \cite{16}.

However, it is not clear whether the one cycle vs. two cycles conjecture is true or not, and if not, what its refutation implies. This situation is in contrast with traditional complexity theory, where a refutation of a conjectured relationship between complexity classes would typically imply groundbreaking algorithmic results for a large number of problems; for example, if the $\mathbb{P} \neq \mathbb{NP}$ conjecture fails, then there would be efficient (polynomial-time) algorithms for all problems in $\mathbb{NP}$, including a number of “hard” problems. To put it another way, a conjecture like $\mathbb{P} \neq \mathbb{NP}$ is more robust in the sense that it is extremely hard to refute – doing so requires a major algorithmic breakthrough. The goal of this paper is to explore conjectures of this nature in the MPC model.

---

1 Observe that in the near-linear memory regime this conjecture breaks: graph connectivity can be solved in $O(1)$ MPC rounds \cite{15}.

2 The one cycle vs. two cycles problem is usually stated such that, in the case of two cycles, these have $n/2$ nodes each. However, we observe that all the mentioned conditional lower bounds hold also when the two cycles may have arbitrary lengths.
1.1 Summary of Contributions

In this paper we show many connections between problems and classes of problems that lead to more robust conjectures for the MPC model. In particular, we study the connections between the class of problems solvable in a sublogarithmic amount of rounds in the MPC model, denoted by $\text{MPC}(o(\log N))$, and the standard space complexity classes $L$ and $NL$. (Recall that $L$ and $NL$ are the classes of decision problems decidable in logarithmic space on deterministic and nondeterministic Turing machines, respectively.) The connection between MPC and these complexity classes is enabled by a recent result showing how Boolean circuits can be efficiently simulated in the MPC model. In short, we present a set of observations and reductions that suggest that $L \not\subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$ and $NL \not\subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$ are two robust conjectures that might play crucial roles in arguing lower bounds in the MPC model, as they already imply tight conditional lower bounds for a large number of problems. In particular, with some assumptions on the total amount of memory (equivalently, machines) available in the system, we can conclude the following.

1. **Robustness:** The one cycle vs. two cycles conjecture is robust, since it is equivalent to conjecturing that $L \not\subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$, and refuting this conjecture requires showing $o(\log N)$-round algorithms for all problems in $L$. This class includes many important problems such as graph connectivity, cycle detection, and planarity testing (see problems in the bottom ellipse in Figure 1 for more).

2. **Equivalences:** All $L$-complete problems are equivalent in the sense that they require asymptotically the same number of rounds. This means that the one cycle vs. two cycles problem, which is $L$-complete (see Appendix A), is equivalent to many seemingly harder problems, such as graph bipartiteness, minimum cut, and formula evaluation (see problems in the bottom ellipse in Figure 1 for more).

   Additionally, all $NL$-complete problems and a few others are also equivalent. These problems include $st$-reachability, all-pairs shortest paths (both the directed and undirected cases) on unweighted graphs, diameter, and betweenness centrality (see problems in the top ellipse in Figure 1 for more).

3. **New conditional lower bounds:** Assuming the one cycle vs. two cycles conjecture (equivalently, $L \not\subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$), there are no $o(\log N)$-round algorithms for all $L$-hard problems and a few other problems. This implies new conditional lower bounds for more than a dozen of problems, such as betweenness centrality, planarity testing, graph bipartiteness, list ranking, formula evaluation, and densest subgraph (see problems in the big rectangle in Figure 1 for more). Previously only a few lower bounds were known, e.g., those for single-linkage clustering [61] and maximum matching [48]. (Of course, lower bounds for connectivity-related problems are trivially implied by the one cycle vs. two cycles conjecture.) Most of our lower bounds are tight (e.g., lower bounds for problems in the ellipses in Figure 1).

4. **A more robust conjecture.** For $NL$-hard problems, we can argue lower bounds under the more robust $NL \not\subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$ conjecture. These problems include perfect matching, single-source shortest paths, diameter, and network flow (see problems in the small rectangle in Figure 1 for more). Note that the $NL \not\subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$ conjecture is more robust (i.e., more likely to be true) since $L \subseteq NL$. 
Problems hard under the $L \not\subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$ conjecture

Problems hard under the $NL \not\subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$ conjecture

Problems equivalent under $O(1)$ MPC rounds

1.2 Related Work

Fish et al. [26] were perhaps the first to establish a connection between the MPC model and classical complexity classes. Besides the introduction of a uniform version of the model, they showed that constant-round MPC computations can simulate sublogarithmic space-bounded Turing machines, and then proved strict hierarchy theorems for the MPC model under certain complexity-theoretic assumptions.

Roughgarden et al. [55] discuss connections between the MPC model and Boolean circuits. They show that standard degree arguments for circuits can be applied to MPC computations as well, and specifically that any Boolean function whose polynomial representation has degree $d$ requires $\Omega(\log_s d)$ rounds of MPC using machines with memory $s$. This implies an $\Omega(\log_n n)$ lower bound on the number of rounds for graph connectivity. Perhaps more interestingly, the authors show a barrier for unconditional lower bounds by observing that, if enough machines are available, then proving any super-constant lower bound in the MPC model for any problem in $\mathbb{P}$ would imply new circuit lower bounds, and specifically would
separate $\text{NC}^1$ from $\text{P}$, thus answering a notorious open question in circuit complexity. This result follows by showing that, with a number of available machines polynomial in the number of input nodes of the circuit, $\text{NC}^1$ circuits can be efficiently simulated in the MPC model. We observe that their argument readily generalizes to show that any bounded fan-in Boolean circuit of depth $d$ and of polynomial size can be simulated in $O(\lceil d/\log s \rceil)$ MPC rounds. Very recently, Frei and Wada [27] prove the same result improving over the amount of machines required for the simulation – from linear to strongly sublinear in the size of the circuit.

Given the difficulty of proving lower bounds for all algorithms, one can (a) prove lower bounds for restricted classes of algorithms, or (b) prove conditional lower bounds: assume one lower bound, and transfer the conjectured hardness to other problems via reductions (with common examples being the theory of NP-hardness and its more recent analogue for problems in P, usually called fine-grained complexity theory). Both paths give a deep understanding and warn us what not to try when designing algorithms.

Within the first line of inquiry, Pietracaprina et al. [52] prove lower bounds for matrix multiplication algorithms that compute all the $n^3$ elementary products. Similar kinds of limitations are required by Beame et al. [13], Jacob et al. [39], Im and Moseley [36], and Assadi and Khanna [10] to prove lower bounds for $st$-connectivity, list ranking, graph connectivity, and maximum coverage, respectively. Of a similar flavor are the results of Afrati et al. [2], who show, for a fixed number of rounds (usually a single round), space-communication tradeoffs.

Within the second line of inquiry fall [4, 61, 6, 44], which use the conjecture on the hardness of graph connectivity as a hardness assumption for proving conditional lower bounds for other problems such as minimum spanning trees in low-dimensional spaces, single-linkage clustering, 2-vertex connectivity, and generating random walks, respectively. Very recently, Ghaffari et al. [30] present conditional lower bounds for other key graph problems such as approximate maximum matching, approximate vertex cover, maximal independent set, and maximal matching. Their lower bounds also rest on the hardness of graph connectivity, and are obtained by introducing a new general method that lifts (unconditional) lower bounds from the classical LOCAL model of distributed computing to the MPC model. A conditional lower bound following a different kind of argument is given by Andoni et al. [5], who show that an $n^{o(1)}$-round MPC algorithm that answers $O(n + m)$ pairs of reachability queries in directed graphs with $n$ nodes and $m$ edges can be simulated in the RAM model yielding faster Boolean matrix multiplication algorithms.

Several other models have been developed in the quest to establish rigorous theoretical foundations of (massively) parallel computing, with the PRAM being one of the most investigated. The MPC model is more powerful than the PRAM since PRAM algorithms can be simulated in the MPC model with constant slowdown [40, 33], and some problems (such as evaluating the XOR function) can be solved much faster in the MPC model.

Valiant’s bulk-synchronous parallel (BSP) model [58] anticipated many of the features of MPC-type computations, such as the organization of the computation in a sequence of synchronous rounds (originally called supersteps). Several papers (e.g., [32, 47, 1, 56, 18]) explored the power of this model by establishing lower bounds on the number of supersteps or on the communication complexity required by BSP computations. Lower bounds on the number of supersteps are usually of the form $\Omega(\log h N)$, where $h$ is the maximum number of messages sent or received by any processor in any superstep.

Another model aiming at serving as an abstraction for modern large-scale data processing frameworks is the $k$-machine model [41]. Partly inspired by message-passing models in distributed computing, in the $k$-machine model there are $k$ available machines, and in each
round any pair of machines is allowed to communicate using messages of a given size. Hard
bounds on the point-to-point communication lead to very strong round lower bounds in this
model [41, 49, 50].

The congested clique (see, e.g., [24]) is a model for network computations bearing some
similarities with the MPC model. On one hand, algorithms for this model can be simulated in
the MPC model — under some specific conditions on the size of the local memories [35, 29, 15].
On the other hand, analogously to the MPC model, proving a super-constant unconditional
lower bound in the congested clique for a problem in $\text{NP}$ would imply better circuit size-
depth tradeoffs for such a problem than are currently known [24]. This induced further
investigations of the model under the lens of complexity theory [42].

2 Preliminaries

In this section we present the MPC model in detail. We assume that the reader is familiar
with the standard space complexity classes $\text{L}$ and $\text{NL}$, and with the logspace-uniform circuit
complexity classes $\text{NC}^k$ and $\text{AC}^k$ (see, e.g., the textbook [7]).

2.1 The MPC Model

The Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) model is a theoretical abstraction capturing
the main distinguishing aspects of several popular frameworks for the parallel processing of
large-scale datasets. It was introduced by Karloff, Suri, and Vassilvitskii [40], and refined in
subsequent work [33, 13, 4].

In this model the system consists of $p$ identical machines (processors), each with a local
memory of size $s$. If $N$ denotes the size of the input, then $s = O(N^{1-\epsilon})$ for some fixed
constant $\epsilon > 0$, and the total amount of memory available in the system is $p \cdot s = O(N^{1+\gamma})$
for some fixed constant $\gamma \geq 0$. The space size is measured by words, each of $\Theta(\log N)$
bits. Initially, the input is adversarially distributed across the machines. The computation
proceeds in synchronous rounds. In each round, each machine performs some computation
on the data that resides in its local memory, and then, at the end of the round, exchanges
messages with other machines. The total size of messages sent or received by each machine
in each round is bounded by $s$. The goal is to minimize the total number of rounds.

For problems defined on graphs, the input size $N$ is equal to $n + m$, where $n$ is the number
of nodes of the graph and $m$ is the number of edges. When considering graph problems,
in this paper we assume $s = O(n^{1-\epsilon})$. This regime of memory size, usually called strongly
sublinear memory regime, is always in compliance with the aforementioned constraint on the
size of the local memory, even when graphs are sparse, for which the constraint is the most
restrictive.

Since we want to relate the MPC model to classical complexity classes, one must make
sure that the model is uniform, by which we mean, roughly speaking, that the same algorithm
solves the problem for inputs of all (infinitely many) sizes. Fish et al. [26] dealt with this issue
observing that Karloff et al.’s original definition of the model [40] is non-uniform, allowing it
to decide undecidable languages, and thus by reformulating the definition of the model to
make it uniform. Building on that reformulation, and letting $f: \mathbb{N} \rightarrow R^+$ be a function, we
define the class $\text{MPC}(f(N))$ to be the class of problems solvable in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds by
a uniform family of MPC computations.
3 Massively Parallel Computations and Space Complexity Classes

In this section we recall a recent result showing that Boolean circuits can be efficiently simulated in the MPC model, and then we build on it to derive new results and conjectures.

3.1 Efficient Circuit Simulation in the MPC Model

We now recall the main result in [27] which, roughly speaking, says that any bounded fan-in Boolean circuit of depth $d$ and of polynomial size can be simulated in $O\left(\lceil d/\log s \rceil\right)$ MPC rounds. This result is already implicit in [55], where it is achieved by a simple simulation whereby each gate of the circuit is associated with a machine whose responsibility is to compute the output of the gate. This requires the availability of a number of machines polynomial in the number of inputs $n$ of the circuit, and thus linear in the size of the circuit. Very recently, Frei and Wada [27] came up with a more sophisticated strategy, which uses only a strongly sublinear amount of machines. Their strategy employs two distinct simulations: for $\text{NC}^1$ circuits they exploit Barrington’s well-known characterization of $\text{NC}^1$ in terms of bounded-width polynomial-size branching programs, and thus simulate such branching programs in a constant number of rounds; for the higher levels of the $\text{NC}$ hierarchy, the Boolean circuits themselves are directly simulated, suitably dividing the computation into the simulation of sub-circuits of depth $O(\log n)$, each to be accomplished in $O(1)$ rounds.

The authors work in the original model of Karloff et al. [40], but their result seamlessly applies in the refined MPC model.

▶ Theorem 1 ([27]). Let $\text{DMPC}_i$ denote the class of problems solvable by a deterministic MPC algorithm in $O(\log^i N)$ rounds with $O(N^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine and $O(N^{2(1-\epsilon)})$ total memory. Then, $\text{NC}^{i+1} \subseteq \text{DMPC}_i$

for every $i \in \mathbb{N}$ and for every $\epsilon \in (0, 1/2)$. (When $i = 0$, the result holds also for $\epsilon = 1/2$.)

Setting $i = 0$, we have the following.

▶ Corollary 2. The class $\text{NC}^1$ can be simulated in $O(1)$ MPC rounds with $O(N^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine and $O(N^{2(1-\epsilon)})$ total memory, for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1/2]$.

Since $\text{NC}^1 \subseteq \text{L} \subseteq \text{NL} \subseteq \text{NC}^2$ (see, e.g., [51]), an immediate by-product of Theorem 1 is that some standard space complexity classes can be efficiently simulated in the MPC model.

▶ Corollary 3. The class $\text{NC}^2$, and thus the classes $\text{L}$ and $\text{NL}$, can be simulated in $O(\log N)$ MPC rounds with $O(N^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine and $O(N^{2(1-\epsilon)})$ total memory, for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1/2]$.

3.2 New Consequences of Circuit Simulations

In this section we discuss new consequences of the fact that the MPC model is powerful enough to efficiently simulate general classes of Boolean circuits.

▶ Theorem 4. Consider the MPC model where the size of the local memory per machine is $O(N^{1-\epsilon})$ for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1/2]$, and assume that $\Omega(N^{2(1-\epsilon)})$ total memory is available. Let $f : \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{R}^+$ be a function. Then, if any $\text{L}$-hard problem can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds, so can all the problems in the class $\text{L}$. Moreover, either all $\text{L}$-complete problems can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds, or none of them can.
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Proof. Both claims follow directly from the definitions of L-hardness and L-completeness, and from Corollary 2. Let $A$ be an L-hard problem that can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds. By definition of L-hardness, every problem in L is NC$^1$ reducible to $A$. By assumption, $\epsilon \in (0, 1/2]$ and $\Omega(N^{2(1-\epsilon)})$ total memory is available, and thus, by Corollary 2, an NC$^1$ reduction can be simulated in $O(1)$ MPC rounds, giving the first claim. Therefore, in particular, if any L-complete problem can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds, so can all the other L-complete problems. In other words, either all L-complete problems can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds, or none of them can. ▶

We remark that in Theorem 4 no assumption is placed on the function $f(N)$, which therefore can be of any form, even a constant. Hence, Theorem 4 says that all the known L-complete problems such as graph connectivity, graph bipartiteness, cycle detection, and formula evaluation, are equivalent in the MPC model, and in a very strong sense: they all require asymptotically the same number of rounds. (Analogous equivalences are common in computer science, e.g., in fine-grained complexity theory, where equivalence classes of problems within P, such as the APSP class [59], are established.) Thus, this simple result provides an explanation of the striking phenomenon that for these well-studied problems we seem unable to break the $O(\log N)$ barrier in the MPC model. It also implies that the conjectures on the hardness of graph connectivity and on the hardness of the one cycle vs. two cycles problem are equivalent, at least when $\Omega(N^{2(1-\epsilon)})$ total memory is available.

The next theorem provides an even stronger barrier for improvements in the MPC model.

\begin{theorem}
Consider the MPC model where the size of the local memory per machine is $O(N^{1-\epsilon})$ for any constant $\epsilon \in [0, 1/2]$, and assume that $\Omega(N^{2(1-\epsilon)})$ total memory is available. Let $f : \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{R}^+$ be a function. If any L-hard problem can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds, then either all NL-complete problems can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds, or none of them can. Moreover, if any NL-hard and any L-hard problem can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds, so can all the problems in the class NL.
\end{theorem}

Proof. Let $A$ be an L-hard problem that can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds. Then, by Theorem 4, every problem in the class L can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds and thus, in particular, every log-space reduction can be computed in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds. By definition of NL-completeness, every problem in NL, and thus, in particular, any NL-complete problem, is log-space reducible to any other NL-complete problem, and this proves the first statement.

Let $B$ be an NL-hard problem that can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds. By definition of NL-hardness, every problem in NL is log-space reducible to $B$. Since we have just argued that if any L-hard problem can be solved in $O(f(N))$ MPC rounds, so can any log-space reduction, the second statement follows. ▶

Once again, we stress that in Theorem 5 no assumption is placed on the function $f(N)$, which therefore can be of any form, even a constant.

Theorem 5 indicates that, unless L = NL, in the MPC model the connectivity problem on directed graphs, which is both NL-complete and L-hard, is strictly harder than on undirected graphs in the sense that breaking the current logarithmic barrier, if possible, would be strictly harder.

3.2.1 New Conjectures

The common belief that problems such as graph connectivity and list ranking cannot be solved in $o(\log N)$ MPC rounds, along with the equivalence result of Theorem 4, justify the following conjecture.

\begin{conjecture}
The next theorem provides an even stronger barrier for improvements in the MPC model.
Conjecture 1. No $L$-hard problem can be solved in $o(\log N)$ MPC rounds with $O(N^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine, for any constant $\epsilon \in (0,1)$, not even with a polynomial amount of total memory. Equivalently,

$$L \nsubseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N)).$$

We now show the claimed equivalence.

Proposition 6. The two statements in Conjecture 1 are equivalent.

Proof. We shall argue that if any of the two statements is wrong, so is the other, and vice versa. Assume $L \subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$. Then, some $L$-complete, and hence $L$-hard, problem is contained in $\text{MPC}(o(\log N))$, that is, it can be solved in $o(\log N)$ MPC rounds. To show the other direction, assume that there exists an $L$-hard problem that can be solved in $o(\log N)$ MPC rounds with a polynomial amount of total memory. Then, by Theorem 4, every problem in $L$ can be solved in $o(\log N)$ MPC rounds, i.e., $L \subseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N))$.

We would like to remark that, in light of Theorem 4, Conjecture 1 is totally equivalent to the preceding conjectures on the hardness of graph connectivity or of the one cycle vs. two cycles problem [40, 53, 13, 55, 61]; however, Theorem 4 significantly strengthens the evidence for such conjectures.

Likewise, Theorem 5 provides a justification for the following conjecture.

Conjecture 2. No $NL$-hard and $L$-hard problem can be solved in $o(\log N)$ MPC rounds with $O(N^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine, for any constant $\epsilon \in (0,1)$, not even with a polynomial amount of total memory. Equivalently,

$$NL \nsubseteq \text{MPC}(o(\log N)).$$

The two statements in Conjecture 2 are equivalent. The argument is similar to that used for the preceding proposition.

Observe that since $L \subseteq NL$, Conjecture 1 implies Conjecture 2. Hence, unless $L = NL$, Conjecture 2 is weaker than Conjecture 1, and thus more likely to be true.

4 Reductions and Equivalences in Massively Parallel Computations

In this section we discuss two equivalence classes of problems and some conditional lower bounds in the MPC model. The two equivalence classes both contain problems equivalent to each other under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions and for which the best known upper bound is $O(\log N)$ rounds, but differ in terms of the low-space computational complexity characterization of the problems they contain.

As a consequence of the results of Section 3, most of these reductions and equivalences follow from known hardness and completeness results for low-space complexity classes such as $L$ and $NL$.

We will also show novel reductions and equivalences in the MPC model. Some of such reductions crucially require the availability of up to polynomially many machines (equivalently, a total amount of memory up to polynomial in the input size), which are used to host up to a polynomial number of copies of the input data. The quick creation of so many input replicas can be achieved through the use of a simple two-step broadcast procedure, as shown in the following lemma.

Lemma 7. The input data can be replicated up to a polynomial number of times in $O(1)$ MPC rounds.
4.1 An Equivalence Class for Undirected Graph Connectivity

In this section we discuss the MPC equivalence class for graph connectivity in undirected graphs. This problem, which asks to determine whether a given undirected graph is connected or not, was one of the first problems to be shown $L$-hard under (uniform) $\text{NC}^1$ reductions [21], and then it was placed in $L$ by the remarkable algorithm of Reingold [54]. Exploiting the results of Section 3, we know that one can recycle all the reductions that have been developed in classical complexity theory for showing hardness and completeness for class $L$ in the MPC model as well, since these can all be simulated in $O(1)$-rounds with $O(N^{2(1-\epsilon)})$ total memory. This immediately implies that the class of $L$-complete problems forms an equivalence class in the MPC model as well. Specifically, for example, either all the following problems can be solved with a sublogarithmic MPC algorithm, or none of them can: graph connectivity, connectivity for promise graphs that are a disjoint union of cycles, $st$-connectivity, $st$-reachability for directed graphs of out-degree one, cycle detection, order between vertices, formula evaluation, and planarity testing.

**Recycling (some) old SL-completeness results.** Many more problems can be placed in this MPC equivalence class almost effortlessly: this is the case for some problems complete for the class symmetric logarithmic space ($\text{SL}$), a class defined by Lewis and Papadimitriou [46] to capture the complexity of undirected $st$-connectivity before this was eventually settled by the breakthrough of Reingold. Completeness in $\text{SL}$ is defined in terms of log-space reductions, and $st$-connectivity is one complete problem for it. Since $L \subseteq \text{SL}$, Reingold’s algorithm made these two classes collapse, thus widening the class $L$ with many new problems. However, completeness for $\text{SL}$ does not translate into completeness for $L$, since the latter is defined in terms of a lower-level kind of reduction. Luckily, some of the log-space reductions devised to show hardness for $\text{SL}$ turn out to be actually stronger than log-space. This is the case, e.g., of testing whether a given graph is bipartite (or, equivalently, 2-colorable), as we show next.

**Lemma 8.** Graph bipartiteness is equivalent to $st$-connectivity under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0,1)$, and $O(n(n + m))$ total memory.

A good source of problems complete for $\text{SL}$ is [3].

**From decision to non-decision problems.** Complexity classes such as $L$ contain problems phrased as decision problems. Nevertheless, it is often easy to transform them into their non-decision version. As an example, consider order between vertices (ORD). ORD is the decision version of list ranking, the problem of obtaining a total ordering from a given successor relation [25]. It is easy to argue the following equivalence.

**Lemma 9.** List ranking is equivalent to order between vertices under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0,1)$, and $O(n^3)$ total memory.

**Non-pairwise reductions.** Sometimes back-and-forth reductions between two problems are not known. In this case their equivalence may nevertheless be established through a series of reductions involving related problems.

**Lemma 10.** Graph connectivity, $st$-connectivity, number of connected components, connected components, minimum spanning forest, and minimum cut are all equivalent under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0,1)$, and $\tilde{O}(n^2m(n + m))$ total memory.
We can now summarize all the results of this section.

**Theorem 11.** The following problems are all equivalent under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$, and $O(n^2m(n + m))$ total memory: graph connectivity, connectivity for promise graphs that are a disjoint union of cycles, $st$-connectivity, $st$-reachability for directed graphs of out-degree one, cycle detection, order between vertices, formula evaluation, planarity testing, graph bipartiteness, list ranking, $\#$ connected components, connected components, minimum spanning forest, and minimum cut.

**Conditional hardness: L-hard problems.** Finally, there are problems known to be $L$-hard, but not known to be in $L$, such as densest subgraph and perfect matching. Since for these problems only one-way reductions from problems in $L$ are known, we don’t know whether they are part of the equivalence class of undirected graph connectivity.

### 4.2 An Equivalence Class for Directed Graph Connectivity

In this section we discuss the MPC equivalence class for graph connectivity in directed graphs. The problem corresponding to $st$-connectivity in directed graphs is $st$-reachability, that is, the problem of detecting whether there is a path from a distinguished node $s$ to a distinguished node $t$ in a directed graph. $st$-reachability is the prototypical complete problem for $NL$ [51, 57, 7].

Recall that hardness in $NL$ is defined with respect to log-space reducibility, but we do not know whether log-space computations can be simulated in $o(\log N)$ MPC rounds – in fact, in Section 3 we conjecture they cannot. However, it turns out that many of the known log-space reductions that establish $NL$-hardness of problems can actually be simulated in $O(1)$ MPC rounds. This is the case, for example, of the reductions between $st$-reachability and shortest path, the other canonical example $NL$-complete problem which, given an undirected (unweighted) graph, two distinguished nodes $s$ and $t$, and an integer $k$, asks to determine if the length of a shortest path from $s$ to $t$ is $k$.

**Lemma 12.** Shortest path on unweighted graphs is equivalent to $st$-reachability under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$, and $O(n^3(n + m))$ total memory where $\delta$ is a small enough positive constant.

There are other $NL$-complete problems that can be shown to be equivalent under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions. Some examples are directed cycle detection, by a simple adaptation of the preceding reductions, and strong connectivity, which follows from a result in [19]. We suspect that many other log-space reductions are actually (or can easily be translated into) $O(1)$-round MPC reductions, thus enabling us to enlarge the equivalence class for graph connectivity in directed graphs almost effortlessly by leveraging known results in complexity theory.

When this is not possible, one might have to devise novel reductions. We now do so for some important shortest-path-related problems as well as for some graph centrality problems.

#### 4.2.1 New Fine-Grained MPC Reductions: Constant-Round Equivalences Between Graph Centrality Problems, APSP, and Diameter

In this section we shall exploit the shortest path problem as a prototypical problem for which the fastest known MPC algorithm takes $O(\log n)$ rounds, and prove a collection of constant-round equivalences with many other graph problems.
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We start by showing the simple fine-grained equivalence between APSP and shortest path.

\textbf{Lemma 13.} APSP is equivalent to shortest path under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$, and $O(n^2(n + m))$ total memory.

\textbf{Proof.} The reduction from shortest path to APSP is obvious. The other direction is also immediate when we have enough machines, and specifically $O(n^2(n + m))$ total memory: by Lemma 7 we can create $2\binom{n}{2}$ copies of the input graph in $O(1)$ MPC rounds, and then in parallel, one pair for each copy, compute the shortest path for each (ordered, if the graph is directed) pair of nodes.

In the following results we will use roughly the same reduction. We start with the problem of determining the diameter of a graph.

\textbf{Lemma 14.} Shortest path is $O(1)$-round MPC reducible to diameter, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$, and $O(n + m)$ total memory.

\textbf{Proof.} We start with the case of undirected graphs. Given an instance of shortest path, the idea is to alter the input graph by sticking two new and sufficiently long paths to nodes $s$ and $t$, so that the path of largest total weight includes both $s$ and $t$.

This is sufficient if the original graph $G$ is connected; otherwise, the diameter is infinite, and from this information we cannot determine the length of a shortest path from $s$ to $t$. Hence, we shall first make $G$ connected in a way that alters the distance between $s$ and $t$ only if they are not connected in $G$. Since the distance between any two nodes can be at most $(n-1)M$, this can be achieved by adding to the graph a new node $v$ and $n$ edges of weight $nM$ between $v$ and any other node. Then, we append two additional chains to $s$ and $t$, each with $2n$ edges of weight $M$, and denote this modified graph by $G'$.

This reduction can be performed in $O(1)$ MPC rounds, it increases the number of nodes and the number of edges by $O(n)$, and the maximum absolute weight by a factor of $O(n)$. Therefore, any MPC algorithms that runs in $O(T(n, m, M))$ rounds in the new graph $G'$ can be used to solve the original instance $G$ in $O(T(n, m, M))$ rounds as well.

Observe that the diameter of the modified graph $G'$ must include the two chains appended to $s$ and $t$. Hence any algorithm for the diameter when executed on graph $G'$ always returns $4nM$ plus the shortest-path distance between $s$ and $t$ in $G'$. By construction, the latter quantity, which we denote by $\alpha$, is at most $(n-1)M$ if $s$ and $t$ are connected in $G$, and (exactly) $2nM$ otherwise. Thus the answer to shortest path is $\alpha$ if the diameter of $G'$ is at most $4nM + (n-1)M$, and infinity otherwise.

In the directed case, we use the same weighted graph $G'$ as before, adding one parallel edge for each edge, both with the same weight but with opposite directions. The rest of the algorithm is the same and its analysis is analogous to the undirected case.

\textbf{Lemma 15.} Shortest path is $O(1)$-round MPC reducible to radius, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$, and $O(n + m)$ total memory.

\textbf{Lemma 16.} Shortest path is $O(1)$-round MPC reducible to median, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$, and $O(n + m)$ total memory.

Now we consider the evaluation of the betweenness centrality of nodes. In contrast to the previous reductions, in the following one we shall create $n$ copies of the reduction graph leveraging Lemma 7, and then perform some computation in parallel.
Lemma 17. Shortest path is $O(1)$-round MPC reducible to betweenness centrality, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$, and $O(n(n+m))$ total memory.

An immediate consequence of these results is the following.

Proposition 18. Shortest path, SSSP, APSP, diameter, radius, median, and betweenness centrality are all equivalent under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$, and $O(n^2(n+m))$ total memory.

Proof. The two reductions involving SSSP are obvious. The reduction from diameter (or radius) to APSP is also obvious, since determining the maximum (or minimum) in a set of values can be easily done in $O(1)$ MPC rounds. The theorem then follows from Lemmas 13 to 17.

We can now summarize all the results of this section.

Theorem 19. The following problems are all equivalent under $O(1)$-round MPC reductions, with $O(n^{1-\epsilon})$ local memory per machine for any constant $\epsilon \in (0, 1)$, and $O(n^2(n+m))$ total memory: st-reachability, strong connectivity, directed cycle detection, unweighted shortest path, unweighted SSSP, unweighted APSP, unweighted diameter, unweighted radius, unweighted median, and unweighted betweenness centrality.
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APPENDIX

A L-Completeness of the One Cycle vs. Two Cycles Problem

In [21, Theorem 3] it is shown that graph connectivity when the given graph is known to be a disjoint union of cycles is L-hard. A careful inspection of the reductions used to establish this result reveals that the problem remains hard even when the graph is known to be made up of either one or three cycles. By reducing from a different problem, we show that it remains hard even when the graph is known to be made up of either one or two cycles.

Proposition 20. Graph connectivity for promise graphs that are either one cycle or two cycles is L-complete.

Proof. Membership in L is guaranteed by the algorithm of Reingold [54]. To show L-hardness, we shall exhibit an NC$^1$ reduction from order between vertices. Given an instance $(G, a, b)$ for order between vertices, we build a new graph $G'$ as follows: (1) the two arcs pointing to $a$ and to $b$, denoted $(a', a)$ and $(b', b)$, respectively, are removed, (2) the direction of each of the remaining $n-3$ arcs is discarded, and (3) edges $\{s, a\}$, $\{a', b'\}$, and $\{b, t\}$ are added, where $s$ denotes the source and $t$ the sink of $G$, respectively. This construction is an NC$^1$ reduction. The resulting graph $G'$ consists of two cycles if $a$ precedes $b$ in $G$, and of one single cycle otherwise.
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Abstract

We give the first Congested Clique algorithm that computes a sparse hopset with polylogarithmic hopbound in polylogarithmic time. Given a graph $G = (V, E)$, a $(\beta, \epsilon)$-hopset $H$ with “hopbound” $\beta$, is a set of edges added to $G$ such that for any pair of nodes $u$ and $v$ in $G$ there is a path with at most $\beta$ hops in $G \cup H$ with length within $(1 + \epsilon)$ of the shortest path between $u$ and $v$ in $G$. Our hopsets are significantly sparser than the recent construction of Censor-Hillel et al. [6], that constructs a hopset of size $\tilde{O}(n^{3/2})^1$, but with a smaller polylogarithmic hopbound. On the other hand, the previously known construction of sparse hopsets with polylogarithmic hopbound in the Congested Clique model, proposed by Elkin and Neiman [10, 11, 12], all require polynomial rounds.

One tool that we use is an efficient algorithm that constructs an $\ell$-limited neighborhood cover, that may be of independent interest. Finally, as a side result, we also give a hopset construction in a variant of the low-memory Massively Parallel Computation model, with improved running time over existing algorithms.
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1 Introduction

In the Congested Clique model of distributed computing, we are given a graph with $n$ nodes, where all nodes can send a (possibly different) message with $O(\log(n))$-bits to every other node in the graph in each round. In the context of distributed graph algorithms, the input graph is a subset of the communication graph. In addition to theoretical interest in this model, it has also recently gained a lot of attention, due to its connections to practical distributed and big data platforms such as MapReduce (e.g. [14]) and related platforms such as Spark and Hadoop (e.g. [5]).

Distance problems, such as single-source shortest path (SSSP) and multi-source shortest path (MSSP), have been widely studied in different models. A fundamental structure that has been used for solving these problems is a hopset. Given a graph $G = (V, E)$, a $(\beta, \epsilon)$-hopset $H$ with hopbound $\beta$, is a set of edges added to $G$ such that for any pair of nodes $u$ and $v$ in $G$, there is a path with at most $\beta$ hops in $G \cup H$ with length within $(1 + \epsilon)$ of the shortest path between $u$ and $v$ in $G$. The approximation ratio is also referred to as distortion or stretch. We generally want to have sparse hopsets with small hopbound. Intuitively, a hopset can be seen as adding a number of “shortcut edges” that serve as reducing the graph diameter at the expense of a small loss of accuracy. Once a hopset is preprocessed, we can use it as many times as needed for distance queries, and the query time will be the hopbound.

---

1 The $\tilde{O}(f(n))$ notation is used to hide $O(\log(f(n)))$ factors.
There is a natural tradeoff between the size and the hop-bound (or the query time) of a hopset. In an extreme-case one could store the complete adjacency list—or equivalently add $O(n^2)$ edges, and then query distance in constant time. Other than the fact that computing all-pairs shortest-path is generally slow, we often do not have enough space to store the whole adjacency list for large-scale graphs. There is a line of work that focuses on designing data structures with small size, say $\tilde{O}(n^{1+1/k})$, in which distances can be estimated up to $O(k)$ stretch in small query time. Examples of such structures are Thorup-Zwick distance oracles [24] or $k$-spanners. Hopsets offer a different tradeoff: a hopset gives an accuracy of $1 + \epsilon$ (rather than $O(k)$) at the expense of a larger query time (polylogarithmic instead of a small constant). It is therefore crucial to keep the hopbound as small as possible, since the hopbound will basically determine the query time and is more important than preprocessing time. However, even in centralized settings there are existential limitations in this tradeoff. There is a lower bound argument by [1] stating that there are graphs for which we can not have a hopbound of $o(\log(n)/\epsilon \log(k))$ and size $O(n^{1+1/k})$, for arbitrary $0 < \epsilon < 1$.

In a recent result, Censor-Hillel et al. [6] gave a fast Congested Clique algorithm that constructs a hopset with hopbound $O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)$ and size $O(n^{3/2})$. While we can use their hopsets to compute distances efficiently, one shortcoming of such a construction is the large space. In particular, if the original graph has size $o(n^{3/2})$, we would be storing more edges than the initial input. This is undesirable due to the large scale nature of data in modern distributed platforms. It is therefore natural to find algorithms that use less space, possibly in exchange for a slightly weaker hopbound (but still polylogarithmic). This is our main goal in this paper. We extend the result of [6] by constructing sparse hopsets with size $\tilde{O}(n^{1+1/k})$ for a constant $k \geq 2$ and polylogarithmic hopbound in polylogarithmic time in Congested Clique. This is the first Congested Clique construction of sparse hopsets with polylogarithmic hopbound that uses only polylogarithmic number of rounds. This implies that we can store a sparse auxiliary data structure that can be used later to query distances (from multiple sources) in polylogarithmic time.

Our hopset construction is based on a combination of techniques used in Cohen [8] (with some modifications) and the centralized construction of Huang and Pettie [16]. We also use another result of [6] that allows us to efficiently compute $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximate multi-source shortest path distances from $O(\sqrt{n})$ sources.

One tool that we use in our construction is a hop-limited neighborhood cover construction, which may be of independent interest. Roughly speaking, a $W$-neighborhood cover is a collection of clusters, such that there is a cluster that contains the neighborhood of radius $W$ around each node, and such that each node overlaps with at most $O(\log(n))$ clusters. In an $\ell$-limited $W$-neighborhood cover only balls with radius $W$ using paths with at most $\ell$-hops are contained in a cluster.

We note that many of the techniques we use in our construction are borrowed from the PRAM literature. We hope that this paper provides some insight into connections between these different but relevant models.

1.1 Our contribution

**Congested Clique.** The state-of-the-art construction of sparse hopsets in Congested Clique is the results of Elkin and Neiman [12] (and similar results in [10, 11]), but these algorithms requires polynomial number of rounds for constructing hopsets with polylogarithmic hopbound. The construction of Censor-Hillel et al. [6] is a special case of hopsets of [10]. They construct hopsets of size $\tilde{O}(n^{3/2})$ with $O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)$ hopbounds. They can construct such a hopset in $O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)$ rounds of Congested Clique using sparse matrix multiplication techniques.
However, [6] does not give any explicit results for constructing sparser hopsets. It is possible that their techniques will also lead to faster Congested Clique algorithms for constructing general (sparse) hopsets of [10, 12]. But here we use a new hopset construction that has a very different structure than hopsets of [10] and with improved guarantees. Not only does our hopset construction run in polylogarithmic rounds, but it also yields a better size and hopbound tradeoff over the state-of-the-art Congested Clique construction of [12]. Prior to [11] and [6] the hopsets proposed for Congested Clique had superpolylogarithmic hopbound of $\tilde{O}(\sqrt{\log(n)})$ [15] or polynomial [22] hopbound. More formally, we provide an algorithm with the following guarantees:

\textbf{Theorem 1.} Given a weighted\textsuperscript{2} graph $G = (V, E, w)$, for any $k \geq 2, 0 < \epsilon \leq 1$, there is a Congested Clique algorithm that computes a $(\beta, \epsilon)$-hopset of size $O(n^{1+\frac{\epsilon}{\beta}} \log(n) + n \log^2(n))$ with hopbound $\beta = O\left(\frac{\log^2(n)}{\epsilon} \left(\log(n) \log(k)\right)^{\log(k+1)-1}\right)$ with high probability in $O(\beta \log^2(n))$ rounds.

To compare this with the efficient variant of the Congested Clique hopsets of [11], we note that for a hopset of size $O(n^{1+\frac{\epsilon}{\beta}} \log(n))$, for a constant $k$, we get a hopbound $O\left(\frac{\log^2(n)}{\epsilon} \left(\log(n) \log(k)\right)^{\log(k+1)-2}\right)$, whereas [11] gets hopbound of $\Omega\left(\frac{(\log(n) \log(k))}{\epsilon^2} \log(k+2)\right)$. Thus our hopbound guarantee is a factor of $\Theta(2^{-o(1)}(n) \log(k) 4^{-o(1)})$ improvement over construction [11]. Also, their more efficient algorithm runs in $O(n^\rho)$ rounds of Congested Clique, where $0 < \rho < \frac{1}{2}$ is a parameter that impacts the hopbound ($\rho$ is a constant when their hopbound is polylogarithmic). They have another algorithm that uses an extra polynomial factor in running time to obtain constant hopbound\textsuperscript{3}. We note that the construction of [12] has similar guarantees to [11], with two differences: it eliminates a log(n) factor (or more generally the dependence on aspect ratio) in the hopset size, but has a slightly worse hopbound in their fastest regime.

Our construction is mainly based on the ideas of [8] with a few key differences that take advantage of the power of Congested Clique. While the hopsets of [11] significantly improve over hopsets of [8] in centralized settings, the construction of [8] has certain properties that makes it adaptable for a better Congested Clique algorithm. In particular, [8] uses a notion of small and big clusters, and we can utilize this separation in Congested Clique. We change the algorithm of [8], in such a way that leads to adding fewer edges for small clusters. This leads to sparser hopsets and improves the overall round complexity. The key idea is that by using the right parameter settings, in Congested Clique we can send the whole topology of a small cluster to a single node, the cluster center, and then compute the best known hopset locally. It is possible to perform these operations specifically in Congested Clique due to a well-known routing algorithm by Lenzen [18]. We can then combine Theorem 1 with a source detection algorithm by [6] (formally stated in Lemma 6) to get the following result for computing multiple-source shortest path queries.

\textbf{Corollary 2.} Given a weighted graph $G = (V, E, w)$ there is a Congested Clique algorithm that constructs a data structure of size $O(m + n^{1+\frac{\epsilon}{\beta}})$ in $O(\beta \log^2(n))$ rounds, where $\beta = O\left(\frac{\log^2(n)}{\epsilon} \left(\log(n) \log(k)\right)^{\log(k+1)-1}\right)$, such that after construction we can query $(1 + \epsilon)$-stretch distances from $O(\sqrt{n})$ sources to all nodes in $V$ in $O(\beta)$ rounds with high probability.

\textsuperscript{2} For simplicity, we assume that the weights are polynomial. This assumption can be relaxed using standard reductions that introduce extra polylogarithmic factors in time (and hopbound) (e.g. see [17], [20], [11]).

\textsuperscript{3} If we allow extra polynomial factors in the running time we may also get a constant hopbound (we would need to change the parameters of the neighborhood cover construction, and change how we iteratively use smaller scales). However this is inconsistent with our main motivation of getting polylogarithmic round complexity.
In a related result, the problem of single-source shortest path (SSSP) in Congested Clique was also studied in [4], where they use continuous optimization techniques for solving transshipment. Firstly, their algorithm takes a large polylogarithmic round complexity, and has a high dependence on $\epsilon$. But we can have a significantly smaller running time depending on the hopset size. In other words, for hopsets with a reasonable density (e.g. with size $n^{1+\mu}$, where $\mu < 0.1$) we get a much smaller polylogarithmic factor for computing $(1 + \epsilon)$-SSSP. This can be further reduced if we allow denser hopsets.

More importantly, an approach such as [4] is mainly suited for SSSP. One limitation with their approach is that for computing multiple distance queries we need to repeat the algorithm for each query. For example, for computing the shortest path from $s$ sources to all nodes, we have to repeat the whole algorithm $s$ times. But constructing a hopset will let us run many such queries in parallel in $O(\beta + s)$ rounds, where $\beta$ is the hopbound. Moreover, we can compute multi-source shortest path from $O(\sqrt{n})$ sources in parallel for all the sources using the source detection algorithm of [6].

**Neighborhood and Pairwise Covers.** In Section 4, we focus on an efficient construction of a **limited** pairwise cover (or neighborhood cover) in the CONGEST model, which is a tool that we use in our hopset construction. Given a weighted graph $G = (V, E)$, a $W$-pairwise cover, as defined by [7], is a collection $C$ of subsets of $V$ with the following properties. 1) the diameter of each cluster is $O(W \log n)$, 2) $\sum_{C \in C} |C| = O(n)$, $\sum_{C \in C} E(C) = O(m)$. In other words, the sum of the sizes of all clusters is $O(n)$, and the sum of all edge occurrences in the clusters is $O(m)$, 3) for every path $p$ with (weighted) length at most $W$, there exists a cluster $C$ where $p \subseteq C$.

Pairwise covers are similar to neighborhood covers of Awerbuch and Peleg [2] with two differences: in a $W$-neighborhood cover, there must be a cluster that contains the neighborhood of radius $W$ around each node rather than only paths of length $W$. Neighborhood covers also need an additional property that each node is in at most $O(\log(n))$ clusters. While for our purposes the path covering property is enough, in distributed settings we need the property that each node overlaps with few clusters to ensure that there is no congestion bottleneck. The main subtlety in constructing a general $W$-pairwise (or neighborhood) cover is that we may need to explore paths of $\Omega(n)$ hops, and thus it is not clear how this can be done in polylogarithmic time. To resolve this, [7] proposed a relaxed construction called $\ell$-**limited** $W$-pairwise cover. This structure has all the above properties but only for paths with at most $\ell$-hops. More formally, the third property will be relaxed to require that for every path $p$ of weight at most $W$ with at most $\ell$ hops there exists a cluster $C$ where $p \subseteq C$. We can define an $\ell$-limited $W$-neighborhood cover similarly.

A randomized algorithm that constructs $\ell$-limited pairwise covers with high probability in $O(\ell)$ depth in the PRAM model was given by [7]. The ideas used in [20] for constructing work-efficient PRAM hopsets, can also be used to construct $\ell$-limited pairwise and neighborhood covers in PRAM. However, they do not explicitly construct limited pairwise covers. In distributed settings, a recent construction for sparse neighborhood covers in unweighted graphs in the CONGEST model was given by [23]. However, even by generalizing their result to weighted graphs, in order to cover distances for large values of $W$ the algorithm would take $\Omega(W)$ rounds for reasons described above.

To the best of our knowledge, an efficient algorithm for constructing $\ell$-limited pairwise-covers (or limited neighborhood covers) is not directly studied in the CONGEST and Congested Clique literature. Our first contribution is such an algorithm: we use the low-diameter decomposition construction of Miller et al. [20] for weighted graphs, combined with
a rounding technique due to [17] to construct \( \ell \)-limited \( W \)-pairwise covers in \( O(\ell \log^2(n)) \) rounds in the CONGEST model. Importantly, \( \ell \) is a parameter independent of \( W \), which we will set to a polylogarithmic value throughout our hopset construction. Our algorithm is similar to the algorithm of [20], but with some adaptations needed for implementation in the CONGEST model. Formally, we get the following result:

\[ \textbf{Theorem 3.} \text{ Given a weighted graph } G = (V, E, w), \text{ there is an algorithm that constructs an } \ell \text{-limited } W \text{-pairwise cover in } O(\ell \log^2(n) \log(W)) \text{ rounds in the CONGEST model, with high probability. Moreover, a pairwise cover for paths with } \ell \text{-hops with length in } [W, 2W] \text{ can be constructed in } O(\ell \log^2(n)) \text{ rounds with high probability.} \]

\( \text{MPC.} \) As a side result\(^5\), we note that pairwise covers can also be constructed efficiently in the Massively Parallel Computation model (MPC) (even when memory per machine is strictly sublinear). This in turn leads to a better running time for \((1 + \epsilon)\)-MSSP from \( O(\sqrt{n}) \) sources (and consequently SSSP), in \( O(\log^4(n)/\epsilon) \) rounds in a variant of the model where we assume the overall memory of \( O(m\sqrt{n}) \) (equivalently, we have more machines than in the standard MPC model). We consider this variant since in practice it is plausible that there are more machines, while due to the large-scale nature of data in these settings, using less memory per machine is often more crucial.

Dinitz and Nazari [9] construct \((\beta, \epsilon)\)-hopsets (based on hopsets of [11]) with polylogarithmic hopbound when the overall memory is \( \tilde{O}(m) \), but they argue that using the existing hopset constructions, this would take polynomial number of rounds in MPC. They further show that if the overall memory is by a polynomial factor larger (i.e. if the overall memory is \( \Theta(mn^\rho) \) for a constant \( 0 < \rho \leq 1/2 \)), then hopsets with polylogarithmic hopbound can be constructed in polylogarithmic time. We can also use this extra-memory idea, first to argue that using the hopsets of [8] instead of the hopsets of [11] we can get a smaller hopbound when the overall memory is \( O(m\sqrt{n}) \). Then we observe that if we use a faster \( \ell \)-limited pairwise cover algorithm (based on the construction of [20]) instead of the pairwise covers that [8] uses, we can shave off a polylogarithmic factor in the construction time. This \( \ell \)-limited \( W \)-pairwise cover construction may also be of independent interest in MPC. More formally, we get faster algorithms for \((1 + \epsilon)\)-MSSP:

\[ \textbf{Theorem 4.} \text{ Given an undirected weighted graph } G, \text{ we can compute } (1 + \epsilon)\text{-MSSP from } O(n^{1/2}) \text{ sources in } O(\log^2(n\gamma^2)) \text{ rounds of MPC, when memory per machine is } \tilde{O}(n^{\gamma}), 0 < \gamma \leq 1 \text{ and the overall memory is } \tilde{O}(mn^{1/2}) \text{ (i.e. there are } \Theta(mn^{1/2-\gamma}) \text{ machines).} \]

The difference between this result and [9] is that they give a more general result where the overall memory is \( \tilde{O}(mn^\rho) \) for a parameter \( \rho > 0 \). But in the special case of \( \rho = 1/2 \), we get a hopbound of \( O(\log^{1/5} n) \), whereas in this case they get a hopbound of \( O((\log(n))^{1/3}) \). We also note that the main focus of [9] is constructing Thorup-Zwick distance sketches. As explained earlier, these structures offer a different tradeoff: much weaker accuracy \( O(k)\)-stretch), but better query time (constant rounds rather than polylogarithmic) and less space after preprocessing \( \tilde{O}(n^{1+1/k}) \) instead \( \tilde{O}(m) \) in the case of hopsets). More details on the MPC algorithm can be found in Section 6.

\( ^4 \) The algorithm and analysis can easily be extended to paths with length \([W, cW]\) for any constant \( c \).

\( ^5 \) Our MPC results can be seen as a straight-forward combination of results of [8], [20], [9] and simulation of [13]. But since both the construction and the model are closely relevant to our Congested Clique algorithms, we find it useful to include this discussion.
1.2 Overview of techniques

Our hopset has a similar structure to hopsets of [8], but with some changes both in construction and the analysis. We also take advantage of multiple primitives that are specific to Congested Clique such as Lenzen’s routing and a recent result of [6]. First, we explain the ℓ-limited W-neighborhood cover construction and then we explain the hopset algorithm.

ℓ-limited neighborhood covers. As described earlier, our algorithm for constructing a W-neighborhood cover is based on a combination of the low-diameter decomposition of [20], and a rounding technique originally proposed by [17]. At a high level, in the low-diameter decomposition algorithm of [21, 20], each node \( u \) chooses a radius \( r_u \) based on an exponential random variable. Then each node \( u \) joins the cluster of node \( v \) that minimizes the shifted distance from \( u \), which is defined as \( d(u, v) - r_v \). This leads to a partition of the graph, and we can show that by repeating this process we will get a W-neighborhood cover. Since partitions for constructing a W-neighborhood covers directly will be slow for large values of \( W \), we focus on the ℓ-limited W-pairwise covers. To construct these, consider all pairs of nodes within distance \([w, 2w]\), \( w \leq W \) in each iteration. We round up the weights of each edge in the graph based on values \( w \) and \( ℓ \). We then construct a low-diameter-decomposition based on the new weights, such that the diameter of each cluster is \( O(ℓ \log(n)) \) (rather than \( O(W \log(n)) \) based on the original weights). The rounding scheme is such that the ℓ-limited paths with length \([w, 2w]\) in the original graph will be explored. Intuitively, this means that on the rounded graph we need to explore a neighborhood with fewer hops, which will lead to a faster construction. We can then repeat this process for \( O(\log(W)) \) times for different distance intervals. The details of this rounding scheme can be found in Section 4.

Hopset Construction. First we describe the sequential hopset construction and will then choose the parameters appropriately for our distributed construction. Let \( \mu \) be a a parameter that we will set later. The (sequential) structure of the hopset is as follows: In each iteration we consider pair of nodes \( u, v \in V \) such that \( R \leq d(u, v) < 2R \), and we call the interval \([R, 2R]\) a distance scale. Then for distance scales \([R, 2R]\) we set \( W = O(ϵR/(\log n)) \) and construct a W-pairwise cover. We let big clusters be the clusters that have size at least \( n^\mu \) and small clusters have size less than \( n^\mu \), where \( 0 < \mu < 1 \) is a constant parameter. Then we construct a hopset with small hopbound on each of the small clusters. This is the main structural difference with the construction of [8] that adds a clique for the smallest hopsets. We then add a star from the center node of each big cluster to every other node in that cluster, and add a complete graph at the center of large clusters. Whenever we add an edge, we set the weight to be the distance between the two endpoints. In the distributed construction, the weight will be an estimate of this distance that we will describe later.

Roughly speaking, constructing a hopset on small clusters rather than constructing a clique as [8] does, allows us to set the size threshold of small clusters larger, while keeping the number of edges added small. This in turn reduces the number of big cluster centers we have to deal with. Such a modification can be very well tuned to the Congested Clique model. By setting \( \mu = 1/2 \), we will have small clusters that will have at most \( O(n) \) edges. Then a well-known routing algorithm by Lenzen [18] can be used to send all these edges to the cluster center. The cluster center can then compute a hopset locally. For this we use current best-known centralized construction by [16]. The other challenge is that we need to compute pairwise distances between all big cluster centers. In [8] this step is done by running Bellman-Ford instances from different sources in parallel. But directly implementing this in distributed settings would need \( \Omega(\sqrt{n}) \) rounds due to congestion. This is where we use a
recent result by [6] stating that we can compute $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximate distances from $O(\sqrt{n})$ sources in $O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)$ time. We point out that in [8], in order to get sparse hopsets, they use a recursive construction for small clusters. Such a recursion would introduce significant overhead in the hopbound guarantee. Here we show that in Congested Clique by using the tools described above we can avoid using the recursive construction and still compute sparse hopsets.

We explain briefly why the constructed hopset has the size and hopbound properties stated in Theorem 1. To see this, we use similar arguments as in [8]: for a distance scale $[R, 2R)$ consider a shortest path of length at most $2R$, and consider $O(\log(n)/\epsilon)$ segments of length $W$ on this path. By definition of a $W$-pairwise cover, each such segment is contained in a cluster. If this segment is in a small cluster, there is a corresponding path with at most $b'$ edges, where $b'$ is the hopbound of the local construction. For big clusters, we either add a single edge, or if there is more than one big cluster, the whole segment between these clusters has a corresponding edge in the hopset. By similar considerations and by the triangle inequality we can show that the stretch of the replaced path is $(1 + \epsilon)$. We need a tighter size analysis than the one used in [8] to prove the desired sparsity. We use a straight-forward bucketing argument as follows: for each cluster of size $\Theta(s)$, $\Theta(s^{1+1/k})$ edges will be added. Then by noting that at most $O(n/s)$ clusters with this size we can bound the overall size.

Bounding the exploration depth. For large values of $R$, the shortest path explorations up to distance $R$ could take $\Omega(n)$ rounds in distributed settings. To keep the round complexity small, we use the following idea from [8] (also used in [11] and [6]): we can use the hopset edges constructed for smaller distance scales for constructing hopset edges for larger distance scales more efficiently. The intuition behind this idea is that any path with length $[R, 2R)$ can be divided into two segments, such that for each of these segments we already have a $(1 + \epsilon)$-stretch path with $b$ hops using the edges added for smaller distance scales. This allows us to limit the explorations only to paths with $2b + 1$ hops in each iteration. This process will impact the accuracy, and so in order to keep the error small we have to construct the hopsets for a fixed scale at a higher accuracy. This is where a factor polylogarithmic in $n$ will be introduced in the hopbound, which can generally be avoided in the centralized constructions (e.g. see [8, 11]). This idea is formalized in Lemma 5.

2 Models and Notation

Given a weighted undirected graph $G = (V, E, w)$, and a pair $u, v \in V$ we denote the (weighted) shortest path distance by $d(u, v)$. We denote by $d^\ell(u, v)$ the length of the shortest path between $u$ and $v$ among the paths that use at most $\ell$ hops, and call this the $\ell$-hop limited distance between $u$ and $v$. For each node $v \in V$, we denote the (weighted) radius $r$ neighborhood around $v$ by $B(v, r)$, and we let $B^\ell(v, r)$ be the set of all nodes $u \in V$ such that there is path $\pi$ of (weighted) length at most $r$ between $u$ and $v$ such that $\pi$ has at most $\ell$ hops.

For parameter $\beta > 0, \epsilon > 0$, a graph $G_H = (V, H, w_H)$ is called a $(\beta, \epsilon)$-hopset for the graph $G$, if in graph $G' = (V, E \cup H, w')$ obtained by adding edges of $G_H$, we have $d_G(u, v) \leq d^\ell_G(u, v) \leq (1 + \epsilon)d_G(u, v)$ for every pair $u, v \in V$ of vertices. The parameter $\beta$ is called the hopbound of the hopset.

Models. We construct limited neighborhood covers in the more classical CONGEST model, in which we are given an undirected graph $G = (V, E)$, and in each round nodes can send
a message of $O(\log(n))$-bits to each of their neighbors in $G$ (different messages can be sent along different edges). In the Congested Clique model, we are given a graph with $n$ nodes, where all nodes can send a message with $O(\log(n))$-bits to every other node in the graph in each round [19]. In other words, this is a stronger variant of the CONGEST model, in all nodes can communicate with each other directly.

We also consider the Massively Parallel Computation, or MPC model [3]. In this model, an input of size $N$ which is arbitrarily distributed over $N/S$ machines, each of which has $S = \gamma^\gamma$ memory for some $0 < \gamma < 1$. In the standard MPC model, every machine can communicate with every other to at most $S$ other machines arbitrarily. Generally, for graph problems the total memory $N$ is $O(m)$, $m = |E|$ words. But here we consider a variation of the model in which the total memory can be larger, while the memory per machine is strictly sublinear in $n$. In other words, each machine has $O(n^{\gamma})$, $\gamma < 1$ memory, where $n = |V|$.

Even though we do not give any new PRAM results, we use multiple tools from PRAM literature. In the PRAM model, a set of processors perform computations by reading and writing on a shared memory in parallel. The total amount of computation performed by all processors is called the work, and the number of parallel rounds is called the depth.

### 3 Algorithmic Tools.

In this section we describe several algorithmic tools from previous work that we will be using.

#### Bounding the shortest path exploration.

As explained earlier, for an efficient hopset construction, we need to first compute hopsets for smaller distance scales and then use the new edges for computing future distances. This will let us limit the shortest path explorations to a logarithmic number of hops in each round. More formally,

▶ **Lemma 5** ([8, 11]). Let $H^k$ be the hopset edges for distance scale $[2^{k-1}, 2^k)$ with hopbound $\beta$. Then for any pair $u,v$ where $d(u,v) \in [2^k, 2^{k+1})$, there is a path with $2\beta + 1$ hops in $G \cup (\bigcup_{i=\log(\beta)} H^i)$ with length $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximate of the shortest path between $u$ and $v$.

Roughly speaking, the above lemma implies that we can use previously added edges and only run Bellman-Ford for $2\beta + 1$ rounds for each iteration of our algorithm.

#### Lenzen's routing.

Given a set of messages such that each node is source and destination of at most $O(n)$ messages, these messages can all be routed to their destination in $O(1)$ time in Congested Clique [18].

#### Multi-source shortest path and source detection in Congested Clique.

We use the following two results by [6]. First result is a multi-source shortest path algorithm that we use as a subroutine in our hopset construction:

▶ **Lemma 6** (MSSP, [6]). Given a weighted and undirected graph, there is an algorithm that computes $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximate distances distances from a set of $O(\sqrt{n})$ sources in $O\left(\frac{\log^2(n)}{\epsilon^2}\right)$ rounds in the Congested Clique model.

The second result solves a special case of the so-called source-detection problem that we use to prove Corollary 2:

---

6 We just use a simple abstraction without details of the exact parallel model (EREW, CRCW, etc), since PRAM is not our focus and there are reductions with small overhead between these variants.
Lemma 7 (Source detection, [6]). Given a fixed set of $O(\sqrt{n})$ sources $S$, we can compute $\ell$-hop limited distances from all nodes to each of the nodes in $S$ in $O(\ell)$ rounds in the Congested Clique model.

4 Neighborhood covers using low-diameter decomposition

In this section, we describe an algorithm for constructing pairwise covers in the CONGEST model. We first give an algorithm for $W$-pairwise covers in weighted graphs that runs in $O(W \log^2(n))$ rounds. We then provide an $\ell$-limited $W$-pairwise cover that runs in $O(\ell \log^2(n))$ rounds. Clearly, the CONGEST algorithm can also be used in Congested Clique with the same guarantees. We will use the low-diameter decomposition algorithm that was proposed in [21] and extended (to weighted graphs) in [20] for computing pairwise covers in PRAM. First we state their PRAM result:

Theorem 8 (MPX [20, 21]). Given a weighted an undirected graph $G = (V, E, w)$, there is a randomized parallel algorithm that partitions $V$ into clusters $X_1, X_2, \ldots$ such that w.h.p. the (strong) diameter of each cluster $X_i$ is at most $O(\log(n))$. This algorithm has $O(\alpha^{-1} \log(n))$ depth$^7$ w.h.p. and $O(n)$ work.

We denote the algorithm of [20] for a parameter $0 < \alpha < 1$ by LDD($\alpha$), which is as follows: each node $u \in V$ first chooses a random radius $r_u$ based on an exponential distribution $\exp(\alpha)$. Each node $v \in V$ joins the cluster of node $u = \arg \min_{x \in V} (d(u, x) - d_x)$. Ties can be broken arbitrarily. It is easy to see that based on simple properties of exponential random variables the weak diameter of each cluster is $O(\alpha^{-1} \log(n))$ with high probability. But it can be shown that the clusters also have strong bounded diameter of $O(\alpha^{-1} \log(n))$ (as argued in [21, 20]). This means the diameter of the subgraph induced by each cluster is $O(\alpha^{-1} \log(n))$ as opposed to the weak diameter guarantee, which bounds the diameter with between each pair of nodes in the cluster based on distances in $G$. The second property is that we can lower bound the probability that the neighborhood around each node is fully contained inside one cluster by a constant. This was shown in [20], but we give a proof sketch for completeness.

Lemma 9 (Padding property$^8$, [20]). Let $\mathcal{X}$ be a partition in support of the LDD($\alpha$) algorithm. For each node $u \in V$, the probability that there exists $C \in \mathcal{X}$ such that $B(u, r) \subseteq C$ is at least $\exp(-2\alpha r)$.

Proof sketch. For each node $u$ we will consider the subgraph induced by $B(u, r)$. For each node $v \in V$, consider the random variable $Y_v := r_u - d(u, v)$. Let $Y_1$ denote the largest $Y_v$ over $v \in B(u, r)$, and let $Y_2$ denote the second largest value. We argue that the probability that $B(u, r)$ intersects more than one cluster is at most $1 - \exp(-2\alpha r)$. This event occurs when $Y_1$ and $Y_2$ are within $2r$ of each other. Therefore we only need to bound the probability that $Y_1 - Y_2 < 2r$. This now follows from Lemma 4.4. of [21] that claims the following: given a sequence of exponential random variables $r_1, r_2, \ldots, r_n$, and arbitrary values $d_1, d_2, \ldots, d_n$ the probability that largest and second largest values $r_i - d_i$ are within $\delta$ of each other is at most $1 - \exp(-\delta \alpha)$. This implies the probability that $B(u, r)$ intersects more than one cluster is at most $1 - \exp(-2\alpha r)$ and this proves the claim. For more details see [21], [20].

$^7$ Depending on the exact PRAM model considered the depth may have a small extra factor of $O(\log^*(n))$.

$^8$ Lemma 2.2 in [20] upper bounds the probability that a ball overlaps with $k$ or more clusters, but Lemma 9 is a straightforward corollary of this claim.
In order to compute $W$-neighborhood covers *sequentially*, we can use the above theorem by setting $\alpha = 1/W$ and repeating the partition algorithm $O(\log(n))$ times. It follows from a standard Chernoff bound that the desired properties hold with high probability. Implementing this algorithm in distributed settings may take $\Omega(n)$ rounds for large values of $W$. To resolve this, we use a relaxed notion similar to the notion of $\ell$-limited $W$-pairwise cover proposed in [8]. This structure has all the properties of a $W$-pairwise cover but the path covering property only holds for paths with at most $\ell$-hops. More formally, the third property will be relaxed to require that for every path $p$ of weight at most $W$ with at most $\ell$ hops there exists a cluster $C$ where $p \subseteq C$. We define an $\ell$-limited $W$-neighborhood cover similarly: for each node $u$, there is a cluster $C$ such that $B^\ell(u, W) \subseteq C$. In [8], Cohen shows that we can construct $\ell$-limited $W$-pairwise covers in $O(\ell)$ parallel depth, independent of $W$. We will show that this concept can also be utilized to limit the number of rounds for LDD($\alpha$) partitions to $O(\ell)$.

**$\ell$-limited $W$-pairwise cover.** Since running LDD($\alpha$) by setting $\alpha = 1/W$ will require many rounds, we cannot directly use the weighted variant of LDD($\alpha$). Instead we use a rounding idea that allows us to run LDD($\alpha$) on the graph obtained from rounded weights, only for $\alpha = O(1/\ell)$, at the cost of a small loss in accuracy. This idea was proposed by [17] and is used widely in PRAM literature (e.g. [8], [20]). In the context of distributed algorithms a similar approach was used by [22] in CONGEST, but directly applying the result of [22] to our settings will require a polynomial running time, since we would need to run the algorithm from many (polynomial) sources. The idea is based on the following observation: consider a path $\pi$ with at most $\ell$ hops, such that $R \leq w(\pi) \leq 2R$ for a fixed $R > 0$. Then by slightly changing the weights of each edge $e \in \pi$ by a small additive factor such that for the new weight $\hat{w}$ it holds $w(e) \leq \hat{w}(e) \leq w(e) + \frac{\epsilon_0 R}{\ell}$ for an arbitrary $\epsilon_0 > 0$. We then get $\hat{w}(\pi) \leq w(\pi) + R\epsilon_0 \leq (1 + \epsilon_0)w(\pi)$. This can be achieved by setting $\hat{w}(e) = \lceil \frac{w(e)}{\eta} \rceil$, where $\eta = \frac{\epsilon_0 R}{\ell}$.

**Lemma 10 ([17]).** Given a weighted graph $G = (V, E, w)$, and a parameter $R$, there is a rounding scheme that constructs another graph $\tilde{G} = (V, E, \hat{w})$ such that any path $\pi$ with at most $\ell$ hops and weight $R \leq w(\pi) \leq 2R$ in $G$, has $\hat{w}(\pi) \leq [2\ell/\epsilon_0]$ in $\tilde{G}$. Moreover, $w(\pi) \leq \eta(R, \ell) \cdot \hat{w}(\pi) \leq (1 + \epsilon_0)w(\pi)$, where $\eta(R, \ell) = \epsilon_0 R/\ell$.

We can now run LDD($\alpha$) for $\alpha = O(\ell)$ on $\tilde{G}$, and each path $\pi$ with at most $\ell$ hops will be fully contained in some cluster with probability at least $\exp(-\ell \cdot O(1/\ell)) = \Omega(1)$. We can then recover an estimate to the original weight $w(\pi)$ by setting $\tilde{w}(\pi) = \eta(R, \ell) \cdot \hat{w}(\pi)$, and we have $w(\pi) \leq \tilde{w}(\pi) \leq (1 + \epsilon_0)w(\pi)$. Same as before, by repeating the LDD($\alpha$) algorithm $O(\log(n))$ times we will get an $\ell$-limited $W$-neighborhood cover. We first argue that this algorithm can be implemented $O(\alpha \log^2(n))$ rounds of the CONGEST model. A similar construction was used in [23] for $W$-neighborhood covers in CONGEST. But the result of [23] only focuses on unweighted graphs, and would take $O(W \log(n))$ rounds.

**Theorem 11.** Given a weighted graph $G = (V, E, w)$, there is an algorithm that constructs an $\ell$-limited $W$-pairwise cover in $O(\ell \log^2(n) \log(W))$ rounds in the CONGEST model, with high probability. Moreover, a pairwise cover for paths with $\ell$-hops with length in $[W, 2W]$ can be constructed in $O(\ell \log^2(n))$ rounds with high probability.

**Proof.** As we argued by using the rounding technique of [17], for any pair of nodes $u, v$ such that $d'(u, v) \in [W, 2W]$ we can restrict our attention to another graph $\tilde{G}$ with rounded weights. We construct a pairwise cover on $\tilde{G}$ by running the LDD($\alpha$), $\alpha = \epsilon_0/2\ell = \Theta(1/\ell)$ algorithm $O(\log(n))$ times independently.
We argue that each run of \( LDD(O(1/\ell)) \) takes \( O(\ell) \) rounds in the CONGEST model. First we observe that each node \( u \) only needs to broadcasts the value \( r_u \) to all the nodes within its \( r_u \) neighborhood, since a node \( x \) will not join the cluster of \( u \) if \( r_u - d(u, x) < 0 \). We can now use a simple induction to prove the claim. In each round, each node \( u \) will forward the radius and distances corresponding to the node \( u_{\text{max}} \) that maximizes \( r_{u_{\text{max}}} - d(u, u_{\text{max}}) \) among over all the messages that \( u \) has received. We now argue that each node \( u \) will receive the message from the node \( c = \arg \max_{v \in V} r_v - d(u, v) \) in \( r_c \) rounds. Consider any path \( \pi = \{c = u_0, u_1, \ldots, u_j = u\} \), where \( j \leq r_c \). If \( j = 1 \) then in one single round \( c \) sends \((r_c, w(c, u_1))\) to \( u_1 \). Assume now that \( u_i \) receives the message \((r_c, d(u, u_{i-1}))\) in round \( i \). Then \( u_i \) will compute \( d(u, u_i) \) (after receiving distance estimates from all neighbors), and forwards \((r_c, d(c, u_i))\) to all neighbors including \( u_{i+1} \). Therefore in round \( i = j \leq r_c, u_j \) has received the message \( r_c - d(u, c) \), and can compute \( d(u, c) \). Therefore this algorithm will terminate after \( \max_{v \in V} r_v \) rounds. Since \( r_u \) is an exponential random variable with parameter \( O(1/\ell) \), we know that maximum of these \( O(n) \) exponential random variables is \( O(\ell \log(n)) \) with high probability. Now we need to repeat the partition algorithm \( O(\log(n)) \) times and will pipeline the broadcasts for different runs. Clearly, each node is in at most in \( O(\log(n)) \) clusters. A standard Chernoff bound in combination with Lemma 9 implies that with high probability after \( O(\log(n)) \) repetition of the \( \ell \)-limited \( LDD(O(1/\ell)) \) algorithm, for each path \( \pi \) with at most \( \ell \) hops and length \( w(\pi) \in [R, 2R] \), there will be a cluster \( C \) such that \( \pi \subseteq C \). We then repeat this process for \( O(\log(W)) \) distance scales to get an \( \ell \)-limited \( W \)-pairwise cover.

As we will see, since in our hopset construction we consider different distance scales and need to compute pairwise for a fixed scale, this step takes only \( O(\ell \log(n)) \) rounds.

**Diameter guarantee.** For constructing pairwise covers, we need the diameter guarantee of \( O(W \log(n)) \) for all clusters. While running \( LDD(O(1/\ell)) \) gives a diameter guarantee of \( O(\ell \log(n)) \) on \( \hat{G} \), we note that the construction ensures that clusters have diameter \( O(W \log(n)) \) on \( G \). Since we argued that every \( \ell \) hop path with length \( W \) will fall into a cluster with high probability, the diameter guarantee of \( O(\ell \log(n)) \) on \( \hat{G} \) will imply that the corresponding cluster in \( G \) will have length \( O(W \log(n)) \). More formally, for any pair of nodes there is a path with length \( O(\ell \log(n)) \) in \( \hat{G} \). Let \( C \) denote the cluster that contains this path. Consider each segment of length \( O(\ell) \) in \( \hat{G} \) is in \( C \) and will have length \( O(W) \) in \( G \) (by Lemma 10), and thus there will be a path of length \( O(W \log(n)) \) based on weights in \( G \) in \( C \).

**Extension to neighborhood covers.** While Cohen shows that for the parallel construction of hopsets pairwise covers are enough, for the distributed implementation we need one more property: each vertex should overlap with at most \( O(\log(n)) \) clusters. Moreover, the algorithm used in Theorem 11 provides the stronger guarantee that there will be a cluster that contains the neighborhood of (weighted) radius \( W \) from each vertex with high probability, rather than only containing paths of length \( W \). In other words, a similar analysis shows that with high probability an \( \ell \)-limited neighborhood cover can be constructed in \( O(\ell \log(n)) \) rounds of the CONGEST model. That is, for each node \( u \), the \( \ell \)-limited \( W \)-neighborhood of \( u \) will be fully contained in a cluster with high probability. However, for our purposes the path covering property suffices.
5 Congested Clique Hopset Construction.

In this section we describe our main algorithm. Similar to the sequential construction described we consider different distance scales \([R, 2R]\), and handle each scale separately. In each iteration, we construct a sparse \(\ell\)-limited \(2R\)-neighborhood cover as described in Section 4. Then the clusters will be divided into small and big clusters, and each case will be handled differently. So far the construction is similar to [8]. The key new idea is that for Congested Clique, by setting the parameters carefully we can send the topology corresponding to a small cluster to the cluster center, and build a hopset locally. Here we need to use the fact that each node is in at most \(O(\log(n))\) clusters, which is a property that we get from our neighborhood cover construction. We will also need to compute pairwise distances between big clusters centers. For this step, we use the algorithm of [6] that computes \((1 + \epsilon)\)-multi-source shortest path from \(O(\sqrt{n})\) sources (Lemma 6). We note that while during our construction we construct the denser hopsets of [6] as auxiliary structure, these extra edges will be removed at the end of each distance scale.

Finally, we use Lemma 5 to use the hopset edges added for smaller distance scales to construct the larger distance scales. For this to give us a \((1 + \epsilon)\) for an arbitrary \(\epsilon\), we first let \(\epsilon'\) be the error parameter. Since we use paths with error \((1 + \epsilon')\) for each scale, to compute distances for the next scale, a multiplicative factor in the stretch will be added in each iteration. This means that after \(i\) iterations the error will be \((1 + \epsilon')^i\). We can simply rescale the error parameter by setting \(\epsilon'' = O(\frac{\epsilon'}{\log(n)})\) to get arbitrary error overall of \(\epsilon > 0\).

Throughout our analysis w.l.o.g we assume the minimum edge weight is one. Otherwise, we can scale all the edge weights by the minimum edge weight. We also assume the aspect ratio is polynomial. Otherwise we can use reductions from previous work to reduce the aspect ratio in exchange in polylogarithmic depth (this will be preprocessing step and will not dominate the overall running time).

\begin{algorithm}[H]
\caption{Congested Clique construction \((\epsilon, \beta)\)-hopset of size \(\tilde{O}(n^{1+\frac{1}{2\beta}})\).}
\begin{algorithmic}[1]
\State Let \(H_i\) denote the hopset edges for scale \((2^i, 2^{i+1}]\), and set \(\epsilon'' = O(\frac{\epsilon'}{\log(n)})\).
\For {\((R, 2R]\), where \(R = 2^\kappa, \log(\beta) \leq \kappa \leq O(\log(n))\), on \(G \cup_{\kappa=1}^{\kappa-1} H_i\)}
\State Set \(W = O(\epsilon'' R/(\log n))\), and and build \(\beta\)-limited \(W\)-pairwise covers (by Theorem 11).
\State Let \(C_b\) be the set of big clusters that have size at least \(\sqrt{n}\) and \(C_s\) small clusters to have size less than \(\sqrt{n}\).
\For {each \(C \in C_s\)}
\State All the nodes in \(C\) cluster send their incident edges to the center.
\State The center locally computes a hopset of size \(O(n^{1/2+1/2k})\) (construction of [16]) with \((\epsilon', \beta_0)\)-hopsets with \(\beta_0 = O(\log(k)/\epsilon'\log(k+1)^{-1})\).
\State The center sends the new hopset edges to the corresponding nodes (endpoints) in \(C\).
\EndFor
\EndFor
\State Add a star by adding edges from the center node of each big cluster to every other node in that cluster (limiting exploration to \(\ell = 2\beta + 1\) hops), and set the weights based on shortest path distances.
\State Add an edge between any pair \(u_1, u_2\) of centers of big clusters that are within \(\ell = 2\beta + 1\) hops of each other, and set the weight to \(d^f(u_1, u_2)\).
\end{algorithmic}
\end{algorithm}
An overview of the algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1. By defining small clusters to have size at most $\sqrt{n}$, we have that the number of edges in each small cluster $C$ is $O(n)$, and hence all the nodes $C$ can send their incident edges to the cluster center in constant rounds using Lenzen’s routing [18]. Then the cluster center computes a hopset with size $O(n^{1/2+1/2k})$ and hopbound $\beta_0 = O(\log(k)/\epsilon)'\log(k) - 1$ locally using Huang-Pettie [16] centralized construction. The center of a small cluster $C$ can send the edges incident to each node in that clusters. Since the size of the hopset on small clusters is always $O(n^{1/2+\epsilon'})$, this can also be done in constant time using Lenzen’s routing.

As explained in Lemma 5, using hopset edges added for smaller scales we can limit all the shortest path explorations to $2\beta + 1$. So we can add the star edges, by running $2\beta + 1$ rounds of Bellman-Ford. For adding a clique between centers of large clusters, we will use the $(1 + \epsilon)$-MSSP algorithm of Censor-Hillel et al. 2019 [6] (using Lemma 6. This is possible since there are at most $O(\sqrt{n})$ nodes. We disregard all the other edges added in this step for computing these distances after the computation. We now analyze the algorithm and show that it has the properties stated in Theorem 1.

**Hopbound.** The hopbound of hopsets constructed for small clusters, which are based on Huang-Pettie hopsets is $\beta' = O((\log(k)/\epsilon)'^{\log(k+1)-1})$. The path between a pair of nodes in each distance scale has $O(\log(n)/\epsilon)$ segments. The properties of a neighborhood cover imply that each of these segments are w.h.p. contained in one cluster. Each such segment has a corresponding path with hopbound either $\beta'$ (if it is contained in a small clusters), or one single edge (if there is only one big cluster). If there is more than one big cluster center, then there is a single edge between the furthest big cluster centers on the path. Hence in the worst case all segments correspond to small clusters and will have a corresponding path of length $\beta'$. Therefore the overall hopbound is $O\left(\frac{\log(n)}{\epsilon}((\log(k))^{\log(k+1)-1})\right) = O\left(\frac{\log(n)}{\epsilon}(\log(n))^{\log(k)}\log(k+1)-1\right)$.

**Size.** Recall that large clusters have size at least $\sqrt{n}$. The stars added for each big cluster will add $O(n \log^{2}(n))$ edges overall since they are consisted of unions of $O(\log(n))$ forests for each scale. The (clique) edges added between centers of big clusters will add $O(n)$ edges overall. For small clusters of size $s = O(\sqrt{n})$, we added a hopset of size $s^{1+1/k}$ (this is the guarantee we get by using Huang-Pettie hopsets), for a parameter $k \geq 2$. On the other hand, we have at most $O\left(\frac{n}{\epsilon}^k\right)$ clusters of size within $[s, 2s]$. Therefore we can estimate the overall number of edges added for these small clusters in each scale by summing over different values $s \in [2^r, 2^{r+1})$ for small clusters as follows:

$$\sum_{s \in [\sqrt{n}]} O\left(\frac{n}{\epsilon} \cdot s^{1+1/k}\right) = \sum_{r=1} \frac{n}{2^r} \cdot (2^r)^{1+1/k} = \sum_{r=1} \frac{\log(\sqrt{n})}{2^r} = O(n \cdot 2^\frac{\epsilon}{2} = O(n^1 + \frac{n}{2^\epsilon})$$

Therefore, the overall size for all scales is $O(n^1 + \frac{n}{2^\epsilon})$.

**Stretch.** Fix a distance scale $(R, 2R)$, $R = 2^k$ and consider a pair of nodes $u, v \in V$ where $d(u, v) \in (R, 2R]$. If $R \leq \log(\beta)$, since we assumed the minimum edge weight is one, this implies that the shortest path has at most $O(\beta)$ hops and no more edges is needed for this pair. Otherwise, let $\pi$ be the shortest path between $u$ and $v$. We look at three different cases and show $d(u, v) = (1 + \epsilon')d(u, v) + O(W\log n)$.

First consider the case where all the clusters on the shortest path between $u$ and $v$ are small clusters. In this case, we have replaced each segment of length $W$ with a path of stretch $(1 + \epsilon')$. By the triangle inequality, overall we get a $(1 + \epsilon')$-stretch. Next, consider a case where there is a single large cluster on this path. The segment corresponding to this single cluster will just add a single additive $W\log n = \epsilon' R$ cost to our distance estimate.
Final case is when there are more than one large clusters. Consider the two furthest large clusters (based on their centers) on π, and let their centers be x and y. We have added one single edge within $(1 + \epsilon')$-stretch of $d(x, y)$ that covers the whole segment between these two centers. Therefore, we have shown that all segments of π have a corresponding path within $(1 + \epsilon')$-stretch. As argued, this implies that each scale incurs a multiplicative factor of $(1 + \epsilon')$ in the stretch, and thus by setting $\epsilon' = O(\epsilon/\log(n))$, and since we assumed that the weights are polynomial we can get $(1 + \epsilon)$-stretch for all scales.

Round Complexity. For each of the $O(\log(n))$ distance scales, it takes $O(\beta \log^2(n))$ rounds to compute $2\beta + 1$-limited neighborhood covers (Lemma 11). Once the covers are constructed for small clusters we need to run a Bellman-Ford with $O(\beta)$ hops from the center of each big cluster and since each node may overlap with at most $O(\log(n))$ clusters this phase takes $O(\beta \log(n))$ (each node can pipeline the computation over the clusters it overlaps with). For small clusters, we argued that in $O(1)$ rounds (using Lenzen’s routing) the whole small cluster topology can be sent to the cluster center, and after local computation another $O(1)$ rounds will be enough for cluster center to send back the new hopset edges to the destination node. Finally, using the result of [6] we can compute $(1 + \epsilon')$-approximation from big cluster centers ($O(\sqrt{n})$ sources) in $O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon) = O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)$ time. Therefore the overall running time is $O(\beta \log^2(n))$.

Application to multi-source queries. We can now combine our hopset construction with Lemma 6 (source detection algorithm of [6]) to show that we can compute queries from $O(\sqrt{n})$ sources in $O(\beta)$ time, by maintaining a sparse hopset of size $\tilde{O}(n^{1+\frac{\epsilon}{2}})$, while [6] has to store a hopset of size $O(n^{3/2})$. Corollary 2 follows from this observation.

6 Massively Parallel Hopsets and MSSP

In this section, we argue that in a variation of the MPC model where the overall memory is $O(mn^{1/2})$ we can construct hopsets with small hopbound efficiently, and this in turn gives us a fast algorithm for multi-source shortest path in this case. This result relies on an observation made in [9], stating that the PRAM hopset constructions (e.g. [8], [11]) that use $O(ma)$ processors with depth $t$ can be implemented in MPC, even when the memory per machine is strictly sublinear, in $O(t)$ rounds if we assume that the overall memory available is $O(ma)$. Once a $(\beta, \epsilon)$-hopset is constructed, the Bellman-Ford subroutine described in [9] can be used to compute $(1 + \epsilon)$-stretch distances from $O(\sqrt{n})$ nodes to all other nodes in $V$.

Results of [9] are based on hopsets of [11], and their constructions may use less overall memory in general, but they get a worse hopbound than ours in the special case that the total memory is $\tilde{O}(m\sqrt{n})$. In this case, we get an improved hopbound of $O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)$, whereas their result gives a hopbound of $O((\log(n)/\epsilon)^3)$. In particular, we use the PRAM hopset construction of [8] (instead of [11]), which can be simulated in the MPC model with strictly sublinear memory per machine (using a reduction of [13]) to construct hopsets with hopbound $O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)$. The only difference between our construction and [8] is using a faster algorithm for constructing $\ell$-limited pairwise covers based on the algorithm of [20]. First we note that our $\ell$-limited $W$-neighborhood cover construction can be constructed in MPC based on a very similar algorithm and analysis as in Section 4. This step can be done only using $O(m\log^3(n))$ overall memory (or $O(m \log(n))$ memory for a single-scale) in $O(\ell \log(n))$ rounds. Observe that the construction of $W$-neighborhood covers for different scales $[W, 2W]$ can all be done in parallel with an extra logarithmic overhead in the total
Overall memory required for preprocessing is \(O(\ell)\) rounds, we can w.h.p. compute an \(\ell\)-limited \(W\)-neighborhood cover, where memory per machines is \(O(n^\beta)\), \(0 < \gamma \leq 1\) and the overall memory is \(O(m\log^2(n))\).

**Lemma 12.** There is an algorithm that runs in \(O(\frac{\ell}{\gamma}\log(n))\) rounds of MPC and w.h.p. computes an \(\ell\)-limited \(W\)-neighborhood cover, where memory per machines is \(O(n^\beta)\), \(0 < \gamma \leq 1\) and the overall memory is \(O(m\log^2(n))\).

\((1 + \epsilon)\)-MSSP. Given a pairwise cover, assuming that in MPC we have \(O(mn^{1/2})\) total memory, we can construct a \((\log^2(n)/\epsilon, \epsilon)\)-hopset of size \(O(n^{3/2}\log(n))\). This hopset is a special case of hopsets of [8]: we add a clique for small clusters, a star centered at each big cluster, and a clique between big cluster centers. As stated, the main difference in our algorithm is that we use the algorithm of Lemma 12 for constructing pairwise covers, rather than the algorithm of [7]. This leads to a construction time of \(O(\beta\log(n))\), whereas a direct reduction from [8] would have construction time of \(O(\beta\log^3(n))\), which is how long it takes to construct their limited pairwise covers. Hence combining Lemma 12 with simulating the PRAM construction of [8], and the Bellman-Ford primitives described in [9], we can construct a hopset of size \(O(n^{3/2}\log(n))\) in \(O(\beta\log(n))\) time with hopbound \(\beta = O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)\).

**Theorem 13.** Given an undirected weighted graph \(G\), and parameters \(\epsilon > 0, 0 < \gamma \leq 1\), we can w.h.p. construct an \((\beta, \epsilon)\)-hopset of size \(O(n^{3/2}\log(n))\) in \(O(\frac{\log^2(n)}{\epsilon\gamma})\) rounds of MPC, using \(O(n^\gamma)\) memory per machine, and the overall memory of \(O(mn^{1/2})\) (i.e. there are \(O(mn^{1/2-\gamma})\) machines), where hopbound is \(\beta = O(\frac{\log^2(n)}{\epsilon\gamma})\).

The analysis is very similar to the arguments in previous sections and previous work. Similarly, for \((1 + \epsilon)\)-MSSP we get,

**Theorem 14.** Given an undirected weighted graph \(G\), after a preprocessing step of \(O(\frac{\log^2(n)}{\epsilon\gamma})\) rounds, we can w.h.p. compute \((1 + \epsilon)\)-multi source shortest path queries from \(O(n^{1/2})\) sources in \(O(\frac{\log^2(n)}{\epsilon})\) rounds of MPC, when the memory per machine is \(O(n^\gamma)\), \(0 < \gamma \leq 1\), and the overall memory required for preprocessing is \(O(mn^{1/2})\).

At a high level since we have overall memory of \(O(mn^{1/2})\), to each node \(u\), we can assign a block of memory of size \(O(\deg(u)n^{1/2})\). Then using aggregations primitives (e.g. see [9]), we can store and update the distances from up to \(O(n^{1/2})\) sources. Therefore given a hopset with hopbound \(O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)\), we can compute distances from \(O(n^{1/2})\) sources by running parallel Bellman-Ford.

---
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1 Introduction

A common task when performing graph analytics is to compute distances between vertices. This has motivated the study of shortest path algorithms in essentially every interesting model of computation. We focus on two models which correspond to modern big-data graph analytics: Congested Clique [18] and Massively Parallel Computation (MPC) [3]. The MPC model in particular has recently received significant attention, as it captures many modern data analytics frameworks such as MapReduce, Hadoop, and Spark. So since these are important models of distributed storage and computation, and computing distances in graphs is an important primitive, we have an obvious question: in MPC or Congested Clique, can we compute distances between nodes sufficiently quickly to support important graph analytics?

While one side effect of our techniques is indeed a state of the art algorithm for shortest paths in MPC, the focus of this paper is on getting around the limitations of these models by allowing preprocessing of the (distributed) graph. We will first spend some time building a data structure known as approximate distance sketches (or an approximate distance oracle), which will then let us (approximately) answer any distance query using only 0, 1, or 2 rounds.
of network communication (depending on the precise model). Thus after this preprocessing, anyone who is interested in analyzing the massive graph has access to approximate distances essentially for free, making this a powerful tool for distributed graph analytics. Moreover, rather than inventing a brand new structure, we show that we can repurpose centralized data structures (in particular the Thorup-Zwick oracle [25]) by computing them efficiently in these new distributed models. And since our algorithms are derived from centralized data structures we even allow for extremely efficient computation in addition to efficient communication.

So our focus is on how to compute these data structures efficiently, since once they are computed distance estimates become fast and easy. We show that in both the Congested Clique and the MPC models, we can compute oracles/sketches which essentially match the best centralized bounds in time that is only a small polynomial. In MPC, we can go even further and compute slightly suboptimal sketches in time that is only polylogarithmic. So while computing the data structure is still somewhat expensive, it is far more efficient than trivial approaches, and once it is computed, the analyst can receive approximate distances extremely quickly, allowing for low amortized cost or just the ability to do exploratory analysis without constantly waiting for expensive distance queries to complete.

**Distance Oracles and Sketches.** Even in many centralized applications, the time it takes to compute exact distances in graphs is undesirable, and similarly the memory that it would take to store all \( \binom{n}{2} \) distances is also undesirable. This motivated Thorup and Zwick [25] to define the notion of an approximate distance oracle: a small data structure which can quickly report an approximation of the true distance for any pair of vertices. In other words, by spending some time up front to compute this data structure (known as the preprocessing step) and then storing it (which can be done since the structure is small), any algorithm used in the future can quickly obtain provably accurate distance estimates.

More formally, an approximate distance oracle is said to have stretch \( t \) if, when queried on \( u, v \in V \), it returns a value \( d'(u, v) \) such that \( d(u, v) \leq d'(u, v) \leq t \cdot d(u, v) \) for all \( u, v \in V \), where \( d(u, v) \) denotes the shortest-path distance between \( u \) and \( v \). The important parameters of an approximate distance oracle are the size of the oracle, the stretch, the query time, and the preprocessing time. For any constant \( k \), Thorup and Zwick’s construction (in the sequential setting) has expected size \( O(kn^{1+1/k}) \), stretch \( (2^k-1) \), query time \( O(k) \), and preprocessing time \( O(kmn^{1/k}) \), where \( n = |V| \) and \( m = |E| \).

Since [25], there has been a large amount of followup work on improving the achievable tradeoffs, such as achieving query time of \( O(1) \) with size \( O(n^{1+1/k}) \) [26, 7] or giving more refined bounds [20, 21]. However, with the notable exception of a very interesting construction due to Mendel and Naor [19], the vast majority of followup work has essentially been refinements and improvements to the approach pioneered by Thorup and Zwick. Thus understanding the Thorup-Zwick distance oracle is an important first step to understanding the limits and possibilities of distance oracles, and showing how to construct the Thorup-Zwick oracle in different computational models gives almost state-of-the-art bounds while also developing the basic tools and framework needed to design more sophisticated structures.

Importantly, the Thorup-Zwick distance oracle has the additional property that the data structure can be “broken up” into \( n \) pieces, each of size \( O(kn^{1/k} \log n) \), so that the estimate \( d'(u, v) \) can be computed just from the piece for \( u \) and the piece for \( v \) (the rest of the structure is unnecessary). These are called distance sketches or distance labelings, and motivated Das Sarma et al. [24] to initiate the study of Thorup-Zwick distance sketches in distributed networks, and in particular in the CONGEST model of distributed computing [22].
Models. As mentioned, in modern graph analytics we usually abstract away the communication graph by assuming that the datacenter storing the graph is sufficiently well-provisioned. This motivated two different but related models of distributed computation: Congested Clique [22] and MPC [3]. In the Congested Clique model an input graph of \( G = (V, E) \) is given, and initially each node \( v \in V \) only knows its incident edges. However, the underlying communication graph is an undirected clique, and in each round every node can send a message of \( O(\log n) \) bits to any other node. This model was introduced by [22], and has been studied extensively in recent years. The second model that we consider is the Massively Parallel Computation, or MPC model. This model was introduced by [3] to model MapReduce and other realistic distributed settings, and is more general than earlier abstractions of MapReduce proposed by [15] and [12]. In this model there is an input of size \( N \) which is arbitrarily distributed over \( N/S \) machines, each of which has \( S = N^\epsilon \) memory for some \( 0 < \epsilon < 1 \). In the standard MPC model, every machine can communicate with every other machine in the network, but each machine in each round can have total I/O of at most \( S \). Specifically, for graph problems the total memory \( N \) is \( O(|E|) \) words. The low memory setting is the more challenging (but arguably more realistic) setting in which each machine has has \( O(n^\gamma) \), \( \gamma < 1 \) memory, where \( n = |V| \), which we denote by MPC\((n^\gamma)\). We also make the common assumption (e.g. [23, 3]) that machines have unique IDs that other machines can use for direct communication.

1.1 Our Results

In this paper we initiate the study of distance oracles and sketches in two popular computational models for “big data”: Congested Clique and MPC. In addition, we show that our techniques can be used to give the first sublinear algorithm (and in fact polylogarithmic) for approximate single-source shortest paths for weighted graphs in (low memory) MPC, and moreover can be applied in straightforward ways to non-distributed models such as the streaming setting. We discuss our results for each model in turn. At a high level, Congested Clique turns out to be relatively easy: we can essentially just combine the known CONGEST algorithm [24] with a slightly modified hopset construction. For MPC, the natural approach is to simulate the Congested Clique algorithm, since it is known [5] that under certain density and memory conditions, Congested Clique algorithms can be simulated in MPC. However, this simulation requires at least \( \Omega(n) \) memory per machine. Our task becomes much more challenging if we allow \( o(n) \) memory per machine, which we refer to as the low memory setting. Designing algorithms for this setting forms the bulk of this paper.

Congested Clique. Since there is no memory restriction for Congested Clique, we assume that some node in the network is the coordinator at which the entire distance oracle will be stored (i.e., the machine with which users will interact with the distributed system). So at query time, the user can just query the coordinator locally (avoiding all network delay) rather than initiating an expensive distributed computation. The precise statements of our results are given in the full version and are somewhat technical, so for simplicity we state one particularly interesting corollary obtained by some specific parameter settings:
Theorem 1. Given a weighted graph $G = (V, E, w)$, for all $k \geq 2$ and constant $\epsilon > 0$, we can construct a distance oracle with stretch $(1 + \epsilon)(2k - 1)$, (local) query time $O(k)$, and space $O(kn^{1+1/k}\log n)$ w.h.p. in the Congested Clique model. If $k = O(1)$, then the number of rounds for preprocessing is $\tilde{O}(n^{1/k})$, and if $k = \Omega(\log n)$ then the number of rounds is $\tilde{O}(\log(n))$.

Note that after a limited amount of preprocessing, distance queries can be computed without any network access whatsoever. Moreover, the computational query time is also extremely small, so these queries are extraordinarily efficient in the context of distributed algorithms. As an interesting extension, we show that the message complexity of computing this distance oracle can be reduced by adding an additional preprocessing step of computing a graph spanner.

MPC. In Section 3 we discuss the MPC model, which is the heart of this paper. Since in the MPC model servers have small memory, it is impossible to fit an entire distance oracle at a single server as we did in the Congested Clique. So we instead focus on distance sketches. After the preprocessing algorithm, for each node $v \in V$, a distance sketch of size $O(kn^{1/k}\log n)$ will be stored and mapped to a machine with key $v$ (this assumes that the memory at each server is at least $\Omega(kn^{1/k}\log n)$, which is reasonable in most settings). This means that after the preprocessing to construct these sketches, only two rounds of communication are needed for approximating distance queries between a pair of nodes $u$ and $v$: one for sending requests for the sketches of $u$ and $v$ and one for receiving them. We give the following result:

Theorem 2. Given a weighted graph $G = (V, E, w)$ with polynomial weights$^2$ and parameters $\rho \leq \gamma \leq 1, 1/k \leq \rho, 0 < \epsilon < 1$, we can construct Thorup-Zwick distance sketches with stretch $(2k - 1)(1 + \epsilon)$ and size $O(kn^{1/k}\log n)$ w.h.p. in $\tilde{O}(\frac{1}{\epsilon} \cdot n^{1/k} \cdot \beta)$ rounds of MPC$(n^\gamma)$, where $\beta = \min(\tilde{O}(\frac{n\log n}{\epsilon} \log(k) + k), 2\tilde{O}(\sqrt{\log n}))$. In particular, if $k = O(1)$ and $\epsilon$ is a constant, then w.h.p. we require $\tilde{O}(n^{1/k})$ rounds, and if $k = \Theta(\log n)$ then w.h.p. we require $2\tilde{O}(\sqrt{\log n})$ rounds.

In the above theorem the distance sketches have the same guarantees as the centralized Thorup-Zwick distance oracles. However, in MPC a polynomial round complexity, while possibly of theoretical interest, is generally considered not practical. So we give a different (but related) algorithm which achieves polylogarithmic round complexity, at the price of larger stretch.

Theorem 3. Consider a graph $G = (V, E)$ where $m = \Omega(kn^{1+1/k}\log n)$, for any $k \geq 2$. Then there is an algorithm in MPC$(n^\gamma)$ (with $0 < \gamma < 1$) that constructs Thorup-Zwick distance sketches with stretch $O(k^2)$ and size $O(kn^{1/k}\log n)$ and with high probability completes in $O(\frac{k}{\gamma} \cdot (\frac{\log n \log k}{\epsilon}) \log k + k - 1)$ rounds.

As a side effect of our techniques (which we discuss more in Section 1.2), we immediately get an algorithm for computing approximate single-source shortest paths (SSSP) in the MPC model, which is the problem of finding the (approximate) distances from a source node to all

---

$^1$ The notation $\tilde{O}(f(n))$ stands for $O(f(n) \cdot \text{polylog}(f(n)))$, e.g. it is suppressing polyloglog($n$) terms in $g^{\tilde{O}((\log n))}$

$^2$ This assumption can be relaxed using reduction techniques (e.g. from [9]) in exchange for extra polylogarithmic factors in the hopbound and construction time.
other nodes. Unlike in the Congested Clique, there do not seem to be any known nontrivial results for this problem in MPC. We first give an algorithm which computes a \((1 + \epsilon)\)-approximation in \(n^{O(1)}\) time. Then we show that we can compute an \(O(1)\)-approximation in only polylogarithmic time, if we make an additional assumption about the density of the input graph. We will prove the following theorem in Section 3.2:

\[\text{Theorem 4.} \quad \text{Given a weighted undirected graph } G = (V, E, w) \text{ with polynomial weights, a source node } s \in V, \text{ and } 0 < \gamma \leq 1, 0 < \epsilon < 1 \text{ we can compute } (1 + \epsilon)\text{-approximate SSSP w.h.p. in } O\left(\frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot 2^{O(\sqrt{\log n})}\right) \text{ rounds of MPC with } \Theta(n^\gamma) \text{ memory per machine. Moreover, if } |E| \geq \Omega\left(n^{1+1/k} \log(n)\right), \text{ we can compute } 4k(1 + \epsilon)\text{-approximate SSSP in } O\left(\frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot \left(\frac{\log n \cdot \log k}{\epsilon}\right)^{\log k + k - 1}\right) \text{ rounds of MPC}(n^\gamma), \text{ where } 1/k < \gamma \leq 1, k \geq 2. \text{ In particular, for } k = O(1) \text{ the algorithm runs in } O\left(\frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot \left(\frac{\log n}{\epsilon}\right)^{O(1)}\right) \text{ rounds.}\]

Note that while the round complexity is polylogarithmic, it may still be somewhat slow for certain applications: an analyst who has to wait polylogarithmic rounds for every distance query would essentially be unable to perform any analysis which depended on large numbers of distance queries. On the other hand, our main results on distance sketches allows us to pay this round complexity only once, for constructing the sketch.

\section*{Streaming.}
Finally, we provide an algorithm for constructing distance oracles in the multi-pass streaming model. This is essentially a side-effect of our main results for Congested Clique and MPC, but we include it for completeness. Our general results can be found in the full version. For the specific settings of constant or logarithmic stretch, we have:

\[\text{Corollary 5.} \quad \text{Given a graph } G = (V, E, w), \text{ there exists a streaming algorithm that constructs a Thorup-Zwick distance oracle of stretch } (2k - 1)(1 + \epsilon) \text{ of size } O(kn^{1+1/k} \log n) \text{ w.h.p. and expected space } O\left(n^{1+1/k} \cdot \log^2 n\right), \text{ such that if } k = O(1), \text{ w.h.p. we require } O(\log^k n) \text{ passes, and if } k = \Omega(\log n), \text{ w.h.p. we require } 2^{O(\sqrt{\log n})} \text{ passes.}\]

Note that in case of \(k = \Omega(\log n)\) we are in the so-called semi-streaming setting in which the total memory used is \(O(n \cdot \text{polylog } n)\).

\subsection{Our Techniques}

Our main approach is to combine constructions of hopsets with efficient distributed constructions of Thorup-Zwick distance oracles/sketches. In particular, Das Sarma et al. [24] showed that Thorup-Zwick sketches could be computed in the CONGEST model, but the time depended on the graph diameter. So all that we really need to do is to reduce the diameter of the graph, since any CONGEST algorithm also works in the Congested Clique. This is what hopsets do: we discuss them in more detail in Section 2.2, but informally they allow us to reduce the diameter of the graph while preserving distances by adding in a carefully chosen set of weighted “shortcut” edges. Hopset constructions for the Congested Clique were given by Elkin and Neiman [9] (and more recently by [6]) so for Congested Clique we can essentially just combine result of [9] (or [6]) with [24] to get our result (modulo a small number of technicalities).

Moving to MPC introduces some significant technical difficulties, particularly when the space per machine is \(o(n)\). Neither [24] nor [9] are written with MPC in mind, so we cannot simply “black-box” them as we could (mostly) in the Congested Clique. However, not surprisingly, both [24] and [9] use as a fundamental primitive a “restricted” version of the classical Bellman-Ford shortest-path algorithm that ends early, and it turns out that implementing this restricted Bellman-Ford is the main (although not the only) technical hurdle in adapting both of them to the MPC model.
When implementing restricted Bellman-Ford in low-memory MPC, the main difficulty is that since the memory at each server is $o(n)$, a single server cannot “simulate” a node in Bellman-Ford. It takes many machines to store the edges incident on any particular node, so we need to show that it is possible for many machines to simulate a single node in MPC without too much overhead. We show that this is indeed possible: Bellman-Ford and related algorithms can be implemented in low-memory MPC with very little additional overhead. Once we develop this tool, we argue that the hopsets of [9] can be constructed in low-memory MPC with essentially the same complexity as in the Congested Clique. Our implementation of Bellman-Ford and this hopset construction, as well as a few other primitives we develop for low-memory MPC (e.g., finding minimum or broadcasting on a range of machines), may be of independent interest.

Even after using hopsets, we would still need polynomial time for constructing constant stretch distance sketches. We overcome this issue and improve the running time using two ideas. First, we show that by relaxing the model to allow small additional total memory (either through extra space per machine or additional machines), we can run our algorithms in polylogarithmic number of rounds. So we just need to argue that there is a way of obtaining extra memory without actually changing the model assumptions. This is our second idea: by constructing a spanner we can sparsify the graph while keeping the memory per machine and number of machines the same. Thus from the perspective of the spanner, it will appear that we do indeed have “extra” memory. The idea of sparsifying the input to obtain extra resources has already proved to be powerful in related contexts (for example, [11] recently used spanners to give a work-efficient PRAM metric embedding algorithm). To the best of our knowledge, though, this idea has not yet appeared in the MPC graph algorithms literature.

1.3 Related Work

Distributed constructions of distance oracles and sketches have been studied extensively in the CONGEST model [24, 17, 10]. All of these algorithms have running times dependent on the graph diameter, while our algorithms run in time independent of the graph diameter. To the best of our knowledge, constructing distance oracles/sketches has not previously been studied for the Congested Clique or the MPC model. Similarly, hopsets have been used extensively in various models of computation for solving approximate SSSP ([14, 9]). Our result on hopset construction in low-memory MPC also gives the first (approximate) SSSP algorithm in this model for weighted graphs (in Congested Clique there are more results known [9, 14, 4, 6], but these do not translate obviously to MPC when there is sublinear memory per machine). In a recent result, [6] gave an efficient Congested Clique algorithm that constructs hopsets of size $\tilde{O}(n^{3/2})$ with hopbound $O(\log^2(n)/\epsilon)$. Their hopsets are a special case of hopsets of [9]. In the full version, we explain how their algorithm applies to our Congested Clique result.

In the PRAM model, shortest path computation is well studied (e.g. [8, 9]), and it is known that many PRAM algorithms can be simulated in the MPC model ([15, 12]). However, most of these algorithms use $\omega(|E|)$ number of processors, in which case the simulations of [15] and [12] do not directly apply as they assume that the number of processors is at most the input size. As we argue in Section 3.1 we will still utilize an extension of this simulation. Another recent result for APSP in MapReduce by [13] also has the same drawback of using $\omega(n^2)$ processors. Result of [13] is based on matrix multiplication techniques, which are also well-studied in the PRAM model for computing APSP.
Finally, we note that distance problems have also been studied in related models such as the \( k \)-machine model ([16]). In this model [16] shows a low bound of \( \Omega(n/k) \) for computing MST and shortest path trees, where \( k \) is the number of machines. To the best of our knowledge, the type of distance sketches that we consider here are not studied in the \( k \)-machine model.

\section{Preliminaries and Notation}

\subsection{Notation}

In a given weighted graph \( G = (V, E) \), we denote the (weighted) distance between a pair of nodes \( u, v \in V \) by \( d_G(u, v) \). We may drop the subscript \( G \) when there is no ambiguity. We define the \( h \) hop-restricted distance between \( u \) and \( v \) to be the weight of the shortest path between \( u \) and \( v \) that uses at most \( h \) hops and denote this by \( d_h(u, v) \).

We will denote the set of neighbors of a node \( v \in V \) by \( N(v) \). In a weighted graph \( G \), we define the shortest-path diameter of \( G \), denoted by \( \Lambda \), to be the maximum over all \( u, v \in V \) of the number of edges in the shortest \( u - v \) path (so if the graph is unweighted this is the same as the diameter, but in weighted settings it can be larger than the unweighted diameter). Finally, a \( t \)-spanner of \( G \) is simply a subgraph which preserves distances up to a multiplicative \( t \) factor.

\subsection{Algorithmic Building Blocks}

In this section we describe the algorithms of [25], [24] and [9], that we will use in next section.

\textbf{Thorup-Zwick Distance Oracle.} In this section, we briefly describe the centralized construction of the well-known Thorup-Zwick distance oracle [25]. Given an undirected weighted graph \( G = (V, E, w) \) and \( k > 1 \), in the preprocessing phase of their algorithm they first create a hierarchy of subsets \( A_0, A_1, \ldots, A_{k_i} \) by sampling from nodes of \( V \) in the following manner: set \( A_0 = V \), and for \( 1 \leq i \leq k - 1 \), add every node \( v \in A_{i-1} \) to the set \( A_i \) independently with probability \( n^{-1/k} \). Set \( A_k = \emptyset \) and for all \( u \in V \) define \( d(u, A_k) = \infty \). Let \( B_i(u) = \{ w \in A_i : d(u, w) < d(u, A_{i+1}) \} \) for all \( u \in V \) and \( 0 \leq i \leq k - 1 \), where \( d(u, A_i) \) is the minimum distance between \( u \) and a node in the set \( A_i \), and set \( B(u) = \bigcup_{i=0}^{k-1} B_i(u) \). We also denote the node that has the minimum distance to \( u \) among all nodes in \( A_i \) by \( p_i(u) \) and call this the \( i \)-center of \( u \), and so \( d(u, A_i) = d(u, p_i(u)) \). The distance sketch for \( u \) consists of \( \{ p_i(u) \}_{i=0}^k \), the set \( B(u) \), and the corresponding distances between these nodes and \( u \). The distance oracle is just the union of the sketches for all \( u \in V \). Thorup and Zwick showed that this data structure has size \( O(kn^{1+1/k} \log n) \) w.h.p., and access to these sketches is enough for approximating distances between every pair of vertices in \( O(k) \) time with stretch \( 2k - 1 \). In all the settings we consider, after preprocessing the distance oracle/sketches, we can locally perform the query algorithm of [25] in \( O(k) \) time.

Next, we explain a distributed construction of Thorup-Zwick distance sketches as described by Das Sarma et al. [24] for the CONGEST model. The sampling phase can easily be done in distributed settings. Then for finding \( p_i(v), 1 \leq i \leq k \) for all nodes \( v \in V \), we will do the following: in iteration \( i \), define a virtual source node \( s_i \), and for all nodes in \( u \in A_i \) add an edge between \( u \) and \( s_i \) where \( w(u, s_i) = 0 \). Then we will only need to run the Bellman-Ford algorithm from \( s_i \), and after \( O(kA) \) time every node \( u \in V \) knows \( p_i(u) \) and \( d(u, A_i) \). Finally, for all \( 1 \leq i \leq k \) we need to compute the distance from \( w \in A_i \setminus A_{i+1} \) to all the nodes \( v \) for which \( w \in B(v) \). Simply running a distributed Bellman-Ford independently from all the
sources \( w \in A_i \setminus A_{i+1} \) would be slow since due to congestion limit on each edge we cannot run all these in parallel at the same time. However, \([24]\) argue that this can be done in \(O(\Lambda \cdot kn^{1/\log n})\) rounds in total (w.h.p.), since each node \( v \) needs to forward messages in the runs of Bellman-Ford algorithm for a source \( w \) only if \( w \in B(v) \). This means that, roughly speaking, each node \( v \) participates in \(|B(v)| = O(kn^{1/\log n})\) runs of Bellman-Ford. Then by a simple round-robin scheduling scheme they show that running these Bellman-Fords for all sources in \( A_i \setminus A_{i+1} \) can be done in \(O(\Lambda \cdot kn^{1/\log n})\) without violating the congestion bound on each edge. For completeness we include a more detailed version of this algorithm in the full version.

**Hopsets.** For parameter \( \epsilon, \beta > 0 \), a graph \( G_H = (V, H, w_H) \) is called a \((\beta, \epsilon)\)-hopset for the graph \( G \), if in graph \( G' = (V, E \cup H, w') \) obtained by adding edges of \( G_H \), we have \( d_G(u, v) \leq d_{G'}^\beta(u, v) \leq (1 + \epsilon)d_G(u, v) \) for every pair \( u, v \in V \) of vertices. The parameter \( \beta \) is called the hopbound of the hopset.

We first give a high level overview of the (sequential) hopset construction of \([9]\) here. In their algorithm, they consider each distance scale \((2^k, 2^{k+1}], k = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \) separately. For a fixed distance scale \((2^k, 2^{k+1}] \) the algorithm consists of a set of superclustering, and interconnection phases. Initially, the set of clusters is \( \mathcal{P} = \{ \{v\} | v \in V \} \). Each cluster in \( C \in \mathcal{P} \) has a cluster center which we denote by \( r_C \). The algorithm uses a sequence \( \delta_1, \delta_2, \ldots \) of distance thresholds and a sequence \( \deg_1, \deg_2, \ldots \) of degree thresholds that determines the sampling probability of clusters. At the \( i \)-th iteration, every cluster \( C \in \mathcal{P} \) is sampled with probability \( 1/\deg_i \). Let \( S_i \) denote the set of sampled clusters. Now a single shortest-path exploration of depth \( \delta_i \) (weighted) from the set of centers of sampled clusters \( R = \{ r_C | C \in S_i \} \) is performed. Let \( C' \in \mathcal{P} \setminus S_i \) be a cluster whose center \( r_{C'} \) was reached by the exploration and let \( r_C \) be the center in \( R \) closest to \( r_{C'} \). An edge \((r_C, r_{C'})\) with weight \( d_G(r_C, r_{C'}) \) is then added to the hopset. A supercluster \( C \) with center \( r_C \) is now created that contains all the vertices of \( C \) and the clusters \( C' \) for which a hopset edge was added. In the next stage of iteration \( i \), all clusters within distance \( \delta_i/2 \) of each other that have not been superclustered at iteration \( i \) will be inter interconnected. In other words, a separate exploration of depth \( \delta_i/2 \) is performed from each such cluster center \( r_C \) and if center of cluster \( C' \) is reached, an edge \((r_C, r_{C'})\) with weight \( d_G(r_C, r_{C'}) \) will be also added to the hopset. The final phase of their algorithm only consists of the interconnection phase. We denote the hopset edges added for distance scale \((2^k, 2^{k+1}] \) by \( H_k \). For completeness, we review this algorithm in more detail and explain the exact parameters in the full version.

One important property of this hopset construction (proved in Lemma 3.3 of \([9]\)) that we will need for our analysis in Section 3) is the following:

**Lemma 6** ([9]). In the \( i \)-th iteration of a given distance scale \((2^k, 2^{k+1}] \), for each node \( v \in V \), w.h.p. the number of explorations of interconnection phase that visit \( v \) is at most \(O(\deg_i \cdot \log n)\), where \( \deg_i \) is the sampling probability of the superclustering phase.

Now we turn our attention to efficient construction of hopsets in distributed settings also proposed by \([9]\). Note that each superclustering phase can be performed by a distributed Bellman-Ford exploration of depth \( \delta_i \). For an interconnection phase, a separate distributed Bellman-Ford explorations of depth \( \delta_i/2 \) from cluster centers is performed. These Bellman-Ford algorithms can easily be implemented sequentially, however, in distributed settings, \(O(n)\) rounds may be needed for each of the explorations of the larger scales. To overcome this issue, \([9]\) propose to use the hopsets \( \bigcup_{\log \beta - 1 < j \leq k - 1} H_j \), for constructing hopset edges \( H_k \). More precisely, they observe that for any pair of nodes with distance less than \(2^{k+1},\)
hopsets \( \cup_{\log \beta - 1 < j \leq k - 1} H_j \) provide a \((1 + \epsilon)\)-stretch approximate shortest path with \(2\beta + 1\) hops between these pair of nodes. In other words, it is enough to run each Bellman-Ford exploration only for \(O(\beta)\) rounds.

3 Distance Sketches in Massively Parallel Computation Model

In this section we will focus on the MPC model. First we provide MPC algorithms for constructing distance sketches that have the same guarantees (with respect to the stretch/size tradeoff) as the centralized construction of Thorup-Zwick that run in polynomial (or slightly subpolynomial) time. Then in Section 3.1 we show how we can bring down the running time to polylogarithmic in exchange for a loss in accuracy.

First, we note that it is known from [5] that for dense graphs with \(O(n^2)\) edges every Congested Clique algorithm (in which nodes use local memory of \(O(n)\)) can be implemented in the MPC(n) model. Therefore, when memory per machine is \(\Omega(n)\) and the graph is dense all our Congested Clique results also hold, except that we store the distance sketches rather than a central distance oracle. The more interesting case is when memory per machine is strictly sublinear in \(n\). For the rest of this section we will turn our attention to the case where the memory is \(n^\gamma\), where \(0 < \gamma \geq 1\) (i.e., strictly sublinear). For simplicity we assume that we can store the sketches in a single machine. Namely, we require \(\tilde{O}(n^{1/k})\) memory per machine for stretch \(O(k)\) distance sketches. This assumption can be relaxed (and in exchange the query algorithm will take \(O(k)\) rounds instead of 2 rounds).

One main subroutine that we need is the restricted Bellman-Ford algorithm. We then need to run many instances of this algorithm in parallel and handle other technicalities both for constructing hopsets, and then the distance sketches. First, we require following subroutines that will allow us to simulate one round of Bellman-Ford in MPC\(\left(\frac{n}{\gamma}\right)\):

**Sorting** [12]. Given a set of \(N\) comparable items, the goal is to have the items sorted on the output machines, i.e. the output machine with smaller ID holds smaller items.

**Indexing** [1]. Suppose we have sets \(S_1, S_2, ..., S_k\) of \(N\) items stored in the system. The goal is to compute a mapping \(f\) such that \(\forall i \in [k], x \in S_i, \text{ x is the } f(S_i, x)\)-th element of \(S_i\). After running this algorithm the tuple \((x, f(S_i, x))\) is stored in the machine that stores \(x\).

**Find Minimum** \((x, y)\). Finds the minimum of \(N\) values stored over a contiguous set of machines given ID \(x\) of the first machine and ID \(y\) of the last machine.

**Broadcast** \((b, x, y)\). Broadcasts a message \(b\) to a contiguous group of machines given ID \(x\) of the first machine and ID \(y\) of the last machine.

The sorting and indexing subroutines can be performed in \(O(1/\gamma)\) rounds of MPC\(\left(\frac{n}{\gamma}\right)\) ([1, 12]). We argue that we can solve the Find Minimum and Broadcast problems also in \(O(1/\gamma)\) rounds of MPC\(\left(\frac{n}{\gamma}\right)\) in the following theorem. At a high-level we use an implicit aggregation tree of depth \(O(\log_{N^\gamma} N) = \frac{1}{\gamma}\).

**Theorem 7.** Given \(N\) items over a contiguous range of machines \(x\) to \(y\), subroutines Find Minimum\((x, y)\) can be implemented in \(O(1/\gamma)\) rounds of MPC\(\left(\frac{n}{\gamma}\right)\). Moreover, the subroutine Broadcast\((x, y)\) can also be implemented in \(O(1/\gamma)\) rounds of MPC\(\left(\frac{n}{\gamma}\right)\).

**Proof.** We will first define a rooted aggregation tree \(T\) with branching factor \(N^\gamma\) where the machines \(M_x, ..., M_y\) are placed at the leaves (here \(M_x\) denotes the machine with ID \(x\)). W.l.o.g assume that the machines in this range have increasing and sequential IDs. Note that we don’t need to store this tree explicitly, and we only need each node to know its parent. Consider level \(\ell\) of the tree (leaves have \(\ell = 0\)). Each node in this level is a machine associated with the label \(\ell\). For each node in level \(\ell - 1\) that has the \(i\)-th machine in its
subtree, we set as its parent \( M_{p(i,\ell)} \) where \( p(i,\ell) = x + \lfloor \frac{x}{n^\gamma} \rfloor \). Thus each machine can compute its parent given the label \( \ell \). Similarly, each machine can compute the indices of its children (as a range). In other words, at each level \( \ell \), we assign each group of \( N^\gamma \) nodes of this tree to a parent node at level \( \ell + 1 \).

The algorithm Find Minimum proceeds as follows: at each round \( \ell \), each machine first computes minimum over its the values it knows, and then sends the outcome to the parent machine. Finally, the minimum will be computed and stored at the root machine, which may forward the value to another destination. The algorithm Broadcast will similarly use an aggregation tree, but this time it routes the message top-down. First message \( b \) is sent to the first machine \( M_x \), and then starting from \( M_x \) in each round any machine that receives message \( b \) sends this value to all of its children, which can be determined from the machine’s ID and \( y \). Eventually all the machines at the leaves will receive \( b \). The number of rounds each of these subroutines take are the height of the aggregation tree which is \( O(\log_{N^\gamma} N) = \frac{1}{\gamma} \). \( \blacktriangleright \)

Running the (restricted) Bellman-Ford algorithm in MPC is not as straightforward as it is in the Congested Clique. One challenge is that for high-degree nodes, the edges corresponding to a single node are distributed over a set of machines. Therefore, for each round of Bellman-Ford these machines must communicate for computing and updating the distance estimates. Another hurdle is the fact that since nodes have different degrees, we do not have the range in which edges corresponding to a given node are stored a priori. To overcome these challenges we need to use the described subroutines, and for that we need to perform some preprocessing to append each edge with a tuple that we will describe shortly.

We will show how we can create and maintain the following setting: Given a graph \( G = (V, E) \), the goal is to store all the edges incident to each node \( v \) in a contiguous group of machines, which we denote by \( M(v) \). More precisely, let \( M_1, ..., M_P \), where \( P = O(\frac{n^\gamma}{\gamma}) \), be the list of machines ordered by their ID, and let \( v_1, ..., v_n \) be the list of vertices sorted by their ID. \( M(v_i) \) consists of the \( i \)-th smallest contiguous group of machines, such that \( |M(v_i)| = \lceil \frac{\text{deg}(v_i)}{n^\gamma} \rceil \).

Throughout the algorithm, let \( M(u,v) \) denote the machine that stores the edge \((u,v)\). Also, for all \( u \in V \), let \( r_u \) be the first machine in \( M(u) \), and for any edge \((u,v) \in E \) let \( i_u(v) \) be the index of \((u,v)\) (based on the lexicographic order) among all the edges incident to \( v \). We need to compute and store the following information at \( M(u,v) \): \( \text{deg}(u), \text{deg}(v), r_u, r_v, i_u, i_v \) (here by storing \( r_u \) we mean ID of \( r_u \), and for simplicity we refer to \( i_u(v) \) as \( i_u \)). We first explain how these labels can be computed for all edges in \( O(\frac{1}{\gamma}) \) rounds in the following lemma.

Lemma 8. Let \( M(u,v) \) be the machine that stores a given edge \((u,v)\). We can create tuples of the form \((u,v), \text{deg}(u), \text{deg}(v), r_u, r_v, i_u, i_v)\), stored at \( M(u,v) \) for all edges in \( O(\frac{1}{\gamma}) \) rounds in MPC(\(n^\gamma\)), where \( \gamma < 1 \).

Proof. Let \( N(v) \) be the set of edges incident on node \( v \). Without loss of generality, let us assume that both tuples of form \((u,v)\) and \((v,u)\) are present in the system for each edge and we assume \((u,v) \in N(u)\) and \((v,u) \in N(v)\) (note that the graph is still undirected). First, we use the indexing subroutine of [1] on the sets \( \{N(v)\}_{v \in V} \) to store index \( i_u \) at \( M(u,v) \) and index \( i_v \) at \( M(v,u) \). After this step tuples of form \(((u,v), w(u,v), i_u)\) are stored at \( M(u,v) \).

Then we sort the tuples based on edge IDs lexicographically, using sorting algorithm proposed in [12]. This will result in the setting described above in which edges incident to each node \( u \) are stored in a contiguous group of machines \( M(u) \). Now in order to compute \( \text{deg}(u) \), machines will check whether they are the last machine in \( M(u) \) either by scanning their local memory or communicating with the next machine. Then the last machine in
M(u) sets \( \text{deg}(u) \) to the maximum index \( i_u \) it holds. This machine can also compute \( r_u \), ID of the first machine in \( M(u) \) (using \( \text{deg}(u) \)), and then broadcasts \( \text{deg}(u) \) and \( r_u \) to all machines in \( M(u) \). At the end of these computations, each tuple \( ((u, v), w(u, v), r_u, i_u, \text{deg}(u)) \) will be replaced by the tuple \( ((u, v), s(v, u), r_u, i_u, \text{deg}(u)) \). Next, we sort these tuples again but this time based on the ID of the smallest endpoint. In other words, for each edge \( (u, v) \in E \), both tuples \( ((u, v), w(u, v), i_u, \text{deg}(u)) \) and \( ((u, v), w(v, u), i_v, \text{deg}(v)) \) will be at the same machine. Now we can easily merge these two tuples to create tuples of form \( ((u, v), w(u, v), i_u, i_v, \text{deg}(u), \text{deg}(v)) \).

After computing the tuples, we use the sorting subroutine again to redistribute the edges into the initial setting of having contiguous group of machines \( M(u) \) for all \( u \in V \). After these preprocessing steps, we are ready to perform updates required for the restricted Bellman-Ford algorithm. A summary of this algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

\begin{algorithm}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textbf{Input} : Graph \( G = (V,E) \) distributed among machines \( M_1,...,M_P \) and source \( s \).
\item \textbf{Output} : \( h \)-hop restricted distances from the source \( s \) to all nodes \( u \in V \), \( d^h(s,v) \).
\item 1 Create the tuple \(( (u, v), i_u, i_v, r_u, r_v, \text{deg}(u), \text{deg}(v)) \) at \( M(u,v) \) for each edge \((u,v) \in E \) (by Lemma 8).
\item 2 Sort the edges lexicographically so that edges incident to \( v \) are stored in a contiguous group of machines \( M(v) \) (by [12]).
\item 3 \textbf{for} \( i = 0 \) to \( h \) \textbf{do}
\item \hspace{0.5cm}4 \textbf{for} \( v \in V \) \textbf{do}
\item \hspace{1cm}5 Compute \( d(s,v) \) by finding (using Theorem 7) \( \min_{u \in N(v)} d(s,u) + w(u,v) \).
\item \hspace{1cm}6 Broadcast updated distances to everyone in \( M(v) \) (also by Theorem 7).
\item \hspace{1cm}7 Each machine in \( M(v) \) sends \( d(s,v) \) to \( M(u,v) \) (located at \( r_u + \lfloor \frac{i}{n^\rho} \rfloor \)).
\end{itemize}
\end{algorithm}

\textbf{Theorem 9.} Given a graph \( G = (V,E) \) and a source node \( s \in V \) the restricted Bellman-Ford algorithm (Algorithm 1) computes distances \( d^h(s,v) \) for all \( v \in V \) in \( O(\frac{1}{\gamma}) \) rounds of MPC(\( n^\beta \)).

**Proof.** After storing the tuples \((i_u, i_v, r_u, r_v, \text{deg}(u), \text{deg}(v)) \) at \( M(u,v) \) for each \((u,v) \in E \), the restricted Bellman-Ford algorithm proceeds as follows: in each round, for each node \( v \), we first find the minimum distance estimate for \( v \) and send it to \( r_u \). Then \( r_v \) will broadcast the minimum distance found to all the machines in \( M(v) \). By Theorem 7 both of these operations take \( O(1/\gamma) \) rounds. Then for each \((v,u) \in N(v)\), \( M(u,v) \) sends the updated distance directly to \( M(u,v) \), which is located at index \( r_u + \lfloor \frac{i}{n^\rho} \rfloor \). All the operations for each of the \( h \) iterations of Bellman-Ford take \( O(1/\gamma) \) rounds.

We now need to argue that hopsets of [9] can be constructed in MPC(\( n^\beta \)). We show this in the following theorem. Here we assume that the weights are polynomial in \( n \), which is not unrealistic since in MPC the total memory is assumed to be \( \tilde{O}(m) \) bits.

\textbf{Theorem 10.} For any graph \( G = (V,E) \) with \( n \) vertices, and parameters \( \rho \leq \gamma \leq 1, 1 \leq \kappa \leq (\log n)/4, 1/2 > \rho \geq 1/\kappa \) and \( 0 < \epsilon < 1 \), there is an algorithm in MPC(\( n^\beta \)) model that computes a \((\beta, \epsilon)\)-hopset with expected size \( O(n^{1+\frac{\beta}{\kappa}} \log n) \) in \( O(\frac{n^2}{\rho} \cdot \log^2 n \cdot \beta) \) rounds whp, where \( \beta = O\left(\left(\frac{\log n}{\epsilon}\right)^{\log \kappa + \frac{1}{\rho}}\right) \).
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**Proof.** The distributed implementation of this algorithm just performs multiple restricted Bellman-Ford algorithms in each phase. Recall also that it is enough to run each of the Bellman-Ford instances only for $O(\beta)$ rounds, by using the fact that for constructing hopset edges $H_k$ for a distance scale of $\{2^k, 2^{k+1}\}$, the hopsets $\cup_{\log \beta - 1 < j \leq k - 1} H_j$ can be used recursively.

Each round of a single Bellman-Ford algorithm can be simulated in $O(\frac{1}{\rho})$ rounds of MPC($n^\rho$) by running the algorithm of Theorem 9 on each node, whose edges may be distributed over multiple machines. Hence each superclustering phase can be performed in $O(\frac{1}{\gamma})$ rounds. But at each interconnection phase multiple separate Bellman-Fords will run from each cluster center remaining. Thus we need to argue that these runs of Bellman-Ford will not violate the memory (and IO memory) limit of each machine. This can be shown using Lemma 6, which states that for each vertex $v \in V$, w.h.p. the number of explorations of interconnection phase that visit $v$ is at most $O(\deg_v \cdot \log n)$. In other words, each node only forwards messages to at most $O(\deg_v \cdot \log n)$ in each depth $\delta_i/2$ Bellman-Ford explorations performed for an interconnection phase. Moreover, the parameters of their construction is set so that $\deg_v = O(n^\rho)$ throughout the algorithm. Hence, each node $v \in V$ need to store and forward distance estimates corresponding to at most $O(n^\rho \log n)$ sources for $O(\log(\kappa \rho) + \frac{1}{\rho})$ iterations, and each Bellman-Ford runs for $O(\beta)$ rounds. These separate Bellman-Ford runs can be pipelined. Overall, all of the Bellman-Ford explorations can be implemented in $O(\frac{2}{\gamma} \cdot n^\rho \log n)$. \hfill \qed

We can now construct a hopset first and then run the distributed variant of the algorithm in Section 2.2 due to [24] for constructing the distance sketches on the new graph. The sketch of a given node $v$ can be stored at a machine in $M(v)$.

**Proof of Theorem 2.** After constructing a $(\beta, \epsilon)$-hopset (by setting $\kappa = k$), we store the edges added to each node $v$ by redistributing them among machines $M(v)$ that simulate $v$. Let $G' = (V, E \cup H, w')$ be the graph obtained by adding hopset edges. For constructing distance sketches with stretch $2k - 1$, we run the algorithm of [24] on $G'$. We run the restricted Bellman-Ford algorithm (Algorithm 1) in $O(\frac{2}{\gamma})$ rounds. Overall, $O(\frac{2n^\rho \log^2 n}{\rho \gamma})$ rounds are needed for the hopset construction (by Theorem 10), and $O(kn^{1/k} \log n \cdot \frac{2}{\gamma})$ rounds for building the distance sketches on $G'$. In case $k = O(1)$ we set $\rho = 1/k$, and $\kappa = k$ to get $\beta = O(1)$ and total running time $O(n^{1/k})$. In case $k = \Theta(\log n)$, we will set $1/k = \rho = \sqrt{\frac{\log \log n}{\log n}}$. \hfill \qed

### 3.1 Polylogarithmic Round Complexity

In this section we describe how we can modify our algorithm to run in a polylogarithmic number of rounds in exchange for increasing the stretch. We do this by first constructing a spanner, which sparsifies the graph (“shrinking” the input) and thus allows us to act as if we have “extra” total space. It turns out that this extra space is incredibly powerful, and will let us build distance sketches in polylogarithmic time. But in the end we have to pay for both the stretch of the spanner and the stretch of the sketch, so we only achieve stretch $O(k^2)$ rather than stretch $2k - 1$ for sketches of size $\tilde{O}(n^{1/k})$.

There are intuitively two reasons why this extra space is so helpful. First, in MPC having extra space (or extra machines) is equivalent to having larger total communication bandwidth. This intuitively allows us to speed up the main construction algorithm by running the Bellman-Ford algorithms “in parallel”. There are some technical details but it is not surprising that extra bandwidth is helpful.
The second reason why extra space is helpful is less obvious. Goodrich et al. [12] gave a powerful simulation argument, showing that PRAM algorithms can be efficiently simulated in MPC as long as the total number of processors used and the total space used by the PRAM algorithm are bounded by the size of the input. This is a very useful theorem, but the requirement that the number of processors is only the size of the input is very restrictive. For example, the state of the art PRAM algorithms for constructing hopsets use $\Omega(n^\rho)$ processors rather than $O(m)$ (for some value $\rho$ determined by the parameters of the hopset).

It turns out to be easy to extend [12] to show that if we have extra total space, we can use that extra space and communication to simulate PRAM algorithms that use slightly more processors or space. Thus by using a spanner first to sparsify the input, we give ourselves extra space and thus the ability to efficiently simulate a wider class of PRAM algorithms (hopsets in particular).

**MPC with Extra Space.** First we define a variant of MPC with extra machines (and thus extra space) denoted by MPC$(S, S')$ where $S$ is memory per machine, the number of machines is $\Theta(mS')$ and $m$ is the total input size. This also implies the total memory available is $\Theta(mS')$ rather than $\Theta(m)$. We are first going to analyze our algorithm in this variant of MPC, and then switch back to the standard setting.

In [12] it was shown that with a small overhead PRAM algorithms can be simulated in MPC under certain assumptions on the number of processors and the memory used. We use a simple extension of their result for our new MPC variant.

**Theorem 11.** Given a PRAM algorithm using $P = O(m^\alpha)$ processors that runs in time $T$, and uses $O(m^\alpha)$ total memory at any time, this algorithm can be simulated in $O(T/\gamma)$ rounds of MPC$(m^\gamma, \alpha)$, for any $0 < \gamma < 1$.

This stronger variant of MPC also lets us extend Theorem 7 for larger message sizes. We define a generalized variant of Find Minimum that takes a collection of vectors and computes their coordinate-wise minimum, and a generalizes version of Broadcast which broadcasts a vector of messages (rather than just a single message). We get the following lemma.

**Lemma 12.** We can compute generalized Find Minimum $(x, y)$ over $N$ vectors of length $\alpha$ stored on a contiguous range of machines $x$ to $y$ in $O(1/\gamma)$ rounds of MPC$(N^\gamma, \alpha)$. Moreover, the generalized Broadcast$(b, x, y)$ subroutine can also be implemented in $O(1/\gamma)$ rounds.

**Proof.** In the new settings we have $\Theta(N^{1-\gamma} \cdot \alpha)$ machines that can be used for computation over $N$ items in range $(x, y)$, rather than $\Theta(N^{1-\gamma} \cdot \alpha)$ machines used in Theorem 7. Therefore we can assign each coordinate to a group of $N^{1-\gamma}$ machines and then use a similar aggregation tree argument as in Theorem 7 on all the coordinates in parallel in $O(1/\gamma)$ rounds for both problems.

Next, we describe how the algorithm of Theorem 2 can be modified to utilize the extra resources in MPC$(n, n^{1/k} \log n)$ to improve the round complexity. We use an argument similar to [24] with a few changes. The complete argument can be found in the full version.

**Theorem 13.** Given a graph $G = (V, E)$ with shortest path diameter $\Lambda$, there is an algorithm in MPC$(n^\gamma, n^{1/k} \log n)$ that runs in time $O(k\Lambda)$ w.h.p. and constructs Thorup-Zwick distance sketches of size $O(kn^{1/k} \log n)$ with stretch $2k - 1$. 
A straightforward extension of Theorem 13 implies that given a \((\beta, \epsilon)\)-hopset for a graph, we can compute distance sketches with stretch \((1 + \epsilon)(2k - 1)\) in \(O(\frac{1}{\epsilon})\) rounds of MPC\((n^\gamma, n^{1/k} \log n)\). Next, we show that in addition to proving Theorem 13, the extra memory also lets us improve the number of rounds for the hopset construction. To show this, we use a result in [9] that constructs hopsets in PRAM, which is as follows:

\textbf{Theorem 14 ([9]).} For any graph \(G = (V, E, w)\) with \(n\) vertices, and parameters \(2 \leq \kappa \leq (\log n)/4, 1/2 > \rho \geq 1/\kappa\) and \(0 < \epsilon < 1\), there is a PRAM algorithm that computes a \((\beta, \epsilon)\)-hopset with expected size \(O(n^{1+\frac{1}{\rho}} \log n)\) in \(O\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon} \cdot \log^2 n \cdot \log \kappa \cdot \beta\right)\) PRAM time whp, where \(\beta = O\left(\frac{\log n (\log \kappa + 1/\rho)}{\epsilon} \log \kappa + \frac{1}{\epsilon}\right)\) using \(\tilde{O}((m + n^{1+1/\kappa})n^\rho)\) processors.

We now argue that by having more space/machines, we can implement the algorithm in Theorem 14 in solving the (approximate) single-source shortest path problem. As stated earlier, while

\textbf{Corollary 15.} For any graph \(G = (V, E, w)\), and parameters \(0 < \epsilon < 1, 1/\kappa < \gamma \leq 1, \kappa \geq 2\), there is an algorithm that computes a \((\beta, \epsilon)\)-hopset with size \(O(n^{1+\frac{1}{\rho}} \log n)\) w.h.p. in \(O((\kappa/\gamma) \cdot \log^2 n \cdot \log \kappa \cdot \beta)\) rounds of MPC\((n^\gamma, n^{1/\kappa})\), where \(\beta = O\left(\frac{\log n (\log \kappa)}{\epsilon} \log \kappa + \frac{1}{\epsilon}\right)\).

\textbf{Obtaining Extra Space.} Our modified algorithm for MPC\((n^\gamma)\) now proceeds as follows: we first construct a spanner, then construct a hopset on this spanner, and then use Theorem 13. Intuitively, by sparsifying the graph we can “buy” more memory and hence more communication. In other words, by building a spanner we can extend the results of the extra memory setting to the standard MPC setting.

There are several efficient PRAM algorithms for constructing spanners that we can simulate in MPC, and we use an algorithm proposed by [2] that constructs a \((2k - 1)\)-spanner of size \(O(kn^{1+1/k} \log n)\) with high probability. We then use Theorem 11 with \(\alpha = 1\) (i.e. the original simulation of [12]) to construct the spanner in \(O\left(\frac{1}{\epsilon} \log n \log^* n\right)\) rounds of MPC\((n^\gamma)\), and then redistribute the spanner edges (e.g., by sorting), to make the input distribution uniform over all the machines. We can now put everything together to get the polylogarithmic construction.

\textbf{Proof of Theorem 3.} We first construct a \(4k - 1\)-spanner with size \(O(kn^{1+\frac{1}{\rho}})\). We denote this spanner by \(G’\). Since \(G’\) has size \(m’ = O(n^{1+\frac{1}{\rho}})\), while our total memory (and consequently overall communication bound) is still based on the original graph. Equivalently, the number of machines is \(\frac{m}{n} = \Omega\left(\frac{n^{\rho}n^{1+1/k} \log n}{n^{\rho}}\right)\) (since \(m = \Omega\left(kn^{1+1/k} \log n\right)\)), and therefore we are exactly in the MPC\((n^\gamma, n^{1/\rho})\) setting, but where the input graph is \(G’\). Then we use Corollary 15 to construct a \((\beta, \epsilon)\)-hopset for \(G’\) with \(\beta = O\left(\frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot \frac{\log n \log k}{\epsilon} \log k + 1 + k\right)\) rounds of MPC\((n^\gamma)\). Finally, after adding the hopset edges to \(G’\) we use Theorem 13. The new stretch is clearly \(O(k^2 (1 + \epsilon))\).

\textbf{3.2 Single-source shortest path} 

In various models (such as PRAM, CONGEST and Congested Clique) hopsets are used for solving shortest path problems (e.g. [8, 14, 9]), and thus it is natural to see how they can be used for this application in the MPC model. In particular, we discuss application of Theorem 10 in solving the (approximate) single-source shortest path problem. As stated earlier, while
this problem is well-studied in many distributed models, including the Congested Clique model, we are not aware of any non-trivial results for this problem in the low memory MPC setting.

**Theorem 16.** Given a weighted undirected graph $G = (V,E,w)$, a source node $s \in V$, and $0 < \gamma \leq 1$, $0 < \epsilon < 1$ we can compute $(1 + \epsilon)$-approximate distances from $s$ to all nodes in $V$ w.h.p. in $O\left(\frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot 2^{O(\sqrt{\log n})}\right)$ rounds of MPC with $\Theta(n^{\gamma})$ memory per machine.

**Proof.** We first construct a hopset using Theorem 10 by setting $\rho = \sqrt{\frac{\log n}{\log \log n}}$, and $\kappa = \Theta(\log n)$. This will let us build a hopset with hopbound $2^{O(\log n)}$ in time $O\left(\frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot 2^{O(\sqrt{\log n})}\right)$. We then run the restricted Bellman-Ford algorithm (Algorithm 1) in $O\left(\frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot 2^{O(\sqrt{\log n})}\right)$ rounds of MPC($n^{\gamma}$). The idea behind this choice of parameters is the following: any attempt to improve the running time by getting a smaller hopbound (e.g. constant) will increase the time required to construct the hopset. In other words, this choice of parameters will make the time required for preprocessing (construction of the hopset) almost the same as the time required for running the Bellman-Ford algorithm.

Finally, we show that we can use the technique in Section 3.1 to find constant approximation to single source shortest path in polylogarithmic time for graphs with a certain density. In particular, by first constructing a spanner and then using Corollary 15, we can also solve $4k(1 + \epsilon)$-approximate SSSP (for any $2 \leq k \leq O(\log n)$) on any graph with $m = \Omega(n^{1+1/k} \log n)$ edges in fewer number of rounds. After constructing a $4k - 1$-spanner, we construct a $(\beta, \epsilon)$-hopset for an appropriate hopbound $\beta$ using the extra space and then run a single restricted Bellman-Ford (Algorithm 1) from the source in $O(1/\gamma \cdot \frac{\log n \cdot \log k}{\epsilon^{O(1)}})$ rounds of MPC($n^{\gamma}$). By setting $\kappa = k$ we get,

**Corollary 17.** For any graph $G = (V,E,w)$ with $n$ vertices, $m = \Omega(n^{1+1/k})$ edges, and $0 < \epsilon < 1$, $1/k < \gamma \leq 1$, $k > 2$, and a source node $s \in V$, there is an algorithm that w.h.p. finds a $4k(1 + \epsilon)$-approximate of shortest path distance from $s$ to all nodes in $O\left(\frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot \frac{\log n \cdot \log k}{\epsilon^{O(1)}} \log k + k + 1\right)$ rounds of MPC($n^{\gamma}$). In particular, for $k = O(1)$ the algorithm runs in $O\left(\frac{1}{\gamma} \cdot \frac{\log n}{\epsilon^{O(1)}}\right)$ rounds.
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